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FOREWORD 
 

Rocky Mountain National Park is far more than a beautiful place enjoyed by over 
3 million people each year for the spectacular views and abundant animal life.  Hidden 
among the mountains, valleys, glaciers, meadows, and tundra is a unique story of more 
than 11,000 years of human adaptation and use of a complex series of high altitude 
environments and ecosystems with an often harsh and unforgiving climate.  
Unfortunately, that story was only poorly known prior to a concentrated research effort 
begun in 1997 under the Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program (SAIP) of the 
National Park Service.   Field and laboratory research was conducted by the University of 
Northern Colorado under an educational cooperative agreement with the National Park 
Service.  Dr. Robert Brunswig was responsible for the University of Northern Colorado’s 
execution of the SAIP project while Dr. William Butler represented the Park and served 
as a liaison with the university as well as conducting his own collateral and 
complementary research. 
 

Funding came primarily from the National Park Service under the overall SAIP 
program, but additional funds were made available from other Park programs to 
investigate not only the archeology of the Park, but the past environment and Native 
American concerns. As the project evolved, it became increasingly multi-disciplinary, 
ultimately involving cultural anthropologists, botanists, geographic information system 
specialists, geologists, and paleoclimatologists.  
 

Rocky Mountain National Park’s collaboration with the University of Northern 
Colorado has proved very fruitful and produced several dozen conference papers, journal 
articles, edited volume book chapters, and graduate theses. The following final research 
report is divided into two volumes that detail the prehistoric and early historic archeology 
of the Park’s native inhabitants and more recent Euro-American settlers. But it should 
also be pointed out that SAIP investigations did not end with the conclusion of its last 
field season in 2002. Instead, it opened the door for a whole series of continuing research 
programs designed to explore the rich cultural and natural heritage of the Park in ever 
expanding horizons. 
 

Given the immensity of information derived from the project for both the historic 
and prehistoric time periods, it was decided that two separate reports would be prepared. 
Bob Brunswig directed his attention to the prehistoric record, while Bill Butler 
concentrated on the historic archeology.  As readers will note, the authors have different 
approaches to presenting information which they tailored to their respective subjects, 
Native American and non-Native American, primarily Euroamerican, archeology and 
history. Although written as separate studies, there was a great deal of interplay and 
extensive conversations about what was found and what it meant.  A detailed account of 
the overall methods, procedures, lines of evidence, and interpretive syntheses generated 
from the project can be found in both volumes, but the more “mundane details” of field 
survey finds from season-to-season are omitted since they were published separately in 
annual project reports issued throughout the SAIP program.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
In 1997, preliminary planning for a large-scale archeological inventory program was 
funded for Rocky Mountain National Park by the National Park Service under the nation-
wide Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program (SAIP). In the following year (1998), 
the University of Northern Colorado began a series of five field survey seasons in the 
Park in order to inventory as many prehistoric and historic archeological sites as possible. 
The first two seasons concentrated on lower elevation high-visitor impact areas of the 
Park, mainly east of the Continental Divide. By seasons 3 and 4, surveys were done in the 
Kawuneeche (Colorado River) valley west of the Continental Divide and in several 
selected high altitude tundra areas from Park’s northern to southern boundaries. When the 
UNC/RMNP SAIP project began, only 16,143 acres had been archeologically surveyed, 
mostly through low-intensity, limited area block or reconnaissance surveys. When the 
project’s field phase concluded in late summer of 2002, an additional 27,752 acres had 
been intensively (100% coverage) surveyed. The number of recorded sites increased from 
fewer than a hundred to more than a thousand. It is particularly notable that documented 
prehistoric and early historic sites of Native American affiliation rose from fewer than 50 
to 353 and recorded the tangible presence of humans in the Park from the Late Ice Age to 
the arrival of Euro-American explorers, settlers, miners, and ranchers. The following 
volume documents in detail the environmental and cultural record of the Native 
American inhabitants of the Park as reconstructed from one of the most intensive, and 
extensive, archeological research programs ever conducted in the Southern Rocky 
Mountains. A second volume, written by Dr. William Butler, Rocky Mountain National 
Park archeologists, details the park’s historic Euro-American record, based on a synthesis 
of written historical documentation, previously recorded archeological sites, and new 
information accumulated during the five-year SAIP field program.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 

The following volume details results for five years (1998-2002) of archeological 

survey and testing by the University of Northern Colorado (UNC) related to prehistoric, 

protohistoric and early historic period Native American cultural resources in Rocky 

Mountain National Park (RMNP). A second, companion volume on the Park’s 

Euroamerican archeology was written by RMNP archeologist, Dr. William Butler (2005). 

The university’s research program was conducted under a joint cooperative agreement 

and contract to the National Park Service (NPS), funded under its national Systemwide 

Archeological Inventory Program (SAIP). The SAIP project was one of several such 

archeological inventories undertaken by the National Park Service within selected 

administrative units (national parks and monuments) across the United States (cf., Head 

and Orcutt 2002; Reeves 2003). As noted by Butler (2003a: 1), SAIP: 

“was established by the National Park Service (NPS) in 1992 
in response to a Management Control Review that identified the 
lack of survey and evaluation of cultural resources to constitute a 
high risk material weakness in the National Park Service.” 
 
In addressing that “weakness”, various administrative units of the National Park 

Service were encouraged to apply for special funding in order to:  

“Conduct systematic, scientific research to locate, evaluate, and 
 document archeological resources on National Park System lands… 
 [and] 1. Determine the nature and extent of archeological resources 
 in park areas.  2. Record and evaluate those resources, including 
 nominating eligible properties for listing in the National Register of Historic 
 Places.  3. Recommend appropriate strategies for conserving, protecting, 
 preserving in situ, managing, and interpreting those resources” (Aubry et  
 al. 1992: 2). 
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Subsequent to establishment of SAIP, Rocky Mountain National Park, under the 

direction of Park Archeologist Dr. William Butler, applied to the SAIP program through 

its regional office for archeological inventory funding. SAIP funding, based on a six year 

timeline, was awarded to RMNP in 1996 with the comment by regional archeology 

administrators that:  

“resources and information would be irretrievably lost with the 
increasing visitation (over 3.2 million in 1995) resulting from the 
tremendous population growth being experienced all along the 
Colorado Front Range.  In addition, they felt that the presence of an archeologist 
in the Park would allow for efficient use of the funds.” 
(Butler 2003: 1) 

 
History and Implementation of the UNC/RMNP SAIP Project 

  
The program’s first year was dedicated to formulation of a research design (Butler 

1997a), preliminary assessment of known archeological resources in RMNP, and 

evaluation of potential contractors who might best carry out the inventory by Park 

Archeologist Dr. William Butler. With completion of this process, it was decided that this 

author and the University of Northern Colorado, having demonstrated a strong record of 

field experience and scholarship in northern Colorado and being already partnered with 

Rocky Mountain National Park under an existing cooperative agreement, would be the 

most qualified candidate for conducting the project.  Contracting and administrative 

preparations for the project’s research phase took place in 1997 and early 1998, with the 

first field season taking place in summer of 1998. It was decided early on that UNC 

would produce all required State of Colorado site forms, maps, NPS cultural resource 

evaluation forms, analyzed and appropriately labeled, catalogued artifacts, and annual 

summary reports after each field season (see Brunswig 1999a, 2000a, 2001a, 2002a, 

2002c). The annual reports, rather than being comprehensive research documents, were 
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designed to fully describe and evaluate all prehistoric, protohistoric and early historic 

Native American and Euroamerican historic sites and isolated finds (the latter older than 

50 years) for their archeological-historical content, cultural significance, physical 

condition, and potential threat (vulnerability to disturbance) statuses. Each annual report 

detailed respective years’ survey results, provided information on evolving field survey 

and laboratory methodologies, background of previous research in each year’s research, 

narratives of more significant resources, evaluations of site classes and impact (threat) 

variables, and concluded with comprehensive site catalogue, site status table, and site 

location map appendices. 

Pre-SAIP and SAIP Survey Histories 

 Archeological research in Rocky Mountain National Park began with the random 

collection of prehistoric artifacts by Park visitors and staff as early as the 1920s (see 

Butler 2002 and Appendix K for a more complete history of RMNP archeological 

research). RMNP Museum records show that artifacts were being placed in Park museum 

curation by the late 1920s by Park visitors and staff, often with minimal provenance 

information. During the 1930s, references to prehistoric sites and artifacts began to 

regularly appear in the Park’s informal Nature Notes newsletter and the local Estes Trail 

newspaper (Preston 1935; Yeager 1931a, 1931b, 1932, 1933a, 1933b, 1935).  Even 

greater attention was being paid to those resources by Park Ranger Jack Moomaw (1928, 

1930, 1931, 1933, 1954, 1955, 1957, 1960, 1964) who began randomly collecting 

artifacts in the Park by the late 1920s, contributing many to the Park Museum and 

keeping others for his personal collection. The first professional investigations in the Park 

were surveys and recording of selected known sites in 1931 and 1932 by graduate student 
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Elizabeth Yelm (1935) for her University Denver Master’s Thesis.  Wilfred Husted 

(1962, 1965), a University of Colorado (Boulder) graduate student conducted a series of 

unsystematic surveys for prehistoric sites in 1960 and 1962 and published the results in a 

1962 M.A. thesis. Between 1978 and the start of the SAIP research program in 1998, 

several more systematic, but small scale, survey projects were conducted in RMNP.  

These included a road corridor survey by Lincoln (1978) from the Longs Peak Ranger 

Station, over Trail Ridge, and down Colorado Highway 34 through the Kawuneeche 

Valley to the Grand Lake entrance station. One important site recorded in the Lincoln 

survey, the multi-component Pontiac Pit site (5GA217), was extensively test excavated 

by Mueller and Liestman in 1982 and 1983 (Liestman 1986). Another relatively 

extensive survey (1358 acres) was conducted by Ralph Hartley of the National Park 

Service’s Midwest Archeological Center (Lincoln, Nebraska) (Hartley 1981).  From 1981 

to 1997, one hundred twenty-six limited archeological surveys, primarily related to 

mitigation studies for construction projects, were conducted by National Park Service 

professionals and paraprofessionals (Butler 2002: 5-6, 2003d). Those surveys covered a 

total of 2,299 acres or an average of 18.25 acres per survey. Figure 1 provides an 

overview map of Park survey areas prior to the initiation of the UNC/RMNP SAIP 

program in 1998. 
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Figure 1. RMNP physiographic map showing locations of archeological survey areas 
prior to the start of the SAIP program in 1998. 
 

The SAIP project’s first two survey years (1998 and1999) concentrated on high 

visitor impact areas of the Park, specifically lower elevation valleys and parks on either 

side of the continental divide such as Moraine Park, Upper Beaver Meadow, Hallowell 

Park, Glacier Basin, Wild Basin, Big Meadow and the Kawuneeche Valley (see Figure 2 

for locations of all SAIP survey areas from 1998 through 2002). The project’s final three 
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years (2000-2002) increasingly focused on less visitor-accessible, lower to higher 

elevation, Park areas, mainly in the Cache La Poudre River, Chapin Creek, Hague Creek, 

Long Meadow, Pole Creek, Mill Creek, Thunder Lake, Trail Ridge, Lawn Lake, and 

various North Inlet Trail stream drainages. By the project’s fourth and fifth years (2001 

and 2002), survey teams began to systematically explore several very high altitude, and 

often very remote, areas of the Park, including Mummy Pass, Mount Ida Ridge, Bighorn 

Flats,  and the Lost Lake headwaters of the North Fork of the Big Thompson. During five 

years of surveys, SAIP archeologists documented or re-recorded more than 1,000 sites 

and isolated finds.  More than a third, 353, of those cultural resources were prehistoric 

through early historic Native American in origin. Of those 353, prehistoric-early historic 

resources, which included 203 sites and 149 isolated finds, 106 were dated by culturally-

chronologically diagnostic artifacts or absolute radiocarbon dates based on test-excavated 

archeological charcoal. 
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Figure 2.  Survey polygon locations of SAIP survey areas. 

 
Following a pre-project SAIP research design (Butler 1997), survey of high 

visitor use areas was established as an initial priority. Major portions of those areas were 

covered in the project’s first two years, and in the project’s third through fifth years, a 

secondary priority of sampling as many ecological-environmental zones of the Park as 

possible was implemented. As shown later in this report, survey results from a wide range 

of environmental zones and remoter, less frequently visited Park areas (primarily in 
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higher elevations) were extremely productive and have significantly changed previou

held perspectives on the Park’s Native American past. 

This volume represents an interpretive synthesis

sly 

 and final report of data presented 

in earli

’s 

. A second 

 

porting Research Programs 

The RMNP- d research 

initiativ veys 

wed 

rveys 

IP 

 

er annual and specialized SAIP reports (see below) and incorporates data from 

earlier Park research. It provides a comprehensive summary of information on the Park

Native American prehistoric though early historic occupations and addresses those 

occupations in their regional context, drawing on a comprehensive survey of 

archeological research from the surrounding Southern Rocky Mountain region

volume on the archeological record and historical documentation of the Park’s more 

recent historic Euroamerican occupations was authored by Rocky Mountain National

Park archeologist, Dr. William Butler. 

Collateral and Sup

UNC SAIP project involved a variety of interrelate

es. The project’s core goal was to conduct extensive archeological field sur

in order to intensively sample the Park’s overall population of cultural resources. Five 

years of survey covered a comprehensive range of environmental and ecological zones 

and achieved substantial survey coverage of 29, 739.26 acres, or 46.67 square miles, 

within Park boundaries. However, a combination of SAIP and non-SAIP funding allo

maximization of personnel, field expertise, and equipment use for assembling as 

comprehensive and professional research effort extending well beyond the field su

and their primary archeological inventory goal. A number of collateral research 

programs, described below, were made possible by integrating SAIP and non-SA

funding sources. Non-SAIP funding for individual park projects which paralleled and
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supplemented SAIP research objectives also came from a series of RMNP research 

contracts and match contributions from the University of Northern Colorado’s Spon

Programs (SPARC) Office. Both SAIP and corollary non-SAIP program research results 

were disseminated (Table 1) in the form of 29 annual and specialized research reports to 

the National Park Service, 40 professional conference presentations,  2 peer-reviewed 

journal articles, 12 peer-reviewed edited book chapters, 4 M.A. theses, 3 undergraduate

research theses, 3 professional or avocational archeology society newsletter articles,  and

6 public research presentations. Appendix C provides a complete bibliography of project-

related publications and presentations. 

Table 1. UNC SAIP Research Pub

sored 

 

 

lication and Public Presentation Summary 
 
Public Research Presentations 6 
Professional Conference Presentations 40 
Research Reports (annual and specialized) 29 
Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles 2 
Peer-Reviewed Book Chapters 12 
Professional or Avocational Organizations- 

eviewed) Newsletter Articles (non Peer-R
3 

M.A. Theses 4 
Undergraduate Research Theses 3 
  

In addition to annual SAIP reports, a number of specialized analytical or 

backgro ssional 

 Werner 

 sites 

und research studies were sub-contracted with various laboratories, profe

specialists, and graduate students, providing a comprehensive database for interpreting 

the project’s archeological inventory results. The studies included research into 

ethnobotany and ecological-economic plant patterns (Bach 2003; Cavaille 2003;

1999), lithic and ground stone tool material sourcing (Hughes 2002, 2003; Shropshire 

2003; Wunderlich 2003, 2004; Wunderlich and Brunswig 2003, 2004), prehistoric 

pottery (Reed 2003), a ground penetrating radar study of the Gaskill and Pontiac Pit
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(Lux 2001; Lux and Conyers 2001), analysis of Middle Archaic archeology in the Park 

and surrounding region (Larmore 2001, 2003a, 2003b), and multiple Geographic 

Information System (GIS) models of the Park’s prehistoric archeology (Brunswig

Sandoval 2004; Ernenwein 2001a, 2001b; Rohe 2003a, 2003b, 2003c; Sandoval 2003).

Later chapters in this report rely heavily on data generated and detailed in those 

specialized studies. 

As an important supplem

 and 

 

ent to SAIP research funding, UNC was encouraged to 

apply f

 

 

tes 

2002a, 

research findings and topical initiatives.   

or separate RMNP research funding that would serve to expand field-based 

dimensions of the SAIP survey program in several selected topical areas, including 

survey and testing at the subalpine Lawn Lake site (Brunswig 2001b; Brunswig and 

Doerner 2001) and Bear Lake Shuttle Lot site (Larmore, Lux and Brunswig 2002), an

interdisciplinary paleoenvironment-archaeological study of Park game drives (Doerner

and Brunswig in prep),  Park-wide paleoenvironmental studies (Doerner 2003a, 2003b, 

2003c, 2005; Doerner and Brunswig 2002a, 2002b, 2005; Doerner, Brunswig and Lane 

2001; Doerner, Brunswig and Sanborn 2001), archeological studies of passes and trails 

(Brunswig in prep b; Brunswig and Lux 2003, Lux 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005), 

archeological-ethnohistoric studies of Native American religious and sacred si

(Brunswig 2003a, 2005d; Brunswig, Elinoff and Lux 2001; Elinoff 2001a, 2001b, 

2002b; McBeth 2002, 2003a, 2003b).  It is important to note that, even on completion of 

SAIP’s main research phase in 2003, a continuing series of succeeding research programs 

in archeology and paleoenvironmental studies are being funded by the National Park 

Service and the University of Northern Colorado as a consequence of initial SAIP 
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The SAIP Program, Cultural Resource Management, and the National Pa

 

rk 
Service’s Cultural Sites Inventory (CSI) and ASMIS Database 

 A central goal of the SAIP program throughout the National Park Service was to 

assemble a cted 

dmini

al 

 

the Park and surrounding region, a summary of what had   been accomplished in 
s, and a working bibliography.  In addition, the 

CSI included a dBASE III+ database of all known sites for each park, along with 
 
 

n 

computer-generated CSI forms and new site data submitted to Washington, D.C., for 

inclusio

roads, 

series of comprehensive inventories of cultural resources within sele

a strative units across the United States. Those inventories were to serve as a basis 

for legally-mandated conservation, protection, and management of those unit’s cultur

resources for the American public. Each administrative unit’s cultural inventory was to, 

in part, be electronically stored in what is known as its Cultural Sites Inventory, or CSI. 

As noted by Butler (2003a: 5), the CSI: 

“for each Park consisted of a notebook containing an archeological overview for 

the Park, a set of recommendation

two sets of USGS quadrangles:  one set depicted all known sites, and the other all
survey areas.  The entire CSI was updated yearly, and the notebook, database, and
maps were sent to the Regional Office and to the applicable Park.  The CSI was 
and is an invaluable resource for Parks without an archeologist; Park 
archeologists are expected to maintain and update this information. Many of the 
fields in the CSI database were incorporated into the National Park Service’s 
national Archeological Site Management System (ASMIS) created in the late 
1990s.” 
 
Throughout the RMNP SAIP project, archeological survey data were entered o

n in the National Park Service’s ASMIS data base. Each season’s ASMIS data 

base was also added to a master Geographic Information System (GIS) data base 

maintained by RMNP archeologist, Dr. William Butler.  Along with georeferenced 

U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle maps, aerial photographs, cultural feature (trails, 

etc.) and environmental data layers (soils, vegetation, geology, hydrology, fauna), 

archeological site data can be geographically correlated with landscape variables for site 
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prediction and management purposes. In addition to the Park archeology database, 

University of Northern Colorado assembled a highly specialized GIS database for the 

correlation of a broader range of archeological (prehistoric sites only) and environment

variables (Brunswig and Sandoval 2004; Sandoval 2003). A more detailed description 

GIS projects associated with SAIP research is provided in chapter 5. The majority of map 

figures used in this report, including earlier figures on Park archeological survey 

coverage, were generated from that GIS data base. 

the 

al 

of 
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Chapter 2 

 
The Modern Effective Environment of 

Rocky Mountain National Park 
 

Rocky Mountain National Park extends along both sides of the continental divide 

in the Southern Rocky Mountains of North Central Colorado.  The Southern Rockies are 

the southern-most extension of the Rocky Mountain system that extends nearly 3000 

miles (4800 km) from southeastern Alaska to northern New Mexico.  In Colorado, its 

mountain peaks reach elevations in excess of 13,450 ft (4100 m), but generally average 

9,840 ft (3000 m). Colorado’s Rockies constitute a continental divide from its northern to 

southern borders where river valleys flow eastward through Colorado's Front Range 

foothills and piedmont or westward onto the northern Colorado Plateau. Rocky Mountain 

geology consists mainly of Pre-Cambrian and Cambrian age granites and gneisses with 

occasional pockets of Tertiary age volcanic formations. More easterly, lower elevation 

foothills and piedmont and western interior mountain park valleys contain sedimentary 

formations ranging from Paleozoic through Quaternary times. Early Paleozoic formations 

within and along the mountain’s eastern margins are primarily remnant ocean, lake, and 

river deposits that predate the rise of the Rockies with the onset of the Laramide Orogeny 

around 65 million years ago. 

RMNP: Its Geographic and Ecological-Climatic Parameters 
 
 Rocky Mountain National Park is home to a wide range of ecosystems and 

diverse terrains that provided important natural resources for past Native American 

populations who inhabited its territory. An important goal of the SAIP project was to 

assemble a detailed description of Park ecosystems, their associated plant and animal 
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species, and modern climatic variables which could serve as analogues for environmental 

and natural resource bases potentially available to those populations (Butler 1997a: 43-

44). The remainder of this chapter provides detailed descriptions of those ecosystems, 

resources, and climatic parameters.  

Rocky Mountain National Park was the nation’s tenth national park, created in 

1915. It has more than a dozen peaks exceeding 11,000 feet in its 415 square miles 

(274,769 acres) and is separated into two parts, east and west of the continental divide, 

which runs from the Park’s northwestern corner near La Poudre Pass and exits into the 

Roosevelt National Forest near its central, southern border (Figure 3; RMNP Data Sheet 

2002). 
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Figure 3. Physiographic-hydrologic map of Rocky Mountain National Park. 

Approximately 60% of the Park’s total land area lies east of the continental 

divide. The lower western side of the Park is dominated by the Kawuneeche (Colorado 

River) Valley which runs north to south inside its western boundary. The eastern Park has 

several important west-to-east trending valleys and smaller park valleys, including, from 

north to south, Horseshoe Park, Little Horseshoe Park, Beaver Meadows, Moraine Park, 

Tuxedo Park, Hollowell Park, Glacier Basin, and at its southeastern corner, Wild Basin. 
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A significant amount of the Park’s land area available for large fauna foraging, 37,325 

acres (58.3 square miles), is found in above-tree-line tundra. The Park’s main 

environmental zones, upper montane, sub alpine, and alpine (see below) range from 

lower elevations of 7,800 ft (2,377 m) to 14,255 ft (4,345 m). All types of forest 

(ponderosa, lodge pole pine, and spruce-fir) within Park boundaries cover a total of 

158,469 acres or 247.61 square miles, 59.67% of total Park area. Unvegetated rock 

surfaces and “permanent” snow and ice fields (as of 2002) covered 49,032 acres or 

18.45% of the Park’s total surface area. The Park has nearly a dozen small ice and rock 

glaciers, including Andrews, Rowe, Sprague, Tyndall, and Taylor glaciers, although 

recent seasonal warming appears to be actively reducing their size and extent. During the 

Late Pleistocene (Pinedale IV), major glaciers, some hundreds of feet thick, occupied 

upper portions of the Kawuneeche, Glacier Basin, Moraine Park, Roaring River, and 

Horseshoe Park valleys (Madole 1989; Madole, Van Sistine, Paco and Michael 1998). 

Environmental and Ecological Zones of Rocky Mountain National Park 
 

Since its inception in 1915, Rocky Mountain National Park has been subject to 

hundreds of ecological, floral and faunal studies of its diverse natural environments. 

When the UNC/RMNP SAIP project began in 1998, many of those sources were 

assembled, summarized, and cross-checked against field observations during each year’s 

archeological surveys. In two instances, small-scale ecological (mainly botanical) surveys 

were conducted in specific localities by sub-contracted experts as part of specialized 

research programs (Werner 2000; Bach 2003). After each project year, a project 

environmental zone framework was assembled, fine-tuned through a combination of field 

observations and advanced research publications analysis, and used to classify the 
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environmental-ecological contexts of all documented archeological sites. Primary 

informational sources included Beidleman, Beidleman and Willard 2000; Carter 1988; 

Mutel and Emerick 1992; Strickler 1990; and Weber and Wittman 2001a, 2001b. For the 

purposes of this study, a total of four major environmental zones, each with inclusive 

ecological communities and habitats, were incorporated into an environmental/ecological 

picture of the Rocky Mountain National Park terrain. They consist of: 1) the Montane 

Zone (lower, mid and upper); 2) the Subalpine Zone; 3) the Subalpine-Alpine Ecotone 

Zone, and 4) the Alpine Zone (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Primary environmental/ecological zones of Rocky Mountain National 
Park. Note that each zone, while coded by color class (green, blue, brown…), also 
includes color shade variations that show specific vegetation categories (sub-zones) 
within the overall boundaries of each primary zone. 
 

The above noted zones are partially defined by elevation ranges from lower to 

higher, although zones ranges overlap along elevation lines due to varying climatological 

effects of aspect (facing directions), slope, exposure to air drainage and wind patterns, 

soil and geological patterns, and local moisture and hydrological regimes. Each of the 
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four zones, their associated sub-zones and ecological communities/habitats, are defined in 

detail below. 

The Montane Environmental/Ecological Zone 
 

The Montane environmental zone is at the lowest end of the elevation range for 

all the Park’s zones. It broadly ranges between 7300 and 9000 ft (2226-2368 m) and 

includes six ecological communities: 1) Lower Montane Ponderosa Pine Forest; 2) Lower 

to Mid Montane Douglas Fir Forest; 3) Lower to Mid Montane Lodgepole Pine Forest; 4) 

Lower to Upper Montane Grassland Meadow; 5) Montane Riparian, Pond and Lake 

Ecosystems; and 6) Lower to Mid Montane Aspen Forest.  Among the more common 

montane zone mammals are the Albert’s squirrel (Sciuris aberti), elk (Cervus 

canadensis), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis), beaver 

(Castor canadensis), porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum), raccoon (Procyon lotor), coyote 

(Canis latrans), brown bear (Ursus americanus), and mountain lion (Felis concolor) 

(Armstrong 1975).  Two of the major herbivores listed are seasonal migratory species, 

elk and bighorn sheep, which migrate to upper sub alpine and alpine tundra from summer 

to early fall, and mule deer which expand their range to sub alpine habitats in the same 

seasons. 

Lower Montane Ecosystems 
 
Ponderosa Pine Forest 
 

Ponderosa pine forest only occurs on the eastern side of the Park/Continental 

Divide. There is a strong tendency for ponderosa pine forest to be found on south-

oriented ridge and mountain slopes. Predominant plant species are ponderosa pine (Pinus 

ponderosa) and assorted shrubs, grasses and forbs, the latter dominated by bitterbrush 
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(Purshia tridentate), but also includes common juniper (Juniperus communis), 

kinnikinnik (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), mountain muhly 

(Mulenbergia montana), and spike fescue (Leucopoa kingii). In this and each following 

environmental zone sub-section, an attempt is made to list culturally useful plants species 

as a guide to their presence and potential use by past Native American populations 

utilizing the resources of those zones. Identification of those species’ cultural (economic 

and medicinal) uses was done by compiling information from two UNC SAIP project 

botanical surveys (Bach 2003; Werner 1999), published ethno botanical studies 

(Harrington 1967; Murphey 1990; Tilford 1997), a SAIP project ethno botanical 

overview for Rocky Mountain National Park (Cavaille 2003), and a Native American 

ethno historic review for the Park (Brett 2002: 62-63; Table 4). Among the above listed 

plants for the ponderosa pine forest sub-zone, ponderosa pine (fire wood, inner bark for 

food, tools), juniper and kinnikinnik have specific economic and medicinal applications, 

particularly in the form of brewed teas. 

Douglas Fir Forest 

Douglas Fir forest is found on many lower to mid montane, north-oriented 

mountain slopes on the eastern side of the Park. Prominent plant species include Douglas 

Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and most of the understory plants described above for 

Ponderosa Pine forest with the addition of plants such as mountain ninebark 

(Physocarpus monogynus). 

Lodgepole Pine Forest 
 

Lodgepole pine forest is characterized by an abundance of lodge pole pine (Pinus 

contorta) and assorted shrubs, grasses and forbs, including buffaloberry (Shepherdia 
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canadensis),  mountain lover (Pachystima myrsinites), common juniper (Juniperus 

communis), kinnikinnik (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), sticky laurel (Ceanothus velutina), 

blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), dwarf mistletoe (Oxytropis defleca), Wyoming 

paintbrush (Castilleja linariaefolia), and wintergreen (Orthilia secunda). Buffaloberry 

(edible in dried or fresh state, best for pemmican), juniper (dried berries mixed with meat, 

pounded and made into a meal cake, medicinal tea),  kinnikinnik (berries as emergency 

food), and wintergreen (edible berries, chewable leaves, leaves can be brewed into a 

medicinal tea), lodge pole pine (firewood, tipi and wickiup poles, tools) all provided 

economic and/or medicinal benefits for past Native American populations who 

periodically utilized the lodge pole pine ecosystem. It should be noted that the lodge pole 

pine ecosystem may, in some areas of the Park, extend into elevations more commonly 

associated with Upper Montane ecosystems. Factors related to such extensions include 

soil types and depth, moisture regimes, and topographic variables. 

Montane Grassland and Meadows (Lower to Upper Montane) 
 

Montane grassland and meadows are generally open in nature, but occasionally 

include scattered stands or individual trees of lodge pole pine (Pinus contorta) and 

ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)  (on east side of Park only)  in some locations and 

assorted shrubs, grasses, and forbs, including shrubby cinquefoil (Pentaphylloides 

floribunda), willows (Salix sp.), Canada blue grass (Critesion jubatum), cheatgrass 

(Anisantha tectorum), blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), mountain muhly (Muhlenbergia 

montana), needle-and-thread (Stipa comata), common dandelion (Taraxcym officinale), 

golden banner (Thermopolsis divaricarpa), stonecrop (Sedum lanceolatum), and yarrow 

(Achillea lanulosa). 
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In dry meadows of the western part of the Park, mainly in the Kawuneeche Valley, 

predominant plant species include balsam root (Balsamorhiza sagittata), mountain 

sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata), and lupine (Lupinus sp.). Economically valuable plants 

listed above include cinquefoil (medical use as a laxative), willows (for spear and arrow 

shafts), dandelion (teas and edible greens), yarrow (medical use as a poultice), and 

stonecrop (edible leaves). 

Montane Riparian Stream, Pond and Lake Ecosystems (Lower to Upper Montane Sub-
Zones) 
 

Montane riparian, pond and lake ecosystems in the Park include several tree 

species such as river birch (Betula fontinalis), thin leaf alder (Alnus tenuifolia), mountain 

maple (Acer glabrum), narrow leaf cottonwood (Populus angustifolia), several species of 

willow (Salix sp.), quaking aspen (Populus.tremuloides), and the rare balsam poplar 

(Populus balsamifera). Colorado blue spruce (Picea pungens), while rare in the Park, is 

found in small groves in the eastern area’s Fall River and Big Thompson River valleys. 

Associated shrubs, grasses, and forbs include shrubby cinquefoil (Pentaphylloides 

floribunda), gentian (Swertia perennis), Canadian reed-grass (Calamagrostis 

canadensis), and sedges (Carex sp.).  Important cultural plants from the above list include 

mountain maple (edible young shoots, inner bark), cinquefoil (medical use as a laxative), 

willows (for spear and arrow shafts), and aspen (bark powder for headaches [aspirin], 

bark for containers). 

Lower-Mid Montane Ecosystems 
 
Aspen Forest 
 

Aspen forest is generally characterized by quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides) 

and assorted grasses and forbs, including common juniper (Juniperus communis), 
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kinnikinnik (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), bluegrass (Poa sp.), Colorado blue columbine 

(Aguilegia caerulea), Thurber’s fescue (Festuca thurberi), golden banner (Thermopsis 

divaricarpa), mountain parsley (Pseudocymopterius montanus), slender wheatgrass 

(Vicia Americana), and yarrow (Achillea lanulosa). Culturally useful plants from the 

above list include aspen (sap used as food, medicinal use of the bark power [aspirin], use 

of the bark for containers, trunks and branches for tipi and wickiup poles), juniper (dried 

berries mixed with meat, pounded and made into a meal cake, medicinal tea), kinnikinnik 

(medicinal tea), mountain parsley (edible roots and leaves), and yarrow (medicinal 

laxative). 

The Sub alpine Environmental Zone 
 

The sub alpine environmental zone consists of three major ecosystems, typically 

interspersed, depending on local topographic, climatologic, and hydrological variables. 

The zone interfaces, or in many places, inter-fingers, with upper montane zone forests 

and meadows in places, depending on various topographic variables (slope, aspect, etc.) 

and terminates in either alpine tundra or, in some locations, in ecologically transitional 

sub alpine-alpine ecotone. In general, the zone ranges in elevation from 9,000 to 11,500 ft 

(2,744-3,507 m). Primary sub alpine ecosystems include: 1) sub alpine spruce-fir forest; 

2) sub alpine grass meadow; and 3) sub alpine riparian streams, ponds, and lakes.  

Typical, generally non-migrating, fauna in the sub alpine zone include the snowshoe hare 

(Lepus americanus), marten (Martes Americana) and the rare, possibly extinct (locally) 

wolverine (Gulo gulo) and lynx (Lynx Canadensis).  Mule deer migrate into the sub 

alpine during summer and forage in meadows and riparian terraces, occasionally 

venturing into lower alpine areas. Bighorn sheep and elk also migrate through the sub 
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alpine to alpine pastures in the early summer, although they may occasionally bed down 

in shrubby thickets (krummholz) along the transitional margins (the alpine-sub alpine 

ecotone) of upper sub alpine and alpine tundra. 

The sub alpine spruce-fir forest ecosystem typically consists of Engelmann 

Spruce-Sub alpine Fir Forest grading to increasing dwarfed Engelmann spruce (Picea 

engelmanii) and dwarf sub alpine fir (Abies lasocarpa) species as elevation increases. 

Rocky, exposed north-facing, far upper montane to upper sub alpine mountain slopes 

occasionally support rare groves of stunted limber pine (Pinus flexilis). Mature spruce-fir 

forests, which tend to be damp and cool, have a distinct understory of twinflower 

(Linnaea borealis), heartleaf arnica (Arnica cordifolia), mountain figwort (Scrophularia 

lanceolata), jacobs-ladder (Polemonium pulcherrimum), creeping wintergreen 

(Gaultheria humifusa), several pyrola species (Pyrola sp.), two species of blueberry 

(Vaccinium cespitosum, Vaccinium myrtillus), and broom huckleberry (Vaccinium  

scoparium). Open wet upper montane and lower sub alpine meadows generally contain 

fringed gentian (Gentianopsis thermalis), parry primrose (Primula parryi), Western 

yellow paintbrush (Castilleja occidentalis), and triangular leaf Senecio (Senecio 

triangularis). Other common shrubs and herbaceous species include cinquefoil 

(Pentaphylloides floribunda), whortleberry (Vaccinium scoparium), serviceberry 

(Amelanchier alnifora), blue gentian (Pneumonathe affinis), needle-grass (Stipa 

lettermanii), elk sedge (Carex geyeri), and lesser wintergreen (Pyrola minor).  

Economically useful plants in the sub alpine include the two cited blueberry species 

(edible berries in fresh or dried form, used in pemmican), huckleberry (edible berries in 

fresh or dried form, used in pemmican), serviceberry (edible berries eaten fresh or dried 
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[dried berries used in pemmican]), cinquefoil (medicinal laxative), and wintergreen 

(economic or medicinal tea). 

The Subalpine-Alpine Ecotone 
 

Although the concept of the ecotone, or edge boundary, is loosely applied for the 

purposes of the SAIP project, there is little doubt that ecologically transitional (mixed 

species) upper sub alpine-alpine zones are present throughout the Park and constitute a 

distinct set of mixed ecosystems from the upper sub alpine and alpine ecosystems. By 

definition, an ecotone is an area or zone “of active interaction between two or more 

ecosystems…which results in the ecotone having properties that do not exist in either of 

the adjacent ecosystems.” (Odum 1993: 49). The depth and species diversity (mixing of 

plant community niches) of such ecotones vary widely depending on a variety of factors 

such as degree of slope, hydrology, soil type and depth, aspect (facing direction), etc. In 

many locations, the ecological change from sub alpine to alpine is abrupt while in other 

areas it is relatively gradual and incorporates various blends and “patches” of plant 

communities (ecotones) more common to one or the other ecosystem. Upper sub alpine-

alpine ecotone areas in the Park consist of a varied set of upper sub alpine and alpine 

plant species whose communities vary according to local topography, aspect, moisture 

availability, and geology. Ecotones are nearly always characterized by the presence of  

“tree islands” referred to as krummholz, consisting of short tree to shrub sized, dwarf 

Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanii) and sub alpine fir (Abies lasocarpa). In some 

instances, dwarfed limber pine (Pinus flexilis) will grow on north-facing, rocky ridges 

and ridge slopes. Fauna commonly found in ecotones are those occupying upper sub 

alpine forest and meadow margins and lower alpine tundra, described above and below. 
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However, it should also be noted that ecotone areas, particularly krummholz tree islands, 

serve as seasonal, temporary shelters for migrating mammal species such as elk and 

bighorn sheep. 

The Alpine Environmental Zone 
 

The Park’s Alpine environmental zone consists of seven well-defined, but 

frequently interspersed, physical-ecological habitats: 1) alpine dry grass meadow; 2) 

alpine wet grass meadow (fens and bogs), 3) alpine fell fields; 4) alpine boulder fields; 5) 

alpine talus fields, 6) alpine snow beds, and 7) alpine riparian streams and swale 

drainages, ponds, and lakes. Although initiation of the alpine environmental zone may 

vary somewhat in elevation depending on local topographic variables, its general 

altitudinal range is from 11,500 ft (3506 m) to the highest mountain peaks that support 

vegetation growth.  The Park’s highest mountain is Longs Peak at 14,255 ft (4345 m), 

although its uppermost sections support little in the way of vegetation due to the lack of 

soil deposition.  Armstrong (1975: 14-6) remarks that, although no faunal species is 

restricted to the alpine zone, several species, including pika (Ochotona princeps), white-

tailed jackrabbits (Lepus townsendii), marmots (Marmota flaviventris), pocket golphers 

(Thomomys talpoides), and ptarmigan (Lagopus leucurus), find it offers them optimal 

habitats.  

The alpine ecosystem, as a whole, consists of open to protected tundra ranging 

from open, exposed wind-swept ridge tops and slope to protected, generally southward 

facing, lower ridge slopes, rock outcrops, boulder and fell fields. Assorted ecosystems, or 

micro ecosystems, include dry and wet alpine meadows, dominated by sedges, grasses, 

and rushes, turf, bog, fell field, boulder field, talus rock, and snow beds.  A generalized 
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list of plant species includes low shrubs such as arctic willow (Salix arctica) and snow 

willow (Salix reticulate). Grasses generally include consist of alpine bluegrass (Poa 

alpine) and skyline bluegrass (Poa cusickii). Common cushion plants and herbaceous 

forbs in many open or partially protected areas include alpine avens (Acomastylis rossii), 

alpine bistort (Bistorta vivipara), dwarf clover (Trifolium nanum), alpine forget-me-not 

(Eritrichum aretioides), alpine sunflower (Rhydbergia grandiflora), sky pilot 

(Polemonium viscosum),  arctic gentian (Gentianodes algida), Rocky Mountain sedge 

(Carex scopulorum), elk sedge (Carex geyeri), moss campion (Silene acaulis), alpine 

phlox (Phlox pulvenata), alpine sandwort (Lidia obtusiloba), and alpine sage (Artemisia 

scopulorum). More protected areas often have Colorado columbine (Aguilegia coerulea), 

thistle (Cirsum scopulorum), and yarrow (Achillea lenulosa). Two UNC botanical 

surveys, one at the Trail Ridge Game Drive (5LR15) (Werner 1999) and a second at the 

Lava Cliffs site (5LR7095) (Bach 2003), identified nineteen economically or medicinally 

useful plants in the alpine (and sub alpine-alpine ecotone) zone. Among the more 

prominent were two species of bistort (Bistorta bistortoides and Bistorta vivapara, edible 

roots and leaves), dandelion (Taraxacum ceratophorum, edible leaves and tea), yarrow 

(Achillea lanulosa, medicinal laxative), death camus (Zigadenus elegans,  and Stonecrop 

(Sedum lancelatum, starvation food, medicinal astringent), dangerous but if processed 

carefully usual emetic teas can be produced).  

Modern Climatic Parameters 

Characterizing climate data for Rocky Mountain National Park is a difficult 

proposition due to extreme topographic diversity of its landscape. However, longer term 

(53-55 years) climate data from two meteorological recording stations at Grand Lake and 
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Estes Park provide season-by-season profiles of temperature, precipitation and snowfall 

for upper montane valleys on both sides of the continental divide. This author 

encountered difficulty in locating high altitude (alpine) climate data for the Park and 

resorted to using a 35 year proxy record from Berthoud Pass (elevation-11,310 ft/3438 

m), only 25.6 miles (41.25 km) to the south. Climate data were also assembled for 

comparative purposes from two major inner montane valleys immediately west and 

northwest of the Park, Middle Park (Kremmmling) and North Park (Walden). Middle 

Park and North Park climate data are considered important for the study because the 

archeological record strongly suggests many prehistoric peoples used the Park for warm 

season hunting and, at least in part, migrated to the two western valleys for over 

wintering. Table 2 provides a summary of climate data on a season-by-season basis for 

the above described localities. The data were downloaded from the Western Regional 

Climate Center’s web site (http://www.wrcc.dri.edu) at Colorado State University. Since 

the Center’s climate data were presented in a month by month recording format, they 

were converted into seasonal data sets that used the following season generalizations: 

Spring (March-May), Summer (June-August), Fall (September-November), and Winter 

(December-February).  Data sets consist of season-defined average maximum and 

minimum temperatures, average total precipitation, and average total snowfall. 

 

    Table 2      

  Climate Data for Rocky Mountain National Park 
and its Adjacent Region by Season 

    Berthoud Pass 
11,310 feet/3438 m   

  

1950-1985/35 
Yrs Data 

     Spring 
(March-

Summer 
(June-Aug)

Fall 
(Sept-Nov) 

Winter 
(Dec-Feb) Annual 
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 May) 

Ave Max Temp F. 
(C.) 36.6 (2.6) 58.7 (14.8) 41.9 (5.5) 22.9 (-5.1) 40 (4.4) 

Ave Min Temp F. 
(C.) 14.3 (-9.8) 36.4 (2.4) 20.6 (-6.3) 2.2 (-16.6) 18.4 (-7.6) 

Ave Total Precip in 
(mm) 12.39 (314.7) 7.31 (185.7) 7.7 (195.6) 10.2 (259) 37.67 (956.8) 

Ave Total Snowfall in 
(mm) 149.7 (3802) 12.1 (307.3) 85.8 (2179) 143.6 (3647) 391.2 (9936.5)

  
Estes Park 

7613 ft/2321 m   
1948-2001/53 Yrs 

Data 
Spring 

(March-May) 
Summer 

(June-Aug)
Fall 

(Sept-Nov) 
Winter 

(Dec-Feb) Annual 
Ave Max Temp F. 

(C.) 53.6 (12) 75.8 (24.3) 58.8 (14.9) 39.57 (4.2) 56.9 (13.8) 
Ave Min Temp F. 

(C.) 27.4 (-2.6) 44 (6.7) 30.2 (-1) 17.1 (-8.3) 29.7 (-1.3) 
Ave Total Precip in 

(mm) 4.19 (106) 5.9 (150) 2.61 (66.3) 1.3 (33) 14 (355.6) 
Ave Total Snowfall 

in (mm) 14.4 (3802.4) 0.1 (2.5) 5.2 (132) 15.6 (396) 33.9 (861) 

  
Grand Lake (Kawuneeche Valley) 

8377 ft/2554 m  
1948-2003/55 Yrs 

Data 
Spring 

(March-May) 
Summer 

(June-Aug)
Fall 

(Sept-Nov)
Winter 

(Dec-Feb) Annual 
Ave Max Temp F. 

(C.) 49.8 (9.9) 73.3 (22.9) 55 (12.8) 32.7 (.39) 52.7 (11.5) 
Ave Min Temp F. 

(C.) 19 (-7.2) 35.8 (2.1) 21.2 (-6) 3.4 (-15.9) 19.8 (-6.8) 
Ave Total Precip in 

(mm) 5.26 (133.6) 5.82 147.8) 4.3 (109) 4.77 (121.3) 20.14 (292) 
Ave Total Snowfall 

in (mm) 40.6 (1031) 0.4 (10.2) 25.7 (652.8) 60.3 (1531.6) 144.9 (3688.5)

  
Kremmling (Middle Park) 

7390 ft/2253 m  

1948-2003/55 Yrs 
Data 

Spring 
(March-May) 

Summer 
(June-Aug)

Fall 
(Sept-
Nov) 

Winter 
(Dec-Feb) Annual 

Ave Max Temp F. 
(C.) 54 (12.2) 78.7 (25.9) 58.2 (14.6) 30.5 (-.83) 55.3 (12.9) 

Ave Min Temp F. 
(C.) 22.8 (-5.1) 40.3 (4.6) 22 (-5.6) 0.9 (-17.3) 21.6 (-5.8) 

Ave Total Precip in 
(mm) 2.84 (71) 3.89 (98.8) 2.75 (69.9) 2.03 (51.6) 11.5 (292) 
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Ave Total Snowfall 
in (mm) 12.5 (317.5) 2 (50.8) 9.6 (243.8) 28.2 (716.3) 50.5 (1282.7) 

  
Walden (North Park) 

 8118 ft/2475 m   
1948-2003/55 Yrs 

Data 
 Spring 

(March-May) 
  Summer 

(June-Aug)
Fall 

(Sept-Nov)
Winter 

(Dec-Feb)  
Ave Max Temp F. 

(C.) 49.9 (9.9) 75.17 (24) 54.6 (12.6) 30.8 (-.67) 52.6 (11.4) 
Ave Min Temp F. 

(C.) 20.7 (-6.3) 37.7 (3.17) 21.6 (-5.8) 5.3 (-14.8) 21.3 (-5.9) 
Ave Total Precip in 

(mm) 2.9 (73.7) 3.58 (90.9) 2.68 (68.1) 1.74 (44.2) 10.89 (276.6) 
Ave Total Snowfall 

in (mm) 18.7 (475) 0.4 (10.2) 
14.4 

(365.8) 23.8 (604.5) 57.3 (1455.4) 
  Data Source: Western Regional Climate Center 

(http://www.wrcc.dri.edu) 
  

 

Climate data for the Park from upper montane zone reporting stations, Estes Park 

(elevation 7613 ft/2321 m) and Grand Lake (8377 ft/2554 m) on either side of the 

continental divide show both similarities and differences.  Seasonal temperatures, given 

the difference in station elevations (Grand Lake is 764 ft/233 m higher), are comparable, 

with the exception of winter which averages somewhat colder (average high-32.7 F.° : 

average low-3.4 F.°) at Grand Lake (west) versus that of Estes Park (average high-39.57 

F.°: average low-17.1 F.°) on the eastern side of the Park. Lower elevation temperature 

data suggest that Estes Park’s winter weather is more open and, at least in modern times, 

more comfortable for human habitation than the Kawuneeche Valley west of the divide. 

Proxy data (from Berthoud Pass) for high points along the continental divide at or above 

11,300 ft, not surprisingly, show substantial contrast, with the lower elevation reporting 

localities having annualized (multi-season) high-low temperatures ranging from 17 F.° to 

10 F.°  higher. 
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Precipitation and snowfall patterns, as might be expected, show substantial 

differences between high and low elevation areas of the Park.  Average annual 

precipitation at 11,300+ ft is 37.67 inches, with the majority falling as snow in winter 

(10.2 inches) and spring (12.9 inches).  Seasonal high altitude snow pack depths average 

143.6 inches in winter and 149.7 inches in spring, with lesser amounts in fall (85.8 

inches) and summer (12.1 inches). Eastern Park (Estes Park) precipitation has an annual 

average of 14 inches, with the majority coming in summer (5.9 inches) as rain and the 

second most precipitation abundant season being spring with 4.19 inches of primarily 

snowfall but also with some rain in the latter part of the spring season. Winter 

precipitation is light (1.3 inches) and snow fall, while heaviest in the winter months (15.6 

inches), is relatively modest. The second highest snow fall season is spring with 4.19 

inches. Precipitation and snowfall patterns on the western side of the Park provide a 

significant contrast with the eastern side. Annual precipitation is 20.14 inches, 30.5% 

greater than that reported at the Estes Park climate station. Further, Grand Lake 

(Kawuneeche Valley) precipitation is more evenly distributed than that at Estes Park 

throughout the seasons: winter (4.77 inches to 1.3 inches), spring (5.26 inches to 4.19 

inches), summer (5.82 inches to 5.9 inches), and fall (4.3 inches to 2.61 inches). Only in 

summer are seasonal precipitation patterns comparable between the eastern and western 

sides of the Park.  Average seasonal snowfall at Grand Lake is nearly quadruple that of 

Estes Park in winter (60.3 inches to 15.6 inches), nearly triple that of spring (40.6 inches 

to 14.4 inches), and five times that in fall (25.7 inches to 5.2 inches). If these patterns 

broadly reflect those of the past, then prehistoric populations would have likely found the 

eastern side of the Park more hospitable than the western side. 
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As will be shown later in this report, archeological data in the form of lithic tool 

material sources suggest a long-term, intimate relationship of past native populations with 

two large park valleys, Middle Park and North Park, immediately west and northwest of 

Rocky Mountain National Park. That relationship, in part, appears to reflect seasonal 

migrations of at least some prehistoric hunting bands into the Park’s valleys and high 

tundra in late spring through early fall and into the Middle Park/North Park valleys from 

late fall through early spring. This does not mean, however, that, at certain times and 

places, native peoples did not over-winter in some areas currently within the boundaries 

of the Park. Temperature data for Kremmling (Middle Park) and Walden (North Park) 

indicate that seasonal temperature high and low averages in lower RMNP elevations and 

the two park valleys are roughly comparable, with a tendency for slightly warmer 

summer temperatures in Middle Park and North Park.  However, annual precipitation for 

the inner montane parks (Middle Park-11.5 inches; North Park-10.89) averages between 

9.25 inches (Grand Lake versus North Park) and 3.11 inches (Estes Park versus North 

Park) lower. Snowfall data suggest relatively open winters in both western park valleys, 

with the heaviest snowfall seasons being winter (Middle Park-28.2 inches; North Park-

23.8 inches) and spring (Middle Park-12.5 inches; North Park-18.7 inches).  

Precipitation, in the form of rainfall, is greatest in both valleys (Middle Park-3.89 inches; 

North Park-3.58 inches) during the summer months. 

Game Species in the Park 

 Rocky Mountain National Park, for the vast majority of its occupation by humans, 

has represented an essential economic resource in its native fauna and flora. Larger game 

species, nearly all still present in the Park today, provided a substantial proportion of that 
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resource. Although smaller species, such as marmot, squirrels, porcupine, rabbits, hares, 

and beavers, were important sources of meat, fat, and hides for generations of Native 

American hunter-gatherer bands, it was the larger species that represented the greatest 

benefit and return of expended effort. Archeological and historical sources indicate that 

those species included bison, elk, mule deer, bighorn sheep, and pronghorn antelope. 

Another large herbivore, the moose, although recently “re-introduced” to the 

Kawuneeche Valley is not believed to have been present in the Park in significant 

numbers in either prehistoric or historic times (Armstrong 1975: 152). 

 Bison (Bison bison bison) is well-known from archeological and historical records 

as an important, in some cases, preeminent, economic species for Native Americans in 

central and western America.  Due to their extremely large size (bulls weigh between 

1800-200 lbs and adult cows can weigh from 1200-1400 lbs), even a single mature 

individual represents a substantial source of meat, hide, internal organs, and sinew for a 

hunting party. 

The presence of bison in Colorado’s Rockies has long been known and 

historically documented, but recent archeological discoveries of bison kill sites in Middle 

Park and the San Luis Valleys amply highlight the role of bison in mountain-based, 

prehistoric economic systems, at least during certain periods and locations (Jodry 1999; 

Kornfeld et al. 1999).  There are a number of studies of historic-period mountain bison in 

Colorado (Fryxell 1928; Graham 2002; Meany and Van Vuren 1993) and one, Figgins 

(1933), has even suggested they represent a separate mountain-adapted sub-species, 

Bison bison haningtoni.  Although at least 15 locations of bison remains, ranging from 

elevations of more than 11,000 ft to less than 7300 ft, have been reported inside or near 
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the boundaries of the Park (Armstrong 1975: 156; Fryxell 1928: 131-135; Meany and 

Van Buren 1993: 3-4; Table 3), limited evidence suggests bison herds were never 

numerous within Park boundaries and were present only in small herds, some of which 

may have wintered in the Park while others may have migrated to the eastern foothills. 

Table 3. Bison Locations in and near Rocky Mountain National Park 
 

Location in Park Elevation-
ft/m 

(approx.) 

Type of 
Remains/Evidence 

Date 
Reported 

Mountain bench east of 
Mt Copeland, Wild Basin 

12,074 ft/ 
3,681 m 

Bison Skull 1900 

North End, Estes Park 7,662 ft/ 
2,336 m 

Multiple Bison Skulls 1922 

East of Hague’s Peak, 
south of Pass between 

Dunraven Peak and 
Hague’s Peak 

12,323 ft/ 
3,757 m 

Large Bison Skull 1877/1878 

Horseshoe Park (east end) 8,515 ft/ 
2,596 m 

Bison Skulls and Horns 1880’s 

East of Mary’s Lake 8,003 ft/ 
2,440 m 

Bison Skulls 1870’s 

Three miles northeast of 
Estes Park, McCreery 

Gulch 

7,760 ft/ 
2,366 m 

Multiple Bison Skulls 1875 

Caley Gulch Draw, 
Northeast of Estes Park 

7,892 ft/ 
2,406 m 

Multiple Bison Skulls 1875 

Clauser Draw, East of 
Mary’s Lake 

8,039 ft/ 
2,451 m 

Multiple Bison Skulls 1880’s 

Moraine Park 8,033 ft/ 
2,449 m 

Bison Skull 1896 

Tuxedo Park 7,908 ft/ 
2,411 m 

Bison Bones ca. 1850’s 
(Arapaho 

Informants) 
Dunraven Meadows 

(Park), North Fork of Big 
Thompson 

7,383 ft/ 
2,251 m 

Sixteen Bison Skulls 1887 

Thatchtop Mountain 
Slope 

11,756 ft/ 
3,584 m 

Arapaho Winter Bison 
Kill 

ca. 1850’s 
(Arapaho 

Informants) 
Lost Lake/Icefield Pass 

and Skull Point, 
Headwaters of the North 

11,244 ft/ 
3,428 m 

Three Bison Skulls 1887 
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Fork of the Big Thompson 
Long Gulch near Estes 

Park (exact location 
unclear) 

ca. 7,685 ft/ 
2,343 m 

Arapaho Bison Kill 
(Gulch Trap) 

ca. 1850’s 
(Arapaho 

Informants) 
Thunder Lake 10,555 ft/ 

3,218 m 
Bison Hoof 1960/Husted 

Survey 
 
Sources: Armstrong 1975: 156; Fryxell 1928: 131-135; Meany and Van Vuren 1993: 
3-4. 
 

In addition to the physical evidence of bison listed in Table 3, ethno historic 

documentation is also available on Park bison from Arapaho informants who hunted with 

their family bands in the mid 1800’s. The Arapaho, two men, were brought to the Park in 

1914 by the Colorado Mountain Club to identify trails and landmarks and relay 

information on historic events and cultural practices in the Park and its surrounding 

region (see Brunswig and Lux 2003; Toll 1962). During their visit, the Arapaho referred 

to Thatchtop Mountain (south of Loch Vale) as the “Buffalo Climb” where they trapped 

and killed a small herd of bison cows on its snow-covered slopes in winter (Toll 1962: 

15). They also described several eastern valleys and park meadows, such as Tuxedo Park, 

and Estes Park, as places where bison had been hunted (Toll 1962: 16, 18-19, 23). One of 

the Estes Park locations, Long Gulch, was referred to as a buffalo trap, suggesting 

entrapment of the animals in natural erosion draws. This strategy is supported by the 

discovery of multiple bison skulls in draws (McCreery Gulch, Caley Gulch, and Clauser 

Draw) in the vicinity of Estes Park (Table 3). It should also be noted that five of the bison 

skulls in Table 3 are from elevations above 10,500 ft (the highest was found at 12,074 ft) 

and primarily on or near mountain passes, indicating migratory movement between 

valleys and over mountain ranges. Also interesting is the fact that all physical remains 

and ethno historic references to bison are confined to east of the continental divide. 
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Figure 5 shows locations where physical remains or ethno historic reports place bison 

within current Park boundaries. 
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Figure 5. Locations of physical Bison remains or historic reports 
of bison in the Park. 
 
The second largest, and probably the more economically significant, game animal 

in the Park is the elk or wapiti (Cervus canadensis) (Armstrong 1975: 145-148).  Elk are 

the most numerous large herbivore species in the Park today and were likely among its 

populous species throughout prehistory. Bull elk weigh up to 750 lbs (340 kg) and cows 
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can weigh 500 lbs (225 kg). Elk are grazers that feed mainly on grasses and forbs in 

summer, but, as those species become less accessible in winter, become more consistent 

browsers of shrubs (aspen and willows) in that season. They typically feed shortly after 

sunrise and near dusk with only sporadic foraging in the main part of the day.  Elk herds 

tend to congregate in winter unless forage becomes significantly scarcer and break into 

smaller herds when they follow the snowlines to high altitude tundra pastures from late 

spring into summer. Elk winter in lower montane zone valleys and, in Rocky Mountain 

National Park, their present-day winter ranges are primarily Horseshoe Park, Moraine 

Park, Hollowell Park and Beaver Meadows. Summer ranges are upper sub alpine parks, 

alpine meadows and mountain slopes, and sub alpine-alpine ecotones.  Figure 5 is a 

Geographic Information System (GIS) generated map showing a polygon of the general 

winter and summer foraging ranges based on National Park Service surveys over the past 

few decades. Although the elk ranges shown in figure 6 are based on modern data, they 

likely provide a reasonable approximation of prehistoric elk ranges, given similar 

climatic conditions to the present, since elk range is largely dictated by the presence of 

ecological conditions (soils, water availability, and vegetation communities) that 

constitute natural elk habitat. 
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Figure 6. GIS-generated map of elk foraging ranges in RMNP. 

Bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) are another important game species resident in 

the Park (Armstrong 1975: 153-156). Economically, they may well rank near elk as the 

game species with the greatest potential for prehistoric hunter-gatherers. Bighorn rams 

can weigh up to 400 lbs (180 kg) while ewes average around 150 lbs (67 kg). Once 

common throughout the park, modern bighorn sheep herds are concentrated in the Never 

Summer Range above Horseshoe Park, on Specimen Mountain and the upper 
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Kawuneeche Valley, and from Wild Basin in the extreme southeast corner of the park 

west over the continental divide to Mount Craig (overlooking the upper East Inlet Valley, 

east of Grand Lake) (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Bighorn sheep ranges in Rocky Mountain National Park.  

Bighorns are diurnal grazers of primarily grasses and sedges, typically stopping to 

rest around mid-day. Herd sizes vary from a few individuals to several dozen animals. 

Their summer pastures range from lower montane zone valleys to alpine tundra, although 

the rams tend to band together and graze higher alpine area than ewes and lambs. Prior to 
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Euroamerican colonization of the Park, some Bighorn sheep herds migrated to the eastern 

foothills and inner (western), park valleys while others wintered on south-facing montane 

zone mountain slopes or wintered “above tree-line throughout the year, grazing in winter 

on areas free of snow” (Armstrong 1975: 155), the latter pattern more typical of modern 

RMNP herds. Bighorn prey avoidance behavior from both human and animal predators 

emphasizes flight up difficult and often precipitous terrain, including steep cliffs and 

mountain slopes.  

Two final large game species are mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) and 

pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra Americana). Mule deer are mainly browsers of shrubby 

vegetation, although they occasionally graze on grasses and sedges when shrubs are less 

available (Armstrong 1975: 150-151). They are relatively small animals, with bucks 

ranging up to 250 lbs (129 kg) and does average only 125 lbs (37 kg).  Mule deer herds or 

even individuals range throughout the Park and spend their summers mainly in mid to 

upper elevation meadows, stream corridors, and forest margins. Some summer in the 

upper sub alpine and even venture into the sub alpine-alpine ecotone, particularly where 

willows are present. Mule deer are primarily nocturnal feeders and usually spend their 

days in thick forest and shrub land. They migrate to lower elevations in the fall and spend 

their winters in montane park valleys on either side of the continental divide or, in some 

cases, migrate into the eastern Front Range foothills. Winter herds tend to be small and 

generally consist of doe-fawn herds or buck-only herds. Pronghorn are found throughout 

the Southern Rockies, particularly in open rolling terrain. While the Park offers little 

natural habitat for pronghorn, historical records show they were present in the Estes Park 

area until the late 1800s when they were hunted to local extinction for the Denver and 
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mining town meat markets (Armstrong 1975: 153). Pronghorn herds are common today 

in Middle Park, southwest and west of RMNP, and it is likely they ventured into the 

lower Kawuneeche (Colorado River) valley in the past although its ecosystems would 

have been less ideal for that species. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Paleoenvironments and Paleoclimates of the Park and its Region 
 

Accurate reconstruction of paleoclimate and paleoenvironment trends through 

time is an integral element for understanding the historical development of past human 

adaptations in any geographic area. Cyclical changes in climatic patterns and their impact 

on associated environmental-ecological conditions strongly affect the composition and 

availability of natural resources that humans, particularly hunter-gatherers, rely upon for 

their survival. Development of a model of climatic-environmental change for the Park 

and its region from pre-existing and new scientific studies was a key goal of the SAIP 

project research design (Butler 1997a: 10-15, 43-44). The following chapter presents a 

detailed model of paleoclimate-paleoenvironmental conditions in the Park and its larger 

region from Late Ice Age through historic time, reconstructed from multiple research 

programs and lines of evidence, including several investigative projects conducted as part 

of the overall SAIP project. 

Several regional studies on paleoenvironment (and associated paleoclimate) 

change, relevant, but not geographically restricted, to Rocky Mountain National Park, 

provide broad outlines of long-term paleoclimatic-paleoenvironmental change in 

Colorado’s northeastern Rockies, its eastern Front Range foothills, piedmont and eastern 

plains from Late Pleistocene to historic times (cf., Brunswig 1992, 1996, 2001f, in press 

b; Doerner 2004, in press; Reed and Metcalf 1999: 20-33; Tate and Gilmore 1999). More 

specifically, a growing number of research programs based in Rocky Mountain National 

Park itself and its immediate adjacent region are providing increasingly detailed records 

of climatic/environmental change useful in reconstructing Park and regional cultural land 
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use patterns (Andrews et al. 1985; Benedict 1967, 1968, 1973, 1979b, 1981, 1985b, 1999; 

Benedict and Olson 1978;  Brunswig 2001b; Brunswig and Doerner 2001; Dancy 2000; 

Doerner 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005; Doerner and Brunswig 2002a, 2002b, in prep; 

Doerner, Brunswig, and Lane 2001; Doerner, Brunswig, and Sanborn 2001; Doerner and 

Sullivan 1995;  Elias 1983, 1985, 1988, 1991, 1996; Elias et al. 1990; Elias, Short and 

Clark 1986; Fall 1997; Harbor 1984; Legg 1980; Madole 1976, 1980, 1986, 1989, 1996, 

in press; Madole et al. 1998; Maher 1972; Menounos and Reasoner 1996; Miller 1998; 

Nichols 1982;  Petersen 1994;  Rainey 1987; Reasoner and Jodry 1999; Richmond 1960, 

2964; Routt 1990; Short 1985; Sullivan, Doerner and Vierling 1994;  and Vierling 1998). 

Within the Park, more than a dozen localities have been mechanically cored and 

their sediments subjected to analyses for paleoenvironmental evidence. Other Park 

localities with glacially-related deposits and features have also been examined for clues 

on the timing and extent of later Pleistocene and more recent Holocene glacial events. 

Sediment coring, with chronological control being provided by radiocarbon dating of 

stratified core organics, has provided the most precise information on climatic and 

environmental change over the past 12,000 years, the time span of interest for the SAIP 

project. Sediment core research has focused on the analysis of accumulated sediments in 

lakes and fens for pollen, insect remains, climate-related sediment traits, magnetic 

susceptibility, and organic-content. Figure 8 shows locations of sediment core studies 

within Park boundaries by researchers from the University of Northern Colorado, the 

U.S. Geological Survey, and the University of Colorado.  
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Figure 8. Localities of primary sediment core localities in Rocky Mountain National 
Park, discussed in text. Note that all but the UNC Beaver Meadows locality are in 
upper elevation sub alpine or alpine tundra environmental zones. 
 

Paleoenvironmental Change from the Late Pleistocene to Historic Times 

The Late Pleistocene 

Until recently, the most reliable sources of paleoenvironmental data for 

northeastern Colorado (including the Rocky Mountain National Park region) derived 

from the Front Range foothills and their adjacent piedmont and plains to the east of the 

Rockies. Those data were mainly available in two forms: a) studies of sand dune fields 
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along the South Platte River which had undergone periodic cycles of active deposition or 

stability during associated cycles of warmer, drier or cooler, wetter conditions, and b) 

studies of alluvial or eolian sediment samples from geological or archeological test 

excavations. Data on piedmont-plains paleoclimate change over the past 15,000 years 

have been largely derived from geological studies in three northeastern Colorado dune 

fields (Greeley, Fort Morgan, and Wray).  Madole's 1995 study of South Platte dune 

fields provided only limited evidence on paleoenvironmental (paleoclimatic) conditions 

in Late Pleistocene (Ice-Age) and Early Holocene times. However, his and others' 

sediment analyses of South Platte dune fields, supported by radiocarbon and optical sand 

grain chronologies, did suggest the presence of strong dune activation during the most 

recent Late Glacial Maximum cold-dry stadial (ca.18,000-4,000 b.p.). Two sites, one near 

Greeley and another near Sterling, produced sediment data and radiocarbon dates 

suggesting a drier-than-present cycle with dune activation at ca. 11,000 to 9,000 b.p., 

corresponding to an hypothesized Clovis Period drought (Haynes 1991). Dune data 

collected by Madole (1995b:166,170) also suggested that modest soil formation and dune 

stability (cooler-moister conditions) between 9,000-8,000 b.p. signaled resumption of 

renewed eolian activity (drier and possibly warmer conditions) at least by 8,000 b.p. in 

Colorado’s eastern plains and piedmont. Another source of paleoclimate data for the 

Colorado Piedmont comes from recent terrace studies at the Dent and Bernhardt sites, 

immediately west of the South Platte River near Milliken, Colorado. The Dent site, well 

known for its association of Clovis tools and mammoth remains, has been the subject of 

recent re-investigations (Brunswig and Fisher 1993; Brunswig in press c). 

Paleoenvironmental research at Dent is based partly on sediment proxy data from 
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exposed stratigraphic deposits at the adjacent Bernhardt site (Haynes, McFaul, Brunswig 

and Hopkins 1998) and indicates termination of major mountain glacial activity in the 

nearby Rockies and associated abandonment of the South Platte floodplain (or Dent 

strath/Kersey terrace) by at least 11,000 b.p. Subsequent degradation of the river’s 

streambed near Dent was believed to have been initially rapid, but a lower and fully 

stabilized floodplain (the Kuner strath) was established at a new (lower) level before 

10,000 b.p. (Haynes, McFaul, Brunswig and Hopkins 1998: 215-216).  The Bernhardt 

sediments further suggested streambed stabilization of the South Platte River between 

10,800 b.p. and 10,100 b.p., an event likely associated with cooling climatic conditions 

and linked with the short-term, cold, Younger Dryas climatic episode. Between 10,100 

and 9,700 b.p., a recently established terrace strath (Kuner)  at Dent was also being 

abandoned through erosion down-cutting of the South Platte River, activity related to 

gradual, regional warming and drying of the Early Holocene (see below). 

 Paleoclimate data for the Colorado’s southern Rocky Mountains, including the 

Rocky Mountain National Park region, support a pattern of terminal Pleistocene warming 

and/or drying (the so-called late Clovis period drought), followed by a short, intense cold 

cycle (the Younger Dryas climate episode), in turn followed by a warm and moist period 

known as the Early Holocene (described below). Moving from north to south along the 

Rocky Mountain continental divide in north central Colorado, several studies provide 

important information on patterns of climatic and paleoenvironmental change from Late 

Pleistocene to Early Holocene times. 

 One such study in the Boston Peak area, situated on either side of the Continental 

Divide near the headwaters of the Laramie River (flowing westward) and the Poudre 
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River (draining eastward) (Madole in press), utilized glacial moraine and soil core data 

from several sites north of the Park, including Boston fen, Tileston paleolake in the 

Roaring River valley, the Buffalo Pass fen, and Chambers Lake (all in upper montane-

subalpine ecotone areas between 9,512 ft/2900m and 10,496 ft/3200 m) Two other 

research sites, Mary Jane and Devlin’s Park, both in the Indian Peaks area west of 

Boulder provide important evidence for reconstructing Late Pleistocene-Early Holocene 

tree line movements (Legg and Baker 1980; Madole 1986; Short and Elias 1987). 

Sediment, pollen and fossil studies by Elias (1985) were conducted in the northern Front 

Range at Lake Isabelle (headwaters of St. Vrain Creek) and Mount Ida (Rocky Mountain 

National Park) in the early 1980s.  Other paleoclimate data come from University of 

Denver, University of Colorado, and University of Northern Colorado sediment and 

pollen research programs at La Poudre Pass, Sky Pond, Lawn Lake, Mount Ida Ridge, 

Trail Ridge, Beaver Meadows, and Milner Pass in Rocky Mountain National Park 

(Brunswig 2001b; Doerner  2003b, 2004, 2005; Doerner and Brunswig in prep; Elias 

1983, 1985, 1986, 1988; Nash 2000; Reasoner and Jodry 1999; Routt 1990; Short 1985) 

and, outside the Park, from Echo Lake and several fens in the Front Range and Sawatch 

mountains (Doerner and Sullivan 1997; Harbor 1984; Legg 1980; Madole 1976, in press; 

Maher 1972; Sullivan, Doerner and Vierling 1994; Vierling 1998).  Finally, Elias (1983, 

1985, 1988, 1991, 1994:207; 1996:151-156; Elias et al. 1990) has conducted fossil insect 

research at several mountain localities. Elias’ fossil insect studies, particularly useful in 

providing an independent line of evidence for available sediment and pollen data, suggest 

climatic warming and upslope tree line advances may have preceded  ecological (pollen) 
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and geologic (sedimentation) changes by as much as two to several centuries (the 

ecosystem lag effect). 

 Data from the above sources document a pattern of heavy mountain glaciation 

during the most recent Pinedale stadial or the Late Glacial Maximum (LGM) between 

23,000 and 18,000 b.p. They indicate regional climates from the continental divide to the 

eastern plains were characterized by substantially drier and colder conditions than-at-

present. Annual LGM seasonal temperatures may have been depressed by as much as 

15.4º F. (10º C.) to 18.2º F. (15º C.) (Brunswig 1992: 6-8). Madole (1986) recovered 

pollen evidence, dated at ca, 19,000 b.p., that indicated tree lines at the Lake Devlin and 

Mary Jane localities were depressed as much as 2460 ft (750 m) to 2,540 (775 m) lower 

than the modern-day Indian Peaks tree line average of 10,825 ft (3300 m) to 10,988 ft 

(3350 m). Sediment core layers from Echo Lake (elevation 10,594 ft (3230 m), 

radiocarbon dated at ca. 18,500 b.p., revealed the presence of inorganic clayey silts 

derived from glacial melt water, documenting the presence of nearby mountain glaciers 

with minimal local vegetation (Doerner and Sullivan 1997). 

Elias (1985, 1988, and 1991), basing his interpretation on fossil insect studies at 

several Rocky Mountain fen sites, noted warmer-climate adapted beetles between 14,000 

and 11,500 b.p. replaced cold-adapted taxa. He also suggested that extirpation of cold-

climate beetle taxa and their replacement by warmer-climate taxa accelerated after 11,500 

b.p. , resulting in the establishment of essentially modern (only slightly cooler) summer 

temperatures around 11,300 b.p.  North of Indian Peaks at the Boston Peak fen site, 

sediments and wood fragments radiocarbon dated to 11,900 b.p. were interpreted as 

showing local tree line at c. 8,856 ft (2700 m) at 12,000 b.p., a rise of ca. 492 ft (150 m) 
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in a 2,000-7,000 year period if Lake Devlin/Mary Jane tree line data at ca. 19,000 b.p. are 

viewed as comparable to those at Boston Fen. Only a millennium later, at 11,000 b.p., 

warming and upward migration of tree lines in the Front Range were accelerating, actions 

that support Haynes’s (1991) hypothesis of a North American drought (warming/drying) 

episode in late Clovis times. Pollen and sediment evidence from Tileston paleolake in the 

Roaring Fork Valley, 28 miles (45 km) southeast of Boston Peak, and dated at 10,800 

b.p., has been interpreted to show a minimum tree line of 9,7009 ft (2960 m) at the 

inception of the cold Younger Dryas climatic episode (Madole in press).  The Younger 

Dryas, a term applied to world-wide cooling between ca. 10,800 and 10,100 b.p., is 

attested in regional glacial features known as the Satanta Peaks Advance (Benedict 1981: 

115-116, 1985b: 75).  La Poudre Pass, in the northwest corner of Rocky Mountain 

National Park, has been the subject of paleoclimate studies by Madole (1976, 1980), Elias 

(1983), Short (1985), and Doerner and Brunswig (Doerner 2005; Doerner and Brunswig 

in prep). At the height of Late Pleistocene glaciation, La Poudre Pass (elevation-10,178 

ft/3103 m) was the origin of two large Late Pinedale glaciers flowing in opposite 

directions (north-south) from the Continental Divide into modern-day headwaters of the 

Colorado River (southwest) and the Cache La Poudre (northeast). Pollen and sediment 

evidence collected by Short (1985: 8) and Madole (1976) indicated that the Poudre Pass 

glaciers began recession between 14,000 b.p. and 13,000 b.p., briefly interrupted by a 

minor glacial "re-formation" at Poudre Pass and some other high col and cirque (tarn) 

valleys during the Younger Dryas cooling episode between 10,800 and 10,000 b.p.. 

However, the recent discovery by University of Northern Colorado archaeologists of a 

shallowly buried Clovis component (ca. 11,300-10,900 b.p.) in La Poudre Pass 
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(elevation-10,175 ft/3102 m) suggests any Younger Dryas re-glaciation was minimal and 

insufficient to destroy the pass's Clovis cultural deposits and that the pass was likely open 

to human occupation and trans-continental divide travel after ca. 11,100 b.p.  

Geomorphic studies of what are interpreted to be post-glaciation landslide deposits 2.18 

miles (3.5 km) downstream from Rocky Mountain National Park's Lawn Lake (elevation-

10,995 ft (3352 m.) produced organic material-derived radiocarbon dates of 11,500 and 

9,900 b.p. (Summer 1993: 47-48).  Lawn Lake dates of Roaring River sediment deposits 

suggest its glacier had either completely disappeared or withdrawn well toward its higher 

elevation Crystal Lake tarn within that time span. A recent University of Edinburgh 

undergraduate thesis study of glacial geology in the Park's Loch Vale Valley, 15 miles 

(24 km) south of Lawn Lake, supported a picture of dramatic, but short-term,  renewed 

Younger Dryas (Santanta Peak) glaciation and cooling from ca. 11,000-10,000 b.p. (Nash 

2000).  Sediments radiocarbon-dated to the Younger Dryas time interval were also 

recovered from Rocky Mountain National Park's Sky Pond (elevation-10,880 ft/3317 m) 

and interpreted as evidence of locally permanent snowfields, cessation of local plant 

growth, and lowering of local tree lines (Menounos and Reasoner 1997; Reasoner and 

Jodry 2000). It appears likely Late Pleistocene de-glaciation (the Santanta Peak 

recession) was essentially complete by the end of the Younger Dryas climatic episode at 

ca. 10,200-10,000 b.p. Pollen, sediment and fossil insect evidence from La Poudre Pass 

appears to provide a minimum chronology of  9,800 b.p. for the end of Younger Dryas 

(Santanta Peak) cold climate conditions (Elias 1983; Short 1985). However, as noted 

above, discovery of a Clovis component in Poudre Pass strongly suggests effective de-

glaciation and persistently non-glacial condition from ca. 11,000 b.p. or even earlier. It is, 
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however, possible that post-Clovis, Younger Dryas climate change may have resulted in 

seasonally persistent snowfield accumulations in the pass and may have restricted its 

availability to humans, along with many other passes in the region, but at least La Poudre 

Pass does not appear to have been subject to any significant degree of Younger Dryas 

(Santanta Peak) re-glaciation.   

It now appears that the relatively brief Younger Dryas climatic episode in the 

Southern Rockies had a limited effect on overall climatic and environmental trends in the 

region. By 10,000 b.p., at Echo Lake, glacial inorganic sediment deposition had been 

replaced by deposition of organic lacustrine muds, suggesting local warming and 

disappearance of glaciers previously draining into the lake (Doerner and Sullivan 1997). 

Between 10,000-9,000 b.p., organic sediment deposits at Echo Lake provide a picture of 

rapid sediment accumulation and an incremental increase in organic content consistent 

with increasingly “favorable conditions of temperature [warmer] and moisture…” at the 

10,595 ft (3230 m) high site.  

The Early Holocene 

The end of Younger Dryas cooling signaled the effective end of the Late 

Pleistocene and onset of a series of three broadly modern climatic periods collectively 

referred to as the Holocene Epoch (Recent Era). Its three climatic divisions are: 1) the 

Early Holocene, 2) the Middle Holocene, and 3) Late Holocene, the latter our current 

version of the Holocene.  

The Early Holocene is initially characterized by rapid warming and what appears 

to have been moister conditions than-at-present. By 9,000 b.p., sediments and log 

fragments from a fen deposit in the Park Range (south of Buffalo Pass) provide evidence 
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of trees growing at 10,398 ft (3170 m), the same elevation as today’s tree line. In the 

same area, lower, and earlier fen deposits appeared to have originated in an alpine 

environment, suggesting the earlier tree line had been lower than at ca. 9,000 b.p. Elias’ 

(1985:35) analysis of cores from the Isabelle locality produced conifer needles and salix 

(willow) wood radiocarbon dated at 9,000 b.p.. Since Isabelle lies at an elevation of 

10,578 ft (3225 m), the presence of conifer and shrub remains indicates the area’s tree 

line was minimally at or above that elevation. The association of both salix and conifers 

suggest Isabelle was situated in the forest-tundra ecotone and tree line may have been 

slightly higher than 10,578 ft (3225 m). Isabelle’s conifer needles may have been derived 

from either upper montane (Engelmann Spruce) or subalpine (dwarf fir) life zone 

ecosystems. At least three species of salix are currently known from subalpine and alpine 

tundra contexts today (Weber 1976: 306). 

Similar evidence for rapid Early Holocene warming is found in Rocky Mountain 

National Park. Paleoenvironmental research at La Poudre Pass indicates that immediately 

post-Younger Dryas climatic warming resulted in establishment of essentially modern 

tree lines by ca. 9,100 b.p. and a rapid transition from clayey gyttia deposits to peat 

formation even earlier. In the latter case, basal sediments in a 170 cm deep core from La 

Poudre Pass Fen provide evidence of significant, rapid warming, coupled with moist 

conditions, and initiation of peat formation between 9,700 and 9,000 b.p. (Doerner 2005: 

5). It is now evident that further climatic warming continued throughout the 10th 

millennium (b.p.) until tree lines reached areas from 98 ft (30 m) 197 ft (60 m) above 

modern tree lines no later than 8,300 b.p. (Short 1985: 11, 14, 24).  Coring at the Mount 

Ida Ridge Pond site (elevation-10,660 ft/3250 m) and resulting pollen and fossil insect 
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analyses support La Poudre Pass evidence for establishment of a modern-equivalent tree 

line between 9,000 and 8,3000 b.p. and a climatic optimum at, or soon after, 8,300 b.p. 

(Elias 1985: 33, 35-36, 43-45). In addition to Mount Ida pollen and fossil insect data, 

conifer needles and salix wood extracted from its cores provided further evidence for a 

rapid rise in tree line (Elias 1985:35-36).  Those materials were found in a core layer 

immediately above a one radiocarbon dated at 9,070 b.p. and ten cm below another dated 

at 8,340 b.p.  The presence of conifer and salix at both the Mount Ida and Isabelle sites 

supports other lines of data showing Early Holocene tree lines in the region were 

occupying minimally present between 10,578 ft (3225 m) and 10,660 ft (3250 m) at ca. 

9,000 b.p. 

Between 9,000 and 8,000 b.p., Echo Lake sediment studies indicate Early 

Holocene temperatures reached modern to warmer-than-modern levels. The presence of 

very fine silty sediments in lake core deposits, stratigraphically bracketed by earlier and 

later deposits and, respectively, radiocarbon dated at 9,790 and 7,620 b.p., are seen as 

representing local influx of eolian sediments; possibly associated with regional mountain 

drying (and warming) and ground cover reduction. Andrews et al. (1985) observed a 

similar influx of fine silty sediments at the Blue Lake site (Colorado Front Range) in the 

same time range, suggesting they originated from eolian sediments generated by Early 

Holocene regional warming. The exact geographic sources of eolian materials at Echo 

Lake and Blue Lake are unknown, but they are believed to have derived from lower 

elevation mountain parklands and meadows to the west and northwest (upwind, given 

prevailing weather-determined wind patterns) where warmer/drier climate thinned plant 

cover and increased summer wind erosion. This possibility is supported by cores from six 
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subalpine fens by Sullivan, Doerner and Vierling (in prep) in the Front Range and 

Sawatch Range. Pollen and sediments were analyzed from fens above and below 10,168 

ft (3100 m) their sediment data, radiocarbon-dated between 9,100 and 7,830 b.p., were 

interpreted “to suggest that warmer summers prevailed” in that time interval.  A contrast 

in the nature of fen sediments from higher altitude (above 10,168 ft/3100 m) and lower 

altitude (below 10,168 ft/3100 m) sites was also noted. Higher altitude fens appear to 

have remained active during that time period, producing organic peat under active wet 

meadow conditions. However, lower altitude fens were not producing peat and 

constituted dry rather than wet meadow environments. One possible explanation is that 

lower altitude fen sites were being adversely affected by warmer summer temperatures 

which led upper elevation snow packs to melt “earlier allowing water tables to drop to a 

point where [lower altitude] wet meadows could not be maintained…” (Sullivan, 

Doerner, and Vierling in prep).  

Pollen and sediment data from Colorado’s northern Front Range are further 

supported by Elias’ fossil beetle studies in which he concluded that warmer-than-present 

climatic conditions were well established between ca. 9,500 and 7,000 b.p. (1991). 

Finally, Elias' interpretation of fossil insect remains from Rocky Mountain National 

Park's Mt Ida Ridge Pond site suggests full establishment of a warmer-than-present 

climatic optimum, the so-called Altithermal Period, at between 8,000 and 7,000 b.p. and 

lasting until around 4,500/5,000 b.p. (Elias 1985: 46), constituting the Middle Holocene 

climatic period described below. 

Geological and pollen studies from Middle Park, immediately west of Rocky 

Mountain National Park, support the above picture of Early Holocene warming and 
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drying. Geochemical studies at several Middle Park archeological and soil test sites show 

a gradual transition from cool, moist climate at ca. 10,000 b.p. to increasingly warm and 

drier conditions by 8,500 b.p., and finally full establishment of warm, dry Altithermal 

conditions by 7,500 b.p. (Miller 1998: 82, 87).  Pollen evidence from Cody-age (9,290-

8,490 b.p.) bison bed deposits at the Jerry Craig (5GA639) site (elevation 8,000 ft/2439 

m), in central Middle Park (east  of Wolford Mountain) suggests ecological change from 

a Picea (spruce) dominated landscape (moister and cooler than-at-present) to one 

increasingly dominated by Pinus (pine) forest (warmer, drier) (Cummings and Moutoux 

1998).   

The Middle Holocene 

Paleoclimate data for the Park and its surrounding region during the Middle 

Holocene (ca. 7,500-4,500 b.p.) are still relatively limited. In western North American, 

the Middle Holocene is closely identified with a major warming-drying period known as 

the Altithermal (Antevs 1955).  Field studies by Muhs (1985: 578), Ahlbrandt et al. 

(1983), Madole (1995b), and Holliday (1987: 325-326) in the eastern Colorado piedmont 

identified several dune formations on the South Platte River's Kersey terrace dating to the 

mid-Holocene (ca.7,500-5,000 b.p.) and thought to represent warm-dry conditions 

identified with the Altithermal. However, evidence for mid-Holocene dune activity was 

often found disturbed by the effects of a later, shorter-term early Late Holocene cycle 

regional desiccation and renewed dune activation (Muhs 1985:567, 578-580; Jepson et al. 

1994:73-77).  Despite that disturbance, the studies clearly support the existence of 

persistently strong northwesterly winds, significant eolian activity, and extensive dune 

field formation for mid-Holocene times. Benedict (1979b) and Olson (Benedict and 
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Olson 1978: 139-180), correlating paleoclimate data and archeological radiocarbon dates 

from sites in the western plains and central-southern Rockies, identified two periods, 

7,000 to 6,500 b.p. and 6,000 to 5,500 b.p., they viewed as representing virtual 

abandonment (hiatus) of lower elevation plains areas for higher elevation mountains 

caused by particularly severe Altithermal droughts. Despite what are believed to be 

warmer and drier than-at-present climate during the mid-Holocene, more temperate 

periods between the more intense drought cycles may have allowed some plains 

exploitation from mountain-foothills based populations and certainly made mountain 

ecosystems more productive for those populations. In fact, initiation of the Altithermal in 

the Southern Rocky Mountains appears to have been accompanied by a modest neo-

glacial stade known as the Ptarmigan Advance, primarily consisting of small glaciers 

advancing short distances down north-facing cirques (Benedict 1981, 1985b). However, 

the Ptarmigan Advance, dated ca. 7250-6380 b.p., is believed to have represented less of 

a significant lowering of annual temperatures than a modest increase in regional 

precipitation (Benedict 1981: 41-45, 116; 1985b: 77).  

Within the Park and adjacent mountain areas, several research studies provide 

evidence for the general pattern of mid-Holocene climatic and environmental conditions. 

As cited above, fossil beetle and organic sediment evidence from the Mount Ida Ridge 

pond site (elevation-11,451 ft/3491 m) shows a gradual rise in tree line and seasonal 

temperatures to warmer-than-present climatic patterns around or soon after 8,000 b.p. 

(Elias 1985: 33, 35-36, 43, 45-46). Early in the mid-Holocene, tree line may have reached 

at or near the pond, some 164 ft (50 m) higher than-at-present.  Radiocarbon dates of 

Mount Ida Ridge Pond core organics indicate Altithermal warming persisted until 
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4,500/5,000 b.p. (Elias 1985: 46). Terminal mid-Holocene (5,400 b.p.) core samples from 

the Mount Ida Draw Fen (elevation-11,260 ft/3433 m), a short distance from Elias’ 

Mount Ida Ridge Pond locality, closely paralleled pollen and sediment traits from Lawn 

Lake, indicating late, but slowly ameliorating (cooling) Altithermal climate with organic-

rich (gyttia) pond deposits (Doerner 2003a, 2003b, 2004: 175-176). Pollen and sediment 

data from UNC’s Lawn Lake Fen cores suggest that upper sub alpine locality (elevation-

10,995 ft/3352 m) was characterized by warmer and, possibly, drier conditions compared 

to the present throughout most of the mid-Holocene, based on radiocarbon dates ranging 

from 7,400 to 5,400 b.p. (Brunswig and Doerner 2001; Doerner 2003a, 2003b). During 

that interval, Lawn Lake was experiencing warmer-than-present summers and longer-

than-present growing seasons, resulting in rapid peat growth in the Lawn Lake Fen. Both 

the Lawn Lake and Mount Ida data are supported by sediment cores from La Poudre Pass 

where deposits dated between ca. 7450 and 5400 b.p. reflect warmer-than-present 

summer temperatures and a lengthened growing season, resulting in rapid peat 

accumulation (Doerner 2005: 7-8). Lower elevation montane zone, mid-Holocene 

paleoclimate data are poorly known from the Park, although basal core layers from 

UNC’s Beaver Meadows coring locality were dated to terminal mid-Holocene times, ca. 

5,400 to 5,050 b.p. (Doerner 2003a, 2003b, 2004: 171-173; Doerner, Brunswig, and Lane 

2001). Pollen and sediment remains were found moderately disturbed by are believed to 

have been a series of erosion cut and fill events, but they also show contained high tree 

(pine) pollen levels paralleled by lower-than-modern day frequencies of shrubs, herbs, 

and riparian-aquatic vegetation, the latter indicating diminished meadow wetlands. The 

general inference from the above evidence is that of a warmer and drier climate pattern 
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than exists today. The overall effect of mid-Holocene warming and, at least periodic, 

drying, would have been lengthening of growing seasons in both upper and lower 

elevation environmental zones, although effective moisture would perhaps have been 

greater, due to winter snowfall/summer snowmelt, in upper subalpine and alpine zones. It 

is suggested  lower montane zone summers, particularly later in the season, were likely to 

have been drier with less overall summer moisture than today and with lower spring 

through summer stream flows (based on lowered early season snowmelt and less overall 

snow pack to provide stream water). By mid to late summer, lower elevation valleys 

could well have been unattractive places for fauna and human residents while higher 

elevations would have been substantially more productive and desirable, particularly with 

increased plant growth due to a longer growing season and warmer days and nights. 

The Late Holocene 

The end of the Middle Holocene and advent of the Late Holocene is signaled by 

the end of a warmer-drier-than-present climate and transition to a cooler, moister climate 

regime. Regionally, glacial studies in the Indian Peaks Wilderness region south of Rocky 

Mountain National Park have established broad outlines of three modest neo-glacial 

advances and cool-wet climatic episodes starting around 5,000 b.p. and extending 

through the Late Holocene to historic times (Benedict 1973; 1981: 117-119; 1985b: 78-

83). Those neo-glacial advances, referred to, in chronological order, as the Triple Lakes 

Advance (ca. 5,000-3,000 b.p.), Audubon Advance (ca. 1,850-950 b.p.), and the Arapaho 

Peak Advance (300-100 b.p.), appear separated by warmer (and frequently more xeric) 

climatic intervals (Figure 9). Unfortunately, only the most recent neo-glacial advance, the 
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Arapaho Peaks (identified with a contemporary world-wide global cooling known as the 

Little Ice Age), has been investigated within Park boundaries (see below).  
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Figure 9. Chart showing the chronological relationship of the three Holocene 
periods and neo-glacial stadia (advances) of the Late (and earlier) Holocene Periods. 
 

Pollen analysis from early Late Holocene (ca. 3710 b.p.) soil layers at Middle 

Park’s Jerry Craig site (5GA639, elevation-8,000 ft/2439 m) indicates a cooler and drier 

than-at-present climate (late Triple Lakes geo-glaciation) with a locally open ecosystem 

dominated by Artemisia (sagebrush) with limited patches of pine forest (Cummings and 
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Moutoux 1998: 97-98). University of Wyoming geochemical studies of radiocarbon-

dated sediment layers at several Middle Park localities show the presence of a 

particularly severe drought between ca. 3,500 b.p. and 2,800 b.p. and second, less intense, 

drought between ca. 2,400 and 2,000 b.p. with intervening cooler, moister climate periods 

(Miller 1998: 82-83, 88). Sediment cores from Rocky Mountain National Park’s Beaver 

Meadows Fen (elevation-8,300ft/2530 m), dating between 5,200 b.p. and the present, 

provide a broad picture of climatic/environmental patterns for a lower montane mountain 

valley in the Park. Earlier millennium of the Late Holocene, as documented in Beaver 

Meadows, suggests a generalized cooling, with increases in shrubs and herbaceous 

vegetation (including sagebrush) from ca. 5,050 b.p. to 1,900 b.p. (Doerner 2003a, 

2003b, 2004: 172-173).  A substantial spike in Artemisia (sagebrush) pollen in the 

Beaver Meadows core between ca. 3,900 b.p. and 3,200 b.p. may be related to the above 

noted Middle Park drought interval. Another post-5,000 b.p. paleoenvironmental study is 

based on a sampling locality in the Roaring River Valley, below Lawn Lake. In the mid-

1980s, after the Lawn Lake flood, caused by collapse of a high-altitude reservoir dam, 

Elias, Short and Clark (1986) retrieved sediment pollen, and fossil insect samples from an 

exposed deep terrace profiles along Roaring River, for paleoenvironment analysis. Their 

sample location was located 3.7 miles (6 km) miles down-stream from Lawn Lake at an 

elevation of 9,186 ft (2800 m) within the upper montane/sub-alpine boundary. The 

exposed profile, on the west bank of Roaring River, exhibited three clear stratigraphic 

deposits, of which the middle unit, 2, produced organic-rich deposits suitable for pollen, 

fossil insect and radiocarbon analyses. That unit, underlain by a thicker deposit of water-

laid clast gravels, was succeeded by a similarly thick deposit of water-laid gravels, 
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cobbles and boulders. The sample unit (No. 2) in question was radiocarbon-dated to the 

earlier late Holocene at ca. 2,400 b.p. and its abundant fossil insect remains (with 83 

identified taxa) were interpreted as reflecting an essentially modern climatic regime. Its 

analyzed pollen proved to be dominated by pine with lesser frequencies of willow, sage, 

and spruce, supporting its fossil insect evidence for an essentially modern-day equivalent 

climate and ecosystem.  Pollen and sediment data from cores taken from higher up Lawn 

Lake Fen (elevation-10,995 ft/3352 m) showed the establishment of essentially modern, 

warmer and slightly moister climatic conditions by 1,800 b.p. (Brunswig and Doerner 

2001; Doerner 2003a, 2003b, 2004:175). Two other Park sites, Mount Ida Fen, noted 

earlier, and the Trail Ridge Game Drive Pond Wetland site (elevation-11,513 ft/3510 m), 

show initiation of peat growth with warmer and possibly slightly moister conditions at 

2,400 b.p. and 1,700 b.p., respectively (Doerner 2003a, 2003b, 2004: 176-177). Later 

Late Holocene sediments cored from the Beaver Meadow locality (elevation-

8,300ft/2530 m), and dated from 1,900 b.p. to the present, broadly suggest broadly 

warmer and, alternating drier and moister than-present climate patterns until historic 

times in the Park’s montane zone. Poor pollen preservation in the Beaver Meadows core 

prevented detection of cooler, moister conditions that should have been associated with 

the neo-glacial Audubon Advance, ca. 1,850-950 b.p., and pollen-sediment data from the 

Lawn Lake Fen, Mount Ida Fen, and Trail Ridge Game Drive Fen coring sites were 

equally unproductive for distinguishing low amplitude cooling-warming/drier-moister 

climatic cycles. La Poudre Pass Fen sediment data, including organic carbon content and 

bulk density values, however, provided some evidence for warming and increased mesic 

climates starting around ca. 2300 b.p., but interrupted by a short (4-5 centuries long) 
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temperature decline around 500 b.p., the latter representing the so-called Little Ice Age 

and its regionally-identified Arapaho Peaks neo-glacial episode (see discussion below).  

Other Late Holocene paleoclimate evidence from Colorado’s eastern foothills and 

plains indicates that mid Late Holocene times, ca. 1,900 b.p. to 1,000 b.p., may have been 

broadly cooler (in contrast to the above cited Park evidence) and moister than-at-present 

(agreeing with the Park evidence), but entered a series of drying-warming cycles after ca. 

1,500/1,400 b.p. and culminated in regional droughts between ca. 950 and 400 b.p. 

(Brunswig 1996: 193-197, 248-251, 423-424; Tate and Gilmore 1999: 37-39). Middle 

Park sediment data support generalized warmth and drought in the Park region from ca. 

900 b.p. to 500 b.p., following a mid Late Holocene period of broadly cooler, moister 

conditions from ca. 2,000 b.p. to 900 b.p. (Miller 1998: 83, 89). To date, Park 

paleoenvironmental pollen and sediment core studies are unhelpful in identifying the 

later, ca. 900 b.p. to 400 b.p. drought cycles. Regionally, this drought (dry-warm) interval 

was ended by the centuries-long, world-wide neo-glacial event known as the Little Ice 

Age and marked by the Arapaho Peaks (neo-glacial) Advance. Efforts to physically 

identify geological features related to that advance in the Park were undertaken in 2000 

by an undergraduate researcher, Richard Dancy, from the University of Edinburgh, 

Scotland. In his investigations, Dancy (2000) visited the Park’s Taylor Glacier in an 

effort to date its more recent rock glacier moraines to the Arapaho Peaks Advance neo-

glacial event. His resulting thesis, in part based on lichenometry dating of glacial 

deposits, was unable to firmly establish whether the most recent Taylor Glacier features 

were Arapaho Peaks or (earlier) Audubon in date.  However, geochemical studies of soil 

layers in Middle Park identified a 300 year record of cooler and moister conditions dating 
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from ca. 500 b.p. (AD 1450) to 200 b.p. (AD 1750), consistent with the known time 

range of the world-wide Little Ice Age climatic episode (Miller 1998: 83, 87). In 

addition, pine pollen frequencies at Lawn Lake Fen declined significantly soon before 

and during the Little Ice Age (Arapaho Peaks) time range and may be correlated with its 

regional cooling pattern (Doerner 2004: 174-175, Figure 4). However, since pine would 

not have been growing at the subalpine zone fen and arrives in the subalpine today 

through extensive upslope wind transport, any decrease in its pollen at the fen could only 

be an indirect (proxy) indicator of a possible decrease in lower (montane zone) pine 

forest activity.  By the mid-19th Century, the Little Ice Age had run its course and 

effectively modern climate (and environmental) conditions were established in the Park. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Culture History Overview of the 
North Central Colorado Rocky Mountains 

 
 Prehistoric through early historic Native American occupations in the western 

United States are typically organized into a hierarchical series of techno-cultural and 

chronological units defined by broadly shared traits and chronological times spans 

referred to as stages and cultural periods (Eighmy 1984:  6-23; Chenault 1999: 1-5). 

These baseline archeological classification units, stages and periods, have undergone 

gradual modification by Colorado archeologists in the past half century, but are now 

well-defined in two successive prehistoric archeology context overviews of the 

mountains and plains of north central and northeastern Colorado (Eighmy 1984: 6-28; 

Guthrie et al. 1984:7-12; and Chenault 1999: 1-3).  This chapter presents a working 

culture history framework of Colorado’s stage/cultural period system, providing a 

chronological and descriptive material foundation for a subsequent chapter that describes 

the prehistoric and protohistoric/early historic archeology of Rocky Mountain National 

Park. 

The Paleoindian Stage 
 
 The earliest human occupation of Colorado and its Southern Rocky Mountains 

belongs to the Paleoindian Stage, encompassing a time span of ca. 3,800 years (11,300-

7,500 b.p.).  Until recently, archeologists have often, although not universally, divided 

that stage into three broad periods, each with one or more inclusive and generally 

successive, but often chronologically overlapping, culture complexes: early, middle (also 

known as Plano), and late.  The most recent summary of Paleoindian archeology for 

Colorado’s South Platte drainage system, which includes north central Colorado Rocky 
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Mountains, elected to utilize a stage-period classification system that sometimes defined 

Paleoindian periods with the names of specific archeological culture complexes and 

sometimes with more generic chronological-culture names that included multiple culture 

complexes (Chenault 1999; Table 4 below). 

 
Table 4. Paleoindian Classification Framework 

(based on the Platte River Basin Prehistoric Context) 
 

 Paleoindian Periods (from Chenault 1999) 
Clovis Period 

Clovis Complex 
Goshen Complex 
Folsom Period 

Folsom Complex 
Early Plano Period 

(Complexes Commonly Associated with Parallel-Transverse 
Projectile Point Flaking Patterns) 

Hell Gap Complex 
Agate Basin Complex 

Cody Complex 
Firstview Complex 

Foothills/Mountain Complex 
Late Plano/Late or Terminal Paleoindian “Period” 

(Largely undefined in Chenault 1999, includes Complexes 
Commonly Associated with 

Parallel-Oblique Projectile Point Flaking Patterns) 
Angostura Complex 
Frederick Complex 
Meserve Complex 

Jimmy Allen Complex 
Lusk Complex 

Pryor Stemmed Complex 
 
Early-middle-late period sub-divisions for the Paleoindian Stage were been 

defined over several decades of archeological research in the plains and foothills of 

Colorado’s Central Plains, the more easterly Great Plains, and the Northwest Plains and 

Central Rocky Mountains (Benedict 1992a; Chenault 1999; Frison 1991; Hofman and 

Graham1998). However, this author and others, based on emerging evidence for the 
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development of a mountain-adapted Paleoindian tradition at the end of an Early 

Paleoindian Period between 10,000 and 9,500 b.p., are starting to opt for the term Late 

Paleoindian Period to designate the latter part of that cultural stage (Brunswig 2001c; 

Pitblado 1999, 2003). 

The Early Paleoindian Period 

 The Early Paleoindian Period is defined as including three successive, and 

overlapping archeological culture traditions or techno-complexes known as Clovis, 

Goshen-Plainview, and Folsom. Each is defined by distinctive projectile point types and 

largely common (non-diagnostic) stone tool assemblages associated with seasonally 

migratory hunting-gathering lifestyles. 

The overall number of recorded Paleoindian sites and isolated diagnostic 

projectile point finds is relatively small in the southern Rocky Mountain region that 

surrounds Rocky Mountain National Park. That “region” is defined here as including all 

montane through alpine environmental zones (generally above 6,500 ft [1982 m]) in 

Boulder, Larimer, Grand, and Jackson counties. Preparation of this report included an 

inventory of archeological sites with known cultural provenance within mountain areas of 

those counties. The inventory was based on site searches using the Colorado State Office 

of Archaeology and Historic Preservation’s computer database (COMPASS) and 

consultation of all available site reports, including gray literature (informally or limited 

distribution publications) sources. Data from that inventory are briefly summarized in 

sub-sections describing each regional cultural period. It should be noted that those data 

nearly always reflect information derived from extremely limited geographic coverage by 

archeological investigators in areas much less extensively and intensively surveyed than 
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in Rocky Mountain National Park. Until, and if, future archeological survey coverage 

reaches levels achieved in the Park, any direct comparison of site numbers, densities, and 

distributions with those “external” mountain areas remains less than satisfactory.  

However, this author believes that any data on patterns of site/period distributions in the 

RMNP region have value, if only to document the comparative presence or absence of 

cultural periods at the regional scale. Finally, it needs to noted that regional mountain 

(excluding RMNP) archeological data are reported in terms of inclusive sites’ (or isolated 

finds [IF], individual diagnostic artifacts-e.g., projectile points or ceramics) cultural 

period components. This means that site/IF data reported as components can, in some 

cases where multi-component evidence is present, exceed the actual number of individual 

geographic locations where archeological remains were documented. In most cases, 

however, sites or IFs are single component in nature. Significant exceptions are stratified 

sites, often extensive site with evidence long-term (multi-period) use, and hunting 

systems (game drives, etc.) that have been used over hundreds or even thousands of 

years.    

The Clovis Complex 
 

The Clovis complex, dated ca. 11,300-10,900 b.p., represents the earliest 

undisputed evidence of humans in North America (Stanford 1991).  The complex is 

defined by the presence of Clovis projectile points, a distinctive stone artifact type 

consisting of a relatively wide range of small to large, fully or partially fluted lanceolate-

shaped projectile points (Bradley 1993: 252-254) and evidence for hunting, and probably 

scavenging, of Late Pleistocene fauna, including megafauna as large as the Columbian 

mammoth (Cassells 1997: 50).  Documented Clovis sites in Colorado and Wyoming are 
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most commonly small hunting camps or simply isolated projectile point finds. Although 

remains of Late Ice-Age (Pleistocene) mega fauna (and associated Clovis artifacts) are 

often more frequently preserved in the archaeological record than remains of smaller 

species and more likely to be discovered due to their size, creating a mega faunal 

association bias, it appears likely that large game procurement was both socially and 

economically central to most Clovis hunter-gatherer bands.  Clovis sites are relatively 

rare. To date, fewer than 40 Clovis sites or isolated finds have been reported from 

Colorado based on data compiled from the Colorado State Archaeological database, 

Brunswig in prep; Chenault 1999: 57-62; Jodry 1999: 86-87; Reed and Metcalf 1999: 56; 

and Schroedl 1991). Although several Clovis artifacts have been identified near r 

immediately outside the current boundaries of Rocky Mountain National Park (see 

chapter 5 below), only one Clovis component is known from the Park’s general region in 

Grand County to its west. However, shared similarities of Clovis tool-kits across 

continental North America, and within Colorado suggest the presence of a series of 

successful, broadly comparable adaptations to Late Pleistocene environmental conditions 

(Meltzer 1993). 

Kelly and Todd (1988) suggest that an apparent migration of Clovis peoples 

through the New World (possibly in less than 1,000 years) and an observed relative 

homogeneity in Clovis tool technology and settlement patterns was likely generated by a 

flexible subsistence system designed to cope with Late Pleistocene climatic and 

environmental uncertainty. The Clovis Period occurred during a period of dramatic 

environmental change characterized by accelerating deglaciation of continental glaciers 

following the last (Pinedale) glacial maximum.  However, continued early Clovis Period 
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glaciation in many Colorado mountain areas would have blocked most passes and 

hindered migratory movement of both game species and humans throughout much of the 

period.  However, a growing body of paleoclimatic evidence (see details in the earlier 

chapter 3) indicates tree lines in the Rocky Mountain National Park region rose 

dramatically between 11,800 and 11,000 b.p., likely “punctuated” by a particularly 

intense period of warming and drought at 11,000 b.p., a climatic episode known as the 

late Clovis Drought (Brunswig 2001c: 433, in prep; Haynes 1991). Climatic-

environmental conditions from ca. 14,000 b.p. began a gradual amelioration from an 

earlier Late Pleistocene glacial maximum at ca. 18,000 b.p., long before the Clovis 

Period.  During the early Clovis Period, climate remained colder than at present until near 

its end when rapid and dramatic warming (the late Clovis Drought) at 11,100-10,900 b.p. 

resulted in substantial deglaciation of most mountain cirques and col valleys in north 

central Colorado. Recent archeological and paleoclimatic research in La Poudre Pass 

(Rocky Mountain National Park) has established effective deglaciation of at least lower 

elevation passes (ca. 3300 m) between 12,000 and 11,000 b.p. (Doerner 2005; Doerner 

and Brunswig 2005). Although Clovis groups may have been technologically capable of 

living and moving in mid elevations along either side of Colorado’s Continental Divide, 

they would have had limited incentive to do so early in their occupation of the region 

since they would have been relatively unfamiliar with mountain-based economic 

resources and because cold Terminal Pleistocene climatic conditions would have made 

the southern Rocky Mountains generally unattractive. As a result, early Clovis groups, 

based current archeological evidence, tended to concentrate their primary economic 

activities on the procurement of Late Ice-Age prey species in Colorado’s lower mountain 
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valleys, foothills, and eastern plains. However, recent discoveries of Clovis artifacts, 

many at extremely high altitude, suggest a growing utilization and familiarity with 

mountain territories, at least late in the Clovis Period. 

Clovis artifacts are moderately common in Colorado’s eastern plains, but appear 

less well-represented the Colorado’s southern Rocky Mountains, probably due to the 

relative inaccessibility and undesirability of most high elevation areas subject to 

mountain glaciers and permanent snowfields during most of the Clovis period.  

Goshen-Plainview and Folsom Archaeology of the Southern Rockies 
 

The Goshen-Plainview complex (11,100-8,000 b.p.) represents an immediately 

post-Clovis Early Paleoindian cultural complex first defined in stratigraphic deposits at 

the Hell Gap site in Wyoming (Gilmore 1999: 63; Pitblado 1999a: 170-176; 2003) and 

later at Wyoming’s Powars II site (Frison 1988: 84-89, 1992, 1991: 41, 368, 1996; 

Stafford 1990).  While the complex, and its defining Goshen projectile point type remain 

poorly understood or defined, it is, in its early stage of development, often cited as a 

transitional phase between Clovis and Folsom, with a later manifestation associated with 

the Plainview Complex, primarily associated with the southern plains. A Colorado State 

site database (COMPASS) and literature survey for Goshen-Plainview site components in 

the region outside RMNP found only five sites, all in Grand County, although Goshen-

Plainview points may well have been misidentified as similar appearing McKean 

Lanceolate (Middle Archaic) and other lanceolate point types.  

Goshen, or Goshen-Plainview, components are relatively well- documented in the 

intermountain valley of Middle Park (Kornfeld 1997; Kornfeld et al. 1999; Kornfeld and 

Frison 2000), immediately west of Rocky Mountain National Park, where Goshen-
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Plainview and succeeding Folsom kill sites represent “late fall-early winter bison 

procurement [for] a year-round occupation” (Kornfeld et al. 1999: 672; see also Kornfeld 

and Frison 2000: 147-148; Kornfeld, Frison and White 2001; Surovell et al. 2000; 

Surovell et al. 2001).  On the basis of faunal remains recovered from Middle Park sites, 

University of Wyoming researchers have suggested Goshen-Plainview hunter-gatherer 

bands practiced year-round Paleoindian exploitation of the mid elevation mountain valley 

environment of Middle Park (Kornfeld and Frison 2000).   

The Folsom culture complex, ca. 10,900-10,000 b.p., chronologically overlaps 

and follows the earlier Goshen-Plainview Complex during a time of climatic-

environmental transition between the colder Pleistocene and warmer Holocene. By 

Folsom times, mammoth had become extinct and most Folsom sites, including several in 

Middle Park are associated with the hunting of small Bison antiquus herds, the latter a 

“holdover” Ice-Age species of bison (Gilmore 1999: 64).  Folsom-related changes in 

subsistence strategy in the region is reflected in larger kill sites and the presence of more 

specialized bison-focused kill and processing areas in the mountain valleys and eastern 

foothills and plains of Colorado.  Folsom game animals were hunted with distinctive, 

short lanceolate points with long flute scars on both sides that extended for nearly their 

complete lengths (Cassells 1997: 71-72).  Although the late Ice-Age bison species, Bison 

antiquus, is considered to have been an economic mainstay for Folsom groups in general, 

faunal remains from the Lindenmeier site in the Front Range foothills north of Fort 

Collins, Colorado, indicate that procurement of smaller game, such as pronghorn, rabbit, 

and turtle, was also important (Wilmsen and Roberts 1978; Gilmore 1997: 64).    
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 Although Folsom sites are more common than other Early Paleoindian Period 

sites on Eastern Colorado’s High Plains, current archeological evidence indicates that, 

aside from of important kill sites and processing camps in lower elevation Park valleys, 

such as the San Luis Valley (Jodry 1999: 91-96), Middle Park (Kornfeld and Frison 

2000; Kornfeld et al. 1999; Naze 1986; Surovell, Waguespack, Kornfeld, and Frison  

2001), and North Park (Brunswig 2003b;  Lischka, Miller, Reynolds, Dahms, Joyner-

McGuire, and McGuire 1983: 59), they were widely scattered through most of 

Colorado’s Southern Rocky Mountain regions, and are generally scarce in higher 

elevation upper montane and alpine zones. Database and literature surveys for Folsom 

site and isolated find components in the RMNP region (excluding the Park itself) 

documented 14 such components in mountain and mountain valley locales. Butler has 

observed that despite the fact that: “…we have Clovis and late Paleoindian projectile 

points, we have no Folsom occupations” in Rocky Mountain National Park, although the 

Lindenmeier site is located only 40 miles to the northeast (Butler 2000b: 7, also see the 

Folsom sub-section in the following chapter 5).  Benedict (2000: 162-164, Figure 5.4b) 

recently documented a Folsom point in a private artifact collection from the Fourth of 

July Mine site (Arapaho Pass), but it appeared heavily reworked and may also have been 

curated and transported to the site by a later group.   

 
This author has suggested that most present-day, high-altitude alpine areas above 

present timberline may not have been used by Folsom groups due to the onset of a 

particularly severe period of cold and re-glaciation known as the Younger Dryas climatic 

episode (Brunswig 2001c). The Younger Dryas dates between ca. 10,800 and 10,000 b.p. 

and is believed by this author to have resulted in cold, snowy conditions (permanent 
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summer snowfields in most area) that would have denied the park’s present alpine zones 

to migrating game and any Folsom hunters who might have wanted to exploit them. 

Jodry (1999:60-62) arrived at a similar conclusion when remarking on the general lack of 

higher altitude (<3100 m) Folsom sites in Colorado’s upper Rio Grande Basin. However, 

immediately to the southwest, west and northwest of the park in Middle Park and North 

Park, it appears that Folsom groups hunted bison and camped at least on a seasonal basis 

(Kornfeld et al. 1999).  Cassells has noted that, if a survey of Folsom sites in Middle Park 

by Naze (1986) is accurate, that area’s density of Folsom sites is: “equivalent to the San 

Luis Valley and exceeds portions of the plains commonly though of as prime Folsom 

territory, such as the Llano Estacado far to the south and east in Texas, or in the Rio 

Grande Valley of New Mexico” (1997: 74).  Faunal remains from excavated Folsom sites 

in Middle Park suggest that the valley served as an upland grazing area for herds of Bison 

antiquus. 

The Late Paleoindian Period in Colorado’s Southern Rocky Mountains 
 
 The Folsom Period is followed by a series of cultural complexes sometimes 

defined within two periods referred to as the early and late Paleoindian Plano (Plains) 

periods. However, a substantial body of evidence, accumulated over the past two 

decades, strongly suggests an increasingly distinctive dichotomy of plains-adapted and 

mountain-adapted cultural traditions either made possible, or driven, by increasing 

climatic change (generally warmer and drier) in the early Holocene climatic episode 

(Brunswig 2001c). The existence of the nature and timing of that climatic change is now  

well-established as having led to the opening of high tundra pastures to summer-

migrating game and development of an increasingly mountain-adapted set of Paleoindian 
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cultural complexes referred to as Mountain-Foothills or Mountain Paleoindian traditions 

(Brunswig 2001c: 437-447; 2004a: 266-267; Frison 1992, 1997; Pitblado 1999, 2003). 

Although evidence for the Late Paleoindian Period (10,250-7000 b.p.) is only now 

emerging for Colorado’s eastern plains, foothills and southern Rocky Mountains, its 

relative chronological sequence and technological traits have been reasonably well-

defined for other western and central U.S. regions. Briefly stated, the Late Paleoindian 

Period appears composed series of overlapping culture complexes (and defining 

projectile point types) initially defined by past research in the northwest plains and 

foothills of Wyoming and Montana, the northern and central Great Plains, and southern 

Plains. However, there are a handful of projectile point types that show direct or indirect 

ties to the northern Southwest and the eastern Great Basin. A recent synthetic study of 

southern Rocky Mountain projectile point types by Pitblado (1999, 2003) began a serious 

effort to understand the Late Paleoindian Period in the mountains, plains and plateaus of 

Colorado and surrounding states.  This study, and others by Benedict, Frison, Kornfeld 

…, provide a growing body of evidence for increasingly reliable chronological-cultural 

framework for later Paleoindian occupations of the Southern Rockies. Based on those 

studies, as well as recent results from the UNC Rocky Mountain National Park inventory 

program, this author (Brunswig in press) has proposed a Late Paleoindian framework that 

divides the period into two successive and overlapping, early and late cultural phases 

(Table 5 below). 

Table 5. Late Paleoindian Period 
(with proposed early and late phases) 

(10,250-7,000 b.p.). 
 
Culture Complex (Phase) (defined by 
one or more projectile point types) 

Radiocarbon date range (uncalibrated; 
partly based on Pitblado 1999, 2003) 
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Early Phase (ca. 10,250-8,500 b.p)  
Great Basin Stemmed (rare, intrusive from 
the west?) 

10,700-7,550 b.p. 

Agate Basin (rare, intrusive from the 
plains?)  

10,430-9,350 b.p. 
 

Cody Complex (Plano variant, Scottsbluff, 
Eden, Firstview, “San Jon” Parallel-
Transverse Point Types  

9,400-8,300 b.p. 
 

Lovell Constricted 9,350-7,700 b.p. 
James Allen/Frederick/Betty Greene 9,350-7,900 b.p. 
Angostura/Lusk (Mountain Paleo variant?) 9,700-7,550 b.p. 
Late Phase (ca. 8,500-7,000 b.p.)  
Pryor Stemmed (commonly, but not always 
parallel-oblique flaked) 

8,450-7,500/7,000 b.p. 
 

Concave-Based Stemmed 8,200-8,000 b.p. 
Deception Creek (more common in western 
areas of the Southern Rockies) 

8,500-7,500 b.p. 
 

 
As noted earlier, Late Paleoindian occupations have, until recently, been primarily 

defined by reference to sites documented on the Great Plains, Central and Southern 

Plains, east of the Rocky Mountains. Those occupations, often referred to as the Plano 

(plains) Paleoindian Period, were often interpreted as consisting of hunter-gatherer bands 

who were engaged in refining subsistence strategies focused on bison hunting, although 

bison became increasingly scarce as climatic conditions deteriorated on the plains in late 

Plano times. In general, Plano Paleoindian cultures were classified by their association 

with a variety of projectile point types based on their bifacial thinning using a 

manufacturing technique referred to as parallel-flaking. The technique involved the 

removal (thinning) of material from each face of the point by pressure flaking fine flakes 

from the edge of each blade to the center of the tool, resulting in an appearance (in most 

cases) of an almost, parallel line continuous flake scars from the tip to the base of the 

points. Early Plano complexes (Hell Gap, Alberta, Cody) applied the flaking technique in 

a manner that created a series of flake scars transverse to the lengths of the points while 
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late Plano complexes such as Frederick, Angostura, James Allen, actually more point 

types than well-defined complexes, include projectile points with angled, parallel-oblique 

patterning. 

Although it was once believed that Plano (plains-based) groups made seasonal 

forays into western mountain territories, the high country, their cultural and subsistence 

patterns appear to have been more firmly anchored in more easterly Northwest Plains, 

Central Plains, Southern Plains, and Great Plains regions. However, a growing body of 

evidence indicates that after 10,000 b.p., a series of closely related, mountain-adapted 

groups began to occupy lower mountain valleys in winter and hunt game in the high 

altitude montane and alpine regions in summer (Brunswig 2001f: 441-443; 2004b; 

Pitblado 1999, 2003). Although no single, distinctive mountain-based Paleoindian 

cultural complex has been proposed, a wide variety of projectile point types belonging to 

what were previously identified as later Plano types (Frederick, James Allen, Angostura-

for definitions and dates see Greene 1967; Irwin-Williams et al. 1973: 50; Mulloy 1959; 

Pitblado 2003: 112-116; Wheeler 1995: 412-420) now appear to be commonly occurring 

“mountain types”. Growing typological evidence suggests that both early (Cody) and 

later projectile point types previously associated with later Plano culture complexes were 

undergoing stylistic modifications that created mountain sub-types generally only found 

in mountain territories (Brunswig 2004b: 272-273, in press a). For instance, application 

of a later variation of the parallel-flaking technique, parallel-oblique flaking, as opposed 

to the earlier parallel-transverse technique, now appears to have emerged in the latter part 

of the early Late Paleoindian Period and could well be an important mountain-evolved 

trait that was applied to earlier “Plano” projectile point types such as Scottsbluff and 
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Eden points of the Cody Complex (Frison and Todd 1987; Pitblado 2003: 81-87). In 

addition, there are a series of stemmed projectile point types (many with parallel-oblique 

flaking patterns) that can be traced to sites (and complexes) as far away as the eastern 

Great Basin (Great Basin Stemmed; for a definition and dates see Pitblado 2003: 92-99) 

and the central Rocky Mountains and foothills (Pryor Stemmed and Lovell Stemmed-

Pitblado 2003: 99-100). Early in the development of the Mountain Paleoindian tradition 

(s), hunting groups began the creation of game drive strategies that involved maneuvering 

animals along topographic depressions, saddles and ridgelines into ambush points where 

hunters could conceal themselves (Brunswig 2001c). The continual construction (and re-

construction) of such game drives by Native American hunting bands lasted virtually 

without interruption until historic times (cf., Benedict 1996). 

Within northern areas of Colorado’s Southern Rockies, there is growing evidence 

for a substantial Late Paleoindian presence. A Colorado site database and literature 

survey for Late Paleoindian site or isolated find components in the RMNP region (outside 

the Park boundaries) documented 14 Cody Complex, 4 Angostura, 18 James Allen-

Frederick, and 6 Pryor Stemmed-Lovell Constricted components. An additional 9 sites 

were designated as Late Paleoindian based on either radiocarbon dates or parallel-oblique 

projectile point fragments that could not be assigned to a particular type/complex. In the 

Rawah Wilderness, north of Rocky Mountain National Park, Morris and Metcalf have 

reported several Late Paleoindian points, the more significant of which was the discovery 

of six point fragments, some with parallel oblique flaking, from the Coney Lake site 

(5LR230-elevation 3397 m asl) (Morris and Metcalf 1993). At the southern end of 

Colorado’s northern Front Range, Late Paleoindian parallel-oblique flaked point 
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fragments came from the Argentine Pass site (5ST87-elevation 3597 m asl) (Marcotte 

and Mayo 1978). On-going University of Wyoming investigations in Middle Park have 

recovered mid Plano Cody-like and tapered base Mountain Paleo (Angostura) point 

varieties at the Jerry Craig site (5GA639) and 28 parallel oblique flaked, lanceolate, 

indented base points tentatively identified as the James Allen-Frederick type at the 

Williams Fork Reservoir site (5GA1995)  (Kornfeld and Frison 2000; Wiesand and 

Frison 1998).  Other Late Paleoindian components are known from the Indian Peaks area, 

south of Rocky Mountain National Park. They include 5BL3440, the Devil’s Thumb 

Game Drive (a James Allen point (Benedict 2000: 53-54, 79, Figure 2.28c), 5BL6904, 

the Devil’s Thumb Valley site (a James Allen or Frederick point) (Kindig 2000: 112, 

Figure 3.13h), the Fourth of July (5BL120) site with its James Allen and Pryor Stem 

points (Benedict 1981: 62-92), and Caribou Lake (5GA22) have provided evidence of 

Late Paleoindian occupations. 

The Fourth of July site, a small campsite in the sub alpine-alpine ecotone, is 

situated on a terminal glacial moraine in relatively close proximity to the multi-

component Fourth of July Game Drive (Benedict 1981: 62-92). Limited test excavations 

uncovered parallel oblique James Allen point fragments and a partial, parallel-oblique 

flaked Pryor Stem point. Charcoal from an inferred hearth was radiocarbon dated to 

5,960+85 b.p. and 6,045+120 b.p.  Benedict interpreted the chronological inconsistency 

(Paleoindian points should have dated prior to 7,500 b.p.) as being attributed to a late 

survival of Late Paleoindian (mountain and plains) flaking styles in the region. In 2001, a 

restudy of the site’s buried deposits led Benedict (in press) to conclude that it’s larger 

Paleoindian artifacts, including more than a dozen projectile points and point fragments, 
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had been redeposited by frost-heave solifluction to mix with later forest fire charcoal in a 

natural depression, thus producing anomalously young dates. His discovery of deeper 

microflakes, less subject to solufluction transport, associated with ~9,000 b.p. charcoal, 

prompted him to conclude the actual date of the Paleoindian occupation to that much 

earlier date.   

The Caribou Lake (5GA22-elevation 3444 m asl) is situated in a protected cirque 

valley immediately west of Arapaho Pass. It was first investigated by Benedict in 1970-

71(985, 1992b: 8) and found to consist of shallowly stratified cultural deposits revealed 

by limited test excavations. Those excavations uncovered a projectile point fragment with 

evidence of parallel flaking that he initially assigned to the Cody Complex.  His 

radiocarbon dating of an associated hearth provided a date of 8,460+140 b.p.  Later 

excavations by Pitblado in 1995 and 1996 (Pitblado 1999b, 2000) recovered the lower 

portion of a parallel oblique flaked point and a complete lanceolate, parallel oblique 

flaked projectile point. All three points were considered by Pitblado to conform to the 

James Allen-Frederick point types (2000: 143). Charcoal from a hearth associated with 

the points produced three radiocarbon dates of  9,080+75 b.p., 7,985+75 b.p. and 

7,940+70 b.p. The earliest date was tentatively rejected while an average of the two later 

dates, 7955 b.p., was considered to be more representative of the points’ and associated 

hearth’s actual chronology (Pitblado 2000: 139-140). 

The Archaic Stage 
 

 The Archaic Stage in north central Colorado is generally described as consisting 

of three cultural periods designated as early, middle, and late.  

The Early Archaic Period 
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The Early Archaic Period in the region, ca. 7,000-4,500 years ago, is commonly 

described as a time in which prehistoric peoples, concentrated their activities in the 

eastern foothills and mountains due to the deleterious effects of a series of significant 

drought cycles known collectively as the Altithermal climatic episode (or Atlantic 

episode) (Tate 1999: 91-118; chapter 3).  Prehistoric people in the region appear to have 

responded to increasingly xeric conditions by adopting a series of closely-related, broad-

spectrum hunting and gathering subsistence strategies.  The relative absence of Early 

Archaic sites on the Plains and a corresponding increase in sites in the Southern Rocky 

Mountains led Benedict (1979) to adapt earlier archaeologist’s hypotheses on Altithermal 

adaptations in the northern plains to Colorado, suggesting that cooler, moister mountain 

environments represented a mountain refugium for peoples abandoning the drought-

stricken Plains (Cassells 1997: 120).  While current archeological evidence indicates that 

the plains were never completely abandoned, it appears likely that climatic warming and 

increases in high altitude (tundra) game foraging territories during the Early Archaic 

attracted larger numbers of human hunters than the drier, less game-dense plains. Early 

Archaic sites are well-documented in Colorado’s high country.  

Black’s research (1991: 12, 18, 20) at the Yarmony Pithouse site in western 

Colorado led him to propose an early Archaic Mountain Tradition of year-round 

occupation of high-elevation environments, possibly prior to 7500 years ago. And, 

following others including Husted (1995), he supported the thesis that his Archaic 

Mountain Tradition likely was rooted in earlier mountain-adapted Paleoindian cultures 

(Black 1991: 12, 18, 20). The Archaic Mountain Tradition is generally defined in the 

local region as including such Early Archaic complexes as Fourth of July and Mount 
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Albion, both consisting of a technologically related series of stemmed and side- to 

corner- notched projectile point types (see Cassells 1997:119-122; Benedict 1981; 

Benedict and Olson 1978). Principal high-elevation sites in the Southern Rockies include 

the Albion Boardinghouse and Fourth of July sites that were excavated by James 

Benedict (1975, 1981).   

The Middle Archaic Period 

With the waning of Altithermal droughts and the onset of Late Holocene climate 

between ca. 5,500-4,500 years ago, the region gradually transited into a period of greater-

than-present-day moisture and slightly lower-than-present annual temperatures. Modest 

re-glaciation, often referred as neo-glaciation, is known to have taken place in the region 

during the first centuries of the Altithermal, a phenomenon referred to as the Triple Lakes 

glacial advance (Benedict 1985b: 78-81; see chapter 3). Substantially increased bison 

remains in plains and eastern Front Range foothills archeological sites suggest that bison 

populations in the plains increased substantially and more intense, re-occupation of 

Colorado’s eastern plains by Middle Archaic peoples took place.  

Technologically, the Middle Archaic is defined by the appearance of the McKean 

Complex, which includes the stemmed Duncan and Hanna, and non-stemmed side-

notched Mallory point types, the latter being relatively rare or absent in most Middle 

Archaic sites (Tate 1999: 158).  Benedict’s research at the Fourth of July site (south of 

the park) led him to suggest that origins of the McKean complex might be found in 

earlier mountain-adapted Late Paleoindian groups in the region (Benedict 1981: 89). 

However, it is now well-established that McKean complex components appeared earliest 

in the northern Rocky Mountains and central plains of Canada and that the complex 
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appears to have spread southward along the Rockies over a span of at least a millennium 

(Frison 1998: 163). 

Late Archaic Period 

The Late Archaic Period, ca. 3,000-1,850 years ago, is climatically dominated by 

the early sub-Atlantic episode, characterized by generally greater seasonality, cooler 

annualized temperatures, and less effective moisture on the Plains than at present (cf., 

Brunswig 1996: 175-177; Tate and Gilmore 1999: 36-37). However, it now appears that, 

in its latter centuries, the Late Archaic was subject to a growing trend of increasing 

seasonal temperatures and increasing precipitation in both Colorado’s eastern plains and 

mountains (Brunswig 1996: 177-180; chapter 3).  Recent research by Benedict (1999) on 

high-altitude rock lichen die-off patterns during much of the Late Archaic time span 

suggests growth in the frequency and severity of upslope snowstorms resulting in 

increased mountain snow cover.  

Late Archaic tool kits consisted of a series of closely-related medium to small 

sized, side- and corner- notched projectile point types, some of whose chronological and 

cultural affiliations are difficult to determine due to a close resemblance to some similar 

Early Archaic Mountain Albion types (Tate 1999: 95).   With the exception of Park and 

Pelican Lake point types, Late Archaic projectile points tend not to be identified with 

specific point descriptive typologies but are more generically described as “Late 

Archaic”. Near the end of the Late Archaic, a trend toward smaller and more delicately 

made, pressure-flaked projectile points is believed to represent the initial introduction of 

the bow and arrow, probably from the Great Basin to the east (Brunswig 1996: 185-186; 

Butler 1986: 153-154).  Such change in projectile point style creates a broad problem in 
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identifying some Late Archaic projectile points since: “…terminal Late Archaic and the 

earliest Early Ceramic Period projectile point styles often overlap in what can best be 

termed a transitional phase of projectile point type technology” (Brunswig 2000a: 17).   

The Late Prehistoric Stage: Early and Middle Cultural Periods 
 

The final stage of prehistoric cultural development in the region is designated as 

the Late Prehistoric Stage (Gilmore et al. 1999).  By definition, it includes two primary 

cultural periods: the Early Ceramic and Middle Ceramic. With the end of the Archaic, 

relatively homogeneous cultural adaptations and technologies in Colorado and 

surrounding areas were replaced by diverse regional responses to cultural developments. 

In southwestern Colorado, influences from Mexico led to the development of the 

agricultural Formative Period known broadly as the Anasazi periods (Cassells 1997: 

191).  On the eastern plains of Colorado, external cultural influences on regional native 

peoples arrived through contact with more culturally “complex” and largely sedentary 

horticultural peoples of the Central Great Plains who were, in turn, influenced by the 

culture of even more easterly Woodland populations of the American Mid-West. External 

contacts with these more easterly cultures resulted in the adoption of new cultural traits 

such as cord-marked pottery by eastern plains and southern Rocky Mountain groups in 

Colorado (Brunswig 1996: 192-247; Butler 1988; Cassells 1997: 192; Gilmore 1999: 

175-244).  These contributions are reflected in the current mélange of archeological 

taxonomies used in the region today, including the period terms Plains Woodland (or 

Early Ceramic) and Upper Republican (or Middle Ceramic) (for a complete discussion of 

these terms and concepts see Brunswig 1996; Butler 1986; and Gilmore 1999). Although 

these archeological unit terms acknowledge the introduction of new material culture 
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innovations, most notably the introduction of ceramics, they tend to overstate the cultural 

similarities (pottery and projectile point types) between the essentially migratory hunter-

gatherer bands of eastern Colorado and successive, eastern Great Plains and Woodland 

and later Mississippian  culture groups. 

The Early Ceramic Period 

The Early Ceramic Period, ca. 1,850-900 years ago, is characterized by the late 

Sub-Atlantic, Scandic, and Neo-Atlantic climatic episodes (cf. Brunswig 1996: 192-197, 

389-415; Tate and Gilmore 1999: 37-38). They reflect a generalized period of first early 

warming, then several centuries of slight cooling and increased precipitation, and finally, 

two-three centuries of gradual warming and desiccation at the end of the Early Ceramic 

Period. In the mountains, there appear to have been several intervals of neo-glacial 

advances and withdrawals known collectively as the Audubon Stade (Benedict 1973, 

1985b; chapter 3).  Benedict ‘s (1999) radiocarbon-dating of high-altitude lichen believed 

killed by heavy snow cover episodes, has identified several Early Ceramic snow cover 

events in the southern Rockies at ca. 1,690, 1,265, and 975 years ago. 

The appearance of bi-conical shaped, cord-marked pottery at prehistoric sites in 

eastern Colorado around ca. 1,850 years ago marks the “beginning” of the Early Ceramic 

Period in the region (Ellwood 1995: 129-134; 2002: 9-26).  Early Ceramic tool kits also 

included an increasingly higher frequency of small corner-notched, finely-flaked 

projectile points with straight to concave bases that are believed to be related to a 

growing reliance on bow and arrow weaponry versus the earlier common spear-thrower 

(atlatl) and dart (short spear) weapons system.  Some elements of ephemeral corn 

horticulture had been present in the plains and eastern foothills since at least Late Archaic 
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times, and although evidence of sporadic corn farming increased in the region’s Early 

Ceramic archeological record, it appears to have had minimal effect on that period’s 

subsistence patterns. To date, no evidence of horticulture has ever been found in 

mountain sites. What is well-represented is evidence of Early Ceramic components 

associated with high altitude game-drives in the region (Cassells 1995, 1997: 196; 

Benedict 1996).  

The Middle Ceramic Period 

Much of the Middle Ceramic Period, ca. 900-450 years ago, coincides with the 

late Neo-Atlantic and early Pacific I climatic episodes with warmer and more arid 

conditions in the eastern plains and high country (Brunswig 1996: 248-251; Tate and 

Gilmore 1999: 39).  In the southern Rockies, Middle Ceramic climate change is signaled 

by the arrival of a neo-glacial interstadial referred to as the Audubon-Arapaho Peak 

Interstade (ca. 950-350 years ago) (Benedict 1975: 73; Tate and Gilmore 1999: 39), 

characterized by modest warming and retreat of the earlier Audubon ice and rock 

glaciers.  

Middle Ceramic cultural assemblages are identified by the presence of small 

triangular, unnotched or side-notched arrow points and, rarely, by gray to brown, narrow 

cord-marked potsherds from globular open-mouth pots with rounded bases, sometimes 

with collared rims (Cassells 1997: 195; Ellwood 1995: 134-138).  On Colorado’s 

northeastern plains, the Middle Ceramic Period is often characterized by an archeological 

culture known as the Upper Republican, due to its loose association with semi-sedentary, 

Great Plains-based, horticultural groups settled along the Upper Republican river in 

Kansas and Nebraska (Cassells 1997: 213).  As with the Early Ceramic Period, the arrival 
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of the Middle Ceramic Period and a handful of Upper Republican-style artifacts in 

northeastern and north central Colorado, such as pottery, signaled retention of the same 

essentially nomadic, hunter-gatherer lifestyle of earlier peoples stretching back to 

Paleoindian times. To date, there is little direct archeological evidence of Middle Ceramic 

groups in the southern Rockies. Culturally “diagnostic” Middle Ceramic pottery has yet 

to be positively identified in the mountains. At the same time, many mountain sites 

contain triangular side-notched projectile point types similar to those found in plains and 

foothills Middle Ceramic sites, but are also identical to those associated with later 

protohistoric and historic culture components and do not provide archeological evidence 

for Middle Ceramic occupations. 

The Protohistoric (Late Ceramic)-Early Historic Period 

 The Protohistoric (Late Ceramic)-Early Historic Period, 450-130 b.p., refers to a 

time frame during which European and Euro-American records describing Native 

American cultural groups first appear and increase in frequency until those groups were 

“removed” from their traditional territories (Clark 1999: 309). Historic documents, for 

the first time, assigned specific names to the various tribes who exploited the mountains 

and eastern foothills and plains of the region. However, it should be pointed out that, in 

some cases, the archeological records for “historic” tribal groups, such as the Ute and 

Apache, almost certainly pre-date European historical records for their presence 

(Brunswig, Elinoff, and Lux 2001; Brunswig 2001b: 18-19, 36-37, 1995). Other known 

tribal groups known to have utilized the Park area for seasonal hunting and periodic 

raiding of other cultural groups who also used the same territories are the Arapaho and 
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Shoshone (cf. Brett 1999: 35-49; Toll 1962), with the former having the strongest 

presence, aside from the Ute, in the region in later historic times. 

The Protohistoric-Historic Period took place largely within the Neo-Boreal 

episode, characterized by cooler-than-modern-day temperatures, and possibly wetter than 

modern precipitation patterns (Tate and Gilmore 1999: 39-40).  In the local mountains, 

the Neo-Boreal, sometimes referred to as the Little Ice Age, period was dominated a time 

of neo-glacial expansion called the Arapaho Peak Stadial (Benedict 1985b: 82). 

The Mountain Ute of North Central Colorado 

During the early centuries of the Protohistoric-Early Historic Period, it is believed 

that two Native American cultures referred to in the earliest Spanish, French, and 

American exploration records as Ute and Apache were present in the north central 

Colorado Rockies. Later early historic documents show evidence that an even greater 

variety of historically known tribes, including the Apache, Arapaho, Cheyenne, 

Shoshone,  Kiowa, Pawnee and Sioux, periodically visited, hunted in, or are known to 

occasionally transit the region, including territory now occupied by Rocky Mountain 

National Park (Brett 2002: 33- 50; Cairns 1971: 22-25, 41-51). By the early to mid 1800s, 

the best documented tribes were the Arapaho and Ute.  The Ute are almost universally 

considered Colorado's mountain people and appear to have the strongest historical 

connection to the north central Colorado Rockies. Two closely related Ute bands, the 

Yamparika and Parusanuch, appear to have had a very long term, almost certainly 

prehistoric in origin, record of claiming much of the southern Rocky Mountains, 

including Rocky Mountain National, as traditional lands (Duncan 2000: 176; Marsh 

1982: 21; Simmons 2000: 20).   
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 Linguistic, ethnohistoric and archaeological sources indicate that the Ute were 

part of an expansion of Numic (also known as Uto-Aztecan) speakers from the Great 

Basin between A.D. 1100 and 1400 (Bettinger 1995; Grayson 1993).  However, Buckles 

(1971, 1988), based on an extensive analysis of Ute ethnography and archeology in 

western Colorado in his 1971 doctoral dissertation, suggested that Ute culture on the 

northern Colorado Plateau and, possibly, the adjacent Southern Rocky Mountains could 

well have been resulted from a largely in situ development with some time depth. His 

thesis is supported by archeological and ethnohistoric evidence for material continuity 

between historic Ute and earlier prehistoric sites in western Colorado.  

While many archaeologists now accept the prehistoric spread of Great Basin 

Numic (Uto-Aztecan) culture, primarily in the form of what we refer to as Ute culture, 

into northern Colorado Plateau and Southern Rock Mountain regions, the exact 

chronology of that spread remains less than precise. Archaeological dates of known or 

suspected Ute sites in eastern Utah and western Colorado, generally associated with 

various sub-types of Uncompahgre Brownware pottery, now appear to center around AD 

1400 although an earliest presence of that ceramic could date as early as AD 1000 (Reed 

1995: 121-122; Reed and Metcalf 1999: 148-152). A Ute presence in north-central 

Colorado and the Rocky Mountain National Park region is associated with the appearance 

of several material culture traits, including peeled trees, branch wickiups, and variations 

of Uncompahgre Brownware.  

In the Rocky Mountain National Park region, the ephemeral nature of 

archeological hunter-gatherer sites produced by historic tribal groups such as the Ute, 

Apache, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Sioux occupation of the RMNP region commonly leave 
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precise cultural affiliation of those sites problematical. Determining the affiliation of 

prehistoric and protohistoric sites (ca. pre-1800 AD) with known historic tribes, except in 

those cases where "diagnostic" ceramics are present, is, at best difficult.  A number of 

considerations must be taken into account in attempting to identify more recent 

protohistoric/historic Native American sites, including those of the Ute, in the RMNP 

region. One possible problem is that, based on previous research (Schroeder 1965), there 

is a question of whether various Numic (Uto-Aztecan speaking) tribes, such as the Ute, 

Shoshone, and Paiute were culturally undifferentiated (archeologically-culturally 

identifiable as distinctive "sub-cultures") prior to historic contact. Both Ute and the 

eastern Shoshone are believed to have occupied, or at least periodically exploited, the 

region that included Rocky Mountain National Park during a broad time range from ca. 

1400-1880 AD. Intermountain Tradition "flower pot" ceramics and steatite vessels that 

have been sporadically found in the area, including the Park, are believed to be a well-

established eastern Shoshonean cultural marker (Benedict 1986: 22-23, Appendix A; 

Brunswig 2003a; Eighmy 1995; Nelson and Graeber 1966, 1984; Wedel 1954). On the 

other hand, peeled trees, pole wickiups, and Uncompahgre Brownware ceramics are often 

considered reasonably reliable indicators of a Ute presence wherever they occur (Buckles 

1971; 1248-1273; Martorano 1988; Reed 1988, 1995). 

For the most part, historically known Native American groups, including the 

mountain-adapted Ute, were seasonally migrating hunter and gatherers until their 

restriction to reservations by treaties of 1863 and 1865. At present, there is no evidence 

that even the earliest Ute inhabitants of the region chose to winter in Rocky Mountain 

National Park, choosing instead to only seasonally migrate there in late spring and 
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summer to the Park's valleys and high tundra pastures to hunt Bighorn sheep, elk, and 

deer.  Later 19th Century explorer, military, and settler accounts of Ute in Middle Park 

and North Park suggest that Ute bands wintered in the milder confines of nearby Middle 

Park and North Park or further west along the Colorado, Gunnison, and Yampa rivers at 

the northeast margins of the Colorado Plateau  (Duncan 2000: 175-177). A particularly 

important camp is known to have existed at the present-day Middle Park town of Hot 

Sulphur Springs (Cairns 1971: 13-14, 297). The Ute of Rocky Mountain National Park 

and its adjacent region followed a well-established seasonal transhumant, hunter-gatherer 

subsistence pattern laid down by aboriginal groups occupying the region for thousands of 

years. Consequently, less diagnostic, more utilitarian stone artifacts found at Ute sites 

tend to exhibit archeological traits identical of preceding prehistoric cultural groups. 

Another factor that contributes to the problem in identifying historic Native 

American occupations is the fact that the Park was not established until 1915, by which 

time Native American populations had been absent from the region for more than three 

decades.  It is known, however, that family groups and hunting parties from the Ute 

Yampa Band camped and hunted in the Park's Kawuneeche Valley (upper Colorado 

River) and nearby Middle Park and South Park as late as 1875, more than a decade after 

they had been "removed" to reservations further west (Bowles 1996: 94-103; De Smet 

1843: 31-35; Office of Indian Affairs 1861-1880; Simmons 2000: 18-20, 45-46, 57, 138-

143). 

However, five years of UNC archeological inventory research and consultations 

with Ute elders and Ute culture specialists have provided new information about the 

presence of Ute-distinctive cultural features and artifacts such as pottery, branch 
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wickiups, culturally peeled trees, and rock features, the latter being a primary subject of 

this study (for a more complete summary of Ute ceramics, wickiups and peeled trees (see 

Brunswig 2003a; Brunswig, Elinoff and Lux 2001; Elinoff 2002). 

The Ute, part of a series of linguistically and culturally related Numic traditions in 

the western United States, are believed to have moved westward into present-day western 

Colorado from the Great Basin in response to environmental changes in Early to Mid 

Archaic times (Bettinger 1994: 1). However, it is still unknown when the Ute began 

occupying nearby Middle Park and seasonally migrated into Rocky Mountain National 

Park for game hunting. What is known is that the first Europeans to encounter Utes in the 

area in the early 19th Century learned the Utes considered Middle Park and Rocky 

Mountain National Park’s Kawuneeche Valley to be ancient traditional lands (Brunswig, 

Elinoff, and Lux 2001). Archeologist William Buckles (1971: 1348-1359) proposed the 

Ute developed locally from Western Colorado and Eastern Utah mountain-adapted 

ancestors during the Archaic Period. Although the earliest presence of the Ute in the Park 

area remains uncertain (see discussions on Ute ceramics in chapter 6), Reed (1995) has 

presented archeological evidence that sites exhibiting probable Ute cultural traits were 

present on Colorado’s western slope by at least AD 1100. It is considered likely by this 

author, supported by ceramic radiocarbon dates cited in chapter 6, that the Ute were well-

established in the Park and adjacent areas by at least AD 1400 and possibly a few 

centuries earlier. Characteristic traits associated with Ute material culture include the use 

of side-notched projectile points, Uncompahgre Brown Ware ceramics, and pole-brush 

structures called wickiups (Smith 1974: 33).   Another Ute cultural practice was the 

peeling of ponderosa pine tree trunks for cambium extraction and consumption (Cassells 
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1997: 243).  Prior to their acquisition of the horse, it is likely that Ute seasonal rounds did 

not extend much beyond the eastern foothills of the Colorado Front Range. With rapid 

acquisition of horses from the Spanish in the Southwest during the mid- 1700’s, the Ute 

expanded their hunting territories at least a hundred miles eastward into the Colorado 

High Plains, driving the generally horseless Plains Apache southward in the process. 

In general, Ute mountain subsistence strategies, including the use of high-altitude 

game drives and mid-elevation mountain valley bison, elk, and deer hunting, probably 

did not differ markedly from those of earlier prehistoric periods.   

Apachean Culture in the Protohistoric-Early Historic Period 

A non-Numic group, the so-called Plains Apaches (of the Athapaskan language 

family) are also believed to have co-occupied the region with protohistoric and early 

historic Ute from at least ca. 1400-1750 AD. Apachean ceramics have been identified at 

several sites in the Southern Rockies, including the Park's own recently test-excavated 

Lawn Lake (Brunswig 1995, 2001b; Kindig 2000, also see discussions on Apachean 

ceramics in chapter 6).  The earliest historic documentation for Athapaskan Apachean 

peoples in the eastern high plains and mountains of Colorado dates only to the 18th 

Century. It is currently believed that Athapaskan-speaking peoples, including the historic 

Apache and Navajo, began migrating south from homelands in western Canada as early 

as AD 1000 (Brunswig 1995; see also Kindig 2000: 106).  Gunnerson (1987: 97) 

proposed that their arrival in the modern Colorado area may have been associated with 

the return of moister and more favorable climatic conditions on the Great Plains at the 

end of the Middle Ceramic Period.  
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Archeological traits of Apachean sites in Colorado’s High Plains and mountains 

are often identified as associated, at least technologically, to an archeological culture of 

the southwestern Great Plains referred to as the Dismal River Aspect (Brunswig 1995; 

Gunnerson 1987: 114-115; Kindig 2000: 106-107).  Apachean material culture, in 

general, is often difficult to distinguish from that of the Ute culture since it included 

identical triangular side-notched and unnotched projectile point (arrow) types. Its chief 

distinguishing trait is Apachean pottery (Lovitt Plain and Lovitt Stamped types) 

characterized by sherds from gray to black open-mouth pots with occasional exterior 

stamping and rim marking (Brunswig 1995, see chapter 6). 

By the mid to late 18th Century, the Apache were being forced southward into the 

southern high plains and eastern Southwest by the expansion of Comanche and Utes onto 

the eastern Colorado plains from the northwest plains and Rocky Mountains (Brunswig 

1995: 175-176; Buckles 1968: 56; Clark 1999: 310). However, ethno-historic evidence 

indicates that Apache hunting and raiding parties were visiting the Park from southern 

Colorado and northern New Mexico as late as the 1850s.  In fact, an ethnographic 

account by former Arapaho inhabitants of the Park describes a running battle between 

Arapaho warriors and an Apache raiding party in 1845 (Toll 1962: 17-18). 

Latecomers to the Park and its Region: The Arapaho  

Historic and ethnohistoric documentation of Native Americans in the Rocky 

Mountain National Park area primarily focuses on the Arapaho due to a published 

narrative that recounted the remembrances of two older Arapaho men who had visited the 

Park with their families in the 1840s through the 1860s and re-visited the area in 1914 by 

invitation of the Colorado Mountain Club (Toll 1962). In mid-July of 1914, the Colorado 
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Mountain Club brought the two Arapaho informants and an interpreter to the Park to 

provide an ethnohistoric account of the Arapaho’s recent period of residence in the area 

(Toll 1962: 2).  The two Arapaho informants included Sherman Sage, age seventy-three, 

and Gun Giswold, age sixty-three, both of whom had seasonally visited the park and 

adjacent areas with their ancestral Arapaho band from the early 1840’s until the Arapaho 

were barred from the area in the late 1860s. From July 17 through 28, the Arapahos, 

accompanied by Toll and members of the Colorado Mountain Club, rode horses over 

much of present-day Rocky Mountain National Park on six major trails used by the 

Arapaho in the mid-19th Century.  During their brief visit to the Park, the two Arapaho 

described a rich cultural and historic record of hunting, eagle trapping, ceremonial 

dances, and conflicts with Utes, Shoshones, and Apache in Park territory. 

However, the Arapaho were relative latecomers to the region and, along with the 

Cheyenne, with whom they were linguistically and culturally related, considered 

themselves as plains, not mountain, natives. Both the Arapaho and Cheyenne, as the 

result of gradual migrations, drifted into the Southern Rockies from Canada (the 

Arapaho) and the eastern Great Plains of North Dakota and Minnesota (Cheyenne) no 

earlier than the beginning of the 19th Century (Brett 1999: 39-40; Cassells 1997: 248-249; 

Clark 1999: 313-314). In fact, some of the earliest historic accounts of the Arapaho in 

Colorado’s eastern foothills and mountain interior valleys date their presence no earlier 

than ca. 1840 and they were removed from the region after Colorado’s “Indian Wars” of 

the mid-1860s (Cairns 1971: 67-68; Cassells 1997: 248-250; Duncan 2000: 195-196; 

Watrous 1911: 15-16).  
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Chapter 5 
 

Prehistoric and Early Historic Native American Archeology 
of Rocky Mountain National Park 

 
 When SAIP archeological surveys were initiated in 1998, fewer than 50 

prehistoric sites and isolated finds of Native American origin had been documented. With 

termination of the project’s field work phase in 2002, 353 previously undocumented or 

minimally recorded sites and isolated finds had been added to the Rocky Mountain 

National Park site data base. 106 of those sites or isolated finds were found to contain 

culturally/chronologically diagnostic artifacts or, after test-excavation, provided 

radiocarbon-dated cultural strata (see below and Brunswig 2005b).   

 As the SAIP inventory progressed from 1998 through 2002, a broadly descriptive, 

two-tiered site classification system for the Park’s Native American cultural resources 

was developed. On the upper tier were cultural resources separated into two categories, or 

classes, consisting of sites and isolated finds. Archeological sites were defined as the 

presence of 10 or more artifacts within a 100m2 area which likely reflect two or more 

functions (i.e., habitation and lithic tool refurbishment, hunting and processing, etc.) The 

site designation was also applied to features and/or structures with multiple functions, 

such as rock cairns, rock walls or alignments, stone (or tipi) rings, (culturally peeled trees 

(a Ute custom), wickiups (conical branch shelters), human-dug pits, irrigation ditches and 

historic structure foundations. Isolated finds were defined as a location containing 10 or 

fewer artifacts (including stone tool manufacturing or refurbishment flakes) that indicated 

only a single kind of past human activity. 

 At the project’s conclusion, 16 different site “types” were being used to 

characterize Native American associated archeological data in the project’s annual 
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reports. Site type definitions reflect a combination of site defining variables related to 

environmental context and archeological content. In some cases, a site or isolated find 

could have only a single type assigned to it, its “descriptor”, but more culturally complex 

sites could have aggregate type descriptions. For instance, an open camp typically would 

have one or more specific categories of artifact assemblages such as lithic (stone) tools 

and tool manufacturing debris (known as debitage). In that case, the site type would be 

designated open camp-lithic scatter. These include:  

Native American Battle Sites- locations where physical and documentary or oral tradition 
evidence exists for past Native American warfare. The Apache Fort site (5LR342) in the 
eastern Park’s Beaver Meadows is somewhat unique in the area for presenting just that 
form of evidence, although historically (or ethnohistorically) documented battle sites are 
known to have been located southwest of Grand Lake on the western side of the 
Continental Divide, outside the Park boundaries. 

 
Open Camps-camping locations located in areas largely open to the elements, although 
they may be somewhat sheltered by large boulders, situated at the leeward sides of hills, 
or situated in wooded areas. Open camps typically contained one or more features such as 
hearths and associated artifacts. As this is a purely inferred functional definition, open 
camps may be prehistoric or historic, or both, in origin. 

 
Sheltered Camps- camping locations that have some form of preserved or partially 
preserved protective shelter features or structures such as branch lean-tos or functional 
wickiups, etc. Sheltered camps are distinguished from the next site type, rock shelters, in 
the sense they are located in more geologically open terrains, although surveys found 
they tend to be located in forests or meadows. 
  
Rock Shelters -camping locations fully or partially enclosed and sheltered by natural 
geologic formations. They include rock shelters, caves, and areas very well-protected by 
the elements at the base of cliffs or deeply cut, step side erosion features. As with open 
camps, rock shelter camps were found to be either prehistoric, historic, or have both 
prehistoric and historic components. 
 
Lithic Scatters-a site or isolated find having lithic assemblages consisting of tools and/or 
too reduction/rejuvenation flake debris (debitage). 

 
Ground Stone Scatters-a site or isolated find with grinding stone artifacts used to process 
plant or animal resources, i.e., manos and metates. 

 
Ceramic Scatters-a site or isolated find with Native American pottery sherds. 
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Lithic quarry-locations where geological materials suitable for the manufacture of stone 
tools are found eroding from exposed geologic formations or transported gravel deposits 
or have been brought to the location from a nearby source. Typically, quarry localities are 
often associated with reduction cores, flakes from various stages of tool manufacture, and 
even with other archeological materials associated with camp and economic processing 
activities. Lithic quarry evidence is rare in the Park where most geologic materials are 
unsuitable metamorphic rocks. However, low to medium grade igneous sources of jasper, 
rhyolite, basalt, welded tuff, and andesite are located in the vicinity of the Crater at the 
south end of Specimen Mountain and some examples of crystal quartz appear to be 
scattered throughout the Park. There are also numerous sources of metamorphic gneiss 
that provided usable, although not ideal, grinding stone (metate) material. 
 
Ritual Features-natural or human-constructed features or complexes of features such as 
some circular or U-shaped stonewalls, rock cairns, rock alignments, etc. known or 
believed to be related to Native American ritual activities. Some rock cairns may 
represent Native American burials, and rock alignments believed related to astronomical 
and/or sacred features and ritual activities. Based on recent ethnographic research and 
Native American consultations, such features and their role in the prehistory and history 
of native peoples in the Park are now being identified. In most cases, they are located on 
high prominences and often in line of sight with sacred landscape features and other ritual 
features, including trails (see Brunswig, Elinoff and Lux 2001; Elinoff 2002). 
 
Wickiup Sites-sites with poles, branches or tree trunks, vertically arranged in a conical 
superstructure and once draped with hide covers (see Scott 1988). Protohistoric through 
early historic wickiups related to past Native American groups, specifically Utes, are 
relatively unusual in the Rocky Mountains, most having been dismantled for their wood 
or having fallen or blown down. There are also a few examples of historic (some very 
recent) wickiups made for shelter or recreational purposes by non-Native American 
visitors to the region. 
 
Hunting Blinds-used for ambushing game or concealment for observing game at a 
distance, hunting blinds most commonly occur as oval to circular pits with partial or 
completely surrounding stone walls. They are nearly always located along streams and 
game (and hiking) trails in valleys and meadow areas or in higher relief upper elevation 
mountain terrains. Several in the Park are located on the peaks of mountain ridges, 
sometimes immediately behind the rims of steep mountain slopes or cliffs. 
 
Game Drives-localized animal hunting systems that most commonly employ 
combinations of natural and rock-built features (rock walls, pit blinds, cairn alignments) 
designed to maneuver game animals into topographic locations where they could be 
ambushed and killed.  Game drives are extensively described in Benedict (1996), 
Brunswig and Doerner (in prep), and chapter 7 of this report.  Nearly all the Park’s 
identified game drives are located at high altitude, usually on sloping terrain in alpine 
areas. Most game drives are also associated with lithic (and sometimes ground stone) 
scatters and hearths, marking locations where tools were re-furbished and game were 
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processed for removal to longer term camp locations, usually in lower elevation alpine-
subalpine ecotones or upper forest zones. 
 
Stone Rings- circular rings of local stones that, in most cases, are believed to represent 
foundations of temporary Native American camp structures such as wickiups or tipis. 
One variety of stone ring features consists of loose masonry walls in half or partial 
circles, thought to represent very recent "New Age" cult practice sites. Other stone rings 
may represent ritual structures used by past Native American groups. 

 
Culturally Peeled Trees-single or multiple trees, nearly always ponderosa pine, that have 
had wide strips of bark removed. Tree bark extraction was practiced in early historic 
times by a number of Native American tribes, but most prominently by Utes who 
considered the Park traditional hunting territory no later than the 18th and 19th centuries. 
The bark was used as a supplemental food and as an ingredient for medicine. Some 
culturally peeled trees, however, are Euro American in origin and include more mundane 
uses such as peeling in order to carve initials in a tree. 

 
Diagnostic Isolated Prehistoric/Protohistoric/Early Historic Native American Artifacts- 
reference to isolated finds of tools (usually projectile points) known to be affiliated with a 
particular Native American cultural period in the prehistoric or historic past. 
 
Non-Diagnostic Isolated Prehistoric/Protohistoric/Early Historic Native American 
Artifacts- reference to isolated finds of tools (primarily stone tools) lacking 
chronologically/cultural distinctive characteristics and which could be associated to any 
number of past Native American cultural periods. 
 

Prehistoric Site Data Sources and Locational (GIS) Analysis 
 

     Figure 10 (below) shows a Geographic Information System (GIS) generated map 

of all Native American-associated (prehistoric through early historic periods) sites and 

isolated finds within Park boundaries.  Later chapter sections describe the nature and 

distribution of the Park’s culturally provenanced sites and isolated finds from its earliest 

to most recent Native American cultural periods. 
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Figure 10. Distribution of all prehistoric through early historic Native American 
sites and isolated finds. 
 
 Subsequent chapter sections summarize data on the Park’s 

culturally/chronologically provenanced sites, their associated cultural components, 

cultural functions, and environmental contexts. All SAIP sites and isolated finds are 

described in detail, including information on their geographic locations, environmental 

contexts, archeological content, cultural provenance (if available), and site type (s), in a 

project master site catalogue (Appendix A). Given the catalogue’s length (377 pages), 
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limited paper copies were produced for distribution and an electronic file copy was 

recorded on a computer Compact Disk (CD) and inserted in a plastic CD page holder in 

the appendix section of this report. Appendix D provides a detailed listing of all 

radiocarbon dates produced by the SAIP project and those from all other archeology-

related, including paleoenvironmental, research programs in the Park. SAIP test 

excavations at 19 individual sites and seven sediment coring localities produced 17 

archeological radiocarbon dates and 28 sediment core dates, all but two produced by the 

high resolution AMS (Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy) radiocarbon dating technique. The 

radiocarbon date appendix also includes data on 32 additional archeological radiocarbon 

dates obtained on three prehistoric sites (5LR6/Flattop Game Drive, 5LR15/Trail Ridge 

Game Drive, and 5GA217/Pontiac Pit) prior to the SAIP project. Radiocarbon data 

shown in appendix D include conventional (uncorrected) dates, corrected dates (using the 

Oxcal calibration program), sample provenance, and radiocarbon lab numbers. Another 

appendix, E, details all the project’s documented sites with keyed information on 

site/isolated find numbers, environmental zone, elevation, site class/type, form of cultural 

activities represented by their archeological assemblages, associated cultural periods, 

culturally diagnostic artifacts (projectile points and/or ceramics), and, in the case of 

individual diagnostic projectile points, identification of their lithic material sources. 

 The assembly of detailed cultural and environmental spatial data sets for 

archeological mapping and site location predictive analysis and modeling using 

Geographical Information System (GIS) software was an integral goal of the overall 

SAIP research design (Butler 1997: 45). Prior to initiation of the SAIP project, a number 

of non-archeological data layers had been assembled by the National Park Service for 
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hydrology, trails, topography (Digital Elevation Models [DEMs] and Digital Raster 

Graphic [DRGs], vegetation zones, soils, geology, selected wildlife habitats, and aerial 

photographs for use in GIS modeling Rocky Mountain National Park terrains and 

ecosystems (cf., Baker, Honaker and Weisberg 1995). 

 From 1998 through 2003, more than a thousand new prehistoric and historic 

(most Euro-American) archeological sites and isolated finds were added to the Park 

archeologist’s pre-existing GIS data base. Although the full SAIP-enhanced site data base 

wasn’t fully completed until late 2003, earlier versions of the data base were used to 

create and test preliminary GIS site location models. The first exploratory GIS model of 

prehistoric game drive locations and associated environmental conditions in the Park and 

adjacent region (Ernenwein 2001a, 2001b). A more complex GIS project by University of 

Arkansas graduate student Christopher Rohe (2003a, 2003b, 2004) compiled and tested 

multiple statistical techniques (gain statistics, Boolean, ordinal additive, and logistic 

regression) designed to model Park site locations and a wide range of environmental 

variables including distance to water, slope, aspect, vegetation zones, and soils. By late 

2003, a fully SAIP-enhanced Park GIS site data base (all Native American and Euro-

American associated resources) and a more specialized prehistoric site data base, the 

latter with multiple sub-sets for individual cultural periods and specific artifact classes 

(ground stone and different prehistoric pottery types), had been compiled. The latter 

prehistoric resource data base was used to generate GIS maps for this report by 

correlating selected combinations of cultural and environmental data layers for various 

topical themes. 
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  Early in the SAIP project, it was proposed the project would generate of a 

significantly enhanced archeological data base for archeological GIS modeling, models 

that could provide a powerful tool for site location prediction and cultural resource 

management in the Park (cf., Kvamme 1990 and Carmichael 1990 for basic concepts in 

GIS modeling of archaeological site locations). While that goal was largely achieved, the 

combination of grounded field experience and development of GIS modeling templates 

showed the existence of important flaws in relying on some current GIS data layers to 

generate accurate and reliable predictive models of the Park’s cultural resources. First, a 

common location predictor variable in GIS modeling of archaeological sites is distance 

(vertical and horizontal) to water. Preliminary GIS modeling and information derived 

from SAIP field surveys suggested that, while there was a good correlation of site 

locations and permanent water sources in lower environmental zones in the Park’s 

montane valleys and meadows, that coincidence largely disappeared in upper elevation 

zones, e.g., subalpine forest and meadows, alpine-subalpine ecotone, and alpine tundra. It 

soon became apparent the reason was likely attributable to the fact that upper zone water 

sources were abundantly and widely dispersed in late-lying snowfields and springs, 

ponds, and seeps that generally persisted throughout the summer but simply weren’t 

contained in the Park’s GIS hydrology data layers. Since a majority of the Park’s 

prehistoric sites occur in upper elevation environmental zones, believed to have been 

exploited only during warm seasons, distance to major, recorded, and mapped water 

sources constituted a flawed site locator variable. Slope and aspect, two other topographic 

variables, also proved to be less than reliable site location predictors, again with an 

emphasis on upper elevation environmental zones. The difficulty with slope as a reliable 
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site predictor variable was, it turned out, likely due to the relatively low contour 

resolution (typically around 13 m or 40 ft) of digitally recorded topographic map layers 

(DEMs and DRGs) available for Park GIS analysis. This meant that subtle landscape 

features such as mountain slope benches and swales, frequently found during surveys to 

contain ephemeral camps, lithic tool manufacturing, and animal/plant processing areas, 

escaped GIS detection during modeling. Site aspect, often a good site location predictor 

variable in GIS model of non-mountain terrains, proved to be a highly randomized and 

frequently unreliable location predictor variable for Rocky Mountain National Park’s 

prehistoric sites. A probable explanation is that the Park’s prehistoric use through time 

was largely as a warm season resource territory where aspect, and exposure to the effect 

of cold winds, was much less of a factor than if sites had been occupied during cold 

seasons (see chapter 7).  

Paleoindian Stage Components in the Park 

 As discussed in the previous cultural overview chapter, the region’s earliest 

human occupations belong to the Paleoindian Stage, ca. 11,300-7,000 b.p. The total 

number of documented sites or isolated finds belonging to all Paleoindian periods and 

complex was 38, with some 61 individual projectile points encompassing all regionally 

known Paleoindian cultural complexes (Appendix E). Among important SAIP research 

design questions addressed in this section is where Paleoindian site components are 

located within park boundaries and changes in settlement patterns throughout the Park’s 

Paleoindian periods of occupation (Butler 1997a: 44-45). 

The Early Paleoindian Period 
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 The first part of the Paleoindian Stage, referred to her as the Early Paleoindian 

Period, ca. 11,300-9,900 b.p., was defined earlier as including three successive, and 

overlapping archeological culture traditions or techno-complexes; Clovis, Goshen-

Plainview, and Folsom.  

Clovis Archeology in Rocky Mountain National Park 

At present, a total of eight complete or partial, known or suspected Clovis 

projectile points, ca. 11,300-10,900 b.p., have been documented from Rocky Mountain 

National Park (Brunswig 2001c, 2003c). Locations of Clovis components in the Park are 

illustrated in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Locations of known or probable Clovis, Folsom, and Goshen-Plainview 
site components or isolated finds in the Park. 
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Prior to the SAIP program in 1998, only a single Clovis point had been formally 

documented as having come from the Park, a Clovis base curated in the RMNP Museum 

and recorded as being recovered from the Trail Ridge area in 1932. In 2001, a University 

of Northern Colorado survey team recovered a complete Clovis point from an open 

multi-component camp (5LR10242) in La Poudre Pass (elevation-10,194 ft/3108 m) on 

the border of the Park and the Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest. Two suspected Clovis 

point fragments, a tip (3422 m) and a base (3471 m) were recovered at tundra camps 

(5GA2518 and 5LR9842) on the northwest corner of Specimen Mountain by UNC survey 

teams.  In 2003, Dr. William Butler recovered a Clovis point from the University of 

Colorado Museum where it had been stored as part of university graduate student’s (Wil 

Husted) 1962 M.A. thesis artifact collection from the Park. The point had been retrieved 

from a major high altitude tundra site (5LR90) overlooking Milner Pass (elevation-

10,972 ft/3345 m) and one Clovis point (5LR7064, elevation-9,325 ft/2843 m) and a 

suspected Clovis base fragment (5LR611, elevation-8,570 ft/2613 m) were documented 

from lower montane forests in the eastern Park, the former along a modern, lower portion 

of the Ute Trail above Beaver Meadows.  Finally, a complete Clovis point (5BL5811, 

elevation-8,567 ft/2612 m) was collected by a local landowner near Allen’s Park just 

outside the southeastern Park boundary in the early 1990’s. 

Five of the Park’s Clovis artifacts were found on modern alpine tundra (Trail 

Ridge, 5GA2518, 5LR90, 5LR9842) or upper subalpine forest/meadow (5LR10242) 

ecosystems when tree lines would have at least slightly lower than today. The presence of 

Clovis artifacts at high elevations supports the hypothesis effective deglaciation and 

permanent snowfield clearance had taken place in the Park by at least late Clovis times. 
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Source materials for the Park’s Clovis artifacts suggest initiation of an extremely early 

indigenous mountain interior adaptation and familiarity with local lithic sources. Three of 

the Clovis artifacts, the Trail Ridge base, a point tip (5GA2518), and the Allen’s Park 

point (5BL5811) were made of Kremmling chert from Middle Park (immediately west of 

the continental divide). Two others (5LR611, 5LR7074) were made of Table Mountain 

jasper from the same mountain valley. Remaining artifacts were made of non-local 

materials, in at least two cases (5LR90 [petrified wood], 5LR10242 [oolitic chert]) from 

suspected sources in central and southwest Wyoming. 

Goshen-Plainview Cultural Complex 

The only known evidence for Goshen-Plainview in Rocky Mountain National 

Park is a small upper sub alpine camp (5GA2537) in Milner Pass (10,660 ft/3250 m) with 

a single Goshen-Plainview projectile point (Brunswig 2001a: 41-42). However, the point 

was made of Kremmling Chert, from nearby Middle Park, where several Goshen sites 

have been documented by recent University of Wyoming investigations (chapter 4). The 

presence of the point indicates the pass was still open to human traffic soon after the 

Clovis Period, ca. 10,900-10, 700 b.p., and possibly prior to early Younger Dryas 

(Santanta Peak) cooling. 

 

 

The Folsom Complex 

Park archeologist Dr. William Butler (2000: 7) recently observed that, despite the 

fact: “…we have Clovis and late Paleoindian projectile points, we have no Folsom 

occupations” in Rocky Mountain National Park, although the Lindenmeier site is located 
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only 40 miles to the northeast.  Despite extensive archeological surveys in all the Park’s 

environmental zones, there is practically no evidence for a Folsom presence.  The only 

suspected Folsom artifact is a reworked, possibly “curated” projectile point from a large 

multi-component camp (5LR2) in upper subalpine-alpine ecotone at Forest Canyon Pass 

(11,316 ft/3450 m). This author has suggested elsewhere that most present-day, high-

altitude alpine areas above present timberline may not have been used by Folsom groups 

due to the onset of a particularly severe period of cold and re-glaciation known as the 

Younger Dryas climatic episode (Brunswig 2001b). The Younger Dryas glacial stade, 

known regionally as the Santanta Peak Advance and described earlier in chapter 3, dates 

between ca. 10,800 and 10,100 b.p. and is believed to have resulted in cold, snowy 

conditions (permanent summer snowfields in most area) that may have denied much of 

the Park’s present alpine areas to migrating game and any Folsom hunters who might 

have wanted to exploit those game. As noted earlier in chapter 4, Folsom bands are well 

represented in Middle Park to the west of Rocky Mountain National Park where they 

hunted bison and camped at least on a seasonal basis (Kornfeld et al. 1999).  However, 

site inventory of prehistoric sites in the RMNP region documented a significant lack 

Folsom artifacts presence at higher alpine and alpine-sub alpine ecotone zones. 

The Late Paleoindian Period 

  At present, 30 sites and 1 isolated find in the Park represent Late Paleoindian 

cultural components, ca. 9,900-7,000 b.p. Figure 12 shows the geographic distribution of 

sites and isolated finds with Late Paleoindian cultural affiliation within the Park’s 

boundaries. 
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Figure 12. Distribution of Late Paleoindian cultural components in RMNP. 

Nearly half (48%, n=15) of all Late Paleoindian cultural components are situated 

above tree line as tundra hunting (so-called game drive) sites or game processing and tool 

re-furbishment camps, frequently located adjacent to hunting sites. Another 10 sites 

(31%) are identified as hunting base camps in alpine-subalpine ecotone areas. The 

remaining Late Paleoindian components (21%) are located in subalpine or montane 
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environmental zones. Tables 6 and 7 summarize information on the numbers of those 

components in terms of their respective culturally-chronologically defined projectile 

point types (complexes). 

Table 6. Tabulation of Late Paleoindian Complex (defined by projectile point types) 
Site Components in Rocky Mountain National Park. 

 
Culture Complex (Phase) (defined by 

one or more projectile point types 
Number of RMNP Site Components with 

Culture-Specific Late Paleoindian Diagnostic 
Points 

Great Basin Stemmed (rare, intrusive?) 3 

Agate Basin (rare, intrusive?) 1 

Cody Complex (Plano variant, 
Scottsbluff, Eden, Firstview, “San Jon” 

Parallel-Transverse Point Types 

9 

Cody Complex (Mountain variant, Eden 
and Firstview Parallel-Oblique point 

types or type variants 

2 

Lovell Constricted 2 

James Allen/Frederick/Betty Greene 13 

Angostura/Lusk (Mountain Paleo 
variant?) 

10 

Unknown point type but with Late 
Paleoindian traits, including parallel-

oblique flaking (examples are typically 
highly fragmented precluding type 

identification) 

8 

 
 
 
 

Table 7. Late to Terminal Paleoindian Site Components 
in Rocky Mountain National Park. 

 
Culture Complex (Phase) 

(defined by one or more projectile 
point types 

Number of RMNP Site Components with Culture-
Specific Late Paleoindian Diagnostic Points 

Pryor Stemmed (commonly, 
but not always parallel-oblique 

flaked) 

4 
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One of the Park’s more important Late Paleoindian finds was discovered during a 

University of Northern Colorado test excavation of buried camp occupations at the high 

altitude Lawn Lake site in 2000. Included in the site’s deposits was a Late Paleoindian 

Angostura (or Mountain Paleoindian) projectile base associated with hearth charcoal 

radiocarbon dated at 8000+170 b.p.  (Brunswig 2001b: 10-11). A terminal (upper) 

radiocarbon date for the site’s Paleoindian occupation sequence was 7160+40 b.p.  

One example of a localized Late Paleoindian site landscape in the Park exists in 

the form of a concentration of several sites on a 5,000 acre expanse of tundra and 

subalpine-alpine ecotone along the continental divide in the south central (Big Horn 

Flats) area of RMNP (see Brunswig 2204a, 2004b and chapter 7 for details). The sites, 

which encompass Sprague Pass/Sprague Mountain, Bighorn Flats and the upper 

headwaters of Tonahutu Creek, make up a system of short-term, secondary base (staging) 

camps (one with sandstone metate fragments) in the alpine-subalpine ecotone, alpine 

hunting localities (isolated point finds and small lithic re-tooling scatters), and short-term 

alpine-based game processing camps (with projectile points, knives, scrapers, and re-

tooling debris). All of the Sprague-Bighorn-Tonahutu sites are multi-component, 

containing evidence of later periods as well as the Late Paleoindian periods. Table 8 

provides a listing of those sites with associated projectile point/complex evidence, 

ecological zone, site type, and site numbers as an example of a localized cultural 

landscape organized for procurement of high altitude (upper subalpine-tundra zones) 

summer resources. Chapter 7 goes into greater detail describing evidence for such 

landscapes. 

Table 8. Late Paleoindian Sites in the Sprague Pass, Bighorn Flats, Tonahutu 
Headwaters Areas, Rocky Mountain National Park 
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Site # Environmental 

Zone 
Projectile Point 

Type (s) 
Site Classification 

5GA2262 Alpine Tundra Parallel-Oblique 
Flaking, Mid-

Section 

Game Processing 
Camp/Lithic Scatter 

5GA2712 Alpine Tundra James Allen-
Frederick & Pryor 

Stemmed 

Game Processing 
Camp/Lithic Scatter 

5GA2721 Alpine Tundra James Allen-
Frederick 

Game Processing 
Camp/Lithic Scatter 

5GA2714 Alpine-Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Parallel-Oblique 
Flaking, Type not 

identifiable 

Secondary Base 
Camp/Ground 

Stone-Lithic Scatter 
5GA2716 Alpine-Subalpine 

Ecotone 
Angostura Secondary Base 

Camp/Lithic Scatter 
5GA2723 Alpine-Subalpine 

Ecotone 
James-Allen 

Frederick 
Secondary Base 

Camp/Lithic Scatter 
 

 In addition to the above sites, most documented hunting system (game drive or 

solitary blind) sites in the Park’s alpine and alpine-subalpine ecotone areas contain at 

least one Late Paleoindian component in the form of diagnostic projectile points. At the 

same time, in addition to the Bighorn Flat-Tonahutu headwaters area, several secondary 

and primary hunting camps with Late Paleoindian components have been identified in 

tundra, ecotone, and even lower elevation montane zones (see Chapter 7). 

Material source analysis of RMNP Late Paleoindian projectile points (also see 

chapter 6) showed an substantial representation of local (> 37 miles/60 km) lithic sources 

(67%) versus 33% of points made of materials obtained from more exotic (<37 miles/60 

km) sources.  Local resources, described in greater detail in chapter 6 and in Wunderlich 

and Brunswig (2004) and Wunderlich (2004), consist primarily of Kremmling chert and 

Table Mountain jasper, both from adjacent Middle Park, and Dakota orthoquartzite 

(found in Middle Park and the eastern Front Range foothills).  Exotic lithic material 

sources consisted of Hartville chert and orthoquartzite (south central Wyoming), Tiger 
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chert and Washakie oolitic chert (southwest Wyoming), and unidentified cherts and 

jaspers. 

The Archaic Stage 

The Park’s Early Archaic Period 

42 site components and 5 isolated finds were found to have Early Archaic 

diagnostic projectile points, nearly all belonging to the Mount Albion Complex. Early 

Archaic components, ca. 7,000-4,500 b.p., were the most numerous of any cultural period 

in the Park. Three sites, 5GA2535 in Milner Pass, 5LR7099 in Forest Canyon Pass, 

5LR7075 in upper Fall River canyon, and 5LR10210 in Mummy Pass were found to 

contain projectile point types common to more northerly Early Plains Archaic and 

Oxbow complexes in Wyoming and Montana (Brunswig 2000a: 41-42, 51). The Park 

also contains several important high altitude game drives, of which three (5GA1095, 

5GA2002, and 5LR6, have associated Early Archaic projectile points (Benedict 1996; 

chapter 7).  One of the game drives, 5LR6/Flattop Mountain, has 56 Mount Albion 

projectile points attributed, the largest number of points from any site or site period 

component in the Park. Figure 13 shows the distribution of Early Archaic components 

within the Park. 
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Figure 13. Distribution of Early Archaic components in RMNP. 
 

 Nearly all sites with Early Archaic components are short-term open or sheltered 

camps (lithic and ground stone scatters) or hunting site (game drive or simple game blind 

ambush sites) game and/or plant and tool-refurbishment sites (Appendix E).  19 Early 

Archaic component sites and isolated finds are located in the alpine environmental zone, 

14 in alpine-subalpine ecotone, only 6 in the subalpine, and 8 in the upper montane. The 

heavy preponderance of  alpine and alpine-subalpine ecotone sites (70%) attest to the 
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importance of high elevation summer hunting territories to the Parks’ Early Archaic 

populations.  Projectile point material source analysis also points to a strong inner 

mountain valley/parkland orientation (winter camps?) of Early Archaic groups. 75% of 

149 analyzed points were identified as having been made of local (> 37 miles/60 km)  

source materials, including Kremmling chert, Table Mountain jasper, Table Mountain 

porcellanite from Middle Park, Crystal quartz and rhyolite from within the Park itself, 

and Dakota Orthoquartzite from either Middle Park, North Park, or the eastern Front 

Range foothills.  The 25% of Early Archaic points made of exotic (< 37 miles/60 km) 

lithic materials included Hartville chert and quartzite (south central Wyoming), Washakie 

oolitic chert (southwest Wyoming, one Early Archaic Plains Side-Notch point from 

5LR7099),  northeastern Colorado plains-piedmont chert and petrified wood, and a few 

examples of unidentified (and assumed exotic) cherts, quartzites, and petrified wood. 

The Middle Archaic Period 

Middle Archaic (4,500-3,000 b.p.) projectile points are well-represented in Rocky 

Mountain National Park and 26 McKean site components and 2 isolated projectile points 

finds have been identified by University of Northern Colorado surveys and Park museum 

collection studies. All three major McKean Complex projectile point types, Duncan, 

Hanna, and Mallory, are known from Park lithic assemblages (Larmore 2001, 2003). 

Figure 14 illustrates the presently known distribution of McKean/Middle Archaic 

components within Park boundaries. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of McKean (Middle Archaic) site components and isolated 
point finds. 
 

8 Middle Archaic component sites and isolated finds are located in the alpine 

environmental zone, 9 in alpine-subalpine ecotone, 4 in the subalpine, and 7 in the upper 

montane zone. A more even distribution of Middle Archaic components in the four 

environmental zones (alpine-29%, alpine-subalpine ecotone-32%, subalpine-14%, upper 

montane-25%) may reflect at least periodic, limited summer access to some high altitude 

tundra areas during the period’s Triple Lakes neo-glacial advance.  However, Middle 
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Archaic components are still represented at many high altitude sites, including two of the 

Park’s tundra-based game drives (5LR6/Flattop Mountain; elevation-11,480 ft/3,500 m 

and 5GA1095/Mount Ida Game Drive; elevation-11,887 ft/3,624 m).  Further, close 

cultural/technological ties to the inner mountain parklands west of the Park continued 

from earlier times. Lithic source analysis of 30 McKean projectile points found 75% to 

have been made of materials from local sources and 25% from more exotic locales.  

Lithic material types remained the same as in earlier periods: local materials were 

Kremmling chert, Table Mountain jasper, and Dakota Orthoquartzite while exotic source 

materials were Hartville chert and quartzite, eastern foothills/piedmont petrified wood, 

and unknown source chert and quartzite. 

The Late Archaic Period 

 Late Archaic Period (3,000-1,900 b.p.) components are represented at 29 sites and 

3 isolated finds. Confidence in identification of Late Archaic components, in a few cases, 

is limited since their identification is based largely on corner-notched projectile point 

types, some of which overlap in morphological traits with those of the earlier Early 

Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) Period and the subsequent Early Ceramic Period with 

which terminal Late Archaic lithic assemblages share transitional point type traits (see 

chapter 4). However, the current number of Late Archaic components for the Park is 

considered reasonably accurate given the nature of those typological overlaps.  Figure 15 

shows the distribution of Late Archaic site components and isolated find locations within 

the Park. 
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Figure 15. Late Archaic site and isolated find distributions. 

 Late Archaic components are known from all environmental zones.  10 occur in 

the alpine while 12 are found in the adjacent alpine-subalpine ecotone. Only 2 have been 

found in the subalpine zone and 9 sites are located in montane areas. A small percentage 

increase in high altitude alpine and alpine-subalpine ecotone site occupations (61% to 

67%) from the Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic may suggest expansion of high 

altitude tundra from the generally colder Middle Archaic to the relatively warmer Late 

Archaic, although overall site sample populations are too limited to know for certain. In 
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general, though, Middle Archaic and Late Archaic distribution patterns over the Park’s 

environmental zones and landscape are quite similar. Site types associated with Late 

Archaic components closely parallel those earlier periods, hunting sites (game drives), 

game and plant processing camps, and short-term open camps.  Three of the Park’s major 

game drives (5LR6/Flattop Mountain, 5LR15/Trail Ridge, and 5GA1095/Mount Ida) 

have Late Archaic components. The Mount Ida Game Drive (5GA1095) has a total of 8 

points collected from its surface while the Flattop Mountain Game Drive yielded 16 Late 

Archaic points.  Projectile point material source analysis shows a slight drop in local tool 

material sources (69%) from the previous Archaic periods (each with 75%), but the 

source areas (Middle Park, North Park, and the eastern foothills remain the same). Exotic 

sources, those more than 37 miles/60 km distant, are similar (Hartville quartzite, eastern 

plains-piedmont petrified wood), but with the addition of one point made of Trout Creek 

chert (South Park) and one made of Flattop Mesa chert (eastern Colorado plains).  

The Late Prehistoric “Stage” 
 
The Early Ceramic Period 

 The Early Ceramic Period, ca. 1,900-900 b.p. is represented by 33 site 

components and 1 isolated find. Figure 16 shows the distribution of sites and isolated 

finds with diagnostic Early Ceramic Period artifacts. With the Early Ceramic Period, 

pottery is added to the diagnostic projectile points and radiocarbon dates as means of 

identifying archeological components. 
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Figure 16. Early Ceramic site and isolated find component distributions in the Park. 
 
 14 Early Ceramic components are located in the Park’s alpine zone, 8 in alpine-

sub alpine ecotone, 4 in the subalpine, and 11 in the montane zone.  The presence of 22 

(60%) Early Ceramic components in alpine and alpine-subalpine ecotone areas highlight 

the continued important role of high altitude tundra hunting territories for Native 

American hunter-gatherers during that cultural period. Early Ceramic components are 

present at the Park’s four major game drives (5LR6/Flattop Mountain, 5LR15/Trail 

Ridge, 5GA1095/Mount Ida, and 5GA2002/Mount Ida Ridge).  Other represented site 
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types are the ever present short-term open camps (lithic, ground stone, and, sometimes, 

ceramic scatters) and game and/or plant processing/tool re-furbishment stations. 

Projectile point tool material source data also point to a continuing inner mountain 

orientation with 75% of all analyzed points being local in origin (Kremmling chert, Table 

Mountain jasper, Dakota Orthoquartzite). Exotic point material is predominantly 

Hartville (south central Wyoming) chert and quartzite with one example of eastern plains 

chert and several points made of unknown source cherts and quartzites. 

 Although rare, pottery appears for the first time in the Park’s archeological record 

(see descriptions in chapter 6). Early Ceramic cord-marked potsherds were collected from 

4 sites; 2 in the alpine zone (5LR6/Flattop Mountain and 5LR10217), 1 in the alpine-

subalpine ecotone (5LR2), and montane (5LR12/Old Man Mountain-immediately outside 

the eastern Park boundary). Figure 17 shows the distribution of Early Ceramic 

components with pottery. 
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Figure 17. Early Ceramic sites with pottery. 

The Middle Ceramic and Late Ceramic Periods 

 The delineation of Middle Ceramic from Late Ceramic occupations (ca. 900-450 

b.p.) using only projectile point types as culture period indicators, in the absence of 

radiocarbon dates or culturally diagnostic pottery, is not possible since both periods 

utilized the same types; triangular unnotched, side-notched, and tri- (side and base) 

notched points. Regionally, as described in chapter 4, Middle Ceramic occupations are 
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broadly associated with the Upper Republican culture (with its core area in western 

Nebraska) and Late Ceramic occupations tend to be associated with eastern Athapaskan 

(Apache) groups known historically to have inhabited Colorado’s eastern plains, 

foothills, and Front Range mountains in late prehistoric through early historic times. 

However, both late prehistoric-early historic Ute (native to the region) and visiting late 

prehistoric-early historic Shoshone (also known as the Intermountain Tradition) are 

associated with the same projectile point types. Using only the presence of the above 

point types to distinguish Middle Ceramic and Late Ceramic components (Upper 

Republican/Apache/Ute/Shoshone) as a broad group, 14 site and 2 isolated find 

components were tentatively classified as Middle Ceramic/Late Ceramic in origin. Figure 

18 illustrates the distribution of these culturally/chronologically “hybridized” Middle 

Ceramic/Late Ceramic sites within Park boundaries. 
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Figure 18. Composite Middle Ceramic/Late Ceramic sites based only on shared 
projectile point types. 
 
 Interestingly, the geographic and environmental zone distribution of the 

composite period/culture sites shows a departure from earlier periods.  3 components are 

located in the alpine, 6 in the alpine-subalpine ecotone, none in sub alpine, and 7 in the 

montane zone. While the percentage of “period” components in upper elevations is still 

higher (56%) than in the lower elevation montane zone (44%), upper elevation site 

representation appears to have been the lowest since Clovis times. Data from projectile 
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point material sources also vary from earlier patterns. Only 60% of Middle Ceramic/Late 

Ceramic points are made from local materials (Kremmling chert, Table Mountain jasper, 

Dakota Orthoquartzite), a drop of 15% from the previous Early Ceramic period.  Point 

materials classified as “non-local”, however, appear to derive from the same non-local 

sources of earlier periods; Hartville chert and quartzite (south central Wyoming), chert 

from Colorado’s eastern plains, and a substantial percentage (32%) from unknown chert 

and quartzite sources. The implication appears to be that travel (or at least preferred lithic 

tool sources) to and from the Park was wider ranging, and possibly, more multi-

directional, than in earlier periods. 

Late Prehistoric and Protohistoric-Early Historic 
 Ceramic-defined Occupations 

 
 Higher resolution provenance information for Middle Ceramic and post-Middle 

Ceramic occupations or ephemeral evidence of non-local cultural contact extending from 

the earlier Early Ceramic Period to early historic times is available in several site 

components with pottery or stoneware; Anasazi (Pueblo II/III/IV), Fremont, Upper 

Republican (Middle Ceramic), Intermountain Tradition (Shoshonean), Dismal River 

(northern Colorado Apache) and Sangre de Cristo (southern Colorado Apachean). The 

presence of pottery from such a wide range of late prehistoric through early historic 

cultures, many entirely foreign to the area, suggest a complex pattern of long-distance 

trade networks and extended range seasonal (?) migrations to, or through, the Park.  Plain 

and painted Anasazi pottery belonging to the Southwest’s Pueblo II (1,050-800 b.p./AD 

900-1,150), Pueblo III (1,150-650 b.p./AD 1150-1300), and Pueblo IV (650-350 b.p./AD 

1300-1600) periods has been identified at three sites; 5GA80 (Pueblo II-II Grayware), 

5LR2 (Pueblo III/IV Corrugated), and 5LR12 (Pueblo IV Pecos Polychrome) (Benedict 
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1985a: 19, 21-22; Reed 2003: 7; chapter 6). Locations of sites associated with Anasazi 

pottery are shown in Figure 19.  Two of the sites, 5GA80 and 5LR2, are situated in major 

passes traversed by the well-known Ute Trail (Brunswig and Lux 2003; Lux 2004, 2005). 

The third site, 5LR12, is just outside the Park’s eastern boundary. 
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Figure 19. Late Prehistoric through Early Historic site components with Anasazi 
pottery. 
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 Plain and corrugated potsherds believed to belong to the Fremont Tradition of 

Utah and northwest Colorado has been identified at the Old Man Mountain (5LR12, see 

Figure 18 above) site (Reed 2003: 5-6; see chapter 6 ceramics discussion) and provides 

further evidence on long-distance contact possibly in the form of trade items, with the 

Park.  The sherds in question appear to be broadly similar to ceramic types of the 

Northeast Utah/Northwest Colorado Uinta Fremont Phase and, if that is indeed the case, 

they likely date to ca. 1,400 b.p./AD 550- 900 b.p./AD 1050 (Reed and Metcalf 1999: 

117). 

 Sites with Middle Ceramic Upper Republican cord-marked pottery are extremely 

rare, but do provide a basis for narrowing the Middle Ceramic-Late Ceramic occupation 

“window” based on less time-distinct projectile point types.   3 sites (5LR90, 5LR2, 

5LR9826 have narrow or heavily-obliterated cord-marked ceramics, viewed here as 

distinguishing a regional variation of Upper Republican ware (e.g. Ellwood 2002: 33-40). 

All are located in or near a major pass (5LR90, 5LR2-Milner Pass) or a valley route 

(5LR9826) leading to or from a pass (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Sites with Middle Ceramic (Upper Republican) pottery. 

Another regional culture, the so-called Intermountain Tradition (ca. 900-150 
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distinctive “flower-pot” shaped pottery and carved soapstone vessels occasionally found 

in the state (Eighmy 1995). Intermountain Tradition steatite sherds are known from two 

sites (5LR12/Old Man Mountain and 5LR612) on the eastern margins of the Park (see 

chapter 6).   

 Mountain Ute Occupations in RMNP 

University of Northern Colorado research in Rocky Mountain National Park since 

1998 has identified 9 Ute site components identified within or alongside Park boundaries.  

Organic residue (heavily charred soot embedded in sherd surfaces) from Uncompahgre 

Brownware potsherds at three sites, 5GA2705 (elevation-11,391 ft/3473 m; alpine-

subalpine ecotone), 5LR9826 (elevation-10,198 ft/ 3109 m; upper montane zone) and 

5LR10216 (elevation-11,277 ft/3438 m; alpine-subalpine ecotone) produced high-

resolution (AMS) radiocarbon dates of 340+50/AD 1610, 310+50 b.p./AD 1640 and 

200+40 b.p./AD 1750, respectively (Brunswig 2001: 26-27, 2002: 56-57, 2003a).  These 

dates and others from regional sites (chapter 4) provide evidence of at least seasonal Ute 

residence in the Park no later than between 625 b.p./AD 1325 and 310 b.p./AD 1640. 

Ute pottery has also been identified from 5LR608, 5LR2 (Forest Canyon Pass), 

5LR318 (Lawn Lake), 5LR10221, 5LR12 (Old Man Mountain), and 5LR612. Figure 21 

shows the presently known distribution of Ute ceramic sites in the Park. 
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Figure 21. Distribution map of Ute ceramic sites. 

During SAIP surveys, University of Northern Colorado archeologists recorded a 

number of branch and pole wickiups in the Park, including some considered likely to 

have Ute origins (Brunswig 2000a: 23-24; Butler 1997a). In addition, a number of 

“culturally peeled trees”, a distinctive Ute culture trait, have been identified in the eastern 

sector of the Park (Butler 1997b). Finally, several sites believed to contain Ute-related 

ritual features, including an extensive 165 rock feature complex (5LR7095) on Trail 
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Ridge, were recorded and interpreted during the SAIP research program (Brunswig 

2003b; Elinoff 2002).   

Apachean Archeology in the Park 

The Apache (see chapter 4 for details), along with the Ute, were among earliest 

historically and archeologically documented Native American groups in the RMNP 

region.  During the SAIP program, only one site (5LR318/Lawn Lake) with Apachean 

pottery was investigated, but 4 others (5LR2 [Forest Canyon Pass], 5LR4 [Mummy 

Pass], 5LR12 [Old Man Mountain], and 5LR612)  were identified from the Park museum 

artifact collections and Park artifacts retrieved from the University of Colorado Museum 

in 2002 (for details see the chapter 6 discussion on Apachean ceramics).   

The above noted Apachean site component identified by the SAIP project, Lawn 

Lake (5LR318), consisted of eighteen potsherds identified as Dismal River Culture 

pottery, belonging that culture’s Lovitt Plain type. Organic residue scrapped from the 

sherds’ surfaces was radiocarbon-dated to 540+50 b.p./AD 1410, an unusually early date 

for the Lovitt Plain type, given that most Dismal River chronologies place its time range 

between ca. 425 b.p./AD 1525 and 225 b.p./AD 1725 (Brunswig 1995: 177; 2001b: 80-

83). However, more recent research in the region has identified Dismal River pottery 

belonging to the Lovitt type series (Lovitt Stamped) with equally early radiocarbon dates 

(Kindig 2000, 2003).  With one exception, all Dismal River ceramics within the Park are 

the Lovitt Plain type. The exception is two Lovitt Stamped sherds from the Forest 

Canyon Pass site (5LR2). Figure 22 shows locations of Dismal River Apachean ceramic 

sites in the Park. 
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Figure 22. Locations of Dismal River pottery sites. 

 Historical and archeological records show Apache bands being pressured from 

Colorado’s eastern plains and mountains in the mid-18th Century by Ute and Comanche 

expansion (Brunswig 1995: 177; Cassells 1997: 239-240).  It is likely northeastern 

Colorado Apache bands joined other Apache groups, members of the archeologically-

defined Sangre de Cristo culture, who lived in the southern plains and river valleys of 

western Oklahoma, extreme southeastern Colorado, and northeastern New Mexico during 
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and shortly after the Dismal River Culture in the north (Brunswig 1995: 180; Kalasz, 

Mitchell, and Zier 1999: 250-256).  Southern Apache (Sangre de Cristo) bands in south 

central Colorado and northwestern New Mexico produce a Rio Grande Puebloan-

influenced pottery referred as Ocate Micaceous (Brunswig 1995: 182-183, 187-190).  

While some authorities see little difference between southern Apache micaceous (Ocate 

Micaceous) wares and northern Dismal River types (Hummer 1989: 351; Kalasz, 

Mitchell, and Zier 1999:  255-256), this author, agreeing with Gunnerson (1969: 26-27), 

believes that there is, indeed, a difference between the two, based on both the relative 

abundance of micaceous temper and its distinctive coloration (the latter due to southern 

mica sources).  Examination of museum potsherds from two Park sites (5LR2/Forest 

Canyon Pass and 5LR612/northeast of the current RMNP Visitors Center) resulted in 

their identification as probable examples of the Ocate Micaceous type (for details see 

chapter 6). 

Evidence for Arapaho in Rocky Mountain National Park 

While the Arapaho have the best historically documented record of Native 

American tribes in the Park, there is little archeological evidence of their having been 

there. As described earlier (chapter 4), the Arapaho and Cheyenne arrived in the RMNP 

region in the early 1800’s, having migrated from earlier ancestral homelands in southern 

Canada (Arapaho) and western Minnesota (Cheyenne) (Brett 1999: 39-40; Clark 1999: 

313-314). Most of what is known about their presence in the Park derives from 

ethnohistoric accounts of the brief time (probably less than 30 years) Arapaho bands 

visited the area (Toll 1962).  
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Five years of intensive archeological survey by the University of Northern 

Colorado was unable to find definitive physical evidence of an Arapaho presence in the 

Park, with the possible exception of one or two rock cairns on the Ute Trail (Trail Ridge) 

and remnants of crude defensive walls described by the Colorado Mountain Club 

expedition informants as having been constructed by Apache warriors at the base of 

Beaver Mountain (Beaver Meadows) during an 1840’s battle with the Arapaho (Toll 

1962: 17-18; Brunswig 1999a: 10). 

Other Native American Evidence 

 Although the above evidence for Native American occupations in the Park is 

substantial, it needs to be emphasized that the above described 11,000+ year record 

represents less than a third (30%/106 sites and isolated finds) of all SAIP recorded Native 

American-affiliated cultural resources.  An additional 247 sites and isolated finds were 

documented without the presence of culturally/chronologically diagnostic artifacts or 

absolute (radiocarbon) dates. These were generically classified as unknown prehistoric 

resources and include a wide range of site types; open camps, sheltered camps, lithic 

scatters, ground stone scatters, hunting blinds, etc. The absence of culturally diagnostic 

artifacts is certainly due to a wide variety of factors; artifact (arrowhead) collecting, 

burial or removal by natural processes, and the likelihood that some sites were so 

ephemeral and short-term that there was less opportunity for more important artifacts 

(projectile points, pottery, etc.) to be left behind. Figure 23 dramatically illustrates the 

large number and wide-spread distribution of such “timeless” evidence of past human 

lives. 
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Figure 23. Spatial distribution of  prehistoric “unknown provenance” sites and 
isolated finds in the Park.  
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Chapter 6 

Material Culture Patterns of Prehistoric Site Assemblages 

Due to tool material preservation conditions in Rocky Mountain National Park, 

only artifacts made of more durable materials, various rock types (lithics) and fired clay 

(ceramics), were recovered in University of Northern Colorado SAIP surveys. Field 

artifact collection emphasized their total recovery in line with the philosophy that 

prehistoric sites in the Park were, for the first time, being studied in extensive detail, both 

at the individual site and larger survey area levels. As a result, several thousand artifacts 

were flagged on-site, field mapped in detail, and collected in labeled cloth sample bags 

for later laboratory analysis. Once artifacts were brought from the field, they were 

processed at a project base field lab, a historic cabin provided by the National Park 

Service. At the field lab, artifacts were sorted into class and type groups (see below), 

cleaned, assigned site artifact catalogue numbers, and stored in clear plastic sample bags. 

Descriptive paper labels were placed inside each artifact bag and catalogue numbers 

written on the bags with indelible markers. At the end of each field season, artifacts were 

brought to the University of Northern Colorado in Greeley, photographed and digitally 

scanned, analyzed (measured, described…), and their descriptive-metrical information 

entered into a computer spreadsheet database. 

SAIP artifacts, according to standard archeological practice, were categorized as 

belonging to one of five tool classes: flaked stone tools (consisting of formal and 

informal sub-classes), ground stone tools (grinding and impact), lithic tool manufacturing 

or rejuvenation waste materials (debitage), and pottery. The largest single artifact class 

was non-diagnostic lithics, e.g., stone tools or manufacturing waste exhibiting special 
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physical traits known to be characteristic of a particular cultural complex and time period. 

However, the second most common artifact class, formal flaked tools with 

culturally/chronologically diagnostic traits (primarily projectile points), and the fourth 

most common class, ceramic sherds, served as generally reliable markers of specific 

archeologically-defined cultural complexes and time periods established through 

archeological studies outside the Park by absolute dating  methods (most often 

radiocarbon dating of associated organic materials). The following sections describe 

analytical methods and cultural (economic) patterning of prehistoric artifact assemblages 

revealed by project laboratory studies. In particular, they address, and [in many cases] 

provide answers to, several questions raised by the project-initiating SAIP research 

design (Butler 1997a: 41-46), including: 

1)  the nature of tool kits, their geologic-geographic materials sources, 
     and inferred economic activities of site lithic assemblages to 
     culture period specific and longer-term evolving subsistence, and  
     associated seasonally migratory transhumance, patterns 
     in the Park’s 11,000+ year history of native American occupations. 
 
2)  the existence, at any particular, or all, cultural period(s) (described in  
     chapters 4 and 5) of indigenous mountain-adapted  and largely 
     mountain resident traditions (e.g., the so-called Mountain Tradition  
     [Black 1991]) in the Park and its surrounding mountain region. 
 
and 
 
3) evidence for external contacts and relationships of locally indigenous 
    populations with non-local cultural groups through time, based on 
    culturally (archeologically-defined) diagnostic artifacts such as projectile 
   points and, after ca. AD 100, pottery types. 
   
While all the above research questions are addressed, in varying degrees in other 

report chapters, this chapter summarizes much of the material culture-based analytical 
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evidence used to support the final (next) chapter’s proposed historical model of long-term 

Native American cultural adaptation for Rocky Mountain National Park and its region.  

Forager-Collector Subsistence Systems 
and the Analysis of Lithic Technologies 

 
Modern archeology frequently makes a distinction between flaked stone tools that 

places them into formal and informal categories. Many studies have been concerned with 

the interrelationship of stone tool assemblages, lithic materials, and hunter-gatherer 

mobility patterns. One area of particular focus has been concerned with the ways that 

stone tool technologies have used within hunter-gatherer socio-economic systems and 

ultimately “fossilized” in the archeological record, a concept sometimes referred to as 

technological organization. The concept broadly relates to ways in which hunter-gatherer 

adaptive strategies evolved through time, and how their associated economic systems can 

be inferred from physical evidence of the manufacture, transport, utilization, and eventual 

discard of their supportive stone toolkits (Nelson 1991). Although a variety of factors 

influence economic decision-making related to the production, utilization and discard of 

stone tools, an increasing number of studies in the past two decades have focused on the 

hypothesized interrelationship of technological (stone tool) variables and physical 

mobility to past human economic systems (Torrence 1989a, 1989b). 

At the heart of many archeological studies is the hypothetical proposition that 

more highly mobile hunter-gatherer groups, due to constraints of time, energy, and other 

factors, will rely more frequently on formally-manufactured toolkits while less mobile 

groups, with fewer moves and lengthier stays at economically-desirable (ecological rich) 

locations, often (not always though) focus on the manufacture and use of more expedient 

and easily produced flake tools known as informal toolkits. Based in part on ethnographic 
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and archaeological lithic assemblage research, a number of archeologists have suggested 

that, in general, formal tool rich archeological assemblages are more likely to have been 

produced by hunter-gatherer groups with relatively high residential mobility and while 

less formal (expedient) tool kits would more commonly be produced by social groups 

employing reduced mobility strategies (Binford 1977a; Ebert 1979; Gould 1969: 76; 

Kelly 1988; Kuhn 1989, 1994; Nelson 1991: 76; Parry and Kelly 1989; Torrence 1983). 

However, there are always caveats in making broad theoretical generalizations and the 

formal-mobile and informal-sedentary dichotomy has its own share of those. Among the 

more obvious caveats are those based in the view that a number of potential skew 

variables should considered before assigning mobility parameters to stone tool 

assemblage patterns using formal-informal criteria. One of the more important such 

variables was pointed out by Bamforth (1986) who argued for the importance of local or 

regional lithic material availability in different resource territories in generating site lithic 

assemblage frequencies of formal versus informal tools used in inferring relative 

mobility.  Kelly (1992: 55-56) supports that cautionary argument and suggests that tool 

function, the need or preference for hafting, and economic risk factors be considered in 

addition to raw material availability.  

Toolkit composition and inferences of relative patterns of mobility are frequently 

linked with what are known as forager-collector subsistence systems in contemporary 

archeological theory and method (Binford 1977, 1980; Brunswig 2003h: 46-48; Kelly 

1991, 1992). The analysis of lithic assemblages to identify patterns of forager-collector 

activities in the Park and its greater region was a key component of the overall SAIP 

research design (Butler 1997a: 34-36). 
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Over the past two decades, extensive ethnographic field studies of hunter-

gatherers in different parts of the world have provided a substantial body of evidence 

supporting forager-collector theory as an effective framework for reconstructing, or 

modeling, past economic systems based in the extraction, analysis, and interpretation of 

archeological data sets related to the complex interrelationship of technology,  relative 

productivity (for human benefits) of ecological systems, and patterns of seasonal 

movement (transhumance) in search of resources. At one end of the spectrum, pure (if 

there is such a thing) forager subsistence systems are associated with highly mobile 

lifestyles with frequent seasonal residential moves within a regional landscape of 

scattered and dispersed high-density resource "patches". Hunter-gatherer foraging, for the 

most part, does/did not normally involve acquiring, and longer-term storage of, economic 

(food and other raw materials) surpluses but more often depended on daily gathering and 

consumption of food and other economic resources through procurement trips ranging 

outward from central residential base camps and returning either late each day or every 

few days. Foraging group size, tend to be relatively small (15-20) and heavily dependent 

on the size, richness (density), and homogeneity of individual natural resource "patches" 

in larger resource territories. Collector subsistence systems, in forager-collector theory, 

are, in the words of Binford , more frequently characterized by "(1) the storage of food 

for at least part of the year, and (2) logistically organized food-procurement parties." 

Collectors differ/differed from foragers in that they were nearly always less mobile, 

leaving behind higher-density, longer-term occupation and task-oriented sites, due to fact 

that  “They are not groups out ‘searching’ for any resource encountered;  they are task 

groups seeking to procure specific resources in specific  contexts” (Binford 1980:10). 
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In ethnographic and archeological contexts, prehistoric collector-based 

procurement systems typically would have had several integral components embedded in 

a more rigorously thought out pattern of what is called logistical organization. Logistical 

organization, by definition, relates to a centrally-coordinated application of available 

human labor and skills designed to maximize the extraction of economic resources by 

sending out task groups to acquire and process specialized sets of resources from a 

central staging base of operations. In some cases, task groups would often temporarily 

take up short-term residence, in so-called field camps, near locations where particular 

resources, plant or animal, could be most effectively harvested. In other cases, where 

distances to specific sets of resources are relatively short, task-specific locations may not 

require even an overnight residence, with members of a task team being able to return to 

the staging/base camp at the end of each day’s extraction activities. However, in general, 

as defined by Binford (1980: 10), field camps were short-term task locations "where a 

task group sleeps, eats and otherwise maintains itself away from the residential base" 

(Binford 1980:10).  Field camps would be located near, how near depended on the kind 

of resource being extracted (don’t “spook” the game), particularly rich resource zones, 

i.e., food plant micro-ecosystems, game foraging pastures, water sources, etc. 

Flaked Tool Analysis: 
Analysis of Formal and Informal Tool Classes Related to 

Inferred Existence of Forager or Collector Oriented 
Subsistence Behavior 

 
 Based on current Forager-Collector theory and method, it was considered 

appropriate to conduct the analysis of lithic assemblages by separating flaked stone tools 

into formal and informal classes. Identification of the two tool classes, defined below, 
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provides the basis for potentially inferring the existence of forager or collector oriented 

subsistence patterns in the Park’s archeological record.  

At this point, it should be noted that prehistoric lithic materials were collected 

from more than three hundred sites in the Park. A total of 1,254 lithic tools (394 

projectile points, 344 formal tools, 516 informal tools) were fully analyzed along with 

more than 8,000 waste (tool production or tool re-juvenation) flakes. Data generated from 

those analyses are listed in Appendix F (projectile points [formal tools]), Appendix G 

(non-diagnostic formal tools), and Appendix H (informal tools). Lithic waste flake data 

are stored on a separate computer data base not included with this report, but available on 

request from the university.  17 site assemblages were chosen for comparative statistical 

(frequency patterns) analysis and results presentation in this chapter. Wherever possible, 

sites used in one form of analysis (e.g., formal-informal tool frequencies, tool material 

sources distributions, lithic debitage reduction stage and material source frequencies) 

were used in others as well. However, in several cases, an abundance of one artifact 

group (e.g., debitage) versus only a very limited number of another group (formal-

informal tools) led to a decision to not include particular sites in one type of analysis or 

the other in this chapter. The rationale for excluding some site assemblage from a specific 

form of analysis was that small sample population numbers could lead to less statistically 

viable results and skew efforts to, even broadly, infer the presence of lithic assemblage 

patterns at a reasonably representative sampling of multiple sites.  Sites chosen for 

comparative analysis were based on their respective, relative abundance of artifacts 

(larger, more statistically valid internal sample sizes), their distribution in differing 

environmental and physiographic zones, and representation of varied site types. An 
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important cautionary note in interpreting the following data and their accompanying 

interpretations is the fact that prehistoric lithic assemblages in the Park are, almost 

without exception, aggregate surface collections, or what archeologists sometimes called 

palimpsests, of multiple generations of human economic activity, in some cases spanning 

nearly every cultural period from Clovis or later Paleoindian times to the early historic 

period. In other words, many artifacts from various sites are an unsorted mix of lithic 

tools and tool waste accumulated through time. The most common 

culturally/chronologically discrete assemblages are those found geologically stratified in 

a very small number of test-excavated site localities, those occurring as well-defined 

artifact concentrations within larger multi-component sites, or assemblages associated 

with diagnostic artifacts of only a single cultural period, the latter considered likely, 

although not definitively so, to represent occupations belonging to that particular cultural 

population (i.e., single component sites). However, the majority of site assemblages 

discussed below are multi-component accumulations (palimpsests) of many groups and 

their associated cultures which have accumulated at those sites through time, in some 

cases over thousands of years. Figure 24 illustrates the geographic distribution of sites 

included the following lithic analysis sections. 
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Figure 24. Location map of sites used in lithic assemblage comparative analyses. 
 

Table 9 provides primary descriptive data on the archeological and environmental 

contexts of the various sites.   
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Table 9. Archeological-environmental profiles 
of lithic assemblage study sites 

 
Site # Elevation (ft/m) Environment 

Zone 
Site Type Cultural Period(s) 

5GA2002 11,949 ft/3643 m Alpine Hunting Site/Game Drive, 
Game/Plant Processing 

Late Paleoindian, 
Early Archaic, Late 

Archaic 
5GA2261 11,900 ft/3628 m Alpine Secondary Game 

Processing Camp 
Early Archaic, Late 

Archaic 
5GA2262 11,811 ft/3601 m Alpine Secondary Game 

Processing Camp 
Late Paleoindian, 

Early Archaic, Early 
Ceramic 

5GA2511 12,602 ft/3842 m Alpine Secondary Game 
Processing Camp 

Early Archaic, Early 
Ceramic 

5GA2512 11,264/3434 m Alpine-
Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Secondary Game 
Processing Camp 

Middle Archaic 

5GA2704 11,382 ft/3470 m Alpine-
Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Hunt Staging/Game 
Processing Camp 

Early Archaic, Late 
Archaic, 

5GA2712 11,447 ft/3490 m Alpine-
Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Hunt Staging/Game 
Processing Camp 

Late Paleoindian, 
Early Archaic, Middle 
Archaic, Late Archaic, 

Early Ceramic 
5GA2714 11,542 ft/3519 m Alpine-

Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Hunt Staging/Game 
Processing Camp 

Late Paleoindian 

5GA2721 11,965 ft/3648 m Alpine Hunt Staging/Game 
Processing Camp (Boulder 

Sheltered) 

Late Paleoindian, 
Early Archaic 

5LR90 10,704 ft/3345 m Alpine Quarry, Game/Plant 
Processing, Tool 

Manufacture 

Late Paleoindian, 
Early Archaic, Middle 
Archaic, Late Archaic, 
Early Ceramic, Middle 

Ceramic, 
Late Ceramic (Dismal 

River) 
5LR3891 8,840 ft/2695 m Montane Hunt Staging/Game/Plant 

Processing Camp 
Middle Archaic, Early 

Ceramic 
5LR3899 8,335 ft/2541 m Montane Hunt Staging/Game/Plant 

Processing Camp 
Early Archaic, 

Late Archaic, Early 
Ceramic 

5LR7113 11,096 ft/3383 m Alpine-
Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Hunt Staging/Game/Plant 
Processing Camp 

Early Archaic 

5LR9826 10,198 ft/3109 m Upper 
Montane/Lower 

Subalpine 

Hunt Staging/Game/Plant 
Processing Camp 

Late Paleoindian, Late 
Archaic, Early 

Ceramic, Middle/Late 
Ceramic,  Middle 
Ceramic (Upper 

Republican),  
Protohistoric (Ute) 

5LR9857 11,533 ft//3516m Alpine-
Subalpine 

Hunt Staging/Game 
Processing 

No Diagnostics Found 
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Ecotone Camp/Quarrying 
5LR10209 11,280 ft/3439 m Alpine-

Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Hunt Staging/Game 
Processing Camp 

Early Archaic 

5LR10228 11,244 m/3428 m Alpine-
Subalpine 
Ecotone 

Hunt Staging/Game 
Processing Camp, Trail 
Pass Route (Fall River 

Canyon) 

Early Archaic 

 

For the most part, the following section on lithic analysis attempts to broadly 

apply elements of earlier described forager-collector theory to understanding patterns of 

prehistoric hunter-gatherer behavior based on the archeological records generated in the 

Park SAIP research program. The first stage of that analysis is to look at a sampling of 

formal vs. informal tool assemblages at a variety of sites. 

Formal versus Informal Lithic Tools 

A simple definition of formal lithic tools is that they present a relatively high 

degree of evidence for substantial manufacturing effort. A working definition of formal 

tools used in this study is that formal tools include both extensively shaped and both 

bifacially worked (on two working edge sides) and unifacially worked (worked on only 

one working edge) tools.  Unless serious broken or otherwise deformed, outside edges 

around a formal tool’s circumference have to be noticeably shaped by deliberate flaking 

over more than 50% of their use/working edges. Common formal lithic tool functional 

types are bifaces (including weapon’s tips or projectile points), moderate to heavily 

retouched flake tools, and formally prepared core tools. Informal lithic tools are defined 

by the presence of minimal retouch or no evidence of retouch. If working edges were 

found to have been retouched, they must have had less than 50% of their overall 

circumference having been shaped. However, informal tools could also have little or no 

evidence of shape modification or edge retouch, but do exhibit evidence of use in some 
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form of human-related activity such as cutting, sawing, scraping, etc.  The latter class of 

informal tools are identified as having served as tools primarily by the detection of 

working edge wear by a combination of simple visual inspection, and edge analysis using 

varying degrees of magnification with laboratory magnifying lens and low-power/high 

power microscopes. Edge, or use-wear, evidence for both classes of informal tools 

included microscopic examination for use-diagnostic traits as flake scar smoothing, step 

fracturing, edge crushing, etc. 

The Ultimate Formal Tool Class: Projectile Points 

 Projectile points, whether for tipping spears or arrows, are easily the most 

recognizable kind of formal tool.  Their purpose is generally in creating a sharp pointed 

weapon for killing or disabling game or in aggression or defense dangerous animals and 

one’s species. Since projectile point styles were altered in morphology and manufacturing 

techniques through time, specific types (groups of points with a distinctive range of 

physical traits) provide critical time and cultural group (often called cultures or techno-

complexes) identity for the sites on which they are found. Chronological identity for most 

projectile point types is created from information on stratigraphic context (relative 

chronology-some types being found stratified lower [earlier] than others) and by 

association with absolute dates (generally radiocarbon-dated deposits in which various 

types are routinely found). 444 projectile points or point fragments were documented 

from SAIP field surveys and Park Museum collection studies and are listed in Appendix 

E along with site numbers, environmental and archeological contexts, artifact numbers, 

cultural periods, and materials. Of the 444 points, 394 were analyzed in detail for 

metrical traits, flaking patterns, morphological traits, material types and sources, and 
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physical condition. These data are listed in Appendix F at the conclusion of this report. 

With the exception of a handful of very fragmentary, battered examples, the vast majority 

of points collected in survey or analyzed from the Park’s Museum collection were 

successfully identified for cultural time, period, and chronological age range. Analysis 

and identification were done in the university’s Anthropology Laboratory using a master 

projectile point manual assembled from dozens of research sources, including detailed 

photographs and line drawings of each type. Type identification also relied on an 

extensive in-house comparative collection of projectile point casts and actual points from 

Colorado and surrounding states.   

Uses of Non-Culturally Diagnostic Formal and Informal Lithic Tools 

  Non-diagnostic formal tools in hunter-gatherer societies are designed to procure 

and process natural (non-agricultural) resources for food, manufacture of other (usually 

organic) tools, and making items of clothing, adornment, storage, and transport. For 

animal products, typical flaked stone tools are scrapers and knives for cutting and 

processing hides, cutting meat, extracting sinew, cutting and forming bone, etc. Notched 

tools such as spoke shaves and narrow pointed tools such as drills, awls (hide 

perforators), gravers, and burins are used for shaping wood, bone, and antler into useful 

objects or as tools themselves. Uses for informal, minimally shaped, tools closely parallel 

most of those common to formal tools, but involve the short-term, low-labor intensive 

use of naturally shaped rocks and cores and flakes produced by striking those rocks with 

another. The most common type of informal tool is the so-called utilized flake, simply a 

sharp stone flake picked up and used until it breaks or dulls, then is discarded. As 

discussed above, forager-collector theory, based on extensive ethnographic hunter-
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gatherer research, predicts that, lacking significant skew variables (e.g., immediate and 

easy availability of abundant local stone tool materials) lithic assemblages with higher 

frequencies of formal tools (transported from a distance) will broadly reflect forager 

(high mobility) subsistence strategies and high frequencies of informal tools tend to 

reflect collector (lower mobility, greater task coordination) subsistence strategies. A very 

simple test of this proposition was done by assembling formal-informal tool data from a 

number of selected sample sites. 

Formal-Informal Tool Frequency Data from the Tonahutu Headwaters-Bighorn Flats 
Research Area 
 
 Formal-informal tool data were assembled for three sites in the Tonahutu  

Headwaters-Bighorn Flats research area, a major hunting territory used from Late 

Paleoindian through early historic times. Two of the sites, 5GA2261 (Sprague Pass) and 

5GA2262 (Bighorns Flats northwest rim) are alpine tundra camps whose artifact 

inventories indicate they were used as secondary game processing camps adjacent to 

rolling, high altitude pasture terrain (Table 9). The third site, 5GA2712, is a large, 

extensive site with multiple (5) lithic scatters representing individual camp areas within a 

much larger, contiguous scatter of prehistoric artifacts and features (hearths). Figure 25 is 

a histogram of formal-informal tool percentages (formal=72.73%; informal=27.27%) of 

the higher site, 5GA2261, location on a south-facing tundra bench below Sprague Pass.  

The high percentage of formal tools supports a localized forager (short-term, heavy 

formal tool use) pattern. However, it should be noted that the total number of non-

diagnostic tools, n=11, is statistically small. 
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Figure 25. Graph showing the proportion of formal vs. informal 
tools at 5GA2261. 
 
 The second secondary camp used in the analysis is situated near the rim of 

Bighorn Flats where a known prehistoric (Big Trail) trail and a modern Park trail begins 

its descent into the Tonahutu Headwaters locality (Brunswig and Lux 2003: 73-78).  The 

results of the analysis (Figure 26) closely match those of the Sprague Pass site; 70.59% 

for formal tools and 29.41% for informal tools. Again the total number of tools of both 

classes in the sample is small, n=17. 
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Figure 26. Graph showing the proportion of formal vs. informal 
tools at 5GA2262. 
 
 5GA2712, having a much larger lithic assemblage, provides a more statistically 

comprehensive picture of formal-informal tool patterns, although that picture is 

complicated by the presence of multiple artifact concentrations within a larger site area. It 

is considered possible that the concentrations could reflect individual group (or longer 

term sets of returning groups of the same culture/period) activities and, to some degree, 

could be culturally/chronologically discrete. With this in mind, the concentrations were 

first analyzed separately, their different tool ratios compared and then an aggregate (all 

concentrations) formal-informal tool ratio calculated.  Figure 27 shows the assorted 

formal-informal tool ratios for all five concentrations: concentration 1-formal 

tools=34.78%, informal tools=65.22%; concentration 2-formal tools=36.00%, informal 
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tools=64.00%; concentration 3-formal tools=22.22%, informal tools=77.78%; 

concentration 4-formal tools=90.48%, informal tools=9.52%; and concentration 5-formal 

tools=57.14%, informal tools=42.86%. The total number of tools used in the analysis was 

108, a substantial increase from the earlier two sample assemblages. 
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Figure 27. Graph showing the proportion of formal vs. informal tools at the five 
different lithic concentrations of 5GA2712.  
 

While there is variation in tool class frequencies, a significant one in the case of 

concentration 4, all are consistently and substantially different from the two earlier noted 

tundra secondary camps. In fact, the proportions strongly suggest longer-term, 

logistically organized, collector-oriented camps rather than very ephemeral, short term 

(forager-oriented) sites. There appears little doubt that the two site types: secondary, 

short-term game processing and the more complex alpine-sub alpine ecotone staging 

camps represent, at least in part, similar or culturally related groups (with generally 

shared Late Paleoindian, Early Archaic and Late Archaic cultural period components). 
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What they are believed to reflect are differences in their respective functions within a 

larger seasonal hunting system designed to systematically procure and process game (and 

plant) resources on the high tundra. 

A second analysis of formal-informal tool patterns was done on 5LR90, a site 

location on alpine tundra on the rim of the Crater at Specimen Mountain and overlooking 

Milner Pass to the southeast. 5LR90 is a quarry, tool manufacturing, and game/plant 

processing camp whose cultural components range from Clovis to historic times. On and 

adjacent to the site are eroding outcrops of small cobbles of red and yellow jasper and 

larger deposits of coarser andesite and rhyolite. Tool group ratios at the site, representing 

11,000 years of mixed component artifacts and complicated by the presence of a local, 

although not particularly high quality, lithic material source of rhyolite, basalt, and jasper 

(see material source discussions below), were intermediate between the above described 

site results; 51.47% for formal tools and 48.52% for informal tools (Figure 28). Even so, 

the percentages, as an aggregate assemblage, suggest more of a collector orientation (at 

least at times in the past) although that inference is speculative given the nature of the 

site. The total number of non-diagnostic tools in the analysis is relatively large, n=68. 
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Figure 28. Graph showing percentages of formal vs. informal tools at 5LR90.  
 
 The final site assemblage analyzed for formal-informal tool ratios was 5LR3891, 

a low elevation, multi-component camp, located within montane ponderosa pine forest in 

Beaver Meadows on the Park’s eastern side. 5LR3891 is located along what is believed 

to have been a branch of the ancient Ute Trail and is believed to represent a longer term 

hunting-gathering camp, possibly used as an early spring hunting camp prior to groups 

moving to the high tundra in later summer after the melting of high altitude snow fields. 

It may also have served as a base camp for such groups who may have left less physically 

capable, younger, older, or infirm individuals behind while more capable individuals 

conducted hunts on the tundra, alpine-sub alpine ecotone, and upper sub alpine (see 

discussion of the RMNP prehistoric subsistence model in chapter 7).  Although the site 

was test-excavated, its stratified deposits (4 shallow strata in all) failed to produce 
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significant tool numbers for a comparative formal-informal tool study. However, 

aggregate tool numbers from both surface and sub-surface deposits (n=27) were 

considered broadly adequate for a good aggregate formal-informal tool comparison 

(Figure 29). Tool percentages for formal tool representation was 40.74% and those of 

informal tools was 59.26%, potentially reflecting a modest basis for inference of a 

generalized collector (longer term residential) subsistence strategy. However, such an 

inference, based on aggregate occupations tool assemblages representing multiple 

cultural periods should be considered highly provisional in nature. 
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Figure 29. Graph showing percentages of formal vs. informal  tools at 5LR3891.  
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Lithic Tool Manufacturing and Refurbishment Waste (Debitage) Materials 

Another means of assessing the potential existence of forager versus collector 

subsistence patterns is through analysis of lithic tool waste products. Such analysis, based 

on decades of experimental and ethnographic studies in stone tool production around the 

world and through time, is believed to present the potential for archeologists to make 

inferences on the nature of stone tool assemblages and their relationship of human 

economic behavior. Lithic waste by-products of tool manufacture and tool re-furbishment 

are commonly referred to as debitage. Debitage analysis has been defined as the 

“systematic study of chipped stone artifacts that are not cores or tools.” (Sullivan and 

Rozen 1985: 755).  Lithic tool waste can be classified as either flakes, distinctive 

fragments of stone tools produced by specific methods, or shatter. Shatter refers to less 

distinctive lithic waste materials which lack characteristic traits of flakes related to 

specific stages of tool reduction. Analysis and classification of lithic waste (flakes and 

shatter) often reveal important technical information about represented manufacturing 

technigues, stages of manufacture (as discussed above), and materials used in 

manufacturing stone tools, including such important issues as geological origins of tool 

materials, whether primary or secondary refurbishment activities have taken place during 

an occupation, and even what kind of tools were being manufactured or refurbishment 

(Behm 1983; Burton 1980; Fish 1981: 374). There are a number of fundamental reasons 

to analyze lithic tool waste. Among the more common are the desire to: 1) reconstruct 

stone tool manufacturing processes and compile evidence for represented stages of 

manufacture in order to reconstruct archaeological (tool-manufacturing) patterns specific 

to certain types of economic activity and associated subsistence systems and 2) derive 
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information about diachronic and synchronic patterns of source material use and 

movement (including trade and group movement). The following section particularly 

deals the latter aspect of lithic assemblage analysis as related to lithic waste assemblages. 

A variety of methods are available for the analysis and interpretation of lithic 

waste assemblages. Many are time-consuming and emphasize careful and tedious 

measurements or descriptions of patterns of variation in flake size and form. Others 

concentrate on edge wear patterns left on flakes removed from their originating tools 

during tool retouch or remanufacturing of new tools from older ones. 

    An important concept in the analysis of lithic waste is concerned with the 

mechanics and physics of lithic tool manufacturing processes as products of dynamic 

systems of cultural behavior.  In this regard, Yerkes and Kardulias (1993: 90) have noted 

that:  

“In order to understand stone artifacts and the people that made and  
 used them, archaeologists must understand the processes involved in 
 the acquisition, production, exchange, and consumption of lithic artifacts.”  
 
Understanding those processes has meant archaeologists have been required to 

investigate the physical principles and stages and products involved in lithic tool 

manufacture. Important strides toward that understanding has,  in recent years, come 

from experimental, or replication, studies on the manufacture and use of stone tools 

(Amick and Mauldin 1989; Bradley 1978; Cottrell and Kamminga 1990; Flenniken and 

White 1985; Prentiss 1998; Rozen and Sullivan 1989). Lithic tool replication experiments 

have shown that a sequential series of reduction stages universally characterize stone tool 

manufacture. Experimentally validated knowledge about the products (tool and flake 
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categories) and dynamics of tool manufacturing, at least potentially, provide the basis for 

understanding: 

“...lithic variability that can be compared to archaeological  assemblages 
 and used to interpret past behavior.”  (Yerkes and Kardulias 1993: 93). 

 
In turn, analysis of lithic variability in differing archaeological contexts, based in 

part on experimental knowledge about lithic reduction sequences (stages), can be used to 

detect cultural variations in such areas as settlement and subsistence patterns, lithic 

production and stylistic (type) technologies, and forms, sources and usage of raw lithic 

materials (Flenniken 1984). However, by the mid-1980s, relevance of the stage typology 

concept was being questioned in light of observations that lithic reduction systems are 

more likely to constitute (at least in many cases) a continuum, rather than distinctive 

stages, of stone tool manufacture and re-working (Rozen and Sullivan 1989; Sullivan and 

Rozen 1985). Critics of stage typology analysis often question the utility of stage and 

flake type (or category) definitions used to characterize and identify the presence of 

certain techniques and progressive phases of tool manufacturing. Instead they argue that  

waste products of lithic reduction should be analyzed with “interpretation-free categories 

to enhance objectivity and replicability...by means of a hierarchical key.” (Sullivan and 

Rozen 1985: 758).  Even today, with hundreds of experimental and ethnographically 

based studies of stone tool manufacturing, there remains a broad dichotomy between 

stage-based and “interpretation-free category”-based methods of lithic waste analysis (cf., 

Amick and Mauldin 1989; Ensor and Roemer 1989; Prentiss 1998; Rozen and Sullivan 

1989). 

  While much remains to be learned about lithic reduction technologies, most 

archeologists agree on the broad relevance of analyzing debitage flake and flake type (or 
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category) attributes for the inference of manufacturing and associated subsistence 

behavior. Depending on whether a stage typology or continuum research approach is 

employed, flake types may be assigned (or not) to some part of a lithic reduction 

sequence. Minimally, most archeologists recognize a three-stage reduction sequence 

along with the tool and waste products broadly associated with each stage of 

manufacturing. Flenniken (1984) and Yerkes and Kardulias (1993: 92-99, Figure 1), for 

instance, identify primary, secondary and tertiary lithic reduction stages which they call 

subsystems. In this report and others published by the University of Northern Colorado 

on lithic assemblages from Rocky Mountain National Park, debitage materials are 

routinely described as products of one or the other of those three reduction stages. A 

primary lithic tool manufacturing subsystem is one involved in the initial stages of raw 

material selection and core preparation. A secondary sub-system is most commonly 

defined as consisting of the production of formal tools from blanks and preforms 

generated in the primary subsystem (or stage) of lithic tool manufacture. The final, 

tertiary subsystem is one in which tools have been re-sharpened or re-worked (known as 

refurbishment or rejuvenation) into secondary formal or informal tool types from an 

original formal tool after they have been worn down by use and re-sharpening or have 

been broken. 

Debitage analysis is a primarily descriptive and quantitative process involved in 

identifying the presence or absence and frequency of flakes produced within earlier or 

later stages of reduction. One "theoretical" application of debitage analysis is its potential 

in providing a means of testing for, or inferring the presence of, hunter-gather subsistence 
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systems, particularly those related to forager-collector mobility patterns (note discussion 

above and cf., Brunswig 1996: 9-27).  

Two well-established techniques used in lithic waste analysis are individual flake 

analysis, the individualized description, measurement and analysis of size and form of 

debitage, and flake aggregate analysis (also known as Mass Aggregate Analysis or 

MAA), the analysis of large aggregate amounts of debitage that focuses mainly on size 

and weight groupings (Ahler 1989; Magne and Pokotylo 1981; Patterson and Sollberger 

1978; Shott 1994; Stahle and Dunn 1982). Both methods present advantages and 

disadvantages for the researcher. Individual flake analysis allows utility in the 

identification of flake types related to: 

“...in theory, straightforward separation and discrimination of multiple 
 discrete knapping behaviors that occurred at a single spatial context.” 
 (Ahler 1989: 86) 

 
A disadvantage of the individual flake analysis approach is in the often sheer 

volume of lithic waste materials recovered from many archaeological sites and the 

incomplete or damaged nature of flakes produced during successive reduction stages 

(Shott 1994: 86-87). Given common research constraints of limited time, personnel and 

funding, individual flake analysis is often an impractical approach. Mass aggregate 

analysis, in contrast, often is the method of choice for many archeologists seeking to 

understand and characterize debitage patterns in lithic assemblages (cf.,, Ahler 1989; 

Shott 1994). Mass aggregate analysis (MAA) involves analysis of complete lithic waste 

assemblages, including: 

“the full aggregate of debris from a context, without regard for flake 
  fracture or the completeness of individual flakes.  All flake by-products 
  of knapping behavior, including shatter, can be included, thereby 
  eliminating potential bias resulting from exclusion of broken flakes.” 
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 (Ahler 1989: 87). 
 

Mass Aggregate Analysis (MAA) is a useful, and reasonably accurate, method of 

separating lithic waste into groups thought to be broadly reflective of lithic 

manufacturing and tool refurbishments sequences (and generally useful for inferring tool 

waste patterns produced by forager through collector subsistence systems).  Chosen as 

the most effective means of analyzing debitage assemblage materials from selected Park 

prehistoric lithic assemblages, those materials were sieved through three decreasing size 

screens that separated them into MAA size grade groups 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table 10 presents 

descriptive information on MAA screen opening sizes and their approximated correlation 

to primary, secondary, tertiary stages of stone manufacture and refurbishment. 

Table 10.  Size grade class screen openings and 
equated manufacturing sequence stages 

 
Mass Aggregate Size Class Screen Openings Lithic Tool Manufacturing/Refurbishment Stage 
Class 1 (>1.41"/35.9 mm Diagonal Opening) Primary (initial and secondary decortication-full, 

partial cortex, and shatter flakes) 
Class 2 (>.677"/17.2 mm Diagonal Opening) Primary (initial and secondary decortication-full and 

partial cortex and shatter flakes) 
Class 3 (>.315"/8.01 mm Diagonal Opening) Secondary (tool "shaping"-bifacial thinning, edge 

preparation, margin removal, shatter, and larger 
pressure flakes) 

Class 4 (>.149"/3.79 mm Diagonal Opening) Tertiary (smaller bifacial thinning, edge preparation, 
margin removal, shatter, and pressure flakes-margin 
removal flakes often have previous wear patterning) 

 
In dealing with larger amounts of debitage, MAA presents a relatively quick and 

efficient research tool. Instead of focusing on individual flake qualities, it collectively 

incorporates such attribute variables as flake size, flake counts, flake weight and other 

low level attribute variables within and between archeological sites. Due to the relative 

simplicity of recognizing and measuring mass variables, this author believes MAA data 

analysis and recording generally results in lower levels of data error and increased levels 

of analytical replicability and objectivity. Potential problems associated with the method 
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include potential internal inconsistencies of some variables (flake weight versus flake 

size groups), waste re-location due to post-depositional disturbances, and detection of 

mixed samples, i.e., samples produced through a mixing of multiple, discrete knapping 

episodes. However, most of the inherent weaknesses of MAA can be accounted for, or 

“factored out”, by methodological research design or using appropriate statistical 

procedures. For the purposes of this study, the MAA method was applied to selected Park 

site lithic assemblages, generally those with more statistically significant (<100 flakes) to 

characterize manufacturing/re-manufacturing patterning and infer patterns of lithic tool 

use broadly related to forager (short-term, specialized activities) or collector (longer-

term, more generalized, logistically organized economic activities) oriented subsistence 

systems (or even sub-systems). A primary assumption of forager-collector subsistence 

analysis from lithic debitage is that sites with short-term, ephemeral forager-based 

assemblages would have higher proportions of late stage tool manufacturing (MAA stage 

3 and 4) debitage related to time and lithic resource constraints while longer-term, more 

rigorously organized staging or base camps would have a higher proportion of earlier 

(MAA stage 1 and 2) and even mid-stage (MAA 3) flakes. 

The first site assemblage to be described which was analyzed for lithic debitage 

was 5GA2002, a multi-component hunting/game ambush site directly on the continental 

divide on Mount Ida Ridge. The site is believed to have been utilized for ambushing elk 

at the top of the ridgeline as they grazed upslope from the west in the early morning and 

ambushing bighorn sheep as they fled up an east-facing, steep cliff talus slope from 

“beaters” placed at the base of the cliff. The ridgeline peak of the site has a number of 

concealing boulders and rock outcrops as well as several artificial rock wall and circular 
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pit blinds. Lithic and ground stone scatters on the site’s surface reflect both kill 

(projectile point) and initial game processing activities. Like most other important sites in 

the Park, 5GA2002 is a multi-component aggregate of lithic activities, dated by 

diagnostic projectile points to the Late Paleoindian, Early Archaic, and Late Archaic 

cultural periods.  MAA frequencies for 5GA2002 were 00.0% for stage/grade 1 (primary 

flakes with full cortex [original weathered surface] over one side); 17.4% for stage/grade 

2/grade secondary flakes (with at least partial cortex); 52.17% for stage 3/grade 

manufacturing (thinning, biface removal, edge retouch) flakes, and 30.04% for tertiary, 

final stage (pressure, edge removal [sharpening]) flakes. Figure 30 shows a histogram 

plot of MAA frequencies for 5GA2002. 
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Figure 30. Graph showing Mass Aggregate debitage stage/grade frequencies for 
5GA2002. 
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 The relative abundance of grade 2 and 3 debitage suggests a degree of secondary 

manufacture of less intensively finished (informal?) tools at the site. This corresponds to 

the site’s calculated formal-informal tool ratio (not presented earlier) of 52.63% formal 

versus 47.37% informal tools. This may mean that the site was in relatively frequent use, 

depending on whether and how long game were “spooked” away from the locality after 

each hunting episode, and some forethought and effort was given to transporting a 

significant amount of informal tools to the site for processing. 

 A second site analyzed for debitage patterns was the earlier described 5GA2712, a 

major multiple lithic concentration in the Tonahutu Headwaters’ alpine-sub alpine 

ecotone. It’s previously noted formal-informal tool pattern supported a long-term history 

as a probable hunt staging (or secondary) base camp adjacent to the Bighorn Flats tundra 

pastures (see chapter 7 below). Debitage numbers for four of the site’s five artifact 

concentrations were substantial enough to provide a comparison of their respective MAA 

distribution patterns; concentration 1-n=253; concentration 2-n=49; n=26; and 

concentration 5-n=16. Concentration 4 only contained as few tools. Figure 31 provides a 

histogram of concentration 1 which had the largest debitage sample population.     
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Figure 31. Graph showing Mass Aggregate debitage stage/grade frequencies for 
concentration 1, 5GA2712. 
 

The site’s MAA percentages were 05.53% for stage/grade 1; 49.8% for 

stage/grade 2; 44.66% for stage/grade 3/grade; and 00.00% for stage/grade 4. 

Figure 32 shows the MAA histogram distributions for concentration 2 with its 

debitage frequencies of 00.00% (stage/grade 1); 20.41% (stage/grade 2); 75.51% 

(stage/grade 3/grade); and 04.08% (stage/grade 4). 
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Figure 32. Graph showing Mass Aggregate debitage stage/grade frequencies for 
concentration 2, 5GA2712. 
 

Figure 33 shows MAA histogram distributions for concentration 3 debitage with 

its grade frequencies of 00.00% (stage/grade 1); 11.54% (stage/grade 2); 69.23% 

(stage/grade 3/grade); and 19.23% (stage/grade 4). 
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Figure 33. Graph showing Mass Aggregate debitage stage/grade frequencies for 
concentration 3, 5GA2712. 
 

Finally, figure 34 gives MAA distributions for concentration 5 with grade 

frequencies of 00.00% (stage/grade 1); 11.54% (stage/grade 2); 69.23% (stage/grade 

3/grade); and 019.23% (stage/grade 4). 
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Figure 34. Graph showing Mass Aggregate debitage stage/grade frequencies for 
concentration 5, 5GA2712. 

 

Concentration 1 had a very high proportion of early stage grades 1 and 2 (55%+) 

while the remaining three concentrations had high frequencies of the second and third 

grades, all suggesting longer-term, logistically planned activities based on earlier state 

forager-collector theoretical assumptions. 

The histogram chart in figure 35 shows averaged aggregate frequencies of lithic 

debitage from the site’s four concentrations. The averaged frequency results were 00.32% 

(stage/grade 1); 11.5% (stage/grade 2); 76.68% (stage/grade 3/grade); and 11.5% 

(stage/grade 4), respectively. The total aggregate sample number for all concentrations 

was 935 flakes. 
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Figure 35. Graph showing averaged frequencies of all concentrations at 5GA2712. 
 

5LR90, the earlier described alpine quarry, manufacturing, and game processing 

camp on the southeast slope of Specimen Mountain, was also subjected to debitage 

analysis. In its case, debitage was separately collected from two artifact concentrations 

and a substantial number of flakes (n=273) was retrieved from a general site survey 

collection by former University of Colorado graduate student, Wil Husted, in 1961. Of 

the two UNC-collected concentrations, number 1 produced 59 flakes while number 2 

yielded only 10. Figures 36 and 37 show histogram plots of concentrations 1 and 2 while 

figure 38 illustrates frequencies from the Husted collection. 

Concentration 1 produced 01.69% stage/grade 1 flakes; 25.42% stage/grade 2 

flakes; 47.46% stage/grade 3/grade flakes; and 25.42% (stage/grade 4). The high 

proportion of smaller retouch, grade 4, flakes is surprising given the dominance of local 
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lithic source materials, but actually not unexpected given the fact that the local jasper 

occurs in very small nodules and the local andesite-rhyolite is too coarse for finer quality 

tools such as projectile points and most categories of formal tools. 
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Figure 36. MAA frequencies for 5LR90, concentration 1. 
 

Concentration 2, in contrast, produced a much higher percentage of grade 2 and 3 

flakes, with no stage/grade 1 and 4 flakes, and having the remaining inventory split 

evenly (50% each) between the two middle grades. The cluster of grades 2 and 3 flakes 

may primarily indicate production of tools from locally available materials, including a 

very high proportion (50%) of secondary flakes with at least partial cortex. 
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Figure 37.  MAA frequencies for 5LR90, concentration 2. 
 

Generalized site debitage collected by Husted in 1961 may more accurately 

reflect the richness of the site’s lithic assemblage prior to the more recent period (after 

subsequent, post-1961 visitor artifact collection having taken place?) with 273 flakes.  In 

general, MAA grade frequencies, 00.0% stage/grade 1 flakes; 37.73% stage/grade 2 

flakes; 55.68% stage/grade 3/grade flakes; and 6.59% (stage/grade 4), more closely 

resemble those of concentration 1 than concentration 2 (Figure 38).  
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Figure 38. MAA frequencies for 5LR90, generalized Husted collection. 

Overall, MAA debitage frequencies suggest the site was used as a local quarry for 

tools (mainly informal?) made from poorer, coarser quality materials with a degree of 

tool remanufacturing and rejuvenation on better quality tools from more exotic sources. 

An aggregate average of waste flake assemblages from the various 5LR90 

concentrations, illustrated in figure 33, (00.00% stage/grade 1 flakes; 10.44% stage/grade 

2 flakes; 58.49% stage/grade 3/grade flakes; and 31.07% (stage/grade 4), tends to support 

that hypothesis (see Figure 39 below) 
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Figure 39. MAA frequencies for both artifact concentrations at 5LR90 and the more 
generalized (grab sampled) debitage collected by Husted. 
 
 

A lower elevation site, 5LR3891, also described earlier as located in montane 

zone ponderosa pine forest, produced a modest amount of lithic debitage. Although 

several 1 m2 test units defined four shallow, but contiguous, cultural strata, the total 

amount of recovered debitage from all but one of those strata was extremely small. The 

exception, stratum 1, produced 73 flakes, representing only two late stage/grade groups: 

45.5% for stage/grade 3 and 54.55% for stage/grade 4, respectively (Figure 40). 

Interestingly, although 5LR3891 is suspected, on the basis of its earlier cited formal-

informal tool ratio of perhaps having served as a longer-term (collector-oriented?) camp, 

its debitage pattern is more consistent with that of a shorter-term forager site. 
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Figure 40. MAA frequencies for stratum 1 of 5LR3891. 
 
Flaked Stone Tools and Waste Flake Analysis and Forager-Collector Behavior 

 
Viewed in the broadest terms, and keeping in mind the overall mixed, multiple 

occupation sites lithic assemblages (palimpsests) used in the above analyses, the majority 

of analyzed site lithic inventories are believed to primarily represent the product of 

logistically organized collector behavior, embedded in a series of integrated, specialized 

site types designed to systematically extract animal and plant resources from warm 

season (high altitude) upper sub alpine through tundra ecosystems. Although 

opportunistic foraging almost certainly occurred at various times and places, the lithic 

evidence suggests the foraging lifestyle, as a persistent subsistence strategy through most, 

if not all, the park’s prehistoric occupation periods, was significantly less common than 
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seasonal, collector-oriented economic systems. If true, this finding supports previously 

noted evidence (chapter 5) for a very early (at least Late Paleoindian era-ca. 9,000 b.p. or 

earlier) mountain-adapted/mountain-resident lifestyle in the park region which persisted 

with cultural-technological modifications and adjustments to changing climatic-

ecological conditions (chapter 3) until early historic times.  

Lithic Artifact Sourcing 

 Lithic material sourcing was an important element of artifact assemblage analysis. 

The term lithic sourcing refers to physical descriptive and, in many cases, the 

geochemical analysis of stone tool materials in order to determine their most probable 

geographic and geological origins (Banks 1990; Craig 1982; Luedtke 1992; Miller 1991).  

Identification of lithic tool materials and their most likely geological sources potentially 

allows the archeologist to reconstruct, or model, population movements and cultural 

interactions over time and space (Bamforth 1991; Francis 1991; Gramly 1980; Hofman 

1990). In different geographic settings and over successive cultural periods, the relative 

presence and general availability of certain lithic raw materials may allow the inference 

of past subsistence and mobility patterns (Gramly 1980; Wiant and Hassen 1985; Yerkes 

1989). In some cases, presence or absence and relative frequency of local (close) to 

exotic (more distant) lithic materials at single site or multiple sites can provide useful 

data for hypothesizing about and subsequently testing those hypotheses on lithic 

assemblage data which, when combined with the analysis of other typological variables, 

can potentially reveal spatial and temporal patterns of cultural behavior and behavioral 

change. This section specifically addresses SAIP research questions on the nature and 

sources of flaked stone (finer grained) lithic materials recovered from Park archeological 
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sites, their relationship to prehistoric subsistence systems involving seasonal 

(transhumant) migratory patterns, the role of local and regional lithic sources to those 

patterns through time, and evidence of external contacts with more distant (extra-

regional) lithic sources and (potentially) extra-regional cultural populations (Butler 

1997a: 41-43). 

Lithic Sourcing Analysis of Flaked Tools 

During the recent University of Northern Colorado (UNC)/Rocky Mountain 

National Park (RMNP) Systemwide Archaeological Inventory Program (SAIP), 417 

projectile points, 345 formal tools, 508 informal tools, and several thousand flakes and 

cores were collected and analyzed for their respective lithic sources (cf., Wunderlich 

2004; Wunderlich and Brunswig 2004).  Material sources for lithic artifacts were derived 

by systematic comparison with a lithic comparative source collection housed at UNC’s 

Anthropology Laboratory. The collection, substantially expanded during the SAIP 

project, contains lithic samples from dozens of primary and secondary sources in 

Colorado, Wyoming, northern New Mexico, western Nebraska, and northern Texas. The 

current collection includes a wide range of cherts/chalcedonies, jaspers, orthoquartzites, 

petrified woods, agatized cherts, crystal quartz, basalts, rhyolites, and andesites. It also 

includes sandstones, coarse quartzites, and biotite schists and gneisses commonly used in 

ground stone tool technologies, the latter described in the next section. The latter 

materials (e.g., sandstones) in most cases, are represented in ground stone artifacts 

(grinding stones, abraders, etc.) and are discussed in a following section on ground stone 

tool assemblages. University lithic source materials were expanded over the course of the 

SAIP project to include as much variation as possible of local (defined as occurring 
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within 37 miles/60 km of any Park boundary line) materials, particularly those found in 

two adjacent intermountain park land valleys, Middle Park and North Park (Black 2000; 

Kornfeld 1998; Kornfeld et al, 2001; Metcalf et al, 1991; White 1999) and the eastern 

Front Range foothills. As SAIP progressed, the university’s lithic comparative collection 

came to include source materials from northeastern Colorado’s eastern foothills, 

piedmont, and plains, from Middle Park immediately west of the Park, North Park to the 

northwest, South Park (southwest of Denver), Rocky Mountain National Park itself, 

southwestern and south central/southeastern Wyoming, western Colorado, and limited 

sources in western Nebraska, New Mexico, and Texas.  

During the project, the university’s lithic source collection was extensively re-

organized and catalogued using a coding system that combined area (state and/or region) 

and nearest town and/or landmark name abbreviations (Wunderlich and Brunswig 2004; 

Wunderlich 2004).  Identification of source materials for site lithic assemblages collected 

during SAIP, and a less intensive effort to identify materials from Park Museum 

projectile points, began after the first (1998) field season and intensified as new source 

materials were added to the comparative collection in 2001.  All formal and informal 

lithic tools and all lithic waste (debitage) recovered from SAIP surveys and associated 

test excavations were processed using a systematic source identification process. Among 

those were standard archeological macroscopic and microscopic artifact analysis 

techniques. Macroscopic analysis consisted of visual comparison and identification of 

artifact materials using 20 x 30 cm styrofoam-paper backed cards with attached lithic 

chips representing a variable range of particular rock types and sources. In most cases, 

larger block samples of each type and source, stored in sectioned storage trays, were 
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available for visual comparison. Microscopic analysis, using a standard lighted “flex 

arm” magnifier and/or a low-power platform microscope, was employed in many cases to 

further identify physical traits (inclusions, material appearance, etc.) characteristic of an 

artifact and its particular geologic source material.  Microscope examination was found 

particularly useful for more precise identification of quartzite sources where those 

sources were known to contain specific forms of inter-bedded minerals. In some cases, 

particularly with some cherts, chalcedonies, and a few jaspers, ultraviolet fluorescence 

proved to be an important source identification tool. All geological materials with their 

differing chemical compositions react with exposure to short and long wave ultraviolet 

(UV) light with varying fluorescent colors (Jarvis 1995).  For example, Middle Park’s 

Kremmling Chert (Troublesome Formation) generally fluoresces bright neon orange 

under long wave UV light (cf., Cassells 1995). 

Another method of lithic source analysis, that of geochemical characterization of 

volcanic obsidian, proved useful, but of limited application given the relative scarcity of 

obsidian artifacts in the Park. Only three artifacts in recovered from prehistoric lithic 

assemblages, 5LR12 (Old Man Mountain-immediately outside the Park’s eastern 

boundary), 5LR89 (on a south-facing slope overlooking Forest Canyon Pass), and 

5LR10221 (along the Lake Helene Trail on the northeast slope of Flattop Mountain) were 

made of obsidian.  These were sent to the Geochemical Research Laboratory in Portola 

Valley, California, for x-ray fluorescence analysis to determine their relative 

compositions and source deposits. Interestingly, each of the three analyzed artifacts 

derived from different sources: the 5LR12 artifact came from Teton Pass, Wyoming; the 

5LR89 artifact from Wild Horse Canyon, Utah, and the 5LR10221 artifact derived from 
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Cerro Del Medio, New Mexico (Hughes 2002).  All three source areas are located more 

than 250 miles from the Park and, unfortunately, none were culturally diagnostic, 

although 5LR12 has Middle Archaic, Early Ceramic, Middle/Late Ceramic, and 

Protohistoric/early historic (Ute, Arapaho) components, 5LR89 has Early Archaic and 

Early Ceramic components, and 5LR10221 produced projectile points and ceramics from 

the Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late Archaic, Early Ceramic, and Protohistoric/early 

historic (Ute) periods. 

 Once specific lithic sources for formal tools (including projectile points), informal 

tools, and some debitage assemblages were identified, source information was entered on 

artifact or debitage analysis forms and electronically recorded on master computer 

(Excel) spreadsheet databases that listed artifact site numbers, artifact class/type, metrical 

and condition data, and material source.  Source data for projectile points are listed in 

appendices E and F, formal tools in Appendix G, and informal tools in Appendix H.  

Debitage data were recorded on individual site data spreadsheet files not included with 

this report, but available to individual researchers by request from the author or the 

Rocky Mountain National Park archeologist in electronic format.  

 Projectile points provide important cultural/chronological information based on 

typological traits assignable to a particular culture and time frame. Identification of 

projectile point material sources can be used to plot patterns of local versus exotic lithic 

sources through time. 394 projectile points of all cultural periods were source identified 

during the project. The resulting distribution pattern, discussed earlier in chapter 5’s 

cultural period sections, are presented as a period by period set of a dual parallel line 
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graph that illustrates the relative frequency (%) of projectile point materials in terms of 

local versus exotic sources through time (Figure 41).   
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Figure 41. Frequency plots of projectile point source materials (local versus 
exotic) from Early Paleoindian to Middle-Late Ceramic times. 

 

 The overall trend of projectile point materials sources throughout the region’s 

prehistoric periods is unmistakable. The figure 34 graph clearly illustrates a gradual 

increase in local (within 37 miles/60 km of Park boundaries) versus exotic projectile 

point material sources from the Early Paleoindian Period through the end of the Early 

Ceramic Period, with a slight decrease in the Late Archaic and a more significant decline 

in the Middle-Late Ceramic periods. However, it is important to note that, at no time, 

even in Early Paleoindian times, do exotic sources outnumber those from the more local 
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region. This same pattern held true for lithic tool assemblages (formal and informal) from 

nine different sites across the Park’s full range of environmental zones, representing all 

the region’s defined cultural periods. Figure 42 provides histogram plots of those sites 

that show clear predominance of local over exotic lithic tool sources. 
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Figure 42. Frequency plots of combined formal and informal tool assemblage source 
materials (local versus exotic) from all sample sites. 

 
Virtually identical patterning is seen in graphs showing lithic debitage source 

material distributions at 5GA2002 (Mount Ida Game Drive) (Figure 43), 5GA2712 

(Tonahutu Headwaters) (Figure 44), 5LR90 (Specimen Mountain) (Figure 45), 5LR3891 

(Beaver Meadows) (Figure 46). Also shown is a site whose debitage volume (only 144 

flakes) was considered too small for inclusion in the above MAA analysis, 5LR9826, a 
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multi-component sites situated in the montane zone at the Chapin Creek and upper 

Poudre River confluence (Figure 47). 
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Figure 43. Debitage material source distributions from 5GA2002. 
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Figure 44. Debitage material source distributions from 5GA2712. 
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Figure 45. Debitage material source distributions from 5LR90. 
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Figure 46. Debitage material source distributions from 5LR3891. 
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Figure 47. Debitage material source distributions from 5LR9826. 

 In none of the five sample sites do local debitage material source drop below 

73%.  Three of the sites, 5GA2712 (96.15%), 5LR90 (89.48%), and 5LR3891 (84.95%), 

have debitage assemblages very heavily represented by intramontane local sources. The 

high frequency of local montane materials at 5LR3891 from west of the continental 

divide, primarily from Middle Park, is particularly interesting considering the site is 

situated in an eastern slope montane valley where one might assume more eastern plains 

and foothills materials would be represented.  

Although much work remains to be done, source analysis of prehistoric and early 

historic lithic tools has provided a picture of heavy reliance on immediately local (within 

the Park) and regionally local (generally within 60 km [37 miles]) raw material sources 

from earliest Paleoindian occupations to the time of Euro-American contact. Nearby 
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Middle Park sources of Troublesome Formation (Kremmling) chert, Table Mountain (or 

Grouse Mountain) jasper, and Windy Ridge (Dakota Formation) quartzite are particularly 

well-represented. At the same time, import or trade of artifacts made of non-local 

materials (more than 60 km) always continued to flow into the Park area in varying 

amounts, but always in modest frequencies of overall tool assemblages. The primary 

“immediately local” tool material is a relatively coarse volcanic rhyolite/andesite which 

outcrops on a former crater remnant on Specimen Mountain and pyroclastic flow deposits 

on western Trail Ridge (Steven 1974; Steven et al. 1997: 117-120; Wahlstrom 1941, 

1944).  Only one site, 5GA2002 (Mount Ida Ridge Game Drive), had a significant 

representation of the local rhyolite/andesite (19.5%) and that, only in its aggregate waste 

flake (debitage) assemblage. Use, or lack of use, of local Park rhyolite/andesite for 

prehistoric tools is a SAIP research design question (Butler 1997a: 42), that, based on the 

above material source data, can be answered with the comment that its use appears highly 

restricted. A possible explanation is that the Park rhyolite/andesite tends to be coarse-

grained and extremely hard, restricting its utility in the manufacture of good quality tools.   

The strong representation of local (within 60 km) raw material use is 

understandable in terms of cost of transport and the high quality of many of those 

sources. However, the high and consistent use of local materials also points to a 

persistent, detailed knowledge of where to find and extract those resources and 

supporting evidence for a largely indigenous  series of mountain-based,(e.g., Mountain 

Tradition) populations from very early Paleoindian times on. 
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Ground Stone Tool Studies 

Ground stone tools have been documented at 57 prehistoric sites and a few 

isolated finds in the Park.   The majority of ground stone artifacts are various sized 

metate fragments, mainly small in size , with most ranging between 18-155 mm in 

maximum length and thickness varying between 4 and 30 mm/ (see Appendix I for a data 

base listing of individual ground stone artifact traits and measurements). No complete, or 

even largely intact, metates were recovered during SAIP surveys. This latter fact relates 

to a SAIP research question of whether a size difference in metates might “suggest larger 

metates are horse-carried [during the historic period] and that the smaller are carried in 

packs by pedestrians?” (Butler 1997a: 46). The answer would be there is no evidence of 

horse transport of larger, heavier metates to Park sites. All known Park metates are highly 

fragmented and, in nearly all cases, very heavily utilized, almost always showing signs of 

significant use on both surfaces and ground extremely thin in most cases. Manos, or 

hand, stones which made up the other half of a mano-metate grinding system have proven 

to be extremely rare at archeological sites, probably because they consisted of locally 

abundant granitic quartzite cobbles which seldom exhibit sufficient wear to be 

distinguished from other such non-tool rocks sometimes found on those sites. Only two 

sites surveyed by SAIP archeologists produced manos with noticeable striations and 

flattening to be classified as artifacts. One also produced a single battered quartzite 

cobble identified as a hammer stone. A last ground stone artifact type was a single, 

tubular shaped sandstone object provisionally identified as an atlatl (spear-thrower) 

weight. Appendix I, at the conclusion of this report, provides a data base listing of 145 
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individual artifacts with information of site number, catalogue number, artifact type, 

material source, physical condition, dimensions, and grinding surface (unifacial or 

bifacial) traits. In some cases where ground stone fragments were found in close physical 

proximity on site surfaces, groups of multiple fragments were given the same catalogue 

numbers, reflecting the assumption they were once part of the same originating tool. 

Figure 48 shows a GIS map of SAIP-identified sites and isolated finds with ground stone 

artifacts identified within Park boundaries. 

 

Figure 48. Distributions of prehistoric sites with ground stone artifacts. 
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141 metate fragments from a total of 38 sites and 4 isolated finds were measured, 

described, and subsequently analyzed in detail for material type and source using 

macroscopic, microscopic, and chemical techniques, mainly by Dr. Lee Shropshire, UNC 

Professor Emeritus in Geology (Shropshire 2003).   

Non-metate ground stone tools, hand grinding stones, or manos, hammer stones, and a 

single atlatl, were extremely rare and co-occurred in all but one case with metates. 

Analyzed ground stone artifacts from the 42 localities represented a substantial sampling 

(77%) of 57 recorded prehistoric sites and isolated finds within Rocky Mountain National 

Park with documented ground stone assemblages.  Unanalyzed ground stone artifacts 

from the remaining 15 sites are curated in the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum 

were not included in the source study due to a variety of factors, including lack of time 

and, more frequently, an inability to link them to a formally recorded site. The latter 

problem is related to a long-term history, since the 1920s, of Park staff and visitors 

depositing artifacts in the museum with limited information on precise provenance-

information that might allow us to assign them to more recently, formally recorded sites 

unknown or unrecorded at the time of original discovery. 

With few exceptions, the analyzed metate fragments were found to be bifacially 

ground, indicating conservatism in their use, largely due to the fact that quality sources of 

grinding stone material tend to be relatively distant from the Park and tools produced 

from those sources tend to be heavy and difficult to transport, particularly up steep 

mountainsides.  Given the common amount of extreme wear on most metates, it is likely 

they were re-used over many generations, not only by the cultural groups who first 

transported them into the Park, but also by later hunter-gatherers who discovered them in 
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still useful condition. Figure 49 shows the overall distribution of Park sites with ground 

stone artifacts by environmental zone. 
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Figure 49. Frequencies of Rocky Mountain National Park SAIP project  sites and 
IFs with metates, plotted by environmental zone. 
 

The majority of SAIP documented prehistoric sites with ground stone, essentially 

metates (69%) occur in alpine tundra (26%) or alpine-sub alpine ecotone (43%) where 

processing dried meat and plant products would likely have been their primary functions. 

Very few sites, only 2.4%, were identified as occurring in the sub alpine zone. The 

second most common occurrence of sites with metates (28.6%) was in the lower 

elevation montane zone. Most metates were made of sandstone and their most common 

geological material was Lyons sandstone from the Front Range foothills although granitic 

gneiss from the Park was rarely used and rare Middle Park and North Park sedimentary 

and igneous metamorphic sandstones were present at a few sites. Figure 50 provides a 

frequency graph plot of analyzed metate artifacts by geological source. 
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Figure 50. Frequency distribution of analyzed ground stone (metate) fragments by 
geological source. 
 
 Analytical results for 144 laboratory-analyzed metate specimens showed most 

(87.5%) were made of Lyons Formation sandstone. As noted by Shropshire (2003: 2-3), 

Lyons Formation sandstones, also known as orthoquartzites, only occur east of the Park 

in the Front Range foothills along a line from north of Colorado Springs to the Colorado-

Wyoming border (Walker and Harms 1976; Weimer and Erikson 1976). Kvamme (1977) 

identified many of Lyons Formation sources and associated quarry sites in the Fort 

Collins-Loveland foothills area during the mid 1970s. The second most common source, 

comprising only 7.6% of the study specimens, is locally (within the Park) available 

biotite-schist gneiss (Shropshire 2003: 2).  While not an ideal grinding material, the use 
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of local biotite-schist gneiss for metates, derived from Pre-Cambrian formations, has also

been noted at the Bode’s Draw  site (5LR1370) north of Estes Park (Benedict  1993a: 22-

27) and at Big Rock Shelter (5LR2170), the latter an unpublished site excavated by the 

author at the Estes Park, Colorado, YMCA. Two metate specimens were identified as 

coming from one of several sandstone formations (Owl Canyon, Fountain, Lykins…) 

found in the Front Range foothills and along the western slope of Colorado’s Rockies.  

One artifact is believed derived from a local welded volcanic tuff common to igneous an

meta-igneous formations at Specimen Mountain west of Trail Ridge. Four other single 

specimens were provisionally identified as coming from sources in Middle Park or Nort

Park (one of volcanic sandstone, one of sedimentary sandstone, and a third of siltstone) 

and from southern Wyoming’s Medicine Bow Mountains. 

 The overall evidence for grinding stone materials is 
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derive from sandstone geologic formations found in the Front Range foothills east of

Park. This pattern would seem to fit a proposed model of seasonal transhumance known 

as the Grand Circuit or Rotary Model (Benedict 1990: 68-71, 1992b: 11-14; Cassells 

1997: 200-202), discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. Benedict’s Rotary

Model was the subject of an important SAIP research design question (cf., Butler 1997a

42-43) which suggested that lithic data sets generated from the Park’s SAIP research 

program might provide evidence for evaluating the validity of that model. The model,

part, proposes the very long-distance transport of Front Range sandstone (Lyons) metates

by prehistoric hunter-gatherer bands north into southern Wyoming, down into North Park 

and Middle Park in the early spring through early summer, then continuing into western 

environs of Rocky Mountain National Park when winter snows begin clearing from its 
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western valleys and continental divide uplands. However, as discussed later in chapter 7

the eastern source of ground stone described here contrasts strongly with the earlier 

described predominant, very long-term use pattern of flaked lithic material sources in

Middle Park and North Park west of the divide, a fact that may be explainable by an 

alternative version of that model offered in the subsequent chapter. 

 The composite tool system of manos and metates is specifica
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grinding materials for human use. In most cases, grinding is designed to coarsely to fi

grind dried foods for easier storage and transport and eventual cooking or mixing with 

other food stuffs. Food sources for grinding-processing can consist of plants products 

ranging from plant seeds to dried berries, bulbs, and roots to thoroughly dehydrated 

meats. Typical ground plant food uses include cereal grain, or some starchy root flou

used in making breads (frequently unleavened) or thickeners in stews and soups, 

pulverized or ground dried berries for adding to stews and soups or a common ble

dried, ground or chopped meat mixed with dried (and often pulverized-ground) berries, 

and animal fat and/or bone marrow, the latter resulting in a long-lasting, light-weight 

food known as pemmican. A second function of grinding tools is to reduce minerals to

powdered form for use in making paints. One particular mineral, iron hematite, also 

known as red ocher, is documented as having been used in religious rituals and as an 

abrasive and water-proofing during the finishing of animal hides (e.g., Roper 1989; 

Schmandt-Besserat 1980). No attempts were made to chemically identify minerals o

food residues on the Park’s metates since most had been exposed to severe weathering

open high-altitude sites. However, it is plausible that they had been primarily used in 

food processing with a possible secondary function of hide finishing. A number of 
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botanical surveys in Rocky Mountain National Park for biological, ethnographic, an

archeological research goals have documented a potential list of economic plant specie

amenable to processing by ground stone tools (Bach 2002; Beidelman, Beidelman, and 

Willard 2000; Brett 2002: Table 4, 62-64; NA 2003; Werner 1999). Table 11 provides a

partial list of those plants below. It should also be noted that nearly all occur at high-

altitude, within tundra, tundra-sub alpine ecotone, and sub alpine environmental wher

the majority of sites, 71.4%, with ground stone artifacts are found.  

Table 11. Economic plant species found within Rocky Mounta

d 

s 

 

e 

in National Park 
amenable to ground stone processing 

Genus/Species Na uct Amenable to
Grinding-processing 

 
me Popular Name Food Prod

Achillea lanulosa Yarrow Roots 
Allium geyeri Geyer onion Bulbs 

Bistorta/Polygonum bistortoides 
& Bistorta/Polygonum viviparum

Bistort Roots 

Calochortus gunnisonii Mariposa lily Bulbs, Roots, Seeds 
Claytonia lanceolata  
& Claytonia rosea 

Indian potato Roots 

R Alpine sunflowerhydbergia grandiflora Seeds 
Lewisia pygmaea Bitterroot Roots 

Vaccinium cespitosum Dwarf blueberry Berries 
Rhus aromatica Squawbush Berries 
Ribes cereum Wax currant Berries 

Shepherdia argentea & 
Shepherdia candensis 

Buffalo berry Berries 

Juniperus communis Juniper berry Berries 
 

Prehistoric Pottery 
 
 The term “prehistoric potte tion, refers to ceramic vessels 

anufa . 

 

ry”, as used in this sec

m ctured by past Native Americans from later prehistoric to early historic times, ca

1750-75 B.P. (A.D. 200-1875), since that technology was only introduced in the region at

the start of that date range.  Native American pottery from the Park, although limited in 

overall quantity, was recovered during SAIP surveys and earlier archeological 
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investigations, and has been contributed to the Park museum artifact collections

individual finds by earlier generations of staff and visitors. Exact site provenance of

earlier curated pottery proved difficult to ascertain from limited museum records. 

However, some better known, pre-SAIP documented sites such as 5LR2, Forest Ca

Pass, 5LR6, (Flattop Mountain Game Drive), and 5LR12, Old Man Mountain, produced 

well-provenienced ceramics for analytical study. The SAIP survey program produced 

ceramic sherds from 7 new or previously recorded sites and retrieval of Park artifacts o

temporary loan to the University of Colorado Museum (Boulder). Ceramics from 4 of 

those site artifact collections were previously undocumented and including pottery field

collected during an M.A. thesis project by Wil Husted in 1960-1961 (cf., Husted 1962). 

The former University of Colorado collection, now housed in the Park museum, also 

contained previously described ceramics from the Old Man Mountain site (5LR12) 

(Benedict 1985a). Old Man Mountain, located immediately east of the Park boundar

west of Estes Park, is actually owned by the University of Northern Colorado.  Benedict, 

who wrote the Old Man Mountain report ,also described prehistoric pottery from the 

Park’s Flattop Game Drive, 5LR6 (Benedict  1996: 56-57),  although previously 

unreported sherds from that site were found in the above noted University of Colo

collection. 

 A to

 as 

 some 

nyon 

n 

-

y and 

rado 

tal of 15 sites, including 7 sites recorded, or re-recorded, during 1998-2002 

s 

SAIP surveys, contained prehistoric through early historic Native American pottery in 

their artifact assemblages. Several additional sites, while provisionally associated with 

ceramic sherds curated in the Park museum collection, placed there over several decade

by visitors and staff, were found to lack definitive site provenance information. In many 
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cases, artifact provenience records were ambiguous and often consisted of such location 

descriptions as “found on Trail Ridge”.  In addition to pottery, fragments of two shaped 

(carved, abraded) steatite (soapstone) vessels were recovered from two sites (5LR12 and

5LR612) immediately east of RMNP-Estes Park boundary line. Overall distributions of 

ceramic (and steatite vessels) sites are shown in figure 51. The figure also illustrates the 

point that, without exception, sites with ceramics are located along well-documented 

prehistoric (and modern) trails and in (or within) major passes. 
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Figure 51. Locations of all sites, and all represented cultural periods, with 
prehistoric through early historic pottery and steatite vessel sherds. Note that all 
sites with pottery are located on or near passes and trails. 
 
 Prehistoric ceramics from all 15 sites were subjected to varying levels of analysis. 

Most pottery sherds curated in the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum were 

macroscopically examined and described at the museum itself. Pottery recovered from 

the SAIP surveys and the retrieved Colorado Museum loan collection were analyzed in 

the UNC Archaeology Laboratory using standard macroscopic and microscopic 
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techniques to determine primary diagnostic typological traits such as texture, paste, 

temper, hardness, color, vessel and rim/lip forms, and utilized manufacturing techniques 

(cf., Ellwood 2002: 4-5; Lucius 1995; Shepard 1976). Potsherds were also compared with 

the university’s extensive prehistoric ceramic collection for added verification of cultural 

type identification.  Individual type identifications of Park pottery also relied on the 

author’s long-term experience in working with regional prehistoric ceramics and 

consultation of several technical publications on their typological classification (cf.,, 

Benedict 1989; Brunswig 1995, 1996; Brunswig, Bradley and Chandler 1995; Butler 

1988; Cater 2002; Eighmy 1995; Ellwood 1992, 1987, 1995, 2002; Johnson et al. 1991; 

Kindig 1997, 2000, 2003; Metcalf 1995; Reed 1995).  Appendix J, at the conclusion of 

this report, provides summarized data on all prehistoric and early historic pottery 

analyzed during SAIP research. 

 The Park’s ceramics are described below in two sub-sections: 1) pottery types 

considered indigenous to cultural populations once resident in the greater northeastern 

Colorado area, including Rocky Mountain National Park, and 2) pottery, and shaped 

soapstone containers believed produced by cultural groups indigenous to geographic 

areas outside the north central Colorado Rockies and northeastern foothills-plains. 

Ceramics and Cultural Periods Indigenous to Northeastern Colorado 

 All known pottery-associated cultural periods of north central and northeastern 

Colorado’s mountains, foothills, and plains are represented in the Park. These include: 1) 

the Early Ceramic Period (AD 1750-1050 [(200-900 b.p.]); 2) the Middle Ceramic Period 

(AD 1050-1400 [(900-550 b.p.], and the 3) the Late Ceramic-Protohistoric/Early Historic 

Period (AD 1400-1875 [550-75 b.p.]).  Details on the archaeology of those periods, 
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provided in earlier chapters 4 and 5, are not repeated, except for clarification, in the 

following sub-sections.  

Early Ceramic Pottery 

 The earliest known appearance of pottery in the Park region was during the Early 

Ceramic, or Plains Woodland, cultural period, dated by a large number of radiocarbon 

assays between ca. AD 1750-1050 (200 and 900 b.p.) (cf., Chapter 3, this volume and 

Brunswig 1996: 208-248 ; Butler 1988; Cassells 1997: 192-212; Gilmore 1999: 175-307). 

The primary ceramic type for the period is referred to as Early Ceramic (or Plains 

Woodland), Cord-Marked (see type definitions in Brunswig 1996: 215-222; Ellwood 

1982, 1987, 1995: 129-134; 2002: 9-26; Johnson and Parker 1992; Kalasz et al. 1995: 

162-178; Tucker et al. 1992: 179-186).  

The primary Early Ceramic cord-marked vessel form was an elongated to squat 

conical-pointed base, open-mouth jar with straight to outcurving rims. Lip profiles ranged 

from rounded to a more pointed, flattened interior lip portion and more rounded on the 

exterior. Exterior surfaces are nearly always marked by parallel (usually diagonal to the 

rim and base) indented lines made by cordage wrapped around a “paddle” handle, 

presumably made of wood, bone or antler. Cord impressions sometimes can be identified 

in exterior sherd surfaces as S or Z twist and were usually of one or two ply construction. 

There is a tendency for cord-marks to be wider and deeper earlier in the period and 

trending toward narrower and shallower lines near its end.  Vessel, or individual sherd, 

colors range from a buff to gray brown to a less common pinkish gray. Paste traits are 

consistent with firing in a reduction atmosphere with limited oxidation. Vessel size 

estimates, and those known from the few existing whole vessels, show Early Ceramic jars 
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to have been small, varying from ~350 mm high x 200 mm wide to 100 mm high x 30 

mm wide. Sherd thicknesses, depending on their origin location parent vessels, usually 

range from 4.9 mm to 19.9 mm, with thicker sherds coming from the heavy pointed base. 

Early Ceramic cord-marked jars were nearly always manufactured by lump or patch 

modeling, with use of a cord-wrapped paddle and a supporting (interior wall) hand or 

rounded stone (anvil) for shaping and vessel wall thinning. Very late, or Terminal, Early 

Ceramic sherds often show signs of wet-wiping, creating an obliterated cord-mark effect. 

Clay temper inclusions usually consist of sub angular to surrounded quartz sand with 

naturally or culturally added temper such as crushed feldspar, granite, hematite, 

muscovite, and/or hornblende. Clay to temper ratios vary from 10-30%, sometimes 

within the same vessel. Sherd hardness, measured by the Moh scale, is moderately soft, 

varying between 3 and 5. Sherd fracture edges tend to be blocky to irregular. 

Sites with Early Ceramic pottery in the Park, or along its immediate boundaries, 

are rare, with only four, 5LR6, 5LR90, 5LR12, and 5LR10217, being positively 

identified (Figure 52). The largest sherd collection is from 5LR12 (Old Man Mountain), 

immediately outside the Park’s eastern boundary with the town of Estes Park (Benedict 

1985a: 16-22). 5LR6, the Flattop Mountain Game Drive, yielded two cord-marked Early 

Ceramic sherds (from the recently recovered University of Colorado Museum loan 

collection) and 5LR90, an extensive, multicomponent camp situated on an alpine ridge 

above Milner Pass, produced a single sherd. Finally, several sherds from a single vessel 

were recovered from an alpine ridge spur north of Alpine Visitors Center below Trail 

Ridge, along what is believed to have been a segment of the 1914 Arapaho-identified 
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Poudre Branch of the Dog Trail (cf., Brunswig and Lux 2004 and the following chapter’s 

discussion on trails and passes). 

 
 
Figure 52.  Locations of sites with Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Pottery. 
 
 All analyzed Early Ceramic sherds from the Park shared certain common traits. 

All were body sherds, none representing rim or neck areas. Sherd curvatures and 
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thicknesses conform broadly to those expected from ovoid, conical base, open-mouth jars 

(see figures 53 and 54, below). 

 

Figure 53. Exterior and profile illustration of sherd 015, site 5LR90. 

 

Figure 54. Exterior and profile illustration of sherds 006a-d (same vessel) from site 
5LR10217. 
 

All Early Ceramic sherds from the Park had paste temper consisting of sub-

rounded to sub-angular quartz sand, varied amounts of naturally, or culturally, fractured 

(very angular) feldspar and crystal quartz fragments, and rare flecks of muscovite mica. 
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These temper materials are consistent with use of either local mountain or eastern 

foothills clays produced from granitic source rocks and typically found in Early Ceramic 

pottery of both mountain and adjacent foothills/piedmont areas (Ellwood 2002: 9; 

Johnson and Parker 1992; Parker and Ellwood 1994). Pottery produced from clay sources 

further eastward in the Colorado plains, on the other hand, tend to contain high to 

exclusive amounts of rounded to sub-rounded quartz sands as their primary temper.  

Middle Ceramic Pottery 
 
 Early Ceramic pottery is chronologically and culturally succeeded in the Park 

region and northeastern Colorado, in general, by variations of a cord-marked globular 

open mouth jar ceramic type belonging to the Middle Ceramic, or the Upper Republican, 

cultural tradition. Middle Ceramic/Upper Republican ceramic technology developed from 

Early Ceramic prototypes in small horticultural settlements along southwest Nebraska’s 

Upper Republican River valley (Ellwood 1995: 134-138; 2002: 33-34; Gilmore 

1999:245-247, 274, Sigstad 1969: 17-23; Steinacher and Carlson 1998: 248).  Colorado 

occurrences of Middle Ceramic-Upper Republican pottery are rare and appear to mainly 

represent a mix of locally-produced products of seasonally mobile forager bands in the 

eastern plains, foothills, and Front Range mountains (Gilmore 1999: 267; Roper 1990; 

W.R. Wood 1990). However, in a few cases, pottery manufactured in core Upper 

Republican culture areas of Nebraska and Kansas occurs at Colorado sites, being brought 

there by either trade or seasonally migrating bison hunters (cf., Roper 1990; Steinacher 

and Carlson 1998: 247-248). Colorado Middle Ceramic pottery chronology, based on 

radiocarbon and thermoluminescence dating, falls between AD 1050 and 1400 (900-550 

b.p.) (Ellwood 2002: 33-34; Gleichman et al. 1995: 39-41). 
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Middle Ceramic vessel forms, except for a transitional Early Ceramic-Middle 

Ceramic “type”, consist of variations of globular, constricted mouth, round-shouldered 

and round-bottomed pots. Rims range nearly vertical to excurvate and rim profiles vary 

from rounded or elongated to thickened, the latter forming a distinctive collar. In 

Nebraska sites, Sigstad (1969: 18-19) designated thickened collar rimmed vessels as 

Frontier Ware and collar-less rimmed vessels as Cambridge Ware.  Exterior and interior 

color ranges from brown to dark gray or black.  Firing traits generally represent the 

presence of a relatively low temperature, reduction atmosphere with oxidization having 

taken place. Vessel sizes range from 300 mm in height by 280 mm in width to 150 mm in 

height to 130 mm in width and constricted neck openings vary between 120 mm and 190 

mm. Sherd thicknesses range from 4 to 9 mm. Middle Ceramic vessels were typically 

manufactured by accretion or lump-modeling and shaped with a cord-wrapped paddle 

and anvil. Exterior surface finishing is normally characterized by cord-marking, with 

such marks being left intact or, more frequently, wiped down or otherwise smoothed to 

partially, or almost completely, obliterate them. Distinct and obliterated cord-markings 

are often present on different areas of the same vessel. Both S and Z twist cord-mark 

patterns are discernible in unobliterated or lightly obliterated Middle Ceramic sherds. 

Cord-mark widths tend to be narrower, and depths consistently shallower, than in earlier 

Early Ceramic cord-marked sherds.  

In Nebraska Upper Republican sites where whole or partial vessels have been 

recovered, cord impressions extend to the lip edges in the collar-less (Cambridge) type 

while ending short of the rim in collared (Frontier) vessels. Exterior areas of collared 

rims were often incised with two or as many as six parallel horizontal lines running 
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around the rim and sometimes accented with short slanted or diagonal incised lines. In 

some cases, incised lines form geometric patterns such as lozenges and triangles. A rare 

terminal Early Ceramic obliterated cord-marked sub-type with an overall globular form 

but with a conical rather than a rounded base is believed to represent a transitional Early 

Ceramic-Middle Ceramic pottery style (Brunswig 1996: 219; Ellwood 2003: 27). Sub-

angular to rounded quartz sand is the most common form of Middle Ceramic sherd 

temper, but many Colorado sherds exhibit Front Range-sourced aplastic temper 

inclusions such as granite and granitic schists, material normally found in Front mountain 

and foothills clays.  

 Only two Middle Ceramic sherds have been identified from Rocky Mountain 

National Park. One is a thin, narrow cord-marked sherd in the Park museum (catalogue 

number ROMO 237). Accompanying documentation for the sherd places its general 

provenance at the Forest Canyon Pass (5LR2) site. A second sherd was recovered during 

SAIP surveys at 5LR9826, an extensive series of multi-component artifact and feature 

concentrations on a montane zone river terrace overlooking the upper Cache La Poudre 

River and Chapin Creek confluence. That site is described in greater detail in the next 

chapter. Physical characteristics of the body sherd includes 2-ply Z-twist, narrow-shallow 

cord-marking and a profile cross-section that suggests it derived from a lower curving 

section of a globular pot (Figure 55). The sherd's sub-rounded to sub-angular quartz sand 

temper, with no discernible metamorphic granitic temper material, suggests a clay (and 

temper) source east of the Front Range foothills and mountains. The sherd’s average 

thickness of ~5.4 mm provides an additional trait element consistent with Middle 

Ceramic pottery.    
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Figure 55. Exterior and profile illustration of Middle Ceramic sherd 006 from 
5LR9826. 
 
Early Apachean/Dismal River Pottery 
 

Early Apachean hunter-gatherer bands, southward migrating descendants of 

earlier Athapascan populations of northwest Canada, are now believed to have entered 

the plains and mountains of north central and northeastern Colorado between ca. AD 

1300 (650 b.p.) and AD 1400 (550 b.p.) (Brunswig 1995: 174-177; Cassells 1997: 234-

240; Clark 1999: 309-313; Gilmore 2004; Kindig 2000: 106-107). Around seven hundred 

years ago, leading elements of Apachean migrants came into contact with horticultural 

descendants of earlier Upper Republican peoples in southern Nebraska and, no later than 

AD 1450 (500 b.p.). Between AD 1500 and 1650 (450-300 b.p.), some Apachean bands 

are believed to have adopted a mixed horticultural, fall bison hunting economic pattern 

based in small pit house villages along the Upper Republican River and its tributaries (cf., 

Kindig 2000). Their archeological culture, referred to as the Dismal River Complex, 
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produced two pottery type variants known as Lovitt Plain and Lovitt Stamped (or Lovitt 

Simple Stamped), based largely on different surface treatments.  A more westerly version 

of the Dismal River complex in the High Plains and Rocky Mountains of Wyoming and 

Colorado now appears broadly dated to between AD 1400-1725 (550-225 b.p.). Perhaps 

the most culturally diagnostic artifact of the complex in Colorado’s Rockies and eastern 

plains is a ceramic sub-type provisionally defined by this author as a western variant of 

the more easterly occurring Lovitt Plain type (cf., Brunswig 1995: 183-188).  However, 

occasional examples of Lovitt Plain and Lovitt Stamped pottery, possibly of more 

easterly origins, are found in a handful of Colorado sites (e.g., Ellwood 2002: 57-60; 

Gilmore and Larmore 2005; Kindig 2000: 99-107, 2003; Tucker, Tate and Fariello 

2003).. A southern high plains (southeastern Colorado-Northeastern New Mexico) 

version of Early Apachean pottery, Ocate Micaceous, strongly influenced by Apachean 

contacts with Rio Grande Puebloan settlements, also exists and rare examples are 

occasionally found in more northerly Colorado, and even Nebraska, sites (Brunswig 

1995: 188-190; Ellwood 2002: 60-65). 

Recently, direct high-precision AMS radiocarbon dating of organic (carbon) 

residues from Apachean (western Dismal River) sherds at Rocky Mountain National Park 

‘s Lawn Lake site (5LR318) resulted in a determination of AD 1410 (540 b.p.), consistent 

with an early appearance of that type/sub-type in the region (Brunswig 2001: 80-83). 

Another mountain site south of Rocky Mountain National Park in the Indian Peak 

Wilderness area, Devil's Thumb Trail, produced tool-marked rims sherds of the Lovitt 

Plain type, radiocarbon-dated by associated hearth charcoal to AD 1600 (350 b.p.) 

(Kindig 2000: 99-107). Further south, at the Eureka Ridge site (5TL3296) in mountains 
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east of South Park, organic residue from pulverized Lovitt Plain and Lovitt Stamped 

sherds was AMS radiocarbon dated at AD 1490 (460+40 b.p.) and AD 1540 (410+30 

b.p.) (Gilmore and Larmore 2005: 8, 39-49,Table 2). Finally, radiocarbon and 

thermoluminescence analyses charcoal and burnt hearth soil from the recently excavated 

Pinnacle site (5PA1764) in the Front Range mountains west of Denver dated eleven 

Lovitt Plain sherds at AD 1480 (470+60 b.p.) and AD 1354-1496 (central date of AD 

1425), respectively (Tucker, Tate, and Fariello 2003:43-44, Appendix B). 

Detailed definitions of Early Apachean (Dismal River) pottery are given in 

Brunswig (1995), Ellwood (2000: 57-60), Gunnerson (1960: 246-247, 1968), Kindig 

(1997, 2000: 99-107, 2003), and W.R. Wood 1971: 59).  A short summary of its primary 

traits is given below as background to a subsequent discussion of Apachean pottery in the 

Park.  

Dismal River ceramic vessel forms were variations of wide-mouth pots or jars 

with straight to more common excurvate or incurvate-excurvate neck-rim cross-sections. 

Vessels typically thickened around their mid to lower bodies and tapered to rounded or 

slightly pointed-rounded bases. Lip profiles range from somewhat pointed to rounded or 

even flattened, sometimes abruptly thickened, and are most frequently plain, but 

occasionally occur with tool cuts, or indentations, across or at angles to the rim line. 

Exterior and interior sherd colors vary from dark reddish brown to gray to black, 

reflecting firing in a reduction atmosphere. Vessel sizes range from 400 mm in height and 

380 mm in width to 100 mm in height and 80 mm in width. Eastern Dismal River (classic 

Lovitt Plain and Lovitt Stamped) types and the generally thicker Western Dismal River 

type have sherd wall thicknesses varying between 3 and 11 mm, with a mean of 6-7 mm.  
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Vessel construction was typically by hand-modeling from a clay lump, then finished by 

paddle and anvil thinning, scraping with a tool, and then finalized with hand smoothing 

or wiping with grass or a hide. Exterior surfaces of Lovitt Stamped sherds are 

characterized by naturally eroded or intentionally scraped and smoothed markings left by 

a carved paddle or a paddle wrapped with fine cord used to thin the vessel wall during 

manufacture. Common stamp patterns included rectangular marks which left a shallow 

D-shaped depression on exterior surfaces, most commonly occurring on vessel necks and 

upper body areas. Only a few examples of whole vessel stamping are known from eastern 

Dismal River sites, but which do exist suggest the separation of Lovitt into stamped and 

unstamped varieties may be at least partially artificial since both stamped and plain 

sherds are, at least occasionally, found on different sections of the same vessel. Rare 

Eastern Dismal River sherds have heavily smoothed or weathered fine cord-marks and 

equally rare eastern site sherds have parallel lines of linear, ovoid punctuate marks made 

with a sharp tool and closely resembling some Ute/Uncompahgre finger or fingernail 

indented examples, the latter described below. 

As noted earlier, some Eastern Dismal River ceramics also have incised or 

punctuate patterns on the flat lips of some vessel rims. The patterns included straight, 

oblique and linear parallel lines. Lovitt Plain sherds are distinguished by having all 

surface marking completely obliterated by scraping, smoothing, and occasional rubbing 

and burnishing of a “leather-dry” exterior surface with hide or a rubbing stone. Clay paste 

and temper materials in Dismal River sherds generally consist of sub-angular to rounded 

quartz sand (coarse to medium fine-1 to .35 mm) and rare to modest amounts of mica 

particles.  
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Four sites inside Park boundaries, 5LR2 (Forest Canyon Pass), 5LR4 (Mummy 

Pass), 5LR90 (above Milner Pass), and 5LR318 (Lawn Lake) have produced Dismal 

River (both eastern western types) pottery (Figure 56). It is significant that all are on, or 

near, important trail and pass corridors, and associated with what are interpreted as 

seasonal (summer) migratory camps.  

 
 
Figure 56. Locations of Early Apachean (Dismal River) Pottery in the Park. 
 

All but two analyzed sherds are classifiable as a western Dismal River plain ware 

“sub-type” of the eastern Lovitt Plain type. Two other sherds, RMNP Museum 
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catalogued sherds ROMO 246b and c, were recovered from Forest Canyon Pass (5LR2) 

along the western branch of the Ute Trail, and demonstrate trait affinities with the eastern 

Lovitt Stamped type, closely comparable to examples of that type the author has 

examined from Nebraska Dismal River sites, including White Cat Village (25HN37). 

Their presence in the Park suggests actual visits of eastern Apachean groups to the area 

or, possibly, they may have arrived through trade or other forms of cultural contact with 

eastern Dismal River populations by locally indigenous Apachean bands. A fifth site on 

the Park’s eastern boundary, Old Man Mountain (5LR12),  also produced Dismal River 

(Lovitt Plain) pottery (Benedict 1985a: 16-22). All sherds analyzed for project, including 

several rim pieces, were from open-mouth, semi-globular vessels with excurvate rims and 

rounded to rounded lips. The Lawn Lake (5LR318) site produced several rim sherds, 

possibly from two different vessels, which illustrate that form (Figure 57). 

 

 

Figure 57. Front (exterior) and profile illustrations of Lawn Lake (5LR318) rim 
sherds (001a-e and 002). 
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Exterior surfaces often show scrapping (thinning) tool marks with evidence of smoothing 

prior to firing. Hand-finger indentations are often notable on unfinished interior surfaces. 

Paste temper of the Park’s Dismal River sherds universally consists of medium to fine 

quartz sand with small amounts of fine to medium sized flecks of moscovite mica. 

Late Prehistoric, Protohistoric, Early Historic “Period” Ute (Eastern Uncompahgre 
Brown Ware) Pottery 
 

The Uncompahgre Brown Ware pottery type is considered a primary diagnostic 

trait of late prehistoric through early historic Utes in the Colorado Rockies. As described 

below, Uncompahgre Brownware occurs as two broadly-defined variants; plain and 

punctuated, distinguished by different exterior surface treatments. As a broadly defined 

ceramic tradition, Uncompahgre Brownware appears to date as early as 900 years ago 

and as recently as 150 years ago. Thermoluminescence dates of Brown Ware ceramics in 

the eastern and southern Great Basin are cited as provisional evidence of the expansion of 

Numic populations, ancestors of historic Ute-Paiute-Shoshonean tribes, into central and 

eastern regions of the Great Basin soon after AD 800 (e.g., Rhode 1994). Current 

archeological evidence, including radiocarbon dates, suggests Uncompahgre Brown Ware 

pottery coincided with eastward expansion of the Numic Ute into western Colorado as 

early as AD 1100 (Reed 1994, 1995; Reed and Metcalf 1999: 155-156). 

In the Rocky Mountain National Park region, punctuate and plain pottery 

recovered from the Caribou Lake site, south of the Park, has been identified in two 

successive excavations as dating between ca. AD 1285 and 1740  (665 and 210 b.p.) 

(Benedict 1989; Cassells 1997: 241-243; Pitblado 2000: 128-129; Reed 1995: 122).  

More recently, embedded, charred organic residues on Uncompahgre Brown pottery from 

three Rocky Mountain National Park sites 5GA2705, 5LR9826, and 5LR10216, recorded 
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during SAIP surveys, were AMS radiocarbon-dated at AD 1610 (340+50 b.p. (AD 1610), 

AD 1640 (310+50 b.p.), and AD 1750 (200+40 b.p.), respectively (cf., Brunswig 2000, 

2001). Although not yet definitive, current absolute dates for Uncompahgre Brownware 

ceramics in the north central Colorado Rockies suggest a time range of ca. AD 1300 to 

1750, although a terminal date of ~AD 1875 is most likely since regional Utes were 

likely using the type until the end of their residence in the region by the late 1870s. 

However, it is possible that later historic use and production, and archeological visibility, 

of Uncompahgre ceramics may have diminished as they were replaced by Euro-American 

metal vessel trade goods in the 19th Century.   

As noted previously, Uncompahgre Brownware ceramics are separable into two 

type variants, plain and punctuate (for descriptions see Annand 1967; Benedict 1989; 

Buckles 1971: 504-552; Ellwood 2002: 68-79; Hill and Kane 1988; Reed 1995; Reed and 

Metcalf 1999: 146-159; Spangler 1995: 626-629; Wilson and Blinman 1988: 370-371; 

for additional published photos and illustrations see Benedict 1989: Fig 1a; Cassells 

1997: 241-244; Clark 1999: 322-333; Huscher and Huscher 1943: Fig. 7b; Reed 1995). 

Plain surfaced pottery is undecorated and shows limited exterior modification by scraping 

and, typically, moderate smoothing, the latter by wiping with the hand or possibly 

passing a hide or handful of grass over the drying, pre-fired vessel. Punctate decoration, 

while rarer than plain surfaced examples, includes punctate depressions made by pressing 

finger-nails, finger-tips, or pointed tool tips into still-wet clay prior to firing. Punctate 

marks are commonly aligned in parallel rows around the circumference of a vessel with 

their long axes being horizontal and/or vertical to the vessel body. Occasionally, punctate 

marks are smoothed over and partially obliterated.  
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Uncompahgre Brown vessel forms included a range of wide-mouthed jars with 

moderately flaring rims, low shoulders, and conical, pointed to rounded bases. Lower 

vessel sections are often, although not always, flared out before curving inward to their 

bases. Rims have a tendency curve outwards and lip profiles vary from rounded, rounded 

then tapering to a point, or flattened. External and internal vessel colors range from light 

gray, light to dark brown and light grayish brown to black, the latter being common 

where heavy burning embeds soot deep into exterior surface areas. Vessel sizes range 

from ~270 mm to 190 mm in height by 280 mm to 170 mm in diameter. Sherd 

thicknesses, depending on their origins within a vessel body, range from 3-10 mm, and 

average around 5 mm. As noted by Reed (1995: 122), western Colorado Uncompahgre 

pottery appear to have been almost universally constructed by coiling, as seen in 

“incompletely obliterated coil junctures, sherd breakage lines parallel to the vessel rim, 

and general absence of anvil impressions on interior surfaces”.  However, there is 

evidence to suggest that both coil-manufacture and lump-molding were utilized in 

making Uncompahgre Brownware in more easterly mountain and foothills areas of 

Colorado. Kindig (2001: 108), for instance, was unable to identify coil fractures from 

Devil’s Thumb sherds and Benedict (1989: 1) noted that construction of a punctuate 

vessel from Caribou Lake (Uncompahgre Punctate) consisted of  “a combination of 

patchwork or modeling (lower body) and coiling (upper body)…”.  This author identified 

Park sherds with evidence for both construction methods (see below). Sherd paste temper 

material tends to be moderately to heavily abundant with the most common being quartz 

or quartzite sand, sometimes, but not always, with inclusive mica flakes. Less common, 
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but sometimes fairly abundant, temper material includes crushed granite, gneissic granite 

grus, rhyolite and/or andesite, quartz, and mica-rich schist and/or muscovite.  

 Uncompahgre Brownware is the most common prehistoric-early historic ceramic 

type within and along the borders of Rocky Mountain National Park.  A total of ten sites 

producing examples of the type, ranging from alpine to lower montane environmental 

zones, have been identified (Figure 58).  Old Man Mountain (5LR12), along the eastern 

Park boundary near Estes Park, has produced the largest collection of sherds, 

approximately 150, belonging to both plain and punctuate (finger-nail impressed) 

variations (see Benedict 1985a: 16-22 and Appendix J this volume). Two other sites, one, 

5LR612 (ROMO 836a-b), near Old Man Mountain, but inside Park boundaries,) and one 

in Fall River Pass, 5LR608 (ROMO 832b), produced Uncompahgre Brown punctuate 

(finger-nail indented) sherds curated in the RMNP Museum. In addition, nearly two 

dozen plain sherds were identified in the RMNP Museum collection from Forest Canyon 

Pass (5LR2-ROMO numbers 182b, 182c, 389, 1516, 1595, 1833, and 2096), Flattop 

Mountain Game Drive (5LR6-ROMO numbers 76, 82, 245, and 699), and Lawn Lake 

(5LR318-ROMO numbers 19286 and 19287). SAIP surveys recovered Uncompahgre 

pottery from four sites, 5GA2705 (003 a-I, 004, 005, 006, 007a-c), 5LR9826 (005 a-g), 

5LR10216 (006 a-c), and 5LR10221 (005a-b). Organic sherd residue was AMS 

radiocarbon-dated from the three of the four SAIP documented sites resulting in dates of 

AD 1610 (340+50 b.p.) for 5GA2705, AD 1640 (310+50 b.p.) for 5LR9826, and AD 

1750 (200+40 b.p.) for 5LR10216.  
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Figure 58. Locations of sites with Uncompahgre Brownware (Ute) ceramics. 
 
 With the exception of sherds from 5GA2705, a hunting base and trail camp in the 

alpine-tundra ecotone west of the Continental Divide, the Park’s Uncompahgre 

Brownware conforms to the above described type definition, with moderately smoothed 

surface treatment, abundant quartz sand and crushed (or jagged edge) schist-gneiss 

temper, and lightly excurvate rims with rounded lips (see Figures 59 and 60). However, 
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in a few cases, particularly those related to thicker body sherds, physical traits can 

resemble those of Western Dismal River pottery and it is possible that chronological and 

geographic contemporaneity of those two cultural groups resulted in occasional “cross-

over” of ceramic technologies. 

 

Figure 59. Uncompahgre Brownware (plain) rim sherd from 5LR9826 (005). 

  

Figure 60. Uncompahgre Brownware (plain) rim sherd from 5LR10216 (006b). 
 
 However, 5GA2705 produced 12 body sherds with fully unobliterated to partially 

obliterated coil lines. In addition, its temper material appeared unlike that noted for the 

other Uncompahgre Brownware classified Park sherds. Due to the ambiguity of its 
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physical traits, it was decided to send the pottery to an archeological ceramics labor

(Animas Ceramic Consulting, Inc.) in Farmington, New Mexico, for more detailed 

analysis (L. Reed 2003). The report on the analysis, which included a petrographic t

section study, concluded the 5GA2705 sherds derived from a single coil-built 

Uncompahgre Brownware globular jar with “visible coil junctures that were pa

obliterated leaving indentations in the surface.” It is should also be noted the report 

stressed that the lightly obliterated, or smoothed over “coils were not corrugated 

[intentionally shaped by tooling, author inserted note], indicating the pottery is no

Puebloan origin.” Figure 61 shows an illustration of the general appearance of those co

junctures on the exterior and cross-section profile of one of the sherds (003a). 
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Figure 61. Front and profile of 5GA2705 Uncompahgre Brow are lightly 
obliterated coil sherd 003a. The arrow points to undulations in the cross-section 

as also brought out during petrographic analysis when 

one, sandstone) or metasedimentary 
fragments in sand-sized grains along with quartz, metavolcanics, muscovite  

nw

produced by the coil junctures. 
 
The unusual nature of the sherds w

it was noted their tempering materials were: 

“of probable sedimentary (shale, siltst

microlites, and opaque minerals loosely packed in a matrix of chlorite and 
altered biotite.” (L. Reed 2003: 3-4) 
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While the analyst concluded the represented temper rock types could be found 

within 

 

r Region 

own or extra-

ics

Rocky Mountain National Park, they were also petrographically similar to a 

known sample from Grand County (eastern) Utah. The latter data at least suggest the

possibility the vessel had been transported more than 200 miles from the Colorado 

Plateau around AD 1610, its associated AMS radiocarbon date. 

Ceramics and Cultural Period External to the Park and its Wide

 At least four pottery types and a “carved” stone vessel type with kn

regional ties were identified in and near Rocky Mountain National Park; Fremont, Early 

and Late Anasazi-Puebloan, Southern Apachean, and Intermountain Tradition 

(Shoshonean). 

Fremont Ceram  
 

t cultural tradition, geographically centered in the state of Utah, 

ncomp  

ional 

0 

b-

 The Fremon

e asses western portions of the Colorado Plateau and eastern areas of the Great

Basin. Throughout its existence, Fremont populations practiced varying degrees of 

horticulture mixed with hunting-gathering of wild plants and game. At least  five reg

variants have been identified, with two, the Uinta and San Rafael, marginally overlapping 

into far western Colorado from their geographic core areas in east central (San Rafael) 

and northeastern (Uinta) Utah. Fremont sites generally date between AD 400 (155

b.p.) and AD 1200 (750 b.p.), with very late components possibly surviving in western 

Colorado as late as the AD 1500s (Cassells 1997: 167-181; Madsen and Simms 1998: 

299-301; Reed and Metcalf 1999: Table 7-1, 115-119). Each of the Fremont regional su

cultures produced variations of broadly shared gray ware pottery traditions, influenced, in 

part, through contact with Anasazi Puebloan groups to the south. Archeological evidence, 
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including a growing convergence of radiocarbon-based chronologies, suggests 

contemporaneity by around AD 800 (1150 b.p.) of Great Basin Numic groups, i

prehistoric Ute ancestors, and Fremont populations.  

 In an archeological report on the Old Man Mo

ncluding 

untain site (5LR12), Benedict 

eing 

e 

s 

 

urface finish 

(polish ility Ware 

a 

(1985a: 16, Figure 12c and 14c) identified nearly a dozen plain gray ware sherds as b

Fremont in cultural affiliation. In his analysis of site ceramics, he placed the sherds in a 

site-specific group classification, type G. In 2003, several Old Man Mountain pottery 

sherds on temporary loan to the University of Colorado Museum (Boulder) were 

transferred for long-term curation at the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum. Thre

of the sherds included two plain gray body sherds typed as probable Fremont (ROMO 

132a and 132b) by Benedict and a rim sherd with wide, flattened coil corrugations in it

upper part with a plain lower section (ROMO 14),which he classified as Late Pueblo II-

Early Pueblo III Anasazi (Benedict 1985a: 20-21, Figure 13m). These sherds, along with

all the transferred University of Colorado Museum artifacts, were temporarily sent to the 

University of Northern Colorado for SAIP project documentation and analysis. After 

preliminary study, the above three sherds were submitted to the Animas Ceramic 

Consultants lab for more detailed analysis (L. Reed 2003: 5-6).  

The plain ware sherds, based on manufacturing, exterior s

ing), paste, and temper traits, were provisionally affirmed as Fremont Ut

pottery, although their sand and biotite temper characteristics were cited as possibly 

reflecting manufacture from local clays. One of the plain sherds came from a rim are

and was classified as originating from an open-mouth globular pot with a lightly out-

flaring rim, consistent with known Fremont Utility Ware vessel forms, broadly dated 
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between AD 650 and 1100 (1300 to 850 b.p.) (cf., Madsen 1977).  The corrugated she

initially identified by Benedict as Anasazi, was re-classified by the Animas ceramic 

specialists as Fremont, and viewed as representing the rim and upper neck of a “glob

jar having corrugations from the neck down to the upper body and a plain gray surface 

from their upper body down to the base.” (L. Reed 2003: 5).  Typologically, the sherd is

seen as most closely resembling, but not necessarily identical to, Snake Valley 

Corrugated, produced by the most westerly, geographically most distant, Parow

Fremont populations and dating between AD 950 and 1150 (1000 to 800 b.p.). How

its inclusive temper, after high temperature re-firing of a sherd chip to more easily reveal 

temper materials, was found to consist of “abundant biotite mica, quartz sand, and 

feldspar grains.”, provisionally suggesting a local temper source. 

 If the above described lab results are correct and Fremont p

rd, 

ular 

 

an 

ever, 

ottery was being 

l 

ect 

 

produced locally, a very large “if” in the absence of other supporting Fremont cultura

evidence, two possible explanations can be advanced. First, the local production of 

Fremont-style pottery is incorrect and the pottery arrived at the site by indirect or dir

trade or by groups (early Utes?) moving to, or through, the area from the west. A second

possibility is that an arriving group (from the west), either Fremont or a cultural group 

familiar with the Fremont, such as early Utes, produced Fremont-style ceramics from 

local materials. 

Anasazi Pottery 
 

 known, there are several culturally interrelated series of horticulture-

. 

 As is well

based traditions in the American Southwest, broadly subsumed under the designation 

Anasazi, that participated in a broadly shared evolutionary history of ceramics from ca
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AD 450 (1500 b.p.) to the modern Puebloan communities of Arizona and New Mexico 

(cf., Cassells 1997: 148-167; Cordell 1994).  Although prehistoric Anasazi communities

were common in southwest Colorado’s mesa-canyon and lower mountain river valleys, 

the nearest documented Anasazi sites to Rocky Mountain National Park are at least two 

hundred miles to the south and southwest through often rugged mountain terrain. 

 Despite the distance from Anasazi home territories, at least three instances

p  has been identified in the Park area. The first published reference to Southwestern

Puebloan Anasazi pottery was a description and photograph of a small historic-era 

(Pueblo IV) Pecos Polychrome Glaze Ware sherd (DU COLO: D:10) curated at the 

University of Denver Anthropology Department from the Old Man Mountain site 

(5LR12) (Benedict 1985a: 19, 21-22, Figure 13n), dated at Rio Grande Valley (Ne

Mexico) sites between AD 1650 and 1725 (300-225 b.p.). Both the sherd’s ceramic ty

and chronology suggest its possible transport from the south by visiting southern 

Apachean groups to the area, a hypothesis strengthened by the presence of souther

Ocate Micaceous pottery at the Forest Canyon Pass site (see below). An examination

the Park’s museum collection for the SAIP project also turned up two gray, wide-

corrugated sherds from the Forest Canyon Pass site (5LR2), identified as Pueblo II

origin and tree-ring dated in northern New Mexico and southwestern Colorado sites 

between AD 1100 and 1550 (850-400 b.p.). A third and final Anasazi sherd (ROMO 

was found in the returned University of Colorado Museum artifact collection noted 

earlier. The sherd had apparently had been collected from the Milner Pass site (5LR8

during Husted’s (1962) late 1950s-early 1960s surveys for his M.A. thesis on Rocky 

Mountain National Park archeology. The sherd was submitted to Animas Ceramic 

 

 of its 

ottery  
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Consultants for detailed analysis and subsequently classified as coming from a Pueb

III Northern San Juan Polished Gray Ware bowl, tree-ring dated in southwestern 

Colorado sites between AD 1000 to 1300 (950-650 b.p.) (L. Reed 2003: 7).  

sherd’s typological assignment was based on its highly polished surface, quar nd an

crushed sherd temper, its profile outline indicating a bowl shape, and a hard, compact 

paste condition, the latter suggesting high firing temperatures. 

 The presence of southwestern Anasazi-Puebloan pottery

lo II-

The 

tz sa d 

, while not completely 

e 

y 

tively 

 Apachean (Ocate Micaceous) Ceramics

unexpected, supports the existence of at least indirect contact of the Park area with thos

distant communities beginning at least a thousand years ago. In the two cases of earlier 

Pueblo II-III ceramic occurrences, it is plausible the pottery could have arrived with earl

(prehistoric) Ute intrusions from the west where they would have been in direct and 

indirect contact with both Fremont and Anasazi  populations. The later Pueblo IV 

polychrome pottery from Old Man Mountain, as surmised above, can be most effec

explained as arriving through the agency of later Apachean migrants from the Rio Grande 

Valley. 

Southern  
 

pread from north to south along the 

lley of 

 As earlier described Apachean migrations s

foothills and plains east of the Rockies, hunter-gatherer bands of late prehistoric 

Apachean appear to have reached the southern high plains and the Rio Grande Va

the eastern Southwest sometime around AD 1400 or slightly later (Brunswig 1995: 174-

175). Within a relatively short period of time, nomadic Apache settled into strong inter-

cultural relationships with later Puebloan cultures of the eastern Southwest, strongly 

based on periodic trade of plains products (such as buffalo hides and meat) for 
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agricultural products (corn, beans, squash, cotton cloth). In time, the southern A

adopted elements of Puebloan culture, including the manufacture of pottery whose trait

reflect various blends of northern Apachean (Dismal River) and southern (Puebloan) 

influence (Baugh 1984; Brugge 1984; Ellwood 2002: 60-61; Habicht-Maucht 1987).  

The earliest well-defined, southern Apachean pottery type is Ocate Micaceous,

pache 

s 

 

dating  

n 

o 

 a corn 

to 

Ocate Micaceous sherds, consisting of 6 body sherds and 1 

rim she

 

from ca. AD 1550 to 1750 (400-200 b.p.)  (Baugh and Eddy 1987; Brugge 1982;

Brunswig 1995: 182-183, 188-190; Ellwood 2002: 60-61; Gunnerson 1969, Gunnerson 

1979: 164; Gunnerson and Gunnerson 1970).  Ocate Micaceous vessel forms broadly 

resembled those of slightly earlier to contemporary Apachean Dismal River ceramics i

the north; elongated to squat, open-mouth globular pots with moderately out-flaring to 

nearly vertical rims and small flattened to rounded bases. Rim lips varied from tapered t

rounded, with rare flattened examples. Decoration was extremely rare, consisting only of 

tool-punctate rows, while most vessel and sherd examples are undecorated with scrapped 

and smoothed exterior surfaces. Vessels were built by winding large clay coils with 

additional shaping and vessel wall thinning using a hand for interior support and 

scrapping the exterior with a tool. In many cases, striation patterns suggest use of

cob for thinning and shaping. Two common distinguishing traits of the type are pastes 

with extremely high amounts of fine gold mica fragment temper (which in part are due 

the use of highly micaceous clays) and thin vessel walls, ranging from 1.5 to 6 mm and 

averaging around 3.5 mm. 

Southern Apachean 

rd, were found in the artifact collection returned to the Park in 2003 from the 

University of Colorado Museum. Labels included with the storage bags indicated they
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came from the Forest Canyon Pass site (5LR2), almost certainly during the Husted 

surveys of the late 1950s-early 1960s. Paste and extremely abundant gold mica temp

all the sherds closely matched specimens of Ocate Micaceous this author examined in an 

earlier study of Colorado Apachean ceramics (Brunswig 1995). Exterior smoothing and 

fine striations, consistent with use of a fine scrapping, finishing tool such as a corn cob, 

and thin (3-4 mm) sherd thicknesses all suggested affiliation with the Ocate Micaceous 

type.  Their presence on a major mountain pass site on the Ute Trail corridor may have 

been due to long-distance trade with northern Apachean or Ute bands in the region or 

migratory visits to the area by a southern Apachean group sometime between AD 1550

and 1750.  It should be noted that earlier described (chapter 5) ethnohistoric accounts by

Arapahos whose families seasonally visited the Park in the 1840s spoke of a two-day 

running battle with Apache raiders sometime around 1845 (Toll 1962:20-22). That 

account would suggest the periodic presence of later historic era Apache whose ance

had lived in the region during latest prehistoric and early historic times. 

er in 

 

 

stors 

Intermountain Tradition/Shoshonean Steatite Vessels 

 The final extra-regional occurrence of “durable container technology” in the Park 

ntory 

h 

 

area is not pottery, but instead vessels shaped out of a soft stone material known as 

soapstone, or steatite. Culturally, the stone vessels are part of the archeological inve

of more northerly (Central Rocky Mountains) Numic relatives of the Utes, generally 

referred to as Shoshonean (Frison 1991a: 116-117, Figure 2.70; Wedel 1954). Althoug

geographically centered north of Colorado in Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana, prehistoric

Shoshonean material culture items (particularly steatite and ceramic vessels) collectively 

termed the Intermountain Tradition, are occasionally found in north central Colorado 
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mountain and eastern foothill sites (cf.,, Cassells 1997: 247-248; Eighmy 1995: 162-16

Larson and Kornfeld 1994; Reed and Metcalf 1999: 152). In northwestern Colorado, 19

3; 

ndaries 

 

, pottery was characterized by a relatively 

e 

 

th 

Century historical records indicate the Yampa River served as a boundary between the 

territories of Utes and their culturally-linguistically related Shoshonean relatives 

(including the Shoshone and Crow tribes) (Callaway, Janetski and Stewart 1986) 

although it probably fluctuated over time. Historic Ute-Shoshonean territorial bou

in the Park region likely existed around the present Colorado-Wyoming state line with 

intermountain valleys such as North Park, and at times, even Rocky Mountain National

Park, representing inter-cultural contact zones. 

 Intermountain Tradition, or Shoshonean

heavy, thick-walled pot with a fully-open mouth and tapering to flattened, truncated cone 

base (Eighmy 1995: 163-164). Generally plain and rough surfaced, Intermountain pots 

very rarely are decorated with fingernail impressions. A small number of radiocarbon 

dates from Wyoming sites containing Intermountain ceramics suggest a chronological 

range of ca. AD 1000 to 1800 (Eighmy 1995: 166-167). The only reliable Colorado dat

for the type is from Graeber Cave in the foothills west of Denver where pottery identified

as Intermountain was associated with a cultural level radiocarbon-dated at 630+230 b.p., 

or ca. AD 1630 (Nelson and Graeber 1966; 1984). Intermountain Tradition steatite 

vessels, although resembling Intermountain pottery in its general form of a flat-botto

elongated conical to slightly curving wall vessel with an fully open mouth (cf.,, Frison 

1991a: Figure 2.70), has only rarely been found in direct association with the pottery 

(Eighmy 1995: 165). 

med, 
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 Two examples, actually sherd fragments, of Intermountain steatite vessels have 

been documented for the Park area. These are a rim sherd from Old Man Mountain 

(5LR12-ROMO 692b) and body sherds from Beaver Point (5LR612-ROMO 836, 837), 

the latter site located near the present-day Beaver Meadows Visitors Center. Both vessels 

were described in Benedict’s Old Man Mountain archeology report (1985a: 22-23 and 

Appendix A [Beaver Point/5LR612]).  
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Chapter 7 
 

Perspectives and Interpretations of UNC/RMNP SAIP Project Results: Modeling 
Native American Cultural Landscapes 

in Rocky Mountain National Park 
 

Archeological evidence from hundreds of prehistoric sites in Rocky Mountain 

National Park attests to millennia of well-organized exploitation of its varied landscapes 

and their economic resources. In a very real sense, the Park as it exists today, constitutes 

a complex palimpsest, or over-layered accumulations, of ancient through modern natural 

and cultural landscapes. It is apparent those landscapes evolved and morphed in varying 

permutations of ancient and, intermittently modified, patterns of subsistence and socio-

cultural strategies in tune with cycles of climatic-environmental change from Late Ice 

Age to early historic times.  

Evolutionary Patterns of Cultural and Natural Landscapes: 
Hunter-Gatherer Economic and Cognitive Systems through the Millennia 

 
 The Park’s Native American cultural landscape, once established in the Late 

Pleistocene, accumulated and evolved as its climates and ecosystems cycled through 

subtle and, at times substantial, environmental changes as regional human populations 

adapted, invented, modified, and adopted new, externally introduced, technologies and 

subsistence strategies. Once in place, those strategies were maintained with evolving 

modifications for millennia. Almost without exception, they all involved spring through 

fall migrations of hunter-gatherer bands into the Park from nearby wintering territories in 

adjacent eastern foothills and western mountain valley parklands to exploit its rich warm 

season resources of game and edible plants and exiting of the Park with the onset of 

winter. Over-wintering in the Park’s own valleys, particularly the milder Estes Park 

valley in the east, undoubtedly occurred at times, particularly in milder, warmer, and 
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drier [?] periods such as the Altithermal, but its summer inhabitants, based on the 

archeological record and limited historic ethnographic evidence, appear to have more 

frequently wintered in lower elevation, more sheltered areas outside its modern 

boundaries. These same areas in historic times are documented as containing resident 

bison herds and were winter ranges for other major game species (elk, deer) which 

migrated to the Park’s high tundra pastures in summer and early fall. 

SAIP surveys and test excavations constitute the most area-extensive research 

program ever conducted in the southern Colorado Rockies. Yet, despite intensive survey 

of nearly 30,000 acres, no sites with evidence of long-term winter stays and rich stratified 

cultural occupations reflective of such extended residence were found. One of the SAIP 

project’s research design questions dealt with the possibility that archeological evidence 

of extended winter encampments might be identified during its intensive survey program 

(Butler 1997a: 44-45), yet no evidence of stratified and artifact-dense cultural deposits or 

shelter architecture, such as pithouses found in the Yarmony area, only 70 km (44 miles) 

to the southwest in Eagle County (Metcalf and Black 1991), emerged. The current 

archeological record, on the other hand, is consistent with seasonally-scheduled trips into 

the Park by prehistoric hunter-gatherer bands in advance of the emergence of 

altitudinally-distributed natural resources from spring or early summer through fall. That 

evidence suggests annual hunter-gatherer band visits likely included temporary residence 

in lower elevation valleys in the mid-late spring to early summer and then involved 

movement up into high tundra game pastures in mid-summer to mid-fall, a pattern that, 

once established, persisted for the Park’s human populations from the waning of the last 

Pleistocene glaciers to the late 19th Century.. 
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Modeling Cultural-Ecological Adaptation Patterns of Past Native Americans 

Archeological and environmental-ecological evidence cited in this volume’s 

earlier chapters indicate that, by the start of the Early Holocene, ca. 10,000 b.p., alpine 

hunting systems employing sophisticated procurement strategies were being developed to 

harvest seasonally-migratory elk, Bighorn sheep, and possibly, mountain bison who 

grazed the Park’s rich, short-season tundra grasses, shrubs, and herbaceous vegetation. 

Once established, those hunting systems appear to have been constantly in operation 

down to to later historic (Euro-American) times. That evidence also suggests no obvious 

occupation hiatuses, although scope and intensity of human land-use in the Park likely 

varied through time, depending on climatic-ecological and cultural variables. Alpine 

hunting may have reached its height as an annually consistent and pervasive seasonal 

activity in the warmer-than-present Early Archaic Period, but it persisted even at times 

when climate was periodically cooler than today, particularly (cf., Chapter 2) when small 

glaciers (Neo-glacial episodes) were active, and more seasonally persistent high altitude 

snowfields limited access and animal grazing in some Park areas.  The Park’s prehistoric 

record, described in chapters 4, 5, and 6, supports existence of the following synthesized 

succession of hunter-gatherer techno-economic systems evolving over eleven millennia.    

It is now known that the Park’s earliest human occupations, ca. 11,100-10,900 

b.p., were characterized by a limited presence of Clovis hunting bands in lower mountain 

valleys, some passes, and high-elevation subalpine and tundra areas (cf., Brunswig 

2001c, 2001f, 2003c, 2004a; Chapter 4).  The presence of a Clovis point in La Poudre 

Pass shows that previously glaciated pass to have been effectively “ice-free” and open to 

human transit in the terminal Pleistocene (Brunswig 2003c, 2004a; Doerner 2005; 
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Doerner and Brunswig 2005). To date, there is no evidence of more than simple hunting 

(tracking/ambush) strategies for Clovis bands, but projectile point material sources are a 

mix of local (mainly Middle Park) and non-local (exotic) sources, suggesting good local 

terrain and resource awareness and incipient development of what later became an 

indigenous “mountain-based” adaptive tradition, aka the Mountain or Mountain-Foothills 

Tradition.  

In waning centuries of the Late Pleistocene, ca. 10, 900/10,800-10,100 b.p., 

human visitation to, and exploitation of, Park terrains appear to have been restricted by 

renewed cooling and modest re-glaciation of some passes, cirques and col valleys during 

a period of world-wide climatic change known as the Younger Dryas Episode, or 

regionally, as the Santanta Peak Advance. Despite years of systematic archeological 

survey in all Park environmental zones, only two sites have yielded evidence of human 

occupation during the Younger Dryas time span; a single, possibly curated, Folsom point 

at Forest Canyon Pass (5LR2) and a short-term Goshen-Plainview camp (5GA2537) in 

nearby Milner Pass. During this time, it is considered likely seasonally-persistent 

snowfields prohibited even warm-season use of most high altitude (modern 

alpine/subalpine zones) by human and game populations. 

 With diminishment of Younger Dryas/Santanta Peak cold after 10,200 b.p., 

paleoenvironmental studies (see Chapter 2) provide evidence of the onset of a warm-wet 

climate pattern (the Early Holocene), followed by opening of high altitude game 

territories during summer months.  Archeological evidence suggests that, between ca. 

9,300-7,000 b.p. and possibly earlier, indigenous, mountain-adapted Late Paleoindian 

populations emerged and developed the region’s earliest sustained, seasonally 
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transhumant, high altitude hunting systems. UNC lithic material source analyses of Park 

lithic assemblages (Chapter 6) suggest those patterns may have been heavily oriented 

toward late fall-early spring residence in interior mountain parkland valleys (mainly 

Middle Park and North Park to the west and northwest) or toward the eastern Front 

Range foothills, with hunting-gathering bands seasonally migrating into Rocky Mountain 

National Park in mid-late spring or early summer, moving to high subalpine forest and 

tundra areas in mid-summer through early fall, and exiting the Park for winter territories 

in late fall-early winter. In addition to cold season residence in the larger interior montane 

parklands to the west and northwest, it is possible some groups may have chosen to 

winter within current Park boundaries, particularly during periodic warming climatic 

cycles and others certainly seasonally migrated into the Park from the eastern Front 

Range foothills and plains, although lithic sourcing evidence indicates this latter pattern 

may not have been particularly strong through time. 

Seasonally Scheduled Subsistence Patterns of Past RMNP Native Peoples: Elaboration of 
the RMNP Model and Evidence for its Existence 
 

As described in previous publications by the author (e.g., Brunswig 1999e, 2000f, 

2001f, 2002f, 2004a, 2004b, 2005d), by terminal Late Paleoindian and Early Archaic 

times (ca. 7,500-6,000 b.p.), a well-developed seasonally transhumant, lower-higher 

elevation hunter-gatherer subsistence pattern emerged and persisted with minor changes 

(and improvements) related to slowly evolving socio-cultural adaptations and periodic 

responses to climate-ecology cycles down to Early Historic times. Archeological research 

in the Park and its surrounding mountain region indicates seasonally scheduled 

subsistence activities of Native American groups, whether indigenous to the interior 

mountains or migrating from the eastern foothills and plains, likely involved annual 
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transhumance rounds consisting of three seasonally-defined stages: 1) Late Spring-Mid 

Summer; 2) Mid-Summer to Late Summer/Mid Fall; and 3) Late Fall-Early Spring. 

Figure 62 shows a graphic representation of the proposed mountain subsistence model. It 

should also be noted that earlier archeologists, particularly James Benedict (1990, 68-71; 

1992b; Cassells 1997: 200-202), have proposed broadly similar models. Benedict’s 

Rotary, or Grand Circuit, model, its relationship to the one proposed here, and 

archeological evidence for its specific elements, is discussed at the end of this chapter. 
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Figure 62. Transhumance migration model for prehistoric subsistence strategies in 
Rocky Mountain National Park and its surrounding region.  
 
 A summary of evidence for the proposed RMNP subsistence model is presented 

in subsequent sub-sections which describe primary elements of its annual cycle seasonal 

activities and logistical organization and presents a representative sampling of 

archeological evidence documenting the model’s “fossilized” imprint on the 

contemporary Rocky Mountain National Park landscape. It is important to note the body 

of evidence presented in this volume represents only a selective sampling of data 

assembled by SAIP and earlier Park archeological investigations. In fact, the complete 
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body of evidence supporting the model is extremely extensive and any full treatment of it 

would have unduly expanded the size of this volume, an unnecessary task since other 

lines of evidence and detailed analyses related to the model have been, and will continue 

to be, published in supplementary project-related studies and reports (cf., Brunswig 

1999a, 1999c, 2000a, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c,2001f, 2002a, 2002c, 2003a, 2003b, 2004a, 

2004b, 2005a, 2005b, 2005d, in press a, in press b; Brunswig and Lux 2003; Doerner and 

Brunswig in prep Doerner 2003b, 2004, 2005).  

 Rocky Mountain National Park’s prehistoric subsistence patterning, in its broadest 

sense, is believed to have included three successive, annual phases of migration, 

residence, and subsistence activities (illustrated in Figure 51 and described below). These 

are: 

Phase 1-Late Spring-Mid Summer Transhumance Pattern 

From late spring to mid summer (depending on the degree of warmer or colder 

climatic patterns through time), bands from areas outside the current park boundaries 

would have established, or re-occupied previously utilized lower elevation mountain base 

camps while high altitude tundra grazing territories were still under snow cover and 

subject to persistent high elevation cold and wind chill conditions. It is also considered 

likely some Park areas, particularly lower elevation valleys east of the Continental Divide 

such as Estes Park, would have provided sheltered localities for winter camps during 

milder climatic periods. In some locations where high altitude tundra was accessible in 

relatively short travel times (a few hours at most), low elevation camps may have been 

re-occupied periodically during the summer after short forays to high altitude (tundra-

subalpine forest) hunting areas. In the latter case, some band members too young or 
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infirm (from age or illness) may have been left behind in low elevation base camps while 

more physically capable men and women would have made short-term visits to high 

altitude hunting camps and kill areas.  

Phase 2-Mid Summer-Early Fall Transhumance 

From mid-summer to late summer, some or all members of hunter-gatherer bands 

would have periodically visited or re-located their longer term base camps for several 

weeks to high altitude hunting territories, moving up well-established trail systems 

following seasonal game migrations of mainly elk and bighorn sheep, but also some 

bison and deer, to upper subalpine, alpine-subalpine ecotone and tundra areas. Each year, 

hunting bands would return to previously known and utilized kill localities, areas 

topographically suited for hunting game animals and often enhanced by the construction 

of ambush “blinds”, rock wall-lined “drive” corridors, and modifications natural cover 

and trap features, e.g., boulders, ridge scarps, and confining terrain such as narrow 

erosion draws on steep mountain slopes.  

Archeological research has shown conclusively that some kill sites remained in 

periodic use for several millennia and sites often referred to as “game drives” represent 

complex palimpsests (overlays of multiple occupations on individual sites) of 

construction and re-modeling by many, in some cases more than three hundred, 

generations of Native Americans. Some game drive systems, part of more complex 

hunting systems often involving numerous staging and processing camps, exhibit 

extremely long histories of adaptive and technological change and development. 

Geographically aggregate, warm season kill localities making up geographically 

discrete hunting territories were logistically supported by: 1) very short-term game 
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processing camps, usually situated in close proximity to the individual kill sites, often on 

tundra or alpine-subalpine ecotone benches and knolls, and 2) more substantial, longer-

term secondary staging, i.e., base, camps, most frequently situated in more protected 

alpine-subalpine ecotone or upper subalpine knolls and benches, generally within easy 

walking distance of kill areas.  

Phase 3-Late Fall-Early Spring Transhumance Pattern 

By late fall-early winter, cold weather and snow would have driven both humans 

and animals from the high tundra into lower mountain valleys, either within current park 

boundaries, or more likely, into two large parkland valleys, Middle Park and North Park, 

immediately to the west and northwest. Alternatively, some hunter-gatherer bands would 

have descended the eastern side of the Continental Divide and wintered in mountain 

valleys (such as around Estes Park), or moved down stream corridors to the east and 

southeast into the Front Range foothills or more sheltered river floodplains and hills of 

the Colorado Piedmont. Except in periods of unusual mildness (warmer climate 

intervals), historic ethnographic accounts appear to suggest limited appeal for winter 

occupations in the Park’s lower montane valleys although today’s Estes Park area has 

relatively mild winters compared to other areas of the Park, particularly the wetter, 

snowier Kawuneeche Valley west of the Continental Divide (Brunswig and Lux 2003; 

Toll 1962: 18). On the other hand, large intermontane valleys to the west, specifically 

Middle Park and North Park, would have provided abundant shelter, water, fuel, and 

over-wintering game herds of bison, elk, deer, and pronghorn to support small 

populations of hunter-gatherers who hunted the Park from spring through fall. In fact, an 

emerging body of evidence from recent archeological surveys by the University of 
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Northern Colorado in North Park suggests that high ridge line saddles and adjacent, lower 

drainage swales were employed to maneuver game animals such as elk and pronghorn 

into kill zones utilizing rock wall blinds in similar patterns to those documented in alpine 

areas of Rocky Mountain National Park (cf., Brunswig 2001f, 2004b). Early and later, 

cool season (winter-spring and fall-winter) use of North Park valley ridge line game 

drives, although not yet definitively proven, is suggested by the fact that one of the two 

probable drive species, elk, would have migrated from the valley into upper elevation 

environmental zones by early to mid summer. It is likely that, except during extreme 

winter weather conditions (and perhaps even then), ridge saddle drives would have been 

operated through some or most winter months. 

Archeological Evidence for the Proposed RMNP Subsistence Model 

 Supporting evidence for the above subsistence model has accumulated over 

several decades of archeological investigations in the Park and its surrounding region 

and, particularly, by the SAIP survey and testing project described in this report. Data 

from more than four hundred prehistoric sites in several Park areas, encompassing 

multiple environmental zones from montane forest to alpine tundra, provide substantial 

evidence of the development, time depth, and nature of the model’s broad reality. That 

evidence is highlighted below in the form of detailed descriptions of individual sites and 

site clusters which document archeological evidence for flexible, logistically organized 

subsistence systems designed to seasonally extract resources for generations of hunter-

gatherers. Figure 63 (below) provides a location map of individual sites and site cluster 

believed to represent discrete former hunting territories that incorporate integral elements 

of the proposed subsistence system. Three locations shown on the map, 1-3, are 
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individual sites in low elevation montane zones with archeological assemblages 

consistent with early and late season (early-mid spring to late fall-early winter) 

occupations designed to exploit available plant and animal resources during those seasons 

and serve as staging camps for relocation to higher altitude environmental zones when 

snow cover had largely retreated off the tundra and game migrations to summer pastures 

began.  

 Lower elevation staging camps, provided they were within reasonable travel time 

of highland tundra grasslands, could also have been used during the summer months as 

longer term bases for resident younger and more elderly (physically less capable) band 

members and places of temporary residence for more physically capable band members 

who periodically returned from high altitude hunting territories with hides, dried or 

smoked meat, and food and medicinal plants gathered in those areas. Numbers 4-6 

represent extensive clusters of sites believed to represent complex palimpsests of overlaid 

hunting systems of many different cultural periods, but all designed to integrate different 

site types, e.g., hunting base camps, kill localities, and secondary animal and plant 

processing stations, for logistically organized procurement in the highly productive 

summer game pastures at and above the Park’s tree line. Two of the three described 

hunting territories, Flattop Mountain and Mount Ida Ridge, have kill and primary 

processing sites, sometimes referred to as game drives, with constructed rock walls, 

blinds, and cairn lines designed to channel game into kill zones, each tailored to take 

advantage of local terrain characteristics such as step slopes, cliffs, boulder fields, etc. A 

third territory, Bighorn Flats, is the single largest expanse of tundra in the Park and, while 

having no identified hunting features (sites with game drive components) it does contain 
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an abundance of natural trap and ambush localities, including areas of large boulders and 

mountain slopes with concealing knolls and erosion swales. All three hunting territories 

have secondary games processing sites situated away from main kill areas and hunt 

staging camps in tundra-subalpine ecotone and upper margins of subalpine forest.   

 

Figure 63. Location of lower altitude base camps (1-Pontiac Pit site, 2-Cache la 
Poudre-Chapin Creek Confluence Camp, 3-Beaver Meadow sites) and game 
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hunting territories (4-Mount Ida Ridge, 5-Bighorn Flats, and 6-Flattop Game Drive) 
representing components of Rocky Mountain National Park’s prehistoric 
subsistence systems. 
 
Early and Late Season “Base” Camps in Lower Elevation Montane Valleys 

 Two multi-component prehistoric sites and a small cluster of sites along a 

suspected eastern branch of the Ute Trail, all located in lower elevation montane Park 

valleys, one in the western Kawuneeche (Figure 63, No. 1), a second in the northwest 

(the upper headwaters valley of the Cache la Poudre River (Figure 63, no. 2), and 

multiple sites in the east central area of the Park (Beaver Meadows) (Figure 63, no. 3), 

were chosen to illustrate what are interpreted as spring and fall base camps, largely 

occupied by migratory hunter-gatherer bands entering and leaving the Park during those 

seasons.  

Pontiac Pit (5GA218) 

The Pontiac Pit site (5GA218) is located immediately east side of Trail Ridge 

Road (U.S. Highway 34), some 9.5 km north of Grand Lake, on a gently sloping glacial 

kame terrace. The North Fork of the Colorado River is situated 100 m to the west and the 

actual floodplain margins of the Colorado are no more than 20 m in that direction. A 

small stream drains into the Colorado floodplain from upslope mountain forest at the 

north edge of the site, once providing a permanent and immediate source of water for the 

site’s former occupants. Figure 64 presents a mapping grade (sub-meter) Global 

Positioning System (GPS) generated wire frame map of the site and its immediate 

environs. 
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Figure 64. Wire frame, GPS-generated map of Pontiac Pit and its immediate 
surroundings. 
 

Pontiac Pit was first discovered during a National Park Service road corridor 

survey (Lincoln 1978) and extensive site excavations (56 m2) were conducted in 1982 

and 1983 (Leistman 1986). Those excavations remain, even today, the most complete 

undertaken in the Park and uncovered a buried, multi-component series of shallow camp 

occupations beginning in the Early Archaic Period (6,500-4,500 b.p.) and continuing 

through subsequent Middle Archaic (4,500-3,000 b.p.), Late Archaic (3,000-1,900 b.p.), 

Early Ceramic (1,900-1,000 b.p.) and Middle/Late Ceramic to early Historic (1,000-150 

b.p.) cultural periods. A possible Late Paleoindian component may also be present as a 

biface fragment with what appears to be parallel-oblique flaking was recovered 

(Liestman 1986: Figure 11-1a). 
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UNC re-surveyed the Pontiac Pit site in 2000, discovering a second concentration 

of flakes 75 m south of the previously recorded site area, and extended its previously 

known boundaries and, possibly, sub-surface deposits by several meters to the south and 

west. The second lithic concentration consisted of a more than a dozen Dakota 

orthoquartzite and Kremmling chert flakes along with a chert preform and biface tool. 

The university also conducted a ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey and excavated 

two narrow trenches and a single 50 cm square test pit, the latter situated outside 

previously excavated areas, in order to prospect for additional buried features and gather 

new data on site stratigraphy (Lux 2001). Due to the site’s shallow soil depth and 

geological conditions poorly suited for effective GPR survey, no further sub-surface 

features were detected and test excavations largely confirmed earlier published findings 

on the site’s shallow and somewhat mixed occupation strata. 

During the 1982/83 excavations, Pontiac Pit cultural materials and features were 

found confined to two upper stratigraphic units (1 and 2) and their associated occupation 

deposits. Cultural material was found no deeper than 20 cm below the modern surface, 

although some pit features had been dug into overlying, culturally sterile glacial kame 

deposits to a maximum depth of 35 cm. A total of twenty-seven features, classified into 

three classes, hearths, roasting pits, and discrete ash and charcoal lenses, were identified 

during excavation. More than half of the features, 15 in all, were radiocarbon-dated (see 

Appendix D-RMNP Radiocarbon Database), providing absolute dates for both the 

features and physically associated artifacts. The oldest feature, 11/15, was dated at 

4,710+120 b.p., and was loosely associated with a late Early Archaic (Mount Albion 

Complex) projectile point. Other putative Early Archaic features, based on radiocarbon 
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dates, were 19 (4,070+170 b.p.) and 24 (4,170+120 b.p.). Another feature (17), an 

inferred roasting pit, produced a 3,920+160 b.p. date and two Middle Archaic (Duncan 

and Mallory types) points were located in close proximity. The 4,000 b.p. date, if indeed 

associated with a Middle Archaic component would be one of the earliest dates for that 

cultural complex in Colorado. At least two other features, 9 (2,920+50 b.p.) and 13 

(3,230+50 b.p.), dated within the Middle Archaic time span. A roasting pit feature (12) 

was dated at 890+50 b.p. and closely associated with an Early Ceramic corner-notched 

projectile point. One roasting pit feature (1) produced a date of 780+50 b.p., consistent 

with the Middle Ceramic date range while another roasting pit (feature 16) was dated to 

980+180 b.p. and associated with an unnotched projectile point, or biface knife, also 

commonly associated with Middle or Late Ceramic components in Colorado. In some 

cases, projectile point types recovered from later radiocarbon-dated site components were 

found in physical association with earlier dated features, showing evidence of 

stratigraphic mixing in some site areas.  

In addition to projectile points, the site’s lithic assemblage included a small 

number of formal and informal flaked tools such as side and end scrapers, biface knives, 

at least one graver, a worked blade, and an estimated 160 utilized flakes. 5869 waste 

flakes were recovered, consisting almost exclusively of secondary and tertiary stage 

manufacturing flakes. Although a formal identification of flaked tool or debitage for their 

lithic sources was not undertaken by the original excavators, site excavators did note that 

95% of its projectile points and tools were made of a red to brown jasper (56%) and a 

gray to white chert (39%), both occurring within 15 km of the site at known Middle Park 

quarries. The next most abundant material type (4-5%), making up nearly the remaining 
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projectile points and tools, was a fine-grained gray to white orthoquartzite. Both the 

above site report lithic source material assessment and this author’s examination of 

Pontiac Pit artifacts in the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum confirmed the fact 

that their jasper almost certainly is Table Mountain (or Grouse Mountain) jasper while 

artifacts made of chert primarily derive from Kremmling (or Troublesome Formation) 

chert sources, and orthoquarztite artifacts are Dakota orthoquartzite in origin, all from 

local geologic sources, local as defined previously (in chapter 6) as occurring within 60 

km of Park boundaries. This leaves no more than 1-2% of the site’s formal and informal 

tools as not coming from those sources and at least some of that percentage is quartz and 

rhyolite/andesite from the Park itself. One exotic source artifact, the earlier noted biface 

with its apparent Late Paleoindian parallel-oblique flaking, was made of Hartville 

quartzite from south central Wyoming. This author’s examination of the Pontiac Pit tools 

and debitage materials also failed to identify lithic materials from sources east of the 

Rockies (Front Range foothills or plains). 

The Pontiac Pit report noted a “conspicuous absence of ground stone” at the site 

(Liestman 1986: 48). However, this author’s examination of the site’s artifact assemblage 

in the RMNP Museum produced three metate fragments (ROMO 17582, ROMO 17585, 

and ROMO 17586), all made of light red Lyons sandstone. The presence of metates 

suggests that some degree of plant or dried meat processing occurred during one or more 

periods of occupation. If plant foods, such as dried berries, seeds, or roots, were being 

processed, then late summer-fall, when such plant products would become available, 

would have been one of the site’s occupation seasons. 
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Due to the shallow nature of Pontiac Pit’s deposits and its acidic soil and climate 

conditions which limit effective preservation of bone, very little faunal material, 11 

pieces of fragmentary bone, was recovered. These were classified as representing small to 

large mammals, with only a single bone retaining sufficient diagnostic traits to be 

provisionally identified as elk (Cervus canadensis). 

One unusual discovery at the site consisted of the recovery of 6 isolated pieces of 

burnt, compact clay, two of which had “impressions of vegetal matter” (Liestman 1986: 

102-103; Litaor 1986). Mineralogical analysis of the clay compared with immediately 

local site soil indicated it had been transported from elsewhere, probably from clay 

deposits along the nearby Colorado River. The presence and nature of the clay, 

particularly fragments with plant impressions, suggest former existence of a simple 

shelter, probably made of local tree trunks interwoven with branches and sealed against 

the elements with wet clay, a technique known as “wattle and damb”. The lack of soil 

depth and post-hole evidence indicates the putative structure (or structures) was relatively 

ephemeral and rested on the terrace surface. 

The above archeological evidence shows Pontiac Pit was a favored camp location 

over several thousand years. It was located in a sheltered spot with water, game and plant 

resources typically associated with a rich riparian environment. The site is also situated 

along a known Native American travel corridor, the Ute Trail, and near one of the access 

trails of the ancient Big Trail which crosses the Continental Divide to the east (see 

Brunswig and Lux 2004; Lux 2004, 2005). That same access trail provides a direct route 

to the Bighorn Flats hunting system (described below). It almost certainly represents an 

early season-late season hunting camp occupied in spring-early summer prior to descent 
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to alpine game pastures and in late fall-early winter at the end of the summer high altitude 

hunting season. Its relative closeness to known alpine hunting territories, only 14 miles, 

may indicate it former use as a montane zone base camp for hunting parties who may 

have ascended and descended the mountain side to those territories several times over the 

late summer and early fall. Alternatively, it may have only served as a temporary 

stopover for hunting bands entering the Kawuneeche valley from winter camps in Middle 

Park (the overwhelming source of lithic materials), intending to travel north along the Ute 

Trail to Milner and Forest Canyon passes or turn east and ascend the modern day Green 

Mountain and Tonahutu trails to Bighorn Flats, or travel even further east along the Big 

Trail to the Flattop Mountain Game Drive. If not occupied throughout the summer as a 

lowland base camp, the site would have also served as an exit stop-over camp during the 

late season out-migration to Middle Park wintering locales.     

The Cache La Poudre-Chapin Creek Confluence Site 

The Cache La Poudre-Chapin Creek Confluence site, 5LR9826, is located in the 

upper montane environmental zone just above (north) of the confluence of Chapin Creek 

and the upper Cache la Poudre River. It is a large (30.5 acres) site with six distinct lithic, 

ground stone, and ceramic concentrations, representing seasonal camps over several 

thousand years and cultural groups from late Paleoindian to early historic times 

(Brunswig 2001a: 26-27; 2002: 49). Figure 65 illustrates the distribution of artifact 

concentrations and selected projectile points (pp), pottery (ce), metate fragements (me), 

and features (f) at the site. 
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Figure 65. Site map of 5LR9826 at the confluence of the Cache La Poudre River and 
Chapin Creek. 
 

Culturally diagnostic artifacts recovered from 5LR9826 included both projectile 

points and pottery.  Projectile point types and associated cultural periods included a Late 

Paleoindian Frederick/Lusk/Angostura point (9,000-7,000 b.p.), two Early Ceramic 

corner-notched (1,900-1,000 b.p.) points, and a Middle-Late Ceramic side-notched (ca. 

1,000-250 b.p.) projectile point. As described in the preceding chapter, 5LR9826 

produced the Park’s only example of Middle Ceramic-Upper Republican pottery (1,000-

700 b.p.) and a late prehistoric-early historic Ute occupation is documented by 

Uncompahgre Brownware sherds, the latter having organic residue radiocarbon-dated to 

AD 1640 (310+50 b.p.).  

Formal, flaked tools, aside from four projectile points, included two biface knife 

fragments and a flake core chopper/scraper. The only informal tools found were three 
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utilized flakes. The majority of the formal and informal tools were made of local 

mountain materials, such as Kremmling chert and the distinctive dark gray Dakota 

orthoquartzite. One example of each was found of Hartville chert (south central 

Wyoming), a yellow-banded petrified wood from the eastern plains, and an unknown 

white chert, the latter suspected of also being of eastern plains origin. A total of one 

hundred nineteen waste flakes were collected in two survey seasons (2000 and 2001), 

nearly all from mid lithic reduction stages (2 and 3). Latest stage (4) retouch flakes were 

rare, but due to their lightness and small sizes, may have eroded away and now are less 

frequently represented than larger flakes. Material source analysis of the aggregate waste 

flake, or debitage, sub-assemblage (cited earlier in chapter 6) showed an overwhelming 

source provenance from Middle Park and North Park west of the Continental Divide. 

Nearly half (46.61%) of the debitage was Kremmling chert, followed by Table Mountain 

jasper (15.79%), the regionally distinctive Dakota (or Windy Ridge) orthoquartzite 

(14.04%), North Park petrified wood (8.77%), and a very limited amount of immediately 

local Specimen Mountain rhyolite-andesite (.88%). Local mountain-source materials 

constituted 85.09% of all debitage. Non-local, or exotic, flake debris was made up of 

eastern plains sourced Petrified Wood (2.63%) and an unknown source chert (12.28%) 

which may have derived from the Front Range foothills or eastern plains.                          

Beaver Meadows Lower Montane Camps 

SAIP surveys in 1999 and 2000 year documented several prehistoric sites along 

what is believed to be an eastern extension of the Ute Trail in Beaver Meadows, a small 

wet meadow valley, in east central Rocky Mountain National Park (Brunswig 1999a, 

2000a, 2005b; Brunswig and Lux 2004; Lux 2005). The Beaver Meadow campsites were 
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concentrated along the lower northern slope of a local landscape feature known as the 

North Lateral Moraine which forms a ridge line divide between Beaver Meadows and the 

next adjoining valley to the south, Moraine Park.  All the sites were situated either on 

grassy meadow benches at the base of the moraine, overlooking the meadow to the north, 

or inside the moraine’s lower ponderosa pine forested slopes. While several sites 

documented by UNC surveys in the valley lacked diagnostic artifacts, they did provide 

rich evidence of short-term hunting camp activities, with lithic tools associated with 

game processing, plant or dried meat grinding (metates), and tool refurbishment. Other 

sites, whose locations are shown in Figure 66, contained diagnostic artifacts as well as 

evidence of a wide range of short-term camp activities consistent with hunting, gathering, 

and processing of both plants and animals. 

 

 
 
Feature 66. Area map showing relative locations of North Lateral Moraine sites in 
Beaver Meadows. 
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Two of the more archeologically significant Beaver Meadows sites are 5LR3891 

and 5LR3899. A brief description of both sites is given here in order to provide a sense of 

their role and cultural affiliation as lower elevation, montane zone camps used by 

seasonally migrating hunter-gatherers. 

 5LR3891 is an extensive prehistoric multi-component camp and historic artifact 

scatter (Figure 67). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 67. Site map of 5LR3891 showing artifact distributions and local topography. 
 
 5LR3891 is situated within a small, protected alluvial fan alongside a narrow swale 

draining the North Lateral Moraine that separates Beaver Meadows in the north and 

Moraine Park to the south. Its main area is situated immediately south of a modern-day 
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riding and hiking trail on the southern margins of Upper Beaver Meadows. The trail, 

believed to have been an important branch of the prehistoric and early historic era Ute 

Trail (Brunswig and Lux 2004; Lux 2004, 2005), cuts directly through the southern 

portions of the site.  Overall site dimensions are 30 x 30 meters (ca. 900 m2) and the site’s 

surface artifact scatter is roughly rectangular in outline. Its prehistoric components 

consist of a large number of lithic flakes, stone tools, and projectile points (hafted 

bifaces).  Identified projectile point types from surface finds, and one recovered from a 

test pit, suggest that at least two cultural period occupations are represented: the Middle 

Archaic (McKean Complex Duncan projectile point]-ca. 4,500-3,500 b.p.) and Early 

Ceramic periods (Plains Woodland culture-[various corner notched projectile points] 

ca.1,850-1,000 b.p.). Charcoal from an uppermost section of stratigraphic unit 3 in test 

unit 9N/24E yielded a mid-late Early Ceramic radiocarbon date of 1,270+40 b.p. (Beta-

153145). 

  The presence of numerous prehistoric flakes, points, and tools reflect lithic tool 

manufacture/refurbishment and animal product processing activities. Plant processing is 

indicated by the presence of metate (grinding slab) fragments.  Two successive seasons of 

limited test excavation resulted in sub-surface sampling by seven m2  test pits. Testing 

resulted in the recovery of numerous lithic materials, mainly secondary and tertiary 

manufacturing and retouch flakes, from four distinctive cultural/natural stratigraphic 

units, which extended to a depth of 40 cm before glacial till boulders were encountered. 

A rock-lined hearth was discovered in one of the test pits from the site’s lowest 

stratigraphic unit (4).  
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 The site’s artifact assemblage represented a full range of game and plant processing 

tools, including formal flaked tools such as projectile points, scrapers, and biface knives 

and informal flake and core knives, scrapers. The ratio of formal to informal tools was 

higher for informal tools (formal-40.74%: informal-59.26%), possibly suggesting a 

longer-term, more logistically organized camp structure (see Chapter 5). Lithic debitage 

was heavily inclined toward late stage tool manufacturing/retouch with Mass Aggregate 

grade 3 flakes making up 45.5% of the total inventory with even more grade 4 flakes at 

54.55%. Material source data, surprisingly, showed a very strong orientation toward 

local, western slope parkland valley sources for formal tools (83.33%) and lithic debitage 

(84.95%). Informal tools were less well represented by local (interior montane) sources at 

53.33%.  All projectile points were from Middle Park materials, either Troublesome 

(Kremmling) chert, Table Mountain jasper, or Windy Ridge (Dakota) orthoquartzite. This 

same trend was reflected in the lithic debitage sub-assemblage where Trouble 

(Kremmling) chert made up more than half (57.84%) of the total inventory followed by 

Table Mountain jasper (25.42%) and Windy Ridge or Front Range Dakota quartzite 

(8.05%). Again, Eastern Front Range foothills and plains materials were virtually absent.  

Ground stone was relatively abundant at the site, showing evidence of plant and dried 

meat processing. Although a few examples of Lyons sandstone metate fragments were 

found, there was a definite use of biotite schist, locally available in the immediate area. 

The second Beaver Meadows site, 5LR3899, was located on a low lightly wooded 

knoll at the lower moraine edge, overlooking Beaver Brook and its meadow (Figure 68). 
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Figure 68. Site map of 5LR3899. 

Test excavations at 5LR3899 uncovered shallow cultural deposits to a depth of 40 

cm along with a moderately light surface scatter of flakes and tools, the latter including 

six complete or partial projectile points and eight metate fragments. Several cultural 

features identified on the surface at 5LR3899 included three rock-lined hearths, two stone 

rings and a possible rock cairn.  Culturally and chronologically diagnostic projectile 

points recovered from the site suggest Early Archaic (6,500-4,500 b.p.), Late Archaic 

(3,000-1,900 b.p.) and Early Ceramic period (1,900-950 b.p.) components. It is believed 

the site represents a short to medium term camp where tool manufacture, tool 

refurbishment, and economic processing took place over several centuries of seasonal 

visits. The site is located on a lower montane stream valley bench at the boundary of the 

base of a large glacial moraine and the southern edge of the main Beaver Brook terrace.  
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It lies just within the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone at the 

edge of the Upper Beaver Meadows valley. The site's overall dimensions are 205 x 90 

meters, forming an overall rectangular pattern.  Its artifact inventory, although not 

formally analyzed and described in Chapter 5, closely resembles data described above for 

5LR3891 (see Appendix B-Master Artifact Catalogue). Formal and informal tools were 

roughly equal in number and were represented by a preponderance of western, interior 

parkland valley lithic source materials as was the litchi debitage sub-assemblage. 

Projectile points were evenly divided, two each, between local western and eastern Front 

Range foothills/plains sources.   

Although the two above described sites represent the most archeologically 

complex sites along the base of Beaver Meadows’ North Lateral Moraine, they represent 

two of such four sites strung in a linear pattern on the lower moraine slope. All appear to 

represent short-term early-late warm season camps occupied prior to, and/or, after 

seasonal migration to higher elevation hunting territories along a lower, eastern branch of 

the Ute Trail (cf., Brunswig and Lux 2004; Lux 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005). 

High Altitude Hunting Territories: a Sampling from RMNP 

 By mid to late summer, migratory hunting bands to the Park began to ascend to 

higher elevations, following migrating game to upper subalpine and alpine tundra hunting 

territories. While there are more than dozen such territories identified during SAIP 

surveys, this sub-section will describe only three of the more prominent such areas, Mt 

Ida Ridge, Bighorn Flats, and Flattop Mountain, as examples of the range of topographic, 

environmental, and archeological traits found in those territories in the Park and 

neighboring region. 
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The Mount Ida Ridge Hunting Territory 

The first well-defined high altitude hunting territory to be described extends 

several kilometers along Mount Ida Ridge, directly astride the continental divide. Its 

northwestern end appears to initiate above Milner and Forest Canyon passes and appears 

to end near Mount Ida at its southeastern end (Figure 69). 

 
 

Figure 69. Mount Ida Ridge hunting territory with associated prehistoric sites. 
 
 Mount Ida Ridge extends southeastward along the continental divide from Milner 

Pass (elevation-3,474 m) for 6.4 km to Mount Ida in western central Rocky Mountain 
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National Park. The northwestern segment of the ridge drops off to the east and west from 

the continental divide in moderate to moderately steep (5-30º) alpine slopes while the 

southeastern portion of the ridgeline has moderate alpine slopes (10-30º) west of the 

divide but drops precipitously into a steep talus slope on its eastern edge. The ridge’s 

topography is made of varying height and orientation ridgeline section, benches, knolls, 

boulder fields, and ascending mountain slopes that once provided a wide range of 

opportunities for prehistoric hunters to maneuver game animals, primarily elk and 

bighorn sheep, into kill zones or to wait in ambush along trails or natural alpine foraging 

paths. In many cases, ambush localities provided hunters with naturally concealing 

features, boulders, rock outcrops, or terrain rises while, in other instances, hunters 

enhanced natural features for better concealment by piling up small boulders, excavating 

the ground behind them, or built more substantial walls and pit blinds from local rocks. In 

the latter case, some high altitude hunting systems, including at least four sites along 

Mount Ida Ridge (5GA1095,  5GA2713, 5GA2002, 5LR10255), were more formally 

“constructed” with artificial game maneuvering features such as rock cairn lines, rock-

walled observation pits, rock wall alignments, and rock-walled hunting blinds.        

One of the most prominent and archeologically visible Mount Ida Ridge sites is 

5GA2002, a multi-component game drive site first recorded by James Benedict in August 

1995. Benedict described the site in his original Colorado Cultural Resource Survey 

Prehistoric Archaeological Component Form as being situated “in a saddle on the 

Continental Divide and on the slope leading southward toward Mount Ida.”  He 

designated the site as the “Mount Ida Game Drive” and described it as consisting of two 

groups of “structures” with: 
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“The northern group… (4 blinds)” occurring “in an area of sackung features 
(tension-crack faults) and scarps, taking advantage of the natural concealment 
 that they provide. The southern group of structures (2 blinds, 1 wall) complete 
the local hunting system represented by 5GA2002. The wall parallels the cirque 
headwall, 2-4 m from its edge. It is a subtle system, in places unconvincing.” 
(Benedict 1995) 
 
It is noteworthy that no artifacts were noted as being present at 5GA2002 on 

Benedict’s original 1995 Colorado State site archaeological component form.  However, 

2000 and 2001 University of Northern Colorado surveys of the site and its surrounding 

area produced a substantial number of artifacts and produced a detailed of Benedict’s 

original seven blind and wall features (Figure 70). As described by Benedict, the northern 

group of features consisted of a circular rock wall blind (feature 1-1.8 to 1.4 m diameter), 

a west facing semi-circular blind (feature 2-maximum length of 2 m),  a short (2.6 m) 

rock “wall” line (feature 3), and another, also short (2.7 m) rock “wall” line (feature 4). 

Latter features 3 and 4 were situated at the southeast end of a linear northwest to 

southeast oriented, depression. A major artifact scatter (concentration 1) located a few 

meters northwest west of those features yielded more than two dozen secondary and 

tertiary lithic jasper and chert flakes, five sandstone metate fragments, more than a dozen 

informal flake tools (scrapers, knives, and a single rhyolite core), and most importantly, 

two Early Archaic Mount Albion Complex corner-notched projectile points (ca. 6,500-

4,500 b.p). Plant or, more likely, dried meat, grinding activities were indicated by the 

discovery of a substantial sandstone metate fragment and scattered lithic flake 

concentration north northwest of the main concentration (1). Three other sandstone 

metate fragments, several secondary and tertiary flakes, informal flake tools and three 

projectile point fragments were found scattered generally down slope from the west to 

southeast of concentration 1. Projectile point fragments from the Late Paleoindian (Jame 
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Allen-Frederick) (8,500-7,500 b.p) and Late Archaic (3,000-1,900 b.p) periods were also 

recovered. The site’s southern feature group consisted of a 60 m long rock “wall” (feature 

5) paralleling the ridgeline crest and 3-5 m west of a steep northeast facing scarp that 

drops off down a talus slope cliff into the adjacent glacial cirque valley, a semi-circular, 

2.7 m long, northwest facing wall or blind (feature 6) in line and at the southeastern end 

of feature 5, and a nearly complete, 1.7 by 2.1 m, oval rock wall blind (feature 7) located 

ca. 2 m southeast of feature 6 just over the crest of the cliff edge. Large boulders at the 

southeast corner of southern feature group form a protected shelter area and concealment 

from game crossing the saddle crest from the southwest (from upslope) and up the steep 

talus slope from the northeast. The arrangement of features in the southern group were 

designed to ambush game arriving from two directions; up the long mountain slope 

saddle on the southwest and up the steep cliff talus slope from the northeast. No artifacts 

were found in the southern feature group vicinity. 
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Figure 70. Overall site map of 5GA2002 showing features, artifact concentrations, 
and illustrating its hypothesized “dual-game strategy”. 
 

Cumulative evidence represented by 5GA2002’s features, artifact distributions, 

and artifact classes suggests it served as a frequently utilized, game procurement locality 

where two different hunting strategies were employed over a span of several thousand 

years. Its northern feature group, in addition to being the primary processing and tool 

refurbishment area, includes features largely oriented toward ambushing game being 

maneuvered up (north to northeast) a relatively easy west-southwest facing mountain 

slope swale ascending from the subalpine tree line below. It is hypothesized that the 

primary hunted game species on that part of the site and along the saddle crest were elk, 

given their habit of grazing up gentle to moderately sloping tundra slopes in early 

morning, after having left night time bedding areas in sub-alpine krummholz or spruce-fir 
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forest. Recovered artifacts from the northern part of the site, including fragmentary 

diagnostic projectile points, suggest its kill area was in use during the Late Paleoindian 

period, in the subsequent Early Archaic period, and during the Late Archaic/Early 

Ceramic period (s). 

The southern feature group at 5GA2002 is more problematic, particularly as it 

lacked associated artifacts and given the fact that at least one of its features, the long 

“wall”, is relatively ephemeral and indistinct in appearance. However, given the overall 

orientation and placement of its features, including the putative wall (feature 5) and the 

protective boulder concentration at its southeast corner just above the cliff margins, it is 

suggested those features represent hunter concealment “blinds” and “visual pause” lines 

on the ridgeline horizon for game such as Bighorn sheep being driven up the eastern 

scrap from below to emerge on the ridgeline at the kill locality. (cf., Figure 71). 

Positioning of a drive pit just west of the cliff edge and ca. 20 m northwest of the boulder 

concentration may be related to employment of a long net to ensnare sheep fleeing up the 

cliff talus slope from hunters in the valley below (cf., Frison 1991: 246-258; Frison, 

Reher, and Walker 1990). The use of nets to trap animals such as Bighorn sheep, whose 

natural instinct is to flee up such steep slopes, has been attested by discovery of an intact 

Late Paleoindian period (ca. 8,800 b.p.) net measuring 50-65 m in length in Wyoming’s 

Absaroka Mountains (Frison 1991: 258; Frison, Andrews and Edgar 1986). 
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Figure 71 a and b.  a: Google ® Earth Satellite composite image of the ridgetop 
saddle at 5GA2002 and b: the rock-walled blind (feature 1) immediately west of the 
ridge crest believed to have been used in Bighorn sheep trapping at the site.  
 
 Evidence suggests 5GA2002 represents the most complex multi-component kill 

and associated early-stage game processing site on Mount Ida Ridge. However, other 

secondary processing camps have been recorded along the site’s lower western slope and 

in a protected ridge spur over the continental divide a short distance to the north (see the 

earlier Figure 69 map for locations). The ridge spur site (5LR7108) produced both Late 
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Paleoindian (Pryor Stem, 8,000-7,500 b.p) and Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex, 

7,500-4,500 b.p) projectile points. 

Finally, a small “constructed” game drive (5GA1095 [aka 5LR1089]) with cairns 

and natural and built ambush blinds is located near the north-central end of the Mount Ida 

ridgeline. 5GA1095 is associated with light artifact concentration related to game 

processing areas and has yielded diagnostic artifacts spanning at least 8,000 years (Late 

Paleoindian to Early Ceramic, ca. 9,000-1,000 b.p). Its description completes this sub-

section’s treatment of the Mount Ida Ridge hunting territory. 

5GA1095 (the  Mount Ida Ridge Game Drive) is also known as 5LR1089 since it 

straddles the continental divide into Larimer County and was initially recorded with two 

state site numbers, one in each adjacent county by James Benedict (1987: 1-27, 

Appendices A, B, and C).  The site is located in alpine tundra 1.9 km southeast of the 

Mount Ida trailhead at Milner Pass. It includes a number of prehistoric cairns, a U-shaped 

stone walled fasting, or vision quest, bed, and hundreds of artifacts and tool reduction 

flakes (Figure 72). 
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Figure 72. GPS-computer generated map of the 5GA1095/5LR1089 game drive site. 
 
Benedict suggested several cairns and alignments found in the vicinity of a fasting 

bed (or vision quest) feature that directly overlooks Milner Pass and the northeast 

headwaters branch of the Colorado River were part of a former game drive system. A 

single cairn alignment at the drive consists of sixteen irregularly spaced cairns oriented in 

an east-west direction across the knoll, following the ridge crest. The line of small cairns 

is ca. 130 m long and was interpreted by Benedict (1987: 5) as having served as a drift 

fence, designed to direct game animals from open alpine grazing areas northwest of the 

site knoll toward hunters stationed on its south side and its east trending ridgeline. 
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 It should be noted that no physically outstanding hunting/ambush blinds or other 

constructed forms of concealment were identified by Benedict or a subsequent University 

of Northern Colorado site survey. The apparent lack of formally constructed blinds 

suggests game animals had been ambushed by hunters concealed behind the knoll and 

ridge crest (cf., also Benedict 1987: 5). However, a stone-walled pit located 280 m north-

northwest of the site knoll crest, immediately west of the divide, may have served as a 

look-out blind from which hunts were coordinated. Intensive UNC survey of the site 

locality also identified a barely visible and possible blind pit on the knoll crest, enclosed 

with small boulders that may have formed a low concealing wall. Configuration of the 

site’s cairns, artifact concentrations, and local topography are consistent with the 

hypothesis that game animals were maneuvered toward and through a saddle immediately 

east of the knoll and ambushed from a large rock outcrop at its southwest corner.  

 Artifacts recovered from 5GA1095/5LR1089 were clustered in three main 

concentrations, designated A, B, and C (cf., Figure 73 below) and included 21 projectile 

points and point fragments, several flaked tools, a quartzite core, more than 200 reduction 

and retouch flakes, and ten sandstone metate fragments, the later thought to have derived 

from at least two individual grinding stones. 
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Figure 73. Map showing Mount Ida Ridge game drive features and artifact 
concentrations. Note the line of cairns ascending the ridgeline from the west to the 
site’s knoll and artifact concentrations. 
 
Diagnostic projectile point types from the site are from the region’s Late Paleoindian, 

Early Archaic, Middle Archaic (two Mallory bases), Late Archaic, and Early Ceramic 

cultural periods, ranging from ca. 9,000 to 1,000 b.p. Its lithic and ground stone tools, 

like those of the earlier described Mount Ida Game Drive (5GA2002), are indicative of 

butchering, meat processing, and, perhaps, plant food processing activities. The majority 

of lithic tool materials (<70%) derive from local sources within 60 km of the site with 

Troublesome Mountain (Kremmling) chert and Windy Ridge Dakota orthoquartzite being 

the most common.  
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The Bighorn Flats-Tonahutu Headwaters Hunting System 

The Bighorn Flats-Tonahutu hunting system is situated in a very large, expansive 

area (~5,000 acres) of broadly west to southwest sloping tundra and lower elevation 

alpine-subalpine ecotone (krummholz) and upper subalpine forest. Its western margins 

contain the headwaters of Tonahutu, Ptarmigan, and Hallett creeks. Bighorn Flats is the 

largest continuous expanse of alpine tundra and alpine-subalpine ecotone in the Park and 

has one of its highest concentrations of prehistoric sites in those environmental zones. 

Figure 74 is a composite satellite image photo of the Bighorn Flats area along the 

continental divide in Rocky Mountain National Park. 

 

 
 
Figure 74. Google ® Earth composite satellite image of Bighorn Flats and its 
containing ridgeline segment of the Continental Divide. The area enclosed by 
Bighorn Flats is located within the dashed white line. 
 
 Figure 75 shows a computer-generated map of Bighorn Flats with its major 

topographical features and locations of prehistoric archeological sites. 
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Figure 75. Map of the topography and prehistoric site locations of Bighorn Flats’ 
northern and central areas. 

 
It is important to note Bighorn Flats is traversed by a well-known cross-

Continental Divide Indian trail known as the Big Trail (cf., Brunswig and Lux 2003; Lux 

2004, 2005). Big Trail, as well as several others historically documented in the park, has 

been shown to have served as a major migratory route for past Native American 

populations since the end of the Ice Age. Tundra peneplain and mountain slopes of 
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Bighorn Flats were extensively surveyed by UNC archeology teams in 2000 and 2001. 

Those surveys documented low site densities where the Big Trail (and its modern 

equivalent, the Flattop Mountain-Bighorn Flats trail) crossed the Flats over the 

continental divide from the west end of Flattop Mountain to the Tonahutu Creek 

headwaters area.  However, just below western margins of the Bighorn Flats “rim” where 

a portion of the Big Trail descends into the alpine-subalpine ecotone zone of the 

Tonahutu Creek headwaters, archeological site numbers increase dramatically (Brunswig 

2002a: 30-37, 2004b: 396-398). 

Bighorn Flats’ alpine tundra was found to contain several lithic-ground stone 

scatter sites associated with primary game kills and lithic tools used in early stages of 

processing. UNC surveys found the sites mainly concentrated in the northern sector of 

Bighorn Flats on the south-facing slope of Sprague Mountain and in its southwest sector 

within and above the Ptarmigan Creek headwaters. 

Sprague Mountain is part of a high narrow Continental Divide ridge line that 

steeply descends into the northeastern edge of Bighorn Flats. A pass at its top, Sprague 

Pass, provides access to the eastern side of the Continental Divide via a steep, but usable, 

route into a glacial cirque valley containing the headwaters of Spruce Creek that drains 

eastward through Spruce Canyon. A large multi-component prehistoric game processing 

camp (5GA2262) is situated on an alpine tundra mountain slope bench below (southwest) 

the pass (Figure 76).  
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Figure 76. Site map of 5GA2262: a tundra game processing site. 

Archeological surveys at 5GA2262 documented kill and processing tools in three 

major concentrations, scattered over a 25,200 m2 area. The heaviest concentration (1) was 

located in the northern part of the site while lighter concentrations (2 and 3) occurred in 

its southeast quadrant.  Formal and informal lithic tools from concentration 1 included a 

petrified wood graver (bone processing), chert, jasper, and silicified wood composite tool 

scrapers/knives, a jasper notched spoke shave, a jasper Early Archaic (Mount Albion-

6,500-4,500 b.p) projectile point base, and a chert Late Paleoindian projectile point mid-

section (ca. 9,500-7,500 b.p). Formal and informal tools from the other two 

concentrations consisted of chert and jasper scrapers, single edged and bifacial flaked 
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knives, a biface knife fragment, and two additional Early Archaic corner-notched, 

projectile point fragments. Refurbishment of butchering and hide processing tools at all 

three lithic scatters was indicated by secondary and tertiary flakes.  As described earlier 

in chapter 6, more than 70% of the tools recovered from 5GA2262 were formally 

manufactured while fewer than 30% were unretouched or minimally worked flake and 

core tools. The majority of its artifacts, more than 80%, were made of locally available 

materials from Middle Park and North Park (cf., this volume’s Appendix B artifact listing 

for 5GA2262). 

A second, more extensive processing camp, 5GA2721, is situated in an alpine 

tundra boulder field at the southwestern margins of Bighorn Flats in the upper watershed 

of Ptarmigan Creek. It consisted of a complex palimpsest of multi-cultural period lithic 

and ground stone scatters over an area of 50,000 m2, contained within a protective 

boulder field, which also included a very large boulder that formed a small south-facing 

shelter (Figure 77). 
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Figure 77. Site plan of 5GA2721, southwestern Bighorn Flats. 

The site’s boulder shelter had a five meter opening, an entrance height of 1.25 

meters, and a maximum frontal overhang to back wall depth of 2.5 meters. A protected 

open area at its front produced a Lyon’s sandstone metate fragment along with several 

lithic tool manufacturing and refurbishment flakes. Most of the site’s artifacts tended to 

generally scattered over the site although five relatively discrete artifact concentrations 

were distinguished during formal site mapping. Primary artifacts included the lower 

portion of a Late Paleoindian (James Allen-Frederick) concave-base projectile point 
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(9,000-7,500 b.p), a  corner-notched, Early Archaic Mount Albion (6,500-4,500 b.p) 

projectile point,  and various chert  scrapers, knives, a serrated flake knife, a core graver, 

jasper and chert core choppers, a petrified wood biface tool fragment, chert and jasper 

utilized flake tools, several sandstone metate fragments (all of Front Range foothills 

Lyons sandstone), and nearly two hundred chert, jasper, quartzite, and silicified wood 

secondary and tertiary flakes.  Collectively, 5GA2712’s lithic tool assemblage, unlike the 

previously described 5GA2262 site, was predominantly represented by informal rather 

than formal tools (~65%), possibly reflecting its sheltered nature and longer term use 

rather having typically served as locations for brief, early stage processing of locally 

acquired game as did many tundra sites. However, its lithic tool material sources, like 

most of the Park’s other prehistoric sites, were heavily local in origin, consisting mainly 

(+85%) of Troublesome Formation (Kremmling) chert, Table Mountain jasper, and 

Dakota orthoquartzite. One notable exotic material artifact was a partial, very small, 

stemmed Late Paleoindian point fragment thought to belong to the Cody Complex, made 

of a Southwest Wyoming ostracod coquina.  

Supporting the Bighorn Flats tundra-based kill and processing camps were an 

extraordinary concentration of eighteen staging, or base, camps and assorted isolated tool 

finds recorded within a 247 acre area of low ridges and benches in the upper Tonahutu 

Creek headwaters just below the Flats’ northwestern margins. Site density in the 

Tonahutu headwaters was 46.15 sites per square mile, ten times the four sites per square 

mile average calculated for all Park survey areas documented during the five year UNC 

SAIP project. 
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Due to the number and complexity of Tonahutu Creek headwater sites, only three 

will be described here as “representative” examples. All Tonahutu sites with diagnostic 

artifacts were multi-component, representing millennia of accumulated short-term 

summer occupations. Environmental and archeological evidence suggest the Tonahutu 

camps served two main functions: 1) providing short to medium term base camps with 

immediate access to tundra game hunting ranges on Bighorn Flats and the adjacent 

Sprague Pass Ridge, and 2) rest or overnight camps along the Big Trail, the latter being 

particularly desirable since the ascent/descent to Big Meadows is relatively steep. 

One site, 5GA2705, has two main artifact and feature concentrations located in 

and around dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stands in the headwater’s central ridge (Figure 

78). 

 

Figure 78. Overall site plan for 5GA2705.  

In addition to flaked stone tools and flakes and grinding stone fragments, the site 

yielded a Middle Archaic (McKean Complex, 4,500-3,000 b.p.) projectile point, a Mid-

Late Ceramic side-notched projectile point (1,000-350 b.p.), and sixteen Ute 
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(Uncompahgre Brownware) potsherds. Organic residue from the pottery was 

radiocarbon-dated at ca. 310 b.p.  Site features included two rock-ring hearths and a 13 

ft/4m long stone semi-circle, possibly a partial tipi ring or vision quest wall (Figure 79). 

 

Figure 79. Close-up plan of site features at 5GA2705. 

Another important Tonahutu Headwaters site, 5GA2706, was discovered within 

and around the margins of a dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stand on the upper southwest 

slope of an alpine-subalpine ecotone ridge knoll (Figure 80). 
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Figure 80. Site plan for 5GA2706. 

The site consisted of three main artifact concentrations with small numbers of 

artifacts scattered between the concentrations. Artifact classes included flake stone tools, 

individual flakes (lithic debitage), and ground stone (metate) fragments. The only 

culturally/chronologically diagnostic artifacts were two Early Archaic projectile points 

(6,500-4,500 b.p.). In addition to the artifacts were three rock-ringed hearths and a 10 

ft/3m rock circle features, the latter interpreted as a tipi ring foundation or possible vision 

quest/ceremonial circle, similar to that described earlier for 5GA2705.  

Probably the single most impressive Tonahutu Headwaters site, 5GA2712, 

consists of an extensive (~7.4 acres) series of five lithic tool and ground stone 

concentrations interspersed in several dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stands on a northwest-
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southeast trending ridge between two Tonahutu Creek headwater tributaries. Figure 81a 

shows the distribution of four of its artifact concentrations while Figure 81b presents a 

detailed plan of concentration 5, located a short distance southeast (~20 m) of the first 

four concentrations.  

 

Figure 81a. Site plan of 5GA2712, excluding concentration 5. 
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Figure 81b. Site plan of 5GA2712’s concentration 5. 

Fourteen diagnostic projectile points or point fragments were recovered from the 

site, representing the Late Paleoindian (9,500-7,500 b.p.), Early Archaic (6,500-4,500 

b.p.), Middle Archaic (4,500-3,000 b.p.), Late Archaic (3000-1900 b.p.), and Early 

Ceramic periods (1,900-1,000 b.p.). Hundreds of flaked stone tools, flakes, and grinding 

stone fragments, the latter all from eastern Front Range foothills Lyons sandstone 

sources, were also recovered.  As noted in chapter 6 (pages 161-163), the site’s lithic 

concentrations (hypothetically representing different occupations through time) 

represented differing ratios of formal versus informal tools, ranging from a 

preponderance of formal tools in concentrations 4 (90.48%) and 5 (57.14%) versus a 

greater representation of informal tools in concentrations 1 (65.22%), 2 (64%), and 3 

(77.78%). However, assigning behavioral or strategic interpretations to the different 

ratios is problematic since most of the concentrations also had diagnostic artifacts of 

different cultural periods and represent mixed (palimpsest) lithic sub-assemblages. Lithic 

tool manufacturing debris (debitage) patterns were, however, potentially more revealing 
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although they also represented multi-component palimpsests. All concentrations (see 

chapter 6, pages 175-179) showed a heavy preponderance of secondary (Mass Aggregate 

Grades 2 and 3) manufacturing stage flakes, representing a mix of tool manufacturing 

(from prepared cores or used tools) and tool rejuvenation. Tertiary (Mass Aggregate 

Grade 4) flakes generally associated with tool retouch for sharpening purposes were 

relatively scarce, although it is possible such flakes were poorly represented due to their 

small size and greater chance of erosional transport and burial in solifluction-prone 

subalpine and alpine soils. Source material analysis revealed a common pattern found in 

most of the Park’s prehistoric sites analyzed for the SAIP project. Lithic sources for all 

the site’s formal tools, including projectile points, were significantly local (within 60 km) 

at 67.8% and informal tools were even more overwhelmingly local at 84.21%.  

The Flattop Mountain Game Drive Hunting System 

East of the Bighorn Flats hunting territory is one of the Park’s best-known game 

drives, the Flattop Mountain Game Drive (5LR6) (Benedict 1996). Flattop consists of a 

complex of drive walls and ambush pits ranging from Paleoindian times (Cody and 

James-Allen-Frederick) through a major period of use during the Early Archaic and down 

to historic (Ute, ca. AD 1850). The top of Flattop Mountain extends eastward from the 

south central portion of Bighorn Flats and descends through alpine, alpine-subalpine 

ecotone, subalpine forest and montane forest to Bear Lake and the Glacier Creek valley 

(Figure 82). 
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Figure 82. Google ® Earth Satellite composite image of Flattop Mountain. 
The top of the image is west-southwest and Bighorn Flats (labeled) “crosses 
the T” at crest of the mountain on the Continental Divide. 
 
Flattop Mountain Game Drive (5LR6) extends along the east-west ridgeline spur 

that makes up Flattop Mountain. The mountain spur rises through rocky fell fields and 

tundra until it crests along at the Continental Divide. The site’s lower, eastern segment 

initiates just within the upper subalpine-alpine ecotone and terminates upslope in alpine 

tundra, ca. 380 m east of the Continental Divide at an elevation of 3740 meters (see 

Benedict 1996: 21-75). Elizabeth Yelm (1935: 28, 42, 44, 61, 94, 96-97, 112) first 

formally identified the site as a camp with associated game drive features in her 1935 

Master Thesis She described the site’s drive area as consisting of a series of rock walled 

blinds, cairn lines, and a 600 foot long, 2-3 ft high, east-west wall. She also noted 

numerous “…arrowheads, manos, pottery and two Yuma-like [Late Paleoindian-Cody 

Complex] points.” (Yelm 1935: 28).  In addition to lithic artifacts, Yelm (1935: 94, 96-
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97, Table 8-D) also recovered pottery from the site, which are now identified as 

belonging to subsequently named prehistoric Early Ceramic and late prehistoric/early 

historic Apachean (Dismal River) and Ute (Uncompahgre Brownware) ceramic types 

(see Chapter 6). Nearly three decades later, in 1961, University of Colorado graduate 

student Wil Husted (1962: 26, 31, 105-106) visited the site and recovered more than 

thirty projectile points belonging to the Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex), Middle 

Archaic (McKean Complex), and Early Ceramic cultural periods. Another three decades 

passed before Jim Benedict (1996: 21) conducted extensive investigations on Flattop 

Mountain and documented what he referred to as “one of the most extensive examples of 

prehistoric game-drive walls, blinds, and cairns in the Colorado high country”. Benedict 

(1996: 66-69) went on to map what he interpreted as a series of nine, often “remodeled” 

and overlapping, drive systems (or drive groups) on the mountain, consisting of a 

minimum of seventy-eight circular to semi-circular rock wall and depression blinds, 

several low rock wall alignments, and rock cairn lines. He also investigated a small 

processing camp at the site’s lower (east) subalpine-alpine ecotone end, a locality 

subsequently re-surveyed by the University of Northern Colorado in 2000 (Brunswig 

2002a: 60-62; Doerner and Brunswig in prep).  Figure 83 shows a computer-generated 

map of the Flattop Mountain Game Drive, its main processing camp, and associated 

support base camps, the latter located just within subalpine forest on the northeastern 

flanks of the mountain. The figure represents a computer-generated composite of 

topographic and archeological data from digitized U.S.G.S. map layers, site maps 

published by Benedict (1996: Figures 21, 22, 53, and 60), and incorporates mapping data 

from UNC limited field surveys of the site (Brunswig 2002a: 60-67). 
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Figure 83. Computer-generated map of the Flattop Mountain Game Drive (5LR6), 
its main processing camp and three support base camps (downslope and northeast 
of the drive). 
 

The number of diagnostic projectile points recovered from Flattop Mountain is 

impressive. A minimum number of 70 projectile points are now curated in the Rocky 

Mountain National Park Museum along with others identified in private and state 

institution collections elsewhere (see Benedict 1996: Appendix C; Brunswig 2004a; 

Doerner and Brunswig in prep). Flattop Mountain’s projectile point assemblage spans the 

region’s cultural history from the Late Paleoindian Period (Cody-Eden and James Allen-

Frederick projectile point types, 8,500-7,000 b.p.) to protohistoric-early historic (Ute, 

Arapaho, and Apache) times. The most commonly represented cultural period is the Early 

Archaic Mount Albion Complex (6,500-4,500 b.p.).  Radiocarbon-dates of charcoal from 

interiors of hand-cored game blinds (Benedict’s 1992: 67, Figures 21, 60) and a UNC test 
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excavated blind (Doerner and Brunswig in prep) provide evidence of use as early as 

4,300 b.p. to recently as 220 b.p..  

 In addition to the game drive and its associated processing area, archeological 

surveys documented three nearby support, or base, camps on the northeastern slope of 

Flattop Mountain (Figure 84). 

 

Figure 84. Area detail map of the Flattop Game Drive, processing camp, and 
subalpine forest zone base camps. 
 
 All three base camp sites, 5LR94, 5LR10221, and 5LR10243, are clustered within 

an east-west line for ~150 m/460 ft along the modern-day Lake Helene trail, immediately 

below Timberline Spring in upper subalpine forest. Collectively, the sites represent early 

prehistoric through early historic Native American occupations and are located on or near 

the earlier noted prehistoric and early historic Big Trail which ascended the northeast 

flank of Flattop Mountain, crossing that mountain’s upper crest line over the Continental 

Divide onto Bighorn Flats (cf., Brunswig and Lux 2004; Lux 2004, 2005). 
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 One of the sites, 5LR94, was originally recorded by Wil Husted (1962: 30 101, 

103) as an open camp with assorted lithic artifacts. Later UNC analysis of Husted’s 

artifact collection identified a chert Late Archaic projectile point (3,000-1,900 b.p.) while 

a 2001 UNC re-survey recovered an Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point base 

(6,500-4,500 b.p.) (Brunswig 2002a: 65). Another site, 5LR10221, was discovered by 

UNC the same year and found to be a substantial camp scatter of lithic tools, lithic 

debitage, and Lyons sandstone grinding stone fragments. Culturally diagnostic artifacts at 

5LR10221 included Late Archaic (3,000-1,900 b.p.) and Early Ceramic (1,900-1,000 

b.p.) projectile points and two small protohistoric-early historic Ute (Uncompahgre 

Brown) pot sherds (ca. 350-150 b.p.) (Brunswig 2002a: 65-66).  

The third site, 5LR10243, is a multi-component, prehistoric open camp, also 

inferred as having served as a staging/base camp for the Flattop Game Drive (5LR6), and 

additionally as a transit camp along the prehistoric-historic Big Trail. It is located 15 

meters south of the modern-day Lake Helene trail and associated artifacts were found 

scattered over two shallow drainage swales on its north-facing, subalpine forest slopes 

(Figure 85). 
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Figure 85. Site map of 5LR10243. 
 
In 2002, University of Northern Colorado surveys recovered six culturally 

diagnostic projectile points belonging to the Late Paleoindian, Late Archaic, Early 

Ceramic (3), and Middle/Late Ceramic periods, along with several lithic tools, Lyons 

sandstone metate fragments, and seventy debitage flakes in two main lithic 

concentrations (Brunswig 2002c: 6-7; 2005b). Four 50 cm2 test pits were excavated 

during the 2002 SAIP field season, revealing very shallow (4-8 cm deep) deposits 

containing a small number of buried artifacts, mainly small secondary and tertiary flakes, 

and remnants of a small eroding basin hearth (Brunswig 2005b; Figure 86). Charcoal 

from the hearth was subsequently radiocarbon-dated to 1100+40 b.p. (Beta-169189), a 

late Early Ceramic period date.  
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Figure 86. Location of 5LR10243 test units in lithic concentration 1. Test unit 4 
contained the radiocarbon-dated hearth feature. 
 
Modeling Seasonally Scheduled Subsistence Migration Patterns: RMNP and Beyond 
 
 In 1990, Jim Benedict (1990: 68-71; 1992b: 11-14: cf., also Cassells 1997: 200-

202) proposed two models of seasonally-scheduled subsistence migration patterns for the 

North Central Colorado mountains, interior valleys, and eastern foothills; the Up-Down 

and Rotary systems. Benedict’s Up-Down transhumance pattern involved summer 

seasonal migrations of hunter-gatherer bands from low altitude winter camps in the 

Colorado Front Range foothills to mountain valley and, ultimately, tundra hunting 

grounds. He proposed that the Up-Down transhumance pattern was particularly common 

during the Early Archaic Period when warm, dry conditions limited summer hunting in 

the eastern plains and increased growing season lengths and bio-mass productivity in the 
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high mountains. Based on then available archeological data, Benedict viewed the 

seasonal migrations to be heavily oriented toward hunting groups moving from the 

eastern foothills to mountains around the Continental Divide and back in their seasonal 

rounds (Figure 87). 

 

Figure 87. Illustration of Benedict’s Up-Down seasonal transhumance system 
superimposed on a Google ® Earth composite satellite image of north Central 
Colorado and south central Wyoming. 
 
At the time, Benedict (1992: 12) suggested high-altitude summer hunting was primarily 

done by hunter-gatherers utilizing the Up-Down migration pattern and who wintered in 

the eastern foothills and nearby margins of the high plains because: 

 “people of the Mount Albion Complex obtained their toolstone exclusively 
 from Eastern Slope and high altitude sources. No Middle Park cherts or 
 jaspers have been identified.” 
 
However, as described in Chapter 5 (pages 190-192, Figure 41), analysis of 149 

Early Archaic projectile points from Rocky Mountain National Park found they were 

overwhelmingly (74.5%) manufactured of locally available tool materials from west of 
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the Continental Divide. Projectile point material source data from both earlier and later 

cultural periods, also noted in Chapter 5, points to a very long-term pattern of orientation 

toward western slope, intermontane valley occupations as much or more than ones 

focused toward the eastern slope foothills and plains.  

Benedict describes his Up-Down system as an early “rudimentary” stage of 

seasonal transhumance which eventually was succeeded by one he termed the Rotary or 

“Grand Circuit” system. In the Rotary system, hunting-gathering bands that primarily 

wintered in the eastern foothills “departed their winter base camps and [in late spring 

when mountain passes and tundra were still snow-covered-inserted comment by author] 

drifted north along the east flank of the Front Range” (Benedict 1996: 12). Their strategy 

was to circle the higher, snow-covered mountain ranges earlier in the year by crossing 

lower passes in northern Colorado and southern Wyoming, e.g., Cameron Pass, La 

Poudre Pass, Kings Canyon, and North Gate Canyon, into North Park and Middle Park. 

Once in the North Park and Middle Park valley, the bands would hunt them until later in 

summer when the high altitude tundra game pastures opened to migrating elk, Bighorn 

sheep, and, probably, small numbers of mountain bison (Figure 88). 
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Figure 88. Illustration of Benedict’s Rotary/Grand Circuit seasonal transhumance 
system superimposed on a Google ® Earth composite satellite image of north central 
Colorado and south central Wyoming. 
 

In the course of their seasonal circuit across the Continental Divide, hunting 

bands would carry a supply of flaked stone and ground stone tools from the eastern 

foothills, replenishing part of their flaked stone tool kit during spring and early summer 

with local Middle Park and North Park chert, jasper, quartzite, and petrified wood. 

According to Benedict, however, they chose not to acquire grinding tool materials in the 

west slope interior valleys, but conserved Lyons sandstone tools brought from the eastern 

foothills and transported them up the western slope to high altitude (mainly alpine) 

hunting territories along the Continental Divide in late summer and early fall. SAIP 

project analysis of ground stone artifacts, as discussed in Chapter 5, supported Benedict’s 

premise that ground stone source material on mountain sites is almost exclusively Lyons 

sandstone, only found in Lyons Formation outcrops along in the Eastern Front Range 

foothills. The preponderance of eastern slope foothills sourced ground stone artifacts at 
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Rocky Mountain National Park sites would conceivably support either of this two 

proposed transhumance systems. However, the Rotary model appears weakened by the 

lack of Middle Park and North Park sandstone artifacts at Park sites since at least some 

Lyons sandstone tools could and would have been replaced by interior valley source 

materials. Such sandstones do exist and are commonly found as in both natural outcrops 

and utilized for ground stone artifacts at many prehistoric sites in both interior montane 

valleys (cf., Brunswig 2004c, 2005c). However, it should be noted that none of the North 

Park and Middle Park sandstone encountered by this author during field research in those 

valleys are as well-cemented and as durable as the eastern Lyons sandstone. And it is that 

durable quality that may explain why prehistoric Native Americans went to such lengths 

to carry heavy blocks of Lyons sandstone to mountain top hunting sites. Rather than 

necessarily indicating Lyons sandstone grinding stones were carried 250-350 km (155-

218 miles) in a Rotary migration circuit from Front Range foothills sources through 

North Park-Middle Park to RMNP hunting territories, it’s presence more likely represents 

specialized procurement expeditions for Lyons sandstone directly into the foothills by 

indigenous, interior montane resident hunting band members. An occasional alternative 

would be trade for Lyons sandstone with seasonally migratory bands who did occupy 

winter sites in those foothills or the nearby Colorado Piedmont. If this scenario is 

accurate, its plausibility would be supported by the fact that Lyons sandstone is tightly 

bonded and durable, making it a desirable ground stone material that could be cached and 

used year after year at mountain kill and processing sites. Less well-cemented and softer 

Middle Park and North Park sandstones, while serving perfectly well near originating 

valley sources where they could be easily replaced, would have worn and broken down 
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much more quickly in the severe climatic conditions encountered on high altitude tundra. 

This would have significantly reduced their cost-effectiveness, particularly given the 

physical effort in moving heavy ground stone over horizontal distances of 50 to 65 km 

(31-40 miles) vertical elevation rises up to 2,287 m (7,500 ft). Caching of durable Lyons 

sandstone grinding tools at high altitude sites may have, in many cases, allowed their 

continued use for years without returning to eastern foothills sources. 

In both of Benedict’s seasonal transhumance systems, cold-season residence is 

seen as primarily focused east of the Continental Divide in sheltered hogback ridges of 

Colorado’s Front Range foothills, protected riparian stream terraces, and bluff rock 

shelters in the adjacent Colorado Piedmont.  He suggested that: 

“people are unlikely to have wintered in Middle Park or North Park, 
 west of the Front Range. These high-altitude basins are snow covered 
 in winter except for the windiest ridges and knolls. They receive 
 cold-air drainage from the surrounding mountains, and often register 
 the lowest temperatures in the United States.” (Benedict 1992: 11) 
 
However, many areas of both North Park and Middle Park today are 

comparatively snow-free during winter months (cf., Surrovell et al. 2003: 4-5) and both 

prehistoric and historic data show that many game species, including bison, elk, 

pronghorn, and mule deer, wintered in both valleys, with preference for sheltered valley 

bottoms between protective ridge lines and along major river corridors such as the 

Colorado (Middle Park) and North Platte rivers (North Park) (cf., Carpenter et al. 1979; 

Fremont 1851; Surovell et al. 2003: 7). Even during the most severe cold episode in post-

Pleistocene times, the Younger Dryas, it is now believed Folsom bands wintered in 

Middle Park at Barger Gulch, south of the Colorado River (Surovell and Waguespack in 

press). In warmer climatic intervals, such as during Early Holocene warming (initiated at 
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ca. 9,500 b.p.) and the subsequent Altithermal (Mid Holocene) Episode (ca. 7,500-5,000 

b.p.), intermontane valley winters would have been even more conducive to human 

occupation.  

While archeological evidence cited in this report does not definitively support or 

refute either Benedict’s Rotary or eastern slope focused Up-Down transhumance models, 

it does support the hypothesis that indigenous mountain adaptations, with interior 

montane valley residency, were well established by earlier Late Paleoindian times (ca. 

9,500 b.p.) To date, there is little evidence to suggest that Rocky Mountain National Park, 

except possibly in periods of climatic optima such as the Altithermal/Early Archaic, was 

ever a traditional place of winter residence for prehistoric and early historic Native 

American populations. But there is evidence that the Park, particularly its high altitude 

tundra grasslands, was integral to warm-season, high altitude hunting and gathering, part 

of an annual cycle of seasonally scheduled subsistence systems which had originated by 

Early Holocene/Late Paleoindian times.  As to the directional (rotary, up-down…) 

patterns of those seasonal cycles, it is likely they varied through time and space and may 

have, at times, been contemporaneously in operation.  What appears likely, given heavy 

utilization of interior mountain lithic sources for flaked tools of all cultural periods, is the 

former existence of a long-term, possibly dominant, presence of mountain-adapted, 

indigenous hunter-gatherer populations in valleys west of the Continental Divide, 

populations which seasonally exploited (in a western slope focused Up-Down 

transhumant pattern) summer resources in Rocky Mountain National Park.  
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SAIP and the End of the Beginning 

In 1998, prior to initiation of the SAIP project, there was only a broad, somewhat 

ephemeral understanding of past Native American occupations of Rocky Mountain 

National Park. In late 2002, after five years of field surveys and thousands of hours of 

analysis and interpretive report writing, that understanding increased exponentially. Not 

only has the number of recorded archeological sites with Native American components 

increased ten-fold, but knowledge and insight about the chronologies and evolving socio-

economic systems represented by those sites over eleven thousand years of human history 

are emerging from the mists of time. 

This report documents an extraordinarily rich cultural landscape exemplified by 

hundreds of sites produced by millennia of hunter-gatherer bands, overlaid and deeply 

integrated into the Park’s diverse natural landscapes.  Archeological evidence gathered by 

SAIP and earlier researchers weaves a complex story of human achievements spanning a 

hundred human generations before the first European explorers entered the American 

West. Most of that story, as presented in this report, deals with economic (subsistence), 

and to a lesser degree, social (hunter-gatherer bands) aspects of long-departed Native 

American ancestors. While much work remains to be done to further refine our 

understanding of the nature and extent of past socio-economic systems in the park, SAIP 

opened the way to an even deeper path to interpreting those systems beyond subsistence 

and broad social organization.  In the latter stages of the project, research began to focus 

on exploring physical and ethnographic evidence for how past Native Americans 

integrated spiritual beliefs and spiritually-inspired behavior to both define and cope with 

their often challenging physical world. Although that research is only now in its early 
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stages, it has been determined that, at least in more recent late prehistoric and early 

historic times, native peoples such as the Ute viewed their world as inhabited by spirit 

beings and places of great spiritual power which, at times, needed to appeased, and at 

others, could be manipulated by ritual and ceremony for their advantage. Their 

conceptual, or cognitive, worldview, and likely those of earlier native peoples going back 

to the Late Ice Age, envisioned a seamless, interwoven fabric of the mundane, everyday 

world with that of a supernatural world. In psychological and anthropological, if not 

religious, terms, those beliefs, and actions associated with them, infused native peoples 

with a strong sense of community, both with each other and with their natural and 

supernatural worlds. That sense of community and a conviction that, through cultural 

action (ritual and ceremony), they could exert some degree of control over the world 

around them, armoring them with a powerful mechanism for survival in an often 

unforgiving environment. 

Since 2002, post-SAIP research projects have identified numerous sacred places, 

often with stone features believed to have once been associated with ritual activities that 

served to fuse the “sacred and the mundane” in a journey of survival and triumph through 

time and space in Rocky Mountain National Park (cf., Brunswig 2003a, 2005d, in press 

b; Brunswig, Elinoff, and Lux 2004; Elinoff 2002b).  In a very real sense, SAIP was not 

simply “an archeological inventory program”, but a small crack in a door to the past that 

will only be gradually widened as we come to better understand and appreciate those who 

knew the Park and its surrounding mountains in ways we can only dimly imagine. The 

SAIP project was, if we are to be proper stewards of our collective heritage, only the end 

of the beginning in our exploration of that past.  
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Appendix A 
 

Master Site Catalogue: Rocky Mountain National Park 
Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program Surveys 

University of Northern Colorado 
(Sorted by Colorado County Colorado Office of 

Archaeology and Historic Preservation [OAHP] Site Numbers) 
 

Introduction 
 
 The following site catalogue provides descriptions of prehistoric, historic, and 
multi-component prehistoric/historic sites and isolated finds documented by University of 
Northern Colorado Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program surveys in Rocky 
Mountain National Park (RMNP) from 1998 through 2002. Descriptions for each site or 
isolated find follow a classification system and format based on five years of evolving 
field investigations, RMNP Museum studies, and comprehensive analysis of both gray 
and published literature sources. Each site or isolated find description starts with the site 
number, followed by an abbreviated section that provides a short-hand alpha-numeric key 
for: 1) survey year and named survey area, 2) environmental context, and 3) taxonomic 
keys for site class, site type or types (if more than one), and cultural period or periods (if 
more than one is represented). Definitions of the environment keys (with reference 
sources) and site class/type/period keys are provided at the conclusion of this document. 
Due to the sensitivity of site location data for site preservation concerns, this version of 
the catalogue, used for the published report, omits precise universal transverse mercator 
system (UTM) location data for each listed site or isolated find. UTM location data are 
included in a separate master site catalogue on file at Rocky Mountain National Park. 
Researchers wishing to obtain an electronic (Word or .pdf ) file version of the complete 
catalogue can do so by contacting the Park Archeologist at Rocky Mountain National 
Park or accessing individual sites through the Colorado Office of Archaeology and 
Historic Preservation’s on-line Compass site data base system. Although location data are 
omitted, site elevation (or multiple elevations in the case of very completelarge sites) are 
shown for each site in meters. Reference citations given in many of the individual site or 
isolated find descriptions are keyed to the reference section of the final project report, of 
which this appendix is a part. 

 
Boulder County Sites 

 
5BL50 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  SAECT  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS /MLC 
 
Site Description: This re-evaluated site was previously described as being located 
(Husted-see below) just east of a small Alpine-subalpine ecotone pond and stream near 
the edge of cliffs north of Thunder Lake in Wild Basin at an elevation of 3414 m. The 
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site is a prehistoric Native American open camp in a sheltered locale with a cultural 
inventory consisting of a lithic/ground stone tool and debitage scatter. The site was 
originally recorded by William Husted in his 1962 M.A. thesis (1962: 28, 98-99, 104-
107) and later re-investigated by a UNC survey team in the summer of 1999. Husted, in 
his hand-written site form, noted that the site had been collected by an earlier unknown 
party. Husted’s artifact collection consisted of a single triangular unnotched point 
(Mid/Late Ceramic to Protohistoric in date). Husted’s lithic scatter consisted of a biface 
knife tip (Table Mountain jasper), a formal side/end scraper (Kremmling chert), a core 
chopper (Table Mountain jasper), seven informal blade and flake tools (Table Mountain 
jasper) and a sandstone metate fragment. Debitage flake collected by Husted included 
twenty-four Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes, five Kremmling chert secondary 
flakes, a single Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake and a greenish-brown chert shatter 
flake. UNC archeologist’s documented and collected a Kremmling chert, hafted 
knife/scraper (formal tool), four Table Mountain jasper informal blade tools, a 
Kremmling chert informal flake tool and fifteen secondary debitage flakes made of Table 
Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert, Dakota orthoquartzite, and a unidentified gray chert 
shatter flake.  A small (1.75 meter diameter) stone ring was the only architectural feature 
noted.  This 
site is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3359 m 

 
5BL51 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): P/ OC, LS /EA, LA 
 
Site Description: The re-evaluated site was previously described as being located 
(Husted-see below) on a low rounded hill in Alpine-upper subalpine ecotone with 
scattered fir krummholz stands 95 m west of an unnamed stream that passes nearby. Its 
elevation is 3444 m. The site was originally recorded by William Husted in his 1962 
M.A. thesis (1962: 28, 98-99, 104-107) and re-investigated by a UNC survey team in the 
summer of 1999. Husted, in his hand-written site form, noted that site had been collected 
earlier by an unknown party. The prehistoric Native American open camp and 
lithic/groundstone scatter consisted of multiple lithic tools, an Early Archaic Mount 
Albion projectile point base, a mid to large corner-notched Late Archaic point, numerous 
debitage flakes, and a several sandstone metate fragments. Husted’s collected artifacts 
included brown chert/jasper (Table Mountain?) Early Archaic, Mount Albion, corner-
notched projectile point base, a red jasper (Table Mountain) Late Archaic corner-notched 
projectile point (tip missing), six formal tools (scrapers, knives, gravers, spokeshaves 
made of Table Mountain jasper and Kremmling chert),  four informal tools (scrapers and 
scraper/knives made of Table Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert and one example of an 
unknown petrified wood), nine sandstone metate fragments, and eighteen Table Mountain 
secondary and tertiary flakes and one Kremmling chert shatter flake. The UNC survey 
recovered a single Kremmling chert formal tool (a graver/knife) and lithic debitage (two 
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Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes, a single Kremmling chert secondary flake, and a 
Kremmling chert primary flake with cortex. 
 
Elevation: 3378 m 
 
5BL52 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This re-evaluated prehistoric Native American open camp site was 
previously described as being located (Husted-see below) on a low rise between two 
intermittent streams about 100 yards east of 5BL51 at an elevation of 3429 m. The 
original site description, as recorded by William Husted in his 1962 M.A. thesis (1962: 
28, 98-99, 104-107) was minimal, but appeared to describe a small lithic scatter.  5BL50 
was re-investigated by a UNC survey team in the summer of 1999. Husted’s artifact 
collection consisted of a chert formal tool (scraper made of a probable eastern foothills-
plains material), a Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface knife) fragment, an informal 
tool (retouched flake knife) made of probable Table Mountain jasper/chert, and debitage: 
six Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes and a single Kremmling chert 
tertiary flake. The UNC survey crew recovered three additional informal flake tools, two 
Table Mountain jasper blade knives, an unidentified source chert scraper, and tool 
debitage, consisting of four Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes and a 
single Kremmling chert secondary flake.  This site is 
found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3389 m 
 
5BL53 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /LMP (C), MA 
 
Site Description: This re-evaluated site was previously described as being located 
(Husted 1962) on the top of a small hill about 150 feet east of 5BL52 at an elevation of 
3429 m.  Lithic debitage and two projectile points, a Late Paleoindian mid-section and a 
stemmed, basal notched McKean (Duncan) point were recovered from the site and 
rerpoted by Husted in his 1962 M.A. thesis (1962: 28, 98-99, 104-107). The prehistoric 
open camp (in a sheltered area) was re-investigated by a UNC survey team in the summer 
of 1999 and additional tools and lithic waste flakes were recovered.  Husted survey-
collected artifacts included a partial Kremmling chert Late Paleoindian Cody knife, a 
Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic/McKean Complex Duncan projectile point, three 
Table Mountain jasper and one Kremmling chert formal tools (knife-scrapers), five Table 
Mountain jasper informal tools (scrapers, knives and choppers), and single 1.8 mm 
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diameter glass “bead” (without perforation). Debitage from the Husted survey consisted 
of nineteen Table Mountain jasper secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes, sixteen 
Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes, three secondary flakes of 
unidentified source cherts and quartzites.  UNC artifacts included three formal tools (a 
Kremmling chert scraper and a Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper flake knife), 
and eleven Table Mountain jasper primary, secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes and a 
single tertiary flake of Dakota orthoquartzite.  This site occupies the subalpine-alpine 
ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3356 m 
 
5BL54 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1960 (Husted)/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS / MA (M) 
 
This site was not re-located by UNC surveys in 1999, but a description of the site by 
Husted (1962: 28, 30, 99, 105) places it on the west side of an alpine-subalpine knoll 
some 65 m northeast of 5BL52.  Husted’s artifact collection consisted of a Table 
Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) Duncan projectile point, a Table 
Mountain jasper Middle Archaic Duncan base, two  partial chert (unknown source) 
Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) Duncan projectile points,  an unknown source chert 
(same material as the two latter points) projectile point tip (likely to be Middle Archaic 
given it has the same material as two of the other diagnostic points), two Table Mountain 
jasper formal tools (a chopper and biface knife), and two Kremmling chert informal tools 
(a knife/drill and a flake knife). Lithic debitage from the site included twenty Table 
Mountain secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes, ten Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary 
and shatter flakes, eight unknown source coarse quartzite secondary flakes (mainly in 
“chunk” form), and two unknown source chert secondary flakes.  
Site 5BL54 is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3408 m 
 
5BL55 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /EA 
 
Site Description: This re-evaluated site was previously described as being located 
(Husted 1962: 28, 99, 104-107)) “at” the Thunder Lake Park Service patrol cabin and 
consisting of only a generalized lithic scatter with no diagnostic artifacts.  Husted’s 
collected artifacts included a Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface knife/scraper), a 
Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife), and three unknown source fine 
quartzite and Dakota orthoquartzite informal tools (a knife-scraper, scraper and 
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spokeshave). Lithic debitage consisted of seven Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and 
tertiary flakes, three Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes and three Kremmling chert 
secondary and tertiary flakes. 1999 UNC re-investigation of the prehistoric Native 
American open camp both re-located the site and added to its artifact inventory. Artifacts 
collected in that year included a Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (c. 6500-5500 B.P.) 
Mount Albion projectile point, three informal tools (one Table Mountain jasper and the 
other two of unidentified source cherts. Two sandstone metate fragments were also 
recovered along with debitage consisting of three petrified wood secondary flakes, and 
two chert secondary flakes, all from unknown lithic sources. Local vegetation at the site 
consists of alpine-upper subalpine ecotone and scattered fir krummholz stands.  This site 
is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3232 m 
 

5BL349 (AKA 5GA318) 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Kawuneeche South (East Inlet Survey/Boulder-Grand Pass)    
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, GS, IPA /EA(MA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site, known as the Boulder-Grand Pass site, was re-
located and re-evaluated by UNC archeologists in 2001. An earlier Husted (1962: 31, 
101) reference to the site noted it was a prehistoric lithic scatter, but no diagnostic 
artifacts were noted as having been recorded. However, Benedict and Olson (1978: 
Figure 65e) provide a photo of an Early Mount Albion projectile point from the RMNP 
Museum in a 1978 monograph on the Mount Albion Complex (ca. 6500-4500 B.P.). In 
2001, UNC crew members recovered seven ground sandstone metate fragments, but were 
unable to locate other artifacts The site is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3661 m 
 
5BL7639 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Wild Basin. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consist of a historic Euro American feature: a leaching field 
pit and associated clay pipe fragments which was likely part of a former residential cabin 
site in the early to mid 20th Century. The site is located in Wild Basin on an upper terrace 
in ponderosa pine forest 20 m northeast of Hunter's Creek.  This site can be found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest  
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
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5BL7640 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Wild Basin. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ RC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: The site is a linear alignment of three small rock cairns whose eroded 
condition suggested a possible prehistoric Native American affiliation and use as some 
form of landmark or trail marker. The cairns are situated on exposed bedrock on an upper 
ridge slope overlooking Wild Basin and Hunter's Creek to the south.  Site BL7640 is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2705 m 
 
5BL7641 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Wild Basin.  
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a single rock-lined hearth which, based on its 
condition, is believed to represent a ephemeral Euro American camp thought to date from 
the late 19th to early 20th centuries. The hearth is located in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone 
 
Elevation: 2926 m 
 
5BL7642 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  ALDGM  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American chert tool. The tool is 
believed to have functioned as both a scraper and drill. It was located on a high alpine 
tundra bench sheltered by a stand of fir Krummholz, overlooking Thunder Lake Basin at 
an elevation of 3583 m.  The site can be found in the 
alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3345 m 
 
5BL7643 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American utilized flake tool made 
of a possible siltstone flake.  The tool was located on an alpine tundra knoll with an 
adjacent fir krummholz stand overlooking the Thunder Lake valley at an elevation of 
3399 m.  This site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3359 m 
 
5BL7644 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Thunder Lake. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is a prehistoric isolated find of a former sheltered open camp or 
lithic workstation. Artifacts consisted only of a single secondary flake of silicified wood, 
one of chert, and a third of quartzite. The artifacts were located on a bench above a 
drainage swale overlooking (from north) the Thunder Lake valley in the subalpine-alpine 
ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3387 m 
 

Grand County Sites 
 
5GA17 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Specimen Mountain    
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, OT / LMP (C), LA, EC 
 
Site Description: This is a re-evaluation of a site consisting of prehistoric lithic scatter 
with a historic component. The site is located on a ridge line in the upper sub-alpine 
environmental zone southeast of Specimen Mountain Crater, overlooking Milner Pass to 
the east, and immediately above the small isolated Bighorn Lake to the southeast. The 
site was first surveyed by Wil Husted (1962: 30, 99) in 1960 who reported it yielded 
three projectile point fragments. Husted’s artifact collection consisted of a shattered 
Cody/Kersey stemmed projectile point made of a chert material that may be Flattop chert 
(from Colorado’s northeastern plains), a second possible Late Paleoindian projectile point 
tip, and an unidentified chert projectile point tip, the latter suspected of being Late 
Archaic or Early Ceramic in origin. Two secondary flakes were also recovered, one made 
of Specimen Mountain rhyolite and the other of Table Mountain jasper. UNC crew 
members recovered a heavily rusted horseshoe with intact nails, a lunate-shaped, 
bifacially-flaked scraper made of brown to reddish brown Table Mountain jasper formal 
tool (a bifacially flaked scraper), a light to medium brown Kremmling chert retouched 
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flake knife, and a single light brown Kremmling chert secondary thinning flake. The site 
is located in and around a dwarf spruce and fir krummholz stand.  It is situated in the 
engelmann spruce-subalpine fir forest and the alpine tundra which places it in the 
subalpine-alpine ecotone.  
 
Elevation: 3474 m 
 
5GA18 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Specimen Mountain    
Environment:  SAECT  
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /LA 
 
Site Description:  This is a re-evaluation of a site reported by Wil Husted in 1962 as an 
open camp with lithic debitage. It is located on southern portion of a subalpine saddle 
about 90 m south of site 5GA17, north of Bighorn Lake and west of Milner Pass. Husted 
recovered a Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point, a Dakota 
orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper) and Table Mountain informal tool (a flake knife) 
(1962: 30, 99, 105). Re-survey of the site by UNC archeologists found the site to measure 
140 meters by 30 meters and consisted of a thin and widely spread lithic scatter and one 
sandstone metate fragment.  Lithic artifacts collected from the site by UNC consisted of 
Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife), a Kremmling chert informal tool (a 
blade knife), two local rhyolite porphyry informal tools (knife-scrapers), a sandstone 
metate fragment, five secondary gray rhyolite flakes, six Kremmling chert secondary 
flakes, and a Kremmling chert secondary flake.  A hiking trail runs through the center of 
the site, but, due to the proximity of Bighorn sheep lambing grounds, the trail is closed 
part of the year, so visitation to the site area appears to have been kept to a minimum.  
The site is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone, a transitional, mixed zone of scattered 
krummholz stands of dwarf spruce and fir.  
 
Elevation: 3452 m 
 
5GA80 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/ Milner Pass. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, TM /EC, MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site, with both prehistoric and historic components, is situated on a 
upper montane terrace bench some 10 m southeast of the Milner Pass Parking lot. The 
site is believed to be 5GA80, recorded by Mary Yelm as part of her 1935 Master thesis at 
the University of Denver and designated by her as Y-19-308 (Yelm 1935: 29, 115). Yelm 
records the site as consisting of only a lithic scatter. Butler, in an archeological inventory 
of Rocky Mountain National Park (1992, site inventory listing appendix) and in the park's 
current computer site database, lists the site as having produced three Early Ceramic 
corner-notched projectile points and a Pueblo III Ansazi gray-slipped, polished gray ware 
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potsherd (ROMO 187). Prehistoric artifacts collected at the site in 2000 included three 
Kremmling chert flakes (one fired), an Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point 
base (1900-1000 B.P.) made of Kremmling chert, one brown chert side scraper, and one 
unifaced flake knife of gray Dakota 
orthoquartzite.  Historic artifacts included fragments of plain broken bottle and window 
glass, metal bottle caps, metal wire, and porcelain sherds.  This site 
is located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation:  3392 m 
 
5GA216 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF-SASSF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,NPS/GOV/ NPA, HWC, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site, with prehistoric and historic components, is located 1.4 km 
north of the Timber Creek Campground on Trail Ridge Road in the Kawuneeche Valley.  
It is situated on the eastern side of the road and was previously recorded by Lincoln 
(1978) as a historic camp built by Squeeky Bob Wheeler. However, subsequent research 
has shown that identification to be incorrect. Historically, the site served as a Civilian 
Conservation Corp work camp in 1930's. Evidence of that function is apparent in its 
multiple stone lined paths, rock walls, cobble foundations, rock cairns and artifact 
scatters of eroded shoes, nails, clear glass, a stove pipe, a ceramic electrical insulator, 
Prince Albert tobacco tins, milled lumber, metal fragments, bricks, wire, buttons, metal 
pipes, and unidentified leather fragments identified in UNC's 2000 survey of the site.  
Prehistoric artifacts were also found, including 17 chert and quartzite flakes, a chert side 
scraper, and a unifaced flake knife.  The site is located in a trans- 
itional area going from upper montane lodgepole pine forest to lower subalpine 
spruce-fir forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2757 m 
 
 
5GA217 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1982-1983, 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc)/ OC, IPA / EA, MA, LA, EC, MLC, LCP (U) 
 
Site Description:  The Pontiac Pit site is located on both the east and west sides of Trail 
Ridge Road 9.5 km north Grand Lake. Pontiac Pit was first studied by the National Park 
Service and test excavations took place at the site in 1982 and 1983 (Leistman 1986).  
Those excavations uncovered a multi-component campsite dating with Early Archaic 
(6500-4500 B.P.), Middle Archaic (4500-3000 B.P.), Late Archaic (3000-1900 B.P.), 
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Early Ceramic (1900-1000 B.P.) and Middle/Late Ceramic to early Historic (1000-150 
B.P.) occupations. Twenty-seven features, primarily hearths and fire-cracked rock filled 
pits, were identified in the earlier investigations.  In 2000, a UNC re-survey of the site 
discovered a second concentration of flakes 75 m south of the previously known Pontiac 
Pit area.  The second concentration is believed to be an extension of Pontiac Pit and a 
total of thirteen quartzite and chert flakes were surface collected along with a chert 
preform and a chert biface tool.  The site was re-investigated in 2000 through a ground 
penetrating radar sub-surface survey by Dr. Larry Conyers of the University of Denver 
and two narrow trenches and a single 50 cm square test pit were excavated on the main 
site to collect further data on site stratigraphy (first established in the 1982-83 testing 
program).  This site is found within the boundaries of the lower to upper montane 
grassland meadow environmental 
zone.    
 
Elevation:  2678 m 
  
5GA301.8 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes)  
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HWA /LH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment consists of the Specimen ditch (also 
known as the South Feeder Ditch) that Specimen Creek high on Specimen Mountain to 
northwest toward Poudre Pass and into the main Grand Ditch. It crosses a sloping west-
facing mountain-side of Specimen Mountain. The small (2-4 feet deep and 5-8 feet wide) 
ditch starts at 3166 meters and enters the Grand Ditch on Poudre Pass at an elevation of 
3110 meters.  Its measured length, based on data using Global Positioning System field 
coordinates in a geo-referenced computer mapping program (Terrain Navigatortm), is 
7,840 feet.  The ditch was the first of several feeder ditches constructed in the Grand 
Ditch irrigation system, designed to divert water through Poudre Pass into the Poudre 
River and east to the Colorado foothills and piedmont-plains region. The ditch was 
constructed between 1880 and 1891 (National Register of Historic Places Nomination 
Form for the Grand River Ditch 1975). The ditch flows through the lower to mid 
subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 3166 m (Origin Point/Intersection with Specimen Creek); 
  3110 m (Grand Ditch entry point) 
 
5GA302 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HTN, TM /LH(EA) 
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Site Description:  This is a re-evaluation of an earlier recorded historic Euro-American 
site. The former mining town site was measured at ca. 150 meters by 250 meters. The site 
is located east and west of the trail and south of Lulu Creek.  It is located in a lodge pole 
pine forest clearing and surrounding forest upslope and east of the Colorado River 
floodplain.  Noted and recorded surface artifacts included square nails, small, broken 
ceramics, bottle glass, and milled lumber.  The only visible structural remains of the 
former town are remnants of a log cabin, several ephemeral cabin platform outlines, and 
the above noted scatter of surface artifacts. Lulu City began as a small gold and silver 
mining camp in early 1879. In June, 1879, two Fort Collins, Colorado, entrepreneurs 
organized the Middle Park and Grand River Mining and Land Development Company in 
order to establish the town of Lulu City (Geary 1999: 41-42). It is believed by some that 
the town was named after the daughter of Benjamin Burnett, one of the town’s founders. 
By 1880, a 160 acre town site had been surveyed and lots were being sold. In the next 
year, 1881, more than a dozen businesses were operating: 
 
 “including a butcher shop, post office, real estate agency, two 
            sawmills running night and day, a hotel, at least one saloon, a 
  general store…some forty cabins…a clothing store, a barber 
            shop, assorted hardware, grocery, and liquor stores, and a 
  two-cabin red light district just north of the town to service the 
  region’s miners” (Geary 1999: 42). 
 
Between 1881 and 1882, Lulu City had as many as three stage coaches arriving from the 
nearby town of Grand Lake and parts east. By 1884, mines were rapidly closing down on 
the North Fork of the Colorado River due to the lack of good quality gold and silver ore 
(Buchholtz 1983: 96-97). Although most of its businesses and population left by the 
following year, some residents remained for a time and Lulu City officially became a 
ghost town by the mid 1890’s. Local vegetation indicates that this site is found in the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation: 2831 m 
5GA319 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes)   
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, IPA /LMP(GBS), LA/EC 
 
Site Description:  This is a re-evaluation of an earlier reported prehistoric site. It appears 
to have been heavily vandalized in the past 40 years.  The site, located near Thunder Pass 
west of the upper, western North Fork of the Colorado, was reported to have had 
abundant lithics, including a Late Paleoindian, contracting stem projectile point (possibly 
a Hell Gap or Great Basin Stemmed type), an expanding base drill, and a medium sized 
corner notched projectile point of Late Archaic/Early Ceramic affiliation (Husted 1962: 
31,101,104,105,108).  UNC's 2001 survey of the site recovered only three secondary 
manufacturing flakes (two made of Kremmling chert and a third of Dakota 
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orthoquartzite) and one utilized flake knife made of Dakota orthoquartzite. The site lies in 
an ecotone zone of alpine tundra and upper subalpine. This site is located in the 
subalpine-alpine ecotone, consisting of a transitional, mixed zone of scattered krummholz 
stands of dwarf spruce and fir.  
 
Elevation: 3418 m 
 
5GA744 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River environs)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ OC, LS, SR, IPA, TM /EA, MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This re-evaluated site, with both prehistoric and historic components, is 
located on T2 and T3 terraces above and immediately east of the Colorado River in lodge 
pole pine forest. The site was previously recorded as an open camp with a small 
concentration of lithic tool debris, but without diagnostic artifacts. The overall site area, 
as documented in the 2001 survey, consists of an elongated linear outline of mainly small 
prehistoric and historic artifact clusters and stone ring features measuring ca. 172 meters 
by 16 meters. Two major artifact concentrations, designated 1 and 2, were noted and 
mapped. Heavy duff/ground cover in much of the site area, however, obscures the actual 
site boundaries.  The majority of prehistoric artifacts are lithic flakes with a smaller 
amount of actual stone tools or tool fragments. Among the lithic tools recovered from the 
site were an expanding Early Archaic projectile point base of brown chert with veins and 
white inclusions (concentration 2), a light brown Kremmling chert graver (concentration 
2), a light brown Kremmling chert  thumbnail scrape (concentration 2), a retouched flake 
knife made of  brown Table Mountain jasper (concentration 2), a utilized flake knife 
made of Table Mountain jasper (concentration 1), a flake chopper made of reddish brown 
Table Mountain jasper (concentration 1), a biface tool fragment made of reddish brown 
Table Mountain jasper (concentration 1), a biface tool fragment made of white 
Kremmling chert (concentration 2), a bifacially retouched scraper made of medium dark 
gray Kremmling chert (concentration 1),  and a bifacially worked sandstone metate 
fragment (concentration 1).  A total of 106 secondary and tertiary manufacturing and re-
tooling stage flakes were recovered. The majority were either Kremmling chert or Table 
Mountain jasper, both relatively local materials from nearby Middle Park.  Historic 
artifacts included a broken ceramic mug (several sherds), scrap metal, a tin can, bottle 
glass, metal bottle caps.  The site was crossed length-wise (north to south) by the 
Colorado River Trail and was located entirely in the lower to mid montaine lodgepole 
pine forest enviornmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2679 m 
 
5GA1095/5LR1089 (Mount Ida Game Drive) 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s): P/ RC, RF, IPA, /LMP, EA-MA-LA, EC 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site was first recorded in 1987 by James Benedict (see 
Benedict 1987: 1-27, Appendices A, B, and C).  It is located 1.9 km from the Mount Ida 
trailhead at Milner Pass and includes prehistoric cairns, a U-shape stone walled fasting, 
or vision quest, bed, and hundreds of artifacts and tool reduction flakes. Benedict also 
suggested several cairns and alignments found in the vicinity of the fasting bed feature, 
that directly overlooks Milner Pass and the northeast headwaters branch of the Colorado 
River, were part of a former game drive system. Cairn alignments making up the drive 
consist of sixteen irregularly spaced cairns oriented in an east-west direction across the 
knoll, following the ridge crest (see photos from Benedict 1987). The cairn line is ca. 130 
m long. The site's cairn line is interpreted by Benedict (1987: 5) as having served as a 
drift fence constructed to direct game animals from grazing areas northwest of the site to 
within range of hunters stationed on the south side of the knoll and the eastward trending 
ridgeline. 
 
 It should be noted that no "killing" blinds or other artificial forms of concealment 
were found by Benedict and extensive UNC strudies of the site, including a sub-meter 
GPS mapping survey, suggests that the animals "were ambushed by hunters concealed 
behind the knoll and ridge crest (also see Benedict 1987: 5). A stone-walled pit located 
280 m north-northwest of the knoll crest, immediately west of the divide, is considered to 
have served as a blind from which the hunt could have been coordinated. An intensive 
UNC survey of the area further documented a blind pit on the knoll crest with small 
boulders that may have once been part of a low concealing wall, although it evident that 
most of the game were maneuvered through a saddle immediately east of the knoll and 
ambushed from a large rock outcrop at its southwest corner.  
 
 Artifacts recovered from the site, in three main clusters (see map), included 21 
projectile points or point fragments, seven flaked tools, a quartzite core, 202 flakes, and 
ten sandstone metate fragments thought to belong to two metates. Cultural periods 
represented include: 1) Late/Mountain Paleoindian, Early Archaic, Middle Archaic (two 
Mallory bases), Late Archaic, and Early Ceramic periods.  This site is found in the alpine 
dry grass meadow environmental zone.        
 
Elevation:  3624 m 
  
5GA1974 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley North 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic cabin site is located 73 m west of Trail Ridge Road and 99 
m east of a segment of the Green Mountain Trail. It is situated on a low, largely flat 
terrace at the far eastern margins of the Colorado River floodplain (Kawuneeche Valley). 
Partial concrete foundation remains indicate the former presence of at least two structures 
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and an associated depression likely represents a partly filled-in privy pit. An associated 
historic artifact scatter includes nails, a milled woodpile, stone chimney fragments with 
attached concrete mortar, clay red brick fragments and a section of steel pipe, the latter 
most likely used for water or sewage operations. Analysis of chronologically diagnostic 
historic artifacts indicates a ca. 1920-1950 date range for the site's occupation. Overall 
site dimensions are 35 x 20 m. The site was previously recorded by the National Park 
Service (Nycamp 1996) and is recorded on the Park Service's cultural database as 
Kawuneeche Camp or Kawuneeche Lodge. The database notes that it once contained six 
buildings demolished by the Park Service in the 1960's and also contained a prehistoric 
lithic and ceramic scatter. No evidence of the prehistoric component was discovered 
during the University of Northern Colorado's 2000 site survey.  This site is located in the 
lower to 
upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2665 m 
 
5GA2002 (aka 5LR1920) 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Contnental Divide North (Mount Ida) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc)/ GD, HB, LS, GS, IPA /LMP, EA(MA), LA/EA 
 
Description:  This multi-component game drive site was first recorded by James Benedict 
in August 1995. It was described in its Colorado Cultural Resource Survey Prehistoric 
Archaeological Component Form as being situated “in a saddle on the Continental Divide 
and on the slope leading southward toward Mount Ida.”  He designated the site as the 
“Mount Ida game drive” and described it as consisting of two groups of “structures” with 
“The northern group… (4 blinds)” occurring “in an area of sackung features (tension-
crack faults) and scarps, taking advantage of the natural concealment that they provide. 
The southern group of structures (2 blinds, 1 wall) complete the system. The wall 
parallels the cirque headwall, 2-4 m from its edge. It is a subtle system, in places 
unconvincing.” No artifacts were noted as being present at the site in the 1995  
archaeological component form.   The University of Northern Colorado extended a 
previous (2000) survey of the more northern Mount Ida ridgeline in a short exploratory 
survey of two days in 2001. The 2001 survey team noted small lithic scatter and an 
associated semi-circular game blind on the ridge some 2.75 km northwest of Mount Ida 
and Coloado site number 5LR10224 was later assigned to the site.  However, the 
reconnaissance survey failed to find any archaeological remains in the exact map location 
or UTM coordinates of the previously recorded 5GA2002 site which indicated it was 
approximately 130 meters south southeast of 5LR10224. The ridgeline area was more 
thoroughly surveyed by a UNC field team in mid-July, 2002, and additional artifacts and 
features were identified in the 5LR10224 location.  It was then determined that 
5LR10224 was not a separate site, but was actually the 5GA2002 site reported by 
Benedict. The discrepancy in location was due to the use of an increased accuracy in 
defining the site location due to the use of advanced Global Position System instruments 
by the UNC survey crew while Dr. Benedict lacked such survey instruments in 1995.  
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Two days of intensively surveying and mapping the site yielded a detailed location map 
of all of Benedict’s original seven blind and wall features as well as numerous artifacts.  
As described by Benedict, the northern group of features consisted of a circular rock wall 
blind (feature 1-1.8 to 1.4 m diameter), a west facing semi-circular blind (feature 2-
maximum length of 2 m),  a short (2.6 m) rock “wall” line (feature 3), and another, also 
short (2.7 m) rock “wall” line. (feature 4). The latter features 3 and 4 were situated at the 
southeast end of a linear, northwest to southeast oriented, depression. A major 
concentration of artifacts, designated concentration 1, was located a few meters northwest 
west of the features.  The concentration yielded more than two dozen secondary and 
tertiary lithic flakes (Table Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert, and other identified 
source cherts), five sandstone metate fragments, more than a dozen informal flake tools 
(scrapers, knives, and a single rhyolite core), and most importantly, a yellow-brown 
quartzite Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) corner-notched projectile point (ca. 
6500-4500 B.P.) and a translucent crystal quartz  Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) 
corner-notched projectile point (ca. 6500-4500 B.P.). A major sandstone metate fragment 
and scattered lithic flake concentration is located ca. 22 m north northwest of the main 
concentration (1). Three other sandstone metate fragments, several secondary and tertiary 
flakes, informal flake tools and three projectile point fragments were scattered in a 
generally downslope arch from the west to southeast of concentration 1. The three 
projectile point fragments included a light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late/Mountain 
Paleoindian, parallel-oblique flaked projectile point fragment (lower half) (ca. 9350-7900 
B.P.) and a brown Kremmling chert Late Archaic to Early Ceramic projectile point tip 
(ca. 3000-1000 B.P.).  The southern feature group consisted of a 60 m long rock “wall” 
(feature 5) paralleling the ridgeline crest and 3-5 m west of a steep northeast facing scarp, 
a semi-circular, 2.7 m long, northwest facing wall or blind (feature 6) in line and at the 
southeastern end of feature 5, and a nearly complete, 1.7 by 2.1 m, oval rock wall blind 
(feature 7) located ca. 2 m southeast of feature 6.  No artifacts were found in the southern 
feature group vicinity. Interpretation of the site’s features and artifacts suggests it served 
as a game procurement where two different hunting strategies were employed. The 
northern group of features are largely oriented to ambush game being maneuvered up 
(north to northeast) the relatively easy western mountain slope from below. It is 
suggested that the primary game were elk, given their habit of grazing up such tundra 
slopes in the early morning, after having left their night time bedding areas in sub-alpine 
krummholz or spruce-fir forest. Artifacts, including fragmentary diagnostic projectile 
points, suggest the kill area was minimally in use during the Late/Mountain Paleoindian 
period, the Early Archaic period, and the Late Archaic/Early Ceramic period (s). The 
southern feature group is more problematic, particularly since it lacks associated artifacts 
and at least one of the features, the long “wall”, is so ephemeral and indistinct. However, 
given the orientation and placement of the features, including the putative wall (feature 
5), it is suggested the three features may represent hunter concealment  “blinds” and 
“visual pause” lines on the ridgeline horizon for game such as Bighorn sheep being 
driven up the eastern scrap from below to emerge on the ridgeline at the kill locality. The 
local alpine environment at 5GA2002 is that of the alpine dry grass meadow zone. 
 
Elevation:  3643 m 
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5GA2087 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley North 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is located 1.025 miles north of the Bowen Baker exit 
west (183 m) of Trail Ridge Road. It is situated on the Colorado River floodplain near a 
small pond. It consists of portions of the lower walls of a long abandoned log cabin and 
portions of an associated wood post fence line. The only artifacts found at the site were a 
single bottleneck and barbed wire attached to the fallen down fence. The double strand 2-
prong barbed wire from the site is seen as suggesting a probable date range of occupancy 
of ca. 1920-1950. Examination of the Rocky Mountain National Park cultural resources 
database provided descriptive and locational data closely matching those generated by the 
University of Northern Colorado survey of the site in 2000 (cf. Nycamp 1996). 
Vegetation around the site consists of willows, ponderosa pine and blue grama grass.  
This historic site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2692 m 
 
5GA2184 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Upper Kawuneeche (Colorado River) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HM /MH(EA) 
 
Description:  This historic isolated find of a previously but, but not fully recorded, 
resource, consists of a twenty one by seventeen foot oval mining prospect pit on the side 
of an east-facing ridge rock outcrop 200 feet west of the Colorado River in the upper 
Kawuneeche Valley. Although the pit has been partially filled in through natural erosion, 
it is still six feet deep. Remnants of the former Lulu City stage road are visible 
immediately to the east at the base of the ridge. There is no indication that the pit was 
ever developed into a working mine. The site area is situated in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2758 m 
 
5GA2194 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /LH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site, measuring 30 feet by 32 feet, consists of lower walls 
and foundation of a former cabin. Local historian Ferrel Atkins and the Rocky Mountain 
National Park site database identified the site as being the homestead of Jack Kierstead, 
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established in the mid to late 1870’s. UNC archeologists documented a stack of rocks 
along the structure’s northern wall, interpreted as the remnants of a former chimney.  
Partially decayed logs line all four walls and there is an “attached”, or adjoining, 10 by 18 
foot rectangular depression lined by logs off the northwest corner of the cabin. Several 
heavily rusted solder dot tin cans scattered off the southwest corner of the structure, 
support a late 19th century date. The site is located in lodge pole pine forest immediately 
east of the Colorado River floodplain.  Site 5GA2194 is found in the  
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2807 m 
 
5GA2195 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HM /LH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is the Triumph Mine. It is a mine shaft opening that 
measures 40 feet by 30 feet and appears to have been naturally caved in. There is a 
warning sign at its front entrance and mostly modern graffiti (names and dates) carved or 
written in pencil on the mine opening’s timber frame made of six to eight inch square 
posts. The left vertical timber, however, has the words “Henry W. Buckman Honey 
Grove   CCC, Co 1889” written in pencil, a date that could establish the approximate date 
for the mine. The mine is part of a short-lived period of gold mining in the Kawuneeche 
Valley that primarily took place from ca. 1878 through 1885. The mine is located on a 
steep mountain side overlooking (west) the Colorado River floodplain some 1400 feet 
south of Shipler Park in the upper Kawuneeche Valley. A narrow foot path leads up to 
the mine along a small creek from the Colorado River. Predominant vegetation indicates 
that this site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest  
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2804 m 
 
5GA2197 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Upper Kawuneeche (Colorado River) 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Description:  This linear alignment consists of the remains of a log roadway crossing a 
wet marshy meadow south of Lulu City in the upper Kawuneeche Valley. The alignment, 
also known as the “Corduroy Road”, was once part of the LuLu City stage road that runs 
along and both east and west of the Colorado River.  A UNC survey of the north 
northwest to south southeast alignment in summer of 2002 was able to trace the road 
segment for ca. 1700 feet in a wet meadow that lies to the west and parallels the La 
Poudre Pass hiking trail. The former road segment appears to have been between nine 
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and ten feet in width based on a shadow outline visible in the meadow grass and 
measurement of several, mostly split, logs located along its length.  Local vegetation 
indicates that this site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest  
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2785 m 
 
5GA2199 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Upper Kawuneeche (Colorado River) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Description: Cabin platform and historic artifacts located in the Upper Kawuneeche 
Valley at the base (western slope) of Shipler Mountain. The site is situated immediately 
off the La Poure Pass trail on a low, narrow bench. The estimated size of the cabin is ca. 
16 by 6-7 feet and corresponds to what is sometimes referred to as a “sleeper cabin”, used 
only for essential shelter and sleeping. The site is located in the vicinity of several 
working mines that were active in the 1870’s and 1880’s and likely provided shelter for 
their miners (see Baldwin 1980: 18-19).  One small section of the former cabin walls is 
evident in a linear line of rotting wood. Both recent historic and late 19th Century artifacts 
were found at the site. They included a green, flat window glass sherd, a 3 ¾ inch 
diameter sanitary can lid, several fragments of brown beer bottle glass, two number 9 
wire nails, a cast iron metal fragment,  several small pieces of anthracite coal (for a 
heating/cooking stove), and a 3 inch long ¼ inch, square iron spike. The site is located in 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2791 m 
 
5GA2201 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Upper Kawuneeche (Colorado River)   
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HM /MH(EA) 
 
Description:  This site is a late 19th Century Euroamerican shaft mine known as the North 
Star Mine. It was established in 1979 by a small group of prospectors, including Joseph 
Shipler, Marcus Coon, William Smith, and Benjamin Duncia, from Fort Collins, 
Colorado (Baldwin 1980: 27, 75). The mine is located in a granite rock outcrop some 70 
feet up a steep (45-50o) talus/tailings slope from the Poudre Pass trail on the west side of 
Shipler Mountain, upper Colorado River (Kawuneeche) Valley. The mine shaft entrance 
is cut into the granite and leads into the mountain for some 40 feet before it takes a right 
turn and disappears out of sight. The shaft measures five to six feet high and four to five 
wide in its initial length. Its total length is believed to be ca. 300 feet (personal 
communication Dr. William Butler, Rocky Mountain Naitonal Park Archeologist). There 
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is no physical or documentary evidence that suggests the mine ever produced its intended 
lead, silver, or gold and it was likely abandoned within several months to a year of its 
initial construction.  The outer area of the mine shaft is in excellent condition and the 
mine entrance has a steel gate across its entrance, placed there by the State of Colorado 
Mine Land Reclamation Division in February, 1976. The time of the grate placement is 
provided on a circular stamped metal plate to the left of the mine entrance. While sections 
of the mountain side where the mine is located are bare of vegetation, predominant 
vegetation suggests that the site is located in the subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental 
zone.  
 
Elevation: 2818 m 
5GA2202 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Upper Kawuneeche (Colorado River)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Description:  This site consists of two partially intact log cabins located at the base of 
Shipler Mountain, facing (to the southwest) an open meadow immediately east of the 
Colorado River. The cabins are known as Shipler’s Cabins and also as “Coon Town” 
(Baldwin 1980: 18). Their primary owner was Joseph Shipler, an early mine prospector 
in the upper Kawuneeche Valley. Shipler had originally been a resident of Fort Collins, 
Colorado, before moving the valley to begin mining operations with three other partners 
in 1879. The second name, “Coon Town”, was derived from Shipler’s mining partner, 
Marcus Coon, who appears to have initially built one or both of the cabins before selling 
them to Shipler. The cabins were likely built from ca. 1879 to 1881 when mining 
prospects were getting underway in the area and Shipler (and his associates) were 
excavating several mining claims. Remains of two cabins still exist in a lightly forested 
bench at the foot of Shipler Mountain and immediately east of the present Poudre Pass 
trail in Rocky Mountain National Park. The cabins are twenty-two feet apart in a 
southeast to northwest line. The larger, southeast cabin measures sixteen feet six inches 
by fourteen feet seven inches. Its partially intact walls have a maximum height of 1 and a 
half feet. The smaller cabin to the northwest measures eighteen feet six inches by sixteen 
feet one inches and has log walls rising to six feet eight inches in places. The cabin log 
ends are ax-notched with triangular notches. No historic artifacts were noted in the area, 
but were probably “cleaned up” by park staff in the past and collected by park visitors 
hiking the Poudre Pass trail next to the site.  The cabins are located in an area of the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2824 m 
 
5GA2261 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA / LA 
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Site Description: This prehistoric site was first recorded by Bill Butler, Rocky Mountain 
National Park archeologist, as an isolated find in 1998.  It is located 2.3 km north of 
Ptarmigan Pass along the Tonahutu Trail, near where the first feeder ditch of the Eureka 
Ditch intersects the Tonahutu trail.  The site was re-evaluated and recorded in full by a 
UNC archeology crew in 2000. At the time, it was defined as an ephemeral hunting camp 
with limited evidence of tool refurbishment activities. Artifacts associated with the site 
from the 1998 report and the 2000 survey included two Late Archaic corner notched 
points (3000-2000 B.P.), two retouched knife/scraper, three flake knives and an end 
scraper. The site was briefly re-visited in 2001 and additional artifacts, in the form of 
lithic tool debitage, were collected. Those included ten white to light brown Kremmling 
chert secondary and tertiary manufacturing stage flakes, five brown, secondary and 
tertiary Table Mountain jasper flakes, and a single gray to reddish-gray Dakota 
orthoquartzite secondary flake. The site is situated in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3628 m 
 
5GA2262 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Continental Divide South (Sprague Pass) 
Environment:  ALDGM-ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ OC, LS, IPA, TM /LMP, EA(MA), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric and historic open camp that had been initially 
recorded by the park archaeologist as an isolated find from earlier informal National Park 
Service personnel reports of archeological finds. It was re-located by a UNC archeology 
crew in the previous 2000 survey season, but lacked final formal recording due to the 
survey crew being forced off the mountain in a violent thunderstorm. At that time, it was 
given the field designation of BF-12 and re-visited for formal recording in the subsequent 
2001 survey year.  The site is located on a tundra ridge slope immediately south of 
Sprague Pass on the Continental Divide. The “headwater” collection area of the late 19th 
Century Eureka Ditch is located at the far southeast corner of the site. The start of the 
ditch is marked by a small pile of weathered milled lumber planks and a single heavily 
rusted, solder dot, tin can (constituting the historic component of the site).  Prehistoric 
artifacts were found scattered over a general polygon area measuring 210 by 120 meters. 
Two of the heaviest concentrations of lithic artifacts were designated concentration 1 (at 
the northern of the site) and concentrations 2 and 3 (in the site’s southeast quadrant).  
Formal and informal lithic tools from concentration 1 included a yellow-brown petrified 
wood graver, a white Kremmling chert scraper/knife, a yellow-brown petrified wood 
flake knife, a dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain Jasper flake scraper, a dark 
red Table Mountain jasper notched, spoke shave, an Early Archaic (Mount Albion-ca. 
6500-4500 B.P.) Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper notched projectile point 
base, and a light brown Kremmling chert Mid to Late Paleoindian projectile point mid-
section (ca. 9500-7500 B.P.). Formal and informal tools from concentration 2 included a 
heavily patinated, light red chert biface fragment (a possible projectile point fragment, 
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but with its type being unidentifiable), a brown quartzite flake side scraper, a light brown 
Kremmling chert utilized flake knife, a light red to reddish-brown chert or jasper utilized 
flake knife/scraper, a gray Dakota orthoquartzite utilized flake knife, a brown Table 
Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper biface/knife tip, and a brown Table 
Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper  biface knife fragment. Concentration 3 tools 
included an Early Archaic corner-notched, projectile point fragment (ca. 6500-4500 B.P.) 
made of red Table Mountain jasper, an Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point 
base fragment (ca. 6500-4500 B.P.) made of red to dark red Table Mountain jasper, a 
heavily burned Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point fragment (ca. 6500-4500 
B.P.) made of dark red Table Mountain jasper, and a light brown Kremmling chert 
utilized flake knife. Lithic tool manufacturing and/or re-tooling flakes included: 
concentration 1-a yellow-brown and brown silicified wood secondary flake; 
concentration 2-two light brown Kremmling chert biface thinning flakes, three gray 
Dakota orthoquartzite biface thinning flakes, and two brown Table Mountain/Specimen 
Mountain jasper secondary flakes; and, concentration 3- three very light red to dark 
brown Kremmling chert secondary reduction flakes. The site’s local environment consists 
of mainly of open tundra dry grass meadow and fell field environmental zones.  
 
Elevation: 3601 m 
 
5GA2470 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc),H/ LS, NPA, HTN, TM /P(UK), LH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This multi-component prehistoric and historic is known locally as the 
Gaskill site. It is located on a former terrace (west) of the Colorado River in the 
Kawuneeche Valley, 9.25 km north northwest of Grand Lake and along a two-track Park 
Serve road some 1.1 km west of Trail Ridge Road. Its primary, historic, component 
consists of archeological remains (structural remnants and artifacts) of the former town of 
Gaskill. Gaskill was originally founded in the late 1870's or early 1880's as the town of 
Auburn. A registered Platt map dated June 21, 1882 registered by the clerk of the Grand 
County District court notes the town, at that time, "contains a Post Office; two Saloons; 
one Store; and several dwelling houses, occupied by actual residences, and more in 
process of erection…".  Archaeological survey of the site in the summer of 2000 
identified very partial remains of at least 17 structures, including foundations and cellar 
pits belonging to former cabins, a saloon and a hotel. Numerous historic trash scatters and 
middens were also located, from which a sampling of seventeen diagnostic historic 
artifacts were collected and analyzed.  Dates from the historic artifacts were found to 
range from 1850-1965, with most dates falling between 1880-1940. Two prehistoric lithic 
artifacts, a chert flake and a tool were recovered from an entrenched two-track road 
running along the southwest boundary of the site, indicating a buried prehistoric 
component is present. Global Positioning System surveys of the site found its associated 
features and artifacts presently are scattered over an area of 7.31 acres.  This site is 
situated in the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
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Elevation:  2685 m Average 
                                                                                                                                                                              
5GA2471 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): H/ HR, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site is located off of a two-track road on the western slope 
of the Kawuneeche Valley, south of the above noted Gaskill site. Its cultural remains 
consist of two heavily deteriorated cabins, a possible livestock corral, and a woodpile. 
Historic artifact scatters related to the site include nails (round), ax cut and sawn logs, 
and an insulated pipe. Pieces of milled lumber are incorporated into the woodpile that 
consists mainly made of pine branches and logs. The cabins are ruined and their previous 
heights cannot be determined, but the "corral" (structure 3) remains standing to a height 
of two logs (ca. 40 cm). Artifacts and the style and condition of the structures suggest an 
early 20th Century date for the site. The site area measures some 25 m x 19 m and it is 
located on a T-1 terrace with a slight slope just within the lower montane lodgepole pine 
forest tree line beyond the western edge of the Colorado River floodplain.  Site 5GA2471 
is found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2674 m 
 
5GA2472 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site is located in wooded area 125 m northwest of a two-
track road and an in-service National Park Service cabin, some 126 m west of the 
Colorado River and south of the Gaskill site in the Kawuneeche Valley.  It sits on a low 
forested terrace and has cultural remains consisting of a small rock cairn and a historic 
trash dump. No artifacts were collected, although the 50-100 artifacts noted in survey 
documentation were judged to range in age to slightly more than fifty years to some 
having been dumped at the site with the last decade. The site occupies an area of 20 m x 
15 m. and the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation: 2689 m 
 
5GA2473 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
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Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site consists of a largely deteriorated historic cabin 
constructed with the log corner notching technique. The cabin walls on two sides are 
intact to a height of two logs while only a single tier is present on the remaining two 
sides. The site, occupying an area of 7.5 m x 5 m, is located immediately off a dirt two-
track road approximately a kilometer south of the Gaskill town site. It sits just within the 
tree line on a low terrace just beyond the western edge of the Colorado River floodplain. 
No artifacts were noted around the structure.  The site is located in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2670 m 
 
5GA2474 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLO /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is located along a western Kawuneeche Valley mountain slope 
and low terrace margin where it meets the western floodplain of the Colorado River, just 
off a two track access road. It consists of a woodpile of milled lumber and a metal wheel 
that is believed to be related to a portable saw mill (5LR2475) located about a 100 meters 
to the south. It is believed to be a scrap pile and no stabilization efforts are needed. The 
site measures 7 m x 4 m in area.  This site is located in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2658 m 
 
5GA2475 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLO/ MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site represents an abandoned, movable sawmill and an 
associated woodpile. It extends along the base of a steep hill slope at the western edge of 
the Colorado River floodplain. A two-track dirt road, part of an access road network 
extending from the Gaskill site some 1.623 km to the north extends to the northern edge 
of the sawmill area. Surface artifacts include assorted rusted metal parts and a partially 
intact sawmill bench with a angle iron frame, metal gears, and a saw blade.  A small and 
badly deteriorated woodpile, with milled lumber and bark debris, is located 10 m south of 
the sawmill assembly. The site measures 44 m x 20m in area from north to south along 
the line of the base of the hill.  The site is found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone.  
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Elevation: 2674 m 
 
5GA2476 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HWA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of a still visible section of a now abandoned irrigation 
or domestic water diversion ditch. It is 576 m long and runs through an open meadow 
outside (east) of the T-1 terrace tree line west of the Colorado River in the Kawuneeche 
Valley. A two-track dirt trail runs along most of its length.  Its northern end starts some 
673 m south southeast of the Gaskill site (5GA2470).  No artifacts were found along its 
length.  Site 5GA2476 is found in 
the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5GA2477 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC,TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of the fragmentary remains of a former building, now 
only represented by portions of a former concrete foundation. The size of the foundation, 
40 x 20 m, is believed to indicate it was either a large home or perhaps one of the 
vacation lodges once found in the area. It located 146 m east of Trail Ridge road, up the 
Onahu trail and 15m north of that trail. It is situated on a mountain slope bench in 
lodgepole pine forest on a slight slope. The site has apparently been demolished, 
probably by the National Park Service sometime from the 1930’s through the 1960’s, A 
small number of historic artifacts, glass and metal, are found around the foundation.  This 
site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2715 m 
 
5GA2478 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find consists only of two historical glass fragments, one 
aqua and one purple. The purple glass sherd suggests an age just before to with two 
decades of 1900. The IF is located 99 m east of Trail Ridge road on a higher Colorado 
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River terrace.  No cabin platforms were found in the area where the two artifacts were 
found 2 m apart. Local vegetation is indicative of the lower to upper montane grassland 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2679m 
 
5GA2479 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is interpreted to represent a central depression that once served 
as the foundation of a former, now removed, cabin. The depression is surrounded by a 
historic artifact scatter of milled boards, rusted car parts, glass fragments, a metal can, 
shingles, tarpaper, a brick, and an electrical insulator. Analysis of chronologically 
diagnostic historic artifacts collected from the site indicates a probable date range of ca. 
1920-1950. The site is located 10 m east of Trail Ridge road and 30 m west of the Green 
Mountain trail where you head north from the trailhead off Trail Ridge road on the 
eastern edge of the Kawuneeche Valley. Although it uncertain at present, the site may 
represent one of two historically known cabins at that location, either the Moses Smith or 
Buena Vista cabin. Site dimensions are 20 m x 10 m. It is situated on a higher Colorado 
River terrace with minimal slope and in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2688 m 
 
5GA2480 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site is situated on a small terrace bench 30 m west of Trail 
Ridge road near the Green Mountain Trail on the eastern edge of the Kawuneeche Valley. 
It is interpreted as the remnants of a former, long removed, recreational or residential 
cabin. The site location generally matches those of two unrecorded cabin sites on the 
National Park Service's site database, the Buena Vista or O'Brien's cabin localities. This 
site could be either. Artifacts found scattered in a 15 x 15 m square area include horse 
nails, ceramic (porcelain) fragments, clear and green glass fragments, wood shingle 
fragments, and broken pieces of milled wood. Analysis of the historic artifacts suggests a 
late 19th through mid 20th Century date range (ca. 1882-1950). The site location is 
consistent with the approximate location of the locally known O'Brien's Cabin site.  
However, a more definitive identification of the site with that cabin and owner will 
require further archival research and, even then, the issue may not be resolvable.  The site 
can be found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
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Elevation: 2676 m 
 
5GA2481 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site consists of a historic cabin platform and associated 
historic artifact scatter. It is situated in a slightly raised lower terrace area within the 
eastern margins of the Colorado River floodplain some 380 feet west of Trail Ridge Road 
and 70 m west of a loop of the Green Mountain Trail in the Kawuneeche Valley. The 
present course of the Colorado River is located 350 feet to the west. Structural evidence 
consists of a subtle rectangular footprint in the grass (a former cabin platform) 
surrounded by historic artifact scatter. The overall scatter (site dimensions) covered a 
oval polygon of 210 x 180 feet.  Historic artifact types included three rusted tin cans, a 
wagon section, milled wood, broken and intact glass bottles, a door hinge, a window 
pane, bed springs, a full shoe, brick fragments, and clay and metal pipes (water and sewer 
lines). Analysis of historical artifacts suggest an occupation range from ca. 1882-1960, 
although some of the earliest and latest diagnostic artifacts may be incidentally intrusive 
(trash dumping, etc.) and not necessarily represent earliest and latest residential use of the 
site. Local vegetation denotes this site as being in the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone.  
 
5GA2483 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic cabin site is located 30 m southwest of Trail Ridge Road 
and 83 m southeast of a section of the Green Mountain Trail on the eastern side of the 
Kawuneeche Valley. It is situated on a lower terrace slope just within the Colorado River 
floodplain. Structural remains of a former cabin consist of a partially intact concrete 
foundation. Historic artifacts scattered around the site surface include sandstone paving 
stone slab fragments, metal and wood pipes, broken milled boards, intact and fragmented 
bottles, and a metal mesh screen. The site also is associated with three buried 50-gallon 
steel drums that may represent a form of easily constructed privies. Analysis of 
diagnostic artifacts, primarily bottles, suggests a probable ca. 1920-1950 date range for 
use of the site. Overall site dimensions are 40 x 30 m.  This site is located in the lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone 
 
Elevation: 2693 m 
 
5GA2484 
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Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This prehistoric isolated find, a dark brown quartzite flake, was found 
on a lower montane lodgepole pine mountain slope some 5 m from a National Park 
Service access leading to a Park Service trash dump off of Trail Ridge Road on the 
eastern side of the Kawuneeche Valley.  Site 5GA2484 
is found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
   
Elevation: 2681 m 
 
5GA2485 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic isolated find is an intact milk bottle found 75 m west of 
Trail Ridge Road at the extreme eastern margins of the Colorado River floodplain 
(Kawuneeche Valley). The artifact is a post bottom two-piece mold milk bottle that was 
manufactured from 1903 to 1913. Molded writing on the bottle reads "Frink the best 
milk".  This site can be found within the boundaries of the 
lower to upper grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2686 m  
 
5GA2486 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): H/ HLA, FEN / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic linear alignment is a short section (65 m long) of 
deteriorated log fence posts with attached barbed wire, a surviving segment of a former 
fence line thought (based on its construction style and physical condition) to date from 
the early to mid 20th Century (ca. 1920-1940). Barbed wire collected from the feature was 
identified as Gidden's Barb Flat-Strand wire, dated at ca. 1915-1950, providing a broad 
chronology for the site. The fence line remnant is located in the central Kawuneeche 
Valley floodplain, 15 m west of a segment of the Green Mountain Trail and 10 m 
southeast of the Colorado River. It is directly west of the abandoned Gaskill (5GA2470) 
town site. It is directly east of the abandoned Gaskill (5GA2470) town site.  This site is 
located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2671 m  
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5GA2487 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic isolated find is a partial wood and metal wagon frame and 
a detached wagon seat (found 10 m from the frame). Physical traits of the wagon suggest 
a probable ca. 1910-1930 date for its use, although it could easily been in use beyond that 
latest date. It is located 285 m west of the former Gaskill town site and 75 m east of the 
Green Mountain Trail in the center of the Colorado River (Kawuneeche Valley) 
floodplain. An unnamed two-track dirt road runs next to the artifact.  Local vegetation is 
indicative of the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2679 m 
 
5GA2488 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ CPT / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic isolated find consists of two trees, ponderosa pines, with 
sections of stripped bark incised with deep lettering. The letters spell two names: "Bill 
Jones Aug 2" and what appears to be "Geo Fade". The overall conditions, tree re-growth 
evidence, and indications of weathering were interpreted as suggesting a possible age of 
30-60 years. The trees are located in the center of the Colorado River floodplain 
(Kawuneeche Valley) just off a two-track dirt access road that crosses the valley from 
Trail Ridge road highway to the Gaskill town site (5GA2470) on the western side of the 
valley.  Local riparian, floodplain vegetation typifies that of the lower to upper montane 
grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2678 m 
 
5GA2489 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic isolated find consists of a single electrical insulator 
attached to a log, possibly the remnant of a former fence post line with electrical 
livestock wire. Alternatively, the post and insulator could represent an early, local 
electrical transmission line from a small generator to a cabin or home in the immediate 
area. The length of the post (2 m) is considered too short for a commercial transmission 
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line. The white ceramic insulator type, as described in the field but not recovered, is one 
commonly used from ca. 1930-1950, for both livestock fences and short distance, locally 
generated, electrical power transmission. The IF is located immediately off a two-track 
road some 270 m west of the Gaskill town site (5GA2470) in the center of the Colorado 
River (Kawuneeche Valley) floodplain and within the boundaries of the lower to upper 
montane grassland meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation: 2678 m 
 
5GA2490 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find, a partial wood and metal seat and a fragment 
of rusted metal wagon part (?), is located along a two-track road that leads to the Gaskill 
town site (5GA2470) in the center of the Colorado River floodplain. The seat is of a type 
that could have been part of a horse or tractor drawn wagon or some form of farm 
equipment, such as a mechanical rake or baler, common from ca. 1900-1950. Local 
riparian, floodplain vegetation is indicative of the lower to upper montane grassland 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2678 m 
 
5GA2491 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ NPA, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site, with both prehistoric and historic components, is located on a 
low terrace immediately west of a pull-off on the west side of Trail Ridge Road, about 
1.6 km south of the two-track dirt access road that leads across Kawuneeche Valley to the 
abandoned Gaskill town site (5GA2470).  The prehistoric component consists of five 
chert flakes and the historic component of a trash midden of several tin cans with 
diagnostic traits dating ca. 1930-1950. Local vegetation is that most commonly found in 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2692 m 
 
5GA2492 
  
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA (FEN) /MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site is a historic linear alignment complex in the Lower 
Kawuneeche Valley floodplain. The alignments in the group or complex consists of a 780 
m/2558 feet long segment of a two track road, sections of former irrigation ditches and a 
parallel barbed wire fence line.  The alignments generally run north and south with some 
segments being oriented east and west. Portions of the fence line is missing in places and 
consists of both wood and metal fence posts with two-prong double wire twist 
construction. The series of associated alignments is believed to date from the early 20th 
Century based on its physical condition and the style of barbed wire used in the fence 
system.  The local environment zone is that of the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest. 
 
Elevation:  2682 m 
 
5GA2493 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLO / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a small pile of deteriorated lodgepole pine logs stacked 
side-by-side located along a two-track dirt access road on the far western side of the 
Kawuneeche Valley, some 225 m west of the western boundary of the abandoned Gaskill 
town site (5GA2470).  The logs have had their bark stripped and the stack is held in place 
by thin branch poles hammered into the ground along the sides of the stack. The 
condition of the deteriorated logs, probably left as a cache for firewood or construction 
purposes and then abandoned, indicates a possible age of 30-50 years. The IF is located 
deep in lodgepole pine woods near the base of a steep mountain slope that marks the 
physical boundary of the Kawuneeche Valley.  This site is located in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2712 m 
 
5GA2494 
  
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, HE, TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site is considered to be a now abandoned, or ephemeral, 
camping area with two cobble hearths, a rectangular arrangement of cobbles, and two 
pine branch constructions at the edge of the forest/terrace where it meets the western 
Colorado River floodplain. The pine branch constructions are recent and consist of 
horizontally laid stripped pine branches forming "screens". One of the features consists of 
the branches nailed to a branch frame and, starting at the ground, rises for 1 m in height at 
a 15 degree angle. The other feature is similar screen nailed between two trees and 
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reaching a height of 2.1 m, but with its lower part starting 1.5 m off the ground. The 
function of the two features is unknown. The area also has a light scatter of clear 
(window) glass sherds, a piece of decayed rope, round wire nails and whiskey bottles.  
Analysis of the site's diagnostic artifacts suggests a probable ca. 1925-1950 age range for 
the artifacts, although the branch features are very recent. To get to the site, you take the 
Bowen Baker exit from Trail Ridge Road and follow the exit road west until it forks.  The 
site sits on a low, lodgepole pine forested terrace west of the Colorado River, opposite 
where an access road turns off Trail Ridge road at the Baker Gulch exit and crosses the 
river floodplain. Surrounding vegetation is consistant with that found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2736 m 
 
5GA2495 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HL / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consist of two adjacent rectangular, building platform 
depressions located on the far western side of the Kawuneeche Valley, deep into a low 
sloping terrace west of the Colorado River floodplain. The platforms are oriented east-
west and one measures 21 x 90 feet and the other (east of the first) measures 21 x 24 feet. 
The size of the foundations suggests that they were more than just cabins and may 
represent former tourist lodge or ranch buildings. No historic artifacts were noted. The 
site is located off Trail Ridge Road at the Bowen-Baker exit.  To get to the site, take the 
Bowen-Baker exit off of Trail Ridge road and follow the two-track dirt access road across 
the Colorado River floodplain and into the forested terrace area on the eastern side of the 
Kawuneeche Valley. Drive until you reach a fork in the road. Then take the left fork and 
continue until you cross a bridge.  The site is located ~30 meters past the bridge on the 
east side of the road. Local vegetation is typical of the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2740 m 
 
5GA2496 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is a deteriorated, open-top, wooden trough 
(1.8 x .6 m) located in the Colorado River floodplain between two channels of that river. 
It may represent a pre or early Park period ranching operation or was used for feeding 
Park livestock (horses) or winter feeding of elk and deer in times of forage scarcity. No 
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artifacts were associated with the feature.  This site can be found in the lower to upper 
montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2704 m 
 
5GA2497  
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HWA, TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site includes several unidentified depressions, a portion of 
a shallow (.7 m deep) water ditch, deteriorated boards, and historic artifacts (glass and 
metal). Analysis of the artifacts suggests a ca. 1930-1965 chronology for the site. It is 
located in the center of the Colorado River floodplain in a grassy, riparian meadow, 732 
m northwest of the Bowen Gulch access road exit from Trail Ridge road. Local 
vegetation denotes the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2713 m 
 
5GA2498 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is part of an abandoned, tractor (or horse) 
drawn hay rake. It was found in the center of the Colorado River floodplain 1.077 km 
northwest of the Bowen Gulch access road exit from Trail Ridge road. Local vegetation 
indicates that the site is found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow 
environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2701 m 
 
5GA2499 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE, TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of a historic camp with a cobble 
hearth, a broken Pepsi bottle, and a rusted sanitary (tin) can. Analyses of the two artifacts 
suggest a ca. 1950-1970 chronology. It is located on a lodgepole pine forested terrace of 
the Colorado River on the western side of the Kawuneeche Valley, 365 m south of the 
Holzwarth Homestead.  This isolated find is located in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
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Elevation:  2717 m 
 
5GA2500 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is an “L”-shaped linear rock alignment measuring 2.5 
m/8.2 feet by 2.0 m/6.56 feet.  It consists of unshaped, embedded granite cobbles with 
good lichen growth in the grassy floodplain of the Colorado River. Its function is 
unknown and no artifacts were found in association.  The site is possibly related to the 
ranching/homestead activities, as inferred from a nearby fence and remnants of an 
overgrown two-track road.  Local vegetation is indicative of the lower to upper montane 
grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2682 m 
 
5GA2501 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HL, TM, / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a historic cabin platform and concrete mortared 
cobble foundation remnants along with a light historic trash scatter of window glass, 
corrugated roofing tin, and a complete coke bottle. Analysis of the diagnostic traits of the 
coke bottle was consistent with its having been produced between ca. 1929 and 1954.  
Query of the Rocky Mountain National Park cultural resource database provided 
information that this site could represent the Never Summer Lodge, probably demolished 
by the Park Service in the 1960's or 1970's. It is located at the very eastern edge of the 
Colorado River floodplain, between a higher terrace of that river and a two-track, north-
south access road, some 442 m south of the Never Summer Ranch road and 30m west of 
Trail Ridge Road.  This site can be found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2740 m 
 
5GA2502 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HR /MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  This historic site consists of two closely spaced timbered (log-framed) 
shafts, each measuring 2-3 m square. Both are partly caved in and are believed to 
represent privy pits dating from the early to mid 20th Century, ca. 1920-1950, and 
associated with the former Never Summer Ranch, located 637 m to the north. The two 
features are located at the western margins of a low terrace and the eastern-most margins 
of the Colorado River floodplain. Trail Ridge road is located only 60 m to the east. The 
features are nearly buried in thick montane riparian grasses and a thin stand of lodgepole 
and ponderosa pine is located only a few meters to the east on the adjacent terrace.  This 
site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2726 m 
 
5GA2503 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  PIF/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): 
 
Site Description:  This is a prehistoric isolated find consisting of four chert flakes, located 
on an eastern Colorado River terrace, 694 meters north of the Timber Creek Campground 
and 15 meters west of Trail Ridge Road.  Local vegetation 
is indicative of the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2803 m 
 
5GA2504 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of three chert and one fine 
quartzite secondary flakes, and one informal unifacial flake knife.  It was located in 
Kawuneeche Valley’s Beaver Creek picnic area, immediately around the area’s picnic 
tables. The picnic area is situated in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone, on a terrace east of Trail Ridge road. 
 
Elevation:  2748 m 
 
 
5GA2505 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Kawuneeche Valley South 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of only a single fine quartzite 
secondary flake found just south of the Beaver Creek picnic area (Kawuneeche Valley) 
on a trail overlooking the area’s beaver ponds.  Site 5GA2505 can be found in the lower 
to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2729 m 
 
5GA2506 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Ptarmigan Pass) 
Environment:  ALDGM   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, RC /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic and prehistoric component site is located 678 m southwest 
of Ptarmigan Pass on a knoll overlooking Ptarmigan Creek.  The prehistoric component 
occurs in the form of one complete and one partial biface and a single chert flake.  Two 
historic cairns were found.  One is believed to be a USGS surveying “marker” cairn and 
the other a fairly recent (within 30-40 years) cairn built for unknown purposes.  This site 
is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3628 m 
 
 
5GA2507 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA/ P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of single red jasper core tool is located 1.1 
km southwest of the junction of the Flattop Mountain and Tonahutu trail along the 
continental divide. The IF locality overlooks Ptarmigan Creek on the alpine tundra.  
Vegetation surrounding the site is that which is found in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  3629 m 
 
5GA2508 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(m)/ OC, LS, GS /EA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located 1.25 km southwest of the Flattop 
Mountain and Tonahutu trail junction along the Continental Divide.  Its prehistoric 
component consists of four lithic scatter concentrations.  Concentration one is situated on 
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a moderate ridge slope overlooking the margins of an alpine peneplain.  A second 
concentration is located 30 m upslope of the first scatter while the third is located on east 
and northeast of the first two scatters on a small "out jutting" knoll, overlooking a small 
alpine pond to the east-northeast. Artifacts in concentration 3 included a biface knife tip 
and a complete Kremmling chert corner-notched, Early Archaic point (6500-4500 b.p.).  
The last scatter concentration four was located north of the other three on an upper 
portion of the ridge slope in a rugged, fell field.  It included a light scatter of lithic flakes 
and ground stone (sandstone metate fragments). Local vegetation indicates that this site is 
located in the alpine fell field environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3638 m 
 
5GA2509 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find, a single quartzite flake, is located 1 km 
north from Ptarmigan Pass along (10 m southwest) the Tonahutu trail.  Local vegetation 
indicates that this site is found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
Elevation:  3694 m 
 
5GA2510 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located on a sloping, tundra mountain ridge 
bench west of the continental divide, some 20 m south of Tonahutu Trail. It has a 
commanding view of the Kawuneeche Valley and overlooks a headwaters branch of 
Tonahutu Creek, 264 m to the southwest.  The site consists of an extensive lithic scatter, 
51 chert and quartzite flakes were collected, and one Early Archaic (Mount Albion Type 
3) projectile point (6500-4500 b.p.).  The site location would have been an excellent one 
for observing game movements, such as elk grazing on the tundra.  It is also situated 
near, 983 m southwest, of Sprague Pass and along just off a well used trail corridor over 
and along (northwest-southeast) the continental divide ridgeline. This site is located in 
the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.          
 
Elevation:  3542 m 
 
5GA2511 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, IPA /EA, EC 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is situated on a level, alpine tundra bench on 
Bighorn Flats where the Tonahutu Trail crosses an unnamed drainage.  The open camp 
represented by the site includes an extensive lithic scatter (39 chert, quartzite and 
chalcedony flakes were recovered), a Kremmling chert corner notched Early Archaic 
projectile point (6500-4500 b.p.), and a Kremmling chert corner notched Early Ceramic 
projectile point (1900-1000 b.p.). Lithic scatter flakes represent a wide range of raw 
materials and all stages of lithic tool manufacture (first, second and tertiary stages) are 
present.  The site's bench surface appears to have been relatively stable with even some 
moderate depositional soil accumulation/formation.  The site appears to represent a short-
term, but often used, open camp locality. A simple trowel test revealed a minimum of 20 
cm of subsurface soil layers and at least immediately subsurface cultural deposits were 
indicated by the discovery of a chert thinning flake 5 cm below the ground surface.  Site 
5GA2511 is found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
  
Elevation:  3482 m 
 
5GA2512 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment: SAPGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /MA (M) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric subalpine site is located on the southeast area of a long 
ridge overlooking the headwaters (to the northwest) of Tonahutu Creek. A steep slope at 
the northwest corner of the site descends rapidly into the upper creek drainage. It is 
located only 48 southwest of the Tonahutu Trail where it begins its ascent southeast 
toward Bighorn Flats. Associated artifacts include a lithic scatter (35 chert, quartzite, 
petrified wood, jasper, chalcedony and basalt flakes were collected), a chert biface knife, 
and a petrified wood corner and basal notched Middle Archaic (McKean Complex Hanna 
type) projectile point (4500-3000 b.p.). Other lithic tools consisted of a chert preform 
fragment, three chert  biface blades, and two chert utilized flakes.  The site retains 
remarkable site integrity based on consistent distributions of clusters of certain types of 
raw material flakes and the results of a shovel test, the latter indicating buried cultural 
deposits to a depth of at least 10 cm. Three distinctive flake concentrations were noted 
with some lighter, random and scattered flakes found between the three concentrations.  
The archaeological evidence indicates an open camp with a variety of activities, 
including stone tool manufacturing and refurbishment and game animal processing. 
Three historic rock cairns were located off the site (ca. 40-60 m to the northeast and east) 
along the Tonahutu Trail, but were not recorded as part of the site.  This site is found in 
the subalpine grass meadow environmental zone.      
 
Elevation:  3434 m 
 
5GA2513 
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Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric open camp site is located on a tundra mountain slope, 2 
m north of the Tonahutu Trail and 400 m south from where the trail  crosses an unnamed 
tributary of Tonahutu Creek.  Artifacts collected at the site consist of a lithic scatter with 
42 chert and quartzite flakes, five flake tools and a single reduced core tool.  Local 
vegetation indicates that this site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental 
zone.    
 
Elevation:  3441 m 
 
 
 
5GA2514 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric, subalpine, open camp site is located 230m northwest 
of where the Tonahutu Trail crosses an unnamed drainage tributary below Bighorn Flats 
on the immediately western side of the continental divide. The site is situated on a ridge 
finger below Bighorn Flats and overlooking the headwater sections of the south and 
middle tributaries of Tonahutu Creek. Lithic scatter artifacts found at the site included a 
chert biface tool, a utilized flake tool, and five secondary and tertiary stage 
manufacturing and refurbishment flakes.  Vegetation surrounding the site denotes site 
location in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3578 m 
 
5GA2515 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is a rock cairn (1.5 x .5 m), located on the 
alpine tundra on Specimen Mountain, 2 km southeast of the Poudre Pass Ranger Station 
on Specimen Mountain and 574 m west of the continental divide at the west end of a 
ridge knoll.  This site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
  
Elevation:  3578 m 
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5GA2516 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /LA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of the upper portion of a white chert 
projectile point, possibly Late Archaic (ca. 3000-1900 b.p.) in affiliation. It was located 2 
km southeast of the Poudre Pass Ranger Station, almost directly on the continental divide 
on the high Specimen Mountain knoll in the the alpine dry grass meadow environmental 
zone.   
 
Elevation:  3596 m 
 
5GA2517 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a single gray, Kremmling chert,  
bifacial tool fragment was located on a northwest facing alpine ridge slope, 2.5 km 
southeast of Poudre Pass on Specimen Mountain.  Vegetation surrounding the site is 
typical of the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  3538 m 
 
5GA2518 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment: ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /EP(C) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of the upper portion of a single gray (with 
white dots) chert Clovis projectile point. Located on a Specimen Mountain alpine ridge 
slope, the site is located 2.6 km southeast of Poudre Pass. 
This site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3422 m 
 
5GA2519 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a red jasper flake scraper was found on 
a west facing Specimen Mountain slope, some 2.6 km southeast of Poudre Pass. Local 
tundra vegetation typifies the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  3462 m 
 
5GA2533 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  SAPGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, GS, HWA, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric and historic site is located on a low terrace overlooking 
the western headwaters branch of the Colorado River immediately west of the Grand 
Ditch Camp service road and 150 m south of Poudre Pass. The historic component 
includes structural remains and historic artifacts associated with the construction of the 
Grand Ditch (1890-1936). Historic artifacts, dating from ca. 1900-1930, noted during 
survey, included older dot cans, purple bottle glass, shoe leather, stove parts. The site's 
prehistoric component, an open camp, consisted of one formal tool (flake knife) made of 
Kremmling chert, four informal tools made of Kremmling chert, Dakota orthoquartzite 
and unidentified chert, a quartzite mano, and an exhausted lithic (Table Mountain jasper) 
core.  A partially intact historic dam and bolt bridge were also found at the site. Faint 
evidence of several, partly buried two-track roads were also evident on the site.  This site 
is located in the subalpine grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3076 m 
 
5GA2534 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA (FEN) /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic linear alignment, consisting of a 31 m/430 feet 
long section of fence line of metal and wooden posts and barbed wire with a north-south 
orientation.  Portions of the fence line are considered relatively recent, probably less than 
50 years, based on the observation that some of the barbed wire is only lightly rusted.  
One portion of the fence line extends into a lodge pole pine wooded area.  Also found 
was a ceramic serving bowl decorated with a floral pattern.  The fence line is located on 
the terrace-floodplain margins of the Colorado River.  This site is located in the lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:  2682 m 
 
5GA2535 
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Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /EA-MA(OX) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of an Early/Middle Archaic (Oxbow 
Complex), red Table Mountain jasper projectile point (ca. 5700-3500 b.p.) was found on 
a terrace knoll northeast of Lake Poudre some 780 m northeast of Milner Pass and the 
continental divide. The projectile point was found some 20 m northeast of Lake Poudre 
on a low terrace knoll in the subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  3291 m 
 
5GA2536 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, NPA-GOV/ NPA, HWC, PFR, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site with historic and prehistoric components is located on a low 
bench, some 20 m north northeast of the Lake Irene (Milner Pass) parking area. It may 
represent the remains of an original Milner Pass road construction camp and earlier 
National Park Service work and/or housing facilities. Historic structural remains consist 
of two, barely visible, building platforms along with a diffuse scatter of historic trash, the 
latter including china, crockery, can dump, nails, glass, burned lime and tin fragments.  
The area appears to have been mechanically bladed, probably by the National Park 
Service when the site was demolished. The site's prehistoric component was represented 
by only a single, gray quartzite flake tool.  Local vegetation found on the site is indicative 
of the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.    
 
Elevation:  3277 m 
 
5GA2537 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EP(G) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located on a sloping terrace bench of the eastern 
headwaters branch of the Colorado River, 190 m south of the Milner Pass parking lot 
immediately east of Trail Ridge Road. Artifacts associated with the site included a 
reddish brown jasper core tool (heavily burned on one end), three chert flakes, and a 
Goshen/Plainview Mountain Paleoindian projectile point (11,000-8000 b.p.).  The 
mountain slope bench it is situated on is relatively open and found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.    
 
Elevation:  3272 m 
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5GA2538 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find of historic rock cairn, measuring 1 x .5 m and 
.5 m in height, is located on a moraine bench 200 m east of the Lake Irene parking lot at 
Milner Pass. Local vegetation denotes the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3266 m 
 
5GA2539 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA (FEN) /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment is a section of partially intact fence line 
measuring 93 meters/305 feet in length.  It extends roughly east to west and terminates on 
the west side of Onahu Creek in a grassy meadow. Portions of the alignment’s wooden 
and metal posts appear to be relatively recent (probably less than 50 years) as suggested 
by the relative absence of significant rust on the fence’s barbed wire.  Local vegetation 
typifies the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m  
 
5GA2540 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HR, HE, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a former historic homestead complex on the upper portion of 
an eastern T1 terrace of the Colorado River. Ephemeral remains of three former 
structures were noted during the site’s survey. One, a leveled area and cut into a slight 
slope, designated feature 1, is believed to represent the outline of a former, now removed, 
cabin.  A short line of cobbles occupies the northwest corner of the foundation outline. 
The second feature (Number 2) is a circular depression measuring 21 feet in diameter and 
3 ½ to 6 feet deep. The depression was partially filled with cobblestones and milled 
lumber.  The third and final feature (Number 3) was detectable as a very ephemeral 
vegetation difference in a roughly 15 by 15 foot square outline, believed to be the 
foundation “footprint” of a former removed building. A hiking trail crosses the site and 
modern picnic table and cobble-lined hearth are located in the southeast corner of the site 
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along with a pile of milled lumber and a small cairn of cobblestones.  The site is situated 
mainly in an open area within the boundaries of the the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone. 
     
Elevation:  2682 m 
 
5GA2541 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a former historic cabin site with an earthen cabin platform 
that measures 20 feet by 18 feet.  The northwest-southeast oriented platform is situated 
on the near edge of an eastern T1 terrace overlooking the Colorado River floodplain. The 
platform outline has two concrete corner foundation bases, one on the southwest corner 
and the other in the center of the southwest side. No artifacts were noted. The cabin may 
have been associated with the Onahu Lodge, once located on the same terrace to its north. 
The site is located in a National Park Service employee’s residential area. The local 
environmental zone is the lower to mid lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation:  2684 m 
 
5GA2542 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HPL /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment, appearing to date from the 1940’s, is a 
now removed electrical power line that had been cut over a traceable distance of 2.437 
miles through a lodge pole pine forest and across some intervening eastern margins of the 
grassy Colorado floodplain.  The cut itself is grown over with buffalo/blue grama grass.  
Artifacts identified within the cut consist of creosote-treated pole stumps, cross brace 
sections with heavy 14 inch by 1 inch bolts, wood cross ties 2.5 feet long with wooden 
spools for insulators, and 80 feet of 20 gage aluminum wire at pole #7 in the northern 
section of the former line. Wherever possible, individual pole stump locations were 
recorded using a global positioning system (see below). Vegetation varies from lodge 
pole pine forest to riparian meadow grasses which is typical for the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone 
  
 Elevation:  Start: 2656 m; End: 2705 m 
 
5GA2543 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
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Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of two structural remains (features 1 and 2) and a 
camp hearth.  Feature l is a historic dwelling platform believed to have served as a house 
trailer foundation, measuring 95 feet by 43 feet.  Concrete foundation blocks are present 
on the leveled area as well as eye-bolts and large bolt anchors.  Feature 2, a small 
rectangular depression to the north of feature 1, is believed to represent a filled-in privy 
pit.  Feature 3 is a small cobble hearth, located northwest of the privy pit that may not be 
directly associated with the trailer platform.  The site is located on an eastern T1 terrace 
of the Colorado River in lodge pole pine forest where the predominant vegetation is 
typical for the 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
    
Elevation:  2633 m 
 
5GA2544 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HL /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a recent historic, filled-in swimming pool measuring 60 by 
28 feet. It is believed that the pool was part of the former Onahu Lodge complex prior to 
its purchase by Rocky Mountain National Park. It is located in a present-day National 
Park Service employee residential area and the pool was filled in by the Park Service in 
the late 1950’s or early 1960’s. The structure is located in an open area in lodge pole pine 
forest on an eastern T1 terrace of the Colorado River. Local vegetation indicates that this 
site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2682 m 
 
5GA2545 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA, OT /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The isolated find is a historic Lyons sandstone rock cache measuring 7 
m. by 5 m. on a small knoll overlooking a National Park Service employee’s residential 
area. The physical condition (weathering) of the stones suggest they have been 
undisturbed to some decades. The sandstone was probably transported to the site for use 
in construction of the adjacent Onahu Lodge or early Park Service buildings from the 
1920’through the 1960’s. It is located in lodge pole pine forest with its predominant 
vegetation denoting the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.   
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Elevation:  2662 m 
 
5GA2546 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a Native American prehistoric open camp covering an area 
of 6 by 6.5 m. It is situated at the intersection of lodge pole pine forest and Colorado 
River floodplain margin meadow on a toe slope of a small eroded ridge of a T1 terrace.  
A scatter of 11 blackened and fragmented fire-cracked rocks were found loosely 
concentrated near the base of the erosion ridge slope.  Lithic artifacts collected from the 
surface of the site included a brownish-red Table Mountain jasper flake scraper/knife, a 
reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper thumbnail scraper, and two red and brown Table 
Mountain jasper tertiary edge retouch flakes. A 1 meter natural erosion profile was 
cleaned and excavated at the southern edge of the erosion slope immediately above a 
small stream. A total of four flakes were recovered from the test excavation, including 
three light brown Kremmling chert tertiary retouch flakes and one fully fire-reddened 
Kremmling chert secondary thinning flake. The site is located at the intersection of lodge 
pole pine forest and mountain grassland/meadow environmental zones.  Primary 
vegetation represented in the area indicates that this site is found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2673 m 
 
5GA2547 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a partially intact historic, notched-corner log cabin on the 
lower slope of a southeast-facing terrace ridge in lodge pole pine forest, overlooking a 
small pond (100 meters to the east). A mountain grass meadow of the main Colorado 
River floodplain is located south and west of the site’s ridge. The log walls of the cabin 
are mainly intact to a height of four courses, ca. 2 to 2.5 feet, and the structure is roughly 
square, measuring 13 by 13 feet. A large pile of boulders and cobbles outside the 
northeast side of the cabin wall and opposite an open in that wall represents the collapsed 
remains of a former external chimney. The only artifacts found in the vicinity of the 
structure were a rusted Clabber Girl baking powder tin and a 3-inch wire nail.  Based on 
the structure’s condition and the likely date of the baking powder tin, an approximate age 
range of ca. 1900-1930 is suggested for the site’s occupation. Local vegetation is 
dominated by lodge pole pine thus placing this site in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
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Elevation:  2912 m 
  
5GA2548 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric isolated find consists of two secondary manufacturing 
stage lithic flakes made of an unidentified brown chert with reddish yellow inclusions.  
The flakes were collected from lodge pole pine forest along the Colorado River Trail. 
Local predominant vegetation indicates that this site can be found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2917 m 
 
5GA2549 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is an historic open camp (20 feet by 18 feet) consisting of a 
lodge pole pine pole lean-to shelter and a now-scattered, small cobble-lined camp hearth.  
No artifacts were found at the site which is located in the lower to mid montane lodge 
pole pine forest environmental zone. 
   
Elevation:  2919 m 
 
5GA2550 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic Euro-American isolated find consists of a single, rusted 
flange seamed can believed to have held lard for cooking. Comparative analysis of the 
can’s traits indicates a 1930-1950 age range. The artifact was found in lodge pole pine 
forest on the western edge of Big Meadows where the dominant vegetation indicates that 
this site is found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone 
 
Elevation:  2884 m 
 
5GA2551 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
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Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The historic isolated find is a small can dump of six rusted, sanitary 
cans, dating to ca. 1940 to 1950 by comparative artifact analysis.  The cans were located 
in a lodge pole pine forest on the western edge of Big Meadows where the predominant 
vegetation is that found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone 
 
Elevation:  2886 m 
 
5GA2552  
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated historic find consisted of single, heavily rusted Prince 
Albert tobacco can in a lodge pole pine forest east of the Colorado River floodplain.  
Diagnostic analysis of the artifact suggests a ca. 1930-1950 date range. The IF’s 
predominant vegetation typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2899 m 
 
5GA2553 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is an historic Euro American trash midden and a single rock  
cairn. The trash midden includes four heavily rusted, solder-dot sanitary cans, four 
soldered seam cans, a wide-mouthed jar with metal lid, and a 1 foot long metal tent stake. 
Analysis of the artifacts suggests an earlier (ca. 1900-1910) and later (ca. 1940-1955) site 
use. A 2 foot diameter cobble pile, located at the southern end of the site, may represent 
an attempt to clear the site area or a boundary marker. The site is located on a low side 
terrace of Big Meadows on the eastern mountain slope of the Kawuneeche (Colorado 
River) valley in lodge pole pine forest. Predominant vegetation typifies the vegetation 
found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
.  
Elevation: 2922 m 
 
5GA2554 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
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Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of the remnants of a historic cabin on a lower 
southwest slope of a prominent knoll in upper Big Meadows. It is also located down 
slope from the Park Service’s Sunset camp site and north of the Tonahutu trail. Site 
remains cover an area of some 60 by 15 feet.   The main site structure is a slightly raised, 
rectangular cabin platform measuring 20 by 10 feet. A stone rubble concentration at the 
northwest end of the platform marks the location of a former chimney. A 9 by 7 foot, 2 
feet deep, rectangular depression, possibly a privy pit or sub-surface storage building, is 
located 3 feet northeast of the platform. Historic artifacts were observed and described 
but not collected from the site. Noted artifacts included a single rusted, solder dot sanitary 
can and two fragments of rusted tin. The physical condition of the former cabin features 
and the solder dot can suggest a late 19th to early 20th Century date for the site. The site is 
located in lodge pole pine forest at the margins of a large knoll with predominant 
vegetation typifying the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2918 m 
 
5GA2555 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The historic isolated find is a historic Euro-American open camp with a 
single cobble-lined hearth, measuring 1.5 feet in diameter. Heavily eroded charcoal is 
still evident in the grass-filled center of the feature. The age of the hearth, based on its 
overall physical condition, is estimated to be fifty to twenty years. The camp is located in 
sparse lodge pole pine forest in upper Big Meadows. Local, predominant vegetation 
typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
     
Elevation:  2943 m 
 
5GA2556 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H. OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic Euroamerican open camp on the southeast bank 
of Tonahutu Creek in Big Meadows, Kawuneeche Valley. The camp includes two 
cobble-lined hearths and a historic trash midden.  The overgrown hearths measured 2.5 
feet and 2 feet in diameter, respectively.  Eighteen heavily rusted, solder seam sanitary 
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cans were clustered in a group some 30 feet northeast of the two hearths. Both the cans 
and hearths are believed to date ca. 1930-1950, based on the physical traits of the artifacts 
and the physical condition of the hearths. The site is located on a grassy terrace bank 
meadow just outside a lodge pole pine forest bordering the creek.  Primary vegetation 
typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2925 m 
 
5GA2557 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, HGR, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a historic cabin with an associated structural 
depression and possible grave.  The cabin is well-defined with intact, lower four to five 
courses of log walls and a collapsed, rock and mortar chimney. The former chimney is 
now a rock rubble mound in the southwest corner of the cabin. The most probable 
location of the cabin door, based on an opening in the log wall remnants, appears to have 
been in the north corner of the structure’s west wall.  Remnants of a possible entry 
partition wall appear to exist in the form of a few logs angled away from the southeastern 
wall.  At least five courses of logs are visible at the entry point, but they have fallen 
outward.  Wall corners and existing logs exhibit “v” ax cuts, a log notching technique 
common from ca. 1870 to 1900.  A low earth berm, raised area, is located in the cabin 
interior. The cabin platform partially is cut out of the south sloping ridge. A possible 
boulder and cobble covered "grave" is located off the south west corner of the cabin. The 
feature is an elongated oval measuring approximately 6 ft. x 4 ft. with a north-south 
orientation.  It is ringed with small, local granite boulders.  A depression, possibly a 
former storage feature or privy pit, is located south of the cabin at the base of the slope at 
the edge of the open valley.  Solder-dot cans recorded at the site are dated to ca. 1880-
1920. The site is located in the lower to mid montane lodge pole pine forest 
environmental zone on a ridge surrounded by the Colorado River floodplain on the west 
and south.  
 
Elevation:  2682 m 
 
5GA2558 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a historic Euro American open camp located at the 
edge of an eastern Colorado River T1 terrace and the extreme margins of that river’s 
floodplain. The only archeological evidence is a small 2.5 foot diameter, granite cobble-
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lined hearth whose stones are well embedded in the soil matrix.  Natural deposition has 
mounded and filled the hearth’s interior slightly.  No artifacts were found in association 
with the feature. The physical condition of the hearth suggests it dates from the early to 
mid-20th Century. The local environment is the lower to mid montane lodge pole pine 
forest. 
 
Elevation:  2680 m 
  
5GA2559 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic Euro American trash midden located in a lodge 
pole pine forest at the edge of an eastern T1 terrace overlooking the Colorado River 
floodplain.  Artifacts consist of thirteen soldered seam, heavily rusted sanitary tin cans, a 
punch-style can opener, a complete clear glass bottle, and fragments of a clear glass 
bowl. Comparative analysis indicates the solder seam cans date to ca. 1920-1950, the 
intact glass bottle (a cosmetic or medicine container  made by Owens-Illinois Glass 
Company) dates to ca. 1944-1945, and the glass bowl rim dates to ca. 1920-1960. 
Primary vegetation at the site typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2680 m 
 
5GA2560 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a single, ruined log cabin with walls, varying from 
five to eight courses in height. The cabin’s dimensions are 10 by 15.5 feet. Corner 
notches on the logs are “V” shaped, a common building technique dating to the late 19th 
to the earliest 20th Centuries. A shallow depression, possibly a former storage area or 
privy pit, is located just north of the cabin.  The cabin entrance faces east and the 
structure is situated on a T1 terrace on the west side of a north-south tending ridge 
overlooking the Colorado River floodplain.  A National Park Service horse trail and 
power line pass between the cabin and the outer, scarp edge of the terrace.  No artifacts 
were noted.  The local vegetation is indicative of the lower to mid montane lodgepole  
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2658 m 
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5GA2561 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment)  
Environment: LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HL, HE, TM/MH(EA) 
 
 Site Description:  This historic site, measuring 520 feet by 120 feet, is located in lodge 
pole pine forest and a bordering mountain meadow.  In 2001, a University of Northern 
Colorado survey crew documented a stone hearth mortared with concrete (feature 1), and 
a large man-made pit (feature 3) cut into the lower mountain toe-slope in the extreme 
northeast corner of the site. The pit feature is believed to have been a dugout building, 
possibly having served as a storage or root, structure. It had been filled with deteriorating, 
milled lumber, probably from the Park Service demolition of the site. The scattered 
remains of a cabin platform (feature 5) with scattered pieces of concrete were noted in the 
northwest sector of the site while an overgrown, old two-track road, extending past two 
other sets of former cabin remains (features 2 and 4), runs along the site’s eastern 
margins. Features 2 (in the extreme southwest corner of the site area on the east side of 
the Colorado River consists of a roughly rectangular depression that is believed to 
represent a former building. Feature 4, located ca. 90 feet to the northeast is the still-
recognizable imprint of a large square building foundation. Two structure map symbols 
indicated on the present USGS Grand Lake Quadrangle are shown in approximately the 
same locations as features 2 and 4. Artifacts observed on the site included seam sealed 
and solder dot tin cans, window glass, and a weathered piece of leather, paint cans, 
concrete fragments, and heavily weathered milled lumber. Several pieces of the window 
glass were collected at the site for later analysis, including three clear window glass 
sherds with greenish tinges and one glass fragment corrugated on one side with in-
bedded, octagonal hatched, thin, woven wire. This site could be related to a nearby 
historic tourism/resort site, 5GA2695, also known as Squeaky Bob’s Camp or Camp 
Wheeler, but that association, at present, lacks supporting evidence. The site was located 
on T1 and T2 terrace areas of the Colorado River in lodge pole pine forest with small, 
open grassy meadow areas. Primary vegetation typifies the vegetation found in the lower 
to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2752 m 
  
5GA2562 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Kawuneeche South (Big Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OC HE, TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The historic camp site consists of a small, 2-foot diameter cobble-lined 
hearth and two historic artifacts at the intersection of a low terrace of Onahu Creek at the 
margins of lodge pole pine forest in Big Meadows. Historic artifacts included a heavily 
rusted solder-seam sanitary can and an unbroken, sealed glass jar. Local vegetation 
typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
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Elevation: 2927 m 
 
5GA2658 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site, known locally as the Harbison Pit, is a historic gravel borrow 
pit and trash dump. It covers an area of ca. 506 feet by 397 feet.  Artifacts noted at the 
site were white porcelain bowl and plate sherds, clear window glass fragments, and 
rusted metal fragments.  A single diagnostic artifact, consisting of a small sardine can, 
was collected and dated to a time range of ca. 1918-1940. The site is located in lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone east of the Colorado River.  
 
Elevation: 2679 m 
 
5GA2659 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Onahu Creek/Lake Chickaree) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a historic pole/brush structure, part of a historic 
temporary camp, in lodge pole pine forest at the southwestern edge of a small lake, 
Chickaree Lake, in a mountainside depression, 523 meters northwest of Onahu Creek.  
The condition of the structure suggests a probable date of ca. 1940-1960. Primary local 
vegetation is typical of that found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2799 m 
5GA2660 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South  
Environment: LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a historic isolated find of a small, rock-lined hearth with no 
associated artifacts. The partially buried condition of the hearth suggests a late 19th to 
early 20th Century date. The feature is located near top of a ridge knoll some 85 meters 
east of Trail Ridge road in the lower Kawuneeche Valley.  Local vegetation is typical of 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest, environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2679 m 
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5GA2661 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric open camp site with a scatter of lithic tools and flaking 
debitage over an area measuring 10 by 8 meters. Tools identified at the site included a 
flake chopper and a bifacially flaked knife, both made of Table Mountain jasper. Six 
secondary and tertiary manufacturing stage flakes, made of Table Mountain jasper and 
Kremmling chert were also documented. The site is located at the western edge of a T1 
terrace overlooking the Colorado River floodplain to the west and immediately east of 
Trail Ridge road in the lower Kawuneeche Valley. It is situated in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2679 m. 
 
5GA2662 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, FEN /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a linear alignment segment of barbed wire fence with most 
of its pine posts having fallen down.  One end of the fence line is anchored in a tripod 
post arrangement and some portions of the barbed wire are wrapped around, and partially 
embedded in living lodge pole pine trees. The 1454 foot long alignment extends from the 
southwest to northeast in lodge pole pine forest and begins just east of Trail Ridge road 
on a knoll immediately east of a T1 terrace overlooking the Colorado River to the west. 
Local vegetation typifies that found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m (Start); 2679 m (End)  
 
5GA2663 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HR, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic site is believed to be the Harbison barn, based on a map of 
historic sites compiled for Kawuneeche Valley by local historian and former Park 
Ranger, Bert McLaren. The former structure belongs to several other historic structures 
that were part of the Harbison family’s homesteads (late 19th and early 20th centuries) in 
the immediate area (Arps and Kingery 1994:77). The barn’s foundation outline is still 
visible and measures 36 feet by 24 feet.  A low earthen berm is located on the eastern 
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side of the platform.  A number of historic artifacts are scattered within the foundation 
outlines, including clear window pane glass fragments, a clear glass bottle base, a heavily 
rusted metal belt buckle, corroded silver tea spoon, a rusted seven-inch corral/fence nail, 
a heavily rusted, five-inch long, square head bolt with the nut still attached, a five-inch 
round wire nail, a 3 ½-inch round wire nail, and a heavily corroded metal roller/caster for 
a rolling cabinet or table. Analysis of diagnostic artifacts from the site suggests a ca. 
1890-1920 date range for the structure. A modern National Park Service horse trail is 
located some 12 feet south of the site.  Traces of a now-abandoned two-track road 
(5GA2664-linear alignment) are located to the east and southeast and a separate historic 
trash midden site (5GA2666) is located to the southeast. The site is located in a small 
open meadow in lodge pole pine forest. Predominant vegetation is typical of the 
vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
   
Elevation: 2657 m 
 
5GA2664 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment: LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a linear alignment consisting of the overgrown imprint of a 
historic two-track road in a lodge pole pine forest east of the Colorado River in the lower 
Kawuneeche Valley.  The road segment, measuring 780 feet long by 6 feet wide, begins 
on top of a low east-west tending ridge and ends below site 5GA2663 (believed to be the 
locally-known Harbison barn). The local environment consists of lodge pole pine forest 
with occasional small open grassy meadow areas. Predominant vegetation typifies the 
vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2669 m  
 
5GA2665 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a historic cobble-lined camp hearth that measures 
1.5 feet in diameter and is located in a lodge pole pine forest south of Harbison Ditch in 
the lower Kawuneeche Valley.  No artifacts were found in association with the feature. 
The local environmental zone is lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest.     
 
Elevation: 2665 m 
 
5GA2666 
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Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic trash midden located directly south of the 
Harbison barn (5GA2663) in the meadow.  Recorded artifacts consisted of a rusted Coors 
beer can with a punch hole top and triangle-shaped church key openings (dated to ca. 
1945-1955), a small 3 ½-inch diameter evaporated milk can, a round snuff tin lid for 
Copenhagen Snuff, a metal clamp with rubber or leather clamp pads rotted out, three 
metal and wood wagon wheels, and solder dot sanitary tin cans. Most of the artifacts date 
to ca. 1880-1920. The local environmental zone is the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest.  
 
Elevation: 2666 m 
 
5GA2667 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a large, historic, Euroamerican, cabin platform measuring 64 
by 64 feet. A slightly raised earthen berm borders the southern side of the structure.  The 
platform is situated on a long ridge that terminates at the east end of a National Park 
Service maintenance area with a horse corral, buildings, and parking lot.  Small scatters 
of historic artifacts were found in the interior of the platform, including milled lumber, 
window pane glass, nails, scrap tin, eye glasses, knife blade and a heavily rusted wood 
handled table knife (collected).  Possible bridge remains are located next to an old 
irrigation ditch northwest of the platform.  Local vegetation typifies the vegetation found 
in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2668 m 
 
5GA2668 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HWA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This linear alignment is a 118 feet long by 6.5 feet wide, now filled-in, 
hand-dug “L” shaped ditch or linear pit located down slope and west of a National Park 
Service maintenance shop and bordered by the horse corral and a local service road.  
According to Rocky Mountain National Park staff member and local historian, Nancy 
Morgan, the feature once served as a ditch that was filled with water from the nearby 
stream, providing cooling for milk produced on the Harbison Farm.  It is located in lower 
to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
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Elevation: 2666 m 
 
5GA2669 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is an historic cobble-lined hearth (three feet in 
diameter) located in a lodge pole pine forest. The physical condition of the feature 
suggests a mid-20th Century date. Predominant vegetation is typical of that found in the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2645 m 
 
5GA2670 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic trash midden located on the eroded corner of the 
Grand Lake Cemetery.  The site is easily accessible from a local gravel road to the south. 
The site’s artifact scatter is highly generalized and consists of dozens of glass bottles, 
broken glass, and seam-sealed sanitary cans with fragments of broken concrete and 
porcelain ceramic plates, cups, and bowls. The analysis of artifacts recovered from the 
site, including diagnostic liquor bottles that indicate a primary period of use from ca. 
1910-1930. The site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine environmental 
zone.  
 
Elevation: 2619 m 
 
5GA2671 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HPA, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a wide v-shaped feature constructed of lodge poles 
(interpreted as a historic child’s play “fort”) measuring 24 by 20 feet) and three simple, 
cobble-lined hearths. The pole construction appears relatively recent, perhaps only 20-30 
years old while the hearths, based on their appearance, may be earlier, possibly dating to 
the mid 20th Century. The features are located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest invironmental zone. 
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Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5GA2672 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)    
Environment:  LMMLF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ LCO /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic, largely collapsed, pole enclosure measuring 32 
by 28 feet. The site location is identified on a Rocky Mountain National Park historic 
structure map compiled by local historian and former Park Ranger Bert McLaren as a 
horse-breaking corral.  Artifacts and materials associated with the feature included lodge 
pole pine poles, round wire nails and barbed wire.  Both the feature’s physical condition 
and associated artifacts suggest a mid-early to mid 20th Century date, consistent with its 
identification as a Park Service facility. The site is located in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2609 m 
 
5GA2673 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)    
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HWC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site represents the remains of what is believed to have been a 
historic work camp or construction materials storage area, possibly for local construction 
of the nearby Trail Ridge road in the lower Kawuneeche Valley. The overall site area 
measures ca. 30 feet by 35 feet and is located in a lodge pole pine forest east of the Grand 
Lake Cemetery.  It consists of the remnants of a low rectangular wooden platform 
(Feature 1) with scattered heavily eroded, milled lumber.  The two longer sides of the 
structure are partially spanned with lumber timbers.  A smaller version of feature one (4 
by 3 feet) is located ca. 12 feet to the south.  A concentration of historic artifacts is 
located southeast of the large, feature 1 platform.  Observed artifacts included 
deteriorated corrugated iron pipe, smooth wire, galvanized 2 ½-inch pipe, a soldered 
seam sanitary can, and miscellaneous and unidentifiable rusted metal.  The structures are 
located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2618 m 
 
5GA2674 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)    
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ NPA, PFR /MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  This site has both prehistoric and historic components. The site is 
located in a lodge pole pine forest, north of Trail Ridge Road, and represents a former 
(now abandoned) National Park entrance complex. The Park Entrance complex consists 
of three main areas, or concentrations, of features and artifacts. Three abandoned two-
track roads through the site and seven historic features were recorded during its survey. 
The features included the following: Area 1-feature 1-a historic water well hole (2 feet in 
diameter) lined with cemented cobbles and having a galvanized water pipe running into 
it, feature 2-a historic water well pit (2 feet in diameter) with a cemented cobble upper 
ring and covered with a 10 x 2 foot pile of deteriorating milled limber; Area 2-feature 3-a 
41/2 foot square concrete slab believed to have once served as a footing or platform for 
an unknown structure or piece of equipment, feature 4-a 2 ½ foot diameter cobble-lined 
hearth, feature 5-a 2 foot diameter cobble-lined hearth; feature 6-a raised earth building 
platform measuring 28 feet square; Area 3-feature 7-a rectangular 24 x 34 foot building 
platform with concrete footing blocks along its northeast northern edge and south east 
southern edge. The site’s historic artifact scatter, in the three concentration areas, 
consisted of fragments of asphalt and concrete, cast square and wire nails, broken bottle 
glass, milled lumber, broken red bricks, a brass fire extinguisher, burnt porcelain sherds, 
lengths of rusted iron pipe, and green glass sherds. The site is located in lodge pole pine 
forest where the predominant vegetation typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2609 m 
 
5GA2675 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Kawuneeche Visitors Center Environs)    
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site, at the grassy margins of a marshy meadow in 
Summerland Park (lower Kawuneeche Valley), consists of two large cobble-lined hearths 
(three feet and four feet in diameter, respectively), a large, 4 by 3 foot, rectangular wood 
box, and two piles of cut logs and milled lumber. Six rusted, seam soldered sanitary cans 
were the only other artifacts noted at the site. The physical condition of the features, 
wood, and analysis of the cans indicate an early to mid early 20th Century date for the 
site. Local vegetation typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5GA2676 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (North Inlet)      
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description: The site is a prehistoric lithic scatter over an area of 65 by 35 meters. 
Associated artifacts, mainly found in five concentrations, included a large, reddish-brown 
Table Mountain jasper knife/chopper with retouch along one edge (concentration 1), a 
brown chert, snub-nose end scraper (concentration 1), a brown chert utilized flake knife 
(concentration 2), and sixty-four secondary and tertiary manufacturing/retouch stages. 
Lithic materials ranged from Table Mountain jaspers to Kremmling chert, Dakota 
orthoquartzite, Specimen Mountain rhyolite, and several flakes of petrified wood 
(tentatively identified as coming from North Park sources). The site is located on and 
along either side of the North Inlet trail and has been heavily disturbed from camping and 
artifact collection. Some flakes were found eroding out of the trail and North Inlet stream 
terrace cut-banks and others were found in close proximity to present-day camping areas. 
Most of the site is located in an open grass meadow with surrounding lodge pole pine 
forest. Primary local vegetation denotes the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2619 m 
 
5GA2677 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Onahu Creek)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find, located directly on the Onahu Creek trail 
and immediately southeast of Onahu Creek, consists of a highly localized (1 by 1 m) 
lithic scatter. The locality is south of Long Meadow s. Associated artifacts included three 
gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and shatter flakes. The artifacts were located on a 
creek terrace clearing in lodge pole pine forest where the primary vegetation indicates 
that this site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 3012 m 
 
5GA2678 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Onahu Creek)   
Environment: LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is a small cobble-lined hearth (two feet in 
diameter) with no associated artifacts. Its overall physical condition suggests an early to 
mid 20th Century date.  It is located in a mountain-side meadow on the north side of 
Onahu Creek and next to the Onahu Creek trail in lodge pole pine forest.  This site is 
found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2986 m 
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5GA2679 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic building foundation roughly outlined within a 
scatter of concrete sections and fragments. An elongated 1 foot wide, 50 foot long Z-
shape, filled-in, trench runs along the structure’s western side and appears to enter under 
its northern edge.  A very light historic artifact scatter completes the site which has a total 
area of ca. 60 feet by 120 feet. The site is located on a ridge knoll, immediately north of 
the Onahu Creek trail, and 508 feet northeast of Trail Ridge road in the mid-Kawuneeche 
Valley. Associated artifacts included a large 1 x 2 foot concrete concrete slab, broken 
glass from a Pepsi soda bottle and a heavily rusted solder-seam sanitary tin can with a 
triangle punch hole in its top. Based on diagnostic traits of associated historic artifacts, 
the site is believed to date from ca. 1910 to 1940. Site 5GA2679 is located in the lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5GA2680 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River Environs)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated historic find is a small cobble-lined hearth (2 ½ feet in 
diameter), located immediately north of the Onahu Creek trail and east of Trail Ridge 
road in the mid-Kawuneeche Valley. The physical condition of the feature suggests a 
mid-early to mid 20th Century date. No artifacts were found and the isolated find was 
situated in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5GA2681 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Long Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of a single, heavily rusted, solder 
seam sanitary can (ca. 1910-1940) that was found at the edge of a grassy terrace of the 
west branch of Onahu Creek at the south end of Long Meadows in the mid-Kawuneeche 
Valley. The can was located immediately northwest of a small pond. Local vegetation 
typifies the vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
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Elevation: 3097 m 
 
5GA2682 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Long Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find consists of a four foot diameter, historic cobble-lined 
hearth with eroded charcoal at its center. The site is located on a ridge bench in lodge 
pole pine forest above (east) of Long Meadow, mid-Kawuneeche Valley.  No artifacts 
were found in associated with the hearth and its overall physical condition suggests a 
mid-20th Century date. Local vegetation  
indicates that this site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3107 m 
 
5GA2683 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Long Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, NPA, HE, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site with both prehistoric and historic components consists of an 
prehistoric/historic 2 ½ foot diameter cobble-lined hearth with an associated lithic tool 
and flake debitage scatter. Prehistoric artifacts include a light brown Kremmling chert 
utilized flake knife, a dark brown, Kremmling chert utilized flake knife, a light brown 
Kremmling chert mid-section of a utilized flake knife and eight Kremmling chert biface 
thinning flakes. The overall site area measures ca. 5.5 m by 4 m and the site is situated in 
a lodge pole pine forest on a ridge bench west of Long Meadows, mid-Kawuneeche 
Valley. Although the hearth appears, based on its partial burial and weathering, to be 
prehistoric in origin, but given the presence of charcoal and fragments of aluminum foil 
in its center, has been re-used by recent campers.  This site can be found in the lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3133 m 
 
5GA2684 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Long Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, NPA, HE /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric cobble-lined hearth and an associated lithic 
scatter occupying an area of 32 by 10 m.  Artifacts at the site consisted of four informal 
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Dakota orthoquartzite flake knife/scrapers, thirteen gray Dakota orthoquartizite 
secondary thinning, tertiary edge retouch and (one) pressure flakes. The site is considered 
ideal for further investigation since it overlooks the upper, west branch of Onahu Creek 
in Long Meadows and provides a well-sheltered location for observing local game. The 
site is situated at the northeast margins of the Long Meadow floodplain in a small open 
grassy area just inside lodge pole pine forest. Local vegetation typifies the vegetation 
found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
  
Elevation: 3143 m 
 
5GA2685 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Long Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a Table Mountain jasper 
utilized flake tool and a light brown Kremmling chert tertiary retouch flake. The utilized 
flake tool made of brown chert (source unknown) and a light brown Kremmling chert, 
tertiary retouch flake found on a sloping, grassy ridge bench in a lodge pole pine forest 
immediately east of the Long Meadow floodplain.  Local vegetation typifies the 
vegetation found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3151 m 
 
5GA2686 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Long Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of two rusted, seam soldered, 
sanitary tin cans and a complete brown glass liquor bottle. The three artifacts exhibit 
traits consistent with an early 20th Century chronology. The artifacts were located just 
outside lodge pole pine forest on a low grassy terrace area of the west branch of Onahu 
Creek on the east edge of Long Meadows in the mid-Kawuneeche Valley.  This site is 
located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3143 m 
 
5GA2687 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Long Meadows) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OC, TM /MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site is a historic camp (possibly a seasonal hunter’s camp), located 
on a lodge pole pine covered rise in the Long Meadows floodplain in the eastern, mid-
Kawuneeche Valley. The site’s artifact scatter covers a 118 by 56 feet area.  Its major 
features are a heavily deteriorated 3 by 2 by 2 foot wood slat storage (cache) box and a 
hand-made tree-stump table.  Artifacts associated with the site included two sections of 
rusted, round stove pipe, glass food jars (for pickles, green chilies, olives, milk, 
mayonnaise, Heinz catsup), a water glass, a peanut butter tin, a rusted coffee can, a lard 
can, vegetable container cans, a metal baking powder can, and a rusted, partially crushed 
metal lunch box. Analysis of the historic artifacts for diagnostic traits and assessment of 
the overall physical condition of the artifacts and features suggest its use from ca. 1930-
1960. The local environment is mountain floodplain riparian and lodge pole pine forest. 
Primary local plant species are those found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 3162 m 
 
5GA2688 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Colorado River/Timber Creek Environs)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ W /MH(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find consists of a recent, historic aspen pole wickiup, with 
a base diameter of 3.5 feet. Aspen poles used in the structure, now partially fallen down, 
vary between 20 and 30 feet in length. No artifacts were noted in the area. The structure 
is located on a mountain slope lodge pole pine forest ca. 536 feet west of the Timber 
Lake trail in the mid-Kawuneeche Valley.  
This site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone 
 
Elevation: 2781 m 
 
5GA2689 
 
Note: This site number was originally assigned to what was believed to be a new site. 
Subsequent research discovered it to be site 5GA2185 (Triumph Mine) (described earlier 
in the catalogue). The site is being re-assigned to next year’s survey. 
 
5GA2690 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (North Inlet)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site, located at the edge of the North Inlet creek floodplain in the 
lower Kawuneeche Valley, has a prehistoric component consisting of an open lithic 
scatter over an area of 45 by 100 m in a forest enclosed, open grassy meadow.  There is 
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good potential for buried deposits since flakes were observed in the back dirt of rodent 
burrows.  The main prehistoric artifacts consisted of a red to reddish-brown agatized 
chert, retouched utilized flake knife, a banded brown and yellow-brown chert utilized 
flake knife, and a banded red, white and pink agatized chert utilized flake knife. Sixteen 
lithic debitage flakes were collected, including ten white to gray Kremmling chert 
primary, secondary and tertiary flakes, four yellow-brown to reddish brown chert 
secondary and tertiary flakes, and a single red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper 
secondary flake. The local environment consists of a small mountain meadow enclosed 
by the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2719 m 
 
5GA2691 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (North Inlet)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a lithic flake scatter (2 m2) of 
four light brown Kremmling chert secondary, bifacial thinning flakes. The artifacts were 
located at the toe slope of a lodge pole pine forested ridge north of the North Inlet creek 
floodplain in the lower Kawuneeche Valley.  This site is located in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2667 m 
 
5GA2692 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment)  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ SR /MN(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a suspected, early historic Native American stone 
ring. The feature consists of eleven granite cobbles in a 5.5 meter diameter circle, situated 
on a grassy terrace some 10 meters east of the Colorado River in the upper Kawuneeche 
Valley. Only the bases of the stones are embedded in the terrace soil, but the terrace slope 
is relatively slight-suggesting that burial, particularly if it occurred in the mid-19th 
Century, would not be well-advanced. No artifacts were noted in the vicinity of the 
feature. Local vegetation is inclusive of that found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2804 m 
 
5GA2693 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment)  
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Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an historic open camp, with two small cobble-lined hearths, 
that occupies an area of 28 by 44 feet.  The hearths are located on a low terrace 
immediately east of the Colorado River in the upper Kawuneeche Valley.  Six 
uncollected solder-dot sanitary tin cans were located in the vicinity of the hearths, dating 
the site’s probable period of use from ca. 1880-1920. Local vegetation is indicative of the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2864 m 
 
5GA2694 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HM /LA(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is an artificial pit cut into a granite outcrop 
on a west-facing mountain-side in the upper Kawuneeche Valley. It is believed to 
represent a miner's prospecting pit excavated sometime between 1878 and 1900, the 
primary mining period in the area. The pit measures 20 by 10 feet and is situated 30 feet 
west of the Colorado River Trail.  Its east side is a sheer wall of granite about 11 feet high 
and its depth on the north side, nearest to the trail, is ca. 6.5 feet.  The site is located in 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2804 m 
 
5GA2695 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HL /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of an old two-track National Park Service road with 
associated structural remains and two areas that are believed to have served as former 
parking lots. The site is located on the east bank of the Colorado River in upper 
Kawuneeche Valley. The total site area measures ca. 500 feet by 250 feet and includes a 
scatter of broken concrete, a concreted post-hole, and poured concrete foundation blocks 
that the general outlines of two former building foundations. Field observations and 
measurements suggest that the former buildings measured ca. 20 by 30 feet. The road 
outline has been raised and leveled and a corrugated, metal drainage culvert runs below 
the road in one location. Two large open areas, believed to have been former parking 
areas, are located on the eastern edge of the site. The Colorado River trail crosses that 
stream over the Dutch Town bridge. Although certainly used by the National Park 
Service after the establishment of Rocky Mountain National Park, the road and site area 
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was in use as early as the 1890’s and, according to a National Park Service map labeled 
with historic Kawuneeche sites by local historian and former park ranger Bert McLaren, 
the site coincides with the location of an early “rustic” tourist resort known as Squeaky 
Bob’s Camp. Comparison of a historic photo of Camp Wheeler (Cairns 1971: 131) and 
survey photos of the site taken in 2001 provide further evidence that the two locations are 
the same. The camp was also known as Camp Wheeler, Hotel de Hardscrabble, and much 
later as the Phantom Valley Ranch. The site was initially owned by Robert Wheeler 
(Squeaky Bob) who homesteaded its surrounding 160 acres in 1907 and built a tent house 
resort for visiting tourists (offering “fine” hunting and fishing) and a refuge for travelers 
crossing the continental divide over the Ute Trail on Trail Ridge to the northeast (see 
Arps and Kingery 1994: 143, 149-150; Buchholz 1983: 94, 117, 148; Geary 1999: 87-
90). Wheeler sold the camp to Lester Scott in 1926 and Scott tore down the tent houses, 
constructed new buildings for the tourist trade, and renamed the resort Phantom Valley 
Ranch. The resort remained in operation until the early 1960’s when it was purchased by 
the National Park Service and its buildings demolished. No artifacts were found in the 
survey. Local plant species are inclusive of the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2750 m 
 
5GA2696 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Lulu City Segment) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a historic prospect mine pit measuring 30 feet by 
10 feet that, apparently, was never developed into a working mine. It has been filled with 
concrete, presumably by the National Park Service for safety reasons.  It is located on a 
lower, west-facing mountain slope 40 feet east of the Colorado River Trail and 377 feet 
east of the Colorado River in the upper Kawuneeche Valley. A partially obscured trail 
leads up to the mine cut from the river floodplain.  No artifacts were found during survey.  
The mine is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest.   
 
Elevation: 2750 m 
 
5GA2697 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF-SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The isolated find is a historic rock cairn, located on a mountain-side 
immediately north of Sawmill Creek in Skeleton Gulch in the upper Kawuneeche Valley. 
The cairn, which measures three feet in diameter, may be a boundary (claim) marker for 
one of several mining claims in the immediate area.  No artifacts were found in 
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association with the feature.  The local environmental zone is the transition between the 
subalpine spruce-fire forest environmental zone and the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3322 m 
 
5GA2698 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment: SASFF-SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ NPA, OC, HE, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This open camp site has both prehistoric and historic components. It 
covers an area measuring 12 by 12 feet. Its only feature is a 5 1/2 by 3 ¼  foot river cobble 
hearth with eroded charcoal in its center. Its historic artifacts included a rusted sardine 
can, a roll key lid can, five four-inch seal, pressed rim cans.  Analysis of the diagnostic 
cans suggested a probable dating range between 1930 and 1960. A single prehistoric 
artifact, a gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary thinning flake, was also recovered from 
the site. 
The site’s local environmental zone is a transition from the subalpine spruce-fir forest to 
the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 2977 m 
 
5GA2699 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated prehistoric find is located on a mountain-side on the 
northeast side of upper Lulu Creek, immediately off the Thunder Pass trail in the upper 
Kawuneeche Valley. The IF’s prehistoric artifacts consist of two tan to light gray 
Kremmling chert secondary thinning flakes located in the subalpine environmental zone 
where the predominant vegetation is indicative of the subalpine spruce-fir forest 
environmental zone. 
   
Elevation: 3218 m 
 
5GA2700 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HWM, TM /LH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is believed to have been a placer mining claim. It 
extends over an area of ca. 80 x 479 feet.  It is located on a steep mountain-side 
immediately northeast of Lulu Creek and immediately southwest of the Thunder Pass 
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trail in the upper Kawuneeche Valley. A 480 foot long, fallen and deteriorated segment of 
a sluice trough starts at a junction with Lulu Creek and, running to the southeast, ends in 
a wood-planked, 8 by 12 foot sluice box. A disintegrated wood tent cabin platform, 
measuring 9 by 8 feet, is located 8 feet southeast of the sluice box. Artifacts recovered 
from the site consist of a rusted rectangular tobacco tin and lid with PRINCE ALBERT 
printed at the top and a lower, front area printing of CRIM CUT,  two round head wire 
nails, and a sixteen-inch long square spike. The historic artifacts, based on a comparative 
traits analysis, provided a date range from ca. 1880 to 1920. The site is located in the 
subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 3161 m (upper) 3144 m (lower) 
 
5GA2702 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Kawuneeche South (Colorado River/Timber Creek Environs) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of two rusted, seam soldered, soup 
cans, dated ca. 1940-1960 based on diagnostic traits.  It is located in lodge pole pine 
forest on a west-facing mountain slope east of the Timber Lake trail in the mid-upper 
Kawuneeche Valley. Local predominant vegetation indicates that this site is located in 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2809 m 
 
5GA2703 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /LH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is a partially-intact log cabin measuring 40 feet by 32 
feet, with 1 to 2 courses of logs remaining in place.  The site’s location coincides closely 
with one known as the Skeleton Gulch cabin on a 1964 historic map drawn up by local 
historian Ferell Atkins. It is located on a lower, southeast facing, mountain slope 
overlooking Sawmill Creek in upper Kawuneeche Valley. Historic artifacts documented 
in association with the structure included three heavily rusted, four-inch square nails 
(dated from ca. 1870-1910), a rusted metal bucket, and an olive-green, square, mould-
cast, liquor bottle base, mold cast (dated with comparative artifact analysis to ca. 1880-
1910). The results of historic artifact analyses indicate an occupation time range of ca. 
1880-1910. The site is located in the subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone.  
   
Elevation: 3348 m 
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5GA2704 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(m)/ OC, LS, IPA /EA-LA 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp consisting of a very extensive lithic 
scatter of tools and lithic tool waste material. A total of five artifact concentrations were 
noted and mapped. The site covers a general polygon measuring 180 by 140 meters along 
southeast-northwest trending ridge that slopes to the west/northwest.  Summaries of the 
various artifact concentration materials follow: Concentration 1- a chert biface knife tip, a 
chert biface knife base, a chert biface tool mid-section, a jasper flake scraper and six 
secondary and tertiary manufacturing flakes made of Kremmling chert and Table 
Mountain jasper; Concentration 2- a chert end scraper, a jasper flake scraper, a chert core 
scraper, a retouched knife/scraper, nine utilized chert and jasper flake tools, a chert drill, 
and fifty-nine chert, jasper, and white quartz secondary and tertiary flakes; Concentration 
3- a Kremmling chert, corner-notched Early or Late Archaic, projectile point (6500-4500 
b.p. or 3000-1900 b.p.), a chert utilized flake tool, and six jasper and quartzite secondary 
and tertiary flakes; Concentration 4- a jasper Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point 
(tip missing) a jasper biface tool tip, three chert utilized flake tools, and thirty-five chert, 
jasper and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes; and Concentration 5-a chert utilized 
flake tool, a jasper utilized flake tool tip, and twenty-one chert, jasper, and quartzite 
secondary and tertiary flakes. The site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone 
 
Elevation: 3470 m (average) 
 
5GA2705 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(m)/  OC, LS, CS, GS, HE, IPA /MA(M), LCP(U) 
 
Site Description:  This large multi-component prehistoric site consists primarily of two 
major, prehistoric activity areas and a more generalized scatter of artifacts, the former 
being generally located in flatter areas on the wind-protected sides of dwarf spruce and fir 
krummholz stands. The overall site area is a general polygon measuring 150 meters by 75 
meters.  The two main concentrations contained the following artifacts: Concentration 1-a 
total of thirty-nine chert, jasper, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes; 
Concentration 2- a small Kremmling chert mid-Late Ceramic side-notched projectile 
point (ca. 950-350 b.p.), four chert utilized flake tools, sixteen protohistoric-early historic 
Uncompahgre Brown potsherds (which had organic residue radiocarbon-dated at 310+50 
b.p. [Beta-171960]), and fifty-seven chert, jasper, and quartzite secondary and tertiary 
flakes. Prehistoric artifacts recovered in a generalized scatter outside the two 
concentrations included the following:  a Kremmling chert McKean (Middle Archaic) 
corner and basal notched Hanna projectile point (ca. 4500-3000 b.p.), one red sandstone 
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metate fragment, a retouched, jasper end scraper, a orthoquartzite serrated flake knife, a 
jasper flake knife with edge retouch, a crystal quartz scraper, a chert biface tool tip, two 
utilized flake tools, and eleven chert, jasper, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. 
Lithic materials are dominated by Middle Park (Kremmling chert, Table Mountain jasper, 
and Dakota orthoquartzite) sources. Three features were documented at the site, including 
a recent, 75 cm diameter, rock-lined hearth (feature 1) and a three-meter diameter semi-
circle (feature 2) of small boulders and cobbles with one end forming a four-meter long 
north-south alignment. The second feature is judged to be prehistoric in origin since its 
stones are deeply embedded in the soil, overgrown with alpine grasses and mosses, and 
have substantial lichen cover. The third and final feature (3) is 1 meter diameter rock-
lined, rectangular hearth placed in the center of the feature 2 stone semi-circle. The hearth 
is composed of stones that appear to have once been part of the prehistoric feature.  The 
site is situated on an alpine ridge at and immediately above the sub-alpine/alpine ecotone.   
 
Elevation: 3473 m 
 
5GA2706 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, SR, HE, IPA / EA(MA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is situated in and around a dwarf spruce-fir 
krummholz stand on the upper southwest slope of an alpine ridge knoll west of the 
Continental Divide. The site’s three main artifact concentrations and other more scattered 
artifacts cover a polygon area of ca. 70 by 30 meters. Artifacts mapped and collected 
within the three concentrations consisted of the following: Concentration 1- a  chert, side-
notched, Early Archaic projectile point (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.), three red sandstone metate 
fragments, a chert flake end-scraper, a chert blade knife, a chert utilized flake tool, and 
twenty-three chert, jasper, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes; Concentration 2-a 
jasper bifacially flaked knife, a jasper biface knife tip, a jasper flake graver, a chert biface 
knife,  the lower two-thirds  of a purplish-gray chert biface knife, and six chert and jasper 
secondary flakes; and Concentration 3-triangular corner-notched, rounded base, Early 
Archaic/Mount Albion projectile point (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.) made of brown chert and a 
chert secondary flake and a jasper tertiary flake. In addition to the prehistoric artifacts, 
four features were documented and mapped at the site. Three were small rock-lined 
hearths (features 1, 2 and 4), varying between .75 and 1 meter in diameter. No evidence 
of charcoal was present and all were found with their rocks embedded from 3-5 cm in the 
tundra soil. The final feature (feature 3) was a three-meter diameter circle of boulders and 
cobbles, believed to represent the foundation of a former hide-covered tipi or vision 
quest/ceremonial circle. The site is located in upper sub-alpine/alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3457 m 
 
5GA2707 
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Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Sprague Pass)     
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /P(UK) 
Site Description:  The prehistoric isolated find is a heavily reworked and battered formal 
tool fragment made of brown petrified wood. It was located on a Continental Divide 
ridge slope 500 meters north northwest of Sprague Pass. The local environmental zone is 
alpine dry grass meadow.  
 
Elevation: 3697 m 
 
5GA2708 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Sprague Pass)     
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ RC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find consists of a .40 meter high stack (cairn) of 
decreasingly sized rocks forming a simple cairn ca. 50 cm in diameter. The existence of 
3-6 cm diameter lichen growth on (and between) the rocks suggests a possible prehistoric 
to protohistoric age. The cairn is situated on a high alpine ridge directly on top of the 
Continental Divide and ca. 100 meters northwest of Sprague Pass. The local 
environmental zone is the alpine dry grass meadow 
 
Elevation: 3570 m 
  
5GA2709 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp and lithic scatter located on an 
upper subalpine-tundra ecotone ridge slope below and north of a dwarf spruce-fir 
krummholz stand. The scatter forms a polygon measuring 48 meters by 15 meters. 
Prehistoric artifacts mapped and collected at the site, located primarily in two main 
concentrations, included the following: Concentration 1-a utilized flake knife, a chert, 
edge-retouched flake end-scraper, and ten Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and tertiary 
flakes; Concentration 2-a quartzite retouched flake chopper/knife, a Dakota 
orthoquartzite utilized flake knife, and ten chert, quartzite and jasper secondary flakes. A 
single chert secondary flake was recovered from outside the above noted concentrations. 
The environmental zone for this site is the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3490 m 
 
5GA2710 
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Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats)     
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA, GS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find is a single red sandstone metate fragment 
located on open tundra immediately southeast of the termination of the Eureka Ditch on 
Bighorn Flats. The present Tonahutu Creek trail is located 206 meters to the southwest.  
This site can be found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3609 m 
 
5GA2711 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):   P/ OC, LS, IPA / LA-EA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located in alpine-subalpine ecotone in dwarf 
spruce-fir krummholz on a subalpine/alpine ecotone bench, some fifteen meters east of 
the Tonahutu Creek trail. The scatter, in the middle of a National Park Service spike 
camp, covers an elongated polygon measuring 110 meters by 20 meters.  Artifacts 
mapped and recovered from the site include a Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic/Early 
Ceramic projectile point tip (3000-1000 b.p.), a chert end-scraper, a chert edge-retouched 
flake knife, a bifacially-flaked chert, side-scraper, a chert, bifacially flaked knife, a 
jasper, edge-retouched blade knife/scraper, a jasper, edge-retouched tool fragment, and 
nine jasper, chert, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes.  
 
Elevation: 3467 m 
 
5GA2712 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(m)/ OC, LS, GS, IPA / LMP, EA(MA), MA(M), 
                                                                                    LA, EC 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric site consists of a series of five lithic concentrations and 
generalized lithic artifacts over an area measuring 300 meters by 100 meters and running 
along a northwest to southeast trending ridge between two headwater tributaries of 
Tonahutu Creek.  The site is situated along the route of the present Tonahutu Creek trail 
and the historically documented Big Trail of the Ute and Arapahoe. A total of fourteen 
diagnostic projectile points or point fragments were recovered from the site representing 
the Late Paleoindian period (ca. 9500-7500 b.p.), Early Archaic period (ca. 6500-4500 
b.p.), Middle Archaic period (ca. 4500-3000 b.p.), Late Archaic period (ca. 3000-1900 
b.p.), and Early Ceramic period (ca. 1900-1000 b.p.). More than a hundred of a complete 
range of non-diagnostic, formal and informal lithic tools, gravers, awls, blade and flake 
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knives, and drills were also recovered. Several fragments of metate grinding stones were 
recovered along with several hundred tool manufacturing and re-tooling debitage flakes. 
Artifacts located within five lithic concentrations can be described as follows: 
Concentration 1-a chert utilized flake scraper, two utilized flake (one chert, one jasper) 
tools, two jasper blade knives, a jasper flake knife,  jasper graver/awl, a chert end-
scraper, a chert edge-retouched side-scraper, and one hundred thirty-three chert, jasper, 
and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes; Concentration 2-a small, stemmed Late 
Paleoindian projectile point (ca. 9500-7500 b.p.) made of a brown petrified ostracod 
coquina, a Late Archaic quartzite projectile point tip (ca. 3000-1900 b.p.),  a chert corner-
notched, Early Ceramic projectile points (ca. 1900-950 b.p.),  four sandstone metate 
fragments, a chert biface knife,  a jasper biface tool  fragment,  a chert, edge-retouched 
blade knife fragment, a chert flake scraper, seven  Dakota orthoquartzite utilized flake 
tools, a jasper biface knife tip, sixteen chert and jasper, mainly edge retouched, utilized 
flake tools, three chert and jasper biface knife fragments, a chert bifacially flaked 
knife/graver, a chert split cobble scraper, and fifty-one chert, jasper, and quartzite 
secondary and tertiary flakes; Concentration 3-a chert, Early Archaic (Mount Albion) 
projectile point base (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.), seven jasper utilized flake tools, a jasper awl, 
and twenty-six chert and jasper secondary and tertiary flakes; and Concentration 4-a chert 
Late Paleoindian projectile point base (ca. 9500-7500 b.p.), a jasper formal tool, a clear 
crystal quartz Early Archaic projectile point base (ca. 6500-4500 B.P.), three chert Early 
Archaic (Mt. Albion) corner-notched projectile points (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.), two quartzite 
side-notched McKean/Middle Archaic Mallory projectile points (ca. 4500-3000 b.p.),  a 
Dakota orthoquartzite, one chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point (1900-
950 b.p.), a jasper tool fragment,  a chert, retouched, utilized flake tool, a Dakota 
orthoquartzite biface tool fragment, a jasper knife/scraper fragment,  three jasper and 
chert biface tool fragments, a chert, prismatic core scraper, two (chert and jasper) 
scrapers, a chert biface tool,  a bifacially-worked sandstone metate fragment, a jasper 
biface knife tip,  and a Dakota orthoquartzite, bifaced unnotched knife; and concentration 
5-a concave-base, parallel-oblique flaked Late Paleoindian projectile point (ca. 9500-
7500 b.p.), a chert biface, chert and jasper awls), a chert blade tool, three chert utilized 
flake tools, and fifteen secondary flakes. Artifacts collected outside the five main 
concentrations included the following: a jasper, serrated unifacial knife/chopper, a jasper 
biface knife, a petrified wood, edge retouched, end-scraper, ten chert and quartzite 
scrapers, four chert and jasper edge-retouched flake knife/scrapers, three chert and jasper 
gravers, two jasper awls, four jasper blade knives, six flake knives, seven chert utilized 
flake tools, and three hundred twenty-three secondary and tertiary chert, jasper, and 
quartzite flakes.  The site is located in a generally exposed terrain of open tundra 
interspersed with scattered krummholz stands in the upper subalpine/alpine ecotone.  
 
Elevation: Ranging from 3475 to 3502 m 
 
5GA2713 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ HB /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located in a small granite outcrop island on the 
Continental Divide ridgeline leading to Mount Ida, some 1.49 km to the southeast.  It 
consists of two game blinds constructed by building low concealing walls in natural 
crevices and large boulder outcrops. Both blinds are partially collapsed and, based on 
their condition and lichen growth patterns, appear to be of considerable age. The blinds 
and their associated outcrop are located ca. 15 meters east of the present Mount Ida trail. 
They are ideally placed to intercept game moving up the western slope to the ridge and 
transiting the divide along the northwest-southeast ridge line. No artifacts were observed 
during survey of the site. The blinds are considered likely to be part of a series of hunting 
systems along the Mount Ida ridge, including the 5GA2002 game drive to the southeast 
and 5GA1095 game drive to the northwest. The site is located in the alpine dry grass 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3686 m 
 
5GA2714 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp with a wide scatter of lithic tools 
and tool manufacturing and refurbishment debitage that form a polygon measuring 130 
by 90 meters.  It is located on a subalpine/alpine ecotone ridge in the Upper Tonahutu 
creek valley. Several other prehistoric camps dot the same and other ridge benches in the 
site’s immediate area. The site overlooks a small closed lake basin to the southwest and is 
situated along the route of the present Tonahutu Creek trail and the prehistoric/historic 
Big Trail of the Ute and Arapahoe. All of the site’s documented artifacts were recovered 
from two concentrations, described as follows: Concentration 1-a quartzite, Late 
Paleoindian projectile point mid-section with parallel oblique flaking (ca. 9000-7500 
b.p.), two chert thumbnail scrapers, a chert biface tool fragment, a chert, bifacially-
retouched knife (with possible hafting marks), two jasper, bifacially worked flake tools, 
an edge-retouched, jasper flake scraper, and  twenty-four chert and jasper secondary and 
tertiary flakes; and Concentration 2-a chert, biface flake, a quartzite flake scraper/knife, a 
chert biface knife tip, a quartzite bifacially flaked tool, a quartzite scraper/knife, a 
quartzite biface tool fragment, and a single chert tertiary retouch flake. The site is situated 
immediately east of a low knoll with a dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stand in alpine-
subalpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3519 m 
 
5GA2715 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric open camp with a small lithic scatter covering 
an area of 15 by 10 meters.  It is located on a tundra ridge slope bench in the upper 
subalpine/alpine ecotone immediately east of a small dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stand. 
Several other prehistoric camps are located on the same ridge and immediate area. The 
site overlooks a small closed lake basin to the southwest and is situated along the route of 
the present Tonahutu Creek trail and the prehistoric/historic Big Trail of the Ute and 
Arapahoe.  Artifacts documented at the site include a large sandstone metate fragment 
and four chert and jasper secondary flakes. 
 
Elevation: 3527 m 
 
5GA2716 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS /LMP, P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric, open camp consists of a scatter of lithic tools and 
manufacturing/tool refurbishment debitage is situated on a gently sloping subalpine-
alpine ecotone ridge. The site overlooks a small closed lake basin to the southwest and is 
situated along the route of the present Tonahutu Creel trail and the prehistoric/historic 
Big Trail of the Ute and Arapahoe.  The total site area measures 55 by 15 meters. One 
grouping of flakes found at the site was interpreted as a probable collector’s pile created 
by park visitors. Artifacts documented and collected from the site included a Late 
Paleoindian (ca. 9000-7500 b.p.) parallel-oblique flaked projectile point mid-section, a 
sandstone metate fragment, a jasper biface tool tip, two jasper utilized flake tools, and 
sixty-six jasper, chert, and quartzite flakes. 
 
Elevation: 3526 m 
 
5GA2717 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC,LS / MA (M) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric, open camp consists of a single, small scatter of lithic 
tools and manufacturing/tool refurbishment debitage, situated on a gently sloping 
subalpine-alpine ecotone ridge. The site overlooks a small closed lake basin to the 
southwest and is situated along the route of the present Tonahutu Creel trail and the 
prehistoric/historic Big Trail of the Ute and Arapahoe.  The total site area measures 2 by 
1.5 meters. Artifacts from the site included a jasper Middle Archaic/McKean Complex 
Duncan projectile point (ca. 4500-3000 b.p.), a Dakota orthoquartzite utilized flake tool, 
a quartzite, edge retouched, tool fragment, and four chert and jasper secondary and 
shatter flakes. 
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Elevation: 3515 m 
 
 
5GA2718 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a single quartzite formal blade 
knife. The IF is situated on a subalpine-alpine ecotone ridge slope overlooking a small 
closed lake basin to the southwest and 972 meters southwest of the present Tonahutu 
Creek trail and in the general area of prehistoric/historic Big Trail of the Ute and 
Arapahoe.  This site can be found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3525 m 
 
5GA2719 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters)     
Environment:  ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P / OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric lithic scatter measuring 40 by 25 meters.  It is 
located between a scatter of large boulders and granite outcrops on a sloping ridge slope 
immediately above and overlooking a small closed, upper subalpine lake basin.  Several 
other prehistoric open camps are located on ridgelines to the east and northeast in the 
upper Tonahutu Creek headwaters valley.  The site is believed to have served as an 
activity area for remote processing of game, tool refurbishment, and a game observation 
locality. During survey it was noted that elk bedded down in the small valley below the 
site and moved up the mountain slope to the alpine pastures of Bighorn Flats at dawn. 
Artifacts recovered from the site included a chert flake knife/graver, three quartzite and 
jasper utilized flake tools, and seven quartzite and chert secondary flakes.  This site is 
located in the alpine fell field environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3363 m 
 
5GA2720 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats)     
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of two biface knife (one of 
jasper, one of chert) mid-sections located directly on top of the Continental Divide at 
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Ptarmigan Pass. It is located twenty meters northeast of the Tonahutu Creek trail and 
overlooks the Lake Helene cirque valley to the east. The IF is believed to have once been 
more extensive than at present and has been reduced by vandalism (artifact collecting) by 
park visitors. During survey documentation of the IF, a very recent New Age stone circle 
was found in the vicinity of the site. The modern feature was photographed and 
disassembled. The IF is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3706 m 
 
5GA2721 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Ptarmigan Creek Watershed) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ SC, RS, LS, GS, IPA /LMP(JFA), EA(MA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a large, prehistoric open camp and rock shelter with an 
extensive lithic scatter over an area of 200 by 250 meters. Two other prehistoric sites, 
5GA2508 and 5GA2722, are located within a radius of 430 meters. The site’s terrain can 
be described as a broken, alpine tundra mountain slope littered with large, angular 
boulders. A small, low rock shelter made of large boulders is located in the east-central 
area of the lithic scatter. The south-facing shelter has a five meter wide opening, a 
maximum entrance height of 1.25 meters, and a maximum depth of 2.5 meters. A 
protected open area in front of the shelter had a sandstone metate fragment along with 
several lithic tool manufacturing and refurbishment flakes. Artifacts at the site tended to 
be concentrated in relatively level area over the sloping (7-15o) landscape and were found 
eroding small erosion cuts in the tundra soil. In places where erosion profiles were 
observed, soil depth ranged from 10-20 cm, suggesting a possibility limited stratified 
cultural deposits. Artifacts from the rock shelter area included, as noted above, a single, 
sandstone metate fragment and twenty chert and jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. The 
bulk of the site’s artifacts came from a more generalized scatter, with the exception of 
two small flake concentrations. Those artifacts included the lower quarter of a Dakota 
orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian (James Allen type), concave-base projectile point (ca. 
9000-7500 b.p.), a  corner-notched, Early Archaic/Mt. Albion (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.) 
projectile point,  two chert  scrapers, a chert serrated flake knife, a chert core graver, two 
chert, bifacially-flaked knives, two (jasper and chert) core choppers,  a silicified wood 
biface tool fragment, a chert scraper/knife, four chert and jasper, utilized flake 
knife/scrapers, a silicified wood, edge retouched, flake knife, a lunate, chert flake 
scraper/knife, a chert discoid scrape, six sandstone metate fragments, and one hundred 
seventy-one chert, jasper, quartzite, and silicified wood secondary and tertiary flakes. The 
camp was located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3648 m 
 
5GA2722 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Ptarmigan Creek Watershed) 
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Environment:  ALDGM  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric open camp is situated on alpine tundra ridge 
overlooking the Ptarmigan Creek headwaters valley to the west. It consists of a scatter of 
lithic tools and tool manufacturing and refurbishment debitage over an area measuring 
230 by 60 meters. The site is located 300 meters west of the North Inlet trail. Artifacts 
collected from the site included a chert, lunate scraper, a quartz core scraper, a jasper, 
retouched, biface tool fragment, chert flake knife/scraper, nine chert, jasper, and quartz 
utilized flake tools, a jasper awl/scraper, a jasper flake spoke shave, a biface knife tip, 
and twenty-four chert, jasper, quartz, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. The tool 
and debitage scatter is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3624 m 
 
5GA2723 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /LMP(JFA), P(UK) 
  
Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric open camp on a subalpine/alpine ecotone ridge 
slope bench consisting of a thinly spread lithic scatter of tools and 
manufacturing/refurbishment debitage. It occupies a polygon area measuring 80 by 30 
meters.  Site artifacts included the lower third of a Dakota orthoquartzite Late 
Paleoindian (James Allen type), concave-base projectile point (ca. 9000-7500 b.p.),  a 
quartzite scraper/graver, a chert core scraper, a jasper flake scraper, and ten chert, jasper, 
and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes.  
 
Elevation: 3485 m 
 
5GA2724 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Tonahutu Headwaters) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS, IPA / EA, MA(M), LA, EC 
 
Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric open camp in a protected saddle between a 
small alpine ridge knoll and a small drainage swale.  Camp artifacts consist of a scatter of 
lithic tools and manufacturing/refurbishment debitage that cover an elongated polygon 
area measuring 30 by 50 meters. The south end of the site is located immediately (north) 
of the modern-day Tonahutu Creek trail. The Tonahutu trail is believed likely to have 
been part of a prehistoric and early historic trail corridor known by the Arapahoe and Ute 
as the Big Trail which crossed the Continental Divide from Bear Lake, over Flattop 
Mountain, and down the western, descending ridge lines of the Tonahutu Creek valley. 
Documented site artifacts included a quartzite, Early Ceramic, corner-notched projectile 
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point (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.), an agatized chert or jasper Mid-Archaic (McKean Complex) 
Duncan projectile point (ca. 4500-3000 b.p.), a Late Archaic projectile point (ca. 3000-
1900 b.p.), jasper, edge retouched, flake scraper, a quartzite flake knife, a chert flake 
scraper, a jasper biface knife fragment, a sandstone metate fragment, and seventeen chert, 
jasper, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes.  The site is located in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3491 m 
 
5GA2725 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass   
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated, prehistoric find consists of a single Kremmling chert 
utilized flake knife next to a dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stand on a ridge bench on the 
southeast edge of Specimen Mountain. The site is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.  
 
Elevation: 3471 m 
 
5GA2726 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (East Inlet).   
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric camp made up of lithic tool and flaking debris 
scatter on a forested, mid to upper subalpine terrace northeast of Lake Verna. The modern 
East Inlet trail cuts directly through the site and a prehistoric trail leading from Grand 
Lake to the Continental Divide is believed likely to have followed the same route. 
Documented artifacts included a chert, utilized flake knife, a chert flake knife/scraper, a 
jasper flake tool, and twelve chert, jasper, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. 
Local plants species indicate that this site is located in the subalpine spruce-fire forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3109 m 
 
 
5GA2727 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (East Inlet).   
Environment: SASFF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of three jasper tertiary flakes on a 
terrace north of Lake Verna. The flakes were found eroding from the East Inlet trail on 
exposed bedrock south of a horse hitching post. The IF is located in the subalpine spruce-
fir forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 3106 m 
 
5GA2728 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, GS, NPA, HE, NHA/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site with both prehistoric and historic components is located at the 
southern end of a lodge pole pine forested mountain ridge overlooking the Colorado 
River to the southwest. Prehistoric artifacts included a single gray, sandstone metate 
fragment and two chert secondary flakes. A small (40 cm diameter) cobble-lined hearth 
associated with the flakes is also believed to be prehistoric in origin. The historic 
component is represented by a single, heavily rusted, solder dot can (ca. 1890-1920) 
located 30 feet north, and up LMMLF slope, of the hearth and flakes. Local vegetation is 
consistant of that found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2552 m 
 
5GA2729 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (East Inlet)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of a single, partially buried cobble-
lined hearth located in lodge pole pine forest 165 feet south of the East Inlet trail. No 
charcoal or evidence of recent use were apparent in the feature and it appears to date 
(based on its physical condition) to at least the early 20th Century.   This site can be found 
in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone 
 
Elevation: 2600 m 
 
5GA2730 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Eats Inlet)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  This historic camp site consists of a 2.5 foot diameter cobble hearth 
associated with eroded aluminum foil and a rusted pull-tab beer can. The can dates at 
least one period of use for the site at ca. 1950-1960. The camp is located 570 feet south of 
the East Inlet trail across East Inlet creek in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone 
 
Elevation: 2604 m 
 
5GA2731 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (East Inlet)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a single secondary chert flake 
found in the National Park Service East Meadow campground 75-100 feet south of the 
East Inlet trail. The IF is located on a terrace north of East Inlet Creek in lodge pole pine 
forest.  Local vegetation is characteristic of the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2600 m 
 
5GA2732 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (East Inlet)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This late historic site is a 12 foot high and 12 foot base diameter lodge 
pole pine, free-standing wickiup and a cobble-lined (2.5 foot diameter) hearth located in 
lodge pole pine forest 130 feet southwest of the East Inlet trail. The wickiup is believed 
to have been constructed by park visitors as part of their recreational activities and 
appears to be no more than 20-30 years old. The associated hearth could be slightly older, 
but its physical appearance suggests a maximum age of 40-50 years.  Local vegetation 
characterizes the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2583 m 
 
5GA2733 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site consists of a collapsed lodge pole pine pole wickiup 
and a single piece of flat Lyons sandstone on a high forested ridge line east of Shadow 
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Mountain Lake. The physical condition of the wickiup, which measures 24 feet at the 
base and appears to have had a standing height of 15-17 feet, indicates it was constructed 
between 40 and 60 years ago.  The structure is believed to have been manufactured by 
Euro-Americans for recreational or temporary camping purposes. The sandstone 
fragment is relatively fresh in appearance and corresponds to other examples of sandstone 
imported from the Colorado eastern Front Range foothills for construction use as early as 
the late 19th Century.  Local plant species indicate that this site is found in the lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2573 m 
 
5GA2734 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OT/ MH(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site consists of a series of three artificial depressions in 
lodge pole pine forest at the end of a ridge line overlooking Shadow Mountain Lake to 
the west. The pits cover and area of 180 by 45 feet and measure 8 feet, 10 feet, and 11 
feet in diameter, respectively. All the depressions have sloping walls and are partially 
filled-in through natural erosion. One of the depressions is covered by 26 lodge pole pine 
poles. No artifacts were found in the area and the purpose of the pits is unknown. Local 
plant species typify the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2553 m 
 
5GA2735 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, HE, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic camp site includes a collapsed lean-to shelter with an 
adjacent cobble-lined hearth (3 feet in diameter), and a scattered rock cairn. The lean-to 
was made of saw-cut lodge pole pine poles and covers an area of 12 by 9 feet. The 
physical condition of the lean-to poles and the lightly buried hearth suggest a minimum 
age of 50+ years. The site is located in lodge pole pine forest on a northwest-facing ridge 
line bench overlooking Shadow Mountain Lake. Local plant species indicate that this site 
is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2563 m 
 
5GA2736 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
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Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, FEN /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment is a 530 foot long segment of largely 
collapsed, east-west fence line. Barbed wire from the original fence line has been 
scavenged sometime in the past since none was found in the alignment survey. The posts, 
of which some remain upright, were made of 4-5 foot long, 3-4 inch diameter, saw-cut 
lengths of natural lodge pole pine. A historic, cobble-lined hearth with interior charcoal 
was documented next to the former fence line about 70 feet from its western end. The 
alignment is situated in lodge pole pine forest some 350 feet southeast of the present 
shoreline of Shadow Mountain Lake. Local plant species are those found in the lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2556-2558 m 
 
5GA2737 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is a series of building remains situated on the 
southeast corner of a small knoll in the center of a drainage meadow and 540 feet west of 
Ranger Creek and the Colorado River trail (Shadow Mountain). Seven structural features 
cover a roughly rectangular area measuring 200 by 100 feet.  The most prominent 
structure (feature 1) is a 17 by 10 foot hand-poured, concrete house foundation with a 8 
by 8 foot square basement and concrete steps leading to the basement floor ca. 7 feet 
below ground. A second structure is shown in a well-preserved 8 inch high and 8 by 10 
foot hand-poured concrete building foundation. Feature 3 is a 3 by 3.5 foot, 2 feet deep 
pit depression covered by lodge pole pine branches. A six inch deep, 10 by 14 foot 
depression (feature 4) appears to mark another former building.  The fifth feature is a 3.5 
foot deep, 7 by 7 foot depression tentatively interpreted as a former privy pit. Feature six 
is a two foot high and 4 foot wide by 20 foot long earth berm wall with embedded 
cobbles believed to represent the remains (possibly a “bulldozed” cabin platform) of 
another building. The final site feature (number 7) is a 30 by 40 foot area with a low 
interior depression filled with scattered burnt metal artifacts, including door hinges. 
Historic artifacts recovered from the site include a neck and base from a brown bottle, 
three glass sherds (including one from a clear glass bottle, a second from a purple glass 
bottle, and a green-tinged window glass sherd), two white porcelain vessel sherds, two 
clear window glass sherds and 50 small fragments of blue bottle glass, a partial bottle 
base of blue-green transparent glass, and the main body of a heavily rusted 9-inch pipe 
wrench. Diagnostic analysis of the bottle glass and designs on the porcelain sherds 
indicate the site was in use from ca. 1890 to 1920. The site was once accessed by a small 
road that crossed the Colorado River over a bridge (site 5GA2740), ran east, then 
northeast across the lower Ranger Creek floodplain-meadow, and along the base of a 
mountain slope at the eastern edge of the meadow to the station. Remnants of that road 
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are visible in places and absent in others. The site is located on a grassy knoll island in 
the Ranger Creek meadow with scattered lodge pole pine. The primary plant species 
indicate that this site can be found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2560 m. 
 
5GA2738 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment: LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HWA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment is a 2163 foot long, 2-3 foot wide, and 1-
2 foot deep, largely filled-in diversion ditch on the lower slope of a mountain southeast of 
the Ranger Creek meadow. The ditch appears to be designed to divert run-off flow from a 
small swale to the northwest where it empties into a tributary of Ranger Creek. Its age is 
unknown, but given its condition and the land-use history of the area, it likely dates to the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries. The alignment transverses lodge pole pine forest with 
random open grassy meadow areas.  The environmental zone for this site is  
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2586 m (southeast end) to 2576 m (northwest end) 
 
5GA2739 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ NPA, HE /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site has a single prehistoric artifact; a dark-red Table Mountain 
jasper, secondary flake, and a historic hearth feature. It is located on a low, lodge pole 
pine forested rise between two grass meadows 430 feet east of the Colorado River and at 
the western base of a mountain slope. The site is located ca. 8 meters east of the Colorado 
River (Shadow Mountain) trail. The historic feature is a cobble-lined hearth (1.5 feet in 
diameter) with four 25-30 cm diameter boulders equally spaced in a “cross” pattern 
around the hearth. The boulders likely represent temporary seating for those who once 
used the hearth.  The hearth is partially embedded in grass and soil, suggesting a possible, 
modest 30-50 year age.  The prehistoric artifact consisted of a single jasper secondary 
flake. Local plants species typify the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2527 m 
 
5GA2740 
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Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche South (Shadow Mountain)   
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site consists of the remains of a former bridge crossing the 
Colorado River and a segment  of raised, two-track roadway from the east bank approach 
to the bridge to the south, then running along the eastern edge of Ranger Creek meadow. 
Portions of the road are faintly visible past the boundary of the site as defined here and 
leading toward site 5GA2737, a former late 19th Century and early 20th Century 
homestead and, briefly, serving as a suspected early Rocky Mountain National Park 
facility. 1.5 foot high and 1.5 by 1.5 foot square metal rebar-reinforced concrete 
foundation anchors are present 10-15 feet up both the west and east banks of the river.  
The former bridge span was ca. 105 feet long and the concrete blocks are 6 feet apart, 
suggesting the bridge was a single lane structure. An eroded, raised single-track roadway 
runs from the east end of the bridge to the south and, after 75 feet, curves toward the east 
and is lost in the wet grass meadow.  Ranger Creek crosses under the road thirty feet 
south of the concrete bridge anchors. At that point there is a rotting, wood-reinforced 
retaining feature at the road’s eastern edge and a heavily rusted metal culvert that 
channels the creek under the road and into the Colorado River. A 60 foot long line of 
large, 5-8 feet diameter boulders has been placed at the eastern edge of the river directly 
west of the raised road, presumably to prevent it being washed away in spring floods. The 
site is located in a riparian, wet floodplain-meadow ecosystem where the predominant 
plant species identify 
the presence of the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2536 m 
 
5GA2741 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge)  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Description:  This prehistoric open camp site is situated on an alpine knoll bench on the 
western slope of Mount Ida Ridge. The raised bench provides an open view to the 
Colorado River (Kawuneeche) Valley to the west and is truncated by a steep drop-off 
near its western margins.Twelve formal and informal tools were recovered from the site 
in two main lithic concentrations. Tool types included a bifacially flaked Kremmling 
chert knife tip, several informal Kremmling and other unidentified chert flake scrapers, 
knives, and choppers, a gray chert spokeshave, a gray Kremmling chert tool core, and a 
red to white chert formal tool fragment. A total of thirteen secondary and tertiary 
manufacturing and rejuvenation flakes were found both within and immediately outside 
the two lithc concentrations.  The site is interpreted as a short-term game processing 
camp and is associated with three different game drives and other processing camps 
along the adjacent Mount Ida Ridge. The site is located in open tundra with occasional 
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protected to directly exposed boulder and fell field slopes and ridge tops. Local tundra 
vegetation denotes the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3607 m 
 
5GA2742 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Continental Divide North (Mountt Ida Ridge)  
Environment:  ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA / P(UK) 
 
Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a single dark red Table Mountain 
jasper tool core, likely produced as the result of a single tool manufacturing event. The 
core may have also been used as a game processing tool. The isolated find locality is 
located on the mid, western slope of Mount Ida Ridge west of the Continental Divide on 
a slight bench area on that slope. It is situated in open alpine tundra with occasional 
protected to directly exposed boulder and fell field slopes and ridge tops, mainly located 
upslope along Mount Ida Ridge.  This site is located an the alpine fell field environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 3626 m 
 
5GA2743 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge)   
Environment:  ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Description: This prehistoric isolated find consists of a single dark red Table Mountain 
jasper secondary tool manufacturing or rejuvenation flake. It was discovered on the mid 
to upper, western slope of Mount Ida Ridge west of the Continental Divide on a slight 
bench area on that slope. It is situated in open alpine tundra with occasional protected to 
directly exposed boulder and fell field slopes and ridge tops, mainly located upslope 
along Mount Ida Ridge.  Site 
5GA2743 is found in the alpine fell field environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3477 m 
 

 
Jackson County Sites 

 
5JA1256 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric camp with a single lithic tool and scattered 
flaking debris. It is located on a low grassy knoll seven meters south of the Michigan 
River and 19 meters of a U.S. Forest Service jeep trail. The eastern-most of the Michigan 
Lakes is located 138 meters to the northwest and a major pass from the Kawuneeche 
Valley, Thunder Pass, is located 3440 meters to the southeast. The site is located in the 
vicinity of not only the Thunder Pass but a historically documented Indian trail and a late 
19th to early 20th century stage coach route between the upper Kawuneeche Valley and 
North Park. Artifacts collected from site included a large flake end scraper/knife made of 
Dakota orthoquartzite, three Kremmling chert, primary and secondary flakes and a 
Dakota orthoquartzite primary flake knife and three flakes. Due to the local presence of 
an access road, hiking trails, and the historic Thunder Pass stage road from the 
Kawuneeche Valley to North Park, the site has undoubtedly been, and continues to be, 
subject to artifact collecting. Further, a U.S. Forest Service campground is located 
directly on the site.  The site is situated in the upper subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3425 m 
 
5JA1257 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) Environment:  
SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a single Dakota orthoquartzite 
secondary flake eroding out of the Thunder Pass trail on the west side of the Continental 
Divide and ca. 60 meters west of the Thunder Pass site (5GA319). The IF is the upper 
alpine-subalpine ecotone zone where predominant plant species identify the site as being 
located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3436 m 
 

 
Larimer County Sites 

 
5LR2 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc), H/ OC, LS, IPA, HLA /EP(F), LMP, EA, LA,  

EC, MLC, EH (U), EH (AP). 
 
Site Description This prehistoric site, known as the Forest Canyon Pass site, was first 
recorded in 1935 by Mary Yelm (Site Y6) and again in 1965 by Wilfred Husted. The site 
was surveyed by the Colorado Archaeological Society in August, 1987 (see report by 
Mayer 1989 on file at the Rocky Mountain National Park library). An inventory and 
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analysis of artifacts recovered by Wil Husted in 1960 documented the presence of seven 
Apachean Ocate Micaceous potsherds, including a rim sherd (ca. AD 1525-1725/425-225 
b.p.), two Apachean (Dismal River) Lovitt Stamped sherds, a single Pueblo III-IV 
corrugated grayware potsherd, several Fremont Utility ware sherds, a Table Mountain 
jasper formal tool (knife/scraper), two gray sandstone (Morrison or Dakota formation 
source) metate fragments, and a river quartzite cobble mano. The site is one of the most 
prolific multi-component sites in the park and, among the artifacts placed in curation in 
the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum since the 1930’s, are diagnostic projectile 
points from the following cultural periods: Early Paleoindian-Folsom Complex (likely a 
“curated” example brought to the site at a later date) (10,750-10,100 b.p.), Late 
Paleoindian Frederick, James Allen, and Great Basin Stemmed types (ca. 9350-7000 
b.p.), Early Archaic-Mount Albion (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.), Late Archaic (ca. 3000-1900 
b.p.), Early Ceramic (ca. 1900-1000 b.p.) and Late Prehistoric/Mid-Late Ceramic (ca. 
1000-450 b.p.) periods. In addition, three protohistoric/historic Ute Uncompahgre 
Brownware sherds in the RMNP Musuem are recorded as having originated from the site. 
Re-survey of the site was completed in the summer of 2000 by UNC/RMNP 
archaeologists. It is located at the western head of  Forest Canyon 3524 m southwest of 
from Gore Range Overlook on Trail Ridge road.  Historic remains, asscociated with the 
now-abandoned Trail Ridge Road segment, were also identified in the earlier survey, but 
were not noted in the UNC survey. Artifacts found during the 2000 UNC survey included 
a Table Mountaain jasper formal tool (biface scraper), Table Mountain jasper formal tool 
(bifacially-flaked knife), a local Specimen rhyolite informal tool  (flake knife) and five 
local rhyolite and Table Mountain jasper primary, secondary and shatter flakes. There is 
no doubt there has been substantial collecting due to the site since it is traversed by the 
prehistoric/historic Ute Trail and lies along a segment of the old, now abandoned Trail 
Ridge (western) segment of Fall River road.  The site lies on a 5-7degree slope and is 
open in all directions, being located in an alpine-subalpine ecotone. The nearest water is 
an unnamed alpine pond located 15 m due east of one of the main lithic scatter 
concentrations.  This site is found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.  
      
Elevation:  3473 m 
 
5LR4 
 
Survey Year/Area: Husted 1961, 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS, CS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This prehistoric site was reported by Husted (1962: 100) in his M.A. 
thesis on RMNP archeology as an open camp in Mummy Pass itself. It was described as 
having lithics, ceramics, ground stone, and possible multiple stone rings. The ceramics 
were identified in the RMNP Museum collection as two Early Ceramic cord-marked 
potsherds (ROMO Catalogue Number 1492). The site is thought to be on the northeast 
shore of a small alpine lake with local alpine vegetation, including alpine bluegrass and 
wheatgrass.  A 2001 archeological survey in the site area failed to re-locate it, although 
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other prehistoric sites in the nearby vicinity were recorded.  The site is located in the 
upper subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3427 m 
 
5LR6 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/ Flattop Mountain/Lake Helene/Upper Mill Creek. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): P/ GD, HB, RC, LS, GS, IPA /EA(MA), MA(M), EC,  
                                            LCP(U) 
 
Site Description: This site, well-known as the Flattop Mountain Game Drive, was re-
evaluated as part of the 2001 field surveys and a separate National Park Service funded 
UNC project on the Game Drives of Rocky Mountain National Park. Due to the 
extremely large area covered by the site, only selected areas in the mid-upper section and 
the lower (eastern) section were surveyed (see below).  The site is located along an east-
facing mountain ridge slope confined by two deep glacial gorges (Tyndall Gorge and 
Odessa Gorge) on the south and north, respectively. The lower part of the site starts in the 
upper subalpine-alpine ecotone at 3444 meters and ends upslope in alpine tundra some 
380 meters east of the Continental Divide at an elevation of 3740 meters. Yelm (1935: 
28, 42, 44, 61, 94, 96-97, 112) first formally identified the site as a camp and associated 
game drive in her 1935 Master Thesis. At the time, she reported the existence of rock 
walled blinds, lines of cairns, and a 600 foot long east-west wall, then standing to a 
height of .7 to 1 meter. She also reported numerous “…arrowheads, manos, pottery and 
two Yuma-like [Paleoindian] points.” (Yelm 1935: 28). Yelm also described and 
illustrated in greater detail a discoidal scraper (1935: 42, 44, Plate 1, nos. 1a and b), the 
two fragmentary Paleoindian projectile points (1935: 61, Plate 8, nos. 23 and 28), and 
pottery (1935: 94, 96-97, Table 8-D), the latter broadly fitting known traits of 
protohistoric Apachean or Ute ceramics.  In addition to the Apachean and/or Ute 
ceramics recovered from the site, two Early Ceramic cord-marked sherds (ROMO 
Catalogue Number 245) in the RMNP Museum collection are recorded as coming from 
the site.  Wil Husted re-visited the site in 1961 as part of his Masters Thesis surveys in 
the Park (1962: 26, 31, 105, 106). During an informal survey of Flattop Mountain, he 
recovered twenty-four Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex), a Middle Archaic 
(McKean Complex), and eight Early Ceramic projectile points (Husted 1962: 105-106). 
Later, during more extensive investigations at the site in 1992, Jim Benedict identified 
what he viewed as “one of the most extensive examples of prehistoric game-drive walls, 
blinds, and cairns in the Colorado high country” (1996: 21). He went on to map what he 
believed to be a series of nine, often “remodeled” and overlapping, drive systems (or 
drive groups) on the mountain. In his investigations, Benedict identified a minimum of 
seventy eight circular to semi-circular rock wall and depression blinds, several low rock 
wall alignments, and rock cairn lines that defined his broad patterning of related drive 
systems. He also investigated a small processing camp at the lower (east) subalpine-
alpine ecotone end of the mountain. The number of culturally diagnostic projectile points 
known to have been recovered from the site is impressive. At least 80 projectile points 
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collected from the site are curated in the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum and in 
a few other collections in the region (see Benedict 1996: Appendix C). Further, those 
artifacts span the region’s cultural record from Late Paleoindian (ca. 9000 b.p.) to Early 
Historic (Ute, Arapaho, and Apache) times. The most commonly represented cultural 
period and techno-complex, based on the frequency of diagnostic point types, is the Early 
Archaic Mount Albion Complex (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.).  Benedict’s 1992 study of the 
Flattop Game Drive included the use of a slotted hand corer to retrieve organic material 
as deep as possible in fifteen of the site’s drive blinds (1996: 58-61). He obtained 
radiocarbon dates ranging from 4310 B.P. to 220 b.p. In the summer of 2001, the 
University of Northern Colorado conducted a reconnaissance survey of mid to upper 
portions of the game drive area and test excavated one of his earlier identified blinds 
(number 56). We also tested another previously unidentified blind a few meters to the 
west of blind 56. Organic rich sediment from a dark soil zone near the base of the blind’s 
central pit (22-24 cm below the surface) was radiocarbon-dated at 1740+50 b.p. (Beta-
161358/conventional date). According to Benedict (1996: 67, Figures 21, 60), the tested 
blind was an integral component of one or two overlapping two drive systems designated 
2 and 4. Soil probe-based radiocarbon dates from blinds associated with those drives 
were dated at 4310 b.p. (blind 64) and 1550 b.p. (blind 65), the latter associated with 
drive group 4. A third blind (54), associated with drive group 2 (or possibly group 3 since 
it overlaps group 2 in the vicinity of that blind), was dated at 240 b.p.  One of the above 
game blind dates, 1550 b.p. for blind 65, is roughly equivalent with our tested blind 
(number 56), but the tested blinds date (1740 b.p.) is significantly different from dates 
obtained from the two blinds it is in closest proximity to (4310 and 240 b.p.). Benedict 
(1996: 36, Figure 33) noted that he believed that blind 56 (our 1740 b.p. radiocarbon-
dated blind), based on “Its lichen cover and strongly weathered wall rocks suggest an age 
of no younger than the Early Archaic Period.”  The fact that the blind 56 date is actually a 
few thousand years younger than Benedict’s assessment of its age emphasizes the risk of 
attempting analysis and reconstruction of game drive features on high elevation tundra. 
This point was recently emphasized when UNC test excavated a blind from the Trail 
Ridge Game Drive (5LR15) north of Flattop Mountain. Benedict had also dated soil core 
sampled organic material from that blind at a depth of 13-16 cm below its interior 
surface. His resulting date was 4590 b.p., yet an organic sample recovered by UNC at a 
depth of 37-41 cm below the surface at what was believed to be the base of the blind pit 
provided a much later date of 1320 b.p. Archaeological testing results from both game 
drives strongly suggest that frost-heaving processes in high elevation tundra 
environments promote considerable vertical transport and mixing of organic materials 
and, in most cases, render soil probe and even test pit sampling for datable material 
unreliable. An added site assessment problem encountered during UNC’s 2001 Flattop 
reconnaissance dealt with the ability to reasonably identify the accurate placement and 
even existence of drive features and their associated “systems”. It was found that 
extremely rugged, broken boulder fields generated by natural frost-heave processes found 
in some “drive” areas made it highly unlikely they would have been chosen as avenues of 
flight by all but the most agile Bighorn sheep. In some cases, naturally patterned ground 
formed linear boulder alignments, or “walls”, that could have been used to direct the flow 
of fleeing game to ambush blinds, but in many cases they represented a higher potential 
for broken limbs for both the hunted and the hunters. Perhaps driving prey into jagged 
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boulder fields was desirable for the hunters, but there appears little doubt that most game 
species (such as elk) would avoid such areas wherever possible, even while being herded 
into kill zones. There is no doubt that Flattop Game Drive was a very long-lived hunting 
territory, but some of the drive systems identified by Benedict need to be more closely 
examined for their functionality as part of such systems. The final area of Flattop 
research conducted by UNC in 2001 was a short re-survey of the processing camp area at 
the lower, east end of the Flattop ridge. A number of projectile points (mainly Early 
Archaic), ground stone (manos and metate fragments), and lithic debitage had been 
previously recovered from the camp area (Benedict 1996: 74-75). UNC’s one-day survey 
of the camp area, that is now located directly in the center of a series of trail switch-
backs, yielded only three small sandstone metate fragments and the mid-section of a Late 
Paleoindian projectile point (ca. 9000-7500 b.p.) with a hint of parallel-oblique flaking on 
one side. The location of the camp area in a heavily traveled section of trail from Bear 
Lake to the top of Flattop Mountain virtually guarantees that any obvious artifacts will be 
collected by hikers. The site itself extends over a distance of 1.7 km, starting just within 
the far upper subalpine zone and ascending into the alpine tundra. A final facet of the site 
is its strategic location on a major trail crossing the Continental Divide from the Willow 
Creek and Glacier Creek valleys on the east to Bighorn Flats and into the Colorado River 
(Kawuneeche) Valley on the west. It is known that the Native American Big Trail 
identified by Arapaho visitors to the Park in 1914 passes up and over Flattop Mountain 
(see Toll 1963: 11, 29-30). However, the present eastern slope Bear Lake-Flattop 
Mountain trail is a more recent historic route created by early settlers and the National 
Park Service from the mid-1870's through the present day (Benedict 1996: 24-25).  The 
original, lower and eastern access to the site is believed to have ascended the northeastern 
corner of the mountain from the upper Willow Creek Valley. Support for that route is 
present in two extensive subalpine camps (5LR94 and 5LR10221) along the present Lake 
Helene trail on the northeast slope of the mountain that were surveyed by UNC in 2001.  
 
Elevation: 3444 m to 3470 m 
 
Blind 56 (Tested by UNC in 2000) 
 
  13: 442469 mE 4462616 mN 
 
Elevation: 3588 m 
 
Game Drive Processing Camp (from Benedict 1996 and re-surveyed by UNC in 
2000) 
 
Elevation: 3450 m 
 
Flake scatter in last main switch-back of Flattop Trail below (east) of Game Drive and 
below main processing camp, collected and reported by Jack Melton in Fall, 2002 
 
  Elevation: 3416 m 
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5LR15 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Trail Ridge East. 
Environment:  SAECT- ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ HB, LS, GD, GS/ LMP(C), LA, LA/EA, EA, MLC 
 
Site Description:  5LR15, or Trail Ridge Game Drive, is a previously recorded, re-
evaluated site situated on the eastern side of the continental divide immediately south of 
Trail Ridge road approximately 3 miles before it crosses the divide at Trail Ridge Pass. 
Lower elevation sections of the site are situated within subalpine-alpine ecotone and 
upper portions, mainly the blids and “drive” walls, extend into alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. Earlier reports of the site include an analysis of its game drive by 
Dr. Jim Benedict and published as part of his monograph, The Game Drives of Rocky 
Mountain National Park (1996). Further mapping and analysis of the site using Global 
Positioning System (GPS) instruments and the Arc-View Geographic Information System 
program was done by Dr. Robert Brunswig in 1998 (Brunswig 1999). Additional high 
resolution GPS mapping was accomplished in the summer of 1999 along with a 
systematic, formal survey by University of Northern Colorado archaeologists. Benedict's 
analysis of the site (1996: 7-20), with its components ranging over more than 70 acres 
with elevations between 3465-3500 meters, described it as consisting of three loose-
masonry rock walls and five rock-lined game blind pits designed to funnel game from 
lower sub-alpine wooded areas up a steep saddle between two mountain knolls. One of 
the drive "walls", however, may be part of a now-abandoned Park Service trail that 
ascends the northwest slope of nearby Hidden Valley and ultimately joins the Ute Trail in 
the vicinity (southwest) of the site or perhaps further to the northwest at the present Ute 
Trail trailhead. Radiocarbon-dating of charcoal, granite weathering studies, and 
recovered, culturally diagnostic projectile point types by Benedict provided evidence that 
elements of the drive complex date from at least 3000 BC to as late as AD 1000. 
Charcoal cored from blind 3 yielded a conventional radiocarbon date of 2610+60 b.p. 
(Beta-75998) (a late Archaic date) and a similar sample from blind 5 was dated at 
4590+60 B.P. (Beta-85363) (a Middle Archaic date) (Benedict 1996: 16-17, Table 2). 
Points recovered by Benedict (1996: 12-15, Figure 11a-c) include an unknown source 
chert Late Archaic corner-notched point (ROMO catalogue number 18280), a smaller 
Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic/Early Ceramic corner-notched point (ROMO 
18278), and a Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic projectile point (ROMO 18279). A 
grinding stone (mano) was recovered near one of the drive walls (A). 
 

Three projectile points were recovered during 1999 UNC surveys at the site and 
include a Middle to Late Ceramic (950-350 b.p./1000-600 AD) side-notched point, a 
small Early Ceramic corner-notched type and the tip of a finely flaked point/biface. The 
latter tip’s flaking style is considered most likely to be Early to Late Ceramic in 
affiliation. It was found associated with a hearth and re-tooling flakes in an open corridor 
in the site's krummholz (alpine-subalpine ecotone) area west-southwest of the main drive 
complex. The locality, a small staging camp located on the west side of the game drive 
complex was tested using a single 1m grid centered on the hearth. Additional, re-tooling 
flakes and charcoal were recovered within 10 cm of the surface and testing extended only 
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a 3-5 cm below the base of the hearth whose base extended some 10-15 cm below the 
modern surface. Radiocarbon dating of hearth charcoal yielded a date of 260+40 b.p. 
(Beta-133230), a late 17th Century date consistent with early Dismal River Apache or 
possibly even early Ute use of the drive area and nearby Ute Trail. Discovery of a 
Paleoindian tool (a partial parallel-oblique flaked Cody Complex point) by an early Park 
Ranger, Jack Moomaw, thought to date c. 8000 b.p. suggests drive construction may have 
begun as early as 8000 years ago (Benedict 1996: 12). As described above, a sub-meter 
resolution GPS mapping project was done at the site in 1999, resulting in baseline 
locational data for eventual landscape modeling of the drive topography and 
terrain/microclimate features related to its past use.  

 
Elevation:  3495.816 m 
 
5LR68 
 
Survey Year/Area: Yelm 1933, Husted 1961, UNC 2001/Continental Divide North 
(Mount Ida) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /LMP (UK), LMP (JFA), EA (MA), MA 
(M). 
 
Site Description:  This re-evaluated prehistoric open camp site, known as the Mount Ida 
Site, was first reported by Yelm (1935: 26-27) where reported the presence of two 
“Yuma” projectile points, an earlier term for some variety of Late Paleoindian projectile 
point type. UNC research in RMNP Museum artifact collection discovered two Late 
Paleoindian projectile point fragments that were those noted by Yelm. They include the 
upper mid-section of an unknown source pale brown, with brown banding, chert Late 
Paleoindian projectile point (ROMO 87) with evidence of parallel-oblique flaking, and an 
upper section (tip missing) of a dusky red Dakota orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian 
projectile point (ROMO 106). The same inventory and analysis effort also turned up two 
other Late Paleoindian points believed, based on museum records, to have come from 
5LR68 or its immediate vicinity. One, ROMO 690, is a brown Kremmling chert Late 
Paleoindian Angostura-type (?) projectile point with much of its base missing and a 
complete quartzite (possibly a Dakota orthoquartzite variant) Late Paleoindian James 
Allen/Frederick projectile point (ROMO 4547). Both points have parallel-oblique flaking 
patterns. A third projectile point, also found in the RMNP Museum and believed to have 
come from the 5LR68 site, is a Middle Archaic Hanna point (ROMO 4546). Wil Husted 
further documented the site in surveys leading up to his M.A. thesis in the early 1960's. 
Maps and reports by Husted placed it on a ridge extending northeast from Mount Ida 
above and west of the Gorges Lakes. The site was described as consisting of lithic scatter 
and open camp remains with the following artifacts recovered by Husted (1962: 100, 
104): a single Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) point (ca. 6500-
4500 b.p.) and six formal tools (scrapers and knives) made of Dakota orthoquartzite, 
Kremmling chert, Table Mountain jasper, and an unknown source brown chert. The site 
was intensively surveyed by a UNC archeology team in the summer of 2001, but the team 
failed to find any further artifacts on its surface. The site is located on a sloping alpine 
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tundra ridge extending east from the Continental Divide, ca. 620 m north northeast of 
Mount Ida. The local alpine environment is the alpine dry grass meadow 
 
Elevation:  3784 m 
 
5LR81 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, SR / LP (UK) 
 
Site Description: This previously recorded prehistoric site was revisited during July 2000.  
The site was originally recorded as a prehistoric open camp with a lithic scatter (see 
Husted 1962:  30, 98 and 1965; Mayer 1989: 334, 336-347 citations in Brunswig 2001 
report on UNC survey results for 2000).  Husted’s notes indicate the site had been 
“collected earlier by an unknown party”. The site is located 1 km from the Mount Ida 
Trail southeast of Milner Pass in a saddle between Mount Ida and an unnamed mountain. 
Husted’s survey resulted in the collection of eleven informal tools (scrapers, flake knives, 
flake chopper, and blade knives) made of unidentified cherts, local quartz, Table 
Mountain jasper and Dakota orthoquartzite), and sixteen primary, secondary, and tertiary 
stage manufacturing/refurbishment flakes of unknown agatized chert, brown chert, Table 
Mountain japser, and local Specimen Mountain rhyolite. UNC survey teams found the 
site to contain two stone rings, seven formal and informal tool (chopper, scrapers and 
knives) made of Dakota orthoquartzite, Kremmling chert,  and an unknown source chert, 
and eight primary, secondary and tertiary flakes made of Dakota orthoquartzite, 
Kremmling chert, Specimen Mountain jasper, and an unknown chert. Local vegetation 
consists of sparse tundra forbs and grasses growing cracks and depressions in exposed 
granite and schist outcrops.  This site is found in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone.       
 
Elevation:  3591 m 
 
5LR82 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1960, 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, RC/LA-EC 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site was initially reported by Wil Husted (1962: 30, 31, 
99) as part of his Masters Thesis at the University of Colorado. Although Husted 
provided minimal information on the site, it was apparently an open camp and lithic 
scatter. Later UNC examination of the Husted artifact collection from the site yielded a 
partial Late Archaic/Early Ceramic (ca. 3000-1000 b.p.) corner notched projectile point 
fragment, a Table Mountain jasper formal tool (core chopper), a Flattop chert formal tool 
(end scraper), a Table Mountain jasper informal tool (burin/scraper), and a Flattop chert 
informal tool (flake knife). Lithic debitage included an unknown source brown chert 
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primary flake with white cortex and three Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. The 
site was re-located and re-surveyed by a Colorado Archaeological Society survey team in 
1987 as part of an investigation of the Forest Canyon Pass site (5LR2) (Mayer 1989: 337-
347). It was subsequently resurveyed in July 2000 by UNC/RMNP archaeologists, 
resulting in the discovery of eroded rock cairn and three formal tools ( chopper, scraper 
and flake knife).   One informal tool (knife/scraper) was collected.  The lithic scatter 
containing 16 flakes on a high mountain ridge overlooking the head of Forest Canyon 
Pass to the north and the eastern headwaters branch of the Colorado River to the east. The 
site is located in alpine-subalpine ecotone 2.8 km southwest of the Gore Range Overlook 
on Trail Ridge road and 1.3 km from the Ute Trail in Forest Canyon Pass.    
 
Elevation: 3524 m 
 
5LR83 
 
Survey Year/Area: Husted 1960, UNC 2000/Mount Chapin Bench 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS/LMP (JFA), LA 
 
Site Description:  This site was initially reported by Moomaw (1934: 220) and later re-
documented by Husted (1962: 30, 98) as being located “on a bench above two shallow 
ponds on the southwestern end of Mount Chapin”. The site was recorded as a lithic 
scatter with possible stone rings, hearths, and a rock alignment. There is a strong 
possibility that this site is the same UNC recorded site as 5LR7065. Examination of 
Husted’s artifact collection from the site yielded a Dakota orthoquartzite Late 
Paleoindian Angostura projectile point base (9700-7750 b.p.), a chert/jasper (possible 
Table Mountain jasper) Late Paleoindian projectile point mid-section with parallel-
oblique flaking, a bifacially ground Lyons sandstone metate fragment, and eighteen 
secondary and tertiary flakes of Dakota orthoquartzite, Kremmling chert, Table Mountain 
jasper, and unidentified source cherts and quartzites. In addition to the Husted collection, 
three other complete Late Archaic corner-notched projectile points, two of which were 
made of Kremmling chert (the third has not yet been described), are curated in the RMNP 
Museum (ROMO 693, ROMO 6633, ROMO 6913). The site is located in alpine-
subalpine ecotone.  
 
Elevation: 3489 m 
 
5LR85 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Trail Ridge East. 
Environment:  SAECT-ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PH, H/ OC, LS, TM /LMP (C), EC 
 
Site Description:  This previously recorded, re-evaluated, and partly sheltered site is a 
multi-component prehistoric Native American open camp and historic Euroamerican 
trash midden.  It is believed to have been visited by Husted as part of his M.A. thesis 
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surveys in the park in 1960 and 1961, but does not appear to be mentioned in his resulting 
thesis (Husted 1962). Hosted collected a Hartville (Spansih Diggings) Late Paleoindian 
Cody Complex (Kersey/San Jon type) ((9400-8200 b.p.), parallel-transverse flaked, 
projectile point (upper 2/3’s) and two Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
flakes. In 1999, a UNC survey team documented the presence of a prehistoric camp with 
a scatter of three secondary (Kremmling chert and Table Mountain jasper) flakes, a 
Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point fragment, two chert 
(Hartville and an unknown source chert) formal tools. A historic trash scatter consisted of 
broken clear and green bottle glass.  The site is situated in the Trail Ridge area in a 
protective alpine-subalpine ecotone saddle amid krummholz (dwarf spruce-fir) stands and 
a boulder fell field. 
 
Elevation: 3656 m 
 
5LR86 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1960 Husted, UNC 1999/Trail Ridge East. 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc), H/ OC, LS, GS, TM /MA (M) 
 
Site Description:  This previously recorded (Husted 1962: 98) and subsequently UNC re-
evaluated site is a multi-component, partly sheltered prehistoric Native American open 
camp, a historic Euroamerican open camp and trash midden.  Prehistoric artifacts 
collected by Husted include a Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife), a quartzite 
mano fragment, and a single Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. Research in the 
RMNP Museum discovered a dark red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean 
Complex) Mallory point (ROMO 18551) in 2003. The site was later re-surveyed by UNC 
archeologists who were successful in recovering a single Kremmling chert informal 
(flake knife) and eight primary, secondary and shatter flakes of Kremmling chert and 
unknown source cherts and quartzite. The historic open camp component consisted of a 
moderately eroded stone ring hearth and the historic trash midden contains mainly white 
porcelain sherds dating to the early 20th Century. The site is located on a small grassy 
meadow bench immediately overlooking upper Fall River (to the south). It is adjacent to 
a former Park Ranger cabin (Willow Park) immediately off a curve in Fall River road and 
is well-protected by a steep mountain slope to the north and the surrounding subalpine 
spruce-fir forest environmental zone. 

 
Elevation:  3262 m 
 
5LR87 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1960/Glacier Basin. 
Environment: LMMLF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H / OC, LS, GS, TM /P(UK), MH (EA) 
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Site Description:  This site consists of a prehistoric open camp lithic scatter and an 
associated historic trash scatter documented in 1960 by Husted (1962: 30-31, 101). The 
site was located on the east grassy terrace, with surrounding lodgepole pine forest, of 
Glacier Creek in Glacier Basin. A 1999 UNC survey in the area failed to relocate the site 
and it is believed to have been destroyed with the development of Glacier Basin 
campground. Husted’s collected artifacts consisted of a Table Mountain jasper Early 
Ceramic (1900-1000 b.p.) projectile point fragment, two Table Mountain jasper informal 
tools (a biface or projectile point tip and a scraper/knife), two Kremmling chert informal 
tools (a knife/scraper and possible spokeshave), four sandstone metate fragments, and 
lithic debitage. The lithic debitage in the Husted collection included thirty-eight Table 
Mountain and Specimen Mountain jasper secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes, sixteen 
Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes, two Dakota quartzite secondary 
flakes, two Hartville quartzite secondary flakes, and two unknown source chert secondary 
and tertiary flakes. Historic artifacts noted as present in the Husted survey notes were not 
described or collected.  Site 5LR87 is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2623 m 
 
5LR88 
 
Survey Year/Area: Husted 1960, UNC 1999/Moraine Park 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  Known as the Pool site, 5LR88 is the previously (and now re-
evaluated) recorded (Husted 1960: 101) site of a prehistoric Native American open camp 
or lithic work station with an associated historic component. Husted’s field notes indicate 
he found only assorted lithic flakes at the site. Examination and analysis of Husted’s 
collected artifacts revealed two Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knives) and 
thirteen Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. UNC’s subsequent survey 
of the site found only a modest scatter stone tool reduction flake scatter consisting of five 
tertiary and shatter flakes of Table Mountain jasper and Kremmling chert. The lone 
historic artifact was a white ceramic plate fragment with the word “Grindley” imprinted 
on its bottom. The site is located on on a low grassy terrace just west northwest of the 
upper Big Thompson River in limber pine forest near the junction of two park hiking 
trails. There is evidence the site has been subject to visitor collecting almost since the 
inception of Rocky Mountain National Park.  Local vegetation indicates that this site is 
found in the the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2648 m 
 
5LR89 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1960, 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EA (MA), MA(M), EC 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site was resurveyed in July 2000 by UNC 
archaeologists. The site is located alongside a small alpine tundra pond 600 m south of 
the Gore Range Overlook in alpine-subalpine ecotone. Earlier survey of the site of Wil 
Husted for 1962 MA thesis recovered one quartzite (source unknown) Early Archaic 
(Mount Albion) projectile point (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.) and two Table Mountain jasper 
corner-notched Early Ceramic points (ca. 1900-1000 b.p.) (Husted 1962: 30,98, 105-106; 
Mayer 1989: 358-361). Other artifacts collected by Husted include two Table Mountain 
jasper informal tools (flake scrapers), two Kremmling chert informal tools 
(knives/scrapers), a Table Mountain flake core and a white tetrahedral quartz crystal 
suspected of having served as a talisman/ritual object. Lithic debitage recovered by 
Husted included ten Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes, three obsidian secondary 
flakes, two Dakota quartzite secondary flakes, two Kremmling chert secondary flakes, an 
unknown source chert secondary flake, and an unknown source quartzite secondary flake. 
The site was re-located and re-surveyed by a Colorado Archaeological Society survey 
team in 1987 as part of an investigation of the Forest Canyon Pass site (5LR2) (Mayer 
1989: 358-361). In a UNC 2000 site re-survey, a total of 23 Kremmling chert, Table 
Mountain jasper and Dakota quartzite secondary, and tertiary flakes were recovered alogn 
with a McKean Complex Hanna point and Duncan point base (Middle Archaic Period, 
ca. 4500-3000 b.p.), and four informal chert tools, a prismatic blade, two side scrapers 
and a knife/scraper, were recovered.  The artifacts were located in a krummholz stand, 20 
m from the above noted, unnamed alpine pond. The site sits on a 1-5 degree slope and is 
open in all directions, overlooking the deep Forest Canyon valley.   
 
Elevation:  3545 m 
 
5LR90 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000, 2001/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EP (C), LMP (LC), EA (MA), MA(M), LA, 
EC,MC, MLC.  
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site, first documented by Husted in 1962, was 
reevaluated by a UNC archaeological survey crew in August 2000 and again in 2001. Wil 
Husted (1962: 105-106, 109) had earlier described the site as a prehistoric open camp. 
The site is located on Specimen Mountain 1 km from the Milner Pass Trail Head and 
situated between the Crater Rim Overlook Trail and the closed [posted] portion of 
Specimen Mountain. Husted’s collected projectile point types (on later assessment) 
included a petrified wood Clovis projectile point base (11,300-10,900 b.p.), a Table 
Mountain jasper Late Paleoindian Lovell Stemmed/Constricted (with parallel-oblique 
flaking) projectile point fragment (9350-7700 b.p.), four Dakota quartzite, Kremmling 
chert, and local quartz Early Archaic (Mount Albion type) points (6500-4500 b.p.) and 
two Table Mountain jasper McKean (Middle Archaic-Hanna projectile points (4500-3000 
b.p.), a Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic projectile point (3000-1900 b.p.), a Table 
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Mountain jasper Early Ceramic projectile point (1900-1000 b.p.), along with a recovered 
mano. Other tools collected by Husted include fifteen formal tools (knives, scrapers, 
drills, awls) made of Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert, 
Specimen Mountain andesite, Hartville quartzite, and an unknown source chert. Eleven 
informal tools consisted of flake scrapers, knives, blade knives, and a graver made of 
Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert, Dakota orthoquartizite, 
and local Specimen Mountain andesite. Three local andesite and jasper cores were also 
recovered along with a Lyons sandstone metate fragment. Lithic debitage recovered by 
Husted included fifty-one Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper primary, 
secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes, 17 Specimen Mountain andesite secondary, tertiary 
and shatter flakes, ten poor quality local (Specimen Mountain) chalcedony, secondary 
and shatter flakes, eight Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes, a North Park 
petrified wood secondary flake, two unknown source chert flakes and one unknown 
source quartzite primary flake.  UNC surveys of the site in 2000 and 2001 recovered two 
Early Archaic (Mount Albion type) projectile points (6500-4500 b.p.), a corner-notched 
Late Archaic projectile point (ca. 3000-1900 b.p.), three Early Ceramic projectile points 
(1900-950 b.p.), and a Middle/Late Ceramic projectile point (1000-450 b.p.). Most of the 
site’s collected and mapped artifacts were located on the steep south-southeast facing 
slope and many, if not most, transported there through colluvial redeposition.  All stages 
of lithic production were present.  Artifacts were mainly evident where a covering 
vegetation mat had been eroded.  The site represents a major stone tool manufacturing/ 
hide preparation/processing locality.  This is shown by the presence of several reduced 
cores of local materials and some four hundred seventy-two Kremmling chert, Table 
Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, Dakota orthoquartzite, and local Specimen 
Mountain andesite and rhyolite flakes collected in the two UNC surveys (not counting the 
above Husted debitage). Other artifacts collected by UNC included a cord marked pottery 
sherd from the Middle Ceramic Period (1100-650 b.p.), the above described projectile 
points, and numerous formal and informal tools. These included a red Lyons sandstone 
metate fragment, nineteen formal tools (drills, awls, knives, gravers) made of Table 
Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, local Specimen Mountain andesite and rhyolite, 
and Kremmling chert, eight informal tools (scrapers and knives) made of Table 
Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, local Specimen Mountain andesite and rhyolite, 
and Kremmling chert.  As noted above, the site was re-visited again in 2001 as part of an 
extension of the previous 2000 survey of Specimen Mountain south to the Crater and a 
series of ridges, swales and moraines to the west of Milner Pass. Additional artifacts and 
local raw lithic materials, in the form of a local variety of Table Mountain/Specimen 
Mountain jasper, were collected (included in the above accounts and descriptions).  One 
final artifact suspected as coming from the 5LR90 site is a single Dismal River (Lovett 
Plain) potsherd curated in the RMNP Museum and attributed as coming from Specimen 
Mountain. While it could have come from other nearby sites, such as 5LR91, 5LR92, or 
5LR93 (see below), there is a better chance it came from the richer 5LR90 site which also 
has produced a single late Early Ceramic or Middle Cermaic potsherd in the UNC 
surveys. UNC’s sites surveys indicate that it remains in fair condition, although natural 
erosion and slope wash are evident, particularly on its lower northeast slope, and it is 
considered likely that significant artifact collecting has taken place in the past. The site is 
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located on an open alpine tundra mountain slope and knoll ridge and in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone  
 
Elevation:  3435 m 
 
5LR91 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1960/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, /P (UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site was recorded by Husted in 1960 and described as being 
located “Just below and north of the Specimen Mountain trail where it leaves timberline.” 
(Husted 1962: 30, citation from page 99). A 2000 year survey by the University of 
Northern Colorado failed to locate any further remaining evidence of the site.  Husted’s 
artifact collection consisted of a Kremmling chert informal tool (a flake knife), a small 
Kremmling chert core, and a Hartville chert informal tool (a blade knife). Lithic debitage 
from the site included 14 Table Mountain (and Specimen Mountain) jasper secondary and 
tertiary flakes, three Kremmling chert secondary flakes, a single secondary flake of 
petrified wood, a single agatized chert secondary flake, and a “chunky” chert (probably 
Kremmling) shatter flake. The site is located on the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone east-facing, mountain slope 40-60 m northwest of the current tree 
line. 
 
Elevation: 3439 m 
 
5LR92 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1961, 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, /EA (MA), MA 
 
Site Description: This isolated find was surveyed by Husted (1960: 99) in 1961. A 2000 
survey of the saddle by a UNC survey team failed to locate any further evidence of the 
locality. It is located in an alpine saddle between high knolls along the main north-south 
Specimen ridge line. Husted’s artifact collection from the site consisted of a Table 
Mountain jasper Middle Archaic Hanna (with a Duncan-like stem) (4500-3000 b.p.) 
projectile point and two local quartz formal tool (knife) fragments. Although they do not 
“re-fit”, the quartz tool fragments may well be part of the same artifact. Husted, in his 
field notes, suggested the quartz tools were the remnants of two projectile points, but 
clowe examination in the UNC Anthropology Lab suggested they were most likely 
formal tools rather than projectile points. The isolated find’s saddle is located in alpine 
dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3639 m 
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5LR93 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1961, 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, /P (MLC) 
 
Site Description:  The site was initially surveyed and collected by Husted (1962: 99) in 
1961. Husted collected a Table Mountain jasper Middle-Late Ceramic to Protohistoric 
side-notched projectile point (1000-150 b.p.), a petrified wood (possible Palmer 
Divide/eastern foothills source) formal tool (side scraper), and three Table Mountain 
jasper informal tools, a Table Mountain (or Specimen Mountain) jasper core, and forty-
five secondary and shatter flakes of Table Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert, and an 
unidentified chert. Although UNC surveys in 2000 failed to locate the site, they did 
document two others in the immediate vicinity (5LR9842 and 5LR9843), either of which 
could also be 5LR93 since Husted’s location information, due to poor maps of the day, is, 
at best, imprecise. The site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone 
mountain slope saddle overlooking La Poudre Pass to the west. 
 
Elevation: 3493 m 
 
5LR94 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1961, 2001/Flattop Mountain/Lake Helene/Mill Creek Basin 
Environment:  SASFF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, CS, GS, IPA /EA, LA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located on the upper portion of the present Bear 
Lake to Lake Irene trail in eastern Rocky Mountain National Park. The site was originally 
recorded by Wil Husted in his 1962 Master’s thesis as an open camp with assorted lithics 
(1962: 30, 101), 103. Husted’s collected artifacts, analyzed after the completion of the 
2002 field season, included a chert (unknown source) Late Archaic corner-notched 
projectile point (3000-1900 b.p.), a Kremmling chert formal tool fragment, and a single 
Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. The exact source of the material is unknown, but 
believed to be a variant of Dakota orthoquartzite. The site locality was revisited by UNC 
archeologists in early August of 2001 as part of a survey of the Lake Helene trail. The 
basal portion of an Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.) 
made of white to light brown Kremmling chert and a single brown Table Mountain jasper 
re-tooling flake were found in the Lake Helene trail at the site location. Also, a major 
camp site (5LR10221) with lithic tools, lithic debitage, Late Archaic and Early Ceramic 
diagnostic projectile points, metate grinding stone fragments, and two small protohistoric 
Uncompahgre Brown pot sherds (Ute) were discovered a short distance upslope and west 
of 5LR94. Both sites are located at what are considered to base camp locales for hunting 
areas at the upslope Flattop Game Drive (5LR6) to the southwest and around Lake 
Helene to the west. Benedict (1996: 24-26), in his monograph on game drives in Rocky 
Mountain National Park, notes the existence of a northern Flattop to upper Mill Creek 
trail (the Timberline Spring trail) that crossed in the general vicinity of the two sites 
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documented and used by early Euro-American settlers in the late 1800's. It is considered 
very likely that the Flattop-Upper Mill Creek was part of the known Native American Big 
Trail identified by Arapaho visitors to the park in 1914 (see Toll 1963: 11, 29-30). It is 
also apparent that the present eastern slope Bear Lake-Flattop Mountain trail is a more 
recent historic route created by early settlers and the National Park Service from the mid-
1870's through the present day (Benedict 1996: 24-25).  The site is located in a lightly 
sloping bench in the upper alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3112 m 
 
5LR318 (Lawn Lake) 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Lawn Lake-Crystal Lakes-The Saddle 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/OC, LS, CS/LMP(MP), EA(MA), MA (MC), EC, LCP 
(DR),  EH (U), EH (EA) 
 
Lawn Lake (5LR318), located in the upper subalpine spruce-fir forest zone, has been 
known as an archeological site since at least the early 1930’s. It consists of a generalized 
surface artifact scatter and shallowly buried cultural deposits on the east bank of Roaring 
River where it exits from the glacial col valley of Lawn Lake. Prior to test excavations by 
the University of Northern Colorado in 2000, the buried deposits were known to, in part, 
be partially embedded within a partially intact eastern terrace of Roaring River.  UNC 
test excavations revealed three largely intact cultural units extending above a 40-50 cm 
deep ground moraine surface. A combination of evidence from extensive artifact 
assemblage materials and radiocarbon dates established the existence of three (and 
possibly four) primary cultural components, the earliest dating to Late Paleoindian times. 
Basal unit 3 was found to contain generalized lithics and a Mountain Paleoindian 
projectile point base. Radiocarbon dates for the unit were 8000+170 b.p. (Beta-144867) 
at its base and 7160+40 b.p. (Beta-144869) near its upper contact. Unit 2 was found 
overlying a unconformable contact surface. Its lower portion contained abundant 
generalized lithics, intact hearths, and Early Ceramic Period radiocarbon dates of 
1790+100 b.p. (Beta-144866) and 1650+30 b.p. (Beta-144867). The uppermost section of 
stratigraphic unit 2, and the more recent unit 1, yielded abundant lithic materials as well 
as eighteen Late Ceramic/Dismal River Apache body and rim potsherds. Charcoal burned 
into the potsherd's surfaces was manually removed and AMS dated at 540+50 b.p. (Beta-
144870). Preliminary analysis of lithic debitage from all three cultural units showed a 
nearly complete preponderance of cherts, jaspers and quartzites from Middle Park 
(Kremmling and Table Mountain quarry sources) and Wyoming (Spanish 
Diggings/Hartville sources) in proportions that vary from unit to unit. Surface artifacts 
recovered at the site prior to the UNC test excavations documented the presence of Early 
Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) and Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) components.  
 
Elevation: 3366 m 
 
5LR323 
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Survey Year/Area: Yelm 1933, Husted 1960, UNC 1999/Moraine Park 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): P/ LS, OC / EA (MA), MA (M), EC 
 
Site Description: This site was first documented by Yelm (1935: 25, 112) as part of her 
M.A. thesis in 1935. It was later revisited by Husted (1962: 106) for his M.A. thesis in 
1960. While Yelm noted only the presence of “scattered lithics”, a UNC inventory of 
artifacts curated in the RMNP Museum found four artifacts listed as coming from the 
site. These included a quartzite (tentatively identified as Dakota orthoquartzite) Early 
Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) corner-notched projectile point (ROMO catalogue 
number 77), a Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (possible Duncan) projectile point 
(ROMO 4563), a unidentified source chert Early Ceramic projectile point (ROMO 78) 
and an unknown source chert/chalcedony formal tool (scraper). Field notes suggest the 
presence of flake debitage as existing at the site, but none were apparently collected. The 
site area is now heavily disturbed by former buildings and a park recreation area. A 1999 
UNC reconnaissance of the location was unable to find further evidence of the site. The 
site is situated on a grassy, with adjacent lodgepole pine forest, upper terrace/lower 
moraine toeslope north of the north branch of the Big Thompson River in Moraine Park.  
It is also found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2459 m 
 
5LR324 – the Apache Fort 
  
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): P/ BS /LH (AP/AR) 
 
Site Description: This site is a natural rock outcrop on the lower to mid slope of Beaver 
Mountain at the upper end of Beaver Meadow. Its top has with remnant loose rock walls 
at several points around the knoll's perimeter. Those walls, four in all, range from 4 to 6 
meters in length, 1 to 3 meters in width, and their respective heights are one to two 
courses or .3 to .8 meters.  Two other rock piles on the outcrop are also believed to 
represent possible wall remains. The locality is known as a legendary "fort" constructed 
by an Apache war band during a two day, "running" battle with local Arapaho. 
Ethnohistoric evidence for the battle is derived from interviews with Arapaho who once 
lived in the area during the 1860''s or had relatives who once visited the area prior to 
Euro-American colonization. Arapaho ethnohistoric documentation for the site and its 
history was assembled by Oliver Toll in 1914 and published in 1962 (Toll 1962: 17-18). 
Wall features of the "fort", later partly dismantled by a local ranch for construction 
material, were believed to have been constructed for protection by the Apache during one 
phase of the battle. Although no artifacts were recovered during UNC site surveys in 
1998, according to local informants cited in Toll, projectile points, (arrowheads) were 
once common on and around the rock outcrop.  Site 5LR324 is found in the lower to mid 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
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Elevation:   2660 m 
 
5LR325 
 
Survey Year/Area: Yelm 1933, Hartley 1981. 
Environment:  LUMGM-LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P / BS, LS, OC / EA (MA), MA (M), EC, MLC  
 
Site Description:  5LR325 was first described as an archaeological site by Moomaw in 
1928 (1928: 5). However, its earliest reference is in Toll’s narrative of a 1914 trek 
through Rocky Mountain National Park with two Arapahoe Indians who had spent part of 
their youth in the park during the mid-19th Century. The trip was intended to identify 
Arapahoe-associated landmarks and cultural features. Toll’s (1914: 18) description of the 
site is as follows: 
 
 “To the south of the fort [5LR324-site of a battle between an Arapahoe 
            band and a Apache raiding party] and directly west from Stead’s Hotel, 
   we came upon another pile of rocks which the Arapahos said had been 

  used by the Apaches as a fort when they were being pursued  
  northwards, and before they had fortified themselves on the Hondius 
  place [5LR324, also known as Indian Fort]. At the top of this rock were 
  stones weighing perhaps a hundred pounds,  which had apparently been 
  piled up as a sheltering wall. 
 
   This hill was steep on all sides except the north, which would 
  naturally therefore be the line of attack. Perhaps seventy-five feet 
  north of the top of this hill, and on the slope of it, we found another 
  pile of rocks, where apparently, so our Indians said, one of the 
  Apaches had been stationed to guard the approach to the hill.” 
 

 The site was later documented by Yelm (1935: 26-27, 112) as part of her M.A. 
thesis (University of Denver) where described it as being located ¼ mile 
west of the now demolished Brinwood Hotel. She assigned her temporary site number 
Y28 to the site and noted the presence of “scattered finds”.  One of those finds appears to 
be aTable Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) Hanna projectile point 
base (ROMO 6635) now curated in the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum. A much 
later survey in the area by Hartley (1981) relocated the site and documented additional 
lithics along with rock cairns and rock-lined hearths. Several culturally diagnostic 
projectile points were collected, including two Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mount 
Albion Complex) projectile points (ROMO 16273 and ROMO 16278), a Table Mountain 
jasper Early Ceramic projectile point (ROMO 16276), a Kremmling chert Early Ceramic 
projectile point (ROMO 16278), and a Table Mountain jasper, probable, Middle-Late 
Ceramic, projectile point. The site is located on a terrace knoll on the south side of a 
ponderosa pine forested lateral moraine north of the north branch of the Big Thompson 
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River.  This site is located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow and 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zones.   
  
Elevation: 2493 m 
 
5LR327 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, IPA, RC, HGR/ LMP(JFA), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  5LR 327 is a site with both prehistoric and historic components, first 
recorded by Elizabeth Yelm for her MA thesis in 1933 (cf. Yelm 1935: 27).  She 
originally designated the site as Yelm 4 and recorded it as a prehistoric open camp with 
an associated lithic scatter.  One of the artifacts recovered by Yelm (1935: 61, Figure 25) 
is a Late Paleoindian James Allen projectile point base (ca. 9350-7900 b.p.). The site is 
located 1 km from Milner Pass (northeast east) on a ridge top of the continental divide. 
Although designated as 5LR327, the site's lithic scatter and associated cairns cross the 
line that demarcates the Continental Divide and the Larimer and Grand county lines. In 
other words, it exists in both counties. UNC's survey of the locality mapped several 
cairns believed to be historic in date, a large, massive cairn believed to be a historic burial 
dating from early in the 20th Century and two chert flakes.  The site is located with in the 
boundaries of the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.      
 
Elevation:  3638 m 
 
5LR337 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/Hague Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, NPA, SR, RC /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  A prehistoric open camp site just southeast of the Hague Creek 
Campground Rocky Mountain National Park. The Poudre River Trail makes up the site's 
north northeast boundary, the terrace margins to the south southwest constitute a second 
boundary, and third natural boundary is the base a glacial moraine to the south.  The site 
was originally recorded by Elizabeth Yelm (1935: 29, 113) for her University Denver 
Masters Thesis as an open camp with non-diagnostic lithic scatter. Yelm's designation for 
the site was Y16. The University of Northern Colorado's 2000 survey discovered twelve 
flakes scattered over a wide area.  Burrowing animals (moles, etc.) are active in the site 
area and constantly churning much of the site. The fact that the nearby Poudre River trail 
intersects part of the site was shown by the discovery of a lithic flake in the trail itself.  
Evidence of heavy hiker impact appeared lacking, but UNC surveyors suspected that the 
site once extended to the nearby group camping location (found to the northwest), but 
evidence of prehistoric occupation has been obscured by modern activities. Two features 
were noted during the survey. One appears to represent a likely historic camp fire where 
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small amounts of eroded, fragmentary charcoal were located in a buried stone ring (50 
cm in diameter) feature after a trowel test. The second feature two is a small rock cairn of 
unknown date.  Vegetation surrounding the site indicates that this site is located in the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  2980 m 
 
5LR603 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This previously recorded, re-evaluated prehistoric Native American 
open camp or lithic work station contains a limited scatter of stone tool waste 
manufacturing and re-furbishment materials. The site is located on a T1 terrace at the 
base of a mountain slope above Mill Creek in Hollowell Park.  This site is found in the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadows environmental zone with lodgepole pine 
woods around part of the site periphery. 
 
Elevation: 2500 m 
 
5LR604 (Bear Lake Shuttle Lot Site) 
 
Survey Year/Area:  2000, 2001 (tested)/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  P/ OC, LS,/EC 
 
Site Description:  The Bear Lake Shuttle Lot site is a prehistoric lithic scatter/open camp 
located on a lower moraine bench overlooking Glacier Creek to the south. Earlier survey 
research at the site identified three surface concentrations of stone tools and tool-
manufacturing waste materials (debitage) (Buehler 1978; Anderson 1979a: 2).  After an 
intensive collection of surface artifacts by Anderson (1979a, 1979b), subsequent visits by 
National Park Service para-professional archeologists, the authors, and park archeologist 
Dr. William Butler were able to locate only a small number of scattered tool 
manufacturing flakes (Hartley 1981: 7; Brunswig 2000a; Butler 1998).  It was presumed 
that heavy visitor traffic in the current site area’s picnic area and Bear Lake Shuttle Park 
Lot, construction of the present shuttle lot over a portion of earlier reported site, and the 
thorough 1979 archeological collection by Anderson in response to reports of visitor 
collection, led to the near-total removal or burial (under parking lot asphalt) of site 
artifacts.  The site was surveyed in UNC’s 2000 survey of the Glacier Creeke Valley, but 
no artifacts were recorded. In 2001, a proposal to expand the Bear Lake Bus Shuttle 
Parking Lot required a re-investigation of the main portion of the site, destined to be 
destroyed in the parking lot expansion. An initial reconnaissance of the site in late 
summer 2001 in advance of an archaeological testing program discovered two quartzite 
flakes on the surface (southwest end of site). It was determined likely that at least some 
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of the down slope portion of the site may have been destroyed by grading (from a down 
slope location), leveling, and asphalt surfacing the present parking lot. The 2001 
inspection of the site resulted in a preliminary assessment that the main part of the site on 
the upper portion of the bench (immediately overlooking Glacier Creek and the Bear 
Lake road) may well have been partially covered by earth graded from the present lot. In 
the late summer of 2001, four backhoe trenches and several small hand-excavated test 
pits were excavated at the site. The single archaeological find was a complete Early 
Ceramic (ca. 1900-1000 b.p.) side-notched projectile point made of Dakota 
orthoquartzite. The remainder of the site’s artifact inventory, primarily recovered in the 
1978 and 1979 surveys of the site, included a white chert flake scraper. A dark red Table 
Mountaain jasper flake knife and seventy five secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes 
consisting of Table Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert, and unidentified source cherts 
and quartzites thought likely to have originated in the the eastern foothills and plains. 
This site can be found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR605 
 
Survey Year/Area:  2000/Poudre Creek-Hague Creek 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  P, H/ OC, LS, HE, RC/EA, LA,  MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic and prehistoric site is located in northwestern Rocky 
Mountain National Park some 2 km from the RMNP/U.S. Forest Service 
boundary sign on the Corral Creek Trail.  It is situated on an eroded terrace on the east 
side of the Cache La Poudre River at the confluence of the Cache La Poudre, Hague 
Creek and La Poudre Creek in Upper Montane forest and meadow.  The site was 
originally reported by Wil Husted as part of his Masters Thesis (University of Colorado) 
in 1962 (31, 101).  In that report, Husted mentions practically nothing about the nature of 
the site, although it appears to be a prehistoric lithic scatter.  One Early Ceramic cord-
marked potsherd in the RMNP Museum (ROMO 1461) is believed to have come from the 
site. Artifacts found associated with 5LR605 during the University of Northern Colorado 
surveys in the summer of 2000 included a Late Archaic corner-notched quartzite 
projectile point (ca.3000-1900 b.p.), a point mid-section with a portion of preserved 
corner-notch tang diagnosed as Early Archaic (6500-4500 b.p.), a partial white, chert 
biface knife/scraper, a chert scraper, spokeshave, and informal scrapers, knives and a 
core.  A historic cairn and cobble-lined hearth were also found.  Local vegetation is 
indicative of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:  2965 m 
 
5LR608 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1960 Husted/2001 UNC 
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Environment: ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): P (mc)/LS, CS/LMP (JFA), EH (U) 
 
Site Description: The site once occupied the alpine saddle at the head of Fall River 
Canyon and Fall River Pass, but it now covered by the present Alpine Visitor’s Center 
and parking lot. First described Jack Moomaw (1928: 5, 1931: 7), it was later surveyed 
and collected by Wil Husted (1962: 31, 100, 104) in 1960. Husted reported the presence 
(and collected) two Late Paleoindian, parallel-oblique flaked projectile points identified 
as being most likely the James Allen type. Only one of the points (ROMO 691) has been 
located in the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum collection to date. Other lithic 
materials collected from the site include fifteen fingernail-impressed Uncompahgre 
Brownware (historic Ute) potsherds (ROMO 832). A UNC survey of the general area in 
2000 failed to find any further artifacts and the site is undoubtedly sealed under, or 
scraped from, the saddle by long-term construction and development of the Fall River 
Ranger Station and the later Alpine Visitor’s Center.  This site can be found in the alpine 
dry grass meadow environmental zone.     
 
Elevation: 3599 m 
  
5LR611 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1981 (Buehler), 1999 (UNC) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/H, NPS/GOV / LS, OC, HE, TM / EP (C), MH (EA)   
 
Site Description:  The site is one with prehistoric and historic components located on a 
terrace above the upper bank of Glacier Creek in lodgepole pine and ponderosa pine 
forest with small grass meadow openings. A site survey by Park Service para-
professional Emily Buehler in 1981 succeeded in recovering forty chert, jasper and 
orthoquartzite flakes. Most of the flakes were Kremmling chert.  Other more significant 
prehistoric artifacts included an informal, edge retouched chert tool, a large biface base, 
and a single blue glass bead. The biface base (ROMO 19368) was made of a dusky red, 
possibly Table Mountain, jasper and suspected of having been part of a former Clovis 
projectile point. Historic components at the site included several intact cabins, storage 
shed, rock-lined paths, fire-rings, outhouses, and generalized historic trash scatter.  Site 
5LR611 is located in the lower montane pondersa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2408 m 
 
5LR612 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1933 (Yeager-Yelm), 1980 (Buehler) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, CS, GS, OC/ MC-LC (IN), EH-LH (U) 
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Site Description:  This site is located immediately north of U.S. Highway 34, 
immediately outside an east extension of the current Rocky Mountain National Park 
boundary and approximately 1.42 km/.88 mile east of the RMNP main visitors center. It 
was first reported by Park Ranger Jack Moomaw (1928: 5) and later revisited by Dorr 
Yeager and Elizabeth Yelm in 1933 (Yeager 1933: 44-45; Yelm 1935: 24, 111 ), Emily 
Buehler in 1980.  RMNP Museum records show that Elmer G. Barnes collected part of a 
steatite pot from the site in the 1930’s and donated the find to the museum where it is 
now curated (Benedict 1985: 34-35, Appendix A; Yeager 1933: 45). The site now is 
located in the area of a private housing development and essentially destroyed. A number 
of prehistoric artifacts were collected over the years at the site, some of which are now 
curated at the RMNP Museum. These include some 153 plain brown sherds believed to 
be Uncompahgre Plain Brownware (ROMO 836). Unfortunately, the pottery appears to 
have been lost or misplaced and a search by Benedict (1985: 34) in the early 1980’s 
failed to relocate them. Other museum curated artifacts are a quartzite grooved maul 
(ROMO 345), a sandstone metate fragment (ROMO 838), and eight sherds (3 rim, 5 
body) from an Intermountain Tradition (ca. 1000-1800 b.p.) steatite bowl or pot (ROMO 
837) (see Benedict 1985: 34-35 for a complete description of the sherds). The site was 
located on a low knoll, known locally as Beaver Point, surrounded by the lower montane 
pondersa pine forest environmental zone south of Deer Ridge.  
 
Elevation:  2333 m 
 
5LR1131 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Cow Creek (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site re-evaluation relates to complete documentation of an early 
trash midden component of the McGraw Ranch site. The site that later came to be known 
as McGraw Ranch was titled to Henry Farrar by a Homestead Act patent in 1884 and 
then immediately sold to the local Double Bar Y ranch, owned by the Pauley Family 
(Pedersen 1990). It was deeded to Hugo Miller in 1897 and portions of the ranch passed 
through several hands until it was acquired by the McGraw family in 1909.  The ranch 
was a working livestock operation until 1936 when it was converted to a Dude Ranch. 
The McGraw Guest Ranch remained in operation until 1979, although the McGraw 
family sold the ranch to an eastern property holding company in 1973 and continued to 
manage the guest facilities.  After 1979, most of the ranch property was sold off in 
parcels, but the headquarters area and its buildings were acquired by Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  All previous archeological investigations done for the site were conducted 
primarily to the immediate area of the ranch’s main residence, barn, and outbuildings 
(Borel 1993; Buehler 1980; Butler 1999). The site was nominated to the National 
Register of Historic Places in 1998, and placed on the Register on September 22, 1998, as 
LCS-52777 (see Moss 1998). The trash midden documented by this re-evaluation was 
described in the original landscape inventory as follows: 
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“Original Dump: a dump site is located up on the hill above the ranch buildings. It is a 
small area where old cans and scrap metal can be still be seen. During the 1940s and 50s, 
the McGraw girls used to find old bottles there dating back to the turn of the century. It is 
likely that the dump was used in the early years of the ranch.” (Moss 1998: page 40). 
 
 A review of the McGraw Ranch landscape inventory on 6/01/2000 by the 
Colorado State Historic Preservation Office found that the “Old Dump” was eligible as a 
contributing property to the McGraw Ranch Cultural Landscape and National Register 
Historic District. Source documentation for McGraw Ranch includes: 
 
Borel, Joan E. 

1993 Intensive Surface Survey of Indian Head (McGraw) Ranch.  Report 
          on file, Estes Park , Colorado, Rocky Mountain National Park. 

 
Buehler, Emily 

1980   Archaeological Survey: Black Canyon, Cow Creek Campsite and 
             Black Canyon Trail. Memorandum to the Superintendent, Rocky 
             Mountain National Park, on October 24, 1980. Report on file, 
             Estes Park, Colorado, Rocky Mountain National Park. 

 
Butler, William B. 
 1999 Limited Results: Cultural Resource Survey of Selected Areas 

            within the McGraw Ranch Area, Rocky Mountain National Park, 
            Larimer County, Colorado. Report on file, Estes Park, Colorado,  
            Rocky Mountain National Park. 

 
Moss, Ann 

1998 Cultural Landscape Inventory for McGraw Ranch. Boulder, Colorado, 
Shaping Associates. 

 
Pedersen, Henry F., Jr. 

1990 The Story of McGraw Ranch. Estes Park, Colorado, Privately Printed. 
 

The trash midden documented in the 2002 Rocky Mountain National Park 
Wildlife-Urban Interface Project surveys was located ca. 800 feet north-northeast of the 
ranch’s main building area on a lower ridge slope overlooking Cow Creek.  The Park’s 
North Boundary Trail runs in a north-south line only 40 feet west of the trash scatter. 
Historic artifacts in the feature included fragments of a ceramic crock, green bottle glass 
sherds, numerous solder dot can and seam sealed sanitary food cans and can fragments, 
three partial clear glass bottles and four bottle necks, an opaque blue bottle neck, clear 
and purple bottle glass fragments, yellow porcelain dish sherds, white porcelain dish and 
plate sherds, and a ten inch long metal bolt (heavily rusted). The majority of the artifacts, 
particularly the solder dot cans, the purple bottle glass, and the porcelain dish sherds 
reflect traits consistent with a late 19th Century to Early 20th Century chronology.  The 
site’s older trash midden is located on a modest mountain slope descending to narrow 
Cow Creek stream corridor. The midden is located in an open mountain meadow grass 
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area with ponderosa pine forest in an upslope location and scattered ponderosa pine trees 
in an ephemeral drainage arroyo immediately to its east.  Primary local plant species 
indicates that this site may be found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2400 m 
 
5LR1920 (see 5GA2002) 
 
5LR3816 
 
Survey Year/Area: Husted 1960, UNC 1999/Tuxedo Park 
Environment: LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA/MA (M) 
 
Site Description: The site was documented by Wil Husted (1962: 101) as part of his 1960 
M.A. thesis surveys in Rocky Mountain National Park. It is described as being located 
near “the trail bridge over Mill Creek west of Tuxedo Park…” (Husted 1962: 101). His 
site record sheet indicates that a single debitage flake (ROMO 1474) was recovered the 
isolated find location. However, in July 1973, a park employee recovered a Middle 
Archaic Hanna projectile point, made of probable Dakota orthoquartzite, from the same 
location (“near the foot bridge”-RMNP Museum accession record). A 1999 survey of the 
area failed to discover further evidence of the site. The site is located on a lower montane 
grass meadow terrace with adjacent lodge pole pine forest placing it in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2496 m 
 
5LR3834  
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/NPA,TM, LS/P(UK),MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This heavily vegetated, prehistoric and historic artifact scatter is 
situated on a lower montane colluvial slope descending from a primary (T1) terrace 
southward into Beaver Brook. Its associated cultural materials consist of a scatter of 
historic artifacts and a single prehistoric chert flake. The flake, of unknown cultural and 
chronological origin, is believed to represent stone tool refurbishment activities once 
having taken place upslope from its find spot. Historic artifacts included a variety of 
purple, light blue, brown and clear glass bottle fragments. Two chronologically 
diagnostic glass pieces, a brown glass bottle base and a purple glass rim fragment, were 
recovered in 1998 UNC Surveys. Ceramic serving ware sherds were also found, all 
belonging to a white glazed pottery. One of the sherds was a container handle. Although 
the clear glass fragments probably date to the early to mid 20th Century, mid 19th to early 
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20th century dates are suggested by the brown bottle and purple glass artifacts.  Overall 
site dimensions are 7.5 by 7 meters in an elliptical pattern.  Site 5LR3834 
is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2490 m 
 
5LR3835  
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/OC, LS, NPA/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a generalized prehistoric lithic scatter that contained stone 
flakes and a possible reduction core, the latter having also served as a chopper. The 
prehistoric component is believed to represent a short-term camp or tool refurbishment 
activity area of unknown aboriginal origin. One historic artifact was recovered from the 
site, a lid for a tobacco analyzed as dating to between 1886 and 1926, based on impressed 
printing and a logo image and its method of manufacture. The printing was:  “U.S. 
TOBACCO CO. – FOUNDING SPONSER – LIBERTY " and the logo image was an 
impression of the Statue of Liberty. The site is situated on a relatively steep, ponderosa 
pine covered slope descending some 4 meters southeast into the Beaver Brook stream-
bed and 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:  2371 m 
 
5LR3836  
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PH/LS, HE,TM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of prehistoric lithic and historic trash scatter 
components.  Half its artifacts are prehistoric and the remaining artifacts are historic (or 
early historic aboriginal) in nature. Historic materials recovered from the site were all 
judged to have been manufactured within the past half century. Artifacts included glass 
fragments, nails and bolts. A simple rock-lined hearth is also believed to date to the 
historic period. Prehistoric artifacts include 6 lithic flakes and one core.  The site is 
located behind a currently occupied private home.  It is located in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone on a 5% slope that descends toward Beaver 
Brook in a southerly direction.  Overall site dimensions are 14 X 22 meters in an 
elliptical pattern.  Beaver Brook is located 11 meters down slope. 
 
Elevation:   2381 m 
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5LR3837  
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/OC, LS/P(UK) 
 

Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp site, consisting of two stone 
flakes and a simple hearth. Its overall dimensions are 25 by 5 meters. The site is located 
along Mills Drive Road in the RMNP utility area.  It is situated on a 4% slope, oriented to 
the south-west.  Surrounding vegetation indicates that this site is located in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:   2384 m 
 
5LR3838  
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/HC, TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site represents the remains of a "removed" historic homestead. It 
contains historic features and artifacts. Overall site dimensions are 26 meters (N-S) by 20 
meters (E-W), forming an oval outline.  Four different historic features were identified, 
including:  (1) a foundation depression of a removed cabin, (2) three small ,square to 
triangular features of unknown function, (3) a large stone pile, and (4) cobble enclosures.  
Artifacts included mainly metal trash. A tin can, part of the metal trash collected, was 
analyzed as dating the site to the early 20th Century.  Based on physical traits, the can was 
dated using information from “An Introduction To The Tin Can” by Jane Busch, 1981, 
Historical Archaeology  15(1):  95-104.  The site is believed to once served as a 
recreational or homestead. It is situated in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone approximately 4 meters off an unmarked gravel road. 
 
Elevation:   2143 m 
 
5LR3839  
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF, H/ GS, HC, TM/ P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site represents the remains of a now-removed historic homestead or 
cabin with scattered features and artifacts. The presence of a prehistoric component is 
suggested by recovery of a single prehistoric mano (hand grinding stone) from the site 
surface. Historic features include a square depression, a round depression, and a cabin 
foundation.  Historic artifacts include porcelain, glass, and metal fragments.  Overall site 
area dimensions are a 25 meters (E-W) by 20 meters (N-S), forming a general rectangle.  
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This site is located along two unmarked gravel roads and trailer parking lots in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park Utility Area within the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone boundaries. 
 
Elevation:  2380 m 
 
5LR3840  
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment: LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): PIF/GS/P(UK)  
 
Site Description: The site consists of two prehistoric artifacts (metate fragments) were 
found on the T1 terrace, immediately overlooking Beaver Brook about 20 meters apart.  
It sits on a 12%, north-east facing slope.  Beaver Brook is located at the base of that 
slope, about 8 to 10 meters from the site.  No features were evident.  This site is found in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2364 m 
 
5LR3841 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/OC, HE, SR, TM/P(UK), MH(EA)  
 
Site Description:  The site sits on top of, and between, two rock outcrops above Beaver 
Brook’s T1 terrace. Its total area is 12 by 10 meters, forming a rectangular pattern.   The 
site consists of two classes of features, one of which (hearths) could be historic in nature, 
but is more likely prehistoric. The other feature class consists of two stone rings.  The 
hearths, associated with weathered wood and charcoal, may have been re-used in recent 
times (if their origins are indeed prehistoric).  No prehistoric artifacts were found at the 
site, but historic artifacts were found.  Due to the lack of definitive cultural affiliation, the 
features are described on both historic and prehistoric component forms. The site is 
located approximately 1 mile south-west of highway 34 and has a local vegetation which 
indicates the site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
Elevation:   2383 m 
 
5LR3842 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/TM/MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site consists of a scatter of milled lumber and cut log wood scrap 
located on a hill slope at the base of a rock outcrop above the Beaver Brook T1 terrace. 
The area of the site is 13 by 9 meters, forming an oblong oval shape.  Site vegetation 
consists of mountain meadow grasses and a rose bush is located in the rock outcrop 
above the site.  Ponderosa pine trees are present in the vicinity denoting the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                                                            
 
Elevation:   2437 m 
 
5LR3843 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/OC, LS/P(UK) 
 

Site Description: The site consists of a small scatter of prehistoric stone tool artifacts in a 
low, swale drainage area west of low hill and rock outcrops adjacent to Beaver Brook.  
Overall site dimensions are 12 by 2 meters.  Beaver Brook is located down slope and 19 
meters south-east of the site.  Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:  2396 m 

 
5LR3844 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/TM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of five widely scattered artifacts and feature 
concentrations, mainly of historic affiliation.  The only prehistoric find was a single stone 
flake. Chronologically diagnostic historic artifacts included light purple glass fragments, 
a glass Windex bottle, a light green glass container neck, a clear yellow glass bottle neck, 
a purple bottle neck with handle, an evaporated milk tin can, a soda pop can, a dark green 
wine or champagne bottle base, a white glass container base fragment, light green glass 
neck and base fragment, a clear ketchup bottle, a tin olive oil container and a light green 
glass bottom. Chronologically diagnostic historic artifacts, noted above, suggest the site 
was used, possibly as a dumping area, from the mid-late 19TH century to very recent 
times. Overall site dimensions are 176 by 50 meters, forming an overall, elongated 
rectangular pattern.  The site is situated along Beaver Brook and varies from 1 to 8 
meters in distance from the brook on the adjacent creek "floodplain" and stream bank.  
Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
   
Elevation:   2480 m 
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5LR3845 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find condists of single prehistoric chert secondary 
reduction flake.  It is situated a small hill-top in rolling terrain adjacent to Beaver Brook 
and its adjoining terrace system.  Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                                                  
 
Elevation:  2446 m 
 
5LR3846 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/SR, NPA/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of two stone ring features on a moderate slope below a 
rock outcrop in rolling meadow terrain of lower (east) Beaver Meadows. No artifacts 
were noted. Overall site dimensions are 7 by 4 meters.  
Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:   2431 m 
 
5LR3847 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find consists of a single reduction flake and an informal 
lithic tool.  It is situated on a southeastern slope of knoll/hill in rolling meadow terrain 
above the main terrace area of Beaver Brook.  Local plant life indicates that this site is 
found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:    2450 m 
 
5LR3848 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/CPT, IHA/LH(U), MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site consists of a single historic artifact (a tin can) and a suspected 
culturally peeled tree which could have been produced by visiting Ute or other Indian 
groups in the late 18th through late 19th centuries.  Inclusive site dimensions are 1 by 1 
meter.  The site is located on the south side of highway 34 in a rolling hill ridge, knoll 
and swale terrain in eastern Beaver Meadows.  Local plant life indicates that this site is 
found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:   2423 m 
5LR3849 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PH/OC, LS, SR, OT/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a short-term open camp with historic and prehistoric 
components.  Prehistoric artifacts included five stone flakes and a small rock-ringed 
hearth.  Evidence for historic use of the site occurs in the form of a rectangular concrete 
foundation of unknown function. Overall site dimensions are 48 by 10 meters in a 
roughly oval pattern.  The site is located 20 meters north of Highway 34 among a cluster 
of rock outcrops on a hill slope in rolling meadow terrain.  Local plant life indicates that 
this site is found in the lower to upper montane grassland  meadow  environmental zone.  
Beaver Brook is located some 600 meters south of the site.  

 
Elevation:  2479 m 

 
5LR3850 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/RC/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This  isolated find consists only of a rock cairn, made of granite cobble 
and small boulders. Based on its weathered and partly buried condition, it is believed to 
be prehistoric or early historic Native American in origin.  Its location in a saddle 
between two ridges in a rolling meadow terrain near Beaver Brook suggests that it may 
marks a branch of the former Ute trail which once crossed this area from west to east.  
Overall site dimensions are 1.1 X 1.08 meters, forming an elliptical pattern.  This site is 
located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2551 m 
                                                                                                          
5LR3851 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/RC, TM/MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site is a rock shelter thought to have been used historically as a 
short-term camp.  A rock cairn and a firewood pile are present at the site.  The only 
historic artifacts found were a .22 caliber bullet case and milled wood boards.  The rock 
shelter is located in a raised rock outcrop area.  A collapsed rock wall extends out from 
part of the shelter.  Site dimensions are 10 meters (length) by 5 meters (width).  Local 
plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                  
 
Elevation:  2489 m 
 
5LR3852 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a historic trash scatter. Its overall dimensions are 70 by 60 
meters, forming a rectangular pattern. Use of the site is believed to date from the early to 
mid 20th Century, based on artifact analysis of a recovered clear glass bottle, believed to 
date from c. 1920 to the early 1950's.  Much of the site's trash scatter is believed to have 
washed down slope to its current location.  The site is located on a hill knoll in rolling 
mountain meadow terrain that slopes to the south.  Local plant life indicates that this site 
is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2350 m 
 
 
5LR3853 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/HC,HE, TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site includes what is interpreted to be a former cabin foundation 
and an associated hearth.  Surface artifacts include historic metal, glass and ceramic 
materials. Chronology of the site is believed to date from the late 19TH through the early 
20TH centuries, based on a comparative analysis of historic artifacts described and/or 
recovered from the site.  The structural remains are located on the Beaver Brook stream 
bank, immediately on the T1 terrace scarp. Site dimensions are 8 by 8 meters, forming a 
roughly square pattern.  Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.  Beaver Brook is located 45 meters 
south of the site. 
 
Elevation:  2397 m 
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5LR3854 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is a trash scatter consisting mainly of a single Hamm’s beer 
can, various glass containers, and a limited number of glass and ceramic sherds.  Artifact 
types recovered from the site suggests that its use dates from the early  to mid 20TH  
Century.  Good chronological information was generated from partly intact glass 
containers at the site.  Sources for dating the containers included the Workshop Manual 
On Analysis Of Diagnostic Glass from the Colorado Council Of Professional 
Archaeologists symposium on Historic Archaeology (University Of Northern Colorado, 
Greeley, Colorado), 1994, compiled by Dr. Charles A. Reher and Dale L. Wedel, and  “A 
Dating Key for Post-Eighteenth Century Bottles”, Historical Archaeology, 4: 70-75, 
1970, By T. Stell Newman. The site is located on a slope near a rock outcrop in rolling 
meadowland terrain of lower Beaver Meadows and within the lower montane ponderosa 
pine environmental zone.  Trash was found scattered over a 10 meter line down the slope.  
Site dimensions are 20 by 10 meters.  
 

Elevation:  2452 m 
 
5LR3855 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/HLA/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a stone alignment thought to have been used as a 
historic trail marker/guide. The alignment runs south for 105 meters to site 5LR3854 (an 
historic trash dump site).  An apparently abandoned trail runs perpendicular to and 
through the stone alignment at one point. The stone alignment is located on a gentle hill 
slope in rolling mountain meadow terrain above the T1 terrace of Beaver Brook.  Local 
plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2452 m 
 
5LR3856 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/HE/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The isolated find is a single hearth made of granite slabs.  The 
relatively uneroded condition of the feature and its “box” shape suggest a fairly recent 
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historic origin. The hearth is located in a patch of ponderosa pine trees on the T1 terrace, 
immediately adjacent to Beaver Brook. Site dimensions are one by one meter.  This site 
is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2451 m 
 
5LR3857 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/W/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is believed to be one or more collapsed wickiups or, possibly, 
remnants of a small, collapsed aspen grove.  This conclusion was drawn due to the 
patterned distribution of aspen poles inside a current ponderosa pine grove.  The grove is 
located on the rolling, eroded terrain of lower Beaver Meadows on the upper terrace 
portion of Beaver Brook (which lies to the south). The aspen pole scatter pattern was not 
definitively identifiable as being like known Native American wickiup in the area.  
However, a simple hearth was found in the general area of the site, supporting its possible 
role as a wickiup camp.  No artifacts were noted. Overall site dimensions are 75 by 40 
meters. Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2488 m 
 
5LR3858 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/SC/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site consists of a single collapsed wooden pole, lean-to structure, 
located in a rock outcrop in rolling meadow and rock outcrop/hill terrain in the lower 
Beaver Brook valley.  No artifacts were noted and the feature is believed to represent an 
early to mid 20th Century short-term camp.  Local plant life indicates that this site is 
found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.  Site dimensions 
are 4 by 3 meters. 
 
Elevation:  2490 m 
  
5LR3859 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/HC, HE, TM/MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  This site is a historic homestead with a minimum of eight features and 
a heavy scatter of historic artifacts, all believed to date from the late 19th to the early 
/early-mid 20th centuries. Features include depressions, hearths, trash scatters and 
structure foundations.  Artifacts include glass,  ceramic, and metal fragments and 
artifacts.  The site consists of four major artifact and feature clusters on a lower mountain 
slope south of Beaver Brook. Overall site dimensions are 66 meters by 34 meters, 
forming a roughly rectangular pattern.  Local plant life indicates that this site is found in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. Chronologically diagnostic 
artifacts included a rusty, metal container lid, a  Budweiser beer can, and a white ceramic 
container base fragment.  Chronological affiliation of the artifacts was determined 
through consultation with an anthropology reference collection and various publications, 
specifically  “An Introduction To The Tin Can” By Jane Busch, 1981, Historical 
Archaeology 15(1):  95-104., and “The East Liverpool Pottery District:  Identifications of 
Manufactures and Makes” By William C. Gates and Dana E. Ormerod, 1982, Historical 
Archaeology 16:  1-11. 
 
Elevation:  2461 m 
 
5LR3860 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PH/HB, TM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
Survey Area: Lower Beaver Meadows. 
 
Site Description:  This is classified as an historic trash dump/prehistoric and/or early 
historic hunting blind.  It consists of a single feature and metal artifacts thought to be car 
parts. The feature is a circular stone ring with an internal depression filled with rocks. 
The feature, whose depression and some of its ring of stones likely originated as a fallen 
tree root ball, appears to pre-date the metal (car) artifacts. The site's historic component is 
believed to date from the early to mid 20TH century based on the presence of unidentified 
car parts. In particular, a metal container from the site suggests it was in use in the early 
20TH century based on manufacturing traits. Those traits and that dating were derived 
from comparative analyses and information provided in “Cans of the Countryside” 
Historical Archaeology 18:  97-111, 1984, by James T. Rock.  Stones around the 
depression, however, are piled to a height of two and, in some places to three tiers, an 
“unnatural” condition suggesting the natural tree fall pit was converted into a hunting 
blind. The stone ring feature, located on an old game (now a hiking) trail immediately 
adjacent to Beaver Brook, is considered likely to be prehistoric or historic aboriginal in 
origin.  Accordingly, the site is judged to contain both historic and prehistoric 
components. Overall site dimensions are 4.71 meters by 5.6 meters. Surrounding 
vegetation indicates that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2523 m 
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5LR3861 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/HB/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of what is interpreted to be a human-made pit situated 
behind a low rock outcrop in a ponderosa pine woods on a lower mountain slope that 
descends toward Beaver Brook.  The pit is believed to have originated as a fallen tree 
depression and may have been later remodeled by adding stone to its perimeter for 
greater concealment and use as a game trail hunting blind. It is located some six meters 
off an active hiking trail which, based on its proximity to Beaver Brook, probably also 
serves as a game trail. The pit measures 2.4 meters in diameter. No surface artifacts were 
noted. Local plant life denotes the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
  
Elevation:  2535 m 
 
5LR3862 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/OC, GS, NPA, TM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of two historic trash concentrations, a single large 
depression, historic artifacts, a lithic flake, and a prehistoric/early historic mano.  Historic 
trash includes glass, metal, and ceramic fragments. The historic artifacts suggest the site 
was in use from the mid-late 19TH and early-mid 20TH . They were dated using 
comparative collections at the University of Northern Colorado and published references, 
including “A Dating Key for Post-Eighteenth Century Bottles”, Historical Archaeology 
4:70-75, By T. Stell Newman, 1970, and “Machine-made Glass Containers and The End 
of Production for Mouth-blown Bottles”, Historical Archaeology 18(2): 83-96, George 
L. Miller and Catherine Sullivan 1984.  Overall site dimensions are 45 by 45 meters.  Site 
is located on a lower mountain slope and eroded stream terrace terrain.  Overall site 
dimensions are 45 X 45 meters, forming an elliptical pattern.  Local plant life typifies the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone..                                                                                 
 
Elevation:  2535 m 
 
5LR3863 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF                                                                                         Site 
Class/Type/Period (s):  H/OC, HE/MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This site consists of a later historic period hearth and firewood pile on a 
lightly eroded terrace surface which slopes southward to immediately adjacent Beaver 
Brook.  Site dimensions are 1 X 1 meter, forming a square pattern.  Local plant life 
includes ponderosa pine trees, buffalo/blue grama grass, and sage. 
 
Elevation:  2480 m 
 
5LR3864 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/RC/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is an isolated find of a rock cairn of probable 
prehistoric/protohistoric cultural affiliation, situated in a high saddle in rolling mountain 
meadow terrain north of Beaver Brook.  The small size and condition of the cairn 
suggests it may have been part of a former Ute trail corridor in the area. The cairn is 
located 60 meters south of Highway 34 and 7 meters west of a rock outcrop.  Site 
vegetation indicates that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
Elevation:  2486 m 
 
5LR3865 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/OC, HE/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of two stone-lined hearths in the open rolling meadow 
terrain north of Beaver Brook.  The weathered condition of the hearths indicate that they 
likely quite old and may derive from Native American origins. The site is located  some 
18 meters off Highway 34  and approximately 100 meters east of the Beaver Meadows 
park entrance.  This site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2507 m 
 
5LR3866 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/NPA/P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  Site is an isolated find of a retouched flake lithic tool.   The artifact was 
discovered in mountain meadow terrain on the upper portion of the T1 terrace that slopes 
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toward Beaver Brook, some 16 meters southeast of Hwy 34.  This site is found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2526 m 
 
5LR3867   
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/HLA, TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of an isolated portion of a stone lined, historic 
(National Park Service and/or private) trail and possible associated structural remains 
divided into north and south sections by Highway 34 in rolling Beaver Meadows terrain. 
Dimensions for the north portion of the site are 50 X 45 meters and those of the southern 
portion are 70 X 35 meters.  Features of the partially intact trail system include a stone 
lined portion with 3 branches coming off a main trail that lined up on either side of 
Highway 34.  A small depression and two piles of historic construction rubble were also 
found in the vicinity of the trail sections; one with concrete fragments and another 
consisting of granite stones. Burned cement blocks were also noted.  Only one historic 
artifact was found; a small sea shell fragment.  Plant life found on this site typifies the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                                                  
 
Elevation:  2516 m 
 
5LR3868 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/OC, HE, TM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The multi-component site consists of historic artifacts, a prehistoric 
lithic tool, and a hearth, the latter thought to be associated with the tool. Historic artifacts 
include broken glass fragments, including those from a Coke soft drink bottle. There was 
no evidence that the hearth had been used recently, although the hearth is judged to be 
either early Euroamerican or prehistoric in origin.  The site is situated in a sloping 
meadow, which drains into Beaver Brook. The lower site boundary is located 30 meters 
north-west of Highway 34 in eastern Beaver Meadows.  Overall site dimensions are 64 
by 10 meters, forming a roughly rectangular pattern.  This site is found in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2512 m 
 
5LR3869 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
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Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a historic isolated find of  three rusted tin cans on 
an eastward draining meadow swale in eastern Beaver Meadows. Physical traits of the 
cans suggest an early to mid 20th Century chronology. That assessment is based in part on 
information presented in “An Introduction To The Tin Can” Historical Archaeology 
15(1): 95-104, 1981, By Jane Busch.  This site is found in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2535 m 
 
5LR3870 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): H/ TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a historic trash scatter or dump consisting of a diagnostic 
plate edge, a tin can, and several tin can lids. An early to mid 20TH century dating of the 
site is suggested by physical traits of plate (dinnerware) patterns and the tin cans. The site 
is located in a partially wooded (ponderosa pine) area on a meadow knoll hillside.  Site 
dimensions are 1 by 1.5 meters.  This site is located in lower ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2529 m 
 
5LR3871 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The isolated find consists of  a prehistoric gray chert informal tool (a 
retouched flake). It is located 17 meters northeast of Highway 34, on a lightly wooded 
hillside.  Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:  2532 m 
 
5LR3872 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  The site consists of an isolated find of a prehistoric decortication stone 
flake on a hill slope some 5 meters north of Highway 34 in eastern Beaver Meadows.  
Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2510 m 
 
5LR3873 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Site consists of a single prehistoric lithic reduction flake.  It is located 
some 6 meters west of Highway 34 in eastern Beaver Meadows, below a rock outcrop.  
Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone.and assorted mountain shrubs. 
 
 
Elevation:  2553 m          
 
5LR3874 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric lithic scatter (or open camp) consisting of 
thirteen retouch and reduction flakes and two lithic tools.  Site dimensions are 17.9 X 18 
meters, forming an overall rectangular pattern. The site is located 21 meters north of a 
riding/hiking trail in Upper Beaver Meadows, surrounded by large rocks situated on a 
gentle slope descending from the T1 terrace into Beaver Brook.  Local plant life indicates 
that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2540 m 
 
5LR3875 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ GS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an isolated find of a single prehistoric sandstone metate 
fragment.  The artifact was recovered 4 meters east of a hiking trail in Upper Beaver 
Meadows.  The trail originates at a small parking area on the north side, just off the main 
access road (30 meters away from the find).  Site 5LR3875 
is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
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Elevation:  2553 m 
 
5LR3876 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an isolated find of  two prehistoric chert flakes in an open 
grassy area, some 90 meters north of the Beaver Meadows helipad.  Local plant life 
indicates that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2584 m 
 
 
5LR3877 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a historic trash scatter with fragments of glass, a 
tobacco can, pieces of electrical wire insulators, burnt coal cinders, porcelain sherds, 
rusted metal fragments, and bailing wire.  Analysis of diagnostic historic artifacts form 
the scatter suggest an early to late early 20th 
Century chronology (c. 1910-1940).  It is situated on a T1 terrace of Fall River 
in Horseshoe Park of Rocky Mountain National Park.  Local plant life indicates that this 
site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2876 m 

 

5LR3878 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment: LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a lithic scatter consisting of 25 stone flakes, one lithic tool, 
and two bone fragments (recent in origin).  The overall site area covers 47 X 12 meters 
and is located at a fork in an unmarked road.   Local plant life indicates that this site is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2470 m 
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5LR3879 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a historic period short-term camp consisting of a historic 
lean-to made of approximately 30 pine branches mixed with milled lumber. The lean-to is 
placed against a south facing granite rock outcrop.  Overall site dimensions are 2 X 2 
meters forming an elliptical pattern.  Local plant life indicates that this site is located in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2516 m 
5LR3880 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site is classified as a prehistoric/early historic Native American 
open camp with a single lithic flake, a hearth, and several large bone fragments.  The 
bone fragments are relatively fresh and judged to be derived from a recent animal death 
(not considered archeological in origin).  Site is located on a hillslope in rolling meadow 
terrain adjacent to Beaver Brook terrace.  Site dimensions are 9 X 6 meters, forming a 
roughly triangular pattern.  Local plant life indicates that this site is located in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2504 m 
 
5LR3881 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a historic isolated find of a “Shooting Star” metal toy plane. 
The find likely dates from the mid to late 1950’s since the F-80 pot metal jet fighter toy 
was manufactured and available for sale at that time. The toy was found on a hill slope in 
rolling meadow and mountainside terrain.  The area’s plant life indicates that the site is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2504 m 
 
5LR3882 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of historic Euroamerican ceramic and glass fragments, 
a pit, and cairn features.  It is located approximately 60 meters north of Highway 34 and 
situated in a rolling meadow and rock outcrop ridge terrain between two roads and near a 
dirt trail.  The site’s vegetation indentifies the site as being in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2510 m 
 
5LR3883 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is an isolated find consisting of historic (early 20th Century) 
black and white ceramic sherds.  It is situated among granite rock outcrops and knolls, 
local drainage swales, and within the boundaries of the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2535 m 
                                                                 
5LR3884 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a historic trash scatter and a large depression filled 
with granite cobbles and historic trash. The trash scatter consists mainly of glass and 
metal fragments and brick and concrete construction material. The date range for the site 
is considered to be early to mid 20th Century, based on comparative traits of colors and 
shapes of the fragmentary glass artifacts and the size, composition, and material types of 
bricks and concrete. The site is located approximately 100 meters east of highway 34 on a 
hillslope in rolling rock outcrop knoll and meadow terrain.  Local plant life indicates that 
this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2536 m 
 
5LR3885 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, HE, NPA, HPA, TM / P(UK), MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This site is judged to have served as a children's play area and possible 
short-term camp with both prehistoric and historic components.  A “kid’s” structure, tin 
cans, and a simple rock-lined hearth make up the historic component. It is located very 
near a currently occupied cabin site. A single flake represents evidence of a possible 
prehistoric component. Site dimensions are 45 X 45 meters, forming a roughly square 
pattern.  Site is located on top of,  and at the base of, a large rock outcrop on  the mid 
slope of Deer Mountain.  This site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2536 m 
 
5LR3886 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HPA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is an isolated find consisting of a stone wall believed to 
represent an historic short-term camp or a children's ("kid’s fort") construction. Brown 
glass bottle fragments were the only artifacts found. The site is located 5 meters north of 
High Drive  on the lower slope of Deer Mountain in east (lower) Beaver Meadows.  .  
This site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2536 m 
 
5LR3887 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Lower Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is an isolated find consisting of a single glass bottle belonging 
to the later early or mid 20th Century.  The site is located approximately 35 meters north-
east of the end of High Drive in eastern (lower) Beaver Meadows.  This site is found in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2536 m 
 
5LR3888 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA)   
Site Description:  This isolated find consists of a single large stone-ringed, historic hearth 
feature. No artifacts were noted.  The hearth is located in an open meadow swale between 
two rock outcrop ridges. Condition of hearth of eroded remnants of charcoal suggest the 
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feature dates not more than a few decades, likely dating sometime in the early to mid 
20TH Century. Local plant life is indicative of the ponderosa pine forest enviornemental 
zone.                                          
 

Elevation:  2535 m 
 
5LR3889 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a historic short-term camp with rough lean-to 
structure made of pine poles and branches.  Tin cans were found on the surface around 
the structure.  The site is located at the edge of rock outcrop margins of swale between 
two larger outcrop ridges.  Overall site dimensions are 2 X 3 meters forming a 
rectangular pattern.  Local plant is indicative of the ponderosa pine forest enviornemental 
zone.                                                                                                      
 
Elevation:  2535 m 
 
5LR3890 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find was a single prehistoric lithic secondary 
manufacturing flake located 45 meters south of Beaver Brook.  Local plant life is 
indicative of the ponderosa pine forest enviornemental zone.                                                                             
 
Elevation:  2553 m 
 
5LR3891 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc)H/ OC, LS, GS, TM /MA(M), EC 
 
Site Description:  This site is an extensive prehistoric multi-component camp and historic 
artifact scatter. It is situated within a small alluvial fan draining a swale descending from 
a large moraine separating Beaver Meadows and Moraine Park. It's main area is located 
immediately south of a riding/hiking trail on the southern margins of Upper Beaver 
Meadows, although the trails cuts directly through the southern margins of the site.  Site 
dimensions are 30 x 30 meters, forming an overall rectangular pattern. Prehistoric 
components consist of a large number of lithic flakes, stone tools, and projectile points 
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(hafted bifaces).  Identified projectile point types from surface finds and one recovered 
from a test pit excavated at the site show that at least two cultural period occupations are 
represented. These include the Middle Archaic Period (McKean Complex Duncan 
projectile point]-c. 4500-3500 b.p.) and the Early Ceramic Period (Plains Woodland 
culture- [various corner notched projectile points] c.1850-1000 b.p.).  
Charcoal from the uppermost portion of stratigraphic unit 3 in test unit 9N/24E yielded a 
mid-late Early Ceramic radiocarbon date of 1270+40 b.p. (Beta-153145). The presence of 
numerous prehistoric flakes, points, and tools suggest that lithic tool 
manufacture/refurbishment and animal product processing occurred at the site. Metate 
(grinding slab) fragments suggest that plant processing also took place.  Two successive 
years of short test excavations, utilizing seven 1-meter square test pits, were done. The 
tests recovered numerous lithic materials, mainly secondary and tertiary manufacturing 
and retouch flakes, from four distinctive cultural/natural stratigraphic units, which 
extended to a depth of 40 cm before glacial till boulders were encountered. A possible 
hearth was encountered in one of the test pits in the lowest unit (4). Surface historic finds 
included a few glass, ceramic, and tin fragments. Types and traits of historic artifacts 
from the site, based on laboratory analysis, suggested the site was used as a dumping 
location from the early to mid 20th Century.  The site is located in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2526 m 
 
5LR3892 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp and lithic work area, consisting of a 
general scatter of stone flakes and ten lithic tools.  Flake sizes vary from tertiary stage 
microflakes to primary reduction flakes.  All flaked materials belong to a variegated 
chert. The site is located south of a horse riding and hiking trail that runs along the 
southern periphery of Upper Beaver Meadows.  Site dimensions are 50 x 20 meters, 
forming a general rectangular pattern.  Local plant life is typified by vegetation of the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2525 m 
 
5LR3893 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a historic short-term camp, consisting of a natural wood 
(branch and small log) lean-to structure placed against a large glacial till boulder in a 
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wooded northern slope of a lateral moraine.  No artifacts were found. An early to mid 
20th century date for the structure is suggested, based on the relatively intact and 
moderately weathered condition of the structure and its building materials. It is located 
250 meters south of a riding/hiking trail in Upper Beaver meadows.  This site is found in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.  
                                            
Elevation:  2581 m 
 
5LR3894 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an isolated find of three prehistoric lithic flakes. It is located 
on top of a meadow terrace knoll 6 meters south of Beaver Brook  and eight meters west 
of a riding/hiking trail which runs along the southern boundary of Upper Beaver 
Meadows.  Plant life found on this site is typical of the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone.                                              
 
Elevation:2544 m 
 
5LR3895 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is an isolated find of a simple camp hearth.  No artifacts were 
noted.  The hearth is judged to be early to mid 20th century in date, based on its relatively 
intact and moderately weathered condition and the presence of partly eroded charcoal 
fragments. The feature is located 150 meters north of a gravel access road in Upper 
Beaver Meadows.  This site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                                             
  
Elevation:  2596 m 
 
5LR3896 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is an isolated find that consists of only a single, rusted cone-top 
tin can, believed to have once contained beer. Physical traits of the artifact suggest a date 
range of late 1930’s to the early 1940's. The artifact was located on a mountain slope.  
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Site 5LR3896 can be found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone.                                              
 
Elevation:  2581 m 
  
5LR3897 (Hupp Homestead) 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HR, TM, HGR /MH(EA)   
 
Site Description:  This site is believed to be the location of the historically documented 
Hupp Homestead.  It consists of scattered historic trash, a trash midden, a nearby grave, a 
foundation corner, a possible privy depression, a stone lined path, a stone wall, and two 
other depressions of unknown origin. The site is believed to date from the late 19th - to the 
early 20th centuries, particularly between ad 1875-1932, the historically documented 
period of occupation for the Hupp homestead. Historic artifacts recovered from the site 
correspond to that time range.  a primary source for the Hupp dating and association was 
Ray M. Davis, 1997, John T. Hupp: The Unfinished Saga of John T. Hupp of Virginia-
1845-1944. Estes Park, Co, privately printed. The site is located 50 meters north of the 
gravel road in Upper Beaver Meadows and is in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2572 m 
 
5LR3898 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment: LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of two prehistoric lithic flakes, one found in an animal 
burrow dirt pile and the other was discovered on the nearby ground surface. Both were 
located 75 meters north of the Upper Beaver Meadows access road and 15 meters east of 
site 5LR3897 (the historic Hupp Homestead).   
This site is found within the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                   
 
Elevation:  2545 m 
 
5LR3899 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc)/ OC, LS, GS, HE, SR, RC /LA/EA. EC 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp locality with an extensive lithic 
scatter consisting of approximately 168 lithic flakes, 12 lithic tools, 6 complete or partial 
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projectile points, and eight metate fragments. Features identified on the site include 3 
hearths, two stone rings and a possible rock cairn.  Culturally and chronologically 
diagnostic projectile points recovered from the site suggest Early Archaic (6500-4500 
b.p.), Late Archaic (c.3000-1900 b.p.) and Early Ceramic period (c.1900-950 b.p.) 
components. It is believed the site represents a short to medium term camp where tool 
manufacture, tool refurbishment, and economic processing took place over several 
centuries of seasonal visits. The site is located on a lower montane stream valley bench at 
the boundary of the base of a large glacial moraine and the southern edge of the main 
Beaver Brook terrace.  It lies just within the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone at the edge of the Upper Beaver Meadows valley. The site's overall 
dimensions are 205 x 90 meters, forming an overall rectangular pattern.   
 
Elevation:  2541 m 
 
5LR3900 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ NPA, NHA /MH(EA)  
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a stone lined path of likely historic origin, and 
prehistoric artifacts in the form of one reduction flake and a retouched flake tool.  It is 
located approximately 20 meters north of the Upper Beaver Meadows access road.    
Overall site dimensions are 50 X 25 meters, forming a rectangular pattern.  This site is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                          
 
Elevation:  2486 m 
 
5LR3901 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an isolated find consisting of two prehistoric lithic flakes, 
located 15 meters south of a riding/hiking trail at the southern margins of Upper Beaver 
Meadows.  Local plant life is indicative of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                                                                   
 
Elevation:  2435 m 
5LR3902 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PH/ LS, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site is a historic trash and prehistoric lithic scatter. The lithic 
scatter consists of 17 reduction and retouch flakes, and an informal chert scraper.  The 
historic component consists of a single trash concentration of metal, ceramic and glass 
fragments.  The physical conditions and types of  historic artifacts found at the site were 
consistent with those in use during the early 20th century and date that component to the 
c. 1910-1940 time period.  The site is located 25 meters north-east of an elk exclosure in 
Upper Beaver Meadows.  The site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                                                                 
 
Elevation:  2552  m 
 
5LR3903 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a generalized scatter of prehistoric lithic materials, 
including 59 flakes, a biface tool tip and a flake knife.  The site’s generally rectangular 
area measures 55 by 23 meters. It is located seven meters south of a riding/hiking trail 
and extends 30 meters north of that trail on the south edge of beaver meadows.  Local 
plant life typifies vegetation found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                                                      
 
Elevation:  2547  m 
 
5LR3904 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: The site consists of a single (isolated find) hafted biface base recovered 
nine meters north of a riding/hiking trail in the southern boundary of Upper Beaver 
Meadows in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2548 m 
 
5LR3905 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a prehistoric lithic scatter with a single hammer 
stone and seven secondary reduction flakes.  It is located one meter north of a 
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hiking/riding trail on the southern margins of Upper Beaver Meadows.  Site dimensions 
are 44 x 12 meters, forming an overall oval pattern.  Local plant life is indicative of the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2509 m 
 
5LR3906 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a scatter of 28 prehistoric lithic flakes.  Its 
dimensions are 49 x 25.6 meters, forming an overall rectangular pattern.  The site is 
located 55 meters south of a riding/hiking trail in Upper Beaver Meadows.   
This site is found the the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                         
 
Elevation:  2560 m 
 
5LR3907 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic isolated find consists of a purple glass bottle neck 
fragment.  Based on physical traits of the bottle sherd (color, form, etc.), it is suggested 
the find dates to the late 19th or early 20th centuries.  A primary source for the 
identification was  “a dating key for post-eighteenth century bottles”, 1970, Historical 
Archaeology 4:70-75, by S.T. Newman.  Its overall site dimensions are 1 X 1 meter 
forming an elliptical pattern.  The site is situated on a lateral moraine slope inside a 
forested area south of Beaver Meadows.  The lower montane ponderosa pine forest is the 
site’s environmental zone.                                            
 
Elevation:  2540 m 
 
5LR3908 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: The site is a isolated find of three prehistoric lithic flakes and a scraper 
located 16 meters south of a riding/hiking trail along the southern margins of Upper 
Beaver Meadows.  The environmental zone for this site is the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest.                                                                                            
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Elevation:  2607 m 
 
5LR3909 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ OC, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The isolated find consist of a single prehistoric lithic tool and a single 
retouch flake. The presence of a retouch flake and informal lithic tool suggest that lithic 
tool manufacture and refurbishment took place at the site or in its general vicinity. The 
site is located 60 meters south of a riding/hiking trail in Upper Beaver Meadows.  This 
site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2541  m 
 
5LR3910 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site is a prehistoric lithic scatter and open camp consisting of 10 
flakes and a single piece of fire-cracked rock.  The site extends 38 meters north and 31 
meters south of the riding/hiking trail at the southern boundary in Upper Beaver 
Meadows.  Local plant life includes ponderosa pine trees and buffalo/blue grama grass 
which is indicative of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                        
 
Elevation:  2582 m. 
 
5LR3911 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a historic short-term camp consisting of a temporary lean-to 
style structure, an associated wood (fire wood?) pile, and a rock cairn or disturbed hearth.  
The site, based on the partly weathered and eroded condition of its structure and features, 
is considered to represent a temporary camp dating to the late early to mid 20th Century.  
Its overall site dimensions are 15 X 8 meters, forming a rectangular pattern. The site is 
located at the base of steepest portion of lateral moraine which abruptly turns into a much 
gentler sloping forest covered terrain and drains northward into Beaver Meadows.  The 
local plant life includes ponderosa pine trees and buffalo/blue grama grass which  
indicates the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                    
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Elevation:  2640 m 
 
5LR3912 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of a single flake core scraper located 24 meters north 
of the junction of two trails leading to Moraine Park from Beaver Meadows in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                                         
 
Elevation:  2579 m 
 
5LR3913 (Hondius Ranch Site) 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HR, HWA/EH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This is an extensive historic site making up the former Pieter Hondius 
Ranch and an associated water diversion (irrigation) system.  No artifacts were noted at 
the ranch portion of the site, located at the northwest end of Upper Beaver Meadows, 10 
meters south of a hiking trail.  The water diversion structures constructed by the Hondius 
family are located some 12 meters north of that same trail.  Overall site dimensions are 
85 X 170 meters, forming a rectangular pattern.  This site is located in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2537  m 
 
5LR3914 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of one thinning and one retouch flake, located 28 
meters north of a riding/hiking trail on the southern boundary of Upper Beaver Meadows 
and also in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                        
 
Elevation:  2600 m. 
 
5LR3915 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an isolated find of a historic trash scatter. Based on the 
physical traits of the artifacts collected and a date stamped on a metal tag, the site is dated 
to the early 20th Century.  The site is located four meters north of the riding/hiking trail in 
Beaver Meadows.  Its overall site dimensions are .5 X .25 meters, forming a rectangular 
pattern.  Local plant life is typical of that found in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone.                                                                                          
 
Elevation:  2597  m 
 
5LR3916 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ OC, LS, HE, NPA, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a short-term prehistoric camp consisting of five cobble 
hearths, two lithic flakes and historic trash scatter.  The cobble hearths are suspected to 
be of prehistoric origin because of their association with the flakes and their nearly buried 
condition.  Site dimensions are 35 x 15 meters, forming an overall oval pattern.  Site is 
located in a sloping meadow area just above a wet bog adjacent to Beaver Brook at the 
far west end of upper Beaver Meadows.  Local vegetation typifies that found in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
                                            
Elevation:  2566 m 
 
5LR3917 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is an isolated historic find consisting of two granite rocks 
wrapped with bailing wire.  Several feet of three-barb, barbed wire were also found. The 
rocks are suspected as having served as anchors for fence post corners.  The site is 
located 45 meters south of a riding/hiking trail within the southern boundary of Upper 
Beaver Meadows.  This site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                                                                             
 
Elevation:  2552  m 
 
5LR3918 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
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Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is an isolated find of a single prehistoric flake located on a hill 
slope, 26 meters south-west of a large elk exclosure in Upper Beaver Meadows.  Local 
plant life is indicative of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                    

 
Elevation:  2586 m 

 
5LR3919 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HWA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a linear feature, consisting of a portion of stone lined 
channel which was once part of a late 19th/early 20th century meadow irrigation system 
constructed by the Hondius family.  It is located 50 meters southeast of the main access 
road in Upper Beaver Meadows. Its dimensions are 8 X 1 meter forming a rectangular 
pattern.  This site is found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2572 m. 
 
5LR3920 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This site is a prehistoric open camp lithic scatter containing a variety of 
lithic flakes (48) and one retouched flake/lithic tool.  A rake test was done at the site in 
two different areas and additional flakes recovered once covering duff was removed.  An 
unusually large concentration of lithic flakes was found upturned at the bases of trees at 
the site.  The site is located 38 meters south of a riding/hiking trail along the southern 
margins of Upper Beaver Meadows.  The site's overall dimensions are 20 X 20 meters, 
forming a square pattern.  Site 5LR3920 is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone.                                             

 
Elevation:  2554 m 

 
5LR3921 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE, NHA /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This is an isolated find of historic features, including a hearth, a large 
depression (possibly natural) and a standing fence post. It is located south-west of a 
riding/hiking trail junction in Upper Beaver Meadows.  Local plant life typifies the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                                    
 
Elevation:  2612 m 
 
5LR3922 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This is an isolated find of a single prehistoric stone flake located 45 
meters north-west of a trail originating from a parking/picnic area and 40 meters south of 
a large elk exclosure in upper beaver meadows.  This site can be found in the lower to 
upper montane grassland meadows environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2692  m 
 
5LR3923 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is a historic isolated find consisting of a L-shaped pit filled 
with cut logs. Some logs have wire tied around them while others have nails in them.  
The cut logs have both saw marks and axe cuts.  The log pit could represent either a 
storage cache or trash dump.  A good part of the pit was filled in with organic duff and 
soil.  Overall site dimensions are 8 X 8 meters forming a square pattern.  It is situated on 
a bench along the base of a lateral moraine which divides Beaver Meadows from Moraine 
Park.  This site is located in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2459 m. 
 
5LR3924 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ RC / MH(NEA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a single rock cairn.  It is considered possible that 
the cairn may be related to a mid 19th Century battle thought to have taken place at the 
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nearby Apache Fort (5LR342) site.  The feature is located 80 meters north-east of a 
hiking trail at the west end of Upper Beaver Meadows.  Overall site dimensions are 3 X 
2.5 meters, forming a rectangular pattern.  Local vegetation types indicate that this site is 
found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2636 m 
 
5LR3925 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HWA /MH(EA) 
Survey Area: Upper Beaver Meadows. 
 
Site Description: This is a linear alignment consisting of a section of stone-lined ditch 
believed to once have been part of a more extensive meadow irrigation system built for 
the nearby Hondius Ranch from the late 19th through the early-mid 20th centuries.  The 
ditch is located 50 meters west of a hiking trail in Upper Beaver Meadows.  Overall site 
dimensions are 8 X 1 meter forming a rectangular pattern.  This linear alignment is found 
in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2510 m 
 
5LR3926 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site consists of a cement foundation and various historic artifacts.  
It is located 50 meters south of an access road on the southern edge of Moraine Park.  
Overall site dimensions are 30 X 30 meters forming a square pattern.  This site is located 
in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2439  m 
 
5LR3927 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This is an isolated historic find consisting of a milled board nailed to a 
pine tree.  The board is considered to have served as part of a historic fence line.  The 
find is located in the lower to mid montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone,  
some 100 meters south-west of a hiking trail in the southern edge of Beaver Meadows.   
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Elevation:  2533 m 
 
5LR3928 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OT /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a stone alignment with granite/schist made with 
local stones as well as being associated with exotic (non-local) rocks.  Fresh animal 
bones (deer/elk) were also found noted.  It is located on a forested slope of the southern 
lateral moraine in Moraine Park. The site is believed to represent a "New Age" site dating 
to very recent times (e.g. mid-late 20th century).  The physical condition of the site's 
feature and its associated materials suggest a recent origin and well as similarity to other 
known "New Age" sites in the region.  Overall site dimensions are 7 X 10 meters, 
forming a rectangular pattern.  The site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2382 m 
 
5LR3929 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This linear alignment consists of two historic rock cairns in a line and 
approximately 67 feet apart.  They are located 80 feet north of a hiking trail the far 
(western) end Upper Beaver Meadows parking lot and may mark a former trail path or 
trail branch earlier in the history of Rocky Mountain National Park. Local plant life 
indicates that this site can be found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone.                                             
 
Elevation:  2526 m 
 
5LR3930 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA)  
 
Site Description: This isolated historic find was a single historic ceramic mug sherd on 
the northern mountain slope overlooking Beaver Meadows. Local plant life indicates that 
this site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                            
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Elevation:  2536  m 
 
5LR3931 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS/PFE/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is an older (1940's-early 1950's?) angle-iron and square, woven 
wire elk exclosure that was mapped and recorded at the request of the park archaeologist. 
It appears to pre-date more recent, wood-posted exclosures at the western end of the 
Beaver Meadows and occurs in a forested area rather than a mountain-side, meadow-
margin locality of the other exclosures. It is situated inside the lower to mid montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone on the mid slope of a lateral moraine on the 
southern margins of Upper Beaver Meadows.  Overall site dimensions are 30 by 30 feet, 
forming a square pattern.  
 
Elevation:  2564 m 
5LR3932 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Upper Beaver Meadows. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is an isolated find of a single stone flake found 30 meters north of 
a riding/hiking trail in the southern margins of Upper Beaver Meadows in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.                                              
 
Elevation:  2560 m 
 
5LR3937 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Flattop Mountain/Lake Helene/Mill Creek Basin 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, PFR, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site, with both prehistoric and historic components, is located on a 
low grassy terrace surrounded by lodge pole pine forest immediately north of a bend in 
Mill Creek. The site is the location of a former National Park Service ranger cabin that 
was demolished in the 1960’s. It is also believed that the cabin may have been a pre-
existing structure dating before the creation of Rocky Mountain National Park in 1915. 
The Mill Creek hiking trail runs through the site and two triangular hitching posts are in 
its north central and southwest quadrants.  The site covers an area of 60 by 90 meters. 
Two historic features include a 46 by 26.5 foot rectangular cabin platform bordered by 
10-30 cm diameter boulders. Historic artifacts documented at the site included cut square 
nails and round wire nails, white porcelain plate sherds, broken purple bottle glass, and a 
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clear screw-top food jar. Analysis of the artifacts indicates a time range for the site of ca. 
1890 to 1940. The site’s prehistoric artifacts consist of one white to light brown 
Kremmling chert secondary flake, a reddish-brown chert or jasper secondary flake, and a 
large reddish-brown and greenish-brown chert secondary flake.  The site is situated in 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2746 m 
 
5LR3943 
 
Survey Year/Area: Lincoln 1978, UNC 2000/Trail Ridge East. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF / MA (M)/MA 
 
This isolated find consists of a single projectile point found at the Forest Canyon 
Overlook by the Lincoln survey of 1978. The area was later re-surveyed by UNC in 2000 
and a second isolated find (5LR7048) of a scraper was found a short distance away. The 
projectile point was found in the RMNP Museum mis-labeled as being from 5GA217 on 
its plastic bag, but its identification card showed it had been documented in the Lincoln 
survey as coming from the Forest Canyon Overlook locality. The artifact is a Kremmling 
chert Middle Archaic, McKean Complex, Hanna projectile point (ROMO Catalogue 
Number 17735) and exactly matches an illustration of the same artifacts documented in 
the 1978 Lincoln survey (Lincoln 1978: 20, Figure 11) along Trail Ridge road and 
assigned the temporary isolated find (IF) number, IF-4. The location of the point 
indicates it the same resource as 5LR7048. The isolated find is located in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone at the edge of a steeply descending mountain slope 
overlooking Forest Canyon. 
 
Elevation:  3581 m 
 
5LR3948 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Trail Ridge East. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, HE, GS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This previous reported site lies just off the Ute Trail where it crosses 
from a series of bench slopes overlooking Hanging Valley to ascend the Trail Ridge 
ridgeline which runs north of Forest Canyon overlook. The site consists of an extensive 
scatter of lithic material (perhaps as much as 2000 m2) in open areas of mountain slope 
krummholz.  At least one small hearth with intact charcoal micro-fragments was noted 
during 1999 UNC surveys of the site and the hearth contents were recovered for possible 
radiocarbon dating. A bifacial tool and several chert and chacedony flakes were 
recovered in the 1999 surveys along with a grinding stone fragment. Other flakes were 
reported from previously non-professional visits by Park Service personnel to the 
location.  This site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
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Elevation: 3531 m 
 
5LR3950 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1998/Glacier Creek. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SR, RF /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a ring of large stones, in places stacked to a two-tiered 
height.  A mid-late 20th century date is suggested for the feature, based on the condition 
of its stones, particularly those balanced in the second-tier that indicate a relatively recent 
time of construction with little time for them to be disturbed. No artifacts were evident.  It 
is suspected the site could represent a modern Native American or "New Age" vision 
quest site. Given its condition, it could still be in occasional use. The site is located 35 
meters west of a gravel road on top of a large rock outcrop overlooking the Glacier Creek 
Valley.  Overall site dimensions are 3 X 3 meters, forming a circular pattern.  This site is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2783 m 
 

5LR4486 

Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a historic Euro American architectural feature of a 
10-meter long linear alignment of concrete-lined post-holes, possibly the remnants of a 
now removed structure of unknown type. Analysis of diagnostic historic artifacts 
suggests an early to mid early 20th Century date range for utilization of the site (c. 1900-
1950). The site is located in lower Horseshoe Park on a ridge knoll with good visibility in 
all directions and immediately overlooking Fall River (to the south).  This site can be 
found in the lower montane ponterosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2518 m 
 
5LR4487 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a moderate historic Euro American trash midden, consisting 
of glass, rusted metal, and porcelain. Analysis of diagnostic historic artifacts suggests a 
late 19th to late early 20th Century date range for utilization of the site (c. 1877-1940). The 
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site is located in Horseshoe Park on a gently sloping south-southwest facing, grass 
meadow mountain bench overlooking Fall River. A hiking/horse trail is situated above 
the site along the crest of its containing ridge. 
This site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2508 m 
 
5LR4488 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ CPT /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find consists of a single culturally peeled tree suspected of 
historic Native American cultural affiliation. The tree is located in lower Horseshoe Park 
on a moderately steep, southwest-facing slope with scattered ponderosa pine, overlooking 
Fall River.  This site is found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2499 m 
 
5LR4489 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is a modest historic Euroamerican trash scatter/midden with 
rusted metal and glass fragments.  Analysis of diagnostic historic artifacts suggests a late 
19th tomid 20th Century date range for utilization of the site (c. 1890-1950). The site is 
situated on a southeast facing hill slope with scattered ponderosa pine overlooking Fall 
River in lower Horseshoe Park in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
  
Elevation: 2499 m 
 
5LR4490 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ CPT /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find consists of a single culturally peeled tree of suspected, 
but not definitive, historic Native American cultural affiliation. It may possibly be of 
natural (lightning) origin also, but the scar appears too regular to be natural. The IF is 
located on a grassy T1 terrace slope with scattered ponderosa pine, oriented southeast, on 
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the north side of Fall River in lower Horseshoe Park in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2499 m 
 
5LR4491 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic Euroamerican homestead or recreational cabin site 
includes a small leveled cabin platform with an associated depression (possibly a cellar or 
privy) a 1 m square concrete well/pump foundation, and a piece of planked wood with 
attached metal hinges once belonging to a hatch or door. Diagnostic features of historic 
trash scattered at the site suggest an early to mid 20th Century date (c. 1910-1940).  The 
site is located immediately south of Fall River road (Hwy 34) and a park hiking/horse 
trail on an upper terrace and hill slope south of Fall River in lower Horseshoe Park.  
Surrounding vegetation indicates that the site is found in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2499 m 
 
5LR4492 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is a small Euroamerican homestead or recreational cabin site 
with partly intact cabin platform and an extensive trash scatter suggesting a late 19th  to 
late early 20th century date (c. 1880-1940).  The site is situated on a lightly sloping area 
of a T1 terrace with a southwest aspect, overlooking Fall River in lower Horseshoe Park.  
Local vegetation consists of scattered ponderosa pine and cover grasses (Blue grama and 
Bufflao Grass) 
which indicates that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2512 m 
 
5LR4493 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment: LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA, GS /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric Native American isolated find consists of a single 
grinding stone (metate) fragment made of Lyons sandstone from the eastern Front Range 
foothills. The artifact was found on a relatively steep (10o), grassy, meadow hill slope 
with mountain mahogany shrubs in lower Horseshoe Park in the lower to upper montane 
grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2533 m 
 
 
 
5LR4494 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a small (fewer than 10 artifacts) Euroamerican 
historic trash midden/scatter consisting mainly of glass and porcelain datable from the 
early to mid 20th Century.  It is located on a grassy, meadow hill slope overlooking Fall 
River in lower Horseshoe Park in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2536 m 
 
5LR4495 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM/ MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A small (fewer than 10 artifacts) isolated find historic, Euro American 
trash midden with porcelain sherds dated in the early to mid 20th Century range.  The 
artifacts are scattered in a concentrated area on the lower (south-facing) slope of the T1 
terrace overlooking Fall River in lower Horseshoe Park.  This site is located in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2615 m 
 
5LR4496 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ NPA, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site has a single prehistoric, Native American lithic secondary 
flake associated with a modest Euroamerican trash midden (10+ artifacts). The historic 
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artifacts, including a single green glass electrical line insulator fragment, are early to mid 
20th Century in origin.  The artifacts occur in a limited concentration on the lower (south-
facing) slope of the T1 terrace overlooking Fall River in lower Horseshoe Park. Local 
vegetation indicates that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
  
5LR4497 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ NPA, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site has a single prehistoric Native American lithic flake 
associated with a modest (15+) Euro American trash midden. The historic artifacts are 
early to mid 20th Century in origin. The site is situated on an eroded T1 terrace knoll top 
with a 360o exposure overlooking Fall River in central Horseshoe Park.  This site is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4498 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  A small isolated find scatter of Euro American early to mid 20th 
Century trash.  The IF is located on an open T1 terrace bench area overlooking a bend in 
Fall River in upper Horseshoe Park. Local vegetation indicates that this site is found in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4499 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment: LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W, HE /EH(U) 
 
Site Description:  Largely intact aspen pole wickiup in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest on an upper portion of glacial moraine separating Horseshoe Park from Little 
Horseshoe Park, the latter to the south. The site is suspected of being early Historic or 
protohistoric Native American in dates and its tribal affiliation is believed to be Ute. No 
artifacts were found in the site vicinity or in subsequent testing. The wickiup was tested 
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with two adjacent 1 m test pits in late July, 1999. In the process of testing, the structure 
and partially disassembled, then re-assembled, in order to thoroughly document its order 
of construction and open part of its interior area for testing. A fully intact cobble hearth 
with large amounts of charcoal was discovered just below a covering of organic duff and 
soil, immediately inside the structure's upslope facing entrance. Two charcoal samples 
and one wood sample were submitted for radiocarbon dating. The two charcoal dates 
from the hearth proved problematic with modern to very late dates and appear to be 
contaminated. A 1.2 cm diameter branch tip from one of the aspen poles was also 
radiocarbon dated and returned a more likely mid-19th Century date of 150+40 b.p. 
Radiocarbon sample information of the above can be summarized as: sample 1-charred 
wood from the hearth consisting of branch fragments from 1 to 1.25 cm in diameter: 
60+40 b.p. (Beta-132960); charred wood from hearth consisting of sorted branch 
fragments ranging from .01 to .7 cm in diameter: modern (Beta-132961); wood cellulose 
from 1.75 cm diameter branch tip on wickiup pole: 150+40 b.p. (Beta-132962) .  
 
Elevation: 2624 m 
 
5LR4500 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/SC/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a single isolated find architectural feature, a 
somewhat eroded, partly fallen, lean-to shelter placed against an older ponderosa pine 
tree on a lateral moraine hill slope in ponderosa pine forest. The feature is believed to be 
early to mid 20th Century Euro American in age.  This site is located in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4501 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find is a historic, Euro American occurrence of a single 
rusted tin can dated in the early to mid 20th Century range.  It is located in the lower to 
upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone overlooking Fall River in upper 
Horseshoe Park. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4502 
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Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This Euro American, historic isolated find consists of a small cobble 
hearth believed to be of Early to Mid 20th Century Euro American affiliation. It is 
situated on a grassy, meadow bench overlooking Fall River some 50 m to the north in 
upper Horseshoe Park in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2626 m 
 
5LR4503 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W /LH(U) 
 
Site Description: This site is a now partly collapsed free-standing pole wickiup believed 
to be historic Native American (Ute?) in affiliation.  The aspen pole structure is situated 
near the crest of a ponderosa pine forested lateral moraine separating upper-central 
Horseshoe Park from Little Horseshoe Park to the south.  This site can be found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2575 m 
 
5LR4504 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This is a prehistoric isolated find of two small lithic flakes.  The IF is 
located along the margins of Hidden Creek valley in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone adjacent to upper Horseshoe Park. 
  
Elevation: 2640 m 
 
5LR4505 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ GS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  An isolated find of a single metate fragment of Lyons sandstone, 
believed to be prehistoric Native American in origin. It was found along the margins of a 
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lateral moraine in Hidden Creek valley in scattered ponderosa pine forest (with scattered 
aspen stands) adjacent to upper Horseshoe Park, in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2634 m 
 
5LR4506 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment  LMMAF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This stone-ringed hearth (isolated find) with modest evidence of erosion 
is believed to be early to mid 20th Century Euro American in origin.  It is located in 
scattered ponderosa pine and aspen forest in Hidden Valley adjacent to upper Horseshoe 
Park in the lower to mid montane aspen forest. 
  
Elevation: 2628 m 
 
5LR4507 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This is an isolated find of an eroding pile of saw cut pine logs thought 
to represent an Early to Mid 20th Century, historic Euro American cache of log building 
material.  The IF is located on a modest hill slope in ponderosa pine forest near Hidden 
Valley Creek adjacent to upper-central Horseshoe Park, 
in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2607 m 
 
5LR4508 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: The site is a prehistoric Native American open camp or lithic reduction 
station with 12 secondary and tertiary stone flakes scattered over a 5 meter diameter area.  
The site is situated on an open, grassy (south-facing) slope of a lateral moraine separating 
Little Horseshoe Park (to south) and the southern margins of upper-central Horseshoe 
Park in the lower to upper montane grassland meadows environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2624 m 
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5LR4509 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ W, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: The site consists of a largely collapsed, once-free standing, wickiup and 
a single lithic flake, both believed to represent a short-term proto-historic or early historic 
Native American camp. The site is located on a lightly ponderosa pine forested lateral 
moraine bench on the southern margins of upper-central Horseshoe Park in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4510 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find consists of a single, moderately eroded cobble hearth 
thought to be early 20th Century Euro American in origin.  The IF is located in a lightly 
sloping drainage swale along the southern edge of a moraine separating Little Horseshoe 
Park and Horseshoe Park to the north. The area has vegetation that is characterized by the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2615 m 
 
5LR4511 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, W /EH(U) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a small, collapsed wickiup shelter believed to be early 
historic Native American in origin. The structure is located near the crest of a ponderosa 
pine forested, lateral moraine dividing Little Horseshoe Park (south) from Horseshoe 
Park (to the north), in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation: 2564 m 
 
 
5LR4512 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find consists of a single cobble hearth believed to be early 
to mid 20th Century, historic Euro American in origin.  It is located on the upper ridge of 
a ponderosa pine forested, lateral moraine separating Little Horseshoe park (south) from 
upper-central Horseshoe Park in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2611 m 
 
5LR4513 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, W /EH(U)  
 
Site Description: The site is a small, collapsed wickiup shelter believed to be early 
historic Native American in origin.  It is located just below the crest (north) of a lateral 
moraine in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest dividing Little Horseshoe Park 
(south) from upper-central Horseshoe Park.  This site is located in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2613 m 
 
5LR4514 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an aspen log lean-to (made of 20 to 3 feet long aspen logs) 
placed against a large glacial boulder. It represents a temporary, Euro American camp 
thought to date from the early to mid 20th Century. No artifacts were noted. The site is 
situated on the upper, ponderosa pine forested slope of a lateral moraine separating Little 
Horseshoe Park from Horseshoe Park.  This site can be found in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.    
 
Elevation: 2618 m 
 
 
 
5LR4515 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/(OC, HE)/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a cobble-lined surface hearth with a small wood 
pile.  The wood and hearth are in good condition and estimated to be mid-20 Century and 
Euro American in date and cultural affiliation. The IF is located in scattered ponderosa 
pine forest on the crest of a lateral moraine overlooking Little Horseshoe Park to the 
southwest.  This site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2674 m 
 
5LR4516 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/(OC, HE)/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a rock-lined hearth of Euro American affiliation 
and, based on its condition, thought to date from the late early to mid 20th Century.  The 
IF is situated on the northwest side of a large glacial boulder on the upper slope of a 
ponderosa pine forested lateral moraine along the southern edge of upper Horseshoe Park 
(Fall River) in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2536 m 
 
5LR4517 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/SC, HE)/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a Euro American rock-lined hearth associated with a pine 
pole lean-to placed against a large glacial boulder. The overall condition of the features 
suggests a mid 20th Century chronology.  The site is located on the lower, lateral moraine 
slope at the southern edge of Horseshoe Park in  the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2551 m 
 
 
 
5LR4518 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, HE)MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This site consists of a large pine pole lean-to placed against a large 
boulder. Part of the feature still has remains of pine boughs over its pole frame and 
indicates either a later re-use of an older pre-existing temporary camp feature or a very 
recently constructed shelter. It is of Euro American cultural affiliation and dates to at 
least the mid 20th Century. The site is located on the lower, lateral moraine slope at the 
southern edge of Horseshoe Park in  the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
  
Elevation: 2559 m 
 
5LR4519 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HWC,TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site represents the remains of the Little Horseshoe Park CCC 
(Civilian Conservation Corp) camp occupied, according to historic documentation, from 
1933 to 1942. The site covers more than 70 acres and includes extensive and widely 
scattered trash dumps, pits, leveled building platforms, and stone-lined building 
foundations. It is situated in the Little Horseshoe Park valley, mainly within a eastward 
sloping grassy meadow fringed with ponderosa pine stands.  This site is found in the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadows environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2643 m 
 
5LR4520 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PH/ NPA, OC, HE, SR /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of a single prehistoric, Native American chert retouch 
flake, a stone hearth, and a three-quarters stone circle opening to the south south west. 
Thirteen large to medium granite stones make up the partial stone circle. Three other 
stones are situated in a small semi-circle some two meters to the east and are believed to 
form an associated hearth. Testing of the stone ring feature in summer 1999 revealed 
historic artifacts thought to date to the late early 20th Century and of Euro American 
cultural affiliation.The site is located on the eastern margins of a northeast to south 
trending hill and knoll crest overlooking Fall River. An aspen and willow grove is located 
along the western periphery of the site. Overall site dimensions are 20 by 20 meters, 
forming a roughly square area.  Local plant life indicates that this site is found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 

Elevation:  2594 m 
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5LR4521 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, HE, NPA /P(UK)  
 
Site Description:  This site consists of a prehistoric open camp with an eroded cobble 
hearth and a single chert flake. The site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest clearing on a lateral moraine ridge in upper Horseshoe Park.  
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4522 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a single, small cobble hearth of historic Euro 
American affiliation, judging from its condition. The age is considered to be early to mid 
20th Century. No other cultural evidence was noted.  The site is located immediately 
above the main building foundations of the former Horseshoe Lodge in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest on a lower lateral moraine bench 157 m south of Fall 
River in western Horseshoe Park. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4523 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a historic Euro American trash scatter of fewer 
than ten objects of glass and metal. Its age is considered to be early to mid 20th Century.  
The IF was located on a lower lateral moraine slope in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest on the southern edge of central Horseshoe Park. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5LR4524 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: The site is a relatively extensive historic Euro American trash midden 
with metal, glass and porcelain artifacts represented.  Analysis of diagnostic historic 
artifacts suggests an early to late early 20th Century date range for utilization of the site 
(c. 1900-1940). The site is situated on an open, grassy meadow hill bench and T1 terrace 
10 m south of Fall River in Horseshoe Park.  This site is found in the  lower to upper 
montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2667 m 
 
5LR4525 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of a modest historic Euro American trash midden 
associated with a simple rectangular, packed earth platform though to represent the base 
of an early to late early mid 20th Century recreational cabin or homestead. Analysis of 
diagnostic historic artifacts suggests an early to late early 20th Century date range for 
utilization of the site (c. 1900-1940).  The site is located on an open, grassy terrace (T1) 
meadow immediately adjacent to Fall River (near where it exits Endovalley Lake in 
upper Horseshoe Park.  This site can found in the lower to upper montane grassland 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2641 m 
 
5LR4526 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF, HIF/NPA, H(TM) /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find contains both historic Euro American (metal and 
glass) and prehistoric (flaking debris) artifacts, numbering fewer than ten. The IF is 
located on the lower slope of an open grassy meadow T1 terrace 15 m north of Fall River 
in upper Horseshoe Park in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
 
5LR4527 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic Euro American isolated find consists of a single cobble 
hearth and an associated clear glass bottle with metal lid. The inferred chronology is 
Early to Mid 20th Century.  The IF is located on a lower grassy terrace slope (T1) 5 m 
north of Fall River in upper Horseshoe Park in the lower to upper montane grassland 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4528 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a single cobble hearth, representing a former ephemeral 
camp. Cultural and chronological affiliation based on feature's relative condition is 
believed to historic Euro American, probably dating in an Early to Mid 20th Century time 
range.  The IF is situated in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone 
at the base of a lateral moraine 100 m south of Fall River in upper Horseshoe Park. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4529 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This linear alignment site is a former two-track road that leads from the 
main road, (now Hwy 34) which leads to Trail Ridge Road, into the now-removed 
structures of the former Horseshoe Inn complex.  The alignment runs along a east-west 
low ridge and turns northwest in a low grassy meadow to curve north and northeast past 
the main Horseshoe Inn location.  This site can be found in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation: 2651 M 
 
5LR4530 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This linear alignment represents the remains of an abandoned two-track 
road in Horseshoe Park that leads between two lakes (Sheep Lakes) from an east-west 
section of Highway 34 to rejoin that highway where it crosses the valley to the south.  
The alignment runs through a meadow, skirting the margins of wet bogs between the two 
lakes and within the boundaries of the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2628 m 
 
5LR4531 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ SC, LS, /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Site consists of a collapsed pole lean-to against a large boulder. The 
protected ephemeral camp is also associated with a small lithic flake scatter. Both 
protohistoric/early historic Native American and Euro American components may be 
represented. The lean-to poles are sufficiently weathered to possibly date them to the late 
19th or early 20th Centuries and are Euro American in origin. The site is located in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone on the lower slope of a lateral 
moraine in Moraine Park. 
 
Elevation: 2498 m 
 
5LR4532 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is an isolated find of a small (fewer than 10) flakes produced by 
secondary stone tool refurbishment activities. The component is judged to be prehistoric 
Native American in origin.  The IF is located at the lower slope of a lateral moraine in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone some 30 m south of the Big 
Thompson River in Moraine Park. 
   
Elevation: 2498 m 
 
5LR4533 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This isolated find consists of a single wooden fence post with attached 
barbed wire and round nails. It is Euro American in cultural affiliation and believed to 
date to the later Early to Mid 20th Century. It also likely represents the remnants of a 
former livestock fence line. The feature is located in a swampy meadow at the base of a 
lateral moraine some 30 m south of the Big Thompson River. This site is also located in 
the lower to upper grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2526 m 
 
5LR4534 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This is a concrete block (isolated find) set in the ground with an 
embedded, upright bolt. It represents part of a former Euro American structure foundation 
of unknown function. The style and condition of the concrete and bolt suggest a late early 
to mid 20th Century chronology.  The IF is located at the grassy and swampy margins of 
the active Big Thompson floodplain (Moraine Park), 5 m south of the river and in the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 2502 m 
 
5LR4535 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This linear alignment consists of a short section of cobble and concrete 
wall, believed to have served for hill slope erosion control (check dam?). Its cultural and 
chronological affiliation, based on the concrete composition and condition, is considered 
to be Euro American from the early to mid 20th Century.  The site is situated on the lower 
grassy slope of a lateral moraine 100 m south of the Big Thompson River in Moraine 
Park, within the boundaries of the lower to upper montane grassland meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2500 m 
 
5LR4536 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description: This isolated find is a small prehistoric lithic scatter of one stone tool 
rejuvenation flake. The IF is located on the top of a lateral moraine in scattered ponderosa 
pine 200 m north of the Big Thompson River in Moraine Park.  This site can be found in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2499 m 
 
5LR4537 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This prehistoric Native American isolated find consists of a single chert 
utilized flake tool.  The IF is located on a grassy hill slope with scattered ponderosa pine 
372 m north of the Big Thompson River in upper Moraine park and is also located in the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
UTM Reference: 

  13:  447852  mE    4467650  mN 

Elevation: 2516 m 
 
5LR4538 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is a modest scatter of historic Euro American trash, including 
glass, porcelain, and heavily rusted metal fragments. Both the nature of the artifacts and 
their condition indicate a late 19th to early 2oth Century chronology.  The site is located 
on a raised grassy bench with scattered ponderosa pine tree of the Big Thompson River 
T1 terrace in upper Moraine Park and within the boundaries of the lower to upper 
montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2498 m 
 
5LR4539 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/OC, HE, TM/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site consists of a historic Euro American camp (with simple cobble 
hearth) and a light trash midden scatter of historic glass and metal. Analysis of historic 
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diagnostic artifacts from the site suggests a likely late Early 20th Century date range (c. 
1920-1940). It is located at the intersection of riparian vegetation and scattered ponderosa 
pine forest on the T1 terrace of Fall River along the northern valley margin in upper 
Horseshoe Park.  This lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5LR4540 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMMAF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  When the site was surveyed in 1999, the survey crew documented a 
square ruined cabin with “fallen-down” log walls along with scattered historic trash.  The 
cabin and trash were noted as being located immediately north of Fall River road in the 
Upper Horsehoe Park/Endovalley area.  At the time, an occupied inholder cabin known 
as the March/McKelvey cabin, was noted a short distance to the northeast of the ruined 
cabin.  Due to the fact that the inholder cabin was occupied at the time, the survey team 
chose not to extend the survey to its immediate vicinity.  On July 2, 2003, a University of 
Northern Colorado Field School Class, at the request of the Rocky Mountain National 
Park archeologist resurveyed the site, including areas around the inholder cabin that had 
been avoided previously.  The survey recorded two additional ruined cabins with partially 
intact log walls, a fourth cabin platform outline within a dark grassy outline, south of the 
Fall River road, a ruined concrete dynamite (or blasting cap) magazine, also south of the 
road, a large building or tent platform with square concrete “pads” on its southeast 
corner, and what are referred to as the “Convict Cabins” (Atkins, Ferrel 1964 Historic 
Sites and Buildings Survey, Volume 1.  Ms. on file in the Rocky Mountain National Park 
Library, Estes Park, Colorado.  Atkns (1964) described the cabins as having been build to 
hous convict laborers working on Fall River road, the first following quotations are taken 
from the Atkins manuscript secribing the structures as reported in the locat Estes Park 
newspaper, the Estes Park Trail. 
 
        In late July [1913] the “convict camp was moved to “Fall River” and it was       
        expected that “work on that improvement will be pushed as ripidly as 
    possible” (Estes Park Trail, August 2, 1913). 
 
        The convict cabins which housed the workers on the Fall River Road were 
        “established on the Fall River Road” the week of August 2, 1913 (Estes  
        Park Trail, August 2, 1913). 
 
        The convict crew, which arrived in Estes Park Saturday, is now engaged in  
 the preliminary work on Fall River Road.  There 38 workmen in camp, which 
 is located in Horseshoe Park at the mouth of the canyon.  Whether the road 
 will be completed in time for next season depends largely on the  
 opportunities for road building this winter”  (Estes Park Trail, August 9,  
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 1913). 
 
 Apparently on the first portion of Fall River Road was constructed with  
 convict labor, for in his first Annual Report the Superintendent writes, “The 
 Fall River Road, which was constructed with State convict labor in 1914.. 
 …in now being continued to a point 3 miles distant from where the convict 
 work ended (from the RMNP Superintendent’s Annual Report  1915:  3). 
 
Dr. Bill Butler (personal communication, July 2003), Rocky Mountain National Park 
archeologist, has suggested that it seems entirely possible that the convict cabins may 
have been abandoned in 1914, but that it is also possible that may have been used for a 
time by other construction crews.  He noted that this possiblility seems to be supported by 
the 1915 Superintendent’s Annual Report 
above quoted statement that the subsequent 1916 construction on Fall River road by the 
State of Colorado was done under contract, not by convict labor.  A no sign of a structure 
on the large platform and root cellar noted by the 2003 survey crew.  This tends to 
support the suggestion that the platform supported a temporary tent structure, possibly a 
mess tend since the rood cellar pit butts  against the platform’s northeast edge.   The site 
is located on a grassy meadow, lower mountain slope, clearing gringed by ponderosa pine 
forest and small aspen stands north of Fall River in upper Horseshoe Park.  This 
vegetation pattern typifies that of the lower to mid montane ponderosa pine-aspen forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2625 m                 
                 
5LR4541 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
Site Description:  This is a prehistoric Native American isolated find, consisting of a 
single chert flake (representing core reduction/tool manufacture) and a double-beaked 
graver.  It is believed that this site, in Horseshoe Park, has potential for subsurface 
deposits since the flake was recovered from a pocket gopher burrow mound. The find is 
located in a meadow margin area and within the boundaries of the lower to upper 
montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2637 m 
 
5LR4542 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ NHA /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: The site consists of a number of milled wooden planks placed in a 
shallow pit. Some of the planks had round nails embedded in them. The purpose of the 
site is unknown, but suspected of being a temporary cache for re-used construction 
materials or a disposal pit for a removed structure in the immediate area. Condition of the 
planks and presence of the round nails suggests a late Early to Mid 20th Century Euro 
American affiliation and chronology.  The site is situated in ponderosa pine forest where 
it grades into grassy meadow at the base of a south-facing mountain slope 200 m north of 
Fall River in upper Horseshoe Park.  This site is found in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2648 m 
 
5LR4543 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This is a former Euro American homestead or recreational cabin site 
with associated historic trash scatter and foundation wall (aligned buried boulders) 
remnants. Its chronology is estimated to be early to mid 20th Century.  The site is located 
in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest at the base of a mountain slope north of Fall 
River in upper Horseshoe Park.   
 
Elevation: 2692 m 
 
5LR4544 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, HWA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an abandoned, collapsed Euro American well depression 
with associated fragments of ceramic pipe and milled boards placed in the depression. It 
was probably once part of a homestead or recreational cabin site in the early to mid 20th 
Century and later used as a disposal site for scrap lumber or lumber from the destruction 
of the original site structures.  Diagnostic historic artifacts analyzed from the site indicate 
an early to late early 20th Century date range (c. 1910-1940). The site is located on a 
south facing eroded T2 terrace slope in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone north of Fall River in upper Horseshoe Park. 
 
Elevation: 2525 m 
 
5LR4545 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American homestead or recreational cabin site has 
multiple structural remains and scattered historic trash. Structural remains include a 
concrete well/pump foundation (1 x 1 m), a leveled cabin platform, and a possible dug-
out depression which may have once served as a storage cellar. The site's condition and 
associated artifact remains indicate an early to mid- 20th Century chronology. The site is 
situated on an eroded terrace bench at the margins of ponderosa pine forest and grass 
meadow 200 m north of Fall River in upper Horseshoe Park.  This site is located in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2740 m 
 
5LR4546 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMMAF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American trash midden with substantial amounts of 
broken glass (purple, blue and amber) and broken bottles.  Diagnostic historic artifacts 
analyzed from the site indicate an early to late early 20th Century date range (c. 1900-
1940). The site is located in a grassy area at the near edge of the T1 terrace of Fall Rive 
(upper Horseshoe Park) with scattered Aspen trees and shrubs. Its associated artifacts 
indicate a late 19th to early 20th Century date range.  This site can be found in the lower to 
mid montane aspen forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2556 m 
 
5LR4547 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Horseshoe Park  
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, NPA, HE /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This site is an open, prehistoric Native American camp consisting of a 
single tertiary chert flake and two highly eroded rock-lined surface hearths. It is situated 
in a protected area behind a large granite boulder in ponderosa pine forest at the base of a 
lateral moraine in upper Horseshoe Park.  
This site is also located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2569 m 
 
5LR4548 
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Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W /EH(U) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a protohistoric to historic Native American wickiup, partly 
fallen down. No artifacts were noted.  The site is located on a lower ridge slope in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone north of the Fern Lake Trail in 
the upper Moraine Park area (Big Thompson River) . 
  
Elevation: 2605 m 
 
5LR4549 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is an historic, Euro American feature consisting of a deep pit 
covered with partly fallen in aspen branches. Its condition suggests a late early to mid 
20th Century date and its function is unknown. The site is located at the intersection 
margins of a lower ridge slope and meadow stream bottom in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone with scattered aspen groves in upper Moraine 
Park. The Big Thompson River is located some 110 m north of the upper Big Thompson 
River. 
 
Elevation: 2627 m 
 
5LR4551 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS/ PFR /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site is a suspected former National Park 
Service overview platform or service building. Its remaining structural features include a 
rectangular concrete foundation wall associated with a generalized scatter of historic 
artifacts. The artifacts include round cut nails, a single ceramic sherd, and numerous 
window glass fragments.  The site is located on a boulder-protected, lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest area on a moraine ridge top 200 m north of the Big Thompson 
River in upper Moraine Park. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4552 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ OC, LS, HC, TM /LMP(PS), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic and prehistoric (lithic) midden scatter and open camp near and 
across the Cub Lake trail upstream from Moraine Park. Flakes and a partial 
Late/Mountain Paleoindian Pryor Stem projectile point were recovered during survey 
operations. Although the trail portion of the site appears shallow, adjacent areas are 
believed to have some depth and suspected of concealing buried camp deposits. The site's 
historic component includes a concrete foundation, clear glass sherds, and horseshoe 
nails.  The site is located on a eroded T1 terrace bench immediately above (20 m 
distance) the Big Thompson River adjacent to the Cub Lake Trail in upper Moraine Park. 
Site vegetation indicated that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2498 m 
 
5LR4553 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /MLC 
 
Site Description:  Isolated find of a side-notched Middle/Late Ceramic projectile point 
base in ponderosa pine forest on the toe slope of a glacial moraine near the Cub Lake 
park trail. The find was only five meters from a beaver pond, part of the Big Thompson 
River floodplain in upper Moraine Park and in the lower to upper montane grassland 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2610 m 
 
5LR4554 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM-LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC,LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric, Native American open camp and lithic scatter 
with multiple secondary and tertiary re-tooling flakes. It is located in a lower lateral 
moraine with mixed meadow and ponderosa pine forest near the Cub Lake trail in upper 
Moraine Park, which would place this site in a transition 
between lower to upper montane grassland meadow and ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zones. 
 
Elevation: 2498 m 
 
5LR4555 
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Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ LS, TM, /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a prehistoric, Native American lithic scatter, consisting of a 
single flake tool, and a historic, Euro American trash midden. It is located on the slope of 
a ponderosa pine forested ground moraine in upper Moraine Park near a picnic area and 
is also found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2498 m 
 
5LR4556 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find consists of a rock cairn on top of a granite outcrop on 
the mid slope of a lightly ponderosa pine forested ridge north of the Big Thompson River 
in upper Moraine Park. It may mark USGS and G10 survey markers located only 20 m 
away.  
 
Elevation: 2496 m 
 
5LR4557 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site is a jumbled, fallen log pile thought to 
represent a former temporary camp lean-to once placed against a large pine tree.  The site 
is located in a mixed grass meadow and scattered ponderosa pine saddle area on the 
lower slope of a lateral moraine 450 m north of the Big Thompson River in upper 
Moraine Park.  This site is primarily found in 
the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2437 m 
 
5LR4558 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /EH(EA) 
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Site Description: This highly eroded rock cairn (isolated find) is believed to mark a 
former trail route. Its condition suggests a historic Native American or early Euro 
American date and cultural affiliation. The IF is located on a lower lateral moraine slope 
in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone, 150 m north of beaver 
ponds in the Big Thompson River drainage in upper Moraine Park. 
  
Elevation: 2495 m 
 
5LR4559 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Moraine Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HR, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site contains a very extensive historic trash midden and structural 
remains. Located on a grassy ridge knoll rising from the central meadow of Moraine 
Park, the site's artifacts consist of large amounts of glass, ceramics, and metal scrap along 
with smaller amounts of nails, concrete fragments, rusted cans, and a single steel spring. 
A now-abandoned vehicle track runs through the site and a filled-in trench on the site 
may represent foundations of a former structure. Diagnostic historic artifacts analyzed 
from the site indicate an early to mid 20th Century date range (c. 1900-1945).  The site is 
suspected to have been the location of a former stable or corral for a local Moraine Park 
ranch.  Vegetation patterns indicate that this site can be found 
in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
   
Elevation: 2506 m 
 
5LR4560 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Cow Creek. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site is a former campsite with a rock-lined 
hearth, eroded surface charcoal, and historic artifacts. Artifacts include bottle caps, tin 
foil, and brown bottle glass. The site condition and types of artifacts suggest a recent, 
probably mid 20th Century date. The site is located on a grassy, lower hill slope bench in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.  It overlooks the 
confluence of Cow Creek (50m to the south) and an unnamed tributary in the McGraw 
Ranch survey area. 
 
Elevation: 2587 m 
 
5LR4561 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Cow Creek.. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF, HIF/ NPA, NHA /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: An isolated find of a pine branch wedged upright on a rock knoll, 
surrounded by ponderosa pine forest, overlooking a trail in the Cow Creek valley 
(McGraw Ranch survey area). A prehistoric, Native American, presence at the location is 
shown by a single chert secondary flake. The pine branch marker is considered, based on 
its condition, to be mid 20th Century Euro American in date and affiliation.  This site is 
located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 

Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR4562 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment: LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HL,TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This 21+ acre site represents the artifact and structural remains of the 
Horseshoe Ranch and Lodge complex at the west (upper) end of Horseshoe Park. The 
site, according to historical documentation, developed through several stages of 
construction from 1908 until it was burned down and cleared out by the Park Service in 
1931 and 1932 (Pedersen 1993: 85-96). The site began as a private ranch soon before the 
turn of the century in 1890's until 1908 when a tourist lodge named Horseshoe Inn was 
built using the old ranch buildings as a base by William Ashton. The Inn was slowly 
expanded and enlarged until 1915 when Ashton sold it along with 120 acres to Fort 
Collins Cadillac dealers, H.C. Bradley and C.C. Patrick. They operated the Inn, 
apparently along with some individual rental cabins, until early 1931 when they sold the 
property to Rocky Mountain National Park. An intensive archeological survey of the site 
in the summer of 1999 showed the 21-acre site area contained substantial physical 
evidence of several multi-room buildings, storage facilities, single cabin platforms, and 
numerous historic artifact scatters. The site was mapped in detail using standard 
archeological sketch techniques and a high resolution, sub-meter contour map with 
precise structure, feature, and artifact locations was made using mapping grade Global 
Positioning System (GPS) instruments and the Surfer computer mapping program. Local 
vegetation over the area consists of a variety of wet and dry meadows, ponderosa pine 
forest, scattered aspen stands, and aquatic ponds but primarily, the site exists in the 
lower to upper montane grassland meadows environmental zone. 
  
Elevation: 2609 m (average) 
 
5LR4563 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Horseshoe Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: An isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth on the 
shelf of a northeast-facing, ponderosa pine forested ridge knoll overlooking upper 
Horseshoe Park. The hearth appears relatively recent (late early to mid 20th Century) and 
has evidence of eroded charcoal fragments.  This site can be found in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2664 m 
 
5LR4564 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Tuxedo Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a former historic, Euro American recreational cabin or 
homestead. Its structural remains include a roughly, rectangular cobble-lined cabin 
foundation on a leveled platform and two pit depressions (a possible privy and well). 
There is also an extensive scatter of historic artifacts, including decorated porcelain, red 
brick fragments, tin can lids, purple, blue and clear glass sherds, rusted bolts and round 
nails. The assorted artifact types indicate a late 19th to early 20th Century chronology (c. 
1890-1930).  The site is located on a lower lateral moraine bench at the base of Eagle 
Mountain, above the Big Thompson River, and between Moraine Park and Tuxedo Park.  
Local vegetation indicates that the site is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2437 m 
 
5LR4565 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Tuxedo Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American ephemeral camp feature 
consisting only of a single rock-lined hearth. The eroded condition of the feather and lack 
of charcoal indicates an early to late early 20th Century date. The site is situated on the T1 
terrace 30 m south of the Big Thompson River (in the Tuxedo Park survey area) and in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2434 m 
 
5LR4566 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /LA 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point on a 
ponderosa pine, Lower Montane, wooded terrace slope overlooking Glacier Creek on 
YMCA property. The site lies within the Emerald Mountain survey area 
and in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2315 m 
 
 
5LR4567 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ CPT /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of a historic peeled tree cluster (n=5) in the YMCA 
challenge course north of Glacier Creek. The trees were initially suspected of being 
historic Native American in origin. However, late dendrochronology dates for the peeled 
areas (late 19th-early 20th Century) suggest they may be Euro American in origin. The site 
is located above (south of Glacier Creek) the lower montane ponderosa pine forest bench 
in the Emerald Mountain survey area. 
  
Elevation: 2437 m 
 
5LR4568 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American artifact and feature. The 
artifact, a 1 m long x 8 cm diameter rusted iron pipe, was placed upright in a rock cairn 
base (the feature).  The feature is suspected of once serving as a survey marker since it is 
situated approximately on, according to the area’s U.S. G.S. Quadrangle map,  a land 
survey section line. Its location in a mixed grass and ponderosa pine forest saddle pass 
between the Wind River and Glacier Creek drainages also supports its hypothesized role 
as a survey marker, probably temporary in nature. Given the condition of the feature and 
artifact, it's suspected of being late early to mid 20th Century in date.  This site can be 
found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2396 m 
 
5LR4569 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS/ OT /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a mid-20th Century, historic, Euro American camp or trail 
construction cache consisting of two "interlocked" pine branch walls forming a closed 
area with larger boulders on two side, with a stack of rocks in one corner.  A cotton cord 
was found hanging from a nearby tree branch and a five-gallon bucket was found inside 
the structure. The site is located just off the East Portal trail transiting a low saddle pass 
between the Wind River and Glacier Creek drainages (Emerald Mountain survey area) 
and in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2471 m 
 
5LR4570 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W, HPA /LH(U), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site consists of two structures; one a suspected historic period, 
Native American pole wickiup and a nearby  "copy-cat" historic Euro American kid's 
wickiup. The large wickiup is partly collapsed and leaning against a ponderosa pine tree. 
Both structures are located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest a short distance 
from the East Portal trail pass below Emerald Mountain that leads between the Wind 
River and Glacier Creek valleys. 
 
Elevation: 2675 m 
 
5LR4571 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A mid 20th Century, historic, Euro American camp with a rock-lined 
hearth and temporary pole lean-to placed against two large boulders. The site is located 
on the lower slope of Emerald Mountain in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone at the margin of a saddle pass between the Wind River and Glacier 
Creek valleys. No artifacts were noted. 
 

Elevation: 2686 m 
 
5LR4572 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A linear alignment of two small cairns some five m apart that are 
suspected of once marking a historic (late early to mid 20th Century) Euro American trail.  
The site is located on a small bench in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest at the 
lower slope of Emerald Mountain west of the Wind River-Glacier Creek pass. 
  
Elevation: 2298 m 
 
5LR4573 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small, rock rubble wall partly sealing an entrance into 
a small rock overhang just below a ponderosa pine forested mountainside bench (Emerald 
Mountain). The feature was apparently constructed to conceal some object or objects 
relatively small in size. None were noted in the overhang interior. Its condition suggests a 
possible Native American origin and a possible function as a storage cache or burial 
niche. No evidence supporting either hypothesis was noted.  This site can be found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2298 m 
 
5LR4574 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a single tertiary (re-tooling) chert flake and two 
bifacially worked tool fragments.  The IF was located in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest along an old abandoned trail at the southwestern foot of Emerald Mountain. 
  
Elevation: 2618 m 
 
5LR4575 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a rock-lined hearth and a small "X" outline made of 
cobbles. The X feature is likely a marker for individuals using this particular site. Both 
features are Euro American and thought to be somewhat recent, i.e. mid- 20th Century at 
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the earliest.  The IF was located in a lower (western) montane ponderosa pine forest 
saddle at the foot of Emerald Mountain. 
 
Elevation: 2721 m 
5LR4576 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Recent historic Euro American linear alignment of cobbles forming a 3 
m long arrow. The feature undoubtedly functioned as a route or trail marker in the recent 
(no earlier than mid 20th Century) past.  The site is located on a ridge slope (lateral 
moraine) in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone, 120 m east of 
the Glacier Creek trail (Tuxedo Park/Emerald Mountain survey area). 
 
Elevation: 2794 m 
 
5LR4577 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a Euro American rock-lined hearth with abundant 
evidence of heavily eroded charcoal. The hearth center is partly filled (buried) in 
sediment and suggest modest age, judged to be early to late early 20th Century.  The IF is 
located on the ponderosa pine forested lower slope of Emerald Mountain immediately 
north (10 m) of the East Portal trail.  This site is also located in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2796 m 
 
5LR4578 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
 Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A 40 m long linear alignment of 15 individual rock cairns associated 
with a 1 m wide rock cluster at one end. Considered to be Euro American and mid to late 
20th Century in date, it may qualify as a "kid's" feature, constructed by younger park 
visitors. The site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone on the lower, southwest slope of Emerald Mountain near the East Portal trail and 25 
m northeast of the Glacier Basin campground.  
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Elevation: 2796 m 
 
5LR4579 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  A historic, Euro American trash midden, containing eleven artifacts. It 
probably once served as a local dump and has artifacts that include catsup bottles, metal 
cans (including Budweiser beer cans), medicene bottles, porcelain and glass sherds. 
Artifact types suggest a chronology of late early to mid 20th Century (c.1920-1960).  The 
site is located in a lodge pole pine stand on a lower, northwest Emerald Mountain slope 
bench 400 m east southeast of Glacier Creek.  This site is located in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2800 m 
 
5LR4580 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Emerald Mountain. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a single historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth. No 
artifacts were noted, the feature's age is estimated to be mid 20th Century, based on its 
overall condition and a partly eroded charred branch buried in its center.  The site is 
located in a lodge pole pine stand on a lower, northwest Emerald Mountain slope bench 
350 m east southeast of Glacier Creek in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone.   
 
Elevation: 2880 m 
 
5LR4581 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /EA 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric Table Mountain jasper corner-notched 
Early Archaic projectile point base. The site is located on a T2 terrace slope in grass and 
sagebrush meadow in Hollowell Park 200 m north of Mill Creek.  The site can be found 
in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2542 m 
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5LR4582 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of several, historic, Euro American brown bottle glass 
fragments, estimated to be late early to mid 20th Century in date.  The site is located on a 
T2 terrace slope in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone,  
in Hollowell Park 175 m north of Mill Creek.   
 
Elevation: 2539 m 
 
5LR4583 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment: LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ LS, HWC, HWA /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of the scattered remains of a historic, Euro American 
CCC (Civilian Conservation Corp) camp and saw mill in a grass meadow moraine slope 
in the northwest quadrant of Hollowell Park. One small area of the site contains evidence 
of a prehistoric, Native American lithic scatter. Historical structural remains include a 
concrete-lined depression with an adjacent concrete-lined post-hole and a partly filled-in 
earthen water ditch (50 m long) that leads eastward from the depression. A bundle of 
barbed wire was found some 18 m west north west of the depression. Historical artifacts 
noted on the surface included clear and blue glass sherds, broken porcelain, ceramic 
water/sewer pipe fragments, and rusted tin cans. Historic records and associated artifacts 
place the main site occupation between 1934 and 1942.  Prehistoric artifacts consisted of 
two tertiary chert flakes found near the Hollowell Park rest area and parking lot, northeast 
of the historic portion of the site.  This site resides in the  
lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2560 m 
 
5LR4584 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PH/ OC, SR, HE /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is a prehistoric, Native American camp with four 1.5-2 m 
diameter stone rings and evidence of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth. One a 
single artifact, a rusted tin can, was noted.  The site is located in a protected saddle on top 
of the lateral moraine separating Moraine Park from Hollowell Park (Hollowell Park 
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survey area). Surrounding vegetation indicates that this site is within the boundaries of 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Note: It should be mentioned that this site, unknown to the UNC survey crew and park 
archeologist, had been previously assigned two earlier site numbers, but no document 
records (i.e. SHPO site forms) were ever filed. Those numbers were 5LR1921 (a rock 
wall located southwest of the rings) and 5LR1922 (the tipi rings themselves). This 
information surfaced in early April 2000 after the primary 1999 field season report was 
issued. 
 
Elevation: 2713 m 
 
5LR4585 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Historic, Euro American temporary camp shelter consisting of a partly 
fallen-down pole lean-to against a large boulder. One end is blocked by a low cobble and 
small boulder wall. Its condition suggests a mid 20th Century date.  The site is located in a 
protected saddle on top of the lateral moraine separating Moraine Park from Hollowell 
Park (Hollowell Park survey area). Surrounding vegetation consists of scattered 
ponderosa pine, sage and mountain mahogany brush is indicative of the lower ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2637 m 
 
5LR6950 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ RC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a single rock cairn on top of a lateral moraine, thought 
to have once served as a trail marker. Condition of the cairn indicates is quite old and it is 
classified here as being Native American, prehistoric.  The IF is located on a boulder 
outcrop on top of the lateral moraine dividing Moraine Park from Hollowell Park 
(Hollowell Park survey area in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone.  
  
Elevation: 2698 m 
 
 
5LR6951 
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Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a 1 x 1.75 rectangle of cobbles and small boulders on 
top of a lateral moraine ridge.  Its function is unknown, but its appearance and 
configuration suggests a mid 20th Century date.  The IF is located on a boulder outcrop on 
top of the lateral moraine dividing Moraine Park from Hollowell Park (Hollowell Park 
survey area) and within the boundaries of 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation: 2672 m 
 
5LR6952 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS/ PFE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is an older National Park woven wire elk exclosure, probably 
erected by park wildlife biologists from the late 1940's to the mid 1960's. It's located in 
the lower montane  ponderosa pine forested moraine slope overlooking Hollowell Park 
(Mill Creek). 
 
Elevation: 2652 m 
 
5LR6953 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site represents a former homestead or 
recreational cabin location. Structural foundations exist in the form of a partly intact, low 
concrete wall rectangle. Historic artifacts include a tin sardine can, clear window and 
bottle glass, and wire nails. Artifact types indicate an early to late early 20th Century date. 
The site is situated on a lower, mixed grass meadow and scattered ponderosa pine forest, 
lateral moraine slope north of Hollowell Park (Mill Creek) and in  the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2596 m 
 
 
5LR6954 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
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Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site is a historic trash scatter and a largely 
intact rectangular cabin platform outlined with cobbles and small boulders. Historic 
artifacts noted included rusted tin cans, broken window and bottle glass, round wire nails, 
and a 2 1/4 inch metal pipe embedded in the ground. Another rectangular structure 
outline on the ground is partly dug into the hill slope about six m north of the first 
structure. A smaller U-shaped concrete foundation is located near a road and large 
boulder some 22 m southwest of the first (cabin) foundation. The overall condition of the 
structural remains and artifact types indicates the site was demolished by the Park Service 
in the early 1970's.  The site is located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow 
environmental zone, lower slope bench of the northern lateral moraine overlooking 
Hollowell Park. 
 
Elevation: 2568 m 
 
5LR6955 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Site of a small historic, Euro American square concrete foundation for a 
former structure, possibly a small cabin or storage shed. No artifacts were noted.  The site 
is located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone on a 
lower slope bench of the northern lateral moraine overlooking Hollowell Park. 
 
Elevation: 2620 m 
 
5LR6956 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Site of a small, historic Euro American concrete foundation and a 
single, shaped Lyons sandstone block. The foundation represents remnants of a former 
removed building thought to date from the early to mid 20th Century (based in part on the 
crude, uneven mix of the concrete). No other artifacts were noted.  The site is located on 
a grass meadow, lower slope bench of the northern lateral moraine overlooking Hollowell 
Park some 20 m north of the Mill Creek trail and is also located in the lower to upper 
montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2563 m 
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5LR6957 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a single white Kremmling chert retouch flake. The flake 
is considered prehistoric and Native American in cultural affiliation.  The site is located 
on a grass meadow, lower slope bench of the northern lateral moraine overlooking 
Hollowell Park some 15 m north of the Mill Creek trail and is also found in the lower to 
upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2560 m 
 
5LR6958 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment of a 45 m-long cobble line located near a modern 
road. The alignment may have once marked a now-abandoned trail. The alignment is of 
undoubted historic Euro American affiliation, may be a trail "liner", and likely dates to 
the mid 20th Century. The site is located on a grass meadow, lower slope bench of the 
northern lateral moraine overlooking Hollowell Park some 80 m north of the Mill Creek 
trail and is also found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2560 m 
 
5LR6959 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small rock-lined hearth, judged to be late early to mid 
20th Century and Euro American in date and cultural affiliation. No artifacts were noted.  
The IF is located on the T1 terrace in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone immediately south (15 m) of Mill Creek in lower Hollowell Park. 
 
Elevation: 2559 m 
 
5LR6960 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small rock-lined hearth, judged to be late early to mid 
20th Century and Euro American in date and cultural affiliation. No artifacts were noted.  
The IF is located on the T1 terrace in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone south (40 m) of Mill Creek in lower Hollowell Park. 
 
Elevation:  2559 m 
 
5LR6961 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small rock-lined hearth, judged to be late early to mid 
20th Century and Euro American in date and cultural affiliation. No artifacts were noted. 
The IF is located at the base of a lateral moraine slope in the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest south (150 m) of Mill Creek in lower Hollowell Park. 
 
Elevation: 2592 m 
 
5LR6962 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W, SR, HE /LH(U), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A site with historic Native American and Euro American components. 
The Native American component consists of a collapsed pole wickiup and associated 
small stone (tipi) ring.  The historic component consists of a simple rock-lined hearth 
with fragments of eroded charcoal. The hearth, however, may also be originally Native 
American in nature and simply was re-used by a later Euro American visitor. The site is 
located at on a lower lateral moraine slope in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone south (150 m) of Mill Creek in lower Hollowell Park. 
 
Elevation: 2600 m 
 
5LR6963 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: Isolated find of a historic Euro American rock-lined hearth. Remains of 
eroded charcoal in the feature suggest a late early to mid 20th Century chronology. The 
site is located in a protected saddle on top of the lateral moraine separating Moraine Park 
from Hollowell Park (Hollowell Park survey area). Surrounding vegetation indicates that 
this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2620 m 
 
5LR6964 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment consisting of a short section of abandoned fence line 
with rusted barbed wire and four wood posts (with three standing and one fallen over). 
Condition of the alignment and type of barbed wire suggests a late early to mid 20th 
Century date.  The site is located at on a lower lateral moraine slope in scattered 
ponderosa pine forest south (95 m) of Mill Creek in mid Hollowell Park within the 
boundaries of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone 
 
Elevation: 2599 m 
 
5LR6965 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC, HE/MH(EA)  
 
Site Description: This site represents a former historic, Euro American shelter made of 
pine poles nailed horizontally to existing trees at a height of approximately 6 feet. It is 
believed the poles once formed a frame for a simple pole roof, possibly once covered by 
a tarp. Several upright poles leaning against the support trees may have been used to form 
temporary walls. A small rock-lined hearth is located some fifteen feet south of the 
structure. The use of large round wire nails and condition of the structure's wood 
indicates a late early to mid 20th Century date.  The site is located at on a lower lateral 
moraine slope in scattered ponderosa pine forest south (105 m) of Mill Creek in lower 
Hollowell Park and within the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2597 m 
 
5LR6966 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American log (ponderosa pine) cache 
placed up against a standing pine tree. The weathered condition of the poles suggests a 
likely late early to mid 20th Century date.  The site is located in a small drainage swale on 
a lower lateral moraine slope in grassy meadow vegetation and scattered ponderosa pine 
stands south of Mill Creek in mid Hollowell Park and within the boundaries of the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2620 m 
 
5LR6967 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment of a portion (120 feet) of an abandoned vehicle road 
with drag line tracks still evident. Age and cultural affiliation are early to mid 20th 
Century and Euro American.  The site is located at on a lower lateral moraine slope in 
scattered ponderosa pine forest and meadow areas south (340 feet) of Mill Creek in mid 
Hollowell Park and in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
  
Elevation: 2651 m 
 
5LR6968 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Isolated find of a historic, Euro American cairn of 70 medium to large 
cobbles placed up against a large glacial boulder. The feature's physical condition 
suggests an early to mid 20th Century date.  The site is located on a upper lateral moraine 
slope in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone south of Mill Creek 
in Hollowell Park. 
 
Elevation: 2639 m 

 
5LR6969 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site represents the remains of a destroyed and/or abandoned 
recreational cabin or homestead on top of a glacial moraine (Hollowell Park) in a 
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protected saddle with mixed grass meadow and ponderosa pine forest. The partly intact 
wood frame of the cabin is still in place and a small square of galvanized tin, probably 
from the roof,was located nearby. No artifacts were noted. The site is Euro American in 
cultural affiliation and believed to date from the early to mid 20th Century.  This site is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2657 m 
 
5LR6970 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric Native American grinding slab (metate) 
fragment. It was located on the surface near the edge of an open grass meadow on the 
periphery of the Mill Creek floodplain (65 m northwest of Mill Creek) in upper Hollowell 
Park.  The site can be found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2570 m 
 
5LR6971 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Hollowell Park. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a pole lean-to shelter overlooking Mill Creek Basin. The 
structure is partly fallen down and was propped against a large glacial boulder on a bench 
near the top of a lateral moraine overlooking Hollowell Park to the southeast. Its 
condition suggests use as a temporary Euro American shelter, likely in the late early to 
mid 20th Century.  This isolated find can be found in the lower to upper montane 
grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 

 
5LR6972 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/Glacier Creek. 
Environment:  LMMPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/OC, HE/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American camp hearth (rock-lined) on a 
glacial kame, amid lodge pole pine, in the Glacier Creek valley. Condition of the hearth 
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indicates a late early to mid 20th Century date.  The site is located in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2646 m 
 
5LR6973 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Hollowell Park 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small historic, Euro American trash scatter, consisting 
of seven sherds of green glass and white porcelain dating to the early 20th Century.  The 
IF is located immediately off (10 m east) of the Mill Creek trail at the base of the 
ponderosa pine forested margins of a lateral moraine slope in upper Hollowell Park.  This 
site is located within the boundaries of the lower ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2575 m 

5LR6974 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Isolated find of a historic, Euro-American rock-lined hearth in the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone near the Bierstadt Lake 
shore in the Bierstadt survey area. The condition of eroded charcoal in the feature 
indicates a late early to mid 20th Century origin. 
 

Elevation: 2864 m 

 
5LR6975 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Isolated find of rusted corrugated roofing tin fragments, situated in a 
lateral moraine saddle with mixed meadow grass and ponderosa pine stand overlooking 
Bierstadt Lake. The tin appears to be late early 20th Century in date. 
The environmental zone for this site is the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2864 m 
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5LR6976   
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American isolated find of a rock-lined hearth associated 
with an intact liquor bottle and a can lid perforator. The condition and type of artifacts are 
consistent with a mid 20th Century date. The IF is located on the top of a lateral moraine 
ridge in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest overlooking Bierstadt Lake. 
 
Elevation: 2794 m 
 
5LR6977 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Isolated find of a small cobble hearth. The eroded condition of the 
feature and heavily disintegrated charcoal fragments suggest a late early 20th Century 
date and Euro American cultural affiliation.  The IF is located on north-facing slope of a 
lateral moraine ridge in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone overlooking Bierstadt Lake (77 m to the south). 
 
Elevation: 2883 m 
 
5LR6978 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of small cairn of seven cobbles on a north facing, 
ponderosa pine covered hill slope in Bierstadt Lake basin. Since the cairn is located near 
an existing trail, it is considered likely to be mid 20th Century and Euro American in 
origin.  This site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2864 m 
 
5LR6979 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
Environment:  LMPPF      
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This site represents the remains of a historic, Euro American cabin 
believed to once have been part of a recreational in-holding acquired by the Park Service 
and removed by the 1950's. The site includes a cobble-lined foundation (rectangular), 
several broken bricks, clear glass fragments, a rusted nut and bolt, milled lumber, and 
rusted round nails. The site is located in a saddle on a lateral moraine ridge with scattered 
ponderosa and limber pine trees near the Mill Creek trail in the Bierstadt Lake survey 
area.  This site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2864 m 
 
5LR6980 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  P,H/ OC, SR, TM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site has both prehistoric and historic components. The prehistoric 
component is present in a 1.6 m diameter stone ring with a small rock-lined hearth in its 
center. The hearth appears re-used since its initial prehistoric construction due to the fact 
it contains relatively recent charcoal. The historic site component is found in a 2.8 m 
diameter, .8 m deep, pit located some 40 m north of the stone ring. Historic Euro 
American artifacts found with the pit feature are purple glass sherds and rusted can 
fragments.  The site is situated in ponderosa pine and lodge pole forest on a lateral 
moraine slope 310 m east southeast of Bierstadt Lake.  This site can be found in the the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2866 m 
 
5LR6981 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site consists of a small rock-lined hearth 
and a small cluster of fourteen solder-dot, rusted tin cans. The cans suggest a date of very 
late 19th or early 20th Century.  The site is located on a sheltered lateral moraine bench in 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone overlooking the 
Bierstadt Lake basin. 
 
Elevation: 2804 m 
 
5LR6982 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Bierstadt Lake 
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Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ HLA, HWA/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This linear alignment is a 70 m long, 1 m wide, ditch. One end of the 
ditch (the west) is located at a small, natural spring. The feature is believed to have once 
been part of a limited irrigation or livestock watering system built and used in the late 
19tth and/or early 20th centuries. The alignment is located on the lower slope of a lateral 
moraine in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone, 
overlooking Bierstadt Lake basin. 
 
Elevation: 2893 m 
 
5LR6983   
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Isolated find of a small rock-lined hearth situated on the lower slope of 
a glacial moraine in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environment zone 
overlooking Glacier Creek basin. The feature's physical condition suggests an early to 
mid 20th Century date and Euro American cultural affiliation. No artifacts were noted. 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR6984 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ SC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A historic, Euro American camp site consisting of a partially fallen 
down branch lean-to (against a large boulder), a small rock-lined hearth, and several 
rusted tin cans. The condition of the site and presence of solder-dot cans indicates an 
early to late early 20th Century date.  The site is located on a lateral moraine ridge in 
aspen and lodgepole pine forest and overlooks Glacier Creek 233 m to the west-
southwest.  This site is also located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR6985 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: Historic, Euro American homestead or recreational cabin site with a 
rectangular, leveled cabin platform on a grassy meadow bench immediately southeast of 
Bierstadt moraine in the Glacier Creek valley. An extensive historic trash scatter includes 
solder-dot tin cans, green to clear window glass, automobile engine parts, metal buttons, 
and porcelain sherds-all indicating a late early (1930's) to mid (1940's-1950's) 20th 
Century chronology.   
The site can be found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2655 m 
 
5LR6986 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth with 
fragments of highly eroded charcoal. No artifacts were noted. Condition of the feature 
indicates a late early to mid 20th Century date.  The IF is located on the lower slope of a 
lateral moraine in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest, 200 m north of Glacier 
Creek. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR6987 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American quartzite flake tool. 
Since it was discovered in the back-dirt of a pocket gopher burrow, the tool may signal 
the existence of buried prehistoric deposits.  The IF is located in an upper Glacier Creek 
terrace in the lower to mid montane grassland meadow environmental zone, 124 m 
northwest of the stream. 
 
Elevation: 2622 m 
 
5LR6988 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: An historic, Euro American linear alignment of 124 m of a two-track 
road, largely filled-in by organic duff and eroded sediments. Located in a stand of pine 
trees, the road segment is considered abandoned by at least the mid 20th Century.  The 
alignment is located on a former terrace of Glacier Creek in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone, 124 m northwest of the stream. 
 
Elevation: 2776 m 
 
5LR6989 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/ Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  PIF/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American lithic scatter, consisting 
of seven small tooling retouch flakes of chert and quartzite., and one Kremmling chert 
utilized flake knife.  The scatter is likely the site of a brief stop over for weapons or 
animal processing tool retouch operations. The IF is located on the lower lateral moraine 
slope in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone, 120 m 
northwest of Glacier Creek. 
 
Elevation: 2669 m 
5LR6990 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth. Given the 
physical condition of the feature, it is believed to represent a short-term camp visit in the 
late early to mid 20th Century.  The IF is located on a lower lateral moraine bench in lthe 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone,  241 m north of Glacier 
Creek. 
 
Elevation: 2570 m 
 
5LR6991 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ SC, HPA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Late historic, Euro American site consisting of a branch lean-to (against 
a large boulder) and  a small (children's) pole wickiup. The site, located in Glacier Creek 
basin, is believed to date to the mid 20th Century (1940's to 1960's). It is situated on a 
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lower lateral moraine bench in lodge pole pine and aspen forest 170 m north of Glacier 
Creek and within the boundaries of the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2687 m 
 
5LR6992 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ TM, HLO /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a historic, Euro American trash midden and cache of lodge 
pole pine logs (approximately 40). The poles are weathered and possibly were cached for 
trail or fence construction. Historic artifacts in the midden are entirely solder-dot tin cans 
(n=27), dating them to the late 19th Century or early 20th Century.  The site is located on a 
lower lateral moraine slope in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone, 278 m northwest of Glacier Creek.  
 
Elevation:  2719 m 
 
 
5LR6993 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth in a lateral 
moraine slope's grassy meadow clearing in Glacier Creek basin (250 m north of Glacier 
Creek). No other cultural evidence was noted and condition of the feature suggests a 
early late to mid 20th Century date.  This site is located in the lower to upper montane 
grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2706 m 
 
5LR6994 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth on lodge 
pole pine forested lower lateral moraine slope in Glacier Creek basin. No other cultural 
evidence was noted and condition of the feature suggests a early late to mid 20th Century 
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date.  This site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2721 m 

5LR6995 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: This site is a prehistoric, Native American lithic scatter, consisting of 
twenty-six secondary or tertiary tool retouch flakes of quartzite, chert, chalcedony, and 
jasper.  Also found and recorded were flake knives and scrapers of Dakota 
orthoquartziteThe site is situated on the lower to mid montane lodge pole pine forested 
T1 terrace some 45 m north of Glacier Creek.   
 
UTM Reference: 

  13: 447089 mE    4463261 mN 

Elevation: 2720 m 
 
5LR6996 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF, HIF/ NPA, HTM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of prehistoric, Native American and historic, Euro 
American artifacts in a lodge pole pine forest, 20 m north of Glacier Creek on its T1 
terrace. Artifacts include a single tertiary chert flake, two rusted tin cans, and a broken, 
rusted metal file. The style of tin cans suggest a late early 20th Century date for the 
historic component.  This site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2690 m 
 
5LR6997 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF    
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of five chert and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes on 
Glacier Creek's T1 terrace in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone,  78 m north of the stream. 
 
Elevation: 2687 m 
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5LR6998 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ NPA, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Site with prehistoric, Native American, and historic, Euro American, 
components. Artifacts include six tertiary chert flakes, a chert scraper,  a rusted 2-gallon 
bucket, a rusted can lid, a dried and eroded leather shoe heel, and a crushed aluminum 
soda can. Condition and types of historic artifacts indicate a mid 20th Century for that 
component. The site is situated in a lodge pole pine stand on the T1 terrace of Glacier 
Creek (located 20 m to the north). 
This site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2686 m 
 
5LR6999 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HWA, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site consists of a linear alignment and intersecting concrete walls 
belonging to a former water diversion system. The system has several elements, including 
a small concrete, water-trapping, tank (with a metal screened drain) that empties into a 
metal pipe running out of the tank. Only the pipe leading from the tank's concrete wall 
remains intact, although portions of the original pipe are visible at the surface along a line 
that runs around a low knoll and down hill for 30 m before emerging from the ground and 
(once) being suspended on three concrete pillar supports before draining into another 
concrete tank. Historic artifacts found along the system included two broken drinking 
glasses, a metal band and several solder-dot tins cans. Dates for the system, based on its 
condition and associated artifacts, is believed to early to late early 20th Century, although 
a late 19th Century date cannot be ruled out. The site is situated on the T1 terrace 
immediately north (10-15 m) of Glacier Creek and in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2660 m 
 
5LR7000 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF,HIF/ NPA, NHA /P(UK), MH(EA)  
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Site Description: Isolated find of five prehistoric, Native American, Kremmling chert 
flakes and a historic, Euro American wooden board, with portions of a gate screen still 
attached. Age of the historic artifact is estimated to be late early to mid 20th Century.  The 
IF is located on the T1 terrace in a small grass clearing in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. immediately (15 m) north of Glacier Creek. 
 
Elevation: 2653 m 
 
5LR7001 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE, IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American, rock-lined hearth and a 
nearby .5 m piece of barbed wire grown into a large ponderosa pine tree at a height of 1 
m. The wire is believed to have once been part of a livestock fence line that has been 
removed or destroyed. Both the hearth feature and the wire are considered to date to the 
late early to mid 20th Century.  The IF is located on the T1 terrace in a small grass 
clearing in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
immediately (15 m) north of Glacier Creek. 
Elevation: 2649 m 
 
5LR7002 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site is a historic, Euro American trash midden and modern pine 
pole wickiup. The wickiup is of recent construction and is a conical arrangement of lodge 
pole pine poles (n=34) with a maximum height of 2.7 m and a base diameter of 2.2 m. 
Historic artifacts found scattered near the structure include broken bottle glass, bailing 
wire, and fractured red bricks. The artifacts are mid 20th Century in origin. The IF is 
located on the T1 terrace in a small grass clearing next to a gravel access road in 
lodgepole pine forest 88 m northwest of Glacier Creek.  This site can be found in the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2622 m 
 
5LR7003 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ SR, TM/P(UK), MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This site has both prehistoric, Native American, and historic, Euro 
American, components. The prehistoric component consists of three 1.4-1.5 m diameter 
stone rings, a rock-lined hearth, and a single chert flake. The historic component includes 
fragments of concrete, broken blue and green glass, and a heavily rusted tin can lid. The 
site is situated on the T1 terrace of Glacier Creek in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone,  6 m south of that stream. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR7004 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth located 40 
m south of Glacier Creek in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone.  The eroded and partly buried condition of the hearth is judged to 
establish is date as late early to mid 20th Century.   
 
Elevation: 2633 m 
 
5LR7005 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of one secondary chert flake of prehistoric, Native 
American origin. It was found in secondary (lag) moraine deposits 5 m south of Glacier 
Creek in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2621 m 
 
5LR7006 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLO /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American, site consists of 30 lodge pole logs cached 
in a length-wise pile in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone., 250 miles southwest of Glacier Creek. The poles are moderately weathered and 
well-dried, indicating a possible mid 20th Century date. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
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5LR7007 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find is a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth with a 
small wood pile. The feature is partly buried, but has been used/re-used recently and has 
eroded charcoal and a charred branch in its interior. The feature's date is estimated to be 
late early to mid 20th Century. The IF is located on the T1 terrace of Glacier Creek, 4 m 
south of the stream in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone. 
  
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
 
5LR7008 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Beaver Meadows 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American secondary chert flake 
found on the surface of a ponderosa pine forested moraine bench overlooking Beaver 
Meadows. It is located near a number of important prehistoric sites, including 5LR3891, 
some 50 m to the west.  This site as well as the others, is found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2559 m 
 
5LR7009 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ W /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Native American site is a largely collapsed and heavily 
weathered aspen pole wickiup. Its date is unknown, but may be early to mid 19th Century. 
The structure is located in the dense lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone, 70 m south of Glacier Creek. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5LR7010 
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Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth estimated, 
based on its physical condition, to be late early to mid 20th Century in date. The feature is 
located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone, 25 m 
south of Glacier Creek. 
 
Elevation: 2645 m 
 
5LR7011 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/Glacier Creek 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS-GOV/ HLO, OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American features (site) consisting of a 2.5 m diameter, 
.8 m deep depression, a cache of lodge pole pine logs, and a single rock-lined hearth. The 
features are located near on the T1 terrace of Glacier Creek in lodge pole pine forest near 
an existing Park Service trail and 20 m east of a small bridge crossing the creek.  All are 
suspected of representing resources for NPS construction of the nearby trail and, based on 
their condition, are likely to be mid 20th Century in date.  This site is located in the lower 
to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2682 m 
 
5LR7012 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/MacGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF, HIF/ NPA, H(TM) /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric or protohistoric, Native American stone 
graving tool, a Dakota orthoquartzite flake tool,  and three sherds of historic glass (brown 
and clear). The artifacts were located in a mountain slope grassy meadow area inside a 
large boulder complex just off the western branch of the Twin Owls trail, immediately 
north of the National Park/MacGregor Ranch boundary and in the lower to mid montane 
grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2420 m 
 
5LR7013 
 
Survey Year/Area:  1999/MacGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF   
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American recreational cabin site with both structural and 
artifact remains. The structural remains include two building platforms partly cut into the 
hillside and an upright 7.5 cm iron pip sunk into the ground (a well?). The pipe is sealed 
with a screw cap. Historic artifacts include ceramic water/sewer pipe, pieces of broken 
asphalt, an electrical line insulator, and blue bottle glass. Artifact types and physical 
condition of the structural remains are interpreted to suggest a late early (1930's) to mid 
20th Century (1940's-1950's) date. The site is located on a mountain slope bench in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest on Park Service land immediately north of 
MacGregor Ranch. 
 
Elevation: 2422 m  
 
5LR7014 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a low boulder rock overhang modified for use as a 
temporary shelter by construction of a loose rock wall at its northwest end. The shelter 
interior was also deepened to make more room for human users. The feature is historic, 
Euro American and of recent, mid to late 20th Century origin. The site is located at 
MacGregor Ranch on a lower mountain slope, grassy meadow bench with surrounding 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2501 m 

 
5LR7016 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American isolated find of a branch-frame shelter placed 
over a space between two large boulders on a high, ponderosa pine forested mountain 
ridge overlooking (to south) the Black Canyon valley. The structure is located in 
MacGregor Ranch land on which Rocky Mountain National Park owns a wildlife 
easement and under which the ranch was surveyed in 1999.  
Site 5LR7016 is found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2466 m 
 
5LR7017 
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Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a light scatter of historic, Euro American artifacts and a 
rectangular structure foundation of large cobbles measuring 15 feet (north-south) x 10 
feet (east-west). Historic artifacts included green glass sherds, charred tin foil, and 
charred animal bone. Chronology of the site's artifacts is interpreted as being quite recent 
(mid 20th Century) although the stone feature, well embedded in the ground, may be 
somewhat earlier. The IF is located on MacGregor Ranch land in a grassy clearing on a 
lower mountain slope 50 m north of a ranch stable and corral complex and in the lower to 
mid montane grassland meadow environmental zone.    
 
Elevation: 2410 m 
 
5LR7018 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLO /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site consists of a large (18 m x 12 m) 
mound of machine-sawn pine wood fragments and large (30 cm x 15 cm) to small (10 cm 
x 5 cm) pieces of pine bark. Located on Macgregor Ranch land in a mountain slope 
clearing 35m north northwest of a stable and corral complex, the site is believed to 
represent a milling, lumbering location for ponderosa pine, likely for ranch construction. 
Condition of the wood indicates a late early to mid 20th Century date.  The environmental 
zone for this site is the lower montane ponderosa pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2401 m 
 
5LR7019 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A historic, Euro American linear alignment of a former fence line or 
temporary corral on a high ridge 50 m east of a ridge crest saddle covered in ponderosa 
pine forest north of the Black Canyon valley.  The alignment consisted of pine poles 
wired (with barbed wire) into a live ponderosa pine tree at one end and anchored in a 
boulder crevice at the other end. The poles are fastened together with smooth bailing wire 
in the feature's central span area. Some age to the feature is suggested by the fact that the 
attaching barbed wire at the south end is embedded in the tree to a depth of 10-12 cm. 
The double-twist barbed wire is typical of that used in the early 1900's. Four other 
sections of barbed wire fence line were noted in an irregular line descending the ridge 
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slope to the south and southwest over a distance of 100 m south and east of the pole 
feature. The alignment is located on MacGregor Ranch property in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2424 m 
 
5LR7020 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/OC, LS /LMP(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American lithic scatter, consisting 
of a white, with brown to black bands, chert Late Paleoindian projectile point mid-
section, a reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper flake knife, a gray Dakota orthoquartzite 
biface knife base, and two dark brown chert shatter flakes. The artifacts were located near 
a group of large boulders on a ponderosa pine forested ridge slope on MacGregor Ranch 
land overlooking the Black Canyon valley.  The entire site is located in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2395 m 
 
5LR7021 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American tertiary (pressure) flake 
on a ponderosa pine forested hill slope overlooking the Black Canyon valley on 
MacGregor Ranch land.  The site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2376 m 
 
5LR7022 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American trash midden, consisting of a 1 m x 10 m 
scatter of white porcelain plate sherds, purple glass, horseshoe nails, round cut nails, 
rusted metal fragments, and rotted pieces of milled lumber. The site is situated on 
MacGregor Ranch land with a complex of large boulders and surrounding lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone at the base of a hill slope overlooking (south) 
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the Black Canyon valley. A two-track dirt road runs east and west just southwest (15 m) 
of the site. 
 
Elevation: 2376 m 
 
5LR7023 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/GS, NPA, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site contains both prehistoric, Native American, and historic, Euro 
American, components. Both components are scattered within a cluster of large boulders 
in ponderosa pine forest at the foot of a large ridge overlooking (to southwest) the Black 
Canyon valley on MacGregor Ranch. Prehistoric artifacts included four sandstone metate 
fragments and a single lanceolate, chert biface tool. Historic artifacts, dating to the late 
19th or early 20th Centuries, consisted of square iron nails and purple glass.  This site is 
located within the boundaries of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2376 m 
 
5LR7024 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:   LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This historic, Euro American site includes the surface outline (in ground 
vegetation) of a former building foundation measuring 1 m x 5 m. The outline is oriented 
with the long axis east-west. A one m square depression located 3 m north of the outline 
is believed to represent a former well or privy. The site is located in a grassy meadow hill 
slope north of the main MacGregor Ranch complex and is believed to date from the early 
to mid 20th Century. 
The site can be found in the lower to mid montane grassland meadows environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2387 m 
 
5LR7025 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: This historic, Euroamerican, isolated find is a rock-lined hearth and an 
adjacent wood pile. The condition of the feature and the associated wood suggests a mid 
20th Century date. The IF is located on a modest ponderosa pine forested hill slope on 
MacGregor Ranch land south of the Needles massif.  The environmental zone for this site 
is the lower montane ponderosa pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2404 m 
 
5LR7026 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock cairn. The cairn, made 
of 18 granite rocks, is somewhat slumped and is suspected of dating to the early to late 
early 20th Century. The feature is located on MacGregor Ranch land on the lower 
ponderosa pine forested slope of the Needles massif above Black Canyon Creek and the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2379 m 
 
5LR7027 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euroamerican, feature: a single pine fence 
post with attached barbed and bailing wire. Believed to be part of a now destroyed fence 
line, it is situated in a damp, low-lying swale with meadow grasses and scattered 
ponderosa pine trees near and old (abandoned) two track road on MacGregor Ranch land.  
This site can be found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2283 m 

 
5LR7028 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/NAP/P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of single, prehistoric, Native American tertiary chert flake. 
The artifact was located near a boulder overhang shelter In the lower montane ponderosa 
pine forest environmental zone and on the lower slope of the Lumpy Ridge massif (on 
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National Park land) overlooking the Black Canyon valley near a section of the western 
branch of Two Owls trail.   
 
Elevation: 2424 m 
 
 
 
5LR7029 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American isolated find of a single standing pine fence 
post with two drilled holes, attached bailing wire and rusted metal fragments on the 
ground below. The feature represents a removed/abandoned fence line thought to date 
from the early to mid 20th Century. The IF is located on a grassy meadow mountain slope 
256 m northeast of Black Canyon Creek on MacGregor Ranch and within the boundaries 
of the lower to mid montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
  
Elevation: 2384 m 
 
5LR7030 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF   
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American purple glass sherd datable 
from the late 19th to the early 20th centuries. The find was located on a ponderosa pine 
forested lower ridge slope near the Twin Owls trail in Rocky Mountain National Park 
(just north of the MacGregor Ranch boundary).  This site is found in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2452 m 
 
5LR7031 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE, IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth. The feature 
has an unusually large number of cobbles (n=15). The only noted artifact was a short (16 
cm) length of 7 cm diameter steel pipe, located 3 m from the hearth. Based on the 
feature's condition and the artifact type, the IF is believed to date to the mid 20th Century.  
The IF is located at the intersection of a ponderosa pine forested, lower mountain slope 
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and the upper grassy terrace area of Black Canyon Creek on Park Service land 50 m 
southwest of the stream (above-northwest of MacGregor Ranch).  Site 5LR7031 is 
located in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2437 m 
 
5LR7032 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic Euro American site consisting of a rectangular outline in 
surface vegetation of a former, removed building, likely a small (8 m x 6 m) cabin. A 1 m 
x 1 m, roughly square, shallow depression 4 m north of the outline may represent a 
former privy. Overall conditions of the site are believed to indicate a late early (1930's) 
20th Century date, at least for its removal. No artifacts were noted. The site is located on a 
modest, ponderosa pine forested hill slope at the foot of Lumpy Ridge on MacGregor 
Ranch land (70 m southwest of Black Canyon Creek) overlooking the Black Canyon 
valley.  This site can also be found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 

Elevation: 2377 m 
 
5LR7033 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ SC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euro American site consisting of 19 heavily weathered juniper 
branches (largely collapsed) placed against a large rock outcrop notch, directly over an 
outcrop cliff drop. Local vegetation indicates that this site is in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. The site, once having served as a temporary 
shelter, is located on MacGregor Ranch land overlooking the Black Canyon valley. Its 
estimated date is late early to mid 2oth Century.  
 
Elevation: 2472 m 
 
5LR7034 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth located in a 
rock outcrop notch on a ponderosa pine forested mountain ridge overlooking the Black 
Canyon valley on MacGregor Ranch land. No artifacts were noted and the eroded 
charcoal in the hearth indicates a mid 20th Century date.  The environmental zone for this 
site is the lower montane ponderosa pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 2481 m 
 
5LR7035 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Isolated find of a historic, Euro American rock-lined hearth with a 
granite slab placed upright on its east north east side as a wind deflector. The condition of 
eroded, fragmentary charcoal washing from the feature's margins suggests a mid 20th 
Century date. The feature is situated on a high mountain ridge next to a protective 
boulder overhang in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone on 
MacGregor Ranch land. 
 
Elevation: 2437 m 
 
5LR7036 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, HLO, FEN /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment of livestock fencing and a large log stack along a high, 
ponderosa pine forested ridge line trail. The ridgeline forms a divide of the Fall River 
valley (to the south) and the Black Canyon valley (to the north). One of the fence features 
is branch and pole section leaning against a large rock outcrop along the trail. A second 
feature, 20 m to the west, consists of three 6 m long poles blocking an entry between two 
large boulders, presumably to prevent livestock from moving off the main trail. Some 30 
m east of the first feature on the south side of the trail is a large stack of machine-sawn 
pine logs, some measuring as much as 40 cm in diameter (all in an advanced stage of rot). 
Overall condition of the poles and logs is believed to indicate an early to late early 20th 
Century date.  Site 5LR7056 is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2437 m 
 
5LR7037 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
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Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF, HIF/ NPA, OC, H(HE), NHA/P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American hearth and porcelain sherd 
and a single prehistoric, chert blade tool. The find was located in a protected swale and 
rock outcrop area descending the south side of a ponderosa pine forested mountain ridge 
overlooking the Black Canyon valley on MacGregor Ranch.  This isolated find site is 
found in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2449 m 
 
5LR7038 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LUMGUM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ NPA, HLA, HWA /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment of a 277 foot long historic, Euro American irrigation 
ditch above and south of Black Canyon Creek on MacGregor Ranch. The average width 
of the now-partly filled in ditch is 3 m. A prehistoric, Native American component, 
consisting of a single quartzite blade fragment, was discovered in the ditch back dirt near 
its western end. The site is located on a mixed grass and scattered ponderosa pine tree T2 
terrace slope above and southwest (210 feet away) of Black Canyon Creek.  This site is 
found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2375 m 
 
5LR7039 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, FEN /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment of a 60 ffoot long segment of a post and barbed wire 
fence line running in a roughly east-west direction. Several posts and partly buried 
lengths of barbed wire mark the former line in a lightly forested (ponderosa pine) hill 
slope 460 feet south of Black Canyon Creek on MacGregor Ranch. Age of the alignment 
is estimated to be early to mid 20th Century.  This site can be found in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2376 m 
 
5LR7040 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Extensive, historic, Euro American trash midden site (45 x 30 feet) on a 
ponderosa pine forested hill slope 200 m south of Black Canyon Creek on MacGregor 
Ranch. Midden artifacts include substantial amounts of used construction materials such 
as broken red brick, shaped sandstone and granite blocks, milled pine boards and roof 
timbers, and several rusted lengths of barbed wire. The estimated age range of the 
artifacts is late early to mid 20th Century.   
 
Elevation: 2356 m 
 
5LR7041 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HPA / MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Recent historic, Euro American tree platform structure, likely a kid's 
play area. The structure consists of two peeled poles nailed to four ponderosa pine trees at 
a height of six feet with 14 peeled poles lying across the nailed poles to form a platform. 
An access ladder of smaller pole pieces is nailed on two of the trees and one has "Viking" 
carved on it. The site is located on the mid slope of a ridge defining the southern edge of 
the Black Canyon Creek valley on MacGregor Ranch. Surrounding vegetation is 
indicative of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2327 m 
 
5LR7042 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American horseshoe (with the word 
"Lite" cast into it). The condition and type of the artifact suggests an early to late early 
20th Century date. The artifact was found on MacGregor Ranch in mixed grass meadow 
and ponderosa pine stands of a north facing ridge slope, 750 feet south of Black Canyon 
Creek.  Surrounding vegetation is indicative of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2381 m 
 
5LR7043 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of historic, Euro American trash, including five weathered 
boards (3 x 1 1/

2 x 1 inch thick) with the words "Planter 10 ct" embossed on one. Their 
inferred date is late early to mid 20th Century. The IF is located on MacGregor Ranch 
land on the ponderosa pine forested hill slope, 75 feet south of Black Canyon Creek and 
within the boundaries of the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2371 m 
 
5LR7044 
 
Survey Year/Area: 1999/McGregor Ranch 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF, HIF/ NPA, NHA /P(UK) MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of prehistoric, Native American and historic, Euro 
American, artifacts. The prehistoric component is represented by a single white chert 
thinning flake. The historic component consists of a single brass button impressed with a 
perched eagle surrounded by stars. Both artifacts were found on an upper grassy meadow 
terrace slope with scattered ponderosa pine, 50 m south of Black Canyon Creek 
(MacGregor Ranch).  This site is located in the  
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2388 m 
 
5LR7045 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OT /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American T-shape feature and made of 
large cobbles and small boulders. Given the feature's partly buried condition, it is 
believed to date to the early 20th Century and may have served as some form of marker. 
The IF is located on Trail Ridge in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone near 
the Ute Trail. 
 
Elevation: 3704 m 
 
5LR7046 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA / EA 
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Site Description: Isolated find of prehistoric, Native American artifacts in the vicinity of 
a sheltering boulder complex, one large boulder forming a shallow protective overhang.  
Artifacts include the lower third of an Early Archaic (c. 6000-5000 b.p.) Mount Albion 
Complex, side-notched projectile point made of red chert, a Kremmling chert biface tool, 
and a single Kremming chert, tertiary (re-tooling) flake. The IF's location in the alpine 
dry grass meadow environmental zone on Trail Ridge Road provides an excellent view of 
the Tombstone Ridge locality and lies a short distance from the Ute Trail. 
 
Elevation: 3659 m 
 
5LR7047 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American trail marker cairn on the 
Alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone near the Ute Trail on Tombstone Ridge 
(Trail Ridge). The 3 feet wide x 2 feet high cairn was constructed of 17 schist and granite 
cobbles and is in excellent condition, suggesting a date no earlier than the mid 20th 
Century. 
 
Elevation: 3649 m 
 
5LR7048 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA / P (UK) 
 
Site Description: This isolated find consisted of a Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool 
(scraper) found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone,  just off the Forest 
Canyon Overlook access path on Trail Ridge Drive. The IF’s location appears to be 
identical as an earlier find of a Middle Archaic (Hanna) projectile point documented in 
the 1978 Lincoln survey at IF 5LR3943. 
 
Elevation: 3579 m 
 
5LR7049 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OC, HE, NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site consists of a historic, Euroamerican, rock-lined hearth and two 
artifacts on an Alpine tundra slope overlooking (to south) Trail Ridge road near Forest 
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Canyon Overlook. Artifacts included a heavily rusted metal fragment and a weathered 1.3 
cm thick, 9 cm long, pine board. Condition of the feature and artifacts suggests an early 
to late early 20th Century date.  This site can be found in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3580 m 
 
5LR7050 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS/GOV/ PFR, TM, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euroamerican, site of a former, demolished Park Service 
Ranger Station immediately off Trail Ridge Drive. Located on a modest tundra slope just 
northwest of a bend in the Trail Ridge highway, the site covers an area of approximately 
36,000 feet2.  Surface remains show the former existence of at least three structures 
(likely cabins) and an asphalt-paved parking area. Outlines of an access road leading to 
the station from Trail Ridge road are clearly present. Historic artifacts scattered over the 
site include rusted round nails, broken window glass (clear), purple bottle glass, bailing 
wire, charred tar paper, clay water-sewer pipe fragments, a rock cairn, a rusted car engine 
part, and a metal cap with the name "International Harvester" impressed onto it. Burnt 
rock in the area of the structures supports reports that they had been initially demolished 
by burning.  This site is also located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3468 m 
 
5LR7051 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Moraine Park 
Environment:  LMMLF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ OC, HE /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: An isolated find consisting of a prehistoric cobble hearth with no 
associated artifacts. It measures .50 x .50 m and is located on a terrace bench immediately 
south of the Cub Lake tributary stream to the Big Thompson River in upper Moraine 
Park. The hearth is believed to be prehistoric given its condition of heavy erosion and 
deep burial (only the tops of the hearth cobbles are visible). 
Local vegetation indicates that this site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2481 m. 
 
5LR7052 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
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Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, Euroamerican, trash midden pit thought to have been produced 
by construction crews working on Trail Ridge Road in the 1930's. The small (3 x  1 ½ 
foot) pit midden contains 41 rusted tin cans (solder dot construction, for condensed milk, 
coffee, soup, etc.) and several sherds of green window glass, all dumped into the pit.  
This trash midden is found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3718 m 
 
5LR7053 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/HLA, RC/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment of three historic, Euroamerican, rock cairns over a 
distance of 90 feet along the crest of Sundance Mountain on Trail Ridge. All cairns are in 
the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone at very high (3447 m) elevation and, 
based on their condition, appear to be no older than the mid 20th Century. 
 
Elevation: 3747 m 
 
5LR7054 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euro American wooden cross placed upright 
in a small boulder base on Sundance Mountain (Trail Ridge). The weathered condition of 
the cross suggests a mid 20th Century date.  This site can be found in the alpine dry grass 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3646 m 
 
5LR7055 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment: ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ HB /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American, game drive pit just 
inside (west) a northeast facing cliff to the northwest of Sundance Mountain (Trail Ridge) 
overlooking the upper Fall River Canyon. The circular, 2.5 m diameter, .4 m deep pit 
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sites on the Alpine tundra on a 30-degree slope (the slope oriented to the northwest in a 
southeast-northwest line). The feature is situated 15 m from the escarpment and may have 
been used for ambushing elk that often graze in an upslope movement along the 
associated mountain slope. 
This site is also found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3701 m 
 
5LR7056 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ HB /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American game 
drive pit just inside (west) a northeast facing cliff to the northwest of Sundance Mountain 
(Trail Ridge) overlooking the upper Fall River Canyon. The pit is located 25 m down 
slope from a similar feature (5LR7055), but does not appear to be part of a larger game 
drive system. The circular, 2.5 m diameter, .4 m deep pit sites on the Alpine tundra on a 
30-degree slope (the slope oriented to the northwest in a southeast-northwest line). The 
feature is situated 10 m from the escarpment and, like 5LR7055, may have been used for 
ambushing elk that often graze in an upslope movement along the associated mountain 
slope.  This isolated find site is located in the alpind dry grass meadow environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 3694 m 
 
5LR7057 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/ Upper Glacier Basin/Bear Lake. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HL, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This is a large historic, tourism-based, building complex that once 
included Bear Lake lodge, a boy’s summer camp with dormitories, visitor tent camp 
platforms, and recreational log cabins.  Some of the cabin sites were privately owned. 
The site is located on the northwest slope of Bierstadt Moraine, directly north of the 
current Bear Lake parking lot.  There is also a series of interconnected historic access 
roads that run throughout the site and along with interconnecting walking paths, some of 
the latter lined with cobbles.  The Bear Lake Lodge was built in 1915 and the boy’s 
camp, including the dormitories and visitor cabins, were built from 1923-1924.  All 
structures at the site were removed by the Park Service in 1959 and 1960. Only lined 
paths, a series of connected access roads (unused) and remains of cabin and lodge 
building platforms (many with concrete foundation blocks at the corners) remain in poor 
condition. Historic trash and building debris is evident at many of the site’s cabin and/or 
lodge building structures and some diagnostic artifacts were collected for functional 
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identification and chronological analysis. Many individual camp and cabin localities are 
situated on small moraine benches, some artificially leveled. Local vegetation is 
indicative of the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2908 m (avg) 
 
5LR7058 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ LS, TM /EC, MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This site contains prehistoric and historic, Euro American components. 
The prehistoric component consists of a chert (source unknown) informal tool (flake 
knife), a chert (source unknown) Early Ceramic projectile point (upper 2/3’s), and seven 
secondary and tertiary flakes of Table Mountain jasper, Kremmling chert, Dakota 
orthoquartzite, Trout Creek chert, and Hartville chert. Historic artifacts included a .45 cal. 
Shell casing, a round metal disk,  two short, milled board pieces, several fragments of 
rusted tin and several small chunks of concrete. The artifacts are widely scattered on the 
Alpine tundra near Trail Ridge road in a roughly oval area measuring 80 m (north-south) 
x 20 m (east-west).  This site is located within the boundaries of the alpine dry grass 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3605 m 
 
5LR7059 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment: ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Linear alignment of a historic, Euro American T-shape feature built of 
small boulders in Alpine tundra in the Trail Ridge area. The partly buried condition of the 
feature indicates a late early to mid 20th Century chronology.  This historic site is found 
in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3475 m 
 
 
 
5LR7060 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
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Site Description: Isolated find of a small (.75 m x .60 m) rock cairn in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone also in the Trial Ridge area, 25 m south of the Ute 
Trail, overlooking Forest Canyon (to the south). The feature is constructed on the flat 
surface of a large buried boulder. Based on its condition, the feature is judged to date to 
the late early to mid 20th Century. 
 
Elevation: 3493 m 
 
5LR7061 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALBFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ NHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euroamerican, feature, consisting of a .5 m 
diameter rock ring with a quartz stone placed in its center, constructed in the hollow of a 
buried boulder on Alpine tundra on Trail Ridge near the Ute Trail. The feature is 
considered very recent (late 20th Century) and may represent a so-called "New Age" 
construction.  This site can be found in the alpine boulder field environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3489 m 
 
5LR7062 
 
Survey Year/Area: Fall River (Marmot Pass) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American, unifacial chert scraper 
on an alpine dry grass meadow slope near Marmot Pass, overlooking the upper Fall River 
Canyon.  
 
Elevation: 3425 m 
 
5LR7063 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ OC, HE /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a prehistoric, Native American, rock-lined hearth on a 
tundra ridge top on Trail Ridge, near the Ute Trail. The overall feature, measuring 1.25 m 
in diameter, has one side built up against a medium (.70 m long) boulder for wind 
deflection and sits on a large buried boulder. The size and orientation of lichen on the 
feature's stones suggest a considerable time depth.  The environmental zone that this site 
is located in is the alpine dry grass meadow. 
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Elevation: 3475 m 
 
5LR7064 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Evironment:  ALBFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /LA 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of two prehistoric, Native American stone tools on the 
Sundance Mountain ridgeline (Trail Ridge area) near the Ute Trail. The artifacts were a 
Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point (tip missing) made of Table Mountain jasper 
and a small, chert thumbnail scraper. Their location was on a south-facing Alpine tundra 
slope partly protected on the north by a massive rock outcrop and boulders along the top 
of Sundance Mountain.  This site is located in the alpine boulder field environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 3477 m 
 
5LR7065 
 
Survey Year/Area: Fall River (southwest Mount Chapin) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, HE, TM /EC, MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: A site located near Chapin Pass (west of upper Fall River Canyon) with 
both prehistoric, Native American and historic, Euro American components. Its 
prehistoric artifacts included a formal tool made of Kremmling chert, a serrated projectile 
point of mid to late Early Ceramic/Plains Woodland (c. 1400-1000 b.p.) cultural 
affiliation, a translucent brown chert Early Ceramic with corner tangs missing projectile 
point tip, an opaque brown biface tip, and tan chert (1) and light gray quartzite (1) tertiary 
flakes. Two heavily eroded rock-lined hearths at the site are suspected of being 
prehistoric in origin.  A number of glass jars, glass jar sherds and a rusted coffee can 
were also found.  The site is situated on a Alpine tundra ridge bench overlooking a small, 
closed basin with several ponds and small lakes. It is located east of Chapin Pass, and has 
a protective fir krummholz stand over part of the site which indicates that the site is 
located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3415 m 
 
5LR7066 
 
Survey Year/Area: Fall River (southwest Mount Chapin) 
Environment:  ALRPL 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description: Isolated prehistoric, Native American find of a single chert, formal 
knife/scraper. The artifact was found lying on a ridge bench in Alpine tundra overlooking 
a small closed basin with several ponds and small lakes (east of Chapin Pass and west of 
upper Fall River Canyon).  This isolated fine site is found in the alpine riparian pond, 
lake environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3413 m 
 
5LR7067 
 
Survey Year/Area: Fall River (southwest Mount Chapin) 
Environment:  ALRPL 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of five secondary and tertiary chert flakes, a bifacially 
flake knife/scraper and an informal serrated flake knife on a Alpine tundra ridge bench 
overlooking a closed basin with small lakes and ponds near Chapin Pass (west of upper 
Fall River Canyon).  This bench is located in the alpind riparian pond, lake environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 3413 m 
 
5LR7068 
 
Survey Year/Area: Fall River (southwest Mount Chapin) 
Environment:  ALRPL 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /EC 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a chert, Early Ceramic (ca. 1900-1000 b.p.), corner-
notched projectile point and a large, secondary, utilized flake tool on a partly sheltered 
Alpine tundra ridge bench near Chapin Pass. The artifact's location was above a small 
closed basin with multiple small lakes and ponds. 
This bench is located in the alpind riparian pond, lake environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3415 m 
 
 
5LR7069 
 
Survey Year/Area: Fall River (southwest Mount Chapin) 
Environment:  ALDGM   
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of two partial sections of a prehistoric, chert  biface tool. 
The tool was found on the surface of a rock outcrop on an Alpine tundra ridge bench 
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overlooking a small closed basin east to Chapin Pass (and west of upper Fall River 
Canyon).  This site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3489 m 
 
5LR7070 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALBFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a single prehistoric tertiary chert flake on Alpine tundra 
in a granite boulder field near an escarpment where the Ute Trail rapidly descends 
eastward into Windy Gulch.  The local vegetation and terrain features are indicative of 
the alpine boulder field environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3514 m 
 
5LR7071 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC,HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small historic, Euroamerican, rock-lined hearth in a 
protective Alpine tundra saddle on Tombstone Ridge (eastern Trail Ridge area), not far 
from the Ute Trail. The feature is also protected by an adjacent stand of dwarf spruce-fir 
krummholz and, based on its physical condition, is judged to be at least early 20th 
Century in date.  This site can be found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3641 m 
 
5LR7072 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  ALBFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a historic, Euroamerican, rock cairn placed on top of a 
high (flat-topped) spire on the exposed rock outcrop prominence of Tombstone Ridge 
(eastern Trail Ridge area). The placement and good condition of the exposed feature are 
interpreted to suggest a mid 20th Century date.  The environmental zone for this site is the 
alpine boulder field. 
 
Elevation: 3523 m 
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5LR7073 
 
Survey Year/Area: Upper Trail Ridge East 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of two prehistoric tertiary chert flakes on the lower (north), 
upper montane mountain slope descending into Windy Gulch near the Ute Trail. Local 
vegetation indicates that this site is found in the subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 2957 m 
 
5LR7074 
 
Survey Year/Area:  Beaver Meadows (Beaver Meadows-Moraine Park Saddle “Pass”) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA/EP(C) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a dusky red chert, re-worked Clovis projectile point. 
One lower corner of the tool is missing, including most of the thinning flake scar area. 
The point was discovered on a steep (c. 50 degrees) mountain slope 1 m upslope from the 
Ute Trail where it runs through a saddle pass between the lower Windy Gulch and Beaver 
Brook headwaters areas. Local vegetation indicates that this site is ound in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2843 m 
 
5LR7075 
 
Survey Year/Area:  2000/Fall River/Marmot Point 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /LMP(PS), MA(EA) 
 
Site Description: Prehistoric open camp and re-tooling site on an Alpine tundra knoll and 
upper slope overlooking (to south) the origin cirque of Fall River, immediately below 
Marmot Point. The 30 m x 15 m site forms a rough elliptical polygon containing lithic 
tools and rejuvenation flakes. The site's artifact assemblage included the lower portions 
of a brown, translucent Kremmling chert Pryor Stem (Late/Mountain Paleoindian-ca. 
8450-7800 b.p.) projectile point, a red Table Mountain jasper late Early/Middle Archaic 
(Oxbow Complex type), triangular side-notched projectile point (ca. 5700-3500 b.p.), a 
brown (probable Dakota orthoquartzite) bifacially flaked knife/scraper, three utilized 
flake knife/scrapers and four red Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes.  This site is 
located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3536 m 
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5LR7076 
 
Survey Year/Area:  2000 /Fall River/Marmot Point 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, NPS/GOV/ OC, LS, GS, PFR /EA, MA(M), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Prehistoric and historic Euroamerican open camp and hunting site on an 
Alpine tundra slope bench (below and southwest of 5LR7075) overlooking (to south) the 
origin cirque of Fall River, immediately below Marmot Point. The extensive 37 m x 25 m 
site forms a rough elliptical polygon containing prehistoric lithic tools, re-tooling flakes, 
and evidence of a former Park Service observation station. The site was test-excavated 
with two .5 m x .5 m pits on August 3rd and 4th, 1999. Cultural deposits were determined 
to be somewhat shallow, extending to between 15 and 26 cm below the surface. 
However, radiocarbon dating of charcoal from test unit 2 in lower (basal) deposits of its 
main cultural (stratigraphic) unit 2 yielded a Late Archaic date of 2140+40 b.p. (Beta-
153146). The site's artifact assemblage, recovered from both the surface in the limited 
test pits, included a re-worked quartzite Middle Archaic (McKean Complex, Hanna type) 
projectile point (4500-3000 b.p.), a brown to gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite Early 
Archaic corner-notched projectile point (6500-4500 b.p.) recovered from the main 
(lower) cultural stratigraphic unit 2 of test unit 2 at a depth of 20 cm below surface, two 
chert formal tools (a flake scraper/knife and a knife/awl/graver), seven chert informal 
flake tools, a small black to translucent chert flake core, and two sandstone metate 
fragments .Sixty-two chert, jasper, petrified wood, and orthoquartzite secondary, tertiary, 
and shatter flakes were recovered from the site’s surface. Limited excavations in the two 
test pits recovered fifteen chert and jasper secondary, tertiary, and shatter flakes along 
with the above noted Late Archaic projectile point. The historic component was 
documented in the remnants of a now-closed road from the adjacent Fall River road to 
the site bench, an evidently leveled area with fragmentary remains of concrete 
foundations, and historic artifacts, the latter including brown bottle glass fragments, aqua 
blue floor or wall tile fragments, and a five inch horse corral nail. 
This site can be found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3541 m 
 
5LR7077 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of single dark red secondary stage 
manufacturing flake was located on a terrace overlooking the junction of La Poudre Pass 
Creek and the upper Cache La Poudre River. Its exact location is ca. 107 m east of the 
Big South trail near the Poudre River trail. Due to the excellent camp location of the IF 
and presence of heavy grass cover, it is considered possible that the flake marks a more 
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extensive site. Local vegetation indicates that this site is found within the boundaries of 
the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  2959 m 
 
5LR7078 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find, of three Kremmling chert secondary and 
tertiary manufacturing stage flakes at the edge of an animal (mole) burrow, was located 
on a low terrace of the Cache La Poudre River, near the Poudre River trail and some 308 
m from its junction with the Big South trail. The discovery of the flakes in burrow back 
dirt, the site's excellent camp location, and its heavy grass cover suggest the existence of 
more extensive subsurface remains. Local vegetation indicates that this site can be found 
in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2960 m 
 
5LR7079 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is located 522 m southeast of the Big South trail along 
the Poudre River trail.  The site is situated on a low terrace 15 m east of the Cache La 
Poudre River. Historic remains consist of scattered milled lumber boards, two large poles 
with nails and a depression with two mounds (floor supports?) in its center. The milled 
lumber is primarily scattered within the depression and on exposed bedrock immediately 
to the east. The depression likely represents a former cabin and the depression measures 6 
x 3 m. No artifacts were noted during survey and the condition of the wood boards 
suggest a possible early 20th Century (ca. 1900-1930) date for its construction and use. 
The site almost certainly was removed by the National Park within the past sixty years. 
Local vegetation indicates that this site can be found in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.    
 
Elevation:  2965 m 
 
5LR7080 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, OT /LA, MC 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located 285 m north of the Big South trail and 
the Cache La Poudre River trail junction.  To get to the site, leave the trail at that point 
and walk east some 98 m up to a terminal moraine ridge. The site is located on that ridge 
and survey recovered a large number of prehistoric artifacts, including 25 chert and 
quartzite flakes, a chert scraper, a jasper retouched flake knife,  a fragmentary chert Late 
Archaic projectile point, and an unnotched biface projectile point of either Middle (1000-
650 b.p.)or Late Ceramic (650-200 b.p.) period cultural affiliation.  A single feature, 
consisting of a horizontal slab of granite placed between two boulders, was also noted 
during survey. Extensive lichen growth on the slab is interpreted as suggesting 
considerable antiquity, but its purpose is unknown.  Local vegetation includes ponderosa 
and lodgepole pine, buffalo and blue grama  grasses and yarrow.   
This site can be found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone.     
 
Elevation:  2973 m 
 
5LR7081 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, TM /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site with prehistoric and historic components is located on a 
terrace north of Hague Creek just off Mummy Pass trail some 776 m east of the 
intersection of the Poudre River and Mummy Pass trails. It is located 26 m south of the 
Mummy Pass trail. Prehistoric artifacts included twenty one chert flake, a Kremmling 
chert informal tool (flake side scraper) , a chalcedony flake side scraper and a Dakota 
Orthoquartzite retouched flake knife.  The only historic artifact was a heavily rusted tin 
can lid.  Due to its proximity to a major trail and its prime location to what were likely 
prehistoric trail corridors and abundant water and wildlife, it is considered probable the 
site has been subject  to artifact collecting in the past (and present),  Local vegetation 
indicates that this site is located within the boundaries of the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.      
 
Elevation:  3017 m 
 
5LR7083 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /MA(M) 
 
Site Description: This prehistoric open camp is located on a lower montane open terrace 
bench north of Hague Creek 105 m south of the Mummy Pass trail ca. 1.5 km from that 
trail's intersection with the Cache La Poudre River trail. Prehistoric artifacts associated 
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with the site include a small tanged basal and corner notched Middle Archaic Hanna 
(McKean Complex) projectile point (4500-3000 b.p.), six secondary and tertiary stage 
manufacturing flakes (chert), and a retouched (chert) flake tool. The site represents a 
short-term hunting and tool refurbishment camp. Although only two artifacts were 
located during survey, the locality was designated a site due to its excellent location and 
relatively deep soil layers that are suspected of containing further buried cultural 
deposits.  This site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3054 m 
 
5LR7084 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, HE /P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site of consists of five chert flakes, a graver and a flake 
knife. It is located on a terrace north of Hague Creek some 4.1 km east of the headwaters 
origin point of that creek.  Two cobble hearths were also found at the site, but were 
judged to be extremely recent based on their physical condition. The moderate grass 
vegetation cover is suspected of hiding additional prehistoric artifact evidence. Buried 
archaeological deposits are also suspected of being present. Local vegetation is indicative 
of that found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  3120 m 
 
5LR7085 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA/ P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a single, Kremmling chert secondary 
manufacturing stage flake is located on a terrace bench, 338 m northeast of the Poudre 
Pass Ranger Station and just east of the Poudre Pass gauging station. The area is bisected 
by drainage swales and some surface materials has apparently been removed for gravel 
used in local construction. Vegetation in the site vicinity is indicative of that found in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3124 m 
 
5LR7086 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Poudre Creek/ Hague Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a single chert informal flake knife was 
on a terrace ridge bench north of Hague Creek, some 1.5 km east of the junction of the 
Poudre River and Mummy Pass trails. It was located ca. 81 m south of the Mummy Pass 
trail.  This bench is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine environmental 
zone.   
 
Elevation:  3030 m 
 
5LR7087 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ OC, IPA /LA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a chert biface knife base and a Dakota 
orthoquarztite Late Archaic corner-notched, serrated projectile point (3000-1900 b.p.) 
was located on a tundra mountain finger ridge over looking a deep cirque on the 
northwest corner of Sundance Mountain, Trail Ridge. The IF can be reached by walking 
ca. 932 m north northwest from the Toll Memorial. The site, located in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone,  provides an excellent overview of Horseshoe Park 
and Chapin Pass to the north and northeast.  
 
Elevation:  3632 m 
 
5LR7088 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, RC, IHA /EC, MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site, with both historic and prehistoric components, is located on 
Iceberg Pass 51 meters east of Trail Ridge Road on a tundra mountain slope.  The Ute 
Trail runs through the southern portion of the site. Its historic remains include a small 
rock cairn and ceramic lid seal with a depressed circular area with a raised number 28 
over the word anchor followed by the copyright mark ( C ) below. Prehistoric artifacts 
included two chert flakes, a chert retouched knife, an informal chert tool (scraper), and an 
Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point base (ca. 1900-1000 b.p.).  The site is 
easily accessible to tourists walking on the tundra and along the Ute trail and has likely 
been subject to past artifact collection. Local alpine vegetation suggests that this site is 
found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:  3620 m 
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5LR7089 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find, a large, brown chert flake chopper-scraper tool, was 
located on a tundra saddle known as Iceberg Pass immediately south (20 m) of Trail 
Ridge Road.  It overlooks Forest Canyon to the south and a steep mountain slope descent 
into that canyon begins only 43 m to its south. The IF locality is easily accessible to 
tourists walking on the tundra and stopping at a nearby road turn-out. It is likely that, if 
other prehistoric artifacts previously existed at the IF location, they would have been 
subject  to collection. Local alpine vegetation is indicative of the that found in the alpine 
dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3596 m 
 
 
5LR7090 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ SR, RC, RF /EH(U) 
 
Site Description:  The protohistoric/early historic site is located on an alpine saddle 338 
m southwest west of Tundra Curves on Trail Ridge Road. Trail Ridge road was cut 
through the saddle and the site is located just northwest (ca. 20 m) of the road and ca. 40 
m southwest of a now closed section of the Ute Trail.  The site is a partly buried 
prehistoric or early historic stone ring with a central cairn and two (or three) rock 
alignments radiating out from the central cairn. One alignment appears to point to Longs 
Peak, a second to the cairn complex (5LR7095) at Lava Cliffs, and third to a vision quest 
site on a high mountain knoll across Forest Canyon to the southwest. An August 2000 
consultation visit with a Ute elder resulted in its probable identification as a shaman's 
ritual feature. The stone ring measures 5 m in diameter and sits on an 8o saddle slope. 
Local alpine vegetation indicates that this site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3681m 
 
5LR7091 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS,P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This is a prehistoric lithic scatter site is located on an east-west 
trending, tundra finger ridge slope northwest of Lava Cliffs and 461 m east north east of 
Gore Range overlook on Trail Ridge. The scatter, a probable game processing and tool 
manufacturing locality, consists of fourteen white (with black obsidian flecks) andesite 
flakes. Both primary and secondary stage flake types are represented. Andesite outcrops 
occur at the nearby Lava Cliffs.  Local vegetation suggests that this site can be found in 
the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.         
 
Elevation:  3715 m 
 
5LR7092 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /LMP 
 
Site Description:  This is a prehistoric isolated find of biface tool tip found 600 meters 
north northeast of Trail Ridge Road on a tundra peneplain slope.  The site is 202 m 
southeast of Trail Ridge road on the western side of the continental divide. Although on 
the tip of the artifact is not present, its flaking style and cross section suggest a possible 
Late Paleoindian cultural affiliation.  This site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3729 m 
 
5LR7094 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /MA(M) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consisted of a single, Middle Archaic 
(McKean Complex, Hanna type) chert projectile point.  It was located on the north slope 
of a drainage swale valley that originates in the Iceberg Lake cirque, 666 m to the west 
southwest. Local subalpine vegetation is typical of that  found in the subalpine-alpine 
ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3548 m 
 
5LR7095 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ RC, HB, SR, RF/EH(U), MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  A prehistoric and protohistoric/early historic rock feature complex, 
now named the Lava Cliffs Feature Complex, consists of three main clusters and 
alignments of 165 rock features, including large to small rock cairns, a crescent-shaped 
rock wall, cleared talus slope vision quest/fasting beds, stone rings, at least one 
identifiable rock wall alignment, and rock outlined symbols, letters and word groups 
("God is", "DPU", "JB", PH", a cross and star, a crescent, a Yin Yang symbol, and a 
peace symbol). Recent research by the University of Northern Colorado, including Native 
American consultations and detailed mapping of the site, strongly suggest a majority of 
the features are Native American in origin and that the site likely qualifies for nomination 
to the National register of Historic Places as a Traditional Cultural Property (TCP). 
Lichen-dating of five of the site’s features place them between 1550 and 1000 b.p. The 
site area forms a rough triangle on a summit ridge measuring ca.  313 m (northwest to 
southeast east) by 287 m (northwest to south southeast) by 269 m (southwest to northeast 
east), or a  ca. 14.5 acres. Some of the features are obviously historic while many, 
perhaps most, are prehistoric or early historic Native American in origin. The Native 
American features are believed to be representative of symbolic complexes that combine 
various shamanic, ceremonial, astronomical, human burial, group ceremonial, game 
hunting, and migratory travel elements. The Ute trail goes through the physical center of 
the site and divides into the main part of that trail that descends to the Colorado River 
(Kawuneeche) valley and another branch that runs north and northeast across the divide 
to the Fall River, Cache La Poudre, and Chapin Creek valleys. There is good evidence of 
several cairns considered to be Native American as having been disturbed in the past. The 
site (at an elevation of 3766 m) is located within the alpine environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3766 m 
 
5LR7096 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ OC, HE /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a prehistoric rock-lined hearth or 
heavily eroded cairn was located in the Iceberg Lake cirque drainage valley below Lava 
Cliffs.  The base portion of the feature consists of partly buried, lichen-covered granite 
slabs arranged in a circular pattern measuring 75 x 75 cm.  Three, what appear to be more 
recently added, granite boulders were placed on top of the basal rocks to create a low 
cairn. The site provides excellent panoramic views of Chapin Pass, Horseshoe Park, 
Willow Park, and Lava Cliffs.   
The transitional nature of the vegetation found on this site indicates that the site is located 
in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3468 m 
 
5LR7097 
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Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of four lithic tools is located on a steep 
(ca. 17 degrees) mountain slope descending into Forest Canyon Pass from Trail Ridge. 
The tools include one light brown chert flake knife, a light brown chert scraper, a very 
light brown with a red tint (heat-treated) chert flake knife, and a light brown chert blade 
with a small scraper extension on one end. All four tools were made of Kremmling chert. 
The IF was located 37 m north of the Ute Trail and 474 m west northwest of the Gore 
Range Overlook on Trail Ridge Road. Local subalpine vegetation suggests that this site is 
found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3586 m 
 
5LR7098 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  A prehistoric isolated find of a gray andesite flake scraper (local 
Specimen Mountain/Lava Cliffs material), a white Kremmling chert graver, and a brown 
(Hartville) chert second stage reduction flake located on a steep subalpine mountain slope 
some 10 m north of the Ute Trail and 623 m west northwest of Trail Ridge Road's Gore 
Range Overlook. Local subalpine vegetation suggests that this site is found in the 
subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3568 m   
 
5LR7099 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment: SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is a lithic scatter with secondary and tertiary 
manufacturing stage flakes, stone tools, and a large Early Archaic (Plains Early Plains 
Archaic type) side-notched projectile point (ca. 7000-6500 b.p.). Lithic waste flakes from 
the site included seven reddish-brown to brown cherts, 22 flakes of local Lava 
Cliffs/Specimen Mountain andesite and two gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
flakes.  Lithic tools included an andesite blade knife, a light brown chert graver, a local 
(Specimen Mountain?) mixed jasper-chert knife/scraper, a banded quartzite knife/scraper, 
a banded quartzite awl/drill, an andesite awl/drill, and a yellowish brown, a retouched 
scraper, and a light brown andesite scraper. The site is located on a mountain slope break 
(5-6o) 10 m north of the Ute Trail where it descends into Forest Canyon Pass and ca. 735 
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m west northwest of Gore Range Overlook on Trail Ridge Road. Local subalpine 
vegetation suggests that this site is found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3550 m 
 
5LR7100 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Trail Ridge West 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ LA, RC /EH(U) 
 
Site Description:  This linear alignment of five rock cairns, based on its condition, is 
believed to be prehistoric or early historic in origin and appears to mark the Ute Trail as it 
descends from a high promontory of Trail Ridge toward Forest Canyon Pass. The cairn 
alignment is visible for a distance of 300 m along an east-west segment of the Ute Trail 
and its western end is 170 m east of the Gore Range Overlook parking area on Trail 
Ridge Road.  Alpine tundra vegetation suggests that this site is located on the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3631 m 
 
5LR7101 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is a prehistoric isolated find of a single grey, fine quartzite 
secondary manufacturing stage flake, located along the Ute Trail where it descends in 
Forest Canyon Pass from Gore Range Overlook (the latter on Trail Ridge Road). It is 
located 848 m down slope from the Gore Range Overlook.  Surrounding vegetation 
indicates that this site is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3496 m 
 
5LR7102 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, RC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is a prehistoric site consisting of a very old (heavily eroded and 
lichen-covered) rock cairn and two associated tools on an alpine mountain slope bench 
overlooking Milner Pass and 743 m north-northeast of a promontory knoll on the 
continental divide. The cairn may be part of a widely spread series (alignment) of similar 
cairns starting at a slightly lower mountain slope bench (5LR7103) an trending to the 
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northeast over the main mountain ridgeline (northwest-southeast) immediately above and 
to the east of the site. The alignment may represent either elements of a widely scattered 
series of game drive features or a prehistoric trail corridor. Tools included a Kremmling 
chert knife and a yellow-brown chert blade knife. This site can be found in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3599 m 
 
5LR7103 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ RC, GD /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  A prehistoric isolated find of a very old (heavily eroded and lichen-
covered) rock cairn. It is located on an alpine tundra mountain slope bench overlooking 
Milner Pass and the eastern headwaters branch of the Colorado River. The feature, 
similar to the nearby and slightly higher 5LR7103, may be part of a widely spread series 
(alignment) of similar cairns that trend in a roughly northeast-southwest line over the 
main mountain ridge immediately above and to the east of the IF. Along with 5LR7102, 
this cairn is believed to represent either elements of a widely scattered series of game 
drive features or a prehistoric trail corridor.  Site 5LR7103 is located in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3584 m 
 
5LR7104 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ LS, RC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site on a tundra ridge saddle consists of four lithic 
tools, a quartzite knife, a quartzite spoke shave, a quartzite flake scraper and a flake 
knife/scraper. The tools were located in proximity to a heavily eroded rock cairn with 
extensive lichen growth. Milner Pass and the eastern headwaters branch of the Colorado 
River are located down slope and 926 m northwest of the site saddle. This site can be 
found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3591 m 
 
5LR7105 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a bifacial knife was located on a minor 
pass saddle slope from Milner Pass (west) to a side valley of Forest Canyon (east). The IF 
consisted of a single scraper/spokeshave made of a yellow brown chert with large yellow 
mottled areas. The source of the tool's material is unidentified, but is suspected of coming 
from southwestern Wyoming. The tool was found 1.366 southeast of Milner Pass, over a 
high continental divide knoll ca. 40 m east of the actual divide, in the alpine dry grass 
meadow environmental zone.   
  
Elevation:  3595 m 
 
5LR7106 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find is a single fine quartzite, secondary 
manufacturing stage flake located on an alpine mountain slope ca. 1.841 km southeast of 
Milner Pass and 77 m due east of the continental divide. 
This site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3625 m 
   
5LR7107 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find was a single gray, secondary stage 
manufacturing, quartzite flake along a heavily eroded, partly overgrown game (and 
human) trail ascending a tundra mountain knoll from Forest Canyon Pass.  This site can 
be found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3531 m 
 
5LR7108 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc)/ OC, LS, IPA /LMP(PS), EA(MA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is a multi-component open camp with five 
Kremmling chert flakes (one heat-crazed), a Kremmling chert flake knife, a large 
Kremmling chert knife/scraper and three points, the latter including a parallel-oblique 
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flaked, Dakota orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian Pryor Stem projectile point (ca. 8450-
7800 b.p.), a Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mt Albion) projectile point base (ca. 6500-
4500 b.p.) and a reworked, Kremmling Early Archaic corner notched point (ca. 6500-
4500 b.p.).  The site is located in a protected tundra finger ridge immediately below (and 
north-northeast of) a continental divide ridge knoll, 83 meters south of the Continental 
Divide. The site's northeast-southwest trending ridge separates and overlooks two, 
southern, side tributary drainage valleys of the Big Thompson River in Forest Canyon.  
Site 5LR7108 is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3664 m 
 
5LR7109 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The historic site includes a trash scatter and a short segment of an 
abandoned road considered to once have been a short access road from the now-
abandoned Fall River road.  It is possible that the site once was the location of a historic 
cabin, although no discernible cabin platform or other foundation evidence was noted. It 
is located on a sub-alpine saddle/pass knoll near (83 m southeast of) the Ute Trail ca. 
2.544 km down slope from the Gore Range Overlook on Trail Ridge Road. A segment of 
the old Fall River Road that was replaced by the current Trail Ridge Road highway is 
located nearby. Historic artifacts include a solder dot condensed milk can, a fragment of 
metal stovepipe, a possible car part fragment, four metal sanitary cans, and a single lard 
can. Dates for the historic artifacts range between ca. 1910 to 1935. That evidence 
coincides closely with the history of the use of the western extension of Old Fall River 
Road that was completed in 1920 and later replaced (and abandoned) with the completion 
of the present Trail Ridge Road in 1932 (cf. Arps and Kingery 1994: 60-61). Local 
vegetation indcates that this site is found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone.  
  
Elevation:  3480 m 
 
5LR7110 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge/Forest Canyon 
Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of two secondary stage 
manufacturing/biface thinning (light brown Kremmling chert) flakes on a northeast 
facing mountain sub-alpine bench overlooking upper Forest Canyon.  The location is 
located 1.276 km southwest (and across Forest Canyon) from the Gore Range overlook 
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on Trail Ridge Road.  Local vegetation suggests that this site can be found in the 
subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3489 m 
 
 5LR7111 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge/Forest Canyon 
Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /LA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site, located near the end of a sub-alpine finger ridge 
overlooking a southern tributary of the Big Thompson River (Forest Canyon), is a lithic 
scatter of 27 chert and quartzite flakes, two utilized chert flake tools (scraper/knife),  and 
a Late Archaic, corner-notched hafted knife/projectile point (ca. 3000-1900 b.p.) made of 
fire-reddened chert. The site is located in the subalpine-alpine econtone with other local 
vegetation including stonecrop, and Englemann spruce. 
 
Elevation:  3536 m 
 
5LR7112 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge/Forest Canyon 
Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /EA, MLC 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site, located in a alpine-subalpine ecotone saddle 
between two Forest Canyon mountain knolls, includes 24 chert and quartzite flakes, a 
chert flake scraper, and one projectile point base. The base is a Table Mountain jasper 
corner-notched Early Archaic (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.) type. The site is located 1.545 km 
west southwest of the Gore Range Overlook on Trail Ridge Road, immediately off the 
Ute Trail in Forest Canyon Pass. The site is just 15m north of the trail.  A segment of the 
now-abandoned Old Fall River Road is located only 30 m west of the site.   
 
Elevation:  3473 m 
 
5LR7113  
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Specimen Mountain-Forest Canyon 
Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS, HE, RC /EA(MA) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric site is an extensive lithic and ground stone scatter of 60 
chert quartzite, and rhyolite secondary and tertiary stage manufacturing flakes, nine 
sandstone metate fragments, four bifacially flaked tools (three of chert and one of 
rhyolite), a chert flake knife, a chert side/end scraper, one utilized chert flake tool, and a 
quartzite projectile point base. The point is a Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mount 
Albion Complex (6500-4500 b.p.) type. The site also includes two deflated, likely 
prehistoric hearths and a rock cairn.  The site is located on a subalpine knoll immediately 
west of Forest Canyon Pass and overlooking Milner Pass (1.658 km to the southwest) and 
the headwaters of the northeast flowing Cache La Poudre River.  A section of the Ute 
Trail passes 40 m east of the eastern margins of the site. It is located in the subalpine-
alpine econtone. 
 
Elevation:  3383 m 
 
5LR7114 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  P(mc), SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc), H/ OC, LS, IPA, TM /LA, EC  
 
Site Description:  This large multi-component site has both historic and prehistoric 
artifacts. The prehistoric component includes two chert Avonlea side-notched (ca. 1200-
900 b.p.) projectile points, a chert Late Archaic corner-notched point (ca. 3000-1900 
b.p.), two Kremmling chert bifacial knife/scrapers, six utilized flake tools, a flaked core 
and 54 flakes (ranging from primary through tertiary manufacturing stages and including 
chert, quartzite, andesite, and crystal quartz-the latter two being local in origin) and a 
small historic trash scatter.  Historic artifacts consisted of a .30 cal Winchester rifle 
cartridge brass end (ca. 1879-1965), an automobile glass signal light cover (ca. 1920-
1950), and assorted rusted metal can and broken clear glass fragments. The site is located 
in an alpine-subalpine ecotone saddle bench between two subalpine mountain knolls at 
the southwest corner of Forest Canyon Pass. Both the Ute Trail and the now-abandoned 
Old Fall River Road run through the site.  This site is located in the subalpine-alpine 
ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3464 m 
 
5LR7115 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic trash midden is located on a subalpine mountain ridge 
slope 92 meters northwest of the Ute Trail and 660 m northeast of Forest Canyon Pass. 
Remnants of the now-abandoned Old Fall River Road are discernible nearby.  Much of 
the historic trash includes heavily rusted vehicle parts (a drive shaft, engine parts, a drive 
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belt, etc.), a riveted sheet metal box, a solder-dot sanitary can, and milled boards with 
round nails embedded in them.  Most of the artifacts lie within an oblong depression 
believed to have served as a rock and earth borrow pit for local road construction early in 
the 20th Century. Analysis of some of the metal artifacts indicates that most date from ca. 
1920-1950. Vegetation at the site denotes the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3473 m 
 
5LR9813 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/ Upper Trail Ridge West. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS-GOV/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: This pair of linear alignments represents a network of historic two-track 
vehicle roads that apparently existed on Trail Ridge early or prior to the construction of 
Trail Ridge Road. The roads were described in the field and their main location points 
mapped using a field Global Positioning System instrument. However, due to their length 
and often poor visibility on the ground, they were later measured and mapped using a 
combination of computer mapping programs (Terrain navigator and ArcView GIS) and 
geo-referenced digital U.S.G.S. quadrangle and aerial (Digital Ortho Quadrangle-DOQ) 
photo (ca. 1978) maps. Based on both field and aerial photo data, two major track 
alignments were identified: 1) a southwest to northeast track that appears to start near a 
Trail Ridge Road curve and extends for a distance of ca. 825 m (2706 feet). A series of 
limited length branch tracks run off this alignment about two-thirds of its length from 
Trail Ridge Road to the northeast. 2) a second, partial track alignment is located 
northwest of the end of alignment #1. It runs for a distance of 341 m (1120 feet) from 
southeast to northwest. The alignments are located in an arc from northwest to southwest 
from the Toll Memorial. The alignments are located on a rolling tundra peneplain within 
the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:   3657 to 3506 m 
 
5LR9814 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/ Upper Trail Ridge West. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  A historic isolated find of a single granite rock cairn on a rolling tundra 
peneplain ridge ca. 374 m southwest of the Toll Memorial on Trail Ridge. The condition 
of the cairn suggest its initial construction dates no early than the early 20th Century and 
it has been modified more recently. The local vegetation is indicative of the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3718 m 
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5LR9815 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/ Upper Trail Ridge West. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  A historic isolated find of a single granite rock cairn on a rolling tundra 
peneplain ridge ca. 175 m west of the Toll Memorial on Trail Ridge. The condition of the 
cairn suggest its initial construction dates no early than the early 20th Century and it has 
been modified more recently. The local vegetation inicates that this site is located in the 
alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3715 m 
 
5LR9816 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description: A prehistoric open camp and lithic scatter site that consists of one 
secondary chert flake, a chert end scraper, a bifacial flake knife, and two sandstone 
metate fragments.  The site is located 2.06 km from the Gore Range Overlook along the 
Ute Trail and sits on a small subalpine finger ridge 50 m south of that trail.  Vegetation at 
the site locality typifies that found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3435 m 
 
5LR9817 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, HE /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site, consisting of twenty-one chert, chalcedony, jasper 
and petrified wood flakes, a jasper biface knife tip, a Kremmling chert core scraper, and a 
cobble hearth, is located in Forest Canyon Pass some 2.06 km from the Gore Range 
Overlook and 124 m southeast of the Ute Trail.  The site, on a mountain slope bench, is 
situated in the subalpine-alpine econtone. 
 
Elevation:  3427 m 
 
5LR9818 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida/Forest Canyon Pass) 
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Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  A prehistoric site consisting of a dark brown chert flake scraper, a gray 
chert flake knife, two chert (one yellowish brown and the other light brown) awls, and 
two primary/secondary manufacturing stage flakes.  The flake knife, one awl, and one of 
the flakes were identified as coming from the Kremmling chert quarries in Middle Park, 
Colorado. The site is located in the sub-alpine ecotone on a mountain bench slope 
overlooking a southern tributary valley of the upper Big Thompson River (Forest 
Canyon). Its locality is ca. 2.707 km southwest of the Gore Range Overlook (on Trail 
Ridge) and across upper Forest Canyon.    
 
Elevation:  3543 m 
 
5LR9819 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida/Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is a single hearth measuring .75 m in 
diameter and partially ringed by cobble-size granite rocks. It is located on a protected 
subalpine finger ridge overlooking upper Forest Canyon and an unnamed southern Big 
Thompson River tributary valley to the south and southeast. The site is located on a 
tundra mountain bench slope overlooking a southern tributary valley of the upper Big 
Thompson River (Forest Canyon). The best way to reach the site is to descend the Ute 
Trail from Gore Range Overlook for a distance of 2.522 km, then climb the mountain to 
the left (southeast) and walking over the top of the mountain promontory to the southeast 
and descending its south southeast slope to the site (a straightline distance of ca. 1693 
km.  Local vegetation indicates that this site is located in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.       
 
Elevation:  3536 m 
 
5LR9820 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/ Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  SAPGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a single Kremmling chert light brown 
bifacial thinning flake was found on the western end of a terrace that juts out from the 
eastern edge of the Upper Chapin Creek valley, ca. 1.6 km south southwest of the Chapin 
Pass Trail head. It is in an area where narrow creek terraces can form after the creek exits 
the uppermost, steep and exposed bedrock portion of the Chapin Creek. Local heavy 
vegetation, including buffalo and blue grama grasses, are thought to be obscuring 
additional prehistoric artifacts at the locality. Buried deposits, based on the alluvial nature 
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of the terrace, are also considered to be possibly present.  This site is found in the 
subalpine grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3204 m 
 
5LR9821 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida-Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of a single secondary stage 
manufacturing, light brown Kremmling chert flake was located on the upper southeast 
alpine mountain slope some 1.129 km south southeast of Forest Canyon Pass.  Local 
vegetation indicates that this site can be found in the 
alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.    
 
Elevation:  3582 m 
 
 5LR9822 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida-Forest Canyon Pass) 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ HB, RC, RF, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site includes a semi-circular rock wall thought to have 
served as a game blind (facing down slope), three rock cairns (at least two of which may 
be historic in date-based on their condition), a U-shaped stone wall feature (interpreted as 
a vision quest/fasting bed), an oval configuration of granite rocks that, on appearance and 
based on lichen growth, appears to be quite old. The feature is believed to represent a 
heavily eroded marker or ritual cairn or even possibly a small prehistoric grave. The only 
artifact recovered from the site was a single chert informal blade knife.  The site is 
located on a high tundra mountain knoll, 2.531 m southwest of Gore Range Overlook (on 
Trail Ridge Road) and across from Forest Canyon Pass. Local tundra vegetation is 
representative of that found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  3595 m 
 
 
5LR9823 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of three secondary stage 
manufacturing Windy Ridge orthoquartzite flakes located on a Chapin Creek terrace 
bench some 2.5 km south of the Chapin Pass Trailhead. The IF is ca. 140 m east of the 
Chapin Pass trail and lies near a poorly visible trail, either a "social" or earlier used now 
abandoned Park Service trail, on the opposite side of the valley from the current Chapin 
Creek trail. The IF's terrace bench occupies the ecological boundary between the eastern 
mountainside lodgepole/ponderosa pine forest and the Chapin Creek riparian meadow to 
the west. The flakes were found just inside the trees on a gently sloping west-extending 
finger of the terrace bench. 
 
Elevation:  3170 m 
 
5LR9824 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic trash midden/cache, believed to have accumulated from 
the mid-late 20th Century (ca. 1940-1990), is located on a raised terrace creek knoll (west 
of Chapin Creek)  just east (40 m) of the Chapin Creek trail and some 2.9 km south of the 
Chapin Pass trailhead.   Historic artifacts in the midden scatter includes a 5-gallon plastic 
bucket, two tin mugs, a tin cook pot, a wire grill, a pint bottle filled with matches, a 
porcelain bowl, two frying pans, two china plates, a plastic plate, a Maxwell House 
Coffee canister, a mirror, galvanized wire, eight candles and a lard bucket.  A plastic 
bucket was found filled with a cornmeal sack and one of flour along with folded wax 
paper with granulated sugar inside. The objects were placed under a large fallen tree and 
not concealed. Local vegetation is typical of that found in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.      
 
Elevation:  3169 m 
 
5LR9825 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of two secondary manufacturing stage, 
Windy Ridge orthoquartzite flakes is located on an isolated terrace knoll east of Chapin 
Creek, 130 m east of the Chapin Pass trail and 3.5 km south of the Chapin Creek 
trailhead. The IF location is partially occupied by the Chapin Creek campground and 
there is little doubt of past human disturbance and probable artifact collecting. Field 
observations suggest that the original site extended to within the present campground 
boundaries, but no artifacts were located in a survey of that camp.  It is also considered 
possible that subsurface deposits may be present. Local vegetation is indicative of the 
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lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.   A modern cobble 
hearth, associated with the adjacent campground, was located 20 m north of the flake 
find.    
 
Elevation:  3108m 
 
5LR9826 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000, 2001/ Dog Trail/Willow Creek     
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, CS, GS, HE, IPA /LMP(JFA)LA/EC,  
                                   EC, LMP(JFA), MLC        
 
Site Description: Site 5LR9826 was an extensive 30.5 acre site with prehistoric and 
historic components that was recorded in UNC’s 2000 survey season (Brunswig 2001). 
The site was briefly revisited in 2001 when the nearby Willow Creek valley was being 
surveyed. The site is an extensive open camp area situated on a series of terrace remnant 
knolls and low benches immediately south of the confluence of Chapin Creek and the 
Cache La Poudre River.  Its previously documented cultural components ranged from 
Late Paleoindian to protohistoric/early historic Ute periods. The total site area was 
measured in (in 2000) as encompassing 450 x 275 m2 or ca. 30.5 acres. It is located 
adjacent to the junction of the Milner and Chapin Pass trails, 5.5 km north of the Chapin 
Pass trial head. In 2000, six primary artifact clusters were identified and the present 
Chapin Creek trail cuts through five of them (clusters 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6).  The 2000 survey 
established that the site had been subject to serious disturbance and artifact collection. 
Not only are two campgrounds and the two trails located on or adjacent to the site's 
artifact concentrations, but its containing terrace bench remnants relatively flat, well 
exposed, and offer direct access to water and extensive views in three valley directions.  
Artifact concentrations were recorded as concentrations by the UNC archaeology survey 
teams and can be described as follows: 1) Concentration 1 was a ground stone (one 
metate fragment) and lithic scatter concentration located near the Chapin Creek trail, 2) 
concentration 2 consisted of two quartzite secondary stage manufacturing flakes on an 
isolated terrace  knoll with dense grass cover,  3) concentration 3 contained a diffuse 
scatter of chert and quartzite flakes and a distinct concentration of potential lithic raw 
material associated with a hearth and possibly non-random scatter of cobbles, 4) 
concentration 4 is a north-south trending terrace paralleling Chapin Creek with a scatter 
of chert, chalcedony, and quartzite flakes and a Windy Ridge orthoquartzite Late 
Mountain Paleoindian (Fredrick/Lusk/Angostura type variation) point (9700-7550 b.p.)  
found on the terrace slope,  5) concentration 5 was on the highest terrace bench and 
contained a single narrow cord-marked Middle Ceramic sherd (1100-700 b.p.), seven 
small blackish-brown Uncompahgre Brown (or Intermountain) sherds (1000-150 b.p.), 
and an Early Ceramic Period corner-notched projectile point (1900-1100 b.p.), and 6) 
concentration 6 was situated on a T1 terrace bench and contained a diffuse scatter of 
chert, chalcedony, quartzite, and jasper flakes (secondary through tertiary manufacturing 
stages) and a largely buried cobble feature, believed to represent a former hearth. The 
2001 re-visit resulted in the discovery and collection of additional prehistoric artifacts, 
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including a light brown Kremmling chert Mid-Late Ceramic projectile point fragment 
(from concentration 3),  three chert utilized flake knives (also from concentration 3), and 
a petrified wood core chopper/scraper was recovered from concentration area 5.  Eighty-
four additional manufacturing and re-tooling flakes were recovered during the 2001 re-
survey from concentrations 3, 4, 5, and 6. The site is located in upper-mid montane lodge 
pole pine forest environmental zone and at the margins of a small riparian floodplain-
meadow. 
 
Elevation:  3109 m 
 
5LR9827 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site, with a lithic scatter of seven quartzite, chert, and 
petrified wood flakes, is located on a lower montane terrace bench immediately (37 m.) 
east of Chapin Creek just above where it joins the Cache La Poudre River. It is located 
5.5 km north of the Chapin Pass trailhead and 368 m southeast of the junction of the 
Milner Pass and Chapin Pass trails.  The site is in fair condition although it is suspected 
that collection has occurred, given its easy access to local trails and campgrounds. 
Subsurface cultural deposits are considered to be potentially present.  This site can be 
found within the boundaries of the lower mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
  
Elevation:  3111 m 
 
5LR9828 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find contains two cobble hearths, believed to 
represent a historic (early to mid 20th Century), short-term camp. It is located on a low 
terrace bench 228 m east of the Poudre River trail and 74 m southeast of the confluence 
of the Cache La Poudre River and Chapin Creek. Local vegetation indicates that this site 
is located in the lower to upper montane grassland meadows environmental zone.          
 
Elevation:  3107 m 
 
5LR9829 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consisted of two tertiary stage tool 
manufacturing flakes (quartzite and chert) and a small chert secondary flake situated on a 
terrace bench some 10 m south east of the Poudre River trail and 171 m east northeast of 
the Cache La Poudre River and Chapin Creek confluence. Local vegetation suggests that 
this site can be found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone.   
 
Elevation:  3109 m 
 
5LR9830 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS,NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of six chert, jasper and 
chalcedony secondary and tertiary manufacturing stage flakes on a terrace bench 98 m 
west of the confluence of the Cache La Poudre River and Chapin Creek and 64 m 
southeast of the Poudre River trail.  Artifact collecting at the site, given its excellent 
physical location and close proximity to a major Park Service trail, is a likely occurrence.  
Local vegetation surrounding the site is indicative of vegetation found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3107 m 
 
5LR9831 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find of four chert secondary manufacturing 
stage flakes is located on a terrace bench 116 m northwest from the confluence of the 
Cache La Poudre River and Chapin Creek and 44 m east southeast of the Poudre River  
trail.  The vegetation surrounding the IF indicates that this site is located in the lower to 
mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3105 m 
 
5LR9832 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OC, HE, NHA /MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of a rock-lined hearth and a clear 
bottle fragment believed to date to the mid 20th Century (ca. 1940-1960).  The site is 
located 140 m northwest of the confluence of the Poudre River and Chapin Creek.  The 
hearth is located on top of a prominent terrace bench overlooking the confluence.  The 
vegetation surrounding the IF suggest that this site is found in the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3103 m 
 
5LR9833 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EC 
 
Site Description:  This extensive prehistoric site consists of three flake and lithic tool 
concentrations. Concentration one contained 10 chert, quartzite, petrified wood and 
jasper flakes (from secondary and tertiary manufacturing stages) and a Table Mountain 
jasper informal tool (flake knife. Concentration two contained 19 chert, chalcedony, and 
quartzite flakes (from secondary and tertiary manufacturing stages) along with an awl and 
side scraper/knife made of Kremmling chert. The majority of concentration two's flakes 
were also Kremmling chert.  Concentration two also produced a small Hartville Early 
Ceramic (1900-1000 b.p.) corner-notched projectile point. The third and final lithic 
concentration consisted of five secondary and tertiary manufacturing stage chert flakes.   
All of the concentrations contained flakes and tools made of Kremmling chert.  The site 
is located on a terrace bench 493 m north of the Cache La Poudre River and Chapin 
Creek confluence and 73 m west northwest of a bend in the Cache La Poudre River. The 
Poudre River trail runs directly through the site. Both the location and the relative 
richness of the site suggest it has most likely been extensively collected for artifacts in 
the past.  Site 5LR9833 is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3071 m 
 
5LR9834 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment: LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF-HIF/ HE, RC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is an apparent, possibly prehistoric, hearth that has 
been subsequently modified into a small historic cairn by the gradual addition of stones 
by hikers and campers. Its lower (prehistoric?) rocks are embedded in the soil matrix with 
heavy lichen cover, but its upper (cairn) rocks appear, based on their "fresh" condition" 
appear to have been added in recent decades. The feature measures 1 m in diameter and is 
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located on a western terrace slope 300 m north of the Cache La Poudre River and Chapin 
Creek some 37 m west of the Poudre River Trail.  Local vegetation found on this site 
indicates that this site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest.   
 
Elevation:  3091 m 
 
5LR9835 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric isolated find consisted only of a single, secondary 
manufacturing stage chert flake located on a terrace bench 1.336 km north northwest of 
the Cache La Poudre River and Chapin Creek confluence, 7 m east of the Cache La 
Poudre River, and 71 m east of the Poudre River trail (on the western side of the narrow 
Cache La Poudre River valley). Given the site's excellent location along what was likely 
a prehistoric trail corridor and prime camping area prior to the restriction of park visitors 
to formal campgrounds, it is likely the IF locality has been subject to artifact collection in 
the past. Vegetation surrounding the site suggests that the site can be found in the lower 
to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  3047 m 
 
5LR9836 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric isolated find of a single Windy Ridge orthoquartzite 
flake is located on a terrace bench some 2 km north northwest of the Cache La Poudre 
River and Chapin Creek confluence.  The IF's terrace is situated 35 m east of the Cache 
La Poudre River and 55 m east of the Poudre River trail.  It location provides easy access 
to hikers and campers in the area and doubtless subjects it to potential artifact collecting.  
Vegetation surrounding the site indicates that this site may be found in the lower to mid 
montane lodgepole pine forest.   
 
UTM Reference: 
 
  13:  437623mE  4483516 mN 
 
Elevation:  3047 m 
 
5LR9837 
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Survey Year/Area: 2000, 2002/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /LA 
 
Site Description:  This extensive prehistoric site is located 320 m south of the Hague 
Creek and Cache La Poudre River confluence on an open (upper) terrace meadow 
overlooking the confluence floodplain. The base of a mountain ridge slope is located 
immediately to the south southwest of the site area. It is located near a RMNP tent camp 
(associated with nearby Hague Camp) that occupies the northern section of the actual 
site. The site was originally located and surveyed in 2000. It was subsequently revisited, 
resurveyed and archeologically tested in 2002. Two prehistoric lithic scatter 
concentrations were noted in both surveys:  1) concentration 1 was a diffuse scatter of 13 
secondary and tertiary manufacturing stage chert, quartzite, and jasper flakes, found over 
much the site’s main meadow area. Concentration 1 tools included a Late Archaic 
projectile point (3000-1900 b.p.), a Kremmling chert informal tool (biface/scraper), a 
Kremmling chert blade tool (knife/graver/awl), a Kremmling chert informal flake tool, 
and a Table Mountain jasper informal tool, and, 2) Concentration 2, located in the 
northern end of the site contained of thirteen Kremmling chert, Dakota orthoquartzite, 
and other unidentified chert secondary and tertiary manufacturing stage flakes, a 
Kremmling chert formal tool fragment and a Kremmling chert informal scraper.  This site 
is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone.    
 
Elevation:  2985 m 
 
5LR9838 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Upper Poudre River/Chapin Creek. 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ RC /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find is a single rock cairn that, based on its 
condition and heavy lichen growth on its rocks, is believed to be prehistoric in age.  It is 
constructed on five large boulders supporting a vertical granite slab. A very faint, partly 
buried, and overgrown game and/or human made/used trail is located adjacent to the 
cairn. It is located at the back of an upper terrace bench at the tow slope of a mountain 
ridge on the eastern edge of the Cache La Poudre River valley some 40 m east of that 
stream and 1.2 km south of the Hague Creek and Cache La Poudre River confluence. The 
Poudre River trail is located across the valley and only 54 m west of the feature.  Local 
vegetation identifies this site as being in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone.  
 
Elevation:  2996 m 
 
5LR9839 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Mount Chapin (west slope) 
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Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS /LMP (JFA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located on an alpine bench and pond basin at the 
lower, southwest slope of Mount Chapin, 150 m south of the Mount Chapin Trail. The 
site's artifacts were scattered in small area in a saddle between two small ponds on the 
bench. Its associated artifacts included  a Late Dakota Orthoquartzite possibly reworked 
Late Paleoindian projectile point base (Jimmy Allen) with possible parallel-oblique 
flaking, a Kremmling chert flake knife, a crystal quartz scraper, an obsidian biface 
thinning flake, and a sandstone metate fragment (possibly Lyons Sandstone).   Vegetation 
surrounding the site places this site in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.   
     
Elevation:  3416 m 
 
5LR9840 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ HB / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find is a granite rock-wall feature with an 
internal pit located adjacent to a steep mountain ridge cliff directly on top of the 
continental divide on Specimen Mountain. It is situated ca. 2.482 km southeast of the 
Poudre Pass Ranger Station. The feature, measuring 1.4 m in diameter and with a depth 
of .7 m, is believed is be of ancient origin, based on the presence of heavy lichen growth 
on its stones.  Part of the surrounding rock wall has collapsed into the pit, partially filling 
it. The feature is believed to have served as an eagle-trapping pit or, more likely, a Big 
Horn sheep hunting blind were the animals could have been driven up the steep 
mountainside and over its rim near the feature location.  Very little vegetation surrounds 
the site, but what exists places this site in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental 
zone. 
  
Elevation:  3538 m 
 
5LR9841 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P,H/ NPA, IHA / P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric and historic site consists of a Table Mountain 
jasper informal graver/knife, a chert informal scraper/knife, two secondary stage Table 
Mountain jasper, one secondary stage quartzite (source unknown) flakes, and a single, 
rusted iron horseshoe. The condition and design of the horseshoe suggests an early to mid 
20th Century date range (ca. 1920-1950). The site is located on an alpine northeast 
trending finger ridge of Specimen Mountain some 823 m northeast of the Continental 
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Divide.  The site is 2.484 km southeast of the Poudre Pass Ranger Station.  The 
environmental zone that this site is found in 
is the subalpine-alpine econtone.  
 
Elevation:  3474 m 
 
5LR9842 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric site consists of a small lithic tool and flake scatter on a 
northeast, mid slope bench of an alpine mountain knoll on Specimen Mountain. It 
overlooks Poudre Pass to the west and northwest and a small drainage valley that feeds 
Willow Creek (a tributary of the Cache la Poudre River) to the northwest. The continental 
divide runs over the top of the knoll 190 m southwest of the site and Poudre Pass Ranger 
Station is located 1.483 km to the west southwest. Prehistoric artifacts include a 
Kremmling chert bifacially flaked knife, a Kremmling chert retouched end scraper, a 
heavily damaged white chert higly probable Clovis projectile point base, a small chert, 
serrated blade knife, a jasper flake knife, and a banded chert shatter flake (of the same 
material as the biface knife base).   Local vegetation indicates that this site can be found 
in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
   
Elevation:  3471 m 
 
5LR9843 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS, NPA / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find includes four secondary manufacturing 
stage chert (three) and quartzite (one) flakes on a lower alpine ridge saddle on Specimen 
Mountain. The artifact scatter, overlooking the upper (northwest side) origin point of a 
tributary drainage valley to Willow Creek, is located on Specimen Mountain 1.721 
northeast east of Poudre Pass and 447 m northeast east of the continental divide. Local 
vegetation consists of alpine bluegrass, sorrel and stonecrop.  This site is located in the 
alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  3474 m 
 
5LR9844 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /LA 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find is a single, complete Late Archaic corner-
notched projectile point (ca. 3000-1900 b.p.) made of light brown Kremmling chert.  It 
was located on a southwest trending alpine ridge knoll bench on Specimen Mountain, ca. 
1.637 km east northeast of La Poudre Pass and 498 m northeast of the continental divide. 
Local vegetation suggests that this site can be found in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone.       
 
Elevation:  3483 m 
 
5LR9845 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric lithic scatter (isolated find) consists of a tabular, 
bifacially flaked Kremmling chert knife, a reddish brown chert bifacially flaked chopper, 
a redish-brown informal flake knife and a jasper flake, located on an alpine saddle 
between two mountain ridge knolls on Specimen Mountain. The find was located only 30 
m northeast of the continental divide and 1.458 km southeast of Poudre Pass. Alpine 
vegetation indicates that the site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental 
zone.     
 
Elevation:  3474m 
 
5LR9846 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find, a red quartzite biface knife, was located 
on an alpine mountain ridge slope just below a flat saddle east of a landmark known as 
The Crater on Specimen Mountain. The find location is just off, and alongside, the Crater 
Trail, ca. 1. 019 km from the Crater Rim Trailhead.  The find area is just above the 
Subalpine/Upper Montane ecotone and represents a possible prehistoric (partly buried) 
camp along the trail which is likely prehistoric in origin.      
 
Elevation:  3475 m 
 
5LR9847 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  SAECT 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc)/ OC, LS, GS, HE / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site of multiple lithic and ground stone tools, tool 
debitage, and a possibly prehistoric hearth is located in and around a series of krummholz 
stands on the southeastern slope of Specimen Mountain some 175 m northeast of the 
Crater Rim overlook.  The site overlooks the upper Cache La Poudre Valley to the 
southeast and it occupies an open 20-30o mountain slope with a series of small swale 
depressions. Some of the artifacts were found inside a swale depression near the 
krummholz and may have been eroded into the depression from its adjacent edges. A 
sandstone metate fragment and assorted game processing tools suggest the presence of a 
series of short-term, successive camps in a location where the krummholz and swale 
terrain provided temporary shelter from the wind. Numerous game trails were noted all 
along the mountain slope in the site vicinity. The small (.6 m diameter), partly buried 
rock-lined hearth was located on the down slope (east) side of a small krummholz stand 
where many of the artifacts were also found.  The hearth, although originally suspected of 
being prehistoric in date (based on its partly buried condition and heavy erosion of its 
stones), appears to have been re-used in recent decades since only moderately eroded 
charcoal is located on its margins. Prehistoric artifacts found in the site area can be 
characterized as occurring in four lithic scatter concentrations. These can be described as 
follows: Concentration 1-seven secondary manufacturing stage flakes consisting of local 
chert (three), Table Mountian jasper (two), Kremmling chert (two), a local andesite flake 
scraper/knife, local brown jasper blade knife, a non-local gray quartzite flake 
knife/scraper, a Kremmling chert  core,  and a Lyons sandstone metate fragment; 
Concentration 2 - four secondary stage manufacturing flakes that included two local chert 
flakes, a Dakota Orthoquartzite flake, four Kremmling chert shatter flakes, a white chert 
utilized flake knife,  and a brown quartzite chopper;  Concentration 3-only two tools, a 
dark brown local andesite chopper and a non-local tan chert utilized flake scraper and 
five secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes of chert and rhyolite; and Concentration 4 - 
seven primary and secondary flakes, including two Kremmling chert primary and 
secondary flakes, two reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes, two 
brownish-green to black chert primary and secondary flakes, one rhyolite secondary 
flake. Tools from the concentration included a local dark brown andesite flake scraper, a 
white chert biface knife tip, a banded chert graver, a Kremmling chert flake scraper, and a 
Kremmling chert utilized flake knife. Surveyors collected a variety of volcanic lithic 
materials (andesites, welded tuff, rhyolite) in the same area as the artifacts, providing 
evidence that they were both quarried and made into expedient tools at the site. Local 
mountain slope vegetation is indicative of that found in the subapine-alpine econtone. 
 
Elevation:  3501 m 
 
5LR9848 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain/Milner Pass. 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /LA 
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Site Description:  This prehistoric site, consisting of two tools and seven primary and 
secondary manufacturing stage flakes, is located on a steep (20-30o) Specimen Mountain 
alpine slope overlooking (the southeast) the upper Cache La Poudre River valley.  It is 
situated some 360 m northeast of the Crater Rim Overlook. A well-worn game trail and 
krummholz stand is located immediately down slope of the site. The artifacts include a 
small Kremmling chert flake knife, a Kremmling chert unifacially worked knife/scraper, 
a broken Table Mountain jasper informal tool, two local jasper flakes, two local andesite 
flakes, onr non-local chert flake, and a Kremmling chert flake.  This site is located in the 
alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3505 m 
 
5LR9849 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find of a cairn, measuring 1 m in diameter with a 
height of 50 cm, is located on an alpine ridge knoll peak on the continental divide along a 
largely unused trail 2.028 km from the Old Crater Pass Trailhead (Milner Pass), well 
beyond the Crater Rim overlook where the present trail ends. An old Continental Divide 
trail continues beyond the Crater Rim Overlook to the cairn knoll. The cairn is somewhat 
eroded and fallen down and stones are scattered around its base, suggesting that it may be 
several decades old. Local vegetation designates this site as being located in the alpine 
dry grass meadow environmental zone.       
 
Elevation:  3695 m 
 
5LR9850 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALFFD 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ HB, RC, HLA / P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This site is an extensive, linear (southwest to northeast) array of stone 
features interpreted as representing a combination of Euro-American tourist activities 
(cairn construction), National Park Service constructions of cairn trail markers, and 
prehistoric and early historic Native American rock features. All are situated immediately 
east of the Specimen Mountain trail for a distance of ca. 105 m along a steep cliff directly 
atop and just east of the continental divide on Specimen Mountain.  Rock features include 
letter initials outlined in rocks, sheltered, round to rectangular rock walled pits (6), linear 
rock alignments (2), and both small and large rock cairns (a minimum number of 18).  
The rock walled pits (game blinds?) may be Native American in origin but appear to have 
altered by later tourists and hikers.  It appears that the pit walls have been recently 
increased in height and some pit depressions possibly deepened. One of the rock walled 
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pit features is the largest and, possibly more recent, with its diameter of ca. 4.5 m. One 
feature (No. 24) of the site incorporates the current Specimen Mountain trail and small 
cairns along part of its length at the site.  Those trail cairns extend far beyond the site 
from the base of the mountain ridge (to the south) to the Specimen Mountain summit 
where the site is located. The site is located on the Specimen Mountain trail ca. 751 m 
north of the Crater Rim overlook at an elevation of 3740 m.  The site is covered in 
fellfield boulders and has sparse alpine tundra vegetation.  This site is found in the alpine 
fellfield environmental zone.   
 
Elevation:  3707 m 
 
5LR9851 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA, RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment consists of four rock cairns and a semi-
circular rock wall at one end. The cairns appear to mark an old segment of the 
Continental Divide trail that now runs off the west side of the ridge, 2.295 km north 
northwest of Milner Pass. The cairns average 50 cm in diameter and range from 45-60 cm 
in height, run for a total distance of 55 m, and are individually spaced between 10 and 15 
m apart. The rock wall feature's dimensions are 2 x 3 m with a maximum wall height of 1 
m. The condition of the feature and its granite rocks suggest an early to mid 20th Century 
construction date consistent with an estimate for the cairn's ages. Local alpine tundra 
vegetation places this site in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  3682 to 3657 m 
 
5LR9853 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is a relatively recent (20-50 years) rock cairn 
feature on a high Specimen Mountain tundra ridge that appears to have been added to 
(rock by rock) over the years by hikers. It is now quite large, measuring some 3 m in 
diameter and reaching a height of 1 m. The cairn is located ca. 2.785 km north northwest 
of Milner Pass. The ridge top is extremely rocky and vegetation is thin, indicating that 
this site can be found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  3736 m 
 
5LR9854 
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Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is also a relatively recent (20-50 years) rock 
cairn feature on a high Specimen Mountain tundra ridge that appears to have been added 
to (rock by rock) over the years by hikers. It measures 2 m in diameter and reaches a 
height .75 m. The cairn is located ca. 2.955 km north northwest of Milner Pass and ca. 
199 m northeast from and along the same ridge line as 5LR9853. The ridge top is 
extremely rocky and vegetation is thin, , indicating that this site can be found in the 
alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.     
    
Elevation:  3777 m 
 
5LR9855 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is a large cairn, 2 m in diameter and .9 m in 
height, that, like 5LR9853 and 5LR9854, appears to be a relatively recent (20-50 years) 
feature on the next (to the northeast) adjacent Specimen Mountain tundra ridge peak. The 
cairn is located ca. 3.042 km north northwest of Milner Pass and ca. 118 m northeast 
from (on the next ridgeline) 5LR9854. The ridge top is extremely rocky and vegetation is 
thin, , indicating that this site can be found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental 
zone.     
 
Elevation:  3788 m 
 
5LR9856 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a single, large, secondary 
(with a small amount of cortex on one corner) Kremmling chert flake.  The IF was found 
on a finger ridge slope descending from the northeast corner of Specimen Mountain into 
a secondary tributary of the upper Cache La Poudre River (located 946 m to the 
southeast). The location overlooks both the Upper Cache la Poudre River (to southeast) 
and a headwaters tributary of Willow Creek (to the northwest). The find was 193 m 
northeast of a USGS survey marker (11530 feet) on knoll of the local ridgeline.  This site 
is found in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone.        
 
Elevation:  3514 m 
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5LR9857 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, NPA / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric site is located at the base of a finger ridge slope 
descending from the northeast corner of Specimen Mountain into a secondary tributary of 
the upper Cache La Poudre River (located 906 m to the southeast).  It is situated between 
two north-south trending dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stands. Prehistoric artifacts 
recovered from the site included a large banded red and tan chert end scraper, a large 
Windy Ridge orthoquartzite flake knife, a large Kremmling chert bifacial side scraper, a 
small dark red, local jasper flake knife, a bifacially flaked thin knife or drill tip made of 
Kremmling chert, a reddish brown local jasper awl, a Kremmling chert flake 
knife/scraper, and three secondary manufacturing stage flakes (two of Kremmling chert 
and one was an unidentified reddish chert). The site overlooks the upper Cache La 
Poudre valley to the southeast and its ridgeline descends into a secondary tributary of that 
river. Immediately northwest, over the same ridge is the eastern tributary of Willow 
Creek. Although an open camp, the site is well-sheltered from the south and west by the 
adjacent krummholz stands.  This site can be found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.     
 
Elevation:  3516 m 
 
5LR9858 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ RC / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated prehistoric find consists of a single rock cairn located at 
the northeastern edge of a saddle between two knolls of a finger ridge line that descends 
the northeast corner of Specimen Mountain into a secondary tributary of the upper Cache 
La Poudre River (located 908 m to the southeast). The cairn's base is .7 m in diameter and 
its construction consists of five small boulders (10-15 cm diameter) placed to support a 
vertical granite slab that extends to a height of 30 cm. The feature is believed to be 
relatively old based on its eroded and slumping condition and heavy lichen growth 
between some of the rocks. The feature probably marks a prehistoric trail corridor from 
the Cache La Poudre River Valley to the east and Specimen Mountain and the continental 
divide to the southwest.  This site can be found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.     
  
Elevation:  3455 m 
 
5LR9859 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
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Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find, located immediately southwest of at the 
base of a finger ridge slope knoll that descends the northeast corner of Specimen 
Mountain into a secondary tributary of the upper Cache La Poudre River (located 935 m 
to the southeast), consists of a four medium to small size secondary manufacturing stage 
Kremmling chert flakes. The IF is located on the prevailing wind leeward (southeast) side 
of a small krummholz stand.  This locale may have been a temporary shelter where 
limited lithic reduction took place.  A small marshy/fen depression is located further to 
the southwest of the IF at the base of the slope leading to an higher ridge line knoll of the 
finger ridge. The vegetation surrounding the site indicates that this site may be found in 
the subalpine-alpine ecotone.  
 
Elevation:  3498 m 
 
5LR9860 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Specimen Mountain 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS / P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric open camp site, located immediately southwest of a 
finger ridge knoll descending from the northeast corner of Specimen Mountain into a 
secondary tributary of the upper Cache La Poudre River (located 972 m to the southeast), 
consists of a scatter of three Kremmling chert tools (an awl, a chopper and a flake knife) 
and six secondary and tertiary stage manufacturing/re-tooling flakes. Three of the flakes 
are Kremmling chert, one is of local jasper, and two are of an unknown source quartzite. 
The artifacts were found clustered in a small stand of dwarf spruce-fir krummholz. A 
small marshy/fen depression is located further to the southwest of the IF at the base of the 
slope leading to an higher ridge line knoll of the finger ridge. Surveyor field notes 
indicate a likely presence of subsurface cultural deposit.  This site can be found in the 
subalpine-alpine ecotone.     
  
Elevation:  3526 m 
 
5LR9864 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment represents a lower and earlier (late 19th 
Century-ca. 1870-1910) branch of the Longs Peak Trail that leads from Leiffer Cabin 
(immediately south of the Salvation Army's Long Peak Lodge facility)  to join a modern 
segment of the current Longs Peak trail. The first segment of the trail is now known as 
the Storm Pass Trail, but the two trails separate at Moore Park and the old Longs Peak 
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Trail continues to the southwest and then south along the mid slope of Pine Ridge. The 
trail is occasionally lined by rock alignments along portions of the old foot trail and is not 
presently being maintained by the National Park Service and, although still in use, is in 
poor condition. The length of the trail is ca. 3.005 km The trail is located completely in 
Mid-Lower Montane ponderosa and lodgepole pine forest and undulates first west and 
then south along the mid-slope of Pine Ridge (crossing through Moore Park and past the 
Eugenia Mine) before merging with the present longs Peak Trail some 800 m west of the 
Longs Peak Ranger Station.  This site is found in the lower to mid montane lodgepole 
pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2864-2949 m 
 
5LR9865 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ OT, CPT /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of a USGS benchmark and a tree 
with graffiti, located 1 km up the Longs Peak Trail beyond its junction with the older, 
lower segment of the Longs Peak Trail designated as linear alignment 5LR9864. 
According to its inscription, the benchmark was placed in 1899-1901 by Colorado State 
A&M College and it may have been laid as a part of an engineering project by students 
and faculty of that institution (now known as Colorado State University) .  The tree 
graffiti,  on a large ponderosa pine, consist of the carved letters "3" and "5" and the 
initials(?) F and V.  This site is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone.        
 
Elevation:  3296 m 
 
5LR9866 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site, known as Timberline Cabin, consists of a cabin 
foundation and associated trash midden.  It is located near the base of a mountain slope at 
the northeast corner of Jim's Grove and 3.6 km west of the Longs Peak Trailhead at the 
Longs Peak Ranger Station. Remnants of a series of rock-lined steps are evident leading 
from the general area of the current Longs Peak Trail to the site. Timberline cabin was 
constructed in 1908 by Enos Mills as an intermediate stop-over for tourists climbing 
Longs Peak (cf. Nesbit 1990: 7-8, 13). When Rocky Mountain National Park was created 
in 1915, the cabin was taken over by the National Park Service and operated by an 
outside contractor. It was finally abandoned in 1924 when a new facility was built further 
up the Longs Peak Trail at the Boulder Fields site.  Structural foundation remains of the 
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cabin consist of only simple granite rocks in a rectangle shape measuring 18 feet 
(northeast to Southwest) and 13 feet (northwest to southeast). Inside the cabin area was a 
charcoal stain along with rusted nails, leather, buttons, cans, and metal fragments.  
External historic scatter at the site includes nails, clear glass, buttons, metal fragments, 
cans, purple glass, stove parts, ceramic pieces, crockery, cut bone, green glass, charcoal 
stains, leather, bottle caps, plastic comb, show leather, white glass, sardine cans, battery 
parts, Prince Albert cans, solder-dot cans and a garter belt fastener. Results from the 
analysis of historic artifacts recovered from the site support a early 20th Century 
chronology (1908-1924) and suggest an earlier, late 19th Century use of the locality as 
well as subsequent historic trash disposal up to the present day. The Battle Mountain 
branch of the Longs Peak Trail cuts through the site and, based on physical evidence, has 
relatively heavy hiker traffic. Local vegetation indicates that the subalpine-alpine ecotone 
is the environmental zone for this site.      
 
Elevation:  3359  m 
 
5LR9867 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period(s):  H/ HC/MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is a possible cabin platform, possibly associated with 
the nearby Timberline Cabin (5LR9866) constructed by Enos Mills in 1908 and later 
operated for the National Park Service until abandonment in 1924.  Only the bare granite 
boulder outlines of a possible cabin remain on a mountain side bench and only a handful 
of artifacts, (rusted nails) and a diffuse charcoal stain were noted.  The site is located on a 
slight mountain lower slope bench overlooking the upper Alpine Brook valley to the 
south, 3.6 km from the Longs Peak Trailhead and 106 m southeast of the actual 
Timberline Cabin site (5LR9866).  This site can be found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.     
 
Elevation:  3340 m 
 
5LR9868 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HPL /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic alignment consists of assorted components of a now 
removed telephone/electrical line that once ran up the mountainside from the Longs 
Peaks Ranger Station to the Boulderfield Shelter Cabin. The Boulderfield Shelter Cabin 
was in operation from 1927 to 1935 "as a chalet-type concession." (Buckholtz 1983: 
165). The line was demolished, mainly by cutting the poles down and scavenging their 
wire, in the late 1930's. Artifacts from the line along its former route includes an intact 
telephone/electric power line pole located 3.6 km west from the Longs Peak Trailhead 
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(UTM 13:  450311mE,  4457863 mN. Other elements of the line were found scattered 
along part of its length and included telephone poles, insulator fragments and metal cable 
hooks.    
This site can be found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone.     
     
Elevation:  2836-3784 m 
 
5LR9869 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
  
Site Description:  This historic isolated find consists of a single cairn located on a 
mountain slope bench immediately north of Jim's Grove and some 2.9 km from the Longs 
Peak Trailhead. The condition of the cairn suggests it could be early to mid 20th Century 
in date. It may represent a trail marker or hiker's "recreational cairn".  This site is also 
found in the subalpine-alpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation:  3392 m 
 
5LR9870 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ LS, RC / P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric and historic site is located at the edge of a narrow 
stream corridor (the southern branch of Alpine Brook) inside Jim's Grove meadow and 
2.9 km west of the Longs Peak Trailhead. The site consists of a historic rock cairn, 
utilized flake knife and two secondary manufacturing stage flakes.  The flake tool was 
made is a brown variety of Eastern High Plains chert. One of the flakes was from a 
Palmer Divide (Eastern Colorado foothills) petrified wood source and the second flake 
was a brown High Plains chert.  Site 5LR9870 is located in the subalpine spruce-fir forest 
environmental zone.    
 
Elevation:  3395 m 
 
 5LR9871 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ NPA, TM / P(UK), MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric and historic site includes two gray chert flakes and 
several recoreded but no collected historic artifacts (purple and clear glass, wire cut nails, 
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and asbestos shingle fragments). It is located on a mountain slope bench at the northwest 
corner of Jim's Grover, ca. north of the Longs Peak Trail. Historic artifact analyses 
suggest a date range of ca. 1890 to 1950.  Local vegetation indicates that this site is 
located in the subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone.     
 
Elevation:  3415 m 
 
5LR9872 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ OC, HE, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site is believed to be a campsite that may have been first 
established in the early 20th Century and may still be in use today.  It is located on a 
mountain slope bench some 210 m north of the Longs Peak Trail and ca. 350 m northeast 
of Jim's Grove. Artifacts associated with the site include rusted metal fragments, a 
perfume bottle, tin cans, nails, Prince Albert cans, heavily eroded shoe leather, and clear 
glass fragments.  Site features include a simple cobble hearth (1.5 feet in diameter) and a 
6  x 7 foot rectangular outline of rocks, possibly designed to anchor a tent of those 
dimensions. Artifact analyses suggest a date range of ca. 1920-1970 for most of the 
artifacts. Vegetation surrounding the site suggest the subalpine spruce-fir forest 
environmental zone.      
 
Elevation:  3336 m 
 
5LR9873 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lawn Lake-The Saddle  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA /EA  
 
Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of a single, complete gray Dakota 
orthoquartzite Early Archaic (6500-4500 b.p.), corner-notched projectile point.  It was 
collected by Park Ranger Tim Phillips in summer 2002 and was found eroding from a 
secondary access trail from a junction of the upper Black Canyon trail to Crystal Lake. 
The artifact is believed to have eroded out of the trail within a month of a University of 
Northern Colorado field survey of the Crystal Lake basin in July, 2002.  The artifact was 
found immediately southeast of an unnamed alpine pond to the northeast of Little Crystal 
Lake.  The site’s environmental zone is alpine dry grass meadow. 
 
Elevation: 3541 m 
 
5LR9874 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
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Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic isolated find is believed to represent two "pseudo" mine 
pits in the park made to lay claim to mineral rights (personal communications-Dr. Jim 
Detterline, Rocky Mountain National Park Ranger). The "mines" were established in the 
hope they would deter other prospectors from claiming the same land.  This particular 
mine is believed to date to the late 19th Century and filed by Hughes Kirkwood, a sheep 
farmer known to the area in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The IF is located 142 m 
north of the Longs Peak Trail and 786 m northeast of Jim's Grove on a northern terrace of 
Larkspur Creek.  Local vegetation indicates that this site is located in the subalpine 
spruce-fir forest environmental zone.    
 
Elevation:  3290 m 
 
5LR9875 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Longs Peak (Jim's Grove) 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /MA (M) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric artifact and flake scatter is located is on a alpine-
subalpine ecotone mountain slope some 100 m northwest of the northwestern edge of 
Jim's Grove and 2.966 km west of the Longs Peak Trailhead. The site's artifacts include a 
quartzite scraper, a Table Mountain jasper flake tool, two Middle Archaic projectile 
points (a Kremmling chert, re-worked [into a drill] Hanna point and a quartzite Hanna 
point-4500-3000 b.p.), and a secondary manufacturing stage Kremmling chert flake.  
 
Elevation:  3453 m 
 
5LR9876 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consist of a chert flake knife found on a 
low grassy knoll on the Arapaho National Forest east of the Poudre Pass access road and 
1.43 km northeast of Poudre Pass. Poudre Pass Creek is located 143 meters to the 
southeast. The IF is located in the mid to upper subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental 
zone. 
 
Elevation: 3105 m 
 
5LR9877 
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Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find consists of two quartzite secondary 
thinning flakes on a low grassy knoll immediately adjacent  (two meters southeast) of the 
Poudre Pass access road and 1.44 km northeast of Poudre Pass. Poudre Pass Creek is 
located 201 meters to the southeast. The IF is located in the mid to upper subalpine 
spruce-fir forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3109 m 
 
5LR9878 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAPGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /MLC 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp located in a modern camp site next 
to the Mummy Pass trail and 43 m northwest of Mummy Pass Creek. The site measures 
30 x15 meters and is situated on the southern edge and west end of a large grassy 
meadow.  Prehistoric artifacts documented at the site included a jasper, Middle/Late 
Ceramic unnotched, triangular projectile point/hafted knife (ca. 950-450 b.p.), a Dakota 
orthoquartzite biface knife tip, a quartzite chopper/scraper, a chert utilized flake tool, a 
light borwn Kremmling chert (with some cortical material) flake knife, and thirteen chert 
and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. The site is located in the subalpine grass 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3262 m  
 
5LR9993  
 
Survey Year/Area: 2000/Tuxedo Park 
Environment:  LMPPF   
Site Class/Type/Period (s): HIF/ HRA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of a heavily faded commercial advertisement painted 
on a large boulder adjacent to an old RMNP entry road on the north side of Tuxedo Park 
and west of the old (now unused) entrance to the park.  The boulder stands approx. 5 m in 
height and is approximately 3 m in width.  The pecked logo area of the boulder, also with 
some evidence of paint having been applied to the logo, is heavily eroded from wind and 
water and only portions of the original lettering are discernible.  The prepared and 
lettered portion of the boulder measures approx. 1.3 x 1.4 m. 
 
A  date for the advertisement's creation  is fixed by a reference in William Allen White's 
autobiography (1946 The Autobiography of William Allen White.  MacMillan Company, 
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New York) where he describes his experiences in the park during the summer of 1889. A 
quotation from that book that references the sign is as follows: 
 
 “I should define life that summer as hilarious.  It was a roar of laughter at me, 

somewhat as a poky fool, or at Funston who could not walk a log across a creek, 
and had to coon it.  But once he took his rifle all alone, and marched all alone 
down the road to where some advertising painters were smearing huge boulders 
with admonishings to use somebody’s sarsaparilla. Literally, Funston chased them 
down the road, largely by his unique and convincing profanity, supported 
somewhat by his cocked rifle.” (White 1946:173-174) 

 
Today, as noted above, the sign has faded so that only the letters “SO…” are easily 
readable. However, a former park employee, Ferrel Atkins (personal communication, 
2000), related that, when he first saw the advertisement in about 1970, he could read:   
“USE …DENVER …SOUR” . No artifacts were found in association with the site. It is 
located near the Bear Lake Road and is on the north side of the Big Thompson River. 
Local vegetation indicates that this site is located in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2376 m 
 
 
5LR10209 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EA(MA) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric open camp is a lithic scatter located on alpine tundra 
off the Mummy Pass trail and 75 meters southwest of the Mummy Pass divide. The 
scatter covers an area of 20 by 10 m.  Artifacts collected from the site include a Dakota 
orthoquartzite corner-notched Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) projectile point 
(ca. 6500-4500 b.p.), a chert biface knife tip, a chert, ovoid scraper, a quartzite end 
scraper, a chert flake scraper, a jasper core, and five chert and jasper secondary flakes. 
The site is located in the extreme upper subalpine to alpine ecosystem zone (alpine-
subalpine ecotone). 
 
Elevation: 3439 m 
 
5LR10210 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /LMP, EA(MA), LA-EC 
 
Site Description:  This site, which covers and an area of 50 x 20 m., is a prehistoric open 
camp located directly in the center of the Mummy Pass divide.  Prehistoric artifacts 
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collected at the site included two parallel-oblique flaked (one Hartville quartzite, one 
Dakota orthoquartzite) Late Paleoindian projectile points (. 9000-7500 b.p.), two chert 
(one Kremmling, one unknown source) Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) corner-
notched projectile point fragments ( 6500-4500 b.p.), an unknown source chert Late 
Archaic/Early Ceramic projectile point tip (3000-1000 b.p.), a quartzite end scraper, a 
Dakota orthoquartzite utilized blade tool, a chert utilized blade tool, four chert utilized 
flake tools,  a quartzite flake tool, a quartzite end scraper, two (chert and jasper) biface 
tool fragments, and fifty chert, jasper and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. A single 
fragment of heavily fire-cracked quartz (FCR or fire-cracked rock) was also recovered 
from the site.  The site is located in the extreme upper subalpine to alpine ecosystem 
zone, the alpine-subalpine ecotone with scattered dwarf-fir krummholz stands. 
 
Elevation: 3433 m 
 
5LR10211 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric open camp on a protected, alpine knoll swale 205 
meters north northwest of Mummy Pass. The camp consists of a lithic scatter over an area 
of 50 x 25 meters.  Artifacts collected at the site included a Dakota orthoquartzite flake 
knife/scraper, a utilized quartz flake tool, a jasper utilized flake tool, a crystal quartz flake 
knife, a jasper, retouched flake knife/scraper, two locat white quartz informal tools (flake 
knife and scraper) and thirty-seven chert, jasper, quartzite, and crystal quartz secondary 
and tertiary flakes. The site is located in the extreme upper subalpine to alpine ecosystem 
zone, or alpine-subalpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3448 m 
 
5LR10212 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric lithic scatter, or lithic “re-tooling” station, 
located near the southeastern base of a low knoll in dwarf spruce-fir krummholz stands 
160 meters northwest of Mummy Pass. The site scatter, consisting of two chert flake 
knife/scrapers and twelve chert and jasper secondary and tertiary flakes, covers an area of 
25 x 15 meters. The site is situated in the alpine-subalpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3443 m 
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5LR10213 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment: SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, GS, IPA, RC, HE /EA (MA), EC, MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:   This site, with both prehistoric and historic components, is located on 
the Mummy Pass Trail in Mummy Pass Valley 800 meters northeast of that pass. It is 
situated on a lightly sloping, southeast-facing mountain slope with mixed upper subalpine 
and alpine vegetation within dwarf spruce-fir krummholtz along its north and south 
margins. A small lake is located 65 meters to the southwest. The prehistoric component, 
covering an area of 65 by 25 meters, consists of an open camp, lithic scatter with a Table 
Mountain jasper Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) corner-notched projectile point 
( 6500-4500 b.p.), two chert (one Hartville and one Kremmling) Early Ceramic corner-
notched projectile points (1900-950 b.p.), a chert biface tool tip, a quartzite uniface tool 
tip, a retouched, prismatic blade tool made of white crystal quartz, six chert and quartzite 
utilized flake tools, a chert utilized blade tool, three sandstone metate fragments, and 
sixty-seven chert, jasper, crystal quartz and quartzite secondary and tertiary 
manufacturing/re-tooling stage flakes. A small rock cairn (trail marker), two cobble-lined 
historic hearths (each ca. 2 feet in diameter), and one "scattered" prehistoric hearth of 
fire-cracked cobbles and small boulders (over a one meter diameter area) were also 
observed.  Two flake and tool concentrations were observed and their artifacts mapped in 
place. The site is located in the extreme upper subalpine to alpine ecosystem zone 
(alpine-subalpine ecotone). 
 
Elevation: 3414 m 
 
5LR10214 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):   P/ OC, LS, IPA /EA (MA), LA-EC 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric lithic scatter marks a former chronologically 
successive series of open, ephemeral camps on a southeast facing mountain slope bench 
on the western side of Mummy Pass Valley. Small lakes are located nearby at the foot of 
the mountain slope and Mummy Pass is located 755 meters to the southwest.  Prehistoric 
artifacts were found over a 30 by 50 meter area, often concentrated in small open area in 
an around dwarf spruce-fir krummholtz patches and large granite boulders. The site 
location provides good shelter from the wind and an excellent view of the valley below.  
Two projectile point fragments, (one a Kremmling chert Early Archaic Mount Albion 
point base,  6500- 4500 b.p.) and a Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic/early Early 
Ceramic tip, 3000-1500 b.p.) were found near the base of a large boulder. Other artifacts 
collected at the site included a chert biface base, a chert scraper, a quartzite drill, a 
combination chert graver with a lower retouched knife edge, seven utilized chert, jasper 
and quartzite flake tools, a sandstone metate fragment, and fourteen chert and jasper 
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secondary and tertiary manufacturing stage flakes. The site is located in the extreme 
upper subalpine to alpine ecosystem zone (alpine-subalpine ecotone). 
 
Elevation: 3417 m 
 
5LR10215 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(m)/ OC, LS, NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric lithic scatter is situated on a southeast facing mountain 
slope bench on the western side of Mummy Pass Valley. Small lakes are located nearby 
at the foot of the mountain slope and Mummy Pass is located 755 meters to the 
southwest.  It is located 30 meters west of site 5LR10214, a prehistoric multi-component 
camp that could be chronologically and functionally associated with this site’s lithic 
scatter. Prehistoric flaking debris, but no tools, was found over a 15 by 10 meter area. It 
was recorded as a separate site from 5LR10214 due to its relative physical separation by 
intervening boulders and krummholtz stands.  Collected site artifacts were seven 
Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary. No diagnostic artifacts or cultural features were 
noted.  The site is located in the extreme upper subalpine to alpine ecosystem zone 
(alpine-subalpine ecotone). 
 
Elevation: 3421 m  
 
5LR10216 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Mummy Pass 
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ RS, LS, GS, CS, HE, IPA /LA-EC, LH(U) 
 
Site Description:  Site 5LR10216 has both prehistoric and historic components. There is a 
southeast-facing rock shelter made of eroded granite bedrock and massive boulders with 
an opening width of 15 meters and an average front to back depth of 3 to 7 meters. The 
maximum entrance height is 4 meters. It has a small, adjacent, 20 by 10 meter, open 
bench area bordered by a 3 meter diameter granite boulder opposite the rock shelter 
opening. Additional open areas are located southeast and east of the rock shelter along 
with protective dwarf spruce and fir krummholz stands. A series of small lakes and 
streams are located down slope and southeast of the rock shelter and a small spring/seep 
runs downhill immediately to the northeast of the rock shelter. The rock shelter, situated 
part-way up on the western mountain slope of the valley, provides an excellent view of 
the Mummy Pass Valley and the Mummy Pass trail that runs north northeast to south 
southwest through the valley connecting Mummy Pass and the Hague Creek Valley to the 
southwest with a series of Poudre River tributary stream valleys to the northeast.  It also 
provides excellent shelter from prevailing northerly and westerly winds. Cultural features 
recorded within the rock shelter included two rock-lined hearths, feature 1 (50 cm 
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diameter) and feature 2 (75 cm diameter), and a low, loose 3 meter long masonry rock 
wall in the far northeast corner of the shelter. One hearth (feature 1) has no charcoal and 
appears to have been in disuse for a substantial period of time. It is believed to be 
prehistoric or early historic Native American in origin. The second hearth (Feature 2) 
appears more recent and contains eroded charcoal in its center. Prehistoric artifacts 
recovered from the site included Dakota orthoquartzite projectile point tip, Late 
Archaic/Early Ceramic, 3000-1500 b.p.), a Kremmling chert bifacially flaked 
scraper/knife/chopper, a Kremmling chert knife/scraper, a Kremmling chert utilized flake 
tool, seven Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes, and a tapered, tubular 
sandstone atlatl weight (ground flat on one side). The most significant prehistoric 
artifacts recovered from the site were three Uncompahgre Brownware pot sherds 
(including one rim sherd). Radiocarbon dates for Uncompahgre Brownware pottery, 
primarily from Western Colorado, generally range between ca. 950-150 b.p. (Buckles 
1971; Reed 1995). In North Central Colorado, carbon extracted from the surface of a 
Brownware sherd from the high altitude Caribou Lake site (5GA22) was radiocarbon-
dated to 665+80 b.p. (Benedict 1989: 6, 8). Thermoluminescence dates of three punctuate 
Brownware sherds from Caribou Lake, including the radiocarbon-dated sherd cited 
above, yielded dates of 320 b.p., 450 b.p., and 210 b.p. with a 14% uncertainty factor and 
an average of 325+25 b.p. (Benedict 1989: 6).  Later (1995-96) excavations at the 
Caribou Lake site by Pitblado recovered additional Uncompahgre Brownware sherds in 
stratum 5 where hearth charcoal was radiocarbon-dated at 595+60 b.p. and 625+50 b.p. 
for an average date of 610 b.p. (Pitblado 2000: 136).  In the fall of 2001, carbon-residue 
from the 5LR10216 rock shelter sherds was sent to Beta Analytic radiocarbon laboratory 
for AMS (high resolution) radiocarbon dating. The resulting conventional radiocarbon 
date (Beta-161360) on the residue was 200+40 b.p. (AD 1750) and the highest 
probability two-sigma (95.4%) calibrated date range was AD 1720 to 1820.  Historic 
artifacts included a brown bottle neck and lip sherd and base (same bottle) (ca. 1900-
1940), several solder-dot sanitary cans (not collected) and eleven sherds of off-white 
porcelain plate sherds with blue flower patterns (also ca. 1900-1940). There seems to be 
good soil depth in the northeast corner of the shelter where the Ute pottery and some of 
the lithics were found.  A pin flag depth probe indicated that accumulated soil in that part 
of the rock shelter extended ca. 15 cm below the modern surface. The site is located in 
the extreme upper subalpine to alpine ecosystem zone (alpine-subalpine ecotone). 
 
Elevation: 3438 m 
 
5LR10217 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Dog Trail/Willow Creek  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS CS /EC 
 
Site Description:  The site, measuring 100 by 40 meters, is a prehistoric lithic and 
ceramic scatter located on a tundra ridgeline leading toward the confluence of the upper 
Poudre River and Chapin Creek. The site is located on a now abandoned “alternative” 
segment of the Poudre Branch of the Dog Trail first described by two Arapahoe visitors 
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to the park in 1914 (see Toll 1962:29). The Toll account of the Arapahoe’s description of 
that particular branch of the Dog Trail describes it as running about up Fall River canyon 
to  where : “There is a branch of the Dog Trail which goes into the Poudre, following 
down a spur.” Since prehistoric and early historic Native American trails seldom 
followed a single route, but often consisted of numerous parallel, trails, it is considered 
likely the ridge route on which 5LR10217 is located was the one being referred to by the 
Arapahos. However, other alternative “parallel” trails also probably went down Chapin 
Creek via Chapin Pass to the east and down the mountain from Marmot Point into the 
mid Chapin Creek valley, areas in which prehistoric sites have also been documented. 
Prehistoric artifacts mapped and collected from the site included twelve small wide cord-
marked Early Ceramic pot sherds (ca. 1700-1100 b.p.), a chert awl, a Kremmling chert 
biface knife tip, a jasper, retouched flake knife fragment, two Kremmling chert blade tool 
fragments, and fourteen jasper, chert, and quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. The site 
is on open alpine tundra in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3492 m 
 
5LR10218 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Flattop Mountain/Lake Helene/Mill Creek Basin 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HLA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic linear alignment is an old Park Service trail segment 
measuring 1636 feet in length.  It cuts across the north east flank of Flattop Mountain 
near the krummholz ecotone and starts just south of a section of the Lake Helene trail 
cross-cutting over the lower mountain slope to intersect with and cross that trail 1690 feet 
to the west.  The trail is marked by at least 14 cairns generally placed on top of large 
boulders that average 3 feet meter in diameter by 1.5 feet high.  In places, the trail is cut 
into the mountain slope forming a shallow berm with the down slope side lined with 
rocks. The trail’s  ultimate origin point is presently unclear, but it is likely part of an 
earlier historic trail from Bear Lake and Bierstadt Lake to Lake Helene and probably also 
once joined a prehistoric and historic trail up the northeast slope of Flattop Mountain and 
west over the Continental Divide to the Kawuneeche Valley. The northern trail to Flattop 
Mountain was once part of the prehistoric and early historic Native American trail 
referred to as the “Big Trail” by Arapahoe informants brought to park in 1914.  The 
eastern extension of the “Big Trail” is described as coming down the north side of Flattop 
Mountain and ran to Bierstadt Lake to the end of Bierstadt Moraine (Toll 1962: 30). It, 
and a parallel trail known as the Timberline Spring trail, were later used by the first Euro-
Americans in the area and later as early park trails until the modern access trail up the 
east-slope of Flattop Mountain was constructed between 1920 and 1925 (Benedict 1996: 
24-25; Chapin 1889; Sprague 1930. The trail is situated in the subalpine spruce-fir forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3125 m (east end) to 3156 m. (west end) 
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5LR10219 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Dog Trail/Willow Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This isolated find is a prehistoric lithic scatter measuring 7 by 10 
meters.  The site is located in the Willow Creek valley (west of the upper Poudre River 
Valley) on an elevated terrace on the far west side of the creek.  The only artifacts noted 
at the locality were two Kremmling chert secondary manufacturing/re-tooling flakes (not 
collected). The local environment is the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest. 
 
Elevation: 3202 m 
 
5LR10220 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Dog Trail/Willow Creek  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp lithic scatter located on a low 
terrace on the west side of Willow Creek. Artifacts included one Kremmling chert and 
one brown Table Mountain jasper utilized flake tools, four Kremmling chert and one 
Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. The local environment is lower to 
mid montane lodge pole pine forest environmental zone and riparian meadow. 
 
Elevation: 3190 m 
 
5LR10221 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Flattop Mountain/Lake Helene/Mill Creek Basin Environment:  
SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): P(m)/ OC, LS, CS, GS, IPA /EA(MA), MA(M), LA-EC 
 
Site Description:  This multi-component prehistoric camp site on located below the north 
flank of Flattop Mountain in an opening in upper subalpine Engelmann Spruce Forest. 
The site is crossed by the Lake Helene Trail. It was initially reported by Jack Melton of 
Estes Park who recovered an obsidian flake and a projectile point from within the trail 
depression in August of 2000. That projectile point is a Table Mountain jasper Middle 
Archaic Hanna type, dated at various regional sites to ca. 4500-3000 b.p. (Tate 1999: 
118-151). A small black obsidian tool retouch flake was also recovered. A UNC 
archeology crew surveyed the site in late August 2001 and located numerous artifacts in 
the site area.  In particular, prehistoric artifacts were located in an open grassy area 
surrounded by subalpine dwarf spruce-fir krummholtz. They consisted of a gray Dakota 
orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex), corner-notched projectile point 
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base (ca. 6500-4500 b.p.), a red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (Hanna) 
projectile pint brownish gray Dakota orthoquartzite, corner-notched Early Ceramic 
Besant projectile point (3000-1500 b.p.), a yellow-brown chert (Trout Creek or Table 
Mountain) Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point (6500-4500 b.p.), a brown 
quartzite biface tool fragment, a possible spoke shave made of light brown quartzite, two 
small Uncompahgre Brownware (Ute) sherds (ca. 950-150 b.p.), and six fragments of 
Lyons sandstone metate. Flake debitage consisted of thirty-two chert, jasper and quartzite 
flakes from secondary through tertiary manufacturing/re-tooling stages, and one obsidian 
secondary flake.  Most of the artifacts were found within the trail cut after having eroded 
out of the trail cut bank.  Artifacts are continually being trampled by heavy foot traffic. 
The site is located north and below the well-known Flattop Game Drive and likely marks 
the path of an ancient Native American trail route identified by Arapahoe informants in 
1914 (see Benedict 1996: 24-25; Toll 1962: 30). The site is located in the subalpine 
spruce-fir enviornmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3119 m 
 
5LR10222 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Sprague Pass/Rainbow Lake)  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ RS, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is an boulder field rock shelter measuring 15 by 20 meters.  It 
is located on a suspected lateral moraine below Sprague Pass on the east side of Spruce 
Creek near the Rainbow Lake/Irene Lake cirque headwall.  A small unnamed and 
unmapped lake is located 40 to 50 meters to the south and Rainbow Lake is located 1175 
feet to the northwest.  The rock shelter consists of an overhanging boulder resting against 
exposed bedrock.  A low, artificial wall of granite boulders has been built across the rock 
shelter’s east-facing opening.  The wall has partially collapsed, but is 7 feet long and 2 
feet wide with a 1.5 foot opening and rises to a maximum height of 3.5 feet. Its condition 
suggests an early to mid 20th Century date and that suggestion is supported by the 
presence of two rusted tin seam-soldered cans (ca. 1920-1940) found inside the rock 
shelter entrance. Trowel tests indicate several inches of sediment deposition, but after 
troweling the surface to a depth of ca. 3 inches no buried cultural materials were found. 
The site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3469 m 
 
5LR10223 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide South (Bighorn Flats)  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ NPA, HGR /P(UK), MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site consists of a single prehistoric artifact and evidence of a Euro-
American human cremains deposit. The site is situated on a prominent alpine zone 
outcrop southeast of Sprague Pass on Bighorn Flats.  The cremains were located on the 
south west side of the outcrop near its base where a small rectangular opening is littered 
with small amounts of burnt, carbonized bone and ash.  No artifacts were noted in 
connection with the bone.  A prehistoric bifacial flake knife made of Kremmling chert 
was collected from same general vicinity. Although protected from the wind, the outcrop 
doesn't present a particularly attractive camping location due to its broken, rough terrain.  
The site is located in alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3571 m 
 
5LR10224 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida)  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a 7 by 1 meter, prehistoric lithic scatter located on the 
Continental Divide ridge line 1.9 km northwest of Mount Ida. The modern Mount Ida 
trail is located 15 meters to the west and the site occupies the edge of a natural depression 
between two granite outcrops which form a natural wind break. Prehistoric artifacts 
mapped and collected from the site included two petrified wood retouched-edge, flake 
knives, a jasper utilized flake burin, a rhyolite flake knife, a jasper biface flake knife and 
two secondary thinning flakes, made of Kremmling chert and Table Mountain jasper, 
respectively. The site is located in alpine tundra more specifically in the alpine dry grass 
meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3693 m 
 
5LR10226 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Longs Peak (Battle Mountain)  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ GS /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This is a prehistoric isolated find of four, fire-blackened sandstone 
metate fragments located on an alpine mountain slope 220 meters south of Granite Pass 
and 80 meters west of the Longs Peak trail. The IF is located in alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3683 m 
 
5LR10227 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Longs Peak (Battle Mountain)  
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Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ RC, RF /P(UK) 
 
Site Description:  This prehistoric isolated find is located on an upper, southwest-facing 
slope of an alpine tundra ridge line overlooking Jim’s Grove (to the south southeast) and 
1.365 km east of Granite Pass. The feature is a one meter high and 1.3 meter diameter 
cairn of vertically angled granite slabs with a single flat slab forming a horizontal “table” 
at the top. The slabs are heavily weathered and covered with 10-12 cm diameter lichen 
patches. A 30 by 40 cm opening on the southwest face of the feature opens into a hollow 
space in its center, suggesting it may have once served as a “cache box” or a place to 
deposit ritual offerings. The feature’s base stones are well embedded in the sod and 
covered with lichen, suggesting considerable age. The feature is located in the alpine dry 
grass meadow environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 3461 m 
 
5LR10228 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Upper Fall River  
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA /EA (M) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a prehistoric open camp and lithic scatter located on an east 
to southeast facing, upper subalpine, mountain slope-terrace bench above upper Fall 
River and 485 meters east of the Fall River cirque. Fall River is located only 30 meters 
from the southern boundary of the site. The site’s lithic scatter, situated in an open grass 
meadow surrounded by Engelmann Spruce forest, was found to cover an area of 107 
meters by 30 meters. Prehistoric artifacts mapped and collected from the site included a 
Hartville quartzite Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point (6500-4500 b.p.), a 
Kremmling chert retouched, flake end-scraper, a jasper exhausted tool core, two 
Kremmling chert utilized flake tools, a jasper utilized flake tool, and four Kremmling 
chert secondary thinning flakes. Down slope erosional soil creep is evident in the site 
area and may have buried more upslope portions of the site.  The site is situated in the 
mid to upper subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3428 m 
 
5LR10241 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, CS, IPA, IHA, HE /EA, EC, EH(U),MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The prehistoric and historic site was first visited, but only informally 
documented, in 2000 by UNC archeologists. Due to an extended stay in the area in 2001, 
the site was re-visited, re-surveyed, and a complete set of survey forms and site map (not 
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accomplished the previous year) produced. It is located on a low, eroded, grass-covered 
terminal moraine/terrace knoll immediately north of the Poudre Pass divide and west of 
Poudre Pass Creek. Several prehistoric artifacts were described in the 2000 survey year, 
but not collected due to the fact that the site was just within U.S. Forest Service (Arapaho 
National Forest) boundaries and, while agency to agency permission to survey sites on 
Rocky Mountain National Park/National Forest boundaries had been granted, the survey 
team had been uncertain about the Forest Service’s position on survey documentation and 
artifact collection. That policy, as determined prior to the start of the 2001 survey year 
and based on agency to agency cooperation protocols, was established as including 
complete collection of surface artifacts and full survey documentation, the standard 
operating procedure of the current Rocky Mountain National Park Systemwide 
Archeological Inventory Program. The site, as documented in both 2000 and 2001 
surveys, covers an area of features and artifact scatters measuring 120 by 125 meters.  
The majority of artifacts were prehistoric. The 2000 survey reported the presence of two 
partial projectile points (from the Early Archaic [ca. 6500-4500 b.p.] and Early Ceramic 
[ca. 1900-950 b.p.] periods, respectively) and several fragmentary brown to black pottery 
sherds (field-assessed as likely being Ute-associated Uncompahgre Brown ceramics [ca. 
1100-150 b.p.]). The projectile points and pottery were left in place in 2000 and a search 
for them in 2001 failed to produce any trace of the artifacts. However, it should be noted 
that both the 2000 and 2001, survey teams observed National Forest visitors walking the 
site in both years and, in 2001, had a visitor volunteer the information that the site had 
long been a rich source for “arrowhead collecting”. Formally documented and collected 
prehistoric artifacts from the 2001 survey included four chert and jasper utilized flake 
tools, a chert flake knife, an expanding base drill, and thirty-two chert, jasper, and 
quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. The only historic artifact was a plastic Boy Scout 
uniform button dated to ca. 1960-1970 and rusted, sardine can, dated to ca. 1950. In 
addition to the artifacts, two cobble hearths (3 feet and 1.5 feet diameters) were noted at 
the eastern edge of the knoll overlooking Poudre Pass Creek.  Both had traces of charcoal 
in their centers and, despite modest burial of their construction stones, were believed to 
be historic in origin. The site is located in the mid to upper subalpine spruce-fir forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3107 m 
 
5LR10242 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2001/Kawuneeche North (Thunder/Poudre Passes) 
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P, H/ OC, LS, IPA, TM /EP(C), EC, MH(EA)  
 
Site Description:  This site, with prehistoric and historic components, was first visited, 
but only informally documented, in 2000 by UNC archeologists. It was re-visited, 
surveyed, and a complete set of survey forms and site map (not accomplished the 
previous year) produced in the 2001 field season. It is located in the U.S. Forest Service’s 
Arapaho National Forest on a low, eroded, grass-covered knoll immediately north of the 
Poudre Pass divide and west of Poudre Pass Creek.  The Poudre Pass/Long Draw 
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Reservoir access road runs past the northern end of the site and the Grand Ditch Service 
Road cuts through the entire length of the site for a distance of 180 meters. A 
construction borrow pit is located at the far southwest corner of the site. Prehistoric 
artifacts, mainly in the form of lithic tools and widely scattered manufacturing and tool 
refurbishment flakes, were found through the 90 by 180 meters site area. Flakes were 
noted as occurring at the site by UNC survey crew members in 2000, but not collected 
due to the fact that the site was just within U.S. Forest Service (Arapaho National Forest) 
boundaries and, while agency to agency permission to survey sites on Rocky Mountain 
National Park/National Forest boundaries had been granted, the survey team was then 
been uncertain about the Forest Service’s position on survey documentation and artifact 
collection. That policy, as determined prior to the start of the 2001 survey year and based 
on agency to agency cooperation protocols, was established as including complete 
collection of surface artifacts and full survey documentation, the standard operating 
procedure of the current Rocky Mountain National Park Systemwide Archeological 
Inventory Program. In addition to artifacts being mapped and collected from with the 
general site boundaries, they were also discovered eroding from buried cultural deposits 
exposed by the mechanically graded Grand Ditch Service Road and the above mentioned 
earth borrow pit. Cultural deposits from one section of the road cut turned out to be 
particularly significant. Those deposits appear to range from 15-40 cm in depth in the 
exposed road cut and an 11,300-10,900 year-old oolotic chert (a south central or 
southwest Wyoming source is suspected) Clovis projectile point (in two sections) was 
recovered in a recently graded area at the side of the road immediately adjacent to a 
particularly deep cut profile. During the survey, UNC survey crew members observed 
visitors walking the site and over-heard them speaking of how rich the site was for 
“arrowhead collecting”. Prehistoric artifacts collected from the site included a chert 
Clovis projectile point with a concave, “fishtail” base (ca. 11,300-10,900 b.p.), an 
unknown source chert corner-notched Early Ceramic projectile point (ca. 1900-1000 
b.p.), a chert side scraper, a chert core knife/chopper, a chert core tool, two chert and 
jasper utilized flake tools, and twenty-five chert, jasper, quartzite, and silicified wood 
secondary and tertiary flakes. Aside from the historic service road and borrow pit, the 
only other evidence of historic use of the site was small sherd of purple glass, the latter 
dating to ca. 1890-1920, approximately the time when early construction of the Grand 
Ditch irrigation collector system was being built in the pass area. The site is located in the 
subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3106 m 
 
5LR10243 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Lake Helene (north slope of Flattop Mountain)  
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc)/ OC, LS, IPA /LMP, EA, EC 
 
Description: This multi-component, prehistoric, open camp is closely associated with two 
other nearby prehistoric camp sites, 5LR94 and 5LR10221, on the Bear Lake-Lake 
Helene trail. Both this and the other two sites are on the mid slope of Flattop Mountain, 
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immediately north and below the well-known Flattop Game Drive. The three sites are 
believed to represent both temporary base camps for past Native American groups 
hunting on Flattop Mountain and is directly situated on an indigenous trail that 
descends/ascends the mountain to/from the Continental Divide and identified by 
Arapahoe informants as an eastern branch of the so-called Big Trail in 1914 (see 
Benedict 1996: 24-25; Toll 1962: 30). This site, 5LR10243, is located immediately 
northwest of 5LR10221 and an intervening area between the sites, ca. 20 m, was covered 
by a large snowbank when 5LR10221 was surveyed in the 2001 survey season and this 
site was discovered and surveyed in the 2002 survey season. The camp is located ca. 15 
m south of the trail and is scattered over two modest drainage swales. Each of the swales 
has an associated lithic concentration. Four culturally diagnostic projectile points were 
found on the surface of Concentration 1: a single Early Archaic corner-notched Table 
Mountain jasper  projectile point base (6500-4500 b.p.), three corner-notched, dark red 
Table Mountain jasper points belonging to the Early Ceramic Period (1900-1000 b.p.), 
and a dark red Table Mountain jasper end scraper. Four 50 cm2 test pits in the 
concentration produced a total of eighty-nine chert and jasper secondary, tertiary and 
shatter flakes. One test pit produced a single chert informal tool (a flake knife).  Surface 
collections in Concentration 2 produced a red Table Mountain jasper, probable Late 
Paleindian projectile point base (9000-7800 b.p.), the upper mid-section of a heavily 
burned, Kremmling chert, serrated Early Ceramic projectile point (1900-1000 b.p.), a 
gray Kremmling chert spokeshave, an informal gray Kremmling chert informal tool 
(flake knife), a light red sandstone metate fragment, and nine chert, jasper, and quartzite 
secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. The above four 50 cm2 test pits excavated during 
the survey not only uncovered shallow, sub-surface artifact (described above) but also the 
remains of a small hearth between several small cobbles and boulders. Charcoal from the 
hearth was radiocarbon-dated to 1100+40 b.p. (Beta-169189) (the Early Ceramic Period). 
Both surface and sub-surface evidence suggested that the site once contained shallow, but 
stratified, cultural deposits which have since been exposed to a long-term process of 
erosional deflation.  The site is located in the lower subalpine spruce-fir forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3121 m 
 
5LR10244 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lake Helene (north slope of Flattop Mountain)   
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Description:  Isolated find of a single rock cairn along an abandoned National Park 
Service trail segment (5LR10218), some 65 m north of the present Bear Lake-Lake 
Helene trail. The cairn was missed in UNC’s 2001 documentation of the 5LR10218 trail 
segment and, given its largely intact condition, is believed to have been a route marker 
for that trail. The cairn is located on the north side of the trail where it emerges from 
spruce-fir forest into a mountain slope clearing. It was made of 6 to 20 cm diameter 
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cobbles and small boulders and measures 4 feet by 3 ½ feet by 1 ½ feet high.  The cairn 
is located at the margins of a lower subalpine spruce-fir forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3124 m 
 
5LR10245 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Poudre Pass  
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Description: Prehistoric isolated find of a white to light gray Kremmling chert unifacial 
flake knife. The artifact was found on a small knoll southeast of a wet pond and fen area 
south of the Continental Divide at Poudre Pass. An important prehistoric site (5LR9862) 
that produced a complete Clovis point is located on a glacial kame some 50 m northeast 
of the artifact and may be associated with that site.  The site is located in the subalpine 
spruce-fir environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3114 m 
 
5LR10246 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Mount Chapin-Mount Chaquita  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, GS, IPA /EA-LA 
 
Description: This prehistoric alpine open camp and lithic/ground stone scatter is located 
on an alpine knoll/bench on the west slope of a high alpine ridge north of Mount Chapin. 
It is situated near, immediately south of, a deep drainage swale or “chute” that descends 
from an unnamed pass on the ridge line. The “chute” has granite outcrops along its 
central length and is suspected as having served as a natural, prehistoric game 
drive/ambush locality. This site is suspected as having been a short-term primary 
processing camp for hunting activities involving use of the “chute” feature. Artifacts 
documented at the site included a light gray Dakota orthoquarzite Early/Late Archaic 
(6500-4500 b.p. or 3000-1900 b.p.), stemmed, rounded-base, corner-notched projectile 
point, six informal flake and blade tools (made of Kremmling chert, Dakota 
orthoquartzite, unidentified brown and red cherts, and petrified wood), eight secondary 
and tertiary tool debitage flakes (with materials consisting of Table Mountain jasper, 
Kremmling chert, an unidentified chalcedony, local Specimen Mountain rhyolite and 
local crystal quartz), and six red sandstone metate fragments.  This site is located in the 
subalpine spruce-fire forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3631 m 
 
5LR10247 
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Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Mount Chapin-Mount Chaquita  
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ LS /P(UK) 
 
Description: Prehistoric isolated find of a limited lithic scatter located on an alpine 
knoll/bench on the west slope of a high alpine ridge north of Mount Chapin. The lithic 
scatter consisted of a single formal tool (a light gray Kremmling chert flake knife) and six 
secondary and tertiary debitage flakes of dark red Table Mountain jasper (4) and gray 
Kremmling chert (2). The artifacts were found on a rock outcrop knoll in alpine-
subalpine ecotone. 
 
Elevation: 3587 m 
 
5LR10248 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Mount Chapin-Mount Chaquita  
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Description: Prehistoric isolated find of a single dark red Table Mountain jasper tool core 
(or core tool) and a single light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. The two 
artifacts were located on an alpine knoll/bench on the west slope of a high alpine ridge 
north of Mount Chapin. The artifacts were found on a rock outcrop knoll/bench with 
scattered upper subalpine krummholz and open tundra. The location’s environmental 
zone can be described as transitional upper subalpine-alpine ecotone.  
 
Elevation: 3527 m 
 
 
] 
5LR10249 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Mount Chapin-Mount Chaquita  
Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ OC, LS, IPA/P(UK) 
 
Description: This prehistoric open camp and lithic scatter site was located on a upper 
subalpine/alpine ecotone knoll/bench on the west slope of a high alpine ridge north of 
Mount Chapin. Artifacts included a white chert corner-notched hafted knife, two formal 
tool fragments (a knife tip and knife [or drill] base), five chert and jasper (including 
Kremmling chert, Table Mountain jasper, and unidentified source cherts) informal tools 
(knives and an awl), and twelve Kremmling chert, Table Mountain jasper, Dakota 
orthoquartzite, and unidentified chert secondary and tertiary flakes. The artifacts were 
found on a rocky knoll/bench with locally scattered upper subalpine krummholz and open 
tundra.  
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Elevation: 3553 m 
 
5LR10250 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Mount Chapin-Mount Chaquita  
 Environment:  SAECT 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Description: Prehistoric isolated find of a single gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary 
flake. The artifact was located on an west to northwest facing alpine knoll/bench on the 
west slope of a high alpine ridge north of Mount Chapin. The artifact’s local 
environmental zone can be described as transitional upper subalpine-alpine ecotone.  
 
Elevation: 3571 m 
 
5LR10251 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lawn Lake-The Saddle  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ IPA/ EC 
 
Description: Prehistoric isolated find of a dark brown Hartville chert Early Ceramic (ca. 
1900-1000 b.p.) corner-notched projectile point. The artifact was located on an alpine 
mountain slope bench north of the Crystal Lake Basin and immediately off the Black 
Canyon trail that provides access to The Saddle (a pass into the upper Hague Creek 
headwaters) to the northwest.  A small northwest to southeast drainage swale is located 
some 30 m to the north of the find. This site is found in the alpine dry grass meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3367 m 
 
5LR10252 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Lawn Lake-The Saddle  
Environment:  SASFF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s): HIF/ OC, HE /MH(EA) 
 
Description: Historic isolated find of a rock-lined camp hearth. The hearth is heavily 
overgrown and partially buried in soil. No charcoal was evident within the feature. The 
feature measured 3 x 2 ½ feet within a generalized oval outline. It is located about 110 
feet north of Roaring River where that stream enters the upper Lawn Lake Valley. Based 
on its physical condition, it is believed the hearth was likely used in the first half of the 
20th Century. A very recent camp hearth was located a short distance from the above 
feature, but was not included in the isolated find report due to its very recent 
construction. The camp site represented by the hearth is protected on the north by a low 
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granite outcrop cliff and is situated in a small clearing in lower subalpine spruce-fir forest 
environmental zone.  
 
Elevation: 3388 m 
 
5LR10253 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lawn Lake-The Saddle  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ SR /LH-MH(U) 
 
Description:  Early to mid historic isolated find of a stone ring feature on a slight rise in 
lodgepole pine forest and near the Cutback Campground west of Roaring River in the 
mid Roaring River Valley. The 4 m (12 foot) diameter circular arrangement of 8-20 cm 
diameter granite boulders could reflect the presence of either a historic camp circle or a 
former early historic, Native American, stone ring, or tipi, feature.  Although the stones 
are only shallowly embedded in the local soil, local soil depth is, at best, very shallow to 
begin with, and provides a poor indicator of age. The physical condition of the boulders, 
although moderately weathered and having modest lichen patches, provide insufficient 
information as to their potential cultural affiliation. The best estimate is that the ring is 
historic Euroamerican in origin, although a Native American affiliation cannot be 
completely ruled out. The feature is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2900 m 
 
 
 
5LR10254 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lawn Lake-The Saddle  
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  PIF/ NPA /P(UK) 
 
Description: Prehistoric isolated find of a brown to reddish-brown chert flake core (or 
core tool) and a gray chert biface knife fragment. Both artifacts were recovered from the 
center of the Lawn Lake trail that ascends the Roaring River valley to the Lawn Lake 
Valley in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2922 m 
 
5LR10255 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Continental Divide North (Mount Ida Ridge)  
Environment:  ALDGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P/ GD, HB /P(UK) 
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Description: This prehistoric hunting (game drive) site consists of three rock-walled, 
shallow pit, game blinds constructed on the south end of a Continental Divide ridge line 
north of Mount Ida.  One feature (no. 1) is located ca. 20 m north northeast of two others 
(features 2 and 3) that are clustered together within three meters of each other. Feature 1 
is an oval, 60 cm deep, 6.1 x 4.15 meter, pit with a stacked boulder wall (ca. 1 m in 
height) forming a crescent with its front facing the southeast. It is oriented toward the 
edge of a steep talus slope drop-off that descends to glacial cirque valley in that direction. 
Feature 2 is located ca. 22.5 m to the southwest of feature 1.  It consists of a partially 
boulder-filled pit with a south to north granite boulder wall arc. Its orientation (front) is in 
the opposite direction of feature 1, being placed to intercept game moving up the much 
gentler mountain slope from the west. Overall dimensions of feature 2’s elongated oval 
outline are 5.5 x 2.25 m x .55 m deep. Feature 3 is located ca. 3 m south of feature 2. It 
consists of a crescent-shaped boulder wall (2.75 m x 2.1 m) that is oriented to the west 
southwest. The feature has no discernible pit, but it placed exactly where the eastern edge 
of the ridgeline begins to drop off to the east southeast toward the adjacent cirque valley 
scarp. The declining slope behind (within) the crescent wall provides an additional degree 
of concealment without a need for a pit excavation.  Placement and orientation of the 
three blinds suggests the following patterns: 1) blind/feature 1 is designed to ambush 
game, possibly Bighorn sheep that instinctively escape from predators up steep slopes 
and cliffs, coming up and over the eastern ridge scarp, and 2) blinds/features 2 and 3 are 
oriented to game, possibly elk, that more commonly graze, or escape predators, up 
gentler mountain slopes. The front areas of both blinds are focused on the lower, western 
ridge/mountain slope with its rich tundra vegetation and it is certain that the game were 
coming from that direction. No artifacts were found at the site, although future, intensive 
survey of the site may eventually turn some up. The Continental Divide runs along the 
Mount Ida Ridge line immediately west of all three features. It is also important to note 
that several other hunting/game drive sites, as well as dedicated game processing sites, 
are located all along the Mount Ida Ridge line to the south and north of 5LR10255. The 
site is located in the alpine dry grass meadow environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 3679 m 
 
5LR10453 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lily Lake (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ SC, HE, HPA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic Euroamerican isolated find of a partially fallen lodgepole pine 
lean-to, 2 ½ foot diameter rock-lined hearth, cobble-lined inclosures, and short cobble-
lined “path”, interpreted as a children’s play area. Located on a lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest mountain slope nouthwest of Lily Lake.  
 
Elevation:  2732 m 
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5LR10454 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lily Lake (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LUMGM 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HGR /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small scattered pile of fragmented, cremated human 
remains and melted silver denture crowns, located on a low lakeside bench south of Lily 
Lake.  This site is also found in the lower to upper montane grassland meadow 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2730 m 
 
5LR10455 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/Lily Lake (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF / IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a single historic scrolled silver spoon, located on a 
lower mountain slope in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental 
zone southwest of Lily Lake. 
 
Elevation:  2730 m 
 
5LR10456 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Lily Lake (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HC, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  This historic site consists of a standing granite stone fireplace and 
chimney with scattered glass and metal can artifacts and a discrete trash midden. The 
chimney represents the remains of a former cabin that appears to have been accidentally, 
or was intentionally, burned down.  Chronologically diagnostic traits of the site’s historic 
artifacts, including soldered dot sanitary food cans, suggest a late 19th to early-mid 20th 
Century date. The site is located west of Colorado Highway 7 near a two-track dirt road 
and south of Lily Lake in a lodgepole pine forest. Local vegetation indicates that this site 
is located in the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:   2733 m 
 
5LR10457 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
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Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS/ PFR /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site is a 4 x 4 foot square concrete foundation and sub-surface 
lining with a central 3 feet deep, partially filled-in pit, the former base for a National Park 
Service privy.  Several round wire nails were located near the feature. Two standing steel 
pipes, one 4 inches in diameter and standing 11 inches above the ground and the other 
with a 6 inch diameter and standing 12 inches above the ground, are located some five 
feet apart and 3 feet north northeast of the foundation. The site is located on a lower 
mountain slope, ca. 1000 feet south of Aspenglen Campground in the Fall River Valley, 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  The site is situated in the lower montane ponderosa pine 
forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2559 m 
 
5LR10458 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain(WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a later historic, rusted food (SPAM) can at the base of a 
mountain slope in the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2484 m 
 
5LR10459 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Isolated find of a small (nine artifacts) historic trash midden on a lower 
montane ponderosa pine forested slope of Deer Mountain. Mid 20th Century artifacts 
included a partial glass bottle, an electrical insulator, and clear, green, and red glass 
fragments. The bottle fragment was from a Mountain Dew soda bottle.  
 
Elevation:  2474 m 
 
5LR10461 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (Lower Fall River) (WUI-Wildlife Urban 
Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  NPS/ PFR /MH(EA) 
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Site Description:  The site consist of two concrete, foundation, “pedestal” slabs that once 
provided support for a former (removed) National Park Service building and a water 
pump slab.  The building support slab dimensions are 4 x 2 1/2 feet by 6 inches high, and 
10 x 10 inches by 1 inch high. The well pad measures 15 x 15 inches by 8 inches in 
height. The larger building slab has two metal rebars embedded in its center. The well 
pad has a single 2 ½ inch capped pipe extending from its center.  The site is located north 
of the Rocky Mountain National Park Fall River Entrance Station in ponderosa pine 
forest on a terrace-mountain slope interface east of Bighorn Creek in a current National 
Park Service housing area. Local vegetation suggests that this site is located in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation: 2531 m 
 
5LR10463 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (Lower Fall River) (WUI-Wildlife Urban 
Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  P(mc), H/ IPA, TM /MLC, MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  Multi-component prehistoric and historic site located adjacent to a 
horse trail near a secondary access road south of the Fall River Entrance Station in Rocky 
Mountain National Park. The historic component consists of  a gas can lid, a short (1 foot 
long) length of 2 inch diameter metal pipe, six porcelain (white with a floral print) dish 
sherds, a pottery coffee mug rim (brown glaze), two clear bottle glass fragments, and a 
metal barrel top. None of the artifacts appear to pre-date the mid-20th Century (ca. 1950). 
The prehistoric component consists of a Middle to Late Ceramic Period (1000-500 b.p.) 
Dakota orthoquartzite, side-notched projectile point, located 15 feet southwest of the 
historic trash scatter. The site is located in a small boulder scatter within a thin stand of 
ponderosa pine surrounded by more open grassy meadow patches in the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2510 m 
 
5LR10464 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH((EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, mid 20th Century isolated find of a single, heavily rusted brake 
fluid can (screw top) on the northern slope of Deer Mountain.  This site is also located in 
the lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2549 m 
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5LR10465 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, early-mid 20th Century isolated find of a single green glass 
power line and/or phone line insulator on the northern slope of Deer Mountain in the 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2509 m 
 
5LR10466 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (Lower Fall River) (WUI-Wildlife Urban 
Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: The site is a widely scattered historic trash midden with two main 
concentrations.  Artifacts included numerous heavily rusted seal-sealed sanitary food 
cans, glass food jars and bottles, purple bottle glass, white porcelain dinner ware plate 
sherds, a square nail, a quart milk bottle (ca. 1945-1955 in design), a rusted car engine 
part, a Clorox bleach bottle (glass), clear window pane glass, and an electrical insulator. 
Physical traits and imprinted labels on bottles and cans were consistent with a mid 20th 
Century date range from ca. 1940-1960. However, the presence of the square cut nail 
suggests the site has an even earlier history, dating to the end of the 19th and start of the 
20th Century. The trash scatter is situated in a grassy, boulder-strewn area southwest of a 
horse trail in lower Horseshoe Park and southwest of a secondary access road south of the 
Rocky Mountain National Park Fall River Entrance Station. A thin line of ponderosa pine 
trees extends on the west and south of the site identifying this as the lower montane 
ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2507 m 
 
5LR10467 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF /HE, IHA /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic, mid 20th Century isolated find of a single rock-lined hearth and 
a rusted sanitary can lid on the lower northern slope of Deer Mountain in the lower 
montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2485 m 
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5LR10468 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (Lower Fall River) (WUI-Wildlife Urban 
Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  H/ HL, TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description:  The site consists of several large (8-10 inch diameter) to small (2-5 
inches diameter) fragments of concrete belonging to a former cabin foundation and an 
associated historic trash midden.  It is located on the southeast edge of the highest knoll 
of Deer Ridge on the west side of Deer Mountain in Rocky Mountain National Park. The 
cabin is believed to have been one of sixteen cottages owned by a private resort company, 
Deer Chalet, from ca. 1916 through 1960.  The resort was purchased by the National Park 
Service in 1960.  Several of the newer cottages, built mostly from 1916 through the late 
1930’s, were sold and removed to an area west of Mary’s Lake (southeast of Estes Park) 
in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s. The remaining cottages were removed by the 
National Park Service when they purchased the Deer Ridge Chalet property in 1960. This 
site’s former cabin could have belonged to either group. Historic source information for 
the site and its associated Deer Ridge Chalet facility was taken from Henry E. Pedersen 
1993 The Story of Early Lodges of Rocky Mountain National Park and Pioneer Days of 
Estes Park, Colorado. Estes Park Colorado, Privately Printed, pages 164-170. A narrow 
partially overgrown swath through the trees, partly integrated into the Deer Mountain 
trail, and situated south of the cabin locality, is believed to represent a portion of an 
unimproved road that connected the Deer Ridge Chalet with lower Horseshoe Park to the 
northeast. Historic artifacts from the site’s midden included ten solder dot cans 
(manufactured and used from the late 19th Century to the early 20th Century), three 
heavily rusted gasoline cans, five sherds of clear bottle glass, more than a hundred seam-
sealed sanitary food cans, a car engine rubber gasket, four Prince Albert tobacco tins (ca. 
1930-1950), several white porcelain dish sherds, a petroleum jelly, glass jar, a sea shell, a 
glass food jar, and a Valvoline motor oil can. The artifacts’ diagnostic traits provide a 
date range from ca. 1890-1950.  The site is situated in a small clearing surrounded by the 
lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2734 m 
 
5LR10469 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMMAF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic rock cairn on an upper knoll of a mountain top, adjacent to a 
steep cliff drop-off on Deer Mountain. The cairn was located in a localized aspen stand 
within the lower to mid montane aspen forest environmental zone. 
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Elevation:  2590 m 
 
5LR10471 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Deer Mountain (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface Survey) 
Environment:  LMPPF  
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ RC /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic rock cairn on a northern mountain slope of Deer Mountain in 
lower montane ponderosa pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2629 m 
 
5LR10472 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Cow Creek (McGraw Ranch). 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ TM /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Historic isolated find, trash midden, consisting of fragments of lead roof 
sheeting and two 4-inch diameter iron pipe. The isolated find is situated on a lower hill 
slope overlloking Cow Creek in an area of scattered lodgepole pine and grassy meadow 
within the lower to mid montane lodgepole pine forest 
environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2426 m 
 
5LR10473 
 
Survey Year/Area: 2002/ Cow Creek (McGraw Ranch) (WUI-Wildlife Urban Interface 
Survey) 
Environment:  LMMLF 
Site Class/Type/Period (s):  HIF/ HE /MH(EA) 
 
Site Description: Late-early to mid- 20th Century Historic rock-lined hearth with heavily 
eroded fragments of charcoal located inside trhe feature. The IF is located in ponderosa 
and lodgepole pine forest on a lower mountain slope overlooking Co Creek and the 
immediate vicinity of McGraw Ranch but primarily within the lower to mid montane 
lodgepole pine forest environmental zone. 
 
Elevation:  2431 m 
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Site Catalogue Data Keys and Definitions 
 

Cultural Resource Classifications and Definitions-UNC-RMNP SAIP Project 
 
 All cultural resource localities, both prehistoric and historic, that have been 
documented in the UNC-RMNP SAIP Project were recorded using standard 
archeological procedures and using criteria and reporting standards described in the 
Colorado Cultural Resource Survey Manuals (Colorado Historical Society 1999a and 
1999b).  At the broadest level of classification, cultural resources may be identified as 
sites, isolated finds or linear alignments.  Archeological sites are defined as the presence 
of 10 or more artifacts within a 100m2 area considered likely to reflect two or more 
functions (i.e. habitation and lithic tool refurbishment, hunting and processing, etc.) Site 
designation was also applied to distinctive features and/or structural foundation walls, 
stone rings, clusters of culturally scarred trees, wickiups, pits with additional artifact 
evidence, and features with additional artifacts or features with evidence of multi-
component use. A second category of cultural resources recorded in the UNC SAIP 
surveys was that of IFs (Isolated Finds). Isolated Finds were defined as any discrete 
location containing 10 or fewer artifacts (including stone tool manufacturing or 
refurbishment flakes, historic artifacts, etc.). If isolated finds contained multi-component 
artifact remains, but those remains numbered fewer than ten, then they were still defined 
as isolated finds. A final and third category of cultural resource is that of linear 
alignments. Linear alignments are cultural resources that form a narrow, elongated 
(linear) pattern on the landscape.  Examples include roads, trails, isolated wall 
alignments, ditches, and easily discernible alignments of cairns, pits, fence lines, etc. 
 

For purposes of more precisely describing the nature and function of documented 
cultural resources, all finds in the project were recorded by a two-tiered classification 
system consisting of: 1) cultural affiliation classes, and 2) site descriptive types.  

 
Site classes consist of two broad classification categories and associated defining 

class subset identifiers. Primary site class definitions relate to sites and isolated finds. 
Based on common National Park Service usage, both prehistoric and historic 
archeological sites are defined as the presence of 10 or more artifacts within a 100m2 area 
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which likely reflect two or more functions (i.e. habitation and lithic tool refurbishment, 
hunting and processing, etc.). The site designation is also applied to features and/or 
structures with multiple functions, such as cairns, walls, stone rings, scarred trees, 
wickiups, pits, irrigation ditches and historic structure foundations. Isolated finds are 
defined as a location containing 10 or fewer artifacts (including stone tool manufacturing 
or refurbishment flakes) that indicated only a single kind of past human activity. For the 
purposes of this project, primary site classes were more specifically sub-divided into six 
site class subsets: P, PIF, H, HIF, HNA, P/H, and NPS/GOV. P refers to sites considered 
to be prehistoric and Native American in origin. When P has mc in enclosed brackets, 
e.g. P (mc), the site in question has produced culturally diagnostic evidence for multiple 
components from different cultural periods. PIF designated prehistoric and historic 
Native American isolated finds. H refers to sites derived from activities related to Euro-
Americans in historic time frames. Site classes are further broken down into site types. 
For instance, when historic Euro American ranch, homestead/recreational cabin, tourist 
lodge, etc. sites are listed, a site type code is appended to the site class. For example, H 
(historic) plus ( r )  (ranches) is shown as H ( r ) , or H and  ( c ) homestead/recreational 
cabins) is shown as H ( c ), or H and  ( l ) (tourist lodges) are listed as H (l). The site 
class HIF deals with historic, Euro American affiliated isolated finds. HNA is used to 
designate sites from the historic period thought to be associated with a past Native 
American group or groups. P/H identifies sites that have both prehistoric (Native 
American) and historic (Euro American) archeological components. Finally, NPS/GOV 
refers to structures or features constructed by the National Park Service or other Federal 
agencies (such as the Civilian Conservation Corps-CCC). 

 
The next hierarchical, or taxonomic, level of cultural resource classification was 

that of site descriptive types. Site types broadly follow those commonly found in the 
Colorado Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (OAHP) site database system, 
along with a large number of new types designed to specifically describe resources 
encountered during four years of RMNP SAIP surveys. It is important to note that 
comprehensive inventory surveys such as represented by the UNC/RMNP program were, 
from one year to the next, “breaking new ground” in the identification and classification 
from a wide spectrum of evidence for past cultural activities through more than 11,000 
years of time and a large, complex geographic landscape. Descriptive types listed below 
represent a “final” system of cultural resource classification for analysis and 
prehistoric/historic landscape modeling based on the accumulated knowledge and 
experience of the project.  

 
The accumulated experience of five years of UNC’s SAIP surveys, covering more 

than 29, 739 acres, has resulted in definition of a number of site descriptive types. As the 
SAIP project developed, new site types were added to this category as new functional site 
types were encountered.  

 
Site type descriptions more specifically describe the nature of archeological 

remains found at sites and inferences made on their known or probable function or 
functions are listed below. Site type abbreviations, or key codes, that have developed 
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from survey experience throughout the UNC SAIP project and used in the above project 
site catalogue are listed below. 

 
Native American Battle Sites (BS) are locations where physical and documentary or oral 
tradition evidence exists for a past warfare event among Native American groups in 
historic times. The Apache Fort site (5LR342) in Beaver Meadows is somewhat unique in 
the area for presenting just that form of evidence, although some known battle sites are 
located southwest of Grand Lake on the western side of the Continental Divide and 
outside the Park boundaries. 

 
Historic Trash Middens (TM) are locations where in-excess-of-ten historic artifacts are 
clustered with no immediate evidence of more permanent occupation. Such scatters 
represent trash disposal dumps, many dating as far back as the late 19th Century. 

 
Open Camps (OC) are camping locations commonly located in areas largely open to the 
elements, although they may be somewhat sheltered by large boulders, situated at the 
leeward sides of hills, or situated in wooded areas. Open camps typically one or more 
features such as hearths and associated artifacts. As this is a purely inferred functional 
definition, open camps may be prehistoric, historic, or have components from both sets of 
cultural periods. 

 
Sheltered Camps (SC) are camping locations that are at least partially enclosed and 
sheltered by natural geologic formations. They include rock shelters, caves, and areas 
very well-protected by the elements at the base of cliffs or deeply cut, step side erosion 
features. As with open camps, sheltered camps may be either prehistoric, historic, or have 
components from both sets of cultural periods. 
 
Lithic quarry sites (LQ) are locations where geological materials suitable for the 
manufacture of stone tools are found eroding from exposed geologic formations. 
Typically, quarry localities are often associated with reduction cores, flakes from various 
stages of tool manufacture, and even with other archeological materials associated with 
camp and economic processing activities. Lithic quarry evidence is rare in the Park where 
most geologic materials are unsuitable metamorphic rocks. However, low to medium 
grade igneous sources of jasper, rhyolite, basalt, welded tuff, and andesite are located in 
the vicinity of the Crater at the south end of Specimen Mountain and some examples of 
crystal quartz appear to be scattered throughout the Park. Finally, there several known 
locations of metamorphic gneiss that provide usable, although not ideal, grinding stone 
(metate) material. 
 
Game drive (GD) systems are extensively described in Benedict’s (1996) and Brunswig 
and Doerner’s (in prep) studies of game hunting systems in the Park.  Game drives 
consist of a combination of features (rock walls, pit blinds, cairn alignments, etc.) that 
were designed to maneuver game animals into topographic locations where they could be 
ambushed and killed. Nearly all the game drives in the Park are located at high altitude, 
usually on sloping terrain in alpine areas. Most game drives are also associated with lithic 
(and sometimes ground stone) scatters and hearths, marking locations where tools were 
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re-furbished and game were processed for removal to longer term camp locations, usually 
in lower elevation alpine-subalpine ecotones or upper forest zones. 
 
Stone Rings (SR) are circular rings of local stones that, in most cases, are believed to 
represent foundations of temporary Native American camp structures such as wickiups or 
tipis. One variety of stone ring features consists of loose masonry walls in half or partial 
circles, thought to represent very recent "New Age" cult practice sites. Other stone rings 
may represent ritual structures used by past Native American groups. 
 
The Culturally Peeled Tree site type (CPT) consists of trees, nearly always ponderosa 
pine, that have had wide strips of bark removed from them in the past. Tree bark 
extraction was practiced in early historic times by a number of Native American tribes, 
but most prominently by Utes who often visited the park in the 18th and 19th centuries. 
The bark was used as a supplemental food and as an ingredient for medicine. Some 
culturally peeled trees, however, are Euroamerican in origin and include more mundane 
uses such as peeling in order to carve initials in a tree. 

 
Rock Cairns (RC) are usually found in fallen down and even partly buried conditions and 
apparently were used for a number of purposes.  They were often used to mark trail 
routes from one easily visible location to the next or as land boundary markers. Some 
cairns with strong evidence of belonging to Native American religious activities are 
placed under the ritual features (RF) type. Other cairns used to mark historic non-Native 
American burials are placed with the HGR type as historic graves. 
 
Wickiup Sites (W) consisted originally of long wood poles arranged in a conical 
superstructure and once draped with hide covers (see Scott 1988). Protohistoric through 
historic wickiups related to past Native American groups, specifically the Utes, are 
relatively unusual in the Rocky Mountains, most having been dismantled for their wood 
or having fallen or blown down. There are also a few examples of historic (some very 
recent) wickiups made for shelter or recreational purposes by non-Native American 
visitors to the region. 
Hunting Blinds (HB) generally occur in the form of semi-circular to circular pits with 
"built-up" loose stonewalls, nearly always located along streams and game (and hiking) 
trails in valleys and meadow areas or in higher relief upper elevation mountain terrains. 

 
Rock-lined Hearths (HE) sometimes occur without other visible evidence of occupation. 
These may be either prehistoric or historic in nature. Occasionally, the presence of 
charcoal, and erosion or weathering conditions of the features can be used to judge their 
relative age. Such features may also be included within the designation of open camps  
 
Historic Sites include a wide range of cultural functions. They often include homesteads, 
ranches, and recreational cabins, resorts, etc., that are usually recognized as a clusters of 
Euro American artifacts and structural and non-structural features representing the former 
presence of now-removed or destroyed structures. Historic features found on homesteads 
or recreational cabins (often almost impossible to distinguish from each other without 
documentary evidence) range from concrete foundations to linear and circular 
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depressions and are sometimes associated with historic artifact (trash) scatters. Historic 
cabins are abbreviated as (HC) and are most commonly identified by square to 
rectangular outlines of raised earth platforms, complete or discontinuous concrete 
foundations, rock outlines, or even shallow depressions. The more complete cabin sites 
have partially complete walls (often made of logs) and associated features such as 
collapsed rock and mortar chimneys. Historic ranches have more extensive structural 
features and can have associated remains of corrals, outbuildings, and even partial 
remains of farming and ranching equipment. They are abbreviated as HR. Distinguishing 
working ranches from historic lodges is not always possible, particularly in the absence 
of supporting archival or oral historic documentation. Further, some early working 
ranches, such as MacGregor Ranch north of Estes Park, were later converted into tourist 
lodges, often maintaining limited ranching operations at the same time. Historic sites 
defined as tourist lodges in this text, and the survey in general, have solid historic 
documentation showing that tourism was their most recent and primary function. Historic 
lodges are abbreviated as HL. Other historic descriptive site types are relatively self-
explanatory, including former mines (HM), historic work camps (mainly CCC and road 
construction camps-designated HWC), historic logging operations and/or log caches 
(HLO), historic rock art (HRA) sites (typically boulders with now-fading signs or 
advertisements painted on them), historic fence lines or segments (FEN), historic 
irrigation ditches, dams, or water diversion features for agricultural purposes (HWA), 
water-related historic mining features such as placer mining claims with associated sluice 
boxes and sluice lines for extracting ores (HWM), livestock corrals (LCO), historic 
graves (HGR), historic town sites (HTN), historic power and/or phone lines and features 
(HPL), and children’s play areas (HPA), the latter consisting of small pole tipis, crude 
log walls (forts), and pole lean-tos on boulders and against trees.  

 
Historic Linear Alignments (HLA) consist of straight or curved lines of stones, stone 
walls, poured concrete, earthen ditches, or now-abandoned roads or trails. A number of 
historic linear alignments have been identified in all SAIP field seasons to date. 
Particularly common functions of linear alignments are cobble alignments marking older 
abandoned park trails or homestead, ranch or lodge paths. Historic irrigation ditch 
systems, placer mine sluice systems, and fence lines are excluded from this type and 
defined as separate distinctive site types. 

 
Diagnostic Isolated Historic Artifacts (IHA) are isolated finds of Euro American artifacts 
with distinctive qualities that allow their relative placement in chronological time, i.e. late 
19th Century.  

 
Diagnostic Isolated Prehistoric Artifacts (IPA) refer to isolated finds of tools (usually 
projectile points) known to be affiliated with a particular Native American cultural period 
in the prehistoric or historic past.  Although usually recorded as a prehistoric isolated 
find, the code IPA is used here as a means of noting the presence of such items in the 
databases. 

 
Lithic Scatters (LS) refers to a site or isolated find having only reduction/re-tooling 
flakes with no further evidence of camp or processing area activities. 
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Ground Stone Scatters (GS) refer to the presence of isolated finds of Native American 
grinding stone artifacts used to process plant or animal resources, i.e., manos and metates 
in the Park. 

 
Ceramic Scatters (CS) are usually a concentration of Native American pottery sherds 
occurring in a single limited area. Although no ceramic scatters were identified during the 
1998 surveys, they are known to rarely occur in the region. Ceramic scatters can also be 
historic Euro-American in origin, such as with the presence of broken porcelain 
dinnerware. Prehistoric versus historic ceramic scatters can be distinguished in site 
class/type tables by the P or H class prefix. 
 
Ritual Features (RF) features refer to some circular or U-shaped stonewalls, complexes 
of cairns related to Native American ritual activities, cairns thought to represent Native 
American burials, and rock alignments believed related to astronomical and/or sacred 
features and ritual activities. Based on recent ethnographic research and Native American 
consultations, such features and their role in the prehistory and history of native peoples 
in the Park are now being identified. In most cases, they are located on high prominences 
and often in line of sight with sacred landscape features and other ritual features, 
including trails (Brunswig, Elinoff and Lux 2001; Elinoff 2002). 
  
Historic Mines or "Pseudo-Mine" (HM) sites are locations of legitimate mining 
operations or pits dug into hillsides and ground surfaces ("pseudo-mines") for 
establishing mining claims. 
  
Fenced Exclosures (FE) refer to fenced areas built by the Park Service primarily for the 
purposes of excluding grazing animals from an area so as to be able to measure the 
effects of grazing on the ecosystem.  The ages of many exclosures are unknown, but most 
appear to date from the 1950s. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key to Environmental/Ecological Zones 
for Rocky Mountain National Park 

 
 Information on environmental contexts of cultural resources provides an 
important interpretive element for defining and understanding the nature of those 
resources. An extensive review of ecological literature on Rocky Mountain National Park 
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and the surrounding region as well as project ecological studies and field observation was 
used to create a generalized, but relatively specific, system of descriptive keys of 
ecological zones and sub-zones in the park where cultural resources have been identified. 
The following key codes and definitions are those used for each site described in the 
preceeding site catalogue. 

 
Primary Sources: Beidleman, Beidleman and Willard 2000; Carter 1988; 

Mutel and Emerick 1992; Strickler 1990; Weber and Wittman 2001a, 2001b. 
 
 

Environmental Zone Key Codes: 
 

Montane Environmental Zone 
 

LMPPF=Lower Montane Ponderosa Pine Forest 
LMMDF=Lower to Mid Montane Douglas Fir Forest 
LMMLF=Lower to Mid Montane Lodgepole Pine Forest 
LUMGM=Lower to Upper Montane Grassland Meadow 
LMMAF=Lower to Mid Montane Aspen Forest 
 

Subalpine Environmental Zone 
 
SASFF=Subalpine Spruce-Fir Forest 
SAPGM=Subalpine Grass Meadow 
SARPL=Subalpine Riparian, Pond, Lake 
 

Subalpine-Alpine Ecotone 
 
SAECT=Subalpine-Alpine Ecotone 
 

Alpine Environmental Zone 
 
ALDGM=Alpine Dry Grass Meadow 
ALWGM=Alpine Wet Grass Meadow (fen and bog) 
ALFFD=Alpine Fell Field 
ALBFD=Alpine Boulder Field 
ALTAF=Alpine Talus Field 
ALSNB=Alpine Snowbed 
ALRPL=Alpine Riparian, Pond, Lake 

 
Environmental Zone Found Only East of the Continental Divide 

 
Lower Montane Ecosystem 

 
Ponderosa Pine Forest 
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Ponderosa pine forest, only found on eastern side of the Park/Continental Divide. There 
is a strong tendency for ponderosa pine forest to be found on south-oriented ridge and 
mountain slopes. Predominant plant species are ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and 
assorted shrubs, grasses and forbs, the latter dominated by bitterbrush (Purshia 
tridentate), but also including common juniper (Juniperus communis), kinnikinnik 
(Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), mountain muhly 
(Mulenbergia montana), spike fescue (Leucopoa kingii) 
 
Douglas Fir Forest 
 
Douglas Fir forest is found on many lower to mid montane, north-oriented mountain 
slopes on the eastern side of the Park. Prominent plant species include Douglas Fir 
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) and most of the understory plants described above for Ponderosa 
Pine forest with the addition of plants such as mountain ninebark (Physocarpus 
monogynus). 
 

 
East and West Slope Environmental Zones 

 
 Lower Montane Ecosystems 

 
Lodgepole Pine Forest 
 
Lodgepole pine forest with lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) and assorted shrubs, grasses 
and forbs, including buffaloberry (Shepherdia canadensis),  mountain lover (Pachystima 
myrsinites), common juniper (Juniperus communis), kinnikinnik (Arctostaphylos uva-
ursi), sticky laurel (Ceanothus velutina), blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), dwarf mistletoe 
(Oxytropis defleca), Wyoming paintbrush (Castilleja linariaefolia), and wintergreen 
(Orthilia secunda). 
 
Mountain Grassland and Meadows 
 
Scattered stands or individual trees of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) and ponderosa 
pine (Pinus ponderosa)  (east side of Park only)  in some locations and assorted shrubs, 
grasses, and forbs, including shrubby cinquefoil (Pentaphylloides floribunda), willows 
(Salix sp.), Canada blue grass (Critesion jubatum), cheatgrass (Anisantha tectorum), blue 
grama (Bouteloua gracilis), mountain muhly (Muhlenbergia montana), needle-and-thread 
(Stipa comata), common dandelion (Taraxcym officinale), golden banner (Thermopolsis 
divaricarpa), stonecrop (Sedum lanceolatum), and yarrow (Achillea lanulosa). 
In the dry meadows of the western part of the Park, mainly in the Kawuneeche Valley, 
predominant plant species include balsam root (Balsamorhiza sagittata), mountain 
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata), and lupine (Lupinus sp.). 
 
Mountain Riparian, Pond and Lake Ecosystems 
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Mountain riparian, pond and lake ecosystems in the Park include several tree species such 
as river birch (Betula fontinalis), thin leaf alder (Alnus tenuifolia), mountain maple (Acer 
glabrum), narrow leaf cottonwood (Populus angustifolia), several species of willow 
(Salix sp.), quaking aspen (Populus.tremuloides), and the rare balsam poplar (Populus 
balsamifera). Colorado blue spruce (Picea pungens), while rare in the Park, is found in 
small groves in the eastern area Fall and Big Thompson river valleys. Associated shrubs, 
grasses, and forbs include shrubby cinquefoil (Pentaphylloides floribunda), gentian 
(Swertia perennis), Canadian reed-grass (Calamagrostis canadensis), and sedges (Carex 
sp.). 
 

Lower-Mid Montane Ecosystems 
 
Aspen Forest 
 
Aspen forest with quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides) and assorted grasses and forbs, 
including common juniper (Juniperus communis), kinnikinnik (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), 
bluegrass (Poa sp.), Colorado blue columbine (Aguilegia caerulea), Thurber’s fescue 
(Festuca thurberi), golden banner (Thermopsis divaricarpa), mountain parsley 
(Pseudocymopterius montanus), slender wheatgrass (Vicia Americana), and yarrow 
(Achillea lanulosa). 
 
Note: The lodgepole pine ecosystem may, in some areas of the Park, extend into 
elevations more commonly associated with Upper Montane Ecosystems. Factors for such 
extensions are related to soil type and depth, moisture regimes, and topographic 
variables. 
 

Subalpine Environmental zone 
 
The subalpine ecosystem consists of Englemann Spruce-Subalpine Fir Forest grading to 
increasing dwarfed Englemann spruce (Picea engelmanii) and dwarf subalpine fir (Abies 
lasocarpa) species as elevation increases. Rocky, exposed north-facing, far upper 
montane to upper subalpine mountain slopes occasionally support rare groves of stunted 
limber pine (Pinus flexilis). Mature spruce-fir forests, which tend to be damp and cool, 
have a distinct understory of twinflower (Linnaea borealis), heartleaf arnica (Arnica 
cordifolia), mountain figwort (     ), jacobs-ladder (Polemonium pulcherrimum), creeping 
wintergreen (Gaultheria humifusa), several pyrola species (Pyrola sp.), two species of 
blueberry (Vaccinium cespitosum, Vaccinium myrtillus), and broom huckleberry 
(Vaccinium  scoparium). Open wet upper montane and lower subalpine meadows 
generally contain fringed gentian (Gentianopsis thermalis), parry primrose (Primula 
parryi), Western yellow paintbrush (Castilleja occidentalis), and triangular leaf Senecio 
(Senecio triangularis). Other common shrubs and herbaceous species include cinquefoil 
(Pentaphylloides floribunda), whortleberry (Vaccinium scoparium), blue gentian 
(Pneumonathe affinis), needle-grass (Stipa lettermanii), elk sedge (Carex geyeri), and 
lesser wintergreen (Pyrola minor).  
 

Transitional Upper Subalpine-Alpine Ecotone 
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Although the concept of the ecotone, or edge boundary, is loosely applied for the 
purposes of the SAIP project, there is little doubt that ecologically transitional (mixed 
species) upper subalpine-alpine zones are present throughout the Park and constitute a 
distinct set of mixed ecosystems from the upper subalpine and alpine ecosystems. The 
depth and species diversity (mixing of plant community niches) of such ecotones vary 
widely depending on a variety of factors such as degree of slope, hydrology, soil type and 
depth, aspect (facing direction), etc. In many locations, the ecological change from 
subalpine to alpine is abrupt while in other areas it is relatively gradual and incorporates 
various blends and “patches” of plant communities more common to one or the other 
ecosystem. Upper subalpine-Alpine ectone areas consist of a varied set of upper 
subalpine and alpine plant species whose communities vary according to local 
topography, aspect, moisture availability, and geology. Ecotones are nearly always 
characterized by the presence of  “tree islands” commonly referred to as krummholz, 
consisting of  short tree to shrub sized, dwarf Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanii) and 
subalpine fir (Abies lasocarpa). In occasional instances, dwarfed limber pine (Pinus 
flexilis) will grow on north-facing, rocky ridges and ridge slopes. 
 

Alpine Tundra Environmental Zone 
 
Alpine Ecosystem 
 
The alpine ecosystem, as a whole, consists of open to protected tundra ranging from 
open, exposed wind-swept ridge tops and slope to protected, generally southward facing, 
lower ridge slopes, rock outcrops, boulder and fell fields. Assorted ecosystems or 
microecosystems include dry and wet alpine meadows, dominated by sedges, grasses, and 
rushes, turf, bog, fell field, boulder field, talus rock, and snowbeds.  A generalized list of 
plant species would include low shrubs such as arctic willow (Salix arctica) and snow 
willow (Salix reticulate). Grasses generally include consist of alpine bluegrass (Poa 
alpine) and skyline bluegrass (Poa cusickii). Common cushion plants and herbaceous 
forbs in many open or partially protected areas include alpine avens (Acomastylis rossii), 
alpine bistort (Bistorta vivipara), dwarf clover (Trifolium nanum), alpine forget-me-not 
(Eritrichum aretioides), alpine sunflower (Rhydbergia grandiflora), sky pilot 
(Polemonium viscosum),  arctic gentian (Gentianodes algida), Rocky mountain sedge 
(Carex scopulorum), elk sedge (Carex geyeri), moss campion (Silene acaulis), alpine 
phlox (Phlox pulvenata), alpine sandwort (Lidia obtusiloba), and alpine sage (Artemisia 
scopulorum). More protected areas often have Colorado columbine (Aguilegia coerulea), 
thistle (Cirsum scopulorum), and yarrow (Achillea lenulosa).  
 

Key to Cultural Periods Occuring in Rocky Mountain National Park 
 

Paleoindian Stage 
 

EP-Early Paleoindian Period Complexes 
 
EP (C) –Early Paleoindian (Clovis) 
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EP (G) –Early Paleoindian (Goshen/Plainview) 
EP (F) – Early Paleoindian (Folsom) 
EP (AB)-Early Paleoindian (Agate Basin) 
EP (HG)-Early Paleoindian (Hell Gap) 
 

LMP-Late/Mountain Paleoindian Period Complexes 
 
LMP (GBS) -Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Great Basin Stemmed) 
LMP (C) -Late Mountain Paleoindian (Cody/Plano-Mountain Variant) 
LMP (JFA) -Late/Mountain Paleoindian (James Allen/Frederick/Angostura) 
LMP (MP) -Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Mountain Paleo) 
LMP (PS) -Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Pryor Stemmed) 
LMP (LC) -Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Lovell Constricted) 
 

Archaic Stage 
 

Early Archaic periods 
 
EA (MA) –Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) 
 

Middle Archaic Period 
 
MA (M)-Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) 
 

Late Archaic Period 
 
LA   -Late Archaic Period 
 

Transitional/Indefinite Late Archaic/Early Ceramic Period/Phase 
 
LA/EA -Late Archaic/Early Ceramic transition 
 

 
Late Prehistoric “Stage” 

 
EC-Early Ceramic Period/Complex (aka Plains Woodland) 
 
MLC-Middle/Late Ceramic periods (generalized) 
 
MC-Middle Ceramic (with diagnostics) 
 

Terminal Prehistoric/Late Ceramic/Protohistoric Period 
 
LCP-Late Ceramic/Protohistoric (with diagnostics) 
 
LCP (DR)-Late Ceramic/Protohistoric Apachean/Dismal River 
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LCP (U)-Late Ceramic/Protohistoric Ute 
 
LCP (UK)-Late Ceramic/Protohistoric Unknown 
 

Early Historic Period 
 
EH (U)-Early Historic (Ute) 
EH (AP)-Early Historic (Apache) 
EH (AR)-Early Historic (Arapahoe) 
EH (EA)-Early Historic (Euroamerican) 
EH (SH)-Shoshone (Intermountain Tradition) 
 

Late Historic Period 
 
LH (U)-Late Historic (Ute) 
LH (AP)-Late Historic (Apache) 
LH (AR)-Late Historic (Arapahoe) 
LH (EA)-Late Historic (Euroamerican) 
 

Modern Historic Period 
 
MH (EA)-Modern Historic Period (Euroamerican) 
MH (NEA)-Modern Historic Period (non Euroamerican) 
 

Prehistoric-Period/Culture Unknown 
 
P (UK)-Prehistoric, Period/Culture Unknown 
 
Data Sources for the Above Cultural Period Keys 
 

 
 

Master Chronology and References Citations 
for the UNC RMNP SAIP Culture History Keys 

(based on currently established Northern Colorado Cultural Period Resources-the 
main report references section for complete references) 

 
Paleoindian Stage 

Pitblado (1999: 202-205; 2003), based on an analysis of nearly 600 Paleoindian 
projectile points from the Great Basin to the High Plains, that Paleoindian Stage 
utilization of the Southern Rockies had three, broadly overlapping cultural phases: early, 
mid, and late. Others, including Brunswig, Cassells, Chenault, Frison, Husted/Edgar, etc. 
have contributed important summaries of the current Paleoindian cultural-chronological 
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framework. A working Southern Rocky Mountain region culture/chronological 
framework is outlined below. 

 
 

Early Paleoindian Period (ca. 11,300-10,000/9500 b.p.) 
 

Clovis Complex-ca. 11,300-10,900 b.p. 
 
Goshen/Plainview Complex-ca. 11,100-8,000 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 171, 174-175,256-257; 2003. 
 
Folsom Complex-10,950-10,10,250 b.p. 
 
Source: Frison 1991: 24-25. 
 
Agate Basin Complex-10,430-9350 b.p. 
 
Source: Frison 1991: 26, Table 2.2. 
 
Hell Gap Complex (Hell Gap/Haskett I)- 10,450-9,350 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 142-146, Table 4.4) 
 

Late Paleoindian Period (ca. 10,000/9,500-7,500 b.p.) 
 
Alberta Complex-Alberta projectile point type-9,900-8,600 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 136-140, Table 4.3. 
 
Cody Complex/Scottsbluff-9,400-8,300 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 125-129, Table 4.1. 
Cody Complex/Plano Mountain Paleoindian/Eden/Firstview-9,500-8,200 b.p. 
 
Eden-Firstview Complex-Plains and Mountain variants of Eden (Cody Complex?) and 
rare Scottsbluff  projectile point types, both parallel-transverse and parallel-oblique 
flaking styles found in Eden point variants in Colorado’s Rocky Mountains. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 130-136, Table 4.2. 
 
Late Paleoindian/Transitional Early Archaic Period (c. 8,450-7,700/7000/6500 b.p.) 
(see definition by Cassells 1997: 86-88; Chenault 1999: 51-52, 80-82, and, 
particularly, Pitblado 1999, 2003) 
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“Period” includes Late Mountain Paleoindian/Transitional “Early Archaic” Complex-
Pryor Stemmed, Concave Base Stemmed, Lovell Constricted, and Fourth of July 
projectile point “types”. 
 
Note: Late Mountain Paleoindian Stemmed Complex-Great Basin Stemmed and Lovell 
Stemmed projectile point types are believed by Brunswig to have been often identified 
(misidentified?) as Hell Gap in Colorado Mountains. 
 
Great Basin Stemmed-10,700-7,550 b.p. (later in Colorado Rockies, early in Great 
Basin?) 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 147-156, Table 4.5. 
 
Pryor Stemmed-8,450-7,800 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 157-159, Table 4.6. 
 
Lovell Stemmed-9,350-7,700 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 161-163, Table 4.19. 
 
Concave-Based Stemmed (Windust, Rio Grande, Bajada)-8,200-8,000 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 164-170. 
 
Deception Creek Complex-Deception Creek types-ca. 8500-7500 b.p.? 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 194-195. 
 
James Allen/Frederick (with the Betty Greene “type”, considered here as a 
Allen/Frederick variant-9,350-7,900 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 182-186, Table 4.10. 
Angostura (Lusk is considered a probable Angostura variant)-9,700-7,550 b.p. 
 
Source: Pitblado 1999: 186-194, Table 4.11. 
 

Archaic Stage 
 

Earlier Early Archaic Period (ca. 7500-6500 b.p.)-The earliest proposed Archaic 
culture is the Fourth of July Complex (Benedict 1981). The complex was once thought to 
be defined by the presence of very late (one proposed hearth date was 5960 b.p.) parallel-
oblique flaked, stemmed projectile points believed to bridge the cultural-chronological 
gap between Late Paleoindian (Pryor Stem “Complex”) and Middle Archaic (McKean 
Complex) periods. However, more than two decades of mountain research have failed to 
support the existence of a distinctive Fourth of July Complex. Based on an analysis of 
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cumulative research in the Rocky Mountain National Park and its immediate region, it is 
considered probable that a transitional mountain-based Late Paleoindian period, defined 
by the continued use of Late Paleoindian period James Allen/Frederick, Angostura, Pyror 
Stem, and Lovell Constricted point types and variations to at least 7000 B.P., bridged the 
gap between latest Late Paleoindian and earliest Early Archaic times (see the  Mount 
Albion Complex below). This would mean that the Fourth of July Complex as proposed 
by Benedict is probably not a valid archeological phenomenon. 
 
Northern Plains Early Archaic (ca. 7500-5000 b.p.) 
 
This cultural “period”, first identified in the Central Rocky Mountains, foothills, and 
northern plains, is exemplified by a large to medium-sized corner-notched, straight to 
indented base point type referred as Pahaska or Northern Side-Notched. Pahaska style 
projectile points occasionally are found in the Southern Rockies and western slope of 
Colorado’s continental divide. 
 
Sources: Frison 1991: 79-83, Figure 2.4; Husted and Edgar 2002: 118-120; Metcalf and 
Black 1991: 93-94, Figure 7.1d. 
 
“Later” Early Archaic Period (Mount Albion Complex-ca. 6500-4000 b.p.) 
  
The best archaeological evidence for the Early Archaic Period is found in sites and 
isolated projectile points of the Mount Albion Complex, defined by Benedict and Olson 
(1978). The complex is defined by a variable range of the corner-notched Mount Albion 
projectile point type (s). The Mount Albion Complex actually represents a more formal 
definition of Complex D at LoDaiska (Irwin and Irwin 1959: 140-146, Figures 18, 19, 20, 
21, and 22) of the Magic Mountain Complex and an earlier manifestation of the Apex 
Complex at Magic Mountain (Irwin-Williams and Irwin 1966: 178-205, Figures 20, 21, 
22, 23, 25, 26, 27). 
  
Sources: see definitions by Benedict and Olson 1978: 134-135; Cassells 1997: 95-99, 
118-122; Irwin and Irwin 1959: 140-146; Irwin-Williams and Irwin 1966: 178-205; and 
Tate 1999: 91-117. 
 
Mountain Tradition Archaic Complex (ca. 6300-2000 b.p.) 
 
The Mountain Tradition Archaic Complex, broadly defined by Black (1991) and others 
(Metcalf and Black 1991, 1997), is largely defined on the presence of a range of 
stemmed-indented base projectile point types primary found west of the continental 
divide in Colorado’s Rocky Mountains and Colorado Plateau. Most of those types are 
found and radiocarbon-dated at the Yarmony site in Eagel County, Colorado. Some 
closely resemble Middle Archaic McKean Complex Hanna and Duncan projectile point 
types found on both sides of the divide. 
 
Sources: Black 1991; Metcalf and Black 1991, 1997. 
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Middle Archaic Period 
 

Terminal Early to Middle Archaic Northern Plains/Central Rocky Mountains 
Oxbow Complex (ca. 5700-3500 b.p.) 
 
The Oxbow Complex is exemplified by the distinctive triangular, side-notched Oxbow 
projectile point type. The Oxbow projectile point type, while nearly always found in the 
Central Rockies, has also turned up in Colorado’s Southern Rockies. A close physical 
similarity of the Oxbow type with extensively retouched versions of the McKean 
Complexe’s Hanna point type may lead to their being cross-identified. In fact, the two 
types of the two complexes overlap in their date ranges and may be culturally, or at least 
stylistically, related.  
 
Sources: Frison 1991: 86; Frison and Walker 1984; Greiser et al. 1983. 
 
McKean Complex (ca. 5000-3000 b.p.) 
 
The only identified cultural complex of the Middle Archaic Period in north central 
Colorado, aside from the above described, rare Oxbow Complex is the broadly defined 
McKean Complex with its Hanna, Duncan, Mallory Side-Notched, and McKean 
Lanceolate types. However, several related stemmed and occasionally serrated projectile 
point types, mainly found west of the continental divide (e.g. the Yarmony Pit Houses 
site in Eagle County, have been dated to the Middle Archaic time range. As also noted 
above, these Early Mountain Archaic types are occasionally are found at sites in nearby 
North Park, Middle Park, and along either side of the continential divide from the 
Wyoming border to the South Park valley, southwest of Denver.    
 
Sources: Frison 1991: 88-91; Husted and Edgar 2002: 121-125; Tate 1999: 118-134. 
Late Archaic Period (ca. 3000-1900 b.p.)  
 
Projectile point types include a variety of mainly large to medium-sized corner- 
notched and side-notched projectile point types. Some Late Archaic points have serrated 
blades, a more common trait of the succeeding Early Ceramic Period. Late Archaic 
projectile point types are occasionally difficult to identify because their range of variation 
crosses over in terms of general morphology with corner-notched points from those 
periods. In the case of indefinite Late Archaic and Early Archaic examples, they are 
designated as Early/Late Archaic. In circumstances where Late Archaic early Early 
Ceramic projectile points cannot be reliably distinguished from each other, they are 
treated as examples of transitional type variants between the two cultural traditions and 
designated as Late Archaic/Early Ceramic. 
 
Sources: Cassells 1997: 123-125; Tate 1999: 134-151. 

 
Late Prehistoric Stage 

 
Early Ceramic Period (ca. 1900-900 b.p.)  
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Early Ceramic components are dated by hundreds of radiocarbon dates in the 

region to ca. 1900-900 B.P./AD 50-1050 (Brunswig 1996: 208-211; Gilmore 1999: 181). 
Diagnostic artifacts include a variety of small corner-notched, often stemmed, projectile 
point types (occasionally with serrated blades) and brown cord-marked ceramic sherds. 
T-shaped drills are often considered somewhat diagnostic of Early Ceramic components. 

 
Sources: Brunswig 1996: 208-211; Cassells 1997: 192-212; Gilmore 1999: 175-244. 

 
Middle Ceramic Period (900-650 b.p.) 

 
Middle Ceramic (so-called Upper Republican-related/associated) Complex components 
are “defined” by the presence of triangular side, tri notched and unnotched (biface knife) 
projectile points with open mouth, rounded, obliterated, narrow cord-marked, pots (nearly 
always in the form of fragmented sherds).  
 
Sources: Brunswig 1996:  248-266; Cassells 1997: 212-215; Gilmore 1999: 245-260. 

Protohistoric/Historic Stage 
 

Late Ceramic/Protohistoric/Early Historic Period Complexes 
 

Late Ceramic/Apachean/Dismal River Complex, also known as the Western Dismal 
River Complex  (ca. 650-225 b.p.)– 
 
The western Dismal River complex belongs to the region's Late Ceramic Period and is 
generally dated to ca. 650-225 b.p./AD 1300-1725. The most diagnostic artifact type of 
the complex in Colorado’s northern Rockies and eastern plains is a pottery type generally 
defined as a western variant of Lovitt Plain, first identified in Dismal River sites in 
southwestern Nebraska (cf. Brunswig 1995: 183-188).  Recently, direct high-precision 
AMS radiocarbon dating of organic (carbon) residues from Apachean sherds at the high-
altitude Lawn Lake (5LR318) site resulted in a determination of 540 b.p./AD 1410 
(calibrated age range: AD 1380-1450), consistent with an early appearance of that pottery 
type in the region and approximating, but two centuries earlier than, a recent date 
(350+50 b.p./AD 1490) for similar Lovitt Plain and Stamped pottery at the Devil's 
Thumb Trail site, located south of Rocky Mountain National Park in the Indian Peak 
Wilderness area (Kindig 2000: 99-107). Ocate Micaceous ceramics, distinctive of 
Apachean groups inhabiting the Arkansas River valley in southwestern Colorado and 
northeastern New Mexico were recently identified at the Forest Canyon Pass site (5LR2). 
Earlier and later Southwest Pueblo pottery (painted and corrugated gray wares), believed 
to have been transported to the park by Apachean hunting and raiding bands, have been 
identified at the Forest Canyon Pass site and at the Old Man Mountain site (5LR12), the 
latter at the far eastern border of the park. Distinctive, but non-defining projectile point 
(or hafted biface) types include triangular side, tri notched and unnotched (biface knife) 
types, also characteristic of earlier Middle Ceramic and later Protohistoric/Early Historic 
Ute, Arapahoe and other known Native American culture groups. When a site or isolated 
find has only the above projectile point.hafted biface types, it is designated as 
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Middle/Late Ceramic/Protohistoric-Historic in culture-chronological affiliation. 
However, the presence of Middle, Late, or Protohistoric-Early Historic ceramics at the 
same locality allows provisional affiliation of the site to those cultural periods.  
 
Sources: Brunswig 1995: 174-177; Cassells 1997: 234-240; Clark 1999: 309-313; Kindig 
2000: 106-107.   
 
Terminal Late Prehistoric, Protohistoric, Early Historic “Period” Ute or 
Uncompahgre Complex(ca. 1100-85 b.p..)  
 
The primary diagnostic artifact for the presence of northern Colorado Utes is the 
Uncompahgre Brown Ware pottery type. Uncompahgre Brown Ware dates as early as 
1100 b.p. at Western Colorado sites, but more commonly occurs in later protohistoric and 
historic contexts east of the Continental Divide. Pottery recovered from the Caribou lake 
site, some 70 km south of Rocky Mountain National Park  and immediately west of 
Arapahoe Pass, has been identified in deposits radiocarbon-dated between 665 and 210 
b.p. (Cassells 1997: 241-243; Pitblado 2000: Reed 1995: 122).  Again, distinctive, but 
non-defining projectile point (or hafted biface) types for earlier Ute occupations include 
triangular side, tri notched and unnotched (biface knife) types, also characteristic of 
earlier Middle Ceramic and later Protohistoric/Early Historic Ute, Arapahoe and other 
known Native American culture groups. Later Ute occupations, however, may be 
associated with triangular, metal projectile points (lance points and arrowheads) after the 
intensification of Euroamerican contact in the later 18th Century. 

 
Sources: Cassells 1997: 241-244; Clark 1999: 322-333; Reed 1995. 
 
Early Historic Arapahoe Complex (ca. 200-115 b.p.) 
 

Entry of the Arapahoe, and to a lesser extent, the Cheyenne and Sioux, into the 
Southern Rockies took place in the first three decades of the 19th Century. Definitive 
material culture evidence of their presence is presently lacking. Unlike the Ute, who were 
year-round mountain residents, the Arapahoe appearance in the mountains was nearly 
always seasonal (summer-early fall) and Arapahoe bands who ventured into the 
mountains appear to have spent later fall through spring in the eastern foothills and 
plains. Their earliest distinctive, non-defining projectile point (or hafted biface) types, 
were lithic-made triangular side, tri notched and unnotched (biface knife) types, also 
characteristic of earlier Middle Ceramic and later Protohistoric/Early Historic Ute and 
other known Native American culture groups. Later Arapahoe occupations are known to 
have been associated with triangular, metal projectile points (lance points and 
arrowheads) that appear to be indistinguishable from types used by the Utes and other 
historic tribal groups. 
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Appendix B 

Master Site Artifact Catalogue-1998 to 2002 
University of Northern Colorado/Rocky Mountain National Park 

Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program 

Boulder County Sites 
 
5BL50 
 
001  Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (blade knife). 
002  Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (blade knife). 
003  Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (blade knife). 
004  Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (blade knife). 
005  Light gray, with white inclusions, Kremmling chert informal tool (knife). 
006  Light gray, with white inclusions, Kremmling chert formal hafted tool 
 (knife/scraper). 
 

Debitage (n=15) 
 

10  Dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary 
      (thinning) flakes. 

    2  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
     1  Light red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 

              1  Gray chert shatter flake. 
             1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
Note: Husted (1962: 28, 98-99, 104-107) reported the presence of a triangular, 
unnotched (Mid/Late Ceramic) projectile point at the site. That point was recovered 
from the University of Colorado Museum in 2003 and is listed below with other 
artifacts from his survey. 
 
Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
007  Unnotched triangular Middle Ceramic to Protohistoric bifaced projectile 
 point made of light brown Kremmling chert. 
008  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife tip). 
009  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper broken blade informal tool  
 (scraper/knife). 
010  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper flake informal tool (scraper/knife). 
011  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper flake informal tool (scraper/knife). 
012  Dark to medium brown Kremmling chert formal tool (side/end scraper). 
013  Medium red sandstone metate fragment. 
014  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
015  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
016  Dark red with white and light red areas, Table Mountain jasper 
 formal core tool (chopper). 
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017  Brown to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake  
 scraper). 
018  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool fragment. 
019  Light gray with light brown patches and black inclusions, large 
        Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
 
 Husted Debitage (n=31) 
 
  24  Reddish-brown, dark brown, yellow-brown and reddish-yellow 
        brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes.  One, a very 
        dark brown specimen, has two small areas of cortex. 
    5  Light red (heat treated), light to medium brown Kremmling 
        chert secondary flakes. 
    1  Greenish-brown chert shatter flake. 
    1  Gray to dark gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5BL51 
 
001 White Kremmling chert formal tool (graver/knife). 
 

Debitage (n=4) 
 

2  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
1  White Kremmling chert secondary flakes 
1  Dark gray Kremmling chert primary flake. 

 
Note: Husted (1962: 28, 98-99, 104-107) reported a large corner-notched Late 
Archaic projectile point. That point and another Early Archaic point was recovered 
from the University of Colorado Museum in 2003 and is listed below. 
 
Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
ROMO  1573  Brown Table Mountain chert/jasper Early Archaic (Mount  
             Albion) corner-notched projectile point base. 
ROMO  1578  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic corner-notched  
        projectile point (missing upper quarter) made of chert/jasper.        
 
002  Yellow-brown to light brown formal tool (side/end scraper). 
003  Dark to light brown chert formal tool (multi-use-end/side scraper,  
        graver and spoke-shave). 
004  Reddish-brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper/knife). 
005  Light to medium brown Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper.knife).  
006  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake micro-scraper). 
007  Deep brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (crudely hafted knife/  
        scraper). 
008  Light to medium brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife/scraper/ 
        spokeshave). 
009  Yellow-brown to brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (very large  
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         knife/chopper). 
010  Red to brownish-yellow, with brownish-yellow inclusions, chert informal 
        tool (flake knife). 
011  Red to brownish-yellow, with brownish-yellow inclusions, chert informal 
        tool (blade knife). 
012  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
013 a-h  Nine dark red to light red sandstone metate fragments. 
 
 Debitage (n=19) 
 
  18  Dark red, red and yellowish-brown Table Mountain jasper 
        secondary and tertiary flakes. 
    1  Light brown Kremmling chert shatter flake (large).     
 
5BL52 
 
001  Red Table Mountain jasper, informal tool (blade knife). 
002  Yellow-brown, with a red band chert informal tool (scraper). 
003  Yellow-brown chert informal tool (blade knife). 
 

Debitage (n=5) 
 

4  Brown chert secondary and tertiary flake. 
1  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 

 
Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
004  Reddish-brown to brown, banded chert formal tool (scraper).  Material 
        from eastern foothills or plains. 
005  Brownish-red chert/jasper probable (Table Mountain source) edge- 
        retouched informal tool (knife). 
006  Whitish to bluish-gray quartzite (Dakota?) formal tool fragment (knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=8) 
 
  6  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
              flakes. 
  1  Reddish-brown Kremmling chert (chalcedony) tertiary flake. 
  1  Whitish to bluish-gray quartzite (Dakota?) secondary flake. 

 
5BL53 
 
001   Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper). 
002   Reddish-brown Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife). 
003 Yellow-brown to dark brown Table Mountain jasper formal core tool 

(chopper/knife). 
 

Debitage (n=12) 
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        11  Brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 

  1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flake. 
 

Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) 
        Duncan projectile point (tip and part of upper blade missing). 
005  Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (knife). 
006  Gray to light brown Kremmling chert partial Late Paleoindian (Cody) 
 formal tool (knife). 
007  Red to reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife/ 
        scraper). 
008  Light to medium brown, with light brown inclusions Kremmling chert 
        formal tool (biface knife) fragment. 
009  Dark to yellowish-red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (chopper). 
010  Very dark brown, brown to reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper 
         formal tool fragment (small biface knife/chopper). 
011  Dark red to red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (knife/scraper). 
012  Brownish-red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (knife). 
013  Dark red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (minimally 
        retouched knife/graver). 
014  Red with yellow-brown inclusions Table Mountain jasper informal tool 
        fragment (scraper). 
015  Yellow-brown glass or amber ball (bead).  Not pierced and 1.8 mm 
         in diameter. 
 
 Debitage (n=39) 
 
  19  Dark red, medium red and yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper 
                secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
  16  Light to medium brown Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary  
        shatter flakes. 
    2  Dark red with white flecks, chert secondary flakes. 
    1  Yellow-brown very fine quartzite secondary flake. 
    1  Deep brown with lighter yellow-brown inclusions, chert 
        (source unknown) secondary flake. 
 
5BL54   
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
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001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) 
        Duncan projectile point. 
002  Dark red with white specks and major inclusion areas, jasper/chert 
        Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) Duncan projectile point (upper 
        two-thirds missing). 
003  Dark reddish-brown with fine white speckling, chert Middle Archaic 
        (McKean Complex) Duncan projectile point (lower half missing). 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) 
        Duncan projectile point base. 
005  Dark-red with white flecks and mottling, chert/jasper projectile point 
        tip (likely Middle Archaic based on presence of four points from that 
        period of similar material). 
006  Brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface chopper). 
007  Medium dark brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife). 
008  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (knife/drill). 
009  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
010  Dark brown to yellow-brown with black speckles, chert informal tool 
        (flake knife/scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=40) 
 
  20  Dark brown, dark red, red and yellow-brown Table Mountain  
        jasper secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
  10  Light brown to white Kremmling chert and chalcedony  
        secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
    8  Reddish-brown to brown coarse quartzite secondary flakes 
        and shatter (mainly in “chunk” form).  Source uncertain, but 
        is probably from the Front Range foothills. 
    2  Dark red with white speckles, chert secondary flakes. 
 
5BL55 
 
001  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion Complex)  
        projectile point. 
002  Light gray chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
003  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper informal (utilized flake) tool. 
004  Brown, with darker brown bands, chert informal tool (flake knife). 
005a-b  Light red sandstone metate fragment. 
 

Debitage (n=5) 
 
  3  Brown petrified wood secondary flakes. 
  1  Light gray chert secondary flake. 
  1  Light red chert tertiary flake. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
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Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
006  Gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface knife/scraper). 
007  Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife). 
008  Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife/awl with edge 
        retouch). 
009  Yellow-brown to reddish-brown very fine quartzite (source unknown) 
        informal tool (knife/scraper). 
010  Brownish-yellow to light brown, very fine quartzite informal tool (flake 
        knife/scraper). 
011  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (spokeshave). 
 
 Debitage (n=13) 
 
  7  Gray, brown and light red Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and 
              tertiary flakes. 
  3  Dark red to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary  
      flakes. 
  3  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5BL349 (AKA 5LR349) (Boulder-Grand Pass) 
 
001a-g  Light red sandstone metate fragments. 
 
5BL7642 
 
001  Red, with dark brown mottling, formal tool (chert scraper/drill). 
 
5BL7643 
 
001  Reddish-brown, possibly siltstone, formal tool (scraper). 
 
5BL7644 
 
Debitage (n=3) 
 
 1  Reddish-brown quartzite secondary flake. 
 1  Yellow-brown, with dark bands, petrified wood secondary 
             (thinning) flake. 
         1  Light gray, with dark gray bands,Kremmling chert shatter 
     flakes. 
  

Grand County Sites 

5GA17 
 
001 Heavily rusted horseshoe with nails intact. 
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002 Brown to reddish brown chert formal tool (bifacially flaked scraper). 
003  Light to medium brown Kremmling chert informal tool (retouched flake 
         knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) 
                     flake. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
004  Reddish-brown chert, with light brown “nodule” inclusions (possible  
        Flattop source) stemmed Late Paleoindian (Cody: Kersey-San Jon) 
        projectile point (shattered with upper half and part of lower notched 
        corner-two pieces). 
005  Reddish-brown chert (source unknown) Late Archaic projectile point 
        tip. 
006  Brownish-yellow chert projectile point tip, Late Archaic/Early Ceramic. 
 
 Debitage (n=2) 
 
  1  Gray to dark gray, with black flecks, rhyolite Specimen Mountain 
      secondary flake. 
  1  Dark brown to yellowish-brown Table Mountain jasper  
      flake. 
 
5GA18 
 
001  Reddish-brown Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
002  Light brown Kremmling chert informal (utilized blade) tool. 
003  Gray, with black basalt inclusions, rhyolite porphyry informal utilized 
         flake) tool (Specimen Mountain source). 
004  Gray, with black basalt inclusions, rhyolite porphyry formal tool 
         (utilized flake tool (knife) (Specimen Mountain source). 
005  Light red sandstone metate fragment. 
 

  Debitage (n=12) 
 
        5   Secondary gray rhyolite flakes. 
      6   White and light to dark brown Kremmling chert secondary 

          flakes. 
      1  Gray to light gray chert Kremmling secondary flake. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
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Artifacts from 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
006  Light brown Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 
        point (lower two-thirds). 
007  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper). 
008  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife). 
 
5GA80 
 
001  Brownish gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (knife/scraper) 

fragment. 
002  Brown chert formal tool (side scraper). 
003  Brown chert formal tool (side scraper). 
 

Debitage (n=3) 
 
  2  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
  1  Gray with pink mottling chert secondary flakes. 
 
Historic artifacts documented in field, but not collected, included four clear glass 
bottles, two short lengths of round barbed metal wire, and four metal bottle caps. 
 
RMNP Museum Artifacts from site: 
 
ROMO 187  Gray, with gray slip, polished Pueblo II-III potsherd. 
ROMO 67    Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point, material not noted. 
ROMO 4516 Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point, material not 

             noted. 
ROMO 4876 Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point, material not  
      noted. 
 
5GA216 
 
001   Gray, with dark brown bands, Kremmling chert formal tool (biface flake  

knife). 
002   Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacial tool tip).   
003   Dark brown chert with gray inclusions formal tool (scraper).   
004   Two round nails. 
005   One small round nail. 
006   One white enamel two-hole button. 
007   White hollow ceramic tube with enlarged end. 
008   Small clear glass bottle with “fluted legs”. 
009   Small rectangular bottle with rounded top and the words 
  “Domino Cosmetics”, with the picture of a domino inscribed 
 in glass. 
010  Light gray ostracod coquina formal tool (scraper). 
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Debitage (n=46) 
 
 Surface (n=9) 
 
  3  Light gray Kremmling chert primary, secondary, 

             and shatter  
              flakes. 
  2  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
  1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
  1  Light red chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
  1  Brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
  1  Gray, with white inclusions, chert secondary flake. 

 
Test Unit 2 (n=16) 

 
  15  Light to dark brown Kremmling chert primary,  
                       secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
 
 Test Unit 3 (n=9) 
 
    9  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary and 

               tertiary (thinning) flakes. 
 
 Test Unit 4 (n=9) 
 
    7  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary an 
                       tertiary flakes. 
    2  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flakes. 
 
 Test Unit 5 (n=2) 
 
    1  Light gray Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
    1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded in the field , but not curated at UNC, were: 
  
 1 Clear glass, “Maryland Glass Corp.  
 1 Clear glass, “Domino Cosmetics”         
 1 Clear glass, “Gibson Products Co.”      
       18  Round cut nails.  
 5  Prince Albert Tobacco cans    
   4  Pieces of leather      
   2  Heavily deteriorated shoes        
   1  Button        
   7  Metal pipes       
   8  Wire pieces       
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5GA217 
 
001   Gray Kremmling chert formal tool (preform). 
002   Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool). 
 

Debitage (n=11) 
 
  5  Brownish-gray Kremmling chert primary, secondary 

      and shatter flakes. 
  3  Brown, with light red bands, chert shatter flakes. 
  2  Light gray Kremmling chert primary and secondary flakes. 
  1  White rhyolite secondary flake. 
 
Pontiac Pit Excavation-1985 (from  Leistman 1986: 23-33) 
 
Type 1a Gray Kremmling chert corner-notched Early Archaic (Mount Albion 

complex) projectile point base. (ROMO 16324) (Liestman 1986:  
Fig. 8-1a). 

Type 1b Red Table Mountain jasper corner-notched Early Archaic (Mount 
Albion complex) projectile point base. (ROMO 16289) (Liestman 
1986: Fig. 8-1b). 

Type 2a Fine grained, pale yellowish brown, Hartville quartzite side-notched 
Middle Archaic, McKean Complex, Mallory type, projectile point. 
(ROMO 16330) (Liestman 1986: Fig. 8-2a). 

Type 2b  Reddish-orange Dakota orthoquartzite (northern Front Range foothills) 
Middle Archaic (Hanna type) projectile point. (ROMO 16315) (Liestman 
1986: Fig. 8-2b). 

Type 3a Yellowish-brown Table Mountain jasper, corner-notched, Early Archaic 
projectile point (base missing). (ROMO 16297) (Liestman 1986: Fig. 8-
3a). 

Type 3b Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic, Duncan type 
projectile point stem-base. (ROMO 16295) (Liestman 1986: Fig. 8-3b). 

Type 4a Grayish-black, unknown source, chert corner-notched Late Archaic 
projectile point base and lower section. (ROMO 16326) (Liestman 1986: 
Fig. 9-4a). 

Type 4b White Kremmling chert Late Archaic projectile point base. 
Type 5a Reddish chert side-notched Mid/Late Ceramic projectile point 
  with one tang missing. 
Type 5b White Kremmling chert side-notched Late/Middle Ceramic  
  projectile point with tip missing. (ROMO 16302) ((Liestman 1986: 

Fig. 9-5b). 
Type 6 Translucent gray Kremmling chert Midlde/Late Ceramic unnotched 

projectile point. (ROMO 16311) (Liestman 1986: Fig. 9-6). 
Type 7a Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Middle/Late Ceramic 

projectile point. (ROMO 16285) (Liestman 1986: Fig. 10-7a). 
Type 7b Dark brown Table Mountain jasper Late/Middle Ceramic unnotched  
 projectile point. (ROMO 16301) (Liestman 1986: Fig. 10-7b). 
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Type 7c Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper side-notched Early Archaic 
projectile point (tip missing), Mount Albion type 2. (ROMO 16288) 
(Liestman 1986: Fig. 10-7c). 

Type 7d Tannish-brown chert Late/Mid Ceramic projectile point base and 
  lower section. 
Type 8a Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper corner-notched Early 

Ceramic projectile point with serrated blades. (ROMO 16303) (Liestman 
1986: Fig. 10-8a). 

Type 8b Heavily battered and reworked Kremmling chert corner-notched  
 (one notch present) Late Archaic? projectile point fragment. (ROMO 

16298) (Liestman 1986: Fig. 10-8b). 
Biface Type I-Reddish brown Hartville quartzite Late Paleoindian Point or 
       Preform, hint of parallel-transverse flaking. (ROMO 16322) 
                      (Liestman 1986: Fig. 11-1a). 
ROMO 16334  Yellowish-gray Kremmling chert, Early Archaic, Mount Albion, 
         projectile point base (not shown in Liestman 1986). 
 
 
 
Lincoln Survey 1978 
 
ROMO 17733  Unknown source brown chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 
point (upp two-thirds) (Lincoln 1978: 14, 50, Fig. 7a) 
 
Other Liestman 1986 Artifacts 
 
ROMO   17582   Light red metate fragment. 
ROMO   17585   Light red metate fragment. 
ROMO   17586   Light red metate fragment 
 
5GA302 
 
001  Three inch square nail. 
 
5GA319 
 
001 Gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (secondary utilized flake knife). 
  

Debitage (n=3) 
 
      1  Gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
      2  White to brownish-gray Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) 
      flakes. 
 
5GA744 
 
001  Brown chert, with veins and white inclusions, projectile point base 
        probable Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex type 1) corner-notched 
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(Concentration 2). 
002  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (graver) (Concentration 2). 
003  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (thumbnail scraper)                           
        (Concentration 2). 
004  Brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (retouched flake knife) 
        Concentration 2). 
005  Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife) (Concentration 1). 
006  Reddish brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake chopper) 
        (Concentration 1). 
007  Reddish brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface tool fragment) 
        (Concentration 1). 
008  White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool fragment) (Concentration 
        2). 
009  Medium dark gray Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacially retouched 
        scraper) (Concentration 1). 
010  Light red, bifacially worked sandstone metate fragment (Concentration 
        1). 
 

Debitage (n=105) 
 
 Concentration 1 (n=46) 
  

4   Light brown and black Kremmling chert secondary  
              (thinning) flakes. 

      3   Yellow, brown and brownish-red chert secondary (thinning)  
               flakes. 
            39  Reddish-brown to dark brown Table Mountain jasper  

             flakes, mainly secondary (thinning) flakes with some edge- 
             retouch tertiary flakes. 

 
 Concentration 2 (n=59) 
 

       19  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and      
               tertiary flakes. 

          34  Red to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary, tertiary,                                                        
               and shatter flakes. 
         5  Brown, tan and yellowish-red chert secondary and  

          tertiary flakes.  
                 1   Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 

 
5GA1095/5LR1089 (Mt Ida Ridge Game Drive) 
 
Artifacts listed from Benedict’s original survey in 1986 

(Note: Initial artifact descriptions are located in Benedict 1987: 5-20, 
Appendices A, B, and C. The projectile points, formal tools, and metate  
fragments were further examined and analyzed by Robert Brunswig in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park Museum collection). 
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-Projectile points- 
 
5GA1095-5 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) 

side-notched, reworked, Mallory projectile point (tip and one tang 
missing) (field map no. 8) (Area/Concentration A). (ROMO 11676) 
(Benedict 1987: 22, Fig. 6a). 

5LR1089-27 Unknown source red chert, with light brown blotches, corner-notched 
Late Archaic projectile point (tip missing) (field map no. 14) 
(Area/Concentration B). (ROMO Museum Catalogue Number 11696). 
(Benedict 1987: 22, Fig. 6b). 

5GA1095-4 Dark red Table Mountain jasper, corner-notched, Late Archaic projectile 
point (tip missing) (map no. 7) (Area/Concentration A). (ROMO 11675) 
(Benedict 1987: 22, Fig. 6c). 

5LR1089-13 Light brown, with white patches, Kremmling chert Early Archaic, (Mt. 
Albion Type 1) corner-notched projectile point (tip missing)  

                       (field map no. 23) (Area/Concentration B) (ROMO 11684) (Benedict 
1987: 22, Fig. 6d). 

5GA1095-19 Very light brown to white Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mt. Albion  
                       Type 1) corner-notched projectile point (tip missing) (field map no. 10) 

(ca. 45 m north northwest of main drive knoll) (ROMO 11688) (Benedict 
1987: 22, Fig. 6e). 

5LR1089-15 Brown to white Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mt. Albion Type 1) 
                       corner-notched, projectile point base (field map no. 19) 

(Area/Concentration B) 
5GA1095-6 White Kremmling chert Late Archaic (?) projectile point tip (field map 

no. 5) (Area/Concentration A) 
5GA1095-7 Light red, with gray flecks, chert Late Archaic (?) projectile point tip 

(field map no. 9) (Area/Concentration A) 
5LR1089-9 White Kremmling chert Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) Mallory 

projectile point base (field map no. 12) (Area/Concentration B). (ROMO 
11680) (Benedict 1987: 23, Fig. 6i). 

5LR1089-14 White Kremmling chert Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) Mallory 
projectile point base (field map no. 22) (Area/Concentration B) (ROMO 
11685) (Benedict 1987: 23, Fig. 6j). 

5LR1089-29 White Kremmling chert, side to corner-notched, expanding base, 
projectile point base (Early Archaic) (Mt. Albion Type 1) 

                       (field map no. 15) (Area/Concentration B) (ROMO 11698) (Benedict 
1987: 23, Fig. 6k). 

5LR1089-11 Dark red Table Mountain jasper side/corner notched Great Basin 
Stemmed Late Paleoindian projectile point (possibly reworked, certainly 
battered) (field map no. 2) (Area/Concentration A) (ROMO 11682) 
(Benedict 1987: 23, Fig. 6l). 

5LR1089-10 Tan to light brown quartzite, with numerous black fleck inclusions, 
quartzite Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex Type 1) corner-notched 
projectile point (field map no. 18) (Area/Concentration B) (ROMO 
11681) (Benedict 1987: 23, Fig. 6m). 

5GA1095-2 Brown chert and chalcedony, heavily reworked, corner-notched Late 
Archaic (?) projectile point (field map no. 2) (Area/Concentration A) 
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5LR1089-28 White Kremmling chert Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Angostura) 
projectile point base (field map no. 17) (Area/Concentration B) (ROMO 
11697) (Benedict 1987: 23, Fig. 6o). 

5LR1089-12 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point 
(field map no. 25) (Area/Concentration B) (ROMO 11683) (Benedict 
1987: 24, Fig. 6p). 

5LR1089-24 Light red chalcedony, with white and black dendritic inclusions, Late 
Archaic corner-notched projectile point (field map no. 24) 
(Area/Concentration A) (ROMO 11693) (Benedict 1987: 24, Fig. 6q). 

5GA1095-8 White Kremmling chert (small) projectile point blade fragment, period 
unknown (field map no. 6) (Area/Concentration A) 

5LR1089-26 White Kremmling chert projectile point blade and corner-notch fragment, 
probable Early Ceramic Period (field map no. 26) (Area/Concentration B) 

5LR1089-30 White Kremmling chert projectile point fragment, period unknown (field 
map no. 16) (Area/Concentration A) 

5LR1089        White Kremmling chert Late Archaic, corner-notched, projectile point 
base, also no map number(Area/Concentration B) 

 
-Non-diagnostic tools- 
 
5LR1089-21 Red Table Mountain jasper biface (formal tool) knife (field map. No. 28) 

(Area/Concentration B) 
5GA1095-1 Gray quartzite, with black specks, biface (formal tool) knife (field map 

no. 1) (Area/Concentration A) 
5LR1089-25 Light to medium brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife-0  
                       lower half)- (field map no. 27)(immediately outside, north northeast of 

Area/Concentration B) 
5LR1089-20 White Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper)(field map no. 

11) (ca. 4 m outside, to northwest of Area/Concentration B) 
5LR1089-22 White Kremmling chert formal tool  (biface knife)-(field map no. 20) 

(Area/Concentration B) 
5LR1089-16 Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife/scraper) (field 

map no. 29) (Area/Concentration B) 
5LR1089-23  Brown to gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (possible flake 

scraper) (field map no. 29) (Area/Concentration B) 
5LR1089-3 Yellow-brown and red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (with a 

focused area bifacial flaking) (flake knife) (field map no. 3) 
(Area/Concentration A) 

5LR1089-4, 30 to 38  Ten red to light red sandstone metate fragments. Benedict (1987: 
16) identified the material as eastern foothills Lyons sandstone, although 
this may not be the case since a number of metate sandstones in the Park 
have recently been identified as having come from other sandstone 
formations, many from west, not east, of the Continental Divide. There is 
unifacial wear on all specimens and no use wear striations (likely eroded 
away) noted. (One specimen, number 4, field map no. 4 was found in 
Area/Concentration A while the remaining nine,  numbers and field map 
numbers 30-38 were located in a 1-2 meter diameter cluster centered 
some 8 m north northwest of Area/Concentration C). 
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Debitage (n=202) (All three areas/concentrations amounts were A/n=46; 

                              B/n=152; and C/n=4) 
 

48  Secondary and tertiary Specimen Mountain rhyolite flakes. 
13  Secondary and tertiary Dakota orthoquartzite flakes.  
28  Secondary and tertiary Table Mountain jasper flakes. 
15  Secondary and tertiary red chert flakes. 
72  Secondary and tertiary Kremmling chert flakes. 

     4  Secondary chert flakes. 
     5  Tertiary quartzite flakes. 

   12 Secondary and tertiary chert and chalcedony flakes. 
     4 Tertiary local opaque quartz flakes. 

     1 Local crystal (clear) quartz secondary flake. 
 
Artifacts from UNC’s 2000 Survey of the site 
 
-Tool- 
 

001   White to light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake burin with tip 
damage/wear) (Area/Concentration A) . 

 
Debitage (n=2) 

 
1  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning)        

        flake (Area/Concentration A). 
1  White, with clear chalcedony inclusions, Specimen               

             Mountain rhyolite, secondary (thinning) flakes (Area/ 
             Concentration A). 

 
5GA2002 

 
001 Yellow-brown quartzite Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point base 

fragment (map designation PPT1). 
002 Translucent crystal quartz Early Archaic corner-notched, stemmed, projectile 

point (lower two thirds) (map designation PPT2). 
003 Brown Kremmling chert Early Ceramic projectile point tip (map designation 

PPT3). 
004 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late/Mountain Paleoindian, parallel-oblique 

flaked, projectile point (lower half) (map designation PPT4). 
005 Yellow-brown, with darker brown lines, petrified wood informal tool fragment 

(map designation PPT5). 
006 Yellow-brown, with dark lines, petrified wood informal tool (scraper). 
007 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite, informal tool (knife-scraper). 
008 Yellow-brown chert formal tool (bifacially-flaked knife). 
009   Mottled red, gray and brown quartzite formal tool (knife/scraper). 
010   Light gray chert informal tool (awl).  
011 a-j Red sandstone metate fragments. 
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012   Light gray rhyolite core. 
013   Dark brown chert formal tool (snub-nose end scrape). 
014   Gray, with white inclusions, rhyolite formal tool (scraper). 
015   Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper). 
016   Gray rhyolite informal tool (knife). 
017   Dark brown, with lighter brown ostracods, formal tool (flake  
         knife/scraper). 
018   Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
019   Yellow-brown, dark brown and red Table Mountain jasper core. 
020   Yellow-brown chert edge retouched informal tool (knife). 
021   Brown chert secondary flake from a former tool edge. 
022   Medium yellow-brown chert core. 
  

Debitage (n=44) 
 
  15  Light, dark red, to dark brown Table Mountain jasper  
                       secondary and tertiary flakes. 

14  White, light gray, to brown Kremmling chert secondary and 
                  tertiary flakes. 

     6  Dark to light red, with white streaks, chert secondary flakes. 
    4  Yellow-brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     5  Brown to gray to red Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and  
                       tertiary flakes. 
      1  Light red, with white mottling, chert secondary flake. 
      1  Quartz crystal secondary flake. 
            1  Brown, with dark lines, petrified wood shatter flake. 
      1  Brown, with dark inclusions, chert secondary flake. 
             1  Yellow chert tertiary flake.    

 
5GA2185 
 
Historic artifacts recorded in the field, but not collected, included: 
 

Three clear window glass sherds with greenish tinges, one has    corrugations 
on one side and thin woven “octagonal” wire embedded in the glass. 

 
5GA2194 
 
Historic artifacts recorded in the field, but not collected, included two solder-dot cans. 
 
5GA2261 
 
001  Brown Trout Creek chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point (tip  
 and base missing). 
002  Clear quartz Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point base. 
003  Dark red with dark brown bands, Table Mountain jasper informal 
        tool (knife/chopper). 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
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005  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (end scraper). 
006  Light brown with cortical material, Kremmling chert formal tool (flake 
        knife). 
007  Light pink Flattop chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
008  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (retouched flake knife). 
009  Light gray with red bands quartzite formal tool (thumbnail scraper). 
010  Brown chert informal tool (flake knife). 

 
Debitage (n=16) 

 
           9  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and 
           tertiary flakes. 
          3  Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary  
              flakes. 
         1  Gray to reddish-gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
          1  Brown chert secondary flake. 
 
5GA2262  (Sprague Pass) 
 
001 Yellow-brown, with tan bands, petrified formal tool (wood graver 

(Concentration 1). 
002 White Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper/knife) (Concentration 1). 
003 Yellow-brown, with tan bands, petrified wood informal tool (flake knife) 

(Concentration 1). 
004 Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (flake scraper) 

(Concentration 1).  
005 Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (notched 

spokeshave)(Concentration 1). 
006 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, corner-notched 
         projectile point base, Early Archaic (Concentration 1). 
007 Light brown Kremmling chert projectile point mid-section, Late 
         Paleoindian in affiliation (Concentration 1). 
008 Heavily patinated light red chert biface fragment- possible projectile  point, 
but type unidentifiable (Concentration 2). 
009 Brown quartzite formal (lake side scraper) (Concentration 2). 
010 Light brown, with orange inclusions, Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized 

flake knife)-(Concentration 2). 
011 Light red to reddish-brown quartzite informal tool (utilized flake 

knife/scraper/graver) (Concentration 2). 
012 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake)-  
         Concentration 2). 
013 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife tip) 

(Concentration 2). 
014   Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
         (biface knife fragment) ( Concentration 2). 
015   Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife) 
         fragment (Concentration 3). 
016   Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (scraper)  
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         (Concentration 3). 
017   Dark red, heavily burned, Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner 
         notched projectile point fragment (Concentration 3). 
018 Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife) 

(Concentration 3). 
 

Debitage (n= 11) 
 

Concentration 1 
 
         1  Yellow-brown and brown petrified wood secondary flake. 

 
Concentration 2 

 
2   Light brown Kremmling chert bifacial (thinning) secondary   
     flakes. 

         3  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite biface (thinning) secondary flakes. 
         2   Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper secondary  
       and tertiary (thinning and retouch) flakes. 
     

Concentration 3 
 

3   Very light red to dark brown Kremmling chert secondary 
              reduction flakes. 

 
5GA2470 
 
001  Amber glass beer bottle base manufactured by Mississippi Glass Co. 
002  Large rusted 12 inch metal spike. 
003  Clear glass bottle base with Owens Illinois Co, 1936 maker’s mark. 
004  Purple glass bottle neck with metal cork fastener intact. 
005  White glazed pottery sherd with “Edwin Knowles China Co., 18-2-1 
 Patented” stamped on it. 
006  Thick dark green clear glass bottle base half with a one and half inch 
 kicker (no maker’s mark visible). 
007  Rusty eight and three-fourths inch piece of Glidden double strand, two 
 barb barbed wire. 
008  Amber clear glass beer bottle neck. 
009  Brown pottery edge sherd with tiny vertical grooves. 
010  Medium sized four hole white ceramic button. 
011  Small four hole white ceramic button. 
012  Clear, oval amber glass whiskey bottle base with decorative band of  
 circles separated by double vertical dots raised on the glass.  Bottom 
 has raised letters “M168 – Full Pint”, manufactured by Owens, Illinois 
 Co. 
013  Very rusty three inch square nail. 
014  Very rusty two and a half inch square nail. 
015  Piece of woman’s shoe leather with five hole eyelets and four speed-lace 
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 eyelets. 
016  Round, aqua clear glass bottle base and fragment, manufactured by  
 Mississippi Glass Co. 
017  Half of a clear round aqua glass bottle base manufactured by  
 Cunningham and Ihmsen, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
018  Irregular shaped piece of leather from a shoe with three holes for rivets 
 with two more hotes filled with rivets. 
019  Small, white ceramic four hole button. 
020  Dark amber glass bottle base manufactured by Mississippi Glass Co., 
 possibly an alcoholic beverage bottle. 
021  Dark amber glass bottle neck with a bead below the neck, possibly a 
 brandy bottle. 
022  Dark amber glass bottle base, manufactured by A.& D.H. Chambers, 
 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
023  Heavy amber glass bottle base manufactured by S. McKee and Co., 
 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
024  Small thumbnail scraper 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Red Table Mountain jasper shatter flake. 
 
5GA2472 
 
The following artifacts were field documented, but not collected: 
 
 1  Clear glass window fragment. 
 2  Broken plate sherds. 
 5  Round nails 
 6  Solder-dot cans. 
       25 Other cans, tuna, etc. 
 1  Heavily rusted iron stove. 
  
5GA2477 
 
001  Metal ring. 
 
Other historic artifacts that were field documented but not collected included: 
 
 2  Clear glass window fragments. 
 1  Metal “church key” metal beverage opener. 
  
5GA2478 
 
Historic artifacts that were field documented, but not collected included: 
 
 1  Purple glass fragment. 
 1  Aqua glass bottom fragment (medicine bottle). 
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5GA2479 
 
The following historic artifacts were field documented but not collected: 
 5   Amber glass fragments. 
 1   Modern tin can. 
 1   Red brick. 
 1   Clay water or sewer pipe fragment. 
 5   Milled lumber sections. 
       20   Asphalt shingles. 
 5   Pieces of tarpaper 
 1   Electric insulator. 
 1   Automotive engine part. 
 
5GA2480 
 
Historic artifacts that were field documented, but not collected: 
 
 2  Green and clear glass fragments. 
 5  Ceramic (porcelain) fragments. 
 1-5  Milled wood. 
            Assorted shingle fragments. 
 
5GA2481 
 
001  Rusted, ten and one half ounce food can with the label “Madrone 
        Frozen Sliced Strawberries”. 
002  Clear glass, rectangular soap bottle base with the words “Woodbury” 
  in raised letters. 
003  Clear, brown glass bottle base with scalloped ring around the base 
 with Owens-Illinois Glass Co. maker’s mark. 
004  Clear glass cosmetics/medicine bottle neck with raised letters “12 Fl.  
 Ounces.”  Neck has a bead just below single screw top thread. 
005  Tall, thin, six and one half inch food jar (possibly olives) with screw-top 
 threads. 
006  Four clear glass quart jar sherds possibly from a food storage jar- 
 manufactured by Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. 
007  Small, tall form, blue glass bottle with a single screw-top thread.  The 
 bottle was possibly used for pharmaceuticals. 
008  Clear glass, oval style bottle (neck missing) with a maker’s mark for 
 Hazel-Atlas Glass Co., Washington, PA. 1902-1964. 
009a-c  Clear glass fragments (3) from a cleaning fluid bottle – “Soil Off” with 
 directions for use printed in white letters on the largest fragment. 
010  Clear glass jar base (possibly a canning or food jar) manufactured by 
 Anchor-Hocking Glass Co. 
011  Intact, clear glass, wide-mouth, screw-top food jar manufactured by 
 Hazel-Atlas Glass Co., Washington, PA., 1902-1964. 
012  Clear glass bottle base with some side glass intact, manufactured by 
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 Owens-Illinois Glass Co. 
013  Small, clear glass, screw-top with the letters “Mennen” on the side, 
 (possibly a men’s toiletry bottle) with the date “1946” stamped on it. 
 
5GA2483 
 
001  Intact brown beer bottle (possibly Hamm’s Beer). 
002a-c  Clear glass neck, one side and base from a “Duffy’s Delicious Drinks” 
 soft drink bottle. 
 
5GA2484 
 
Debitage (n=1) 

 
   1  Dark brown quartzite flake. 

 
5GA2485 
 
This historic isolated find site yielded one post bottom two piece mold milk 
Bottle manufactured from 1903 to 1913.  Raised writing on the bottle “Frink 
The Best Milk.” 
 
5GA2486 
 
001  Single strand of barbed wire. 
 
Historic artifacts not collected from this site include: 
 
 1  Solder-dot milk can. 
 2  Sanitary cans. 
 1  Shoe sole. 
 
5GA2487 
 
Historic artifacts documented but not collected: 
 
 1  Partially intact metal wagon frame. 
 1  Detached wagon seat from the same wagon. 
 
 
5GA2489 
 
Historic artifact documented from this site but not collected: 
 
 1  White ceramic electrical insulator attached  to a wooden post. 
 
5GA2481 
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001  A rusty, ten and one half ounce tin can with the label “Madrone 
        Frozen Sliced Strawberries”. 
002  Clear glass, rectangular soap bottle base with the words “Woodbury” 
  in raised letters. 
003  Clear, brown glass bottle base with scalloped ring around the base 
 -Owens-Illinois Glass Co. maker’s mark. 
004  Clear glass cosmetics/medicine bottle neck with raised letters “12 Fl.  
 Ounces.”  Neck has a bead just below single screw top thread. 
005  Tall, thin, six and one half inch food jar (possibly olives) with screw-top 
 threads. 
006  Four clear glass quart jar sherds possibly from a food storage jar- 
 manufactured by Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. 
007  Small, tall form, blue glass bottle with a single screw-top thread.  The 
 bottle was possibly used for pharmaceuticals. 
008  Clear glass jar/bottle sherds (4).  
 
5GA2490 
 
Historic artifact documented from this site but not collected: 
 
 1  Partial wood and metal seat and a fragment of rusted 
     metal wagon part. 
 
5GA2491 
 
Debitage (n=5) 
 
 5  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
Historic artifacts documented but not collected from this site include: 
 
 8  Rusted double-seam sanitary seal cans. 
 1  Rusted seat spring. 
 1  Metal fragment. 
 
5GA2494 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected: 
 
 1  Intact whiskey bottle. 
 5  Clear glass fragments. 
 3  Round nails. 
 
5GA2497 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not curated at UNC include: 
 
 22  Brown, green and clear glass fragments. 
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   1  Metal fuel can. 
   1  Linseed oil can. 
   1  Coors pull tab can. 
   4  Metal fragments. 
   1  Plastic bleach bottle. 
   1  Vehicle radiator. 
   1  55 gallon drum. 
 
5GA2498 
 
Historic tractor or horse drawn hay rake (not collected). 
 
5GA2499 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected: 
 
 1  Sanitary can. 
 1  Broken Pepsi Cola bottle. 
 
5GA2501 
 
001  Intact  Coca Cola bottle. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected three clear glass fragments. 
 
5GA2503 
 
Debitage (n=4) 
 
 4  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
 
5GA2504 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
 

  Debitage (n=13) 
 
         10  White and gray Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
           2  Gray Dakota Orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
           1  Translucent brown chert tertiary flake. 
5GA2505 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5GA2506 
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001   Tan Hartville chert formal tool (biface flake knife). 
002   Brown chert bifacially-flaked formal tool (knife). 

 
 
Debitage (n=1) 

 
  1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5GA2507 
 
001  Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (core scraper). 
 
05GA2508 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert Early Archaic, corner-notched, projectile  
 point. 
002  Gray with white bands and inclusions chert informal tool (flake knife tip). 
003  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (utilized flake). 
004  Tan quartzite formal tool (bifacial flake knife). 
005  Dark brown formal tool (retouched flake scraper). 
006  Small, light reddish-brown Lyons sandstone metate fragment. 
007  Light gray chert formal tool (core tool). 
008  Tan chert formal tool (bifacial knife/scraper). 
009  Light gray with white inclusions formal tool (bifacial knife fragment). 
010  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (retouched scraper). 
011  Red with darker brown on one side,  Lyons sandstone metate fragment. 
012  Small, moderate brown Lyons sandstone metate fragment. 
013  Reddish-pink Lyons sandstone metate fragment. 
014  Moderate brown Lyons sandstone metate fragment. 
015  Reddish-pink Lyons sandstone metate fragment. 
016  Reddish-pink Lyons sandstone metate fragment. 
017  Red to brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
 

Debitage (n=60) 
 
          Concentration 1 (n=36) 
 
   14  Brown to red Table Mountain jasper primary, secondary  
                                and shatter flakes. 
       9  Light gray to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and  
                                tertiary flakes. 
       7  Brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
        4  Red and gray Dakota orthoquartzite  secondary and  
         tertiary flakes. 
       1  Brown with darker brown bands petrified wood tertiary 

      flake. 
       1  Gray rhyolite secondary flake. 
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  Concentration 2 (n=16) 
 
     9  Gray to brown Kremmling chert primary, secondary and  
              tertiary flakes. 
     4  Brown chert secondary and shatter flakes. 
     1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary (thinning)  
                                flake. 
     1  Pink chert secondary flake. 
     1  white with pink patch chert secondary flake. 
 
  Concentration 4 (n=8) 
 
     4  Light gray with white inclusions Kremmling chert primary 
                                and secondary flakes. 
     3  Reddish-brown chert secondary flakes. 
     1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 
5GA2509 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Purple with white band and inclusions quartzite secondary flake. 
 
5GA2510 
 
001  Reddish-brown petrified wood Early Archaic (Mount Albion Type 3) 

projectile point. 
002  Gray with white inclusions Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
003  Red with white inclusions and dark brown bands Table Mountain jasper 
 core. 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper core. 
 

Debitage (n=62) 
 
  21  Brown chert secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
    6  Dark red to black Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
                flakes. 
  12  Gray to brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  flakes. 
      5  Brown with dark brown bands petrified wood secondary and 
              tertiary flakes. 
     4  Red chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
    13  Gray and red Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and tertiary 
                flakes. 
      1  Dark red with light gray inclusions Hartville chert secondary 
                flake. 
 
5GA2511 
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001  Light brown Kremmling chert Early Archaic corned-notched projectile  
 point base. 
002  Light gray Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 
 point base. 
003  Large yellow, with light gray and quartz crystal inclusions, chert  
 formal tool (knife/chopper). 
004  Yellow, with light gray inclusions chert informal tool (blade knife). 
005  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacial flake knife) 
006  Dark brown with light gray band, chert informal tool (flake knife). 
007  Tan with black inclusions and pink mottling, chert informal tool (flake  
 knife). 
008  Tan chert formal tool (flake knife). 
009  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (flake knife). 
010  Dark reddish-brown with black veining, Table Mountain jasper  
        formal tool (scraper). 
011  Red with gray and white banding, chert formal tool (thumbnail 

   scraper). 
 

Debitage (n=32)) 
 
              Surface (n=31) 
 
  10  White to light gray Kremmling chert primary and secondary  
        flakes. 
     5  Gray and light brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and  
        tertiary flakes. 
            6  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper primary and secondary  
             flakes. 
            6  Yellow with red inclusions chert secondary flakes. 
      2  Pinkish-gray rhyolite tertiary flakes. 
      1  Brown with dark bands petrified wood secondary (thinning) 
            flakes. 
     1  Gray with red patches chert shatter flake. 
 

 Trowel Test (5 cm.) 
 
  1  White Kremmling chert microflake. 
 
 
 
5GA2512 
 
001  Brown, Parker Front Range Foothills, petrified wood, Middle Archaic 
        (McKean Complex Hanna type) corner-notched, stemmed projectile 
        point (upper half missing). 
002  Light brown with black inclusions chert formal tool (bifacial knife tip). 
003  Brown with darker brown inclusions chert formal tool (blade knife) 
004  Long, light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (blade knife). 
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005  Tan with light red patches chert formal tool (preform). 
006  Light gray-brown with white inclusions Kremmling chert formal tool 
        (flake knife). 
007  Dark brown chert formal tool (bifacial chopper/scraper). 
008  Brown with lighter brown inclusions and bands chert 
        informal tool (utilized flake). 
 

Debitage (n=33) 
 
     Concentration 1 (n=7) 
 
  3  (2 large) light gray to brown Kremmling chert primary and 
      secondary  flakes. 
  3  Olive-brown chert secondary flakes. 
  1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 
     Concentration 2 (n=9) 
 
  7  Brown chert secondary flakes. 
  1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper shatter flake. 
  1  White with pink inclusions Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
      Concentration 3 (n=17) 
 
  7  Brown chert primary and secondary flakes. 
  5  White, gray and brown Kremmling chert primary and secondary 
              flakes. 
  3  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
  1  Pink quartzite primary flake. 
  1  Brown quartzite secondary flake. 
 
5GA2513 
 
001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (core scraper). 
002  Yellowish-brown, with red inclusions, chert informal tool (scraper). 
003  Gray, with white inclusions, Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper). 
004  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (scraper). 
005  Light brown chert formal tool (blade knife/chopper). 
006  Gray with brown and white mottling Kremmling chert formal tool 
 (flake knife/chopper). 

Debitage (n=61) 
 
    20  (2 large) gray to brown Kremmling chert primary, secondary  
                and tertiary flakes. 
  20  Brown chert secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
  14  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary, tertiary and shatter 
                flakes. 
      2  Gray chert secondary flakes. 
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      2  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
     1  Tan chert secondary flake. 
      1  Purple chert secondary flake. 
    1  Dark gray chert secondary flake. 
 
5GA2514 
 
001  Brown chert informal tool ( knife tip). 
002  Brown chert formal tool (knife/scraper). 
003  Brown chert formal tool (flake knife/scraper). 

 
Debitage (n=4) 

 
     3  Brown chert (2 tertiary, 1 shatter) flakes. 
  1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 
5GA2516 
 
001  Tan quartzite, upper section, of a possible Late Archaic projectile point  
         tip. 
 
5GA2517 
 
001  Brown chert formal tool (bifacial tool fragment). 
 

Debitage (n=2) 
 
  1  Gray chert secondary flake. 
  1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5GA2518 
 
001  Gray Kremmling chert Early Paleoindian (Clovis Complex) projectile 

point upper third. 
 
5GA2519 
 
001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake scraper). 
 
 
5GA2533 
 
001   Mottled brown, with gray inclusions, chert informal tool (flake knife). 
002   Red banded chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
003   Brown, with lighter brown bands, petrified wood informal tool formal  
         tool (scraper). 
004   Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (scraper/knife). 
005   White to light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
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006   Dark red Table Mountain jasper core. 
007   Light brown Kremmling chert projectile point fragment, period 
         indeterminate, but possibly Late Archaic. 
008 Brown quartzite, partial cobble mano. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded in the field but not collected: 
 
 1  Green whiskey bottle 
 1  “Laflin and Rand Powder CO” powder can. 
 1  Pabst Blue Ribbon beer can – church key opened. 
 1  Can – church key opened. 
 3  Metal fragments 
 2  Decayed leather pieces 
 5+  Milled lumber boards 
 

Debitage (n=42) 
 
         Concentration 1 (n=37) 
 
  14  Light red to red Hartville chert secondary flakes. 
    8  Dark red Table Mountain jasper primary and secondary flakes. 
      9  White to gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      3  Brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     2  Purple and gray with white inclusions chert secondary flakes. 
    1  Reddish-brown chert secondary flake. 
      
           Concentration 2 (n=5) 
 
     5  Light gray to brown Kremmling chert primary, secondary and  
                tertiary flakes. 
 
5GA2534 
 
001  Light tan with crazed glazing, red rose with green stem and leaves on 
 the inside bottom and raised vertical lines around the rim, ceramic 
 pottery serving bowl. 
 
5GA2535 
 
001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Early Archaic Oxbow projectile point. 
5GA2536 
 
001  Light brown quartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
 
Historic artifacts recorded from this site but not curated at UNC include: 
 
   5-10  Clear and green glass fragments 
   4  Brown crockery sherds. 
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   5  China porcelain fragments. 
 10  Round nails. 
 10  Sanitary food cans. 
   3  Tin sheet metal fragments. 
   1  Burnt bone fragment. 
 
5GA2537 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert Goshen/Plainview Mountain Paleoindian 
        projectile point. 
002  Large dark red Table Mountain jasper core. 
 

Debitage (n=3) 
 
  3  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
 
5GA2540 
 
Historic artifacts documented but not collected include: 
 
 1  Shasta Orange drink can (punch top). 
 1  Tobacco tin bottom, lid 
 
5GA2546 
 
001 Brownish-red Table Mountain jasper flake informal tool (scraper/knife). 
002 Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (thumbnail scraper).  
 

Debitage (n=7) 
 

5  Flakes (from terrace escarpment profile test) included four 
    light brown Kremmling chert tertiary retouch flakes and one 
    fully fire-reddened Kremmling chert secondary(thinning) flake. 

          1  Red and brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary edge retouch 
                       flake. 
    1  Red chert secondary flake. 
 
5GA2548 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
     2   Brownish-red chert, with rusty yellow speckle inclusions, 
              secondary flakes. 
  
5GA2550 
 
001 Rusted metal cooking lard can (ca. 1930-1950). 
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5GA2551 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 6  Rusted sanitary type food cans. 
 
5GA2552 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 1  Rusted Prince Albert Tobacco can. 
 
5GA2553 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 1  Wide-mouthed glass jar with rusted metal lid. 
 
5GA2554 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, were: 
 
 1  Solder-dot tin can. 
 1  Piece of tin. 
 
5GA2556 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 18  Heavily rusted solder-seam cans. 
 
5GA2557 
 
001  Hole-in-the-top solder-dot can (ca. 1880-1915). 
002  Hole-in-the-top solder-dot can (ca. 1880-1915). 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
     11  Solder-dot tin cans. 
 
5GA2559 
 
001 Complete intact bottle (ca. 1940-1945). 
002 Glass bowl rim (ca. 1929-1960). 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 13  Solder-seam rusted tin cans. 
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   1  Punch style can opener. 
 
5GA2561 
 
001  Clear window pane glass sherds (one with chicken wire inside). 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, were: 
 
 15  Seam sealed and solder-dot tin cans 
   4  Rusted paint cans. 
  
5GA2562 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 1  Glass food jar with heavily rusted metal lid. 
 
5GA2658 
 
001 Rusted sardine can  (ca. 1918-1940). 
 
5GA2661 
 
001 Red, with dark brown lines, Table Mountain jasper formal tool  
         (flake chopper with edge damage and post-manufacture retouch).  
002 Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface tool). 
 

Debitage (n=6) 
 
      4  Light red to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary 

    (thinning) flakes. 
      1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) 

    flake. 
      1  Brownish-red quartzite tertiary (edge retouch) flake. 
 
5GA2663 
 
001 Clear glass bottle base (partial), raised letters – “PATD” 
002 Heavily rusted metal belt buckle. 
003 Corroded silver teaspoon. 
004 Heavily rusted seven inch corral/fence nail.  
005 Heavily rusted square head bolt, 5 inches long with nut attached. 
006 Five inch round nail. 
007 Three and one half inch round nail. 
008 Heavily corroded metal roller/caster for rolling cabinet or table. 
 
5GA2666 
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001 Rusted Coors beer can with punch hole top and triangle church key  holes in 
top.  Trademark printing of edge reads:  “AA Can Co., key  gunned Pa t, S2064537, 
2259498-7178xx8”. Date is ca. 1945-1955. 
002 Small three and one half inch diameter evaporated milk can. 
003 Round snuff tin lid for Copenhagen Snuff. 
004 Metal clamp with heavily decayed rubber or leather clamp pads. 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 15  Solder-dot tin cans 
   1  Evaporated milk can. 
   3  Wagon wheels. 
   1  Cog wheel. 
 
5GA2667 
 
001 Heavily rusted wood handled table knife. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 Numerous sherds of window glass. 
 1  Eyeglasses piece. 
 7  Large nails. 
 
5GA2670 
 
001 One and one half inch diameter porcelain (white) electrical insulator  
         (two part) with post nail and felt washer intact in insulator hole. 
002 Oval, clear small bottle base. 
003  Clear glass bottle, triangular in cross-section, rounded vertically and  
         characteristic of “Haig & Haig Pinch” scotch whiskey bottles – ca.1929. 
004 Small brown glass bottle with screw-on lid, diagnosed as a probable  round 
prescription bottle of ca. 1919. 
005 Clear glass rectangular bottle with panels front and back believed to  have 
once contained some form of alcoholic beverage. Raised letters at  the base read: 
“Federal Law Prohibits resale or reuse of this bottle.   Probable  date is ca.1932-1950. 
006 Clear ovoid, medium-sized bottle with screw-lid. The words “Old 
 Quaker”occur in raised letters on the bottle along with a symbol of a  bundle 
of grain.  The words “Federal Law prohibits” are preserved on  the bottle, 
indicating it was a liquor bottle. The probable date is ca.  1910-1930. 
007 Clear pint bottle with a screw lid and raised lines radiating down from 
         the neck. It has the words “Federal law prohibits” warning in raised  glass 
indicating it served as a liquor bottle. The suggested date is ca.  1910-1930. 
008 Another “Old Quaker” bottle that is a duplicate of artifact 006 (described  
         above). 
009 Clear glass bottle with an unmarked, small handle on neck, a screw cap, 
         and narrower at the base than at the top. It has a one pint capacity and  its 
general shape suggests a probable syrup bottle of ca. 1930-1955. 
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010 Small clear glass bottle with a screw top and applicator rod attached to  its top. 
It was a shoe polish bottle and the words “Barton’s Dyanshine”  are stamped on the 
bottom. The bottle sides are octagonal in  
         outline. The date of the bottle, based on comparative analysis, is 
         considered to be ca. 1920-1940. 
011 A clear, pint glass liquor bottle with a screw lid with the words “Federal 
         Law Prohibits” appearing in raised letters. The date is ca. 1920-1940. 
 
5GA2674 
 
001  One four-inch square iron nail.  
002  Brass fire extinguisher labeled “General Quick Aid Fire Guard”.  Patent  
        nos. 2340471, 2326861, 2256902. The date is probably ca. 1940’s-60’s. 
003  Well rusted lunch box with a partially caved in lid – possible “Thermos” 
        brand. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
    50+  Broken bottle glass 
 20+  Melted green glass 
   1    White pottery sherd with flower decoration. 
 10    Burnt ceramic sherds. 
 15+  Modern square headed nails. 
 
5GA2675 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 6  Rusted seam soldered cans. 
 *  Milled logs – Two piles with 12 in each pile. 
 
5GA2676 
 
001 Large, reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (knife/chopper with retouch along one edge)(Concentration 1).  
002 Brown, with black speckles, chert formal tool (snub nose end scraper) 

(Concentration 1). 
003 Brown chert with light gray inclusions, informal tool (utilized flake knife) 
         (Concentration 2). 
 

Debitage (n=64) 
  

   Concentration 1 (n=20) 
 

       5  White to gray Kremmling chert, secondary and tertiary flakes. 
          14  Red to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
       1  Very fine, grayish-brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary  
         flake. 
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   Concentration 2  (n=22) 

 
12  White to dark gray Kremmling chert secondary (thinning),  
      tertiary  retouch, and  shatter flakes. 

      2  Red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
        1  Light red to red, fine grained rhyolite secondary(thinning) flake. 
                4  Dark red to dark brown petrified wood secondary flakes,  

         possibly from a North Park quarry source. 
         1  Olive chert secondary flake. 
    1  Reddish-brown with gray inclusions chert secondary flake. 
    1  Gray with reddish-brown band chert shatter flake. 
  

Concentration 3 (n=4) 
 
             4  Red to reddish-yellow Table Mountain jasper secondary  

     reduction flakes. 
 

   Concentration 4 (n=18) 
 
        5  Light brown to white Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
      4  Dark brown to red Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
       7  Dark brownish-red, with tan bands, of mixed andesite/welded 

volcanic tuff and jasper secondary flakes from a probable Specimen 
Mountain source.  

                   1  Brown with gray inclusions, chert shatter flake. 
    1  Dark brown chert secondary flake. 

 
5GA2677 
 
Debitage (n=3) 
 

3   Light to dark gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and 
        shatter flakes. 

 
 
 
5GA2679 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 

1  Glass Pepsi soft drink bottle. 
 1  Rusted can with triangular key punch hole. 
 
5GA2681 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
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 1  Heavily rusted solder seam sanitary can. 
  
5GA2683 
 
001 Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
002 Dark brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
003 Light brown Kremmling chert mid-section of an informal tool (flake knife). 
 

Debitage (n=8) 
 
  2  White to light gray Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flakes. 
  2  Dark to light brown Kremmling chert secondary biface (thinning) 

                flakes. 
  4  Tan fine grain quartzite secondary (thinning) flakes. 
 

The single historic (late) artifact found, but not collected, was a single piece of  
burnt aluminum foil found on the hearth. 
  
5GA2684 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
002  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
003  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
004  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
 

Debitage (n=13) 
 
      13   Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning), tertiary  
                        (edge retouch) and one pressure flake. 
 
5GA2685 
 
001   Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
 

Debitage (n=1) 
 
    1  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary (pressure) flake. 
5GA2686 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected include 
 

2   Solder-seam sanitary tin cans. 
1   Brown glass liquor bottle. 

 
5GA2687 
 
001 Heavily rusted canned meat tin. 
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002 Rectangular pipe/cigarette tobacco tin with printing of “Velvet-Leverett 
 and Meyers Co.” 
003 Cylindrical glass pickling/canning jar. Dated to around ca 1930-1960. 
004   Heavily rusted, partially crushed metal lunch box. Dated to probably around ca 

1930-1960. 
005   Long, narrow glass bottle. In raised letters, “Pepsi-cola” can be read 
         along the sides. On the bottom are raised letters saying “Denver Colo” 
         as well as “Des. Pat. 120.271”. Dated probably around ca 1930-1960. 
006   Long, narrow glass bottle. Raised letters saying “Des Pat. 92828”.    
         Dated to around ca 1930-1960. 
 
5GA2690 
 
001 Red to reddish-brown agatized chert formal tool (retouched utilized     flake 

knife).  
002 Banded brown and yellow-brown chert informal tool (utilized flake knife).  
003 Banded red, white and pink agatized chert informal tool (utilized flake   knife). 
 

Debitage (n=16) 
 
       10  White to gray Kremmling chert primary, secondary and tertiary        
       flakes. 
            4  Yellow-brown to reddish brown chert secondary and tertiary 
                     flakes. 
          1  Red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
    1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flake.   
 
5GA2691 
 
Debitage (n=4) 
 
 4  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary bifacial thinning flakes. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include a rusted sardine can with 
a roll key lid and five, four inch seal pressed rim cans.   
 
 
5GA2698 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
         1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
  
5GA2699 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
     2  Tan to light gray Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flakes. 
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5GA2700 
 
001  Heavily rusted rectangular tobacco tin and lid with top printing of 
        PRINCE ALBERT and lower printing of CRIMP CUT on front. Dated 
        ca.1880 to 1920. 
002  Two round head wire nails, one was six inches in length and the other,  five 

inches in length. 
003 Large 16 inch long square spikes from area of mine sluice box. 
 
5GA2703 
 
001 Three heavily rusted four inch square nails. Dated to ca. 1870-1910. 
002 Square liquor bottle base, mold cast, with an olive green color. Dated to  
         ca. 1880-1910. 
 
5GA2704 
 
001 Light brown Kremmling chert, corner-notched Early/Late Archaic 
         projectile point (Concentration 3). 
002 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (drill) (Concentration 2). 
003   Light brown with white inclusions and limited cortex, Kremmling chert 
         formal tool (scraper) (Concentration 2). 
004   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool) 

   (Concentration 3). 
005 Light brown Kremmling chert  formal tool (core chopper)  (Concenctration  2). 
006   Red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
         (flake scraper) (Concentration 2). 
007 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (retouched knife/scraper)           

(Concentration 2). 
008 Brown chert informal tool (utilized flake tool) (Concentration 2). 
009 Light brown to dark brown chert informal tool (utilized flake tool) 

(Concentration 2). 
010 Brown, with black speckles, chert informal tool (utilized flake tool) 

(Concentration 2). 
011 Yellow-brown chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper) (Concentration 2). 
012 Banded white and light brown Kremmling chert informal tool  
         (drill) (Concentration 2). 
013 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
         (flake knife/scraper) (Concentration 2). 
014 Light red/white mottled chert informal tool (flake knife)- informal tool 

(Concentration 2). 
015 Light red/white mottled chert formal tool (biface flake knife midsection) 

(Concentration 2). 
016 Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool) (Concentration 

2). 
017 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife tip)-(Concentration 1). 
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018 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife base)-(Concentration 
1). 

019 Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (tool mid-section)-(Concentration 
1). 

020 Yellowish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake scraper)-
(Concentration 1). 

021 Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-(Concentration 
4). 

022   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool) - 
 (Concentration 3). 
023 Brown to red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
 (biface blade knife tip)-(Concentration 4). 
024 White, with black lines, Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)- 

(Concentration  5). 
025 Red/brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife tip)-(Concentration 

5). 
026  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
027  Brown chert formal tool (flake knife). 
028  Brown with dark brown inclusions and lighter brown mottling jasper 
 Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point (tip missing) – (Concentration 4). 
029  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (scraper), (Concentration 4). 
030  Brown chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper), (Concentration 4). 
031  Brown chert informal tool (blade knife fragment), (Concentration 4). 
032  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)- 
 (Concentration 1). 
  

Debitage (n=128) 
 
   Concentration 1 (n=6) 

 
          5   Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper secondary and  

      tertiary flakes. 
          1   Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 

  Concentration 2 (n=59) 
 

      38  Red to yellow-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
       secondary and tertiary flakes. 

        1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary tertiary flake. 
         4  White Quartz secondary (thinning) flakes. 
    11  Red to brown Hartville chert secondary flakes. 
      4  Brown chert with dark inclusions secondary flakes. 

 
  Concentration 3 (n=6) 

 
   5  Brown to reddish-brown chert secondary (thinning) flakes. 

           1  Medium-red quartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
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  Concentration 4 (n=35) 
 

        15  White to medium brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary                    
flakes. 

   11  Dark brown to red Table Mountain jasper secondary, tertiary and      
         shatter flakes. 

            1  Black chert secondary flake. 
            4  Gray, fine Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
            3  Yellow-brown (honey-colored) petrified wood secondary flakes. 
     

  Concentration 5 (n=22) 
 
11  Yellow-brown to red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
      secondary and tertiary flakes. 

           8  Red and yellow chert (thinning) flakes 
           2  Yellow-brown, within fine dark lines, petrified wood secondary edge 

      removal flake. 
           1  Gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5GA2705 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert Middle Archaic (McKean Complex Hanna  
 type)) corner and basal notched projectile point (general area). 
002  Small, translucent, light brown Kremmling chert Middle/Late Ceramic  
        side-notched projectile point (Concentration 2). 
003a-i  Nine Uncompahgre Brownware pottery sherds-(Concentration 2). 
004   Heavily eroded gray to brown Uncompahgre Brownware sherd- 
         [Concentration (1-C2)]. 
005a,b Two small Uncompahgre Brownware sherds-(Concentration 2. 
006  Medium sized Uncompahgre Brownware sherd (1)-( Concentration 1)                                   
007a-c  Three Uncompahgre Brownware sherds-[Concentration 2 (C4)]. 
008  Light red sandstone metate fragment, from general site area. 
009   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-(Concentration 

2). 
010   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-(Concentration 

2). 
011   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-(Concentration 

2). 
012   Yellow-brown (butterscotch) chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-

(Concentration 2). 
013   Greenish-gray fine quartzite informal tool (utilized flake tool)-general area. 
014   Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (edge retouched end 

scraper)-general area. 
015   Gray Dakota orthoquartzite serrated informal tool (flake knife)-general area. 
016   White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool tip)-general area. 
017   Light red sandstone metate fragment-general area. 
018   Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (flake knife with edge retouch)-general area. 
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019   Crystal quartz (RMNP source) informal tool (flake scraper)-general area. 
020   Light red and tan chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-general area. 
021   Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (thumbnail scraper)-general 
 area. 
022   Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper), general  
 area. 
023   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper), general 
 area. 
 

Debitage (n=107) 
 

 General Area (n=11) 
 

         3  Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain red to black jasper 
                      secondary flakes. 
             4  White to light brown, with black areas, Kremmling chert 
                      secondary flakes. 
              1  Gray to yellow-brown, with yellow-brown inclusions, Dakota  
                      orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
         2  Gray-green, fine quartzite secondary (thinning) flakes. 
     1  Gray with brown bands petrified wood secondary flake. 

 
Concentration 1 (n=39) 

 
              4  Black to reddish brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and                       
tertiary  flakes. 
            8  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes.  
            5  Brownish-tan chert secondary flakes. 
           4  Brown and tan banded chert secondary and tertiary flakes.  
              3  Mottled brown and yellowish-brown chert (Trout Creek)  
                     secondary(1) and tertiary (2) flakes. 
     5  Dark grayish-brown chert tertiary flakes. 
     4  Light brown with darker rings agatized chert secondary 
                      and tertiary flakes. 
      3  Reddish-brown with gray inclusions chert secondary 
                     and tertiary flakes. 
      2  White and gray rhyolite secondary flakes. 
      1  Brown quartzite secondary flake. 

 
Concentration 2 (n=57) 

 
            27  Light brown to white Kremmling chert secondary and 
                      tertiary flakes. 
            15  Brown to reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain                  
jasper secondary and tertiary flakes 
                2  Light red and gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary 
                     (thinning) flakes. 
                 3 Yellow-brown to brownish-yellow, with black flecks, petrified  
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      wood secondary( thinning) flakes. 
             2  Green and brown quartzite secondary flake. 
          5  Brown to reddish-brown chert primary and secondary flakes. 
          2  Red chert tertiary flakes. 
          1  Dark gray with light gray inclusions secondary (thinning) flake.       
 
5GA2706 
 
001  Triangular, corner-notched, rounded base, Early Archaic (Mount Albion) 
         projectile point made of brown Trout Creek chert (Concentration 3). 
002  Light red chert, with white banding and black specks, side-notched, Early 
        Archaic projectile point-(Concentration 1). 
003a,b  Two heavily eroded light red sandstone metate fragments- 
        (Concentration 1) 
004  Light brown to white Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-  
 Concentration 3).  
005  Yellow-brown, with very fine black specks, chert formal tool (flake end- 
 scraper) (Concentration 1). 
006  Yellow-brown, with very fine black specks, chert informal tool (blade  

knife)-(Concentration 1). 
007  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 

(bifacially flaked knife) -(Concentration 2). 
008  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (biface knife tip)-( Concentration 2). 
009  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool (flake                
 graver) (Concentration 2). 
010  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife/awl tip)-(Concentration 

2). 
011  Lower two-thirds  of a purplish-gray chert formal tool (biface knife) 

(Concentration 2). 
012  Red to light red sandstone metate fragment (Concentration 1). 
 

Debitage (n=31) 
 

  Concentration 1 (n=23) 
 
13  Red, dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper                  

secondary and tertiary flakes.       
           5  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning and edge 
                 removal) flakes. 
           1  Light red, with light brown inclusions, Dakota orthoquartzite       
         secondary flake. 
           3  Yellow-brown quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. 
           1  Brown and yellow Trout Creek tertiary flake. 
 

  Concentration 2 (n=6) 
 

           4  Mottled brown and white chert secondary flakes. 
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           2  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper              
secondary flakes. 
 

  Concentration 3 (n=2) 
 

           1  Yellow-brown chert secondary flake. 
          1  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper tertiary 
                flake. 
 
5GA2707 
 
001  Brown, with red and yellow banding, petrified wood formal tool fragment 

   (heavily reworked and battered). 
 
5GA2709 
 
001  Large, yellowish-brown, fine quartzite formal tool (retouched flake 

chopper/knife)-(Concentration 2).  
002  Windy Ridge gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake 
 knife)-(Concentration 2).  
003  Windy Ridge gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake  
 knife)-(Concentration 1). 
004  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (edge retouched flake end-   
 scraper)-(Concentration 1). 
005  No artifact for this number. 
006  Windy ridge  light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade knife  
 tip). 
007  Windy Ridge light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade knife). 
  

Debitage (n=21) 
        

 Concentration 1 (all collected within a one meter diameter area) (n=10) 
 

10  Fine gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and tertiary  flakes. 
 

 Concentration 2  (n=10) 
 

            4  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
            4  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
            2  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper               
secondary and tertiary flakes. 
         

 General Area outside concentrations 1 and 2  (n=1) 
 

  1  Brown to black petrified wood, with white banding, secondary flake. 
 
5GA2710 
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001  Light red sandstone metate fragment.  
 
5GA2711 
 
001  Fine, gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic/Early Ceramic projectile  
        point tip. 
002  Reddish-brown Kremmling chert formal tool (end scraper).  
003  Dark brown, with black speckles, Kremmling chert formal tool  
        (edge retouched flake knife). 
004  Brown chert, with dark red mottling, formal tool  (bifacially flaked side 
 scraper).  
005  Reddish-brown chert, with white inclusions, formal tool (bifacially flaked 
 knife).  
006  Large, red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (edge retouched blade knife/scraper).  
007  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (retouched tool fragment).  
 

   Debitage (n=9) 
 

4  Red to light red and brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain 
           jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 

         3  Light brown to reddish-brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
1  Grayish -brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning)   
    flakes. 

  1  Red to light red with white inclusions Hartville chert secondary 
      flake.   
 
5GA2712 
 
001  Small stemmed Late Paleoindian projectile point made of a brown 

petrified ostracod coquina from Southwest Wyoming (Concentration 2- 
 field artifact designation FS-43). 
002  Concave-base, Late Paleoindian (James Allen-Frederick) brown 

Kremmling chert projectile point  with parallel-oblique flaking pattern 
(Concentration 5-field artifact designation FS-45). 

003  Gray chert Late Paleoindian projectile point base (Concentration 4-field  
        artifact designation FS-5). 
004  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Early Archaic/Late Archaic 

projectile point base-Concentration 2 (field artifact designation FS-40). 
005  Clear to transparent crystal quartz Early Archaic projectile point base- 
        Concentration 4 ( field artifact designation FS-1). 
006  Brown Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner- 
 notched projectile point base with missing tip-Concentration 4 (field 

artifact designation FS-36). 
007  Fine gray Dakota ortho quartzite side-notched McKean/Middle Archaic 

Mallory projectile point-Concentration 4, (field artifact designation FS- 
30). 
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008  Fine gray Dakota orthoquartzite side-notched McKean/Middle Archaic 
Mallory projectile point-Concentration 4, (field artifact designation FS- 
20).  

009  Late Archaic (probable affiliation) fine gray quartzite projectile point tip- 
  Concentration 2-(field artifact designation FS-35). 

010  Brown Dakota orthoquartzite, Late Archaic/Early Ceramic projectile point 
tip-Concentration 4-(field artifact designation FS-17). 

011  Dark gray chert (possible Hartville chert) Early Archaic corner-notched  
        projectile point-Concentration 4 (field artifact designation FS-4). 
012  White Kremmling chert, Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point- 

   Concentration 4-(field artifact designation FS-18). 
013  Dark red Table Mountain jasper, moderately serrated, corner-notched, Early 

Ceramic projectile point-Concentration 2 (field artifact designation FS-37) 
014  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Early Archaic (Mount Albion complex) 

projectile  point base fragment-Concentration 3 ( field artifact designation FS-
26) 

015  Brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife tip)-Concentration 2- 
(field artifact designation FS-34). 

016  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (edge retouched utilized flake tool- 
Concentration 2 (field artifact designation FS-42). 

017  Light brown and white Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife fragment)- 
Concentration 2 (field artifact designation FS-39). 

018  Red to yellow-brown chert formal tool (bifacially flaked knife/grave)- 
Concentration 2 (field artifact designation FS-31). 

019  Brown and brownish-gray Kremmling chert informal tool 
   (split cobble scraper with possible retouch)-Concentration 2 (field artifact 
   designation FS-38). 

020  Tan, with reddish and white flecks, chert informal tool 
(utilized flake tool)- (Concentration 2). 

021  White Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2. 
022  White Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2. 
023  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake tool ) 

Concentration 2. 
024  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2. 
025  Light brown chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2. 
026  Light brown chert, with rectangular, dark imbedded striation informal tool 
        (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2 
027  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal  

tool (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2. 
028  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal  
        tool (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2. 
029  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
    (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 2. 
030  Light red, with dark veins, Table Mountain/Specimen jasper formal tool  
        (scraper)-Concentration 2. 
031  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (flake knife/scraper)-Concentration 2. 
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032  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (flake core scraper)-Concentration 2). 
033  Light brown chert informal tool (scraper)-Concentration 2. 
034  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (blade knife)-Concentration 2. 
035  Dark brown, mottled with light brown flecks, Table Mountain/Specimen  
        Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife/scraper)-Concentration 2. 
036  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal  
        tool (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 3. 
037  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (flake knife)-Concentration 3. 
038  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (flake knife/scraper)-Concentration 3. 
039  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (flake knife)-Concentration 3. 
040  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 3. 
041  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (utilized flake tool)-Concentration 3. 
042  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (flake knife)-Concentration 3. 
043  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
        formal tool (awl)- Concentration 3. 
044  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, formal tool  
        (serrated, unifacial  knife/chopper)-from general site area outside               
 concentrations. 
045  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain Jasper formal tool 
        (biface knife)- from general site area outside concentrations. 
046  Yellowish-brown petrified wood, formal tool 

edge retouched, end-scraper-from general site area outside    concentrations. 
047  Mottled, yellow-brown-gray chert informal tool 

(edge retouched flake knife/scraper)-from general site area outside 
concentrations. 

048  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
(tool fragment)-Concentration 4 (field artifact designation FS-3). 

049  Brown Kremmling chert, with black specks, informal tool 
        (retouched, utilized flake tool)- Concentration 4. 
050  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (tool fragment)- 
        Concentration 4, (field artifact designation FS-22). 
051  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (knife/scraper fragment)-Concentration 4. 
052  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal  

tool (edge retouched, biface knife fragment)-Concentration 4 (field  artifact 
designation FS-8). 

053  Reddish, with dark inclusions, Hartville chert, formal tool  
(edge retouched, biface tool fragment)-Concentration 4 (field artifact 
designation FS-9). 

054  Light brown, Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, formal tool 
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        (edge retouched, flake scraper fragment)-Concentration 4 (field artifact 
        designation FS-2). 
055  Light brown, Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, formal tool 
        (edge retouched, biface knife fragment) -Concentration 4 (field artifact 
 designation FS-056). 
056   Dark gray, Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife/scraper fragment) 

 -Concentration 4 (field artifact designation FS-2). 
057  Light gray, Kremmling chert formal tool (prismatic core scraper)- 

Concentration 4 (field artifact designation FS-13). 
058  Light brown, Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (biface scraper)- Concentration 4 (field artifact designation FS-12). 
059  Light brown, Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool fragment)- 
 Concentration 4 (field artifact designation FS- 23). 
060  Light red, bifacially ground, sandstone metate fragment-Concentration  
 4. 
061 a-d  Four, light red, sandstone metate fragments-Concentration 5. 
062  Light gray, Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (knife/graver)-from 
        general site area outside concentrations. 
063  Dark reddish, Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (graver)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
064  Dark gray chert, formal tool (edge retouched scraper)- 
        from general site area outside concentrations. 
065  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (flake awl)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
066  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (knife/scraper), from general  
 site area outside concentrations. 
067  Light brown Kremmling chert, informal tool  (edge retouched,  

knife/scraper)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
068  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake scraper)-from general 
        site area outside concentrations. 
069  Light gray, with dark bands, Kremmling chert, informal tool 
        (flake scraper)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
070  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (utilized flake tool)-from general                      
        site area outside concentrations. 
071  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
        (utilized flake tool)-from general site area concentrations. 
072  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife))-from  
        general site area outside concentrations. 
073  White Kremmling chert, retouched, informal tool (utilized flake knife)- 
        from general site area outside concentrations. 
074  Light brown chert flake formal tool (scraper)-from general site area  

outside concentrations. 
075  Light brown chert informal tool (scraper/chopper)-from general site area 

outside concentrations. 
076  Dark red, with white bands, agatized chert formal tool (scraper)- 
        from site area outside concentrations. 
077  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (graver)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
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078  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (blade knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
079  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool (awl). 
080  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (blade knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
081  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (flake knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
082  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (flake scraper)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
083  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (utilized flake knife)- from general site area outside concentrations. 
084  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (flake scraper)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
085  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (flake scraper/knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
086  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (flake knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
087  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (flake scraper)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
088  Dark brown, with white inclusion, Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain  
        jasper formal tool (flake scraper)-from general site area outside 

concentrations. 
089  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain Jasper formal tool 
        (flake scraper)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
090  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, formal tool 

(edge retouched, flake knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
091  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, informal tool  

(edge retouched, flake knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
092  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, informal tool 

(edge retouched, blade knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
093  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, with light edge  retouch, 
informal tool (flake knife)-from general site area outside  
         concentrations. 
094  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (flake scraper)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
095  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  

with light edge retouch (flake knife)-from general site area outside     
concentrations. 

096  Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (flake knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
097 Light red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, with evident edge  

wear informal tool (flake knife)-from general site area outside concentrations. 
098 Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool)-from 

general site area outside concentrations (field artifact designation FS-10). 
099 Medium gray Kremmling chert formal tool (utilized flake scraper)- 
        Concentration 1. 
100  Red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (utilized flake)-Concentration 1. 
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101 Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (utilized flake tool), edge retouched-Concentration 1. 
102 Medium brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
        (blade knife)-Concentration 1. 
103  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (flake knife)-Concentration 1. 
104  Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain informal tool 
        (blade knife)-Concentration 1. 
105  Light purple chert  formal tool (graver/awl)-Concentration 1. 
106 Gray-green chert, with crazing, black occlusions, and some lighter brown  
        bands, formal tool (end scraper)-Concentration 1 (field artifact  
        designation FS- 29). 
107 White Kremmling chert, formal tool (edge retouched scraper)-  
        Concentration 1 (field artifact designation FS-28). 
108 Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (preform)- 
        Concentration 2 -(field artifact designation FS-33). 
109 Greenish brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper with reddish  
        bands), formal tool  (biface knife)-Concentration 2 (field artifact  
        designation FS-32). 
110 Light brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper with light brown  
        inclusions, formal tool (biface knife tip)-Concentration 4 ( field artifact  
        designation  FS 10). 
111 Dark brown, with white, red and brown bands, agatized chert formal tool 
        (scraper with tip missing)-Concentration 4. 
112 Tan chert formal tool (preform with point missing)-Concentration 5. 
113 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife)-Concentration 5  
        (field artifact designation FS-46). 
114 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  

   (biface fragment, possible awl-Concentration 5, (field artifact designation 
   FS-47). 

115 Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (edge retouched blade 
        knife fragment)-Concentration 5. 
116 Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (awl)-Concentration 5. 
117 Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake scraper)-Concentration 5. 
118 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake tool)- 
        Concentration 5. 
119 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake tool)- 
        Concentration 5. 
 
Total of All Site Lithic Debitage (n=548) 
 
Concentration 1 
 
  Debitage (n=133) 
 
    10  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
                        flakes. 
                 117  Red to yellowish-brown to dark brown Table  
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         Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper secondary, tertiary 
                       and shatter flakes. 
      5  Unidentified brown and gray chert secondary flakes. 
      1  Brown quartzite secondary flake. 
 
Concentration 2 
 
  Debitage (n=51) 
 
   26  Reddish brown to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and     
       tertiary  flakes.  
      2  Gray, with black flecks, Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and 
                       tertiary flakes. 
      5  Light brown to brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) 
                       flakes. 
      2   Reddish-brown quartzite secondary (edge removal and 
                  thinning) flakes. 
           15  Yellow-brown, with black flecks, quartzite grading to chert, 
                    secondary and tertiary flakes.  
      1   Heavily fire crazed, white Kremmling chert secondary flake 
                    (or possible tool fragment). 
  
Concentration 3 
 
  Debitage (n=26) 
 
   22   Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper secondary 
          and tertiary  flakes. 
      2   Red to brown to greenish-brown chert secondary (thinning) 
          flakes. 
      1   Mottled brown and yellowish-brown chert tertiary (shatter) 
          flake. 
      1   Light brown Kremmling chert, secondary (edge removal) flake. 
 
Concentration 5 
 
  Debitage (n=15) 
 
     4  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
     7  Dark brown to red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
        secondary flakes. 
     1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
     1  Light red with yellowish-tan banding, chert secondary (thinning) 
               flake. 
     2  Gray, with small white flecks, rhyolite Specimen Mountain 
                      secondary flakes. 
 
General Area (outside identified artifact concentrations) 
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  Debitage (n=323) 
 
           167  Reddish-brown to dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen 
                    Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
        63  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
           flakes. 
      73  Medium brown to yellowish-brown Table 
             Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary   
          flakes. 
           3  Dark gray (with white flecks) chert secondary flakes. 
           5  Red and brown, fine quartzite  secondary flakes, most fire      
          reddened. 
       12  Miscellaneous brown, yellow-brown and mottled red and 
                           white chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5GA2714 
 
001 Tan/light brown chert formal tool (thumbnail scraper)-(Concentration 1). 
002 White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool fragment)-(Concentration 1). 
003  Red-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (thumbnail scraper)- 
        (Concentration 1). 
004  Reddish-brown, fine Hartville quartzite, Late Paleoindian projectile point 
 midsection with parallel oblique flaking-(Concentration 1). 
005 Reddish brown chert, with white inclusions, formal tool (biface flake)-

(Concentration  2). 
006 Brown chert formal tool (biface knife) with possible hafting marks-

(Concentration 1). 
007 White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool) fragment- 
        (Concentration 1). 
008 Dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal 
        tool (bifacially worked flake tool)- (Concentration 1). 
009 Gray fine Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (flake scraper/knife)- 
        (Concentration 2). 
010 Reddish-brown chert formal tool (biface knife tip)-(Concentration 2). 
011 Gray, fine Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (bifacially flaked tool)- 
        (Concentration 2). 
012 Gray, fine Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper/knife) 
        (Concentration 2). 
013 Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal  
        tool (edge retouched flake tool fragment)-(Concentration 1). 
014 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (edge retouched flake scraper-(Concentration 1). 
015 Gray, very fine, Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface tool fragment)-

(Concentration 2). 
016  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
017  Red with light brown bands chert formal tool (flake knife/graver). 
018  Brown with reddish patches Table Mountain jasper flake core. 
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019  Red with mottled brown patches and darker webbing, Table Mountain 
 jasper informal tool (blade knife). 
 
Total Site Debitage Amounts  (n=21) 
 
Concentration 1 
 
  Debitage (n=21) 
 
         18  Red to dark brown chert or jasper primary, secondary (bifacial 
       thinning) and edge retouch flakes.  

     1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (reduction and 
                    thinning) flake.  
          1  Mottled gray and white chert, secondary (reduction) flake. 

 
Concentration 2 
 
  Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  White Kremmling chert secondary (edge retouch) flake. 
 
5GA2715 
 
001 Light red sandstone metate fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=4) 
 
    1  White Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
    3  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper secondary      
        flakes. 
 
5GA2716 
 
001 Heavily weathered, light red sandstone metate fragment.  
002   Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (biface tool tip). 
003 Reddish-brown quartzite grading to chert informal tool 
        (knife/scraper). 
004 Yellowish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 

(knife/scraper).  
005  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite, parallel-oblique flaked, Late Paleoindian projectile 

point mid-section. 
 
 Debitage (n=67) 
 
   60  Red-brown and light brown Table Mountain/Specimen  
                 Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
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      3  Brown, light brown and greenish-yellow brown fine quartzite      
       secondary  flakes. 

      2  Light reddish-brown chert, with fine white/tan bands, secondary   
       (thinning) flakes. 

      1  Yellow-brown chert (with fine black flecks and light streaks)        
       secondary (thinning) flake. 

      1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5GA2717 
 
001  Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (Duncan 

type-McKean complex) projectile point, with missing tip. 
002 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (knife/scraper).  
003 Brown, fine quartzite, formal tool (edge retouched tool) fragment.  
 
 Debitage (n=4) 
 
    3  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
    1  Red-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper shatter  
       flake. 
 
5GA2718 
 
001 Light brown Hartville quartzite formal tool (blade knife). 
 
5GA2719 
 
001 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade knife).  
002 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife/graver).  
003 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (flake knife).  
004 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (utilized flake tool).  
 
 Debitage (n=7) 
 
    6  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flakes. 
    1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5GA2720 
 
001 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife mid-section).  
002 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface knife mid-section).  
 
5GA2721 
 
001 White Kremmling chert formal tool (flake scraper).  
002 Brown to reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (core 
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        chopper)-(field artifact designation FS-14). 
003 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake knife/scraper). 
004 Red and brown chert informal tool (serrated, flake knife).  
005 Mottled brown and black chert formal tool (core graver).  
006 Brown chert formal tool (scraper/knife)-(field artifact   designation FS-3). 
007 Brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (core 
 chopper)-(field artifact designation FS-13). 
008 Light brown (with black inclusions) Kremmling chert formal tool  
        (bifacially flaked knife fragment).  
009 Brown quartzite informal tool (utilized flake knife).  
010 Brown and black banded petrified wood formal tool (biface tool  fragment). 
011 Light brown Kremmling chert utilized formal tool (flake knife) with light 
        edge retouch.  
012 Brown and black petrified wood, edge retouched, formal tool (flake knife)-(field 

artifact designation FS-5). 
013 Light brown to white Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper)-(field artifact 
        designation FS- 7). 
014 Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
015 Light brown, fine quartzite informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
016 Lunate formal tool (flake knife/scraper)- (field artifact designation FS-4). 
017 Brown to reddish-brown with yellow-brown inclusions Table  
        Mountain jasper informal tool (utilized flake scraper). 
018 Light gray-brown Dakota quartzite corner-notched, Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) projectile point (field artifact designation FS-1). 
019 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (discoid scraper)-(field  
        artifact designation FS-12). 
020 White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife tip)- (field artifact  
        designation FS-2). 
021 Light red sandstone metate fragment-(field artifact designation FS-10). 
022 Light red sandstone metate fragment-(field artifact designation FS-15). 
023 a,b  Light red sandstone metate fragments-(field artifact designation  FS-6). 
024 a,b  Light red sandstone metate fragments-(Rock Shelter 

   Concentration ). 
025 Brown to light gray Dakota orthoquartzite James Allen Late Paleoindian 

projectile point base (field artifact designation FS-11) 
026  White Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
027  Brown chert grading to quartzite informal tool (blade knife). 
 
  Total Debitage at Site (n=191) 
 
 “Rock Shelter” Area Concentration 
 
   Debitage (n=20) 
  
    19   Reddish-brown (with white inclusions) Table Mountain  
                   jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
         1   Light brown Kremmling chert, secondary flake. 
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 General Area (away from Rock Shelter Concentration) 
 
   Debitage (n=171) 
 
            52  White light brown and white with black specks and 

                        red streaks Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
         flakes. 

         5  Gray to brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
         5  Brown to reddish-brown chert secondary (thinning) flakes. 
         6  Brown to yellowish-brown petrified wood secondary and  
          tertiary flakes. 
                      102  Red to yellow-brown to gray jasper secondary 
                               to tertiary flakes. Note:  most if not all are classified as  
         Table Mountain jasper. 

              1  White to yellow-brown chert (with black specks) 
                secondary flake. 

 
5GA2722 
 
001  White Kremmling chert formal tool (lunate scraper). 
002  White Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
003 Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
004 Exhausted-core formal tool (scraper), white quartz (local). 
005 Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (retouched tool fragment). 
006 Red chert/jasper with black speckles informal tool (utilized flake  
        scraper/knife). 
007  Light brown to white Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
008 White Kremmling  chert informal tool (flake knife). 
009  Yellowish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake awl/scraper). 
010 Crystal quartz formal tool (flake knife/scraper-utilized tool). 
011   Brown with black speckles, mottling, Table Mountain jasper formal tool        
         (flake spokeshave). 
012  Light brown to white Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
013  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
014 Light brown with white mottling, Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized  
 flake knife). 
015 Brown chert formal tool (biface knife tip). 
016  Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife) fragment. 
 
Total Debitage Amounts (n=24) 
 
Concentration 1 
 
  Debitage (n=18) 
 
   13  Dark red to red to honey brown Table Mountain jasper            
         secondary flakes. 
     3  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
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     1  Transparent white crystal quartz secondary flake. 
      1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
General Area 
 
   Debitage (n=6) 
 
    4  Brown to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
    2  Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
 
5GA2723 
 
001  Gray to light red fine quartzite formal tool (scraper/graver).  
002 White to reddish-brown Kremmling chert formal tool (core scraper).  
003 Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake scraper). 
004 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite James Allen Late Paleoindian projectile point base. 
 
 Debitage (n=10) 
 

     7  Light brown to white Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary     
               flakes. 

     2  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
     1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5GA2724 
 
001 Light purple Hartville quartzite, Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile  
 point. 
002 Medium to light brown Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic projectile  point 
(tip missing). 
003 Mottled brown, with lighter tan bands, agatized chert or jasper Middle  Archaic 
(McKean complex) Duncan projectile point fragment (one notch  
 is preserved). 
004 Dark brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (edge retouched, 
        flake scraper).  
005  Gray to black coarse quartzite formal tool (flake knife).  
006 White to light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (flake scraper). 
007 Purplish-red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife) fragment. 
008 Reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=16) 
 
    6  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
    1 Tan chert secondary flake. 
    1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
    7  Red to brown Table Mountain secondary and tertiary jasper 
            flakes. 
    1  Brown chert or jasper secondary flake. 
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5GA2725 
 
001   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
  
5GA2726 
 
001   White to light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife).  
002 White to light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
003 Light brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake tool).  
 
 Debitage (n=12) 
 
   9  Light brown to white Kremmling chert primary (one), secondary  
              and tertiary flakes. 
           2  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
   1  Red-brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary (pressure) flake. 
 
5GA2727 
 
Debitage (n=3) 
 
  3  Brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
 
5GA2728 
 
001 Fine-grained, gray, sandstone metate fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=2) 
 
   2  Red-brown and light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 1  Rusted solder-dot can. 
 
 
 
5GA2730 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 1  Rusted pull-tab beer can. 
 1  Piece of aluminum foil. 
 
5GA2731 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
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  1  White Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5GA2737 
 
001 Brown bottle neck. 
002 Brown bottle base. 
003a-c  The glass sherds, including one from a clear glass bottle, a second 
 from a purple glass bottle, and a green-tinged window glass sherd. 
004a,b Two white porcelain vessel sherds. 
005a,b Two (a) clear window glass sherds and 50 (b) small fragments of blue  
         bottle glass. 
006 A partial bottle base of blue-green transparent glass. 
007 Main body of a heavily rusted 9-inch pipe wrench. 
 
5GA2739 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 
5GA2741 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacial knife) tip. 
002  Light gray to purplish gray chert formal tool (spokeshave). 
003  Dark brownish-red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (scraper). 
004  Brown chert informal tool (flake knife). 
005  Dark brown chert informal tool (knife/scraper). 
006  Light brown to red chert informal tool (chopper/knife). 
007  Light gray Kremmling chert flake formal tool (retouched flake scraper/ 
        knife). 
008  Light gray, with brown mottling and banding, chert informal    
        (flake knife). 
009  Gray Kremmling chert core. 
010  Light gray to light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
011  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake). 
012  Light red to white chert formal tool fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=13) 
 
    4  Light reddish-brown chert secondary and tertiary (thinning) 
       flakes. 
   3  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   5  White to light gray Kremmling chert secondary and shatter  
       flakes. 
   1  Yellow-brown, with darker brown bands, petrified wood 
            secondary flake. 
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5GA2742 
 
001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (core scraper). 
 
5GA2743 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 

 
Jackson County Sites 

 
5JA1256 
 
001  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake  
        knife/end scraper). 
002  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade knife fragment). 
 
 Debitage (n=3) 
 
    3   Gray to brown Kremmling chert primary flakes. 
  
5JA1257 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
     1 Gray fine Dakota quartzite secondary flake. 
 
 

Larimer County Sites 
 

5LR2 
 
001  Brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface scraper). 
002  Light gray rhyolite informal tool (flake knife) fragment. 
003  Reddish-brown chert formal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=5) 
 
   1  Light brown chert primary flake. 
   1  Dark brown chert shatter flake. 
   2  Dark brown welded tuff secondary flakes. 
   1  Light gray rhyolite secondary shatter flake. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
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Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
004  Brown to black with extremely abundant mica, Apachean Ocate 
 Micaceous pottery rim sherd. 
005a-f  Six brown to black with extremely abundant mica, Apachean 
 Ocata Micaceous upper to lower body sherds.  The sherds are 
 almost certainly  from the same vessel as does the 004 rim sherd. 
006a-b  Black to brown thin walled Pueblo IV/V corrugated body sherds 
 (from same original sherd). 
007  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (knife/scraper). 
008  Brown to light brown sandstone, bifacially ground metate fragment. 
 (not Lyons sandstone - Morrison or Dakota, most likely sources). 
009  Brown to light brown sandstone, bifacially ground, metate fragment 
 (not Lyons sandstone - Morrison or Dakota most likely source). 
010  Gray to gray-brown partial quartzite cobble mano. 
 
Projectile Points from 5LR2 in RMNP Museum 
 
ROMO 2 Striped brownish-tan agatized chert  Late Paleoindian projectile 
   point midsection.  
 
ROMO 3 White Kremmling chert Early/Late Archaic corner/side notch 
   projectile point base. 
 
ROMO 8 Light red Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner- 
   notched projectile point, base and midsection. 
 
ROMO 9 Brown Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic corner-notched 
   projectile point. 
 
ROMO 50 Gray chert Early/Late Archaic side-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 70  Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point base and  
                  midsection, of unknown material. 
 
ROMO 147  Dark yellowish-brown with fine black inclusions chert  
      Early Paleoindian (Folsom) projectile point. Base re-worked and 
      quite probabley curated and brought to the site at a later time 
                     than its direct cultural affiliation time. 
 
ROMO 165  White Kremmling chert Early Archaic corner-notched projectile 
             point base. 
 
ROMO 204  White Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 
      point. 
 
ROMO 206  Gray, possibly reworked, chert Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Great 
      Basin stemmed) projectile point. 
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ROMO 235  Brown rhyolite (Specimen Mountain) Early/Late Archaic  
      corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1510  Dusky red Dakota orthoquartzite reworked Paleoindian 
        projectile point 
 
ROMO 1511  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic/ 
        Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point (tip 
        missing). 
 
ROMO 1512  White Kremmling chert Late Archaic side-notched 
        projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1513  Brownish-gray chert Late Archaic corner-notched 
        projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1517  Light brownish-gray quartzite Late Paleoindian (Frederick) 
        projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1519  White chalcedony Late Archaic/Early Ceramic projectile 
        point with one tang missing. 
ROMO 1520  Dark brown agatized chert Early/Late Archaic corner-notched 
        projectile point (tip missing). 
 
ROMO 1522  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic corner-notched 
        projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1523  Dusky red Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic corner- 
        notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1524  Red Table Mountain jasper Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 
        complex)  side/corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1526  Black obsidian Middle Archaic (McKean complex) Hanna 
        corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1527  White Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mount Albion complex) 
        corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1530  Dark yellowish-brown Hartville chert Late Paleoindian (Lovell  
        Constructed) projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1531  Late Archaic/Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 
       point (color and material not reported). 
 
ROMO1544  Middle to Late Ceramic side-notched projectile point 
       (color and material not reported). 
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ROMO 1545  Middle to Late Ceramic side-notched projectile point 
        (color and material not reported). 
 
ROMO 1549  Late Archaic/Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 
        point (tip missing), (color and material not reported). 
 
ROMO 1550  Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) side/corner-notched 
        projectile point, (color and material not reported). 
 
ROMO 2070  Middle Archaic projectile point base (notches missing) 
               (color and material not reported). 
 
ROMO 4500  Dark grayish-brown unknown material Paleoindian (Great 
        Basin stemmed) projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4513 Gray Kremmling chert Late/Mountain Paleoindian projectile 
        point. 
 
ROMO 4515  Dark reddish-brown chert with pinkish inclusions Late 
        Paleoindian (Pryor stem) projectile point. 
 
ROMO  4559 Gray Kremmling chert Late Archaic projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4560  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite quartzite with fine black  
        specks Late Paleoindian projectile point base. 
 
ROMO 4562  Black Hartville chert Late Paleoindian projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4649  Dusky red Dakota orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian (James 
        Allen) projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4988  Reddish-brown quartzite Late Paleoindian (Angostura- 
        Betty Greene) projectile point. 
 
ROMO 5034  Yellowish-brown, dusky red in stem area Table Mountain 
         jasper Late Paleoindian (Great Basin stemmed) projectile 
         point base. 
 
ROMO 6639  Light red Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner- 
        notch projectile point with tip missing. 
 
Pottery from 5LR2 in RMNP Museum 
 
ROMO 182   Fifty-nine dark brown to black Ute Uncomphagre Brownware 
       fingernail-impressed potsherds. 
 
ROMO 246A  Multiple  dark brown to black Ute Uncomphagre Brownware 
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        fingernail-impressed potsherds. 
 
ROMO246b,c  Fire-blackened, brown, micaceous Dismal River Lovitt  
          Stamped potsherds. 
 
ROMO 389   Twelve dark brown to black Ute Uncomphagre Brownware 
       fingernail-impressed body sherds. 
 
ROMO 1516 Six dark brown to black Ute Uncomphagre Brownware 
                      fingernail-impressed potsherds. 
 
ROMO 2096 Seventeen Ute Uncomphagre Brownware fingernail-impressed 
                      potsherds. 
 
Groundstone from 5LR2 in RMNP Museum 
 
ROMO 152 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1503 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1504 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1505 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1506 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1507 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1508 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1552 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 1553 Sandstone ground stone. 
 
ROMO 1554 Sandstone ground stone. 
 
ROMO 18407 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 18408 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
5LR4 
 
ROMO 1492   Two brown to dark brown Early Ceramic cord-marked 
          potsherds.  
5LR6 
 
Game Drive Processing Camp Area Surveyed in 2001 
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001    Light pink to reddish brown chert (with interior fine black lines) Late 
           Paleoindian projectile point mid-section. Heavily heat-altered, the 
           fragment has a typical lenticular Late Paleoindian cross-section. There     is a 
bare hint of parallel-oblique flaking on one side. The material           source 
remains unidentified at present, but resembles some eastern      Colorado 
plains/foothills cherts. 
 
002a-c   Reddish to light pink fine sandstone, small metate fragments. They 
              appear to be Lyons sandstone on examination and one has bi-facial 
              grinding. 
 
Projectile Points from 5LR6 in RMNP Museum (documented in Benedict 1996: 
Appendix D) 
 
COLO  Yellow-brown, colorless and white chert with black 
LR 80, 61-4* dendrites, Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched  
  projectile point. 
 
COLO LR80, Brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic projectile point.  
61-4*  

 
COLO White to pinkish-brown Dakota orthoquartzite  
LR80, 61-4* Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
COLO LR80, Coarsely floccular brown chert Late Archaic corner-notched 
No. 1* projectile point. 
 
ROMO 54  Brown chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point. 
 
Note: the RMNP Museum artifact, ROMO 78, was incorrectly attributed to site 5LR6 
in Benedict 1996: Figure 47gg. UNC Museum research found documentation for the 
artifact that shows it came from 5LR323 in Moraine Park, see the listing for that site 
below. The artifact is ROMO 78,  a Black chert Early Ceramic corner-notched 
projectile point. 
 
ROMO 81  Light brownish-gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Ceramic 
    projectile point (no notches). 
 
ROMO 108 White Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
ROMO 148d Light gray and red Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 148e Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite speckled rust red, 
  Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile 

point. 
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ROMO 232 Grayish-brown Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-notched 

projectile point.  
 
ROMO 1015 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
     
ROMO 383 Light brownish-gray Kremmling chert Late Archaic/Early 
    Ceramic projectile point (upper and mid sections). 
 
ROMO 700 White Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
ROMO 1012 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1013 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 

ROMO 1014 Colorless Kremmling chert Early Ceramic projectile point 
  tip. 
 
ROMO 1015 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1017 Amber (fire reddened) Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-

notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1018 Creamy pink chert spalled by burning Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1019 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic corner-notched 

projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1020 Gray to pink Flattop chert Late Archaic/Early Ceramic projectile 

point tip. 
 
ROMO 1022 Very dark reddish-brown chert, spalled by burning, Early Archaic 

(Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile 
  point. 
 
ROMO 1023 Yellow-brown and black petrified wood Late/Mountain 

Paleoindian, parallel-oblique flaked, projectile point mid-section. 
 
ROMO 1024   Fine grained gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Ceramic projectile 

point tip. 
 

ROMO 1025 White Kremmling chert Late Archaic biface tip. 
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ROMO 1027 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1028 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite with red mottling Early Archaic 
  (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1029 Light gray and white Kremmling chert Middle Archaic stemmed, 

indented Hanna base projectile point.  
 
ROMO 1030 White Kremmling chert, spalled by burning, Late Archaic 
  corner-notched projectile point. 

 
ROMO 1031 White detrital chert Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Great Basin 
  Stemmed) projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1032 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite with red mottling, Early Archaic (Mt. 

Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 1033 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Middle Archaic stemmed, indented 

base Hanna projectile point. 
ROMO 1034 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex), 

square stemmed corner-notched projectile point. 
 

ROMO 1035 Dark pink porcellanite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-
notched projectile point. 

 
ROMO 1036 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic corner-notched 
  dart point. 
 
ROMO 1037 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite stained red and yellow-brown 
  Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
ROMO 1101 White Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
ROMO 2056 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite with pink tinge Early Archaic 
  (Mt. Albion complext) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4505 Tan Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4522 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite with pink coloration Early Archaic (Mt. 

Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 

ROMO 4523 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite reddish-brown 
  Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point 
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ROMO 4553 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4554 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4555 Yellowish-pink chert Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-

notched projectile 
 

ROMO 4556 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 
complex) corner-notched projectile point. 

 
ROMO 4557 Gray Kremmling chert Middle Archaic stemmed, indented 
  base Hanna projectile point.  
 
ROMO 4558 Brown chert possibly containing quartz crystal inclusions Late 

Archaic corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4574 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4575 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4576 White to orange Kremmling chert Early Archaic stemmed 

    projectile point/knife. 
 
ROMO 4577 Yellowish-brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic 
  corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4578 White Windy Ridge Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic corner-

notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4579 Yellowish-brown Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic corner-

notched projectile point. 
 

ROMO 4580 White Dakota orthoquartzite with reddish-brown inclusions 
  rimmed yellow Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched 

projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4581 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4582 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite with pink coloration  
  Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile 

point. 
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ROMO 4583 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite with red coloration  Early Archaic (Mt. 
Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 

 
ROMO 4584 Reddish-yellow Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner-

notched projectile 
 
ROMO 4593 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 

ROMO 4594 Maroon, pink, and white porcellanite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 
complex) corner-notched projectile point. 

 
ROMO 4595 Brown Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic (Elko eared) 
  projectile point. 
 
ROMO 14224 Light to dark gray and pink Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic 

(Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 14230 Light red to yellow-white chert Middle/Late Ceramic Desert side-

notched projectile point. 
 

 ROMO 14232 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late/Mountain Paleoindian 
  lanceolate projectile point. 
 
ROMO 14233 White Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
ROMO 18282 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18558    Brown, with red inclusions, chert (source unknown), Early Ceramic 

projectile point. Noted as coming from the Flattop Mountain trail in 
RMNP Museum records. 

 
ROMO 18651 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18652 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18653 Maroon and gray chert or petrified wood, spalled by burning, 
  Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
ROMO 18656 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18657   Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 
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ROMO 18659 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18661 White Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18662 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18665 Very dark reddish-brown and white Dakota orthoquartzite 
  spalled by burning Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-

notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18668 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite with brown coloration,  Early 
                          Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point tip. 
 
ROMO 18669 Light Dakota orthoquartzite tinged pink and rust red 
  Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile 

point. 
 
ROMO 18671 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) squared stemmed corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18672  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite tinged rust red Early Archaic (Mt. 

Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18674 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite red, Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point tip. 
 
ROMO 18676  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18678  Light and dark gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. 

Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 

ROMO 18679 Light olive gray quartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 
corner-notched projectile point. 

 
ROMO 18681 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite with brown mottling Early 

Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18683 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite tinged pink Early Archaic (Mt. 

Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 18684 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 

corner-notched projectile point. 
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ROMO 18687 Yellow-brown to white chert cf. Table Mountain Early Archaic 
(Mt. Albion complex) corner-notched projectile point. 

 
ROMO 18690 Colorless to white Kremmling chert Early Ceramic projectile 
  point tip. 
 
ROMO 18699 Pinkish-brown chert with black dendritic inclusions Late Archaic 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 

ROMO 18700 Translucent yellow-orange chert Late Archaic corner-notched 
projectile point 

 
ROMO 18702 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion 

complex) corner-notched projectile point 
 

ROMO 19283   White crystal quartz (local source) Early Archaic (Mount 
           Albion) corner-notched, rounded base, projectile point base. 

Note: The following artifacts are noted by Benedict 1996 as being curated in the 
University of Colorado Museum. An effort to relocate them for curation in the 
RMNP Museum in 2003 was unsuccessful. 

 
No Number a* Dark brownish-gray and red Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
No Number b* Pink to red chert Middle/Late Ceramic unnotched preform 
  or projectile point. 
 
No Number c* Grayish-brown chert, with black dendrites, Middle/Late Ceramic 

side-notched projectile point. 
 
No Number c2* Light gray Windy Ridge Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic 

corner-notched projectile point. 
 
No Number d* Opaque white chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point. 
 
No Number e* Gray chert, tinged with pink, reworked Mountain Paleoindian 
  Projectile point midsection. 

 
*  University of Colorado Museum  
 
Pottery from 5LR6 in RMNP Museum. 
 
ROMO 76 Apachean or Ute Uncomphagre Brownware potsherds. 
 
ROMO 82 Apachean or Ute Uncomphagre Brownware potsherds. 
 
ROMO 245 Two Early Ceramic cord-marked potsherds. 
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ROMO 389 Apachean or Ute Uncomphagre Brownware potsherds. 
 
ROMO 699 Apachean or Ute Uncomphagre Brownware potsherds. 
 
Groundstone from 5LR6 in RMNP Museum 
 
ROMO 18398 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 18399 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 18340 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 18341 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
ROMO 18342 Sandstone grinding slab. 

 
ROMO 18343 Sandstone grinding slab. 
 
5LR12 (Old Man Mountain) 
 
Note: Artifacts from previous surveys at Old Man Mountain were recovered from the 
University of Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
(Locality E, University of Colorado, C-49-38, Jack Moomaw Collection, 
Moomaw 1935:38). 
 
001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner-notched 
 projectile point (base missing).  Benedict 1985:  23, 16f. 
002  White with light inclusions, Kremmling chert Late Archaic/Early 
 Ceramic corner-notched projectile point fragment (Benedict 1985: 
 23, Fig.16g). 
003  Dark red with black inclusions, Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic 
 corner-notched projectile point (Benedict 1985: 23, Fig.16h). 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic/Early Ceramic corner- 
 notched projectile point (Benedict 1985: 23, Fig.16i). 
005  Light brown Kemmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 
 point (part of base and one blade side missing) (Benedict 1985:  23, 
 Fig. 16k). 
006  White to light brown chert (source unknown) Middle Archaic (McKean 
 Complex, Hanna Type) projectile point (upper quarter missing – source 
 unknown) (Benedict 1985:  23, Fig16l). 
007  Dark red to reddish-brown with orangish-brown cortex on top, Hartville 
 chert formal tool (scraper) (Benedict 1985:  26, Fig. 18k). 
008  Dark red to reddish-brown, with brown cortex on the edge, Hartville chert  
 formal tool (knife/scraper). 
009  Black obsidian informal tool (retouched flake knife) (Benedict 1985:  26,  
 Fig. 19c, right). 
010  Very dark gray Kremmling chert informal tool (retouched blade knife). 
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011  Black obsidian informal tool (retouched flake knife) (Benedict 1985:  26, 
 Fig. 19c, left). 
012  Black to dark gray Ute finger-indented potsherd.  (Benedict Type E, 
 Benedict 1985:  17-18, not pictured). 
013  Light gray to gray-brown Uncompahgre Brownware potsherd. 
014  Brown to brownish-gray Pueblo III corrugated potsherd (Benedict 1985: 
 20-21, Fig. 13m). 
015  Light red Lyons sandstone unifacially ground metate fragment (Benedict  
 1985:  30, Fig.20a, left). 
016  Light red to reddish-brown Lyons sandstone, unifacially ground , metate 
 fragment.  (Benedict 1985:  30, Fig.20a, right). 
017  Yellow-brown with black inclusions, biotite schist cobble hammer  
 (pestle?) and abrader.   (Benedict 1985:  30, Fig. 20b). 
 
ROMO 62       White chert formal tool (bifacially flaked knife) (Benedict 1985:    
                       28, Fig.18c). 
ROMO 73       Pinkish-brown quartzite Middle/Late Ceramic/Protohistoric 
         tri-notched projectile point (tip missing) (Benedict 1985:  25, 
         Fig.16a). 
 
ROMO  135    Brown, banded quartzite formal tool (bifacially flaked knife) 
         (Benedict 1985:  28, Fig.18b). 
 
ROMO  144    Milky chalcedony possible Late Archaic corner-notched 
         projectile point base and lower section (midsection and tip 
         missing)  (Benedict 1985:  25, Fig.16d). 
 
ROMO  145    Brownish-pink chalcedony with cream colored chert inclusions, 
         (Flattop chert) formal tool (flake end-side scraper) 
         (Benedict 1985:  28, Fig.18i). 
 
ROMO  282    White porcellanite formal tool (bifacially flaked knife) 
         (Benedict 1985:  28, Fig.18g). 
 
ROMO  354    Clear chalcedony with inclusions of opaque white chert, 
         formal tool (drill/awl) (Benedict 1985:  28, Fig.18f). 
 
ROMO  523    Creamy-yellow to buff chert formal tool (bifacially flaked 
         knife) (Benedict 1985:  28, Fig.18a). 
 
ROMO  4600  Waxy, yellow-brown variegated chert formal tool (bifacially 
         flaked knife) (Benedict 1985:  28, Fig.18h). 
 
ROMO  6573  Milky chalcedony with orange-pink chert inclusions, 
         Middle/Late Ceramic/Protohistoric unnotched projectile point 
         (tip missing) (Benedict 1985:  25, Fig.16e). 
 
Number Not Assigned    Clear chalcedony with inclusions and vug fills of 
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          of white chert, Mid/Late Ceramic/Protohistoric 
          tri-notched projectile point base and right tang 
          (Benedict 1985:  25, Fig.16b). 
 
Number Not Assigned    Grayish-brown chert with light gray, chalky 
          patina, Mid/Late Ceramic/Protohistoric, tri- 
          notched projectile point lower section with 
          right notch, right side of base and tip missing) 
          (Benedict 1985:  25, Fig.16c). 
 
Number Not Assigned    Milky chalcedony formal tool (drill/awl) (Benedict 
         1985:  28, Fig.18d).   
 
Number Not Assigned    Pink chert formal tool (drill/awl) (Benedict 1985: 
          28, Fig. 18f). 
 
Number Not Assigned    Clear to tan chalcedony with black dendritic  
          inclusions, formal tool (flake knife) (Benedict 
          1985:  28, 18j). 
  
5LR15 (Trail Ridge Game Drive) 
 
001  Yellow-white Kremmling chert projectile point tip.  Found near an open 
 camp and associated hearth in a krummholz stand west of the Trail  
         Ridge Game Drive area.  The hearth was radiocarbon-dated to 260+40 
         BP (AD 1690). Although the base is missing, the inwardly oriented  
         basal corners of the partial point suggest that it had either been corner 
         or side notched. 
 
002   Reddish-brown to brown Table Mountain jasper biface tool.  
        The basal area of the tool appears to have been reworked into 
        an oblique  angle to the tool’s cross-section and may represent reworking 
        of a previously broken tool. The tool type broadly conforms to Middle to 
        Late Ceramic (Late Prehistoric) unnotched projectile point/biface knife 
        examples. The artifact was discovered immediately south of the Trail 
        Ridge Game Drive area, a locality believed to have been used for game 
        processing. 
 
003   Heavily burned  formal tool (bifacially flaked knife/scraper) made of  
        white with black inclusions, Kremmling chert.  The tool was recovered in   
        a generalized game processing area on the south side of the west ridge  
 of the Trail Ridge Game Drive. 
 
004  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite corner-notched, expanding stem Early 
 Ceramic projectile point.  The tool was recovered immediately southeast 
 of an area of small ponds southwest of the Trail Ridge Game Drive. 
 
005  White Kremmling chert Middle to Late Ceramic Period side-notched 
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 projectile point.  The artifact was discovered at the eastern edge of an 
 extensive Krummholz stand south of the Trail Ridge Game Drive. 
 
006  Translucent, brown Kremmling chert informal tool fragment, heavily 
        weathered on one side (scraper). 
 
007  Yellow-brown to dark brown Table Mountain jasper/chert bifacially 
 flaked formal tool (scraper/knife) fragment (tool left on site but  
 photographically documented). 
 
008  Yellow-brown with darker brown lines, petrified wood biface knife 
 informal tool (tool left on site but documented photographically).  
 
Tested Krummholz Camp Area Debitage 
 
Surface debitage recovered within a five meter circumference area of the tested camp 
hearth (n=11) 
 
 6  White to gray Kremmling chert tertiary “re-tooling” flakes. 
 1  Translucent borwn Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 2  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 1  Clear, transparent crystal quartz secondary “re-tooling” flake. 
 1  Gray, fine-grained quartzite secondary flake. 
 
Debitage recovered in stratigraphic units 1 and 2 in and within the hearth test unit 
(n=14) 
 

7  White Kremmling chert tertiary micro-flakes. 
4  Transparent, clear crystal quartz tertiary micro-flakes. 
2  Brown chert tertiary micro-flakes. 
1  Red chert tertiary micro-flake. 

 
Pre-SAIP Project Artifacts 
 
“Yuma” (Post-Folsom) Paleoindian projectile point found on crest of Iron Dyke by 
Jack Moomaw (see Benedict 1996:  12-13) 
 
Benedict-recovered artifacts: 
 
Benedict (1996: 14-15, Fig.11a) Point 1-Lower third of a Late Archaic/Early Ceramic 
brown Table Mountain jasper, corner-notched projectile point (ROMO catalogue 
number 18278). Found in boulder “blind” area on west side of kill area saddle. 
 
Benedict (1996:  14-15, Fig. 11b) Point 2-Nearly complete (tip missing) brown 
Table Mountain jasper corner-notched, Early Ceramic projectile point (ROMO 
18279).  Found in boulder “blind” area on the west side of kill area saddle. 
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Benedict (1996:  14-15, Fig. 11c) Point 3-Nearly complete (one basal tang missing) 
Late Archaic corner-notched, light red to light brown, chert (source unknown) 
projectile point (ROMO 18280).  Found on north side of kill area saddle. 
 
5LR68  
 
Elizabeth Yelm Survey 1933 
 
ROMO  87   Pale brown, with light brown banding, chert Late Paleoindian 
                    projectile point upper mid-section with parallel-oblique flaking. 
                    Material source and point type unknown. 
 
ROMO 106  Red Dakota orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian projectile point 
                    upper section, tip missing, with parallel-oblique flaking. Point type 
                    unknown. 
 
Artifacts collected independently and catalogued in RMNP Museum by RMNP 
personnel and park visitors. 
 
ROMO 690   Brown Kremmling chert Late Paleoindian Angostura (?) type 
       projectile point, base largely missing. 
 
ROMO 4546 Unknown source chert Middle Archaic (McKean Complex) 
                     Hanna projectile point. 
 
ROMO 4547 Dark gray-brown to light brown quartzite (Dakota orthoquartzite 
                     variant?) James Allen/Frederick projectile point. 
   
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
001 (48-4)  White Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mount Albion) corner- 
     notched projectile point (area from tip diagonal to one notch,  
     missing). 
002 (48-5)  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (knife/scraper). 
003 (48-6)  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface knife- upper half). 
004            Gray with fine black flecks, andesite tabular formal tool (blank/ 
            knife/scraper) upper two thirds. 
005 (48-1)  Brown to dark brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake scraper). 
006 (48-3)  Brown with light brown wavy lines chert formal tool fragment 
           (knife/scraper). 
007 (48-2)  Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool fragment (biface knife or 
            projectile point). 
 
5LR81 
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001  Small red chert formal tool (biface tool). 
002  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper). 
003  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper) 
004  Translucent brown, with black and gray inclusions, chert 
 informal tool (core scraper). 
005  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (blade knife), tip missing. 
006  Light gray chert formal tool (flake knife). 
007  Tan, with gray inclusions, chert formal tool (blade knife). 
008  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=8) 
 
      2  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
   2  White to light gray Kremmling chert  primary and secondary  
               flakes. 
   3  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper primary and secondary  
       flakes. 

  1  Light brown, with black and light gray inclusions, chert 
             secondary flake. 

 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
009  Red to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake end  
 scraper). 
010  Brown to yellow-brown chert informal tool (flake knife). 
011  Brown with light brown inclusions, chert informal tool (knife). 
012  Brown chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
013  Red to light red Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (thick blade knife). 
014  Brown with light brown inclusions, chert informal tool (flake knife/ 
 chopper). 
015  Brown, with light brown inclusions, chert informal tool (flake chopper/ 
 scraper). 
016  Brown, with light brown inclusions, chert informal tool (flake  
 knife/scraper). 
017  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (blade knife/ 
 scraper). 
018  Brown chert informal tool (flake knife). 
019  White to gray local quartz informal tool (thick flake chopper/knife). 
  
 Debitage (n=-16) 
 
   10  Brown with light brown inclusions, primary and secondary 
         flakes (from same core). 
     3  Red to dark red and yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper 
         secondary flakes. 
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     2  Dark gray to light gray with basalt inclusions, rhyolite (local 
         Specimen Mountain) secondary flakes. 
         1  Dark red with white bands, agatized chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR82 
 
001  Dark red, coarse-grained quartzite formal tool (core chopper). 
002  Dark red, with light gray inclusions,and red banding, quartzite 
 informal tool (knife/scraper). 
003  Dark red quartzite tool core. 
004  Red quartzite formal tool (flake knife). 
005  Red, with gray inclusions, Table Mountain jasper formal tool (core  
 scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=16) 
 
   15  Red to dark red Specimen Mountain jasper primary and  
         secondary pressure flakes. 
          1  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper secondary shatter flake. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
006  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic/Early Ceramic  
 corner-notched projectile point fragment. 
007  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (core chopper). 
008  Red to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake burin/ 
 scraper. 
009  Light red Flattop chert informal tool (flake knife). 
010  Light red Flattop chert formal tool (end scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=4) 
 
   1  Brown with round, white inclusions, chert primary flake (white to  
       light brown cortex). 
   3  Dark red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
 
5LR83   
 
RMNP Museum 
 
ROMO 693   Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point, in RMNP Museum 
          catalogue not described as yet. 
ROMO 6633  Light brown Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched 
          projectile point. 
ROMO 6913  Light brown to light gray Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner- 
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          notched projectile point. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
001  Grayish-brown to red Dakota orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian Angostura 
  projectile point base. 
002  Dark red chert/jasper with light brown inclusions, Late Paleoindian  
 projectile point midsection with parallel-oblique flaking.  Possibly 
 reworked along blade edges. 
003  Light red bifacially ground sandstone metate fragment. 
 
  Debitage (n=19) 
 
   7  Light red, red, gray and light brown Dakota orthoquartzite  
       secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   5  Light brown, dark brown and yellow-brown Kremmling chert 
       secondary flakes. 
      4  Red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
       flakes. 
   1  Dark brown to gold, translucent chert secondary flake. 
   1  Reddish to yellow-brown chert secondary flake. 
   1  Red to yellow-brown quartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR85 (Note: This site is a re-evaluation, it is believed described by Husted in his 
1962 masters thesis, although it was not assigned this number at the time.) 
 
001 Light brown with dark brown bands chert formal tool (multipurpose tool). 
002 Tan Hartville chert formal tool (flake knife). 
003 White Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point. 
 
 Debitage (n=3) 
 
   2  Grey Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 

  1  Gray and white Dakota orthoquartzite quartzite secondary  
      flakes. 

 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
004  Reddish-brown Hartville (Spanish Diggings) quartzite Late Paleoindian 
 Cody Complex (Kersey/San Jon Type), parallel-transverse flaked 
 projectile point (upper two thirds). 
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 Debitage (n=2) 
 
   2  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary (1) and tertiary 
        (1) flakes. 
 
5LR86 
 
UNC site re-evaluation 
 
001 Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=8) 

      
   2  Gray and brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 

  3  Red, white and gray quartzite secondary flakes. 
  2  Tan with brown inclusions chert secondary and shatter 
      flakes. 
  1  Dark brown chert primary flake. 
 

Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
001  White Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
002  Brown and fire-reddened quartzite mano fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 
ROMO  18551   Dark red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean  
           Complex) Mallory point (documented and curated in the RMNP 
           Museum). 
 
5LR87 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
001  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife/possible 
  projectile point tip). 
002  Brown to reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake  
 scraper/knife). 
003  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
004  Light brown to gray Kremmling chert informal tool (notched flake, 
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 possible spokeshave). 
005a-d  Reddish-brown to red sandstone metate fragments 
006  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner-notched 
 projectile point fragment (base with notches). 
  
 Debitage (n=60) 
 
   38  Dark red to gray-brown Table Mountain (Specimen 
         Mountain) jasper secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
   16  Light brown, brown, reddish-brown and yellowish-brown 
         Kremmling secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
     2  Light brown to reddish-brown to red Dakota orthoquartzite 
         secondary flakes. 
     2  Reddish-brown Hartville quartzite secondary flakes. 
     2  Reddish-brown to light brown mottled chert secondary and 
         tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR88 
 
001  White ceramic plate fragment, word “Grindley” on bottom. 
 
 Debitage (n=5) 
 
   4  Red to black Table Mountain jasper tertiary and shatter flakes. 
   1  Gray, with black banding, Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
002  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
003  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=13) 
 
   13  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
         flakes. 
 
5LR89 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite(McKean complex) Hanna projectile  
 point. 
002  Light brownish-gray translucent Kremmling chert Middle Archaic 
 (McKean Complex) Duncan projectile point base.  
003  Light brown chert informal tool (prismatic blade knife). 
004  Light tan chert formal tool (knife/scraper). 
005  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (side scraper). 
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006  Light gray with white cortical material, Kremmling chert informal 
 tool (side scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=25) 
    
   9  Red Table Mountain jasper primary, secondary and shatter  
       flakes. 
   7  Red chert primary, secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   4  Brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   3  White, light gray and and light brown Kremmling chert 
       secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   1  Brown with gray inclusions and dark brown bands agatized 
       chert secondary flake. 
   1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
Husted (1962:  30, 98, 105-106) reported recovering two Early Archaic/Mount 
Albion projectile points and two corner-notched Early Ceramic projectile points at 
this site in the original survey. However, only two Early Ceramic and one Early 
Archaic points were located in Husted’s collection from the site when it was retrieved 
from the University of Colorado Museum and placed in curation at the RMNP 
Museum. Those are described and listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
006 (61-7)  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner-notch 
                   projectile point (tip missing). 
007 (61-7)  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper corner-notched  
                   Early Ceramic projectile point (tip missing). 
008 (61-7)  Gray-brown, with reddish-brown staining, quartzite Early Archaic 
    corner-notched projectile point. 
009 (61-7)  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake scraper). 
010 (61-7)  Light brown with white to light brown inclusions Kremmling chert 
     informal tool (flake core scraper/knife). 
011 (61-7)  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
012 (61-7)  White crystal quartz tetrahedral crystal fragment (ritual object?). 
013 (61-7)  Dark red to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper flake core. 
014 (61-7)  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=19) 
 
   10  Dark red to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary 
         flakes. 
     3  Gray to black translucent obsidian secondary flakes. 
     2  Light brown to white Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
     2  Gray and reddish-brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary 
         flakes. 
     1  Brown to light brown quartzite (source unknown) secondary  
         flake. 
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     1  Dark red with light red crystalline inclusion areas, chert  
         (source unknown) secondary flake. 

 
5LR90 (Note: This site was re-evaluated and formally recorded in the 2000 Season 
by UNC, then revisited and re-surveyed in the 2001 season. The following catalogue 
includes artifacts from both seasons). 
 
001  Light brown, with black speckle inclusions, Kremmling chert Early
 Ceramic corner-notched projectile point. 
002  Red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, Early Ceramic corner- 
          notched projectile point.  
003  Gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex), 

side-notched projectile point. 
004  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper Middle/  Late 
Ceramic side-notched projectile point.  
005 Yellow-brown petrified wood Early/Late Archaic side-notched 
 projectile point base.  
006  Dark red Table Mountain jasper side-notched Early Archaic projectile 
        point base.  
007  Yellowish-red chert Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point. 
008  Brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic projectile point base  
 fragment. 
009  Light brown Kremmling formal tool (graver). 
010  No artifact for this number (number was skipped). 
011 Reddish brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacially flaked 
        tool fragment). 
012  Reddish brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacially flaked  
        tool fragment). 
013 White Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacially retouched  
         tool edge fragment). 
014  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface retouched tool edge). 
015  Late Early or Middle Ceramic cord-marked potsherd with fine cord 
        marking. 
016  Red sandstone metate fragment. 
017  Brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic projectile point mid-section. 018  
Dark purple Specimen Mountain andesite informal tool (core chopper/ 
        scraper)-(Concentration 1). 
019  Dark purple Specimen Mountain andesite core-(Concentration1). 
020  Gray to white quartzite core-(Concentration 1). 
021 Yellow, red, purple brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
        core- (Concentration 1). 
022  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain andesite core-    
        (Concentration 1). 
023  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain andesite informal 
 tool (core scraper)-(Concentration 1). 
024  Black Specimen Mountain obsidian formal tool (flake knife)  
        (Concentration 1). 
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025  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain andesite core-
 (Concentration 1). 
026  White Kremmling chert formal tool (serrated blade knife) fragment- 
         (Concentration 1). 
027  Large, tan to yellow-brown quartzite informal tool (cortical flake  
         chopper/knife)-(Concentration 2). 
028  Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake burin)-(Concentration 2). 
029  Light brown to white Kremmling chert informal tool (core chopper)- 
        (Concentration 2). 
030 Purplish-red (with yellow mottling and black inclusions) Specimen  
         Mountain jasper core-(Concentration 2). 
031  White Kremmling chert formal tool (end-scraper)-(Concentration 2). 
032  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife/projectile 
         point tip). 
033  Red brown and whitish purple Specimen Mountain jasper flake core 
  -(Concentration 2). 
034  White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool) fragment (Concentration  
 2).  
035  White Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool) (Concentration 
 2). 
036 Yellowish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper, exhausted 
         core (Concentration 2). 
037  Dark gray (with obsidian and basalt fleck inclusions) Specimen Mountain  
         rhyolite informal tool (scraper/knife) (Concentration 2). 
038  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal 
         tool (flake scraper/knife)-(Concentration 2).  
039  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal 
         tool (edge retouched, flake scraper)-(Concentration 2). 
040  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper formal  
         tool (flake scraper/knife)-(Concentration 2). 
041  White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool fragment)-(Concentration 
 2). 
042  Brown and dark gray Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool 
         (biface tool fragment)-(Concentration 2).  
043  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper exhausted core (Concentration 2). 
044  Ultra fine grained brown quartzite with numerous white black and clear 
 quartz inclusions informal tool (scraper) – (general area). 
045  Red Table Mountain jasper exhausted core – (general area). 
046  Brown with greenish inclusions chert informal tool (blade knife/scraper) 
 - (Concentration 1) 
047  Dark reddish-brown quartzite informal tool (flake knife) (Concentration  
 1). 
048  Brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (scraper) (Concentration 1). 
049  Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife) fragment  
 (Concentration 2). 
050  Gray chert informal tool (knife/scraper). 
 
Total Lithic Debitage Amounts from both 2000 and 2001 Seasons (n=472) 
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 Debitage from 2001 Survey Season (n=397) 
 
 243  Red, dark red, brown, dark brown and yellow brown Table 
                Mountain/Specimen Mountain primary, secondary and tertiary  
                flakes. 
 134  White to light brown Kremmling chert primary, secondary and 
                 tertiary flakes. 
     9  Brown to gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
     2  Brown and yellow brown banded petrified wood secondary flakes. 
     2  Yellowish-white welded tuff flakes. 
     3  Miscellaneous white, gray, and brown chert secondary and tertiary 
                flakes (sources unknown). 
     4  Specimen Mountain rhyolite primary and secondary flakes. 
        Debitage from 2002 Survey Season (n=70) 
 
        Concentration 1 
  
  Debitage (n=59) 
 
  45  Dark red, black to yellow brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain 
               jasper primary, secondary, and tertiary flakes. 
  13   Light brown to white Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      1   Dark gray (with basalt inclusions) Specimen Mountain rhyolite            
secondary flakes. 
 
         Concentration 2 
 
  Debitage (n=11) 
 
  4  Red, with yellow orange and yellow orange with red inclusions,         
Specimen Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
  3  Red and black Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper secondary 
             flakes. 
  1  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
  3  Yellow-gray, gray and brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
051  Dark to medium brown, with light brown inclusion lines, petrified wood 
 Clovis projectile point base.  The concave base and inward tapering 
 lower blade/tang areas are ground. 
052  Yellow-brown, with brown to gray-brown patches, chert/jasper Early 
 Archaic (Mt. Albion) corner-notched projectile point base. 
053  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Lovell Stemmed/Constricted (reworked) 
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 projectile point (tip missing) with parallel oblique flaking. 
054  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 
 point fragment. 
055  White fine grained quartzite (source unknown Early Archaic,  
        corner-notched projectile point (lower two-thirds). 
056  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner-notched 
 projectile point fragment. 
057  White quartz Early Archaic (Mt. Albion) projectile point fragment (base). 
058  Light brown to red Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion) 
 corner-notched projectile point. 
059  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean Complex, 
 Hanna type) projectile point (lower half). 
060  Red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (McKean Complex, Hanna 
 type) projectile point (stem and base only). 
061  Brownish-red Specimen Mountain andesite formal tool (knife/chopper). 
062  White, with inclusive, fused sedimentary quartzite, quartz and basalt 
 fragments, Specimen Mountain andesite formal tool (knife/chopper). 
063  Dark gray, with red streaks and blotches, quartzite formal tool (biface 
 tabular knife). 
064  Purplish-brown with white inclusions Table Mountain/Specimen  
 Mountain, formal tool (drill/graver). 
065  Black with quartz inclusions, rhyolite formal tool (scraper). 
066  Dark red with blue-white andesite formal tool (awl). 
067  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacially flaked knife). 
068  White Kremmling chert formal tool (flake drill). 
069  White Kremmling chert formal tool (graver/drill). 
070  Yellow-brown with brown wavy lines, petrified wood informal tool 
 mid-section (biface knife). 
071  White Kremmling chert formal tool base (drill). 
072  Light red to brownish-pink chert formal tool (flake knife). 
073  Reddish-brown with brown to yellow-brown laminations, Hartville 
 quartzite formal tool (bifacial chopper). 
074  Brown chert (source unknown) formal tool (flake knife). 
075  Reddish-brown to brown Table Moutain jasper formal tool (bifacially 
 flaked flake scraper). 
076  Yellow-brown chert (source unknown) formal tool fragment. 
077  Yellow-brown to dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake core 
 chopper). 
078  Yellow-brown to dark red Table Moutain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
 informal tool (retouched core scraper). 
079  Yellow-brown to red Table Moutain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
 flake core. 
080  White Kremmling chert flake core. 
081  Brown Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
082  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool (flake chopper). 
083  Light brown with gray inclusions chert informal tool ( flake knife/chopper). 
084  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
 (flake knife). 
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085  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Moutain jasper informal tool (flake 
 scraper). 
086  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool (awl/ 
 drill). 
087  Red Table Moutain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
088  White with light brown cortex and basalt inclusions andesite informal tool 
 (flake graver/knife). 
089  Light gray with basalt inclusions chert informal tool (graver). 
090  White Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
091  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
092  White to light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (blade knife). 
093  Reddish-brown to dark red Lyons sandstone bifacially ground 
 metate fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=93) 
 
   51  Red, dark red, black and yellow-brown Table Mountain/ 
         Specimen Mountain jasper primary, secondary (some 
         with cortex), tertiary and shatter flakes. 
   17  White with basalt inclusions, Specimen Moutain andesite 
         secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
   10  White to white translucent Specimen Mountain chalcedony 
         (in very thin layers) primary, secondary and shatter flakes. 
     8  White, light brown to dark gray Kremmling chert secondary 
         and tertiary flakes. 
     3  Dark red to black, with quartz and basalt inclusions, Specimen 
         Mountain andesite primary and secondary flakes. 
     1  Gray North Park petrified wood secondary flake. 
     2  Pink to reddish-brown chert secondary flakes. 
     1  Light brown to red quartzite with coarse sandstone “cortex” 
         on one side, primary flake. 
 
RMNP Museum 
 
ROMO 173  Dark brown to black, micaceous, Dismal River(Lovett Plain) 
              potsherd. 
    
5LR91 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1960 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1960 Husted Survey: 
 
001  Light brown to white Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
002  Light brown Kremmling chert core. 
003  Reddish-brown with black flecks Hartville chert informal tool (blade 
 knife). 
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 Debitage (n=20) 
 
   14  Red, dark red to yellow-brown Table Mountain/Specimen 
         Mountain primary, secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     3  White, light brown to dark gray Kremmling chert secondary 
         flakes. 
     1  Brown petrified wood secondary flake. 
     1  Red, yellow-brown and brown banded (agatized) chert  
         secondary flake. 
     1  Light brown to dark brown, with light brown inclusions, chert 
         shatter flake. 
     **Other:  (non archaeological) 
                      One partial elk tooth fragment. 
5LR92 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1961 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1961 Husted Survey: 
 
001  White crystal quartz (local source) Early Archaic (Mount Albion  
        Type 1) projectile point. 
002  White crystal quartz (local source) formal tool fragment (biface 
        knife),  
 possibly a fragment of 001 although it does not physically match). 
003  Red Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic (Hanna type, with Duncan- 
 like stemming) projectile point. 
 
5LR93 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1961 survey were recovered from the University of 
Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1961 Husted Survey: 
 
001  Yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper Middle-Late Ceramic to  
 Protohistoric side-notched, concave base projectile point. 
002  Brown with fine black lines, petrified wood formal tool (side scraper). 
 (resembles Palmer Divide, Eastern Foothills, “palm wood.”) 
003  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (lightly retouched 
 flake knife). 
004  Red, brown and yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal 
 tool (small blade knife). 
005  Red, brown and yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool 
 fragment (retouched flake knife). 
006  Brown to dark brown Table Mountain (or Specimen Mountain) jasper 
 core. 
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  Debitage (n=44) 
 
   33  Red, dark red, brown and yellow-brown Table Mountain 
         and/or Specimen Mountain jasper primary (2), secondary 
         and shatter flakes. 
     9  Purplish-red with white flecks and splotch inclusions 
         chert/jasper secondary flakes (source unknown, but 
         possibly Table Mountain variant). 
             1  Brown with black inclusions, chert secondary flake 
         (source unknown). 
             1  Light brown Kremmling chert shatter flake. 
 
    *Other:  One weathered bear first metatarsal (right) bone. 
5LR94 
 
001    Dark brown to white Kremmling chert, corner-notched Early Archaic 
     projectile point fragment. 
 
  Debitage (n=1) 
 
    1 Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flake 
 
Husted (1962:  30, 100) first recorded this site in 1961 during research for his 
Master’s thesis.  The following artifacts were collected from 1961 survey. 
 
002  Brown with rare black flecks chert (source unknown), Late Archaic  
 corner-notched projectile point fragment. 
003  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flake.    
 
5LR318 (Lawn Lake) 
 
001a-e Five Dismal River rim sherds (designation probable, sherd type may 

   also be Uncompahgre Brown, Plain-considered less likely).  Test  
   Excavation Grid No. 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 1/ .41-.42 m BS. AMS 
   radiocarbon date from organic residue scraped from sherds was 
   540+50 BP (Beta-144870). 
 

002 One large Dismal River rim sherd (designation probable, sherd type may 
 also be Uncompahgre Brown, Plain-considered less likely). Test 
 Excavation Grid No. 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 1/ .45 m BS. 

 
003 One medium-sized Dismal River body sherd (designation probable, 

sherd type may also be Uncompahgre Brown, Plain-considered less 
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likely). Test Excavation Grid No. 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 1/ .42 m BS. 
 
004 One small Dismal River body sherd (designation probable, sherd type  
         may also be Uncompahgre Brown, Plain-considered less likely). Test 

Excavation Grid No. 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 1.  
 
005 One medium-sized Dismal River body sherd (designation probable, 

sherd type may also be Uncompahgre Brown, Plain-considered less 
likely). Test Excavation Grid No. 1A, Stratigraphic Unit 1. 

 
006a-h  Eight small, weathered, Dismal River body sherds (designation 

     probable, sherd type may also be Uncompahgre Brown, Plain- 
     considered less likely). Recovered from spillway profile slump (east 
     face) belonging to stratigraphic unit 1. 

 
007  One medium Dismal River body sherd (designation probable, sherd type 
         may also be Uncompahgre Brown, Plain-considered less likely).  Test  
         Excavation Grid No. 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 1/ .42 m BS. 
  
008  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian projectile point base 
         (Angostura variant). Test Excavation Grid No. 1C. Stratigraphic  
         Unit/Depth BS (below surface): Unit 3/ .25 cm BS. Directly associated 
         with AMS radiocarbon sample date (adjacent hearth) of 8000+170 BP  
         (Beta-144867). 
 
009  White Kremmling chert Middle Archaic (Hanna Type) projectile point. 
        Recovered on surface during 2000 survey. 
 
010  Light yellowish-brown chert informal tool (utilized thumbnail 
        scraper/knife). Test Excavation Grid No: 1A. Stratigraphic unit 2 
 
011  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake micro-scraper). 
        Test Grid Unit No. 1A, Stratigraphic unit 3. 
 
012  Rusted metal buckle fragment. Test Excavation Grid No.: 1B, 
        Stratigraphic Unit 1/ .41-.43 cm BS 
 
013  Mottled yellow-brown to yellow-white chert formal tool (flake 
        knife/scraper). Test Excavation Grid No.: 1B, Basal Unit 3 
 
014  Red to reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. Surface find in lithic 
        concentration 2. 
 
015  Light red to red sandstone metate fragment. Test Excavation Grid No.: 2, 
        Stratigraphic Unit 3. 
 
016  Light red to red sandstone metate fragment. Test Excavation Grid No.: 
        1B, Stratigraphic Unit 2. 
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017  Red to reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. Test Excavation Grid 
        No. 2, Stratigraphic Unit 2. 
 
018  Dark gray biotite schist metate fragment. Surface find near the Ranger 
        Cabin. 
 
019  Reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. Surface find near the Black 
        Canyon Trail junction with the Roaring River Trail, east of the main site 
        area. 
 
020  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife tip). Test 
        Excavation Grid No.: 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 2. 
 
021  Light brown Kremmling chert (with intact cortex) formal tool (biface 
        scraper/knife). Test Excavation Grid No. 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 2. 
 
022  Red-brown Hartville chert formal tool (knife) tip. Test Excavation Grid 
        No. 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 1. 
 
023  Red-brown to reddish-gray Hartville chert informal tool (flake scraper, 
        retouched). Test Excavation Grid No.: 1B, Stratigraphic Unit 1. 
 
024  Dark brown to light brown (with cortex on one side) Kremmling chert 
        informal tool (flake knife, lightly edge retouched). Surface find in lithic 
        concentration 2. 
 
025  Red-brown Specimen Mountain andesite informal tool (flake 
        chopper/scraper). Surface find in lithic concentration 2. 
 
026  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper).  Surface 
        find in lithic concentration 2. 

Lawn Lake (5LR318) artifacts collected prior the 2000 UNC testing program 
and curated in the Rocky Mountain National Park Museum 
 

Diagnostic Projectile Points/Bifaces 
 
ROMO 96 Early Archaic (Mount Albion) projectile point, very dark gray 

Kremmling chert, triangular, convex edges, side-notched, made on 
large flake, one side only partially flaked. 390 x 170 mm x 30 mm.  

 
ROMO 202 James Allen parallel-oblique flaked projectile point base. Deep 

concave base, rear edges flare slightly. Base is ground, most of blade 
missing.  Material-dull brownish yellow fine quartzite with evidence 
of possible firing or heat-tempering. Dimensions: 220 x 190 mm x 50 
mm.  
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ROMO 19288  Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point made of a 
                        probable gray, with red iron stain “splotches”, Dakota 
                        orthoquartzite. 
 

Ceramic Sherds 
 
Three Uncompahgre Brownware Sherds-Located in Mobile Storage Collection. 
Unaccessioned as of 7/2000. 
 

Non-diagnostic Lithic Flaked  Tools 
 
ROMO 57 Flake knife with serrated edges (roughly rectangular, both longitudinal 

edges slightly flaked on both faces). Gray and white translucent 
Kremmling chert. 590 x 260 mm x 60 mm.   

 
ROMO 95 Dark-red brown jasper/chert knife, 630 x 230 mm x 75 mm, pointed at 

one end, leaf-shaped, large end broken, heavily rolled.  
 
ROMO 63 Light brown Spanish diggings quartzite, flake knife, 160 x 140 mm x 

110 mm.  
 
ROMO 1049  Pinkish gray chert utilized flake, 140 x 140 mm x 25 mm.  
 
ROMO 1052a  Very dark brown Kremmling chert flake awl, 210 x 210 mm x        
                         50 mm.  
 
ROMO 1052b Olive chert flake knife, 260 x 130 mm x 20 mm with rounded  
        edges.  
 
ROMO 1053 Brown Spanish diggings quartzite, utilized flake- knife/scraper, 240 x 

230 mm x 35 mm.  
 
ROMO 1056 Dark gray Specimen Mountain Jasper bifacially flaked scraper, reused 

biface section. Dimensions: 250 x 230 mm x 50 mm.  
 
ROMO 1059 Light brown Spanish diggings quartzite, flake scraper, 240 x 170 mm 

x 60 mm.  
 
ROMO 1501 Grayish/pale brown Spanish diggings quartzite, multi-purpose end 

scraper/drill, with heavily worn tip, 350 x 210 mm x 70 mm.  
 

Lithic Waste/Debitage Flakes 
(no ROMO numbers given) 

 
4   Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flakes. 

 
3   White Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
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    3   Red chert tertiary flakes. 
 

1   Brown petrified wood secondary  flake. 
 
1   Light to yellowish-red chert  secondary flake. 

 
ROMO 1051  Dark brown chert shatter flake, 270 x 130 mm x 70 mm.   
 
ROMO 298    Brown chert secondary flake, 240 x 110 mm x 30 mm.  
 
ROMO 1055 Dusky red to brown Kremmling chert secondary flake, 160 x 135 mm 

x 25 mm.  
 
ROMO 298 Very dusky red chert, heat-spalled, secondary flake, 190 x 220 mm x 

50 mm.  
 
ROMO 1048  Dark gray chert secondary flake, 240 x 120 mm x 20 mm. 
 
ROMO 375    Pink/Light red chert secondary flake. 
 
ROMO 1061 Very pale brown Kremmling chert secondary flake, 180 x 140 mm x 

20 mm.  
 
ROMO 49 Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake, 170 x 80 mm x 20 

mm.  
 

Ground Stone Tools 
 
Metate fragment (sandstone). Size noted in pre-2000 field notes as being 1500 x 1500 
mm x 400 mm thick. Not collected. (Noted in 1996 state form). Possibly one that was 
collected by UNC in 2000 testing/survey program.  
 
5LR323 
 
ROMO  77   Reddish-brown, with a blueish tinge, quartzite (possibly a variant  
   of Dakota orthoquartzite) Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) 

  corner-notched projectile point. 
 
ROMO 78   Black to dark brown chert (source unknown) triangular, corner- 
           notched Early Ceramic projectile point (one tang and base missing). 
 
ROMO  4563   Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper triangular Middle 
            Archaic (possible Duncan) projectile point. 
 
ROMO  2081  Light-brown, with orange to light-red flecks, chert/chalcedony 
             formal tool (scraper). 
 
Assorted flake debitage was reported, but not collected. 
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5LR325 
 
ROMO 6635  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Middle Archaic 
            (McKean Complex) Hanna projectile point base. 
 
ROMO 16273  Light-brown to yellowish-gray Kremmling chert Early Archaic 
            (Mount Albion Complex) projectile point. (from Concentration 1A in 
            Hartley 1980). 
 
ROMO 16275  Moderate brown Table Mountain jasper Middle-Late Ceramic 
            (?) projectile point. (from Concentration 1B in Hartley 1980). 
 
ROMO 16276  Dusky brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner- 
             notched projectile point. (from Concentration 1B in Hartley 1980). 
 
ROMO 16277  Light olive gray Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner- 
             notched projectile point. (from Concentration 1C in Hartley 1980). 
 
ROMO 16278  Yellowish-gray Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Mount Albion) 
              corner-notched projectile point. (noted on west slope of  site in 
              Hartley 1980). 
 
5LR327 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (knife/scraper).  
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Light gray Kremmling chert primary flake. 
 
Yelm (1935:  61, Figure 25) reported finding a Late Paleoindian James 
Allen projectile point base at this site. That artifact is curated in the RMNP Museum 
as: 
 
ROMO  4649  Dusky red Dakota orthoquartzite Late Paleoindian James Allen  
  projectile point base. 
 
5LR337 
 
001  Light gray-brown Kremmling chert informal tool (bifacial knife) fragment. 
002  Light brown with white inclusions and reddish patches, Kremmling chert 
 informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=12) 
 
   8  White to light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
         manufacturing/shatter flakes. 
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           3  Dark red to black Specimen Mountain jasper secondary and  
       tertiary flakes. 
   1  Tan to light red chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR603  
 
001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
           1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary (shatter) flake. 
 
5LR604 (Bear Lake Shuttle Lot Site) 
 
001   Light reddish brown Dakota orthoquartzite, serrated, corner-notched. 
         Dated to terminal Late Archaic to early Early Ceramic projectile point. 
002   White chert (with black flecks), edge retouched formal tool (flake 

scraper)(designated as part of RMNP Museum Number ROMO-6613,  flake 
 debitage collected by Anderson in 1979 in cluster C). 

003 Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (utilized flake  
knife) (designated as part of RMNP Museum Number ROMO-6613, flake 
debitage collected by Anderson in 1979 in cluster C). 

 
Lithic Debitage (n=75) 

 
Cluster  A (n=20) 
 
Debitage stored in RMNP Museum under Catalogue Number ROMO 6611 
 

8  Reddish brown Table Mountain jasper, secondary and tertiary 
      manufacturing, re-tooling and shatter flakes. 

1  Light brown secondary Kremmling chert flake. 
1  White (with pink lines), local rose quartz, tertiary flake. 

 
Debitage stored in RMNP Museum under Catalogue Number ROMO 19373 
 

3  Light brown to white Kremmling chert secondary manufacturing and          
    retooling and shatter flakes. Source: Middle Park, Colorado. 
6  Red to dark red (with black inclusions) Table Mountain secondary and  
    tertiary manufacturing, re-tooling and shatter flakes. Source:     
    Middle Park, Colorado. 
1  Yellowish red tertiary (thinning) flake. Source unknown. 

 
Cluster B (n=3) 
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Debitage stored in RMNP Museum under Catalogue Number ROMO 6612 
 

1  Dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary (thinning) flake.  
    Source: Middle Park, Colorado. 
1  Red Table Mountain jasper, secondary (thinning) flake. Source: 
    Middle Park, Colorado. 
1  Light brown Kremmling chert, secondary(thinning) flake. Source:  
    Middle Park, Colorado. 

 
Cluster C (n=53) 
 
Debitage stored in RMNP Museum under Catalogue Number ROMO 6613 
 

1  Brown quartzite secondary (thinning) flake. Source: eastern Colorado      
    plains. 

       18  Dark brown to dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and 
     tertiary flakes, including a few pressure flakes. Source: Middle Park,      
    Colorado. 
1  Light brown Kremmling chert, tertiary edge retouch flake. Source: 
    Middle Park, Colorado.  

         1  White and red chert secondary (thinning) flake with small amount of 
             cortical material.    
         1  Light red (with white flecks) chert micro/pressure flake. Source:  
   probable eastern plains or foothills. 
 
Debitage stored in RMNP Museum under Catalogue Number ROMO 19376 
 

2  Red and dark brown Table Mountain jasper shatter flakes. Source:    
    Middle Park, Colorado. 

      23  Red, reddish-brown, and dark brown Table Mountain jasper  
    secondary and tertiary flakes. Source: Middle Park, Colorado.  
3  Brown to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes.  
    Source: Middle Park, Colorado. 
1  Brownish yellow chert tertiary(thinning) flake. Source: probable 
   eastern plains or foothills. 
2  Reddish brown (with white flecks) chert tertiary flakes. Source:  
    unknown, but believed to be eastern plains or foothills. 

 
5LR605 
 
001  Reddish-brown chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point. 
002  Cream to light gray chert complete formal tool (biface knife/end scraper). 
003  Light gray with white inclusions Kremmling chert informal tool. 
004  Large light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper/spokeshave). 
005  Medium gray with white inclusions Kremmling chert Early Ceramic 
        projectile point midsection. 
006  White Kremmling chert corner-notched Early Archaic (Mount Albion 

Complex) projectile point fragment. 
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007  Light brownish-gray Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
008  Large angular gray to brown with white banding and inclusions  
        Kremmling chert informal tool (blade knife). 
009  Grayish-brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper). 
010  Tan with dark gray inclusions and striations chert informal knife/scraper. 
011  Clear quartz crystal (local source) flake core. 
012  Cream quartzite informal tool (scraper). 
013  Light gray with white inclusions Kremmling chert informal tool 
        (flake knife). 
014  1944 pure silver liberty dime. 
Debitage in all Concentrations and General Scatter (n= 107) 
 
     General Site Area Flake Scatter 
 

Debitage (n=47) 
 
  31  White-brown to light tan and gray Dakota orthoquartzite  

             secondary and tertiary flakes. 
    8  Light gray Kremmling chert primary, secondary and shatter    
        flakes. 
    4  Tan to dark brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 

           2  Light grayish-brown, with black inclusions, secondary               
                       flakes. 
    2  Red chert tertiary flakes. 
 
     Concentration 1 
 

Debitage (n=52) 
 
  20  Light gray to light brown Kremmling chert primary, secondary 
        and tertiary flakes. 
  10  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
        flakes. 
    9  Tan chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
    3  Dark red with white inclusions jasper primary and secondary 
        flakes. 
    3  Pink to red chert secondary and tertiary (thinning) flakes. 
    4  Grayish-brown chert secondary flakes. 
    1  Transluscent Kremmling chert shatter flake. 
    1  White chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
    1  Light gray with numerous red inclusions quartzite shatter flake. 
 
     Concentration 2 
  

Debitage (n=8) 
 
    3  Light gray to light brown Dakota orthoquartzite primary and 
        secondary flakes. 
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    3  Light gray to brown Kremmling chert primary and secondary 
        flakes. 
    1  Gray, with cream banding, petrified wood secondary flake. 
    1  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR608 
 
ROMO  691  White, with black lines, chert (source unknown) Late Paleoindian 
              (James Allen/Frederick type) projectile point (base missing). 
 
ROMO  832  Fifteen dark brown to black Ute fingernail-impressed 
              Uncompahgre Brownware pottery sherds. 
 
Note: a second James Allen projectile points was also reported as originating from the 
site, but has yet to be located in the RMNP Museum collection. 
 
5LR611 
 
ROMO 19368  Dusky red, possible Table Mountain jasper, biface base 
                        considered to represent a likely Clovis projectile point base. 
 
5LR3834 
 
(Artifact stored in the RMNP curation facility) 
 
001a-e   Five purple glass fragments, including a partial bottle neck and rim. 
002        Light blue bottle glass fragment.      
003a-g  Six clear window glass fragments.  
004        Brown glass bottle base fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
        1  Tan chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3835 
 
001  Welded (volcanic) tuff tool core or core tool. 
002  Historic tin lid, imprinted on it is the Statue of Liberty. Size is .65 cm.  
        The maker is U.S. Tobacco Co., founding sponsor is “Liberty”,  
        dating between 1886 and 1926. 
 
        Debitage (n=3) 
  
         2  Red chert secondary flakes. 
         1  Red, brown, and tan chert secondary flake. 
  
5LR3836 
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001  Reddish-yellow chert core. 
 
        Debitage (n=6) 
  
      5  Red chert secondary flakes. 
   1  Brown chert secondary flake. 
 
Artifacts noted, but not collected include bottle glass fragments, color ranging from 

clear to brown, rusty round head nails (lengths not noted), steel bolts (size 
and shape not noted). 

5LR3837 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
  1  Reddish-yellow chert secondary flake. 
  1  Reddish-yellow chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3838 
 
001  Condensed milk can, traits dating it to between 1912 and 1915. 
 
5LR3839 
 
001   Granite mano. 
 
Historic artifacts noted, not collected include scattered porcelain sherds, glass, and 
metal fragments. 
 
5LR3840 
 
001a-b  Light red sandstone metate fragments.  
 
LR3841 
 
001  Intact tin can with contents still inside. Measures 70 cm in height and 80  
        cm in width. Printed on top of can is  “Canadian”. Dated between 1912 to 
        1915.  
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include bottle glass sherds 
 
5LR3843 
 
001a-c   Red to light red sandstone metate fragments. 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Light red chert secondary flake.. 
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5LR3844 
 
001  Clear glass Windex bottle, approx. 14.0 cm in height. Dated to 1950’s. 
002 Light purple glass container fragment, approx. 10.0 cm in height. Dated  
        between 1920 to present. 
003 Light green glass container top. Possibly an insulator from a lightning rod  
        dated approx. 1882. 
004 Off-white two-holed button. 
005 Yellow clear glass bottle neck. Dated between 1850 to 1870. 
006 Purple bottle neck with handle. Dated 1906 to present. 
007 Square tin container with “Pompeian Virgin Olive Oil” written on it. Dated 
         between 1875 to 1900.  
008 Metal container with flip lid. Unable to date due to insufficient resources. 
009  Metal door lock. Unable to date due to insufficient resources. 
010  Tin evaporated milk can. Dated post 1900. 
011 Metal soda pop can. Dated between 1904 to 1950’s. 
012  Dark green glass champagne or wine bottle. Dated 1920’s to present. 
013 White glass base fragment. Dated 1913 to present. 
014 Light green glass neck and base. Dated 1913 to present. 
015  Clear ketchup bottle. Dated between 1900 to 1950’s.  
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  White quartzite secondary flake. 
 
 Historic Debitage (n=7) 
 
   2  Ceramic fragments. One with gold rim, the other cracked  
                      porcelain design. 
   2  Light purple conglomerate glass fragments. 
   1  Yellow clear glass container bottom. 
   2  Round metal nails.  
 
     Variety of glass fragments recorded but not collected,white, clear,  
             light green, and light blue.  Other rusty metal objects/pieces. 
      Metal and wood scatters. 
 
5LR3845 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Red chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3847 
 
001  White quartzite formal tool (scraper/knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
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   1  White to light gray quartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR3848 
 
001  Tin can with undecipherable printing. Traits suggest a 1904 to 1930’s 
         date range. 
 
 
 
5LR3849 
 
Debitage (n=5) 
 
  4  White Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
  1  Light red to white chert secondary flake. 
    
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included one seal-seam can lid. 
       
5LR3851 
 
001   .22 bullet shell casing. 
 
5LR3852 
 
001  Clear glass bottle neck. Dated 1920 to present. 
 Debitage (n=4) 
 
 1  Concrete fragment. 
 1  Ceramic fragment. 
 1  Clear glass fragment. 
 1  Tin lid. 
      Tin cans. 
      Green and clear glass fragments. 
      Small white-glazed ceramic sherds. 
     Concrete. 
      Asphalt shingles. 
 
5LR3853 
 
Historic artifacts recorded in the field but not collected: 
 
     5   white ceramic fragments. 
    4     metal (cast iron) pieces. 
    8     various glass fragments: blue, clear, and purple colors. 
    3 Sheet tin fragments. 
 
5LR3854 
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001  Clear glass bottle with top. Dated 1920 to 1950’s. 
002  Clear glass fragment with writing. Dated 1940’s to present. 
003  Clear/white glass bottle neck. Dated 1940’s to present. 
004  Peach glass Coke bottle fragment. Dated 1910 to 1940’s. 
005  Hamm’s beer can with writing. Dated 1904 to 1950’s. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include sanitary can dump, ca. 30 cans 
various glass fragments. 
 
5LR3859 
 
001  Two razor blades. One is complete, while the other is partially  broken. 

Insufficient resources to date. 
002 Rusty can opener. Unable to date due to insufficient resources. 
003 Rusty metal shoe horn. Unable to date due to insufficient resources. 
004 Rusty metal container lid with writing. Dated 1904 to 1950’s. 
005 Rusty metal can with “Budweiser” label imprinted. Dated 1920’s to 960’s. 
006  White earthenware ceramic bowl bottom. Dated 1920’s. 
007 White ceramic container edge fragment. With cracked porcelain pattern 
        with blue, green pink, yellow and olive floral design. 
008  Two white ceramic fragments, probably edge pieces with gold floral 
 design.  
009 Two thick, plain white ceramic edge fragments. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include three purple glass fragments, 
various window pan glass fragments, various milk cans, 
white ceramic container base fragment, and white glass edge fragment. 
 
5LR3860 
 
001  Metal container with twist-on lid; use unknown. Dated 1890 to 1940. 
002  Small container. Possibly a cosmetic tin. Dated 1890 to 1940. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected includw unidentified metal car parts. 
 
5LR3862 
 
001  Mano fragment. 20 mm thick and 82 mm by 25 mm in size. 
002 Light purple glass fragment from a single glass bottle. “Blue Ribbon” 
        written on bottle base. Dated 1900 to 1925. 
004 Pink painted toothpaste metal tube with “Colgate Co. New York” 
        written on it. 
005  Metal rivet/button with writing and picture on it. The writing possibly says 
        “Errin’s glove”. 
006 Clear purple glass fragments from a single container. Dated 1920 to 
        1930. 
007 Ceramic fragments with a light blue blue-green glaze. Floral-like pattern 
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        on parts. 
008 Purple glass fragments from a single container. Some pieces have 
        indistinguishable writing on them. Dated 1920 to 1925. 
009* Clear glass bottle rim and neck. Dated 1920 to 1970. 
013 Light blue glass fragment possibly rim or edge. Dated 1920 to present. 
014 Light peach glass neck and rim bottle fragment. Dated 1920 to present. 
023* Ceramic container with a white glaze on the inside and a clear glaze on 
         the outside. Possibly red ware or stoneware. 
024 Cracked porcelain plate fragment. It is white with faded gold edge with 
         floral pattern.  
025 Off-white glazed stoneware ceramic fragment.  
026 Ceramic container fragment with green glaze on outside and white on 
         the inside, the bottom seems to be unglazed.  
027 White-gray glazed stoneware ceramic fragment. 
028 White-gray glazed stoneware edge and bottom fragment. The white-gray 
        glaze is on the inside as well as one side. The bottom is unglazed. 
029 White glass container edge and bottom fragment. Written on the outside 
        of the container is “Satin skin Crea”, while on the inside “JA” is written. 
        There is a floral shaped design on the bottom. Dated 1920 to 1960. 
030 White glass container fragment. The glass has a purple tint outside. 
031 White glass round container lid/top fragment. “_Boyd_” is written on it. 
        Dated 1920 to present. 
032 White glass lid fragment with writing on it. 
033 Thick ceramic fragment. Possibly a stoneware container. Glazed on both 
        sides with white-gray glaze except for rim, which is unglazed. 
034 White-gray glazed ceramic fragment. 
035 White ceramic edge fragment with red-orange painted design. 
036 White glass bottom fragment with ridges. Possibly bottom or top. 
037 White cracked glazed stoneware container fragment. 
038 White ceramic container fragment. Base piece with red-orange, green 
        and tan painted design on it. 
039 Ceramic fragment, stoneware red ware with a white glaze on one side    
        and clear glaze on the other. 
040 White cracked porcelain container with gold design. 
041 Red ware stoneware ceramic fragment. There is a clear glaze on all 
        sides, except where broken. 
042 White-gray glazed stoneware ceramic container fragment. 
043 Ceramic lid fragment, white with faded yellow, dark green, light green, 
        and pink design on it. 
044 White ceramic handle fragment with gold stripe. 
045 White cracked glaze ceramic base fragment. 
046 Ceramic base and side fragment with a green glaze on outside and 
        white glaze inside. 
047 White ceramic base fragment with red-orange painted design. 
048 White glazed ceramic edge fragment. 
049 Cracked white glazed ceramic base fragment. Possibly a plate base. 
050 White-gray glazed stoneware ceramic fragment. 
051 White-gray glazed stoneware ceramic container edge fragment. 
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052 Glazed red ware stoneware ceramic edge and bottom fragment. Clear 
        glaze outside with red glaze on the inside. 
053    White ceramic handle piece. The handle is bent. 
054 White ceramic fragment with gold faded pattern on edge. Possibly a 
        plate piece. 
055 White cracked glazed ceramic base fragment. 
056 Ceramic red ware stoneware edge fragment. One side glazed white, the 
        other glazed clear. 
057 White ceramic fragment with side piece with handle attachment with a 
        gold design on it. 
058 White ceramic plate base fragment. 
059 White ceramic plate edge fragment with gold design. 
060 White ceramic lid fragment with gold and purplish colored lid edge. 
061 White ceramic container fragment with handle attachment gold design 
        on it. 
062 White ceramic fragment with gold design along edge. 
063 White cracked glazed ceramic base fragment. 
064 White ceramic plate base fragment. 
065 White ceramic plate fragment with gold design. 
066 White ceramic plate fragment with gold design. 
067 White ceramic edge fragment with faded gold design. 
068 White ceramic fragment with a red-orange and dark green design on it. 
069 White cracked glaze ceramic pottery base fragment. 
070  White cracked glaze ceramic pottery base fragment. 
071 White cracked glaze ceramic pottery base fragment. 
073 White ceramic pottery base fragment. 
074 White ceramic fragment with red-orange and dark green painted tree 
        design. 
075 White ceramic fragment with red-orange and dark green design on it. 
076 White ceramic fragment with red-orange and dark green design on it. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
  1   Dark green glass fragment. 
  1   Purple glass fragment. 
  1   Clear glass flake. 
  1   Various glass sherds. 
  1   Light green windowpane glass sherd. 
  4   Porcelain ceramic sherds. 
  6   Purple glass bottle sherds. 
 
*  Due to the fact that the artifacts are curated in RMNP and not UNC, the  
   compilers of this catalogue were not able to determine why the number 
   order was disrupted. 
  
5LR3866 
 
001  Blue quartzite informal tool (utilized flake tool with retouched edg). 
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5LR3867 
 
001  Peach, pink, and white shell fragment. 
 
5LR3868 
 
001  Green glass Coke bottle fragments with writing, possibly from two 
        different bottles, dated 1923 to present. 
002 Brown-yellow chert informal tool (retouched flake). 
  
5LR3869 
 
001  Sanitary food can. Traits suggest manufacturing anytime between 1890 
        and 1960. 
 
5LR3870 
 
001  White cracked glaze ceramic plate edge fragment. The plate has a gold 
        design and ribbed edge.  
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include various tin cans (seam-sealed), 
and ceramic plate fragments. 
 
5LR3871 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Gray chert flake. 
 
5LR3872 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Gray/yellow chert core reduction flake. 
 
5LR3873 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Red chert flake. 
 
5LR3874 
 
001  Dark red/orange informal tool (retouched flake lithic tool). 
002  Yellow/brown chert informal tool (retouched flake lithic tool). 
 
 Debitage (n=13) 
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   1  Red chert tertiary microflake. 
   1  White chert secondary flake. 
   1  Dark red chert secondary flake. 
   1  Orange to yellow secondary chert flake. 
   1  Black to brown chert secondary flake. 
   1  Clear/white secondary chert flake. 
   1  Brownish-red chert secondary flake 
   2  Gray-white chert secondary flakes. 
   2  Tan chert secondary flakes. 
   2  Red chert secondary flakes. 
 
5LR3875 
 
001  Yellow-brown to yellow granite schist metate fragment. 
  
5LR3876 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
  1  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
  1  White chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3877 
 
001  Clear glass bottleneck 
002  Clear glass fragment with the word “use” and letters “Qw” on face. 
003  Clear glass bottle base fragment with numbers “2” and 
         “211” on bottom. 
004  Greenish-blue glass insulator fragment. 
005  Tobacco can. 
006  Coke can. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include a variety of ceramic pieces, metal 
fragments and wire. 
 
5LR3878 
 
001  White chert lithic tool fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=11) 
 
    1  White chert microflake. 
   1  Clear yellow chert microflake. 
   1  Yellow/white chert flake. 
   1  Brown chert flake. 
   1  Tan chert flake. 
   1  Black/brown chert flake. 
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   1  White chert flake. 
   1  Tan/white flake. 
   1  Orange/tan chert flake. 
   2  Gray chert flakes. 
 
5LR3880 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  White quartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR3881 
 
001 “Shooting Star” metal toy plane. Bottom has traces of red paint. 
 
5LR3882 
 
001 Black glaze stoneware ceramic container fragments with handle. There were six 

fragments in total from one single container. 
002 Clear glass bottle neck fragment. Dated 1920 to present. 
003 Clear glass container circular bottom fragment with writing on it, dated 1930 to 

1970. 
004 Clear glass container rectangular bottom fragment with writing, dated 1920 to 

1965. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
   Light, blue glass fragments. 
   Brown glass fragments. 
   Clear glass fragments. 
   Pale amber colored glass. 
 
5LR3883 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Black glazed white ceramic fragment. 
 
5LR3884 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
      Glass fragments. Found in stone pit. 
     Barbed wire. Found in stone pit. 
     Dark purple glass fragments. Found in stone pit. 
     Metal fragments. Found in stone pit. 
      2  Light purple glass fragments. Possibly the base and edge. 
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5LR3885 
 
Uncollected historic artifacts: 
 
   1  Small, sem-sealed tin can. 
    1  Small screw  top can 
 
Collected prehistoric artifact: 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
    1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper flake.  
 
5LR3886 
 
001 Brown glass bottle fragments from an entire bottle. All fragments seem to be 

present. Dated 1960 to present. 
 
5LR3887 
 
001  Intact clear glass bottle with seam and cork top (cork missing), dated 1920 to 

1970. 
 
5LR3889 
 
Historic artifacts recorded,  include various seam-sealed sanitary tin cans. 
 
5LR3890 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  White Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3891 
 
001 Light dray to light brown Dakota orthoquarztite Middle Archaic (McKean 

Complex) Duncan type projectile point. Excavated from upper stratigraphic unit 
1 in grid 7N/7E on west side of grid square, 5 cm b.s. 

002 Red Table Mountain jasper, partial corner-notched, Early Ceramic projectile 
point, surface.   

003 White Kremmling chert, corner-notched, Early Ceramic projectile point - 
surface. 

004 Brown sandstone metate fragment. Excavated from grid 8N/20E in stratigraphic 
unit 2 at 10-15 cm b.s. at grid locus 78 cm S, 31 cm E. 

005 Brown granite biotite schist metate fragment. Excavated from grid 8N/20E in 
stratigraphic unit 3 at a depth of 20-25 cm. the grid locus was 98 cm S, 10 cm 
E. 

006 White Kremmling chert informal tool with notch (knife/scraper). 
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007 Light reddish-brown chert formal flake tool (drill-graver). 
008 Brown Kremmling chert informal flake tool. 
009 Gray, purplish-red and white granite informal tool (utilized flake 
         knife/chopper). Excavated from grid 8N/20E in stratigraphic unit 2 at a depth of 

10-15 cm b.s. at grid locus 84 cm S, 31 cm E. 
010 Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper with cortex, 
         formal tool (core scraper). 
011 Gray Kremmling chert retouched formal tool.  
012 Light brown to dark brown Kremmling chert formal tool (knife/scraper/graver). 

Excavated from grid 8N/20E in stratigraphic unit 3 in the northeast corner of 
the grid at a depth of 20-25 cm b.s. 

013 Brown to tan quartzite informal tool (knife/scraper). 
014  Light brown quartzite formal tool (flake knife/side end-scraper). 
015 Yellow-brown, with fine black flecks, chert informal tool (core/scraper). 
016 Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
017 Reddish-tan chert informal tool (scraper/knife/spokeshave) 
        (has edge notch). 
018 Gray and red chert flake informal tool. Excavated from grid 9N/24E in 

stratigraphic unit 2. 
019 Dark red chert informal flake tool. Excavated from grid 9N/24E in stratigraphic 

unit 1. 
020 Dark brown granitic biotite schist metate fragment. Excavated from grid 

9N/24E in stratigraphic unit 3 at a depth of 23 cm b.s. Its grid locus was 57 cm 
S, 44 cm E. 

021 Brown sandstone metate fragment. Excavated from grid 9N/12E in upper 
stratigraphic unit 3 at a depth of 15 cm b.s. Its grid locus was 13 cm S, 35 cm E. 

022a, b  Reddish brown metate fragments. Excavated from grid 12N/16E in 
stratigraphic unit 3 at a depth of 20 cm b.s. Its grid locus was 58 cm S, 65 cm E. 

023 a-c  Brown granitic biotite schist metate fragments. Exavated from grid 9N/12E 
in stratigraphic unit 2 at a depth of 15 cm b.s. at grid locus 45 cm S, 20 cm E. 

024  Dark brown chert informal (flake) tool fragment. Excavated from grid 9N/24E 
in stratigraphic unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.). 

025 Brown chert formal tool (knife/awl tip). Excavated from grid 9N/24E in 
stratigraphic unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.). 

026 Brownish-red blade informal tool (knife). Excavated from grid 9N/12E in 
stratigraphic unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.). 

027 Brown quartzite cobble mano fragment. Excavated from grid 9N/12E in 
stratigraphic unit 3 (25-33 cm b.s.). 

028 Brown quartzite cobble flaker. Excavated from grid 6S/6E in stratigraphic unit 
4 (31-39 cm b.s.). 

029 Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). Excavated from grid 
9N/12E in stratigraphic unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.). 

030 Dark brown quartzite formal tool, (flake scraper). Excavated from grid 9N/12E 
in stratigraphic unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.). 

031 Brown quartzite mano. Excavated from grid 8N/20E in stratigraphic unit 2, grid 
locus 73 cm S, 27 cm E. (5-15 cm b.s.). 
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032 Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacial knife/scraper). 
Excavated from grid 9N/12E in stratigraphic unit 1 (0-8 cm b.s.), grid locus 45 
cm S, 63 cm E. 

033 White Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper/knife). Excavated from grid 6S/6E 
in stratigraphic unit 2 (10-16 cm b.s.). 

034 Gray to red Dakota orthoquartzite informal flake tool fragment (knife/scraper). 
Excavated from grid 9N/24E, stratigraphic unit 3 (18-32 cm b.s.). 

035 Brown granitic biotite schist metate fragment. Excavated from grid 12N/16E in 
stratigraphic unit 2 (10-21 cm b.s.). 

036 Brown Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). Excavated from grid 
6S/6E, stratigraphic unit 4 (31-39 cm b.s.). 

037 Reddish-brown to black Table Mountain jasper informal flake tool 
(knife/scraper). Excavated from grid 6S/6E in stratigraphic unit 3 (16-31 cm 
b.s.). 

038 Dark red, with gray-white mottling, chert informal tool fragment. The material 
strongly resembles Alibates chert from West texas. Excavated from grid 
9N/12E in stratigraphic unit 3 (18-25 cm b.s.). 

039 Brown Kremmling chert informal blade tool (knife). Excavated from grid 
9N/12E, stratigraphic unit 4 (25-33 cm b.s.). 

040 a, b, c  White porcelain plate sherds. Historic, early 20th Century, 
   
 Debitage, All (surface and excavated) (n=550) 
 
 Surface Debitage (n=77 ) 
 
    55  White, light brown to gray Kremmling chert secondary,  
                       tertiary shatter flakes. 
        18  Red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary, 
         and tertiary flakes. 
      1  Reddish-gray chert secondary flake. 
     1  Brown, with red flecks, chert secondary flake. 
      1  White crystal quartz shatter flake. 
     1  Yellow-brown, with black line inclusions, Trout Creek chert 
                      secondary (thinning) flake. 

     
Excavated Debitage (n=533) 

 
 Grid 3N/31E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-10 cm b.s.) 
 
   1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
   2  Light brown Kremmling chert (pressure) flakes. 
 
  Grid 6S/6E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-10 cm b.s.) 
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   9  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
       flakes (including pressure flakes). 
   6  Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   2  Brown to light brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (10-16 cm b.s.) 
 
  9  Brown to dark brown Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary and 
      shatter flakes. 
  1  Light reddish-brown, with fine black flecks, chert secondary 
      flake (source unknown). 
   1  Brown fine quartzite secondary edge removal flake. 
   1  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary (pressure) flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 3 (16-31 cm b.s.) 
 
  4  Dark brown to black chert secondary, tertiary and shatter 
      flakes (probable Eastern Foothills/Plains source). 
   4  Brown to medium brown chert secondary, tertiary, and 
       shatter flakes (probable Eastern Foothills/Plains source). 
   2  Brown quartzite secondary flakes. 
   1  White Kremmling chert tertiary (edge retouch) flake. 
  
   Stratigraphic Unit 4 (31-39 cm b.s.) 
 
   9  Light to dark brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
       flakes. 
   8  Red to black Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
       flakes. 
   1  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
   1  Brown, with yellow-brown lines, chert secondary flake  
       (possible Trout Creek chert). 
 
 Grid 7N/7E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-6 cm b.s.) 
 
   2  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (1) and tertiary (1) 
       flakes. 
    
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (6-16 cm b.s.) 
 
   4  White to brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
       flakes. 
 
  Grid 8N/20E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-5 cm b.s.) 
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   3  Gray-brown chert tertiary flakes. 
   2  Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
   1  Light red, with white line inclusions, chert tertiary flake. 
   1  Brown, with white inclusion areas, chert tertiary flake. 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (5-15 cm b.s.) 
 
   43  White, brown to gray, Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary, 
         and shatter flakes. 
   29  Dark red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper secondary, 
         tertiary, and shatter flakes. 
    
   Stratigraphic Unit 3 (15-25 cm b.s.) 
 
   44  White to gray-brown Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary and 
         shatter flakes. 
   20  Assorted dark brown, gray and dark red chert tertiary flakes. 
   11  Red to dark brown tertiary flakes. 
     2  Gray and yellow-brown chert tertiary flakes. 
     1  Brown, and black mottled, chert tertiary flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 4 (25-30 cm b.s.) 
 
   1  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
 
 Grid 8N/26E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-5 cm b.s.) 
 
   4  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary, and 
       shatter flakes. 
   1  Red and black (band) quartzite secondary flake. 
   
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (5-12 cm b.s.) 
 
   4  Red to light gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flakes. 
   3  White Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
   2  Dark brown and dark red jasper/chert tertiary flakes (possibly 
     
 Grid 9N/12E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-8 cm b.s.) 
 
   7  Light brown to gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
       flakes. 
   1  Brown, with dark brown streaks, chert tertiary flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.) 
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   35  White, light brown to dark gray Kremmling chert secondary,  
         tertiary, and shatter flakes. 
   21  Red, brown, and black Table Mountain jasper secondary and 
         tertiary flakes. 
     4  Yellow-brown to light red chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     3  Gray, with mottled white inclusions, secondary and tertiary 
         flakes. 
     2  White crystal quartz secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     1  Dark gray, with white flecks, chert secondary flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 3 (18-25 cm b.s.) 
 
   13  Light to dark brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
         flakes. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 4 (23-33 cm b.s.) 
 
   10  Light brown to brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
         flakes. 
     2  Red Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
     2  Brown quartzite secondary flakes. 
     1  Dark red, with white inclusions, chert/jasper tertiary flake. 
 
 Grid 9N/24E  
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-8 cm b.s.) 
 
     7  White to dark brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
     2  Gray-brown chert secondary flakes. 
     2  Dark brown chert tertiary flakes. 
     1  Red to white chert secondary flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.) 
 
     51 White, light brown to reddish-brown (burnt) Kremmling chert 
    secondary, tertiary, and shatter flakes. 
       9 Red to dark brown Table Mountain tertiary (pressure) flakes. 
       2 Dark brown chert tertiary flakes. 
       1 Reddish-brown, with white streaks, chert tertiary flake. 
       1 Brown quartzite secondary flake. 
 
 Grid 12N/16E 
 
   Statigraphic Unit 1 (0-10 cm b.s.) 
 
     20 White, light brown and gray Kremmling chert secondary, 
    tertiary, and shatter (mainly tertiary and shatter) flakes. 
       6 Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary 
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     flakes. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (10-21 cm b.s.) 
 
     14  White, light brown, and medium brown Kremmling chert 
           tertiary and shatter flakes. 
       2  Brown chert tertiary and shatter flakes. 
       1  Dark red Table Mountain tertiary flake. 
       1  Reddish-brown chert tertiary (pressure) flake.  
 
 Grid 18N/14E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-5 cm b.s.) 
 
      2 Light brown to brown Kremmling chert secondary (1) and  
   tertiary (1) flakes. 
   
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (5-10 cm b.s.) 
 
       2 Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 3 (10-20 cm b.s.) 
 
       1 Dark red Table Mountain tertiary flake. 
       1 Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 4a (20-30 cm b.s.) 
 
       3 Light Brown to brown Kremmling chert shatter flakes. 
       2 Red and dark brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
 
Surface historic artifacts recorded but not collected include various ceramics, glass, 
and fragments of heavily rusted tin. 

 
5LR3892 
 
001  Dark brown, with gray-white mottling, chert/jasper informal flake tool  
 (knife). 
002  Dark red to reddish-orange Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake 
 knife). 
003  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
004  Gray Dakota orthoquartzie formal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
005  White to light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife/graver). 
006  Red-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (partial biface knife base). 
007 Dark brown, with gray-white mottling, quartzite informal flake tool (knife). 

Excavated from grid 3S/5W, stratigraphic unit 2 at 18 cm b.s., grid locus 84 cm 
S, 48 cm E. 

008a-b  Brown to reddish brown sandstone metate fragment. Excavated from 
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  3S/5W, stratigraphic unit 2 at 11 cm b.s. at locus 80 cmS, 10 cm E. 
009 Brown to reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. Recovered from trail cut at 

east southeast eadge of site area. 
010 Dark brown quartzite informal tool (flake knife). Excavated from grid  
         3S/5W,stratigraphic unit 2 at 18 cm b.s., grid locus 84 cm S, 68 cm E. 
011 Reddish-brown chert informal tool (edge-retouched flake end scraper) 
012 Dark brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake side scraper). 
013 White porcelain plate lip sherd. Historic, ca. early to early mid 20th Century-

1900-1940. 
 
 Debitage, All (surface and excavated) (n=43) 
 
   Surface Debitage (n=24) 
 

  20  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary (9)  
                        and tertiary (11) flakes. 

        2  Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary (1) and 
                                tertiary (1) flakes. 
        1  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary  
                  flake. 
        1  Yellow-brown, with dark brown wavy line inclusions 
                                chert (similar to Trout Creek chert) secondary flake. 
 
    Excavated Debitage (n=19 ) 
 
    Grid 3S/5W 
 
   Stratigraphic unit 1 (0-8 cm b.s.) 
 
       1  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
       1  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
  
         Stratigraphic Unit 2 (8-17 cm b.s.) 
 
       1  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary (edge removal) 
              flake. 
  
    Stratigraphic Unit 3 (17-27 cm b.s.) 
 
      9  Dark red, reddish-brown, and yellow-brown Table  
                        Mountain jasper 
          secondary (1) and tertiary (8) flakes. 
      4  Light brown to brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
      1  White to clear chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
     Stratigraphic Unit 4 (27-35 cm b.s.) 
 
      2  Dark to yellow-brown, with light brown mottling,  
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           chert tertiary flakes. 
 
 
 
5LR3894 
 
Debitage (n=3) 
 
  1  Light gray to white Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
  1  White to translucent crystal quartz secondary flake, white. 
  1  White, with black inclusions, quartz secondary flake. 
 
5LR3896 
 
001  Cone tap beer can, ca. late 1930’s. 
 
5LR3897 
 
Historic artifacts store in the Rocky Mountain National Park curation facility: 
 
 1   Brown crockery fragment with corrugated pattern, burnt. 
 1   Black and white ceramic fragment. 
 1  White porcelain button. 
 1  White shell button. 
 1  Metal knife. 
 1  Rifle casing. 
 1   Staple. 
 2   Nails. 
 9   Glass shards, aqua, purple, green, and clear colors. Purple has a                   

 raised pattern. 
       12  White porcelain fragments. One with indistinguishable blue writing. 
 
5LR3898 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
  
  1  White to gray Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
  1  White to tan Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3899 
 
001  Yellow-brown chert, corner-notched, Early Ceramic projectile point. 
002  Reddish-orange and brown Eastern Foothills/Palmer Divide petrified 
 wood, corner-notched, Late Archaic projectile point. 
003  Dark red jasper, corner-notched, Late Archaic projectile point fragment. 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Late Archaic projectile point tip. 
005  Gray to light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake 
 knife/scraper). 
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006  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface knife) tip. 
007  Mottled light gray to medium brown quartzite formal tool 
     (scraper/graver). 
008  Light gray, brown, and dark gray Kremmling chert informal tool (knife/ 
 scraper). 
009  White to light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake 
 knife/scraper). 
010  Brownish-orange to brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake 
 knife/scraper). 
011  Dark brown and yellowish-brown streaked Palmer Divide (eastern 
 Foothills) petrified wood formal tool (core chopper/scraper). 
012  Yellow-brown, with red mottling, Table Mountain jasper formal tool  
        (end scraper). 
013  Dark red, with yellow mottling, Table Mountain jasper formal tool (side 
 scraper). 
014 a,b  Dark gray to reddish-brown granite schist metate fragments. 
015  Light brownish-pink sandstone metate fragment. 
016  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
017  Mottled light to medium brown formal tool (biface knife) fragment. 
018  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic projectile point base  
        fragment (from test unit 42E/1N, stratigraphic unit 2). 
019  Red Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 
        point (from test unit 42E/1N, stratigraphic unit 2). 
020  White to light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
021  Reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. 
022  Light brown sandstone metate fragment. 
023  Light brown sandstone metate fragment. 
024 a,b  Light brown to reddish brown sandstone metate fragments. 
025 Brown quartzite bifacial mano. 
026 Dark red Table Mountain jasper flake core fragment. 
027 Purplish-red, with dense white blotch inclusions, quartzite flake core. 
028 Dark brown Table Mountain, with rare light brown inclusions, jasper 
         flake core. 
029 Banded red, white and dark brown agate flake core. Excavated from grid 
 42N/1N, in stratigraphic unit 2. 
 
Debitage, All (surface and excavated) (n=168) 
 
 Surface Debitage (n=106 ) 
 
     53  White, dark brown, and light gray Kremmling chert  
                   secondary, tertiary, and shatter flakes.  
     49  Dark red and yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper 
                   secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
       1  Yellow-brown, with fine dark brown lines, chert tertiary 
                   flake. 
       1  Yellow-brown to reddish-brown chert tertiary flake. 
       1   Mottled light brown, dark brown and brownish-red secondary 
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                   edge retouch) flake. 
       1   Mottled white and dark brown chert tertiary flake. 
 
 Excavated Debitage (n=62) 
 
 Grid 2S/6E 
 
  Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-20 cm b.s.) 
 
     6 White to brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
     2 Brown (and one fire reddened) Table Mountain jasper tertiary 
   flakes. 
     1 Purplish-red, with many white flecks, chert tertiary flake. 
 
 Grid 2S/12E 
 
  Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-8 cm b.s.) 
 
     8 Red to dark brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
     1 Light red, brown and white mottled chert secondary (edge removal) 
   flake. 
     1 Brown and yellow-brown chert tertiary flake. 
 
  Stratigraphic Unit 2 (8-13 cm. b.s.) 
 
     1 Dark red, with gray-white inclusions, chert/jasper secondary 
   shatter flake. 
 
 Grid 6S/2E 
 
  Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-7 cm b.s.) 
 
     2  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (1) and tertiary 
       (1) flakes. 
    2  Brown to dark brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
 
 Grid 8S/3E 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 2 (4-13 cm b.s.) 
  
      3 Red to brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
      1 Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 3 (12-23 cm b.s.) 
 
      2 White and light brown Kremmling chert secondary (1) and tertiary 
   (1) flakes. 
      2 Dark brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
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      1  Reddish-brown chert secondary flake. 
  
Grid 42E/1N 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-8 cm b.s.) 
 
      4 Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary (1) and tertiary (3) flakes. 
      3 Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
  
    Stratigraphic Unit 2 (8-18 cm b.s.) 
 
    10 Red, dark red, and brown secondary (1) and tertiary (9) flakes. 
      5 Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (1) and tertiary (4) flakes. 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 3 (18-28 cm b.s.) 
 
      5 White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary (3) and tertiary (2) 
   flakes. 
      1 Gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flake. 
      1 Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
 
5LR3901 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
  1  Gray andesite secondary flake. 
  1  White Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3902 
 
001 Metal “church key” can opener. 
002 White chert informal tool (scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=17) 
 
   1  Purple glass fragment. 
   4  White ceramic fragments. One contains a blue stripe. 
       11 Reducing flakes, varieties of chert. Various colors are red,  
       brown, and white. 
     1  Unidentified material, possibly ceramic heavily corroded, white      

fragment. 
 
5LR3903 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacial knife fragment). 
002  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife). 
 
Debitage, All (surface and excavated) (n=59) 
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 Surface Debitage (n=40) 
 
 24  Red, dark red, reddish-brown and yellow-brown Table Mountain 
      jasper secondary (8) and tertiary (16) flakes. 
 14  White, light brown and gray Kremmling chert secondary (3) and 
      tertiary (11) flakes. 
   1  Brown chert secondary flake. 
   1  Purplish-red, with light gray flecks, chert secondary flake. 
 
 Excavated Debitage (n=19) 
 
 Grid 5N/2E 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 (21-27 cm b.s.) 
 
    8  Light red, with brown mottling, chert secondary (3) and tertiary (5) 
       flakes. 
    7  Yellow-brown, with brown area inclusions, chert secondary (2) and 
       tertiary (5) flakes. 
    1  Light to yellow brown tertiary flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 3a (27-37 cm b.s.) 
 
    3  Reddish-brown to gray-brown table Mountain chert tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR3904 
 
001 Gray chert formal tool (biface knife). 
 
5LR3905 
 
001 Quartzite cobble hammer stone. 
 
 Debitage (n=7) 
 
   7  White to brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
 
5LR3906 
 
Debitage (n=28) 
 
  28  Red to brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR3907 
 
001 Bottle neck made of purple glass. 
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5LR3908 
 
001 Gray chert formal tool (scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=3) 
 
   2  White to clear crystal quartz secondary flakes.. 
   1  Brown chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3909 
 
001 Black/gray/red chert formal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  White Kremmling chert tertiary (pressure) flake. 
 
 
5LR3910 
 
Debitage (n=11) 
 
  3   Clear quartz crystal  flakes. 
  7   Flakes, a variety of chert and colors, but mostly tan/gray  in 
       color. 
  1   Fire-cracked quartzite cobble fragment (FCR). 
 
5LR3912 
 
001   Red to brown chert formal tool (flake core/scraper). 
 
5LR3914 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
  1  White/gray chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
      1  White/gray chert  tertiary (pressure) flake. 
 
5LR3915 
 
001 Metal tag with writing, reading “Feb 1917”. Dated to 1917. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 Dark olive colored glass fragments. 
         Small light purple glass fragment. 
 
5LR3916 (the Mill Creek Site) 
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001 Metal tag  fragment with indistinguishable writing on it. 
002 Barbed wire. 
003 Bailing wire. 
 
 Debitage (n=7) 
 
   5  Clear glass fragments. 
   2  Golden-yellow chert flakes. 
 
Note: Artifacts from Husted’s 1961 survey at the Mill Creek site, no Colorado State 
Site Number appears to have been assigned at the time, were recovered from the 
University of Colorado Museum in 2003 and are listed below. 
 
Artifacts from the 1961 Husted Survey: 
 
ROMO  11029  Medium gray quartzite, probable Dakota orthoquartzite, Middle 

Archaic (McKean Complex) Hanna projectile point. Note: Although the 
projectile point was not recovered from the site by Husted, it was found in the 
current RMNP Museum collection with documentation showing it was 
recovered by a park employee in 1973 from the identical location of a Husted 
recorded/recovered debitage flake (see below). 

 
Note: A single debitage flake (ROMO 1473) was noted as being present at the site by 

Wil Husted, but no description is available and the flake has not yet been 
located in the RMNP Museum. 

 
5LR3918 
 
Debitage 
 
 1  White chert alternate flake. 
 
5LR3920 
 
001 Red chert, formal tool (possibly graver, awl or retouched flake tool). 
 
 Debitage (n=48) 

 
Variety of flakes, from microflakes to core reduction flakes. Possible                              
materials and colors: red chert, 2 golden-yellow chert, white chert, brown chert, 
and orange-brown cherts.  
1 or 2 flakes of white/gray volcanic tuff recovered from rake test. 

 
5LR3922 
 
Debitage 
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 1  White chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3926 
 
001 Pearly white button. 
002   No artifacts listed for this number. 
003 Metal rivet. 
004 Two pieces of white ceramic insulator. 
005 White half circle ceramic fragment with pattern. 
006 White ceramic container fragment. 
007 White ceramic fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=7+) 
 
   1  Clay pipe. 
   1  Concrete block. 
   1  Cinder block. 
   1  White ceramic piece with red-brown glaze. 
   2  thin pieces of pink sandstone. 
   1  Piece of insulator glass. 
     *Various glass fragments. 
     *Various wood pieces. 
    *Various ceramic pieces. 
 
5LR3928 
 
14 -16  Exotic stones and mountain materials such as: quartz,  
   and shell geode, sandstone, granite, smooth blue/white  
   rock. 
 
5LR3930 
 
001 Historic white ceramic (coffee) mug fragment. 
 
5LR3932 
 
Debitage (n=1)  
 
  1  Brown/gray chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR3937 
 
001    Clear glass, Diamond cross-section, preserve or honey, screw-top jar. 
  Number 01596 on lower track area.  Stamped on base is  : 
  DES. PAT.  7  <O>  1 467 . The maker is Dominion Glass Company and  
         type of bottle with  continuous screw-top threads – dates from ca.  1919. 
002    2.5 inch square-cut, fine finish iron nail, ca. 1880-1910. 
003   Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
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 Debitage (n=3) 
 
   1  Reddish-brown chert/jasper secondary flake 
     1  Brown to greenish-brown chert secondary flake. 
   1  Light gray Kremmling chert primary flake. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
   Purple glass bottle sherds. 
   White porcelain plate sherds. 
   Cut square nails. 
   Round wire nails. 
 
5LR3943 
 
ROMO 17735  Yellowish-brown Kremmling chert Middle Archaic, McKean 
          Complex, Hanna projectile point (upper third missing). 
 
5LR3948 
 
001 White to light brown Kremmling chert, tabular, weathered, raw material 
 fragment with cortex on one side and heavy weathering on the other. 
 One obliquely fractured edge may have served as an informal tool  
 (knife). 
002 Whitish gray to gray, with black flecks, rhyolite blade/flake informal tool 
 (knife). Local volcanic material. 
003 Brown chert (Eastern Foothills/Plains) formal tool fragment 
 (knife/scraper) 
004 Light reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. 
005  Red fine grained quartzite informal tool (bifaced flake knife). 
 
 Surface Debitage (n=6) 
 
    4  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary (2) 
                      and tertiary (2) lakes. 
    1  Brown and red-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary 
                      flakes. 
    1  Brown, with reddish-brown lines, quartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR4486 
 
001  Square tin can lid with the words “Est. 1913” on top. 
002  Round tin can lid. 
 
5LR4887 
 
001  Milled lumber board with round head nails. 
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002  Small brown glass bottle with screw cap and numbers/letters 
        “305B”, “9”, “8”. 
003  Green glass “7UP” bottle 
004  House shaped tin maple syrup can, probably “Log Cabin Syrup”. 
005  Clear glass fragment with words “One Pint Liquid”, “Estes Park”, 
 and “Amery”. 
006  White ceramic plate fragment with words “McLaughlin” and  
 “epublic”. 
007  Budweiser steel beer can. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included assorted metal and glass 
sherds. 
 
5LR4489 
 
001 Clear glass bottle neck. 
002 Brown glass bottle neck. 
003 Clear glass fragment with “Beachnut” written on it. 
004 Brown glass fragment with words and numbers reading, “1892”, “-Jey”, “-

urried”, and “-skey” on face. 
005 Purple glass fragment. 
006 Clear glass fragment with red stencil writing. 
007 Clear glass fragment of base. Numbers “165-24” and “66” on bottom. 
008 White ceramic plate fragment with flower pattern and gold rim. 
009 White ceramic plate base fragment with maker’s mark and word “Porcelain” on 

bottom. 
010 Square tin can lid, containing the words “Est 199” on top. 
011 Square nail. 
012 Metal pocket knife with 3 blades and handle piece. 
 
5LR4491 
 
001 White ceramic (porcelain) bowl/vase rim fragment. 
002 White ceramic (porcelain) bowl/vase rim fragment with engraved design. 
003 White ceramic (porcelain) bowl/vase rim fragment with blue/grey stripe. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include various metal cans, 
Glass fragments, wood and cut nails. 
 
5LR4492 
 
001 Leather shoe sole. 
002 White ceramic rim and base fragment. 
003 White ceramic base fragments with words “-G. Me”, “Hanley”, and “England” 

on it. 
004 Purple glass bottle fragment. 
005 Clear glass bottle fragment with shoulder. 
006 Clear glass bottle  fragment with yellow and red stencil writing. 
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007 Tobacco can with words “improved top” written. 
008 Metal can with “church key” puncture hole. 
009 Small solder dot can lid. 
010  Tin can lid with “Estab. 1873” stamped on it. 
011 Metal truck trailer bed toy with green paint and axle.  
 
5LR4493 
 
001  Red sandstone metate fragment. 
 
5LR4494 
 
001a-c  Three sanitary, seam-sealed, tin cans, ca. 1920-1950. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, include assorted metal fragments.  
 
5LR4495 
 
001 Chocolate “Nehi” can. 
002  Metal, container rim punch (“church key”). 
003 Tin, seam-sealed, sanitary can, ca. 1920-1950. 
 
5LR4496 
 
001  Green glass insulator fragment. 
002  Light brown translucent Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
5LR4497 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (knife/scraper midsection). 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include clear glass fragments, heavily 
rusted sanitary tin cans (seam-sealed), and soda bottle caps. 
 
5LR4498 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include assorted glass fragments (purple 
and blue) and square nails. 
 
5LR4501 
 
001  Solder-dot tin can. 
 
5LR4504 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
  1  Yellow-red and brown quartzite secondary flake. 
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  1  Brown and grey Dakota orthoquartzite chert secondary flake, with 
     cortex. 
 
5LR4505 
 
001 Red sandstone metate fragment. 
 
5LR4508 
 
Debitage (n=12) 
 
  12  Red, black, and brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR4509 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  White/tan chert secondary flake, with cortex. 
 
5LR4519 
 
001  Corroded .38 caliber pistol cartridge. 
002  Mother-of-pearl salt and pepper shaker top. 
003  Brown glazed earthware pottery sherd. 
004  Brown glazed earthware pottery bowl sherd. 
005  Brown glass bottle fragment. 
006  Metal fork with “U.S.” stamped on the handle. 
007  Crushed lightbulb base. 
008  Metal cupboard facing plate with screw holes in the top and bottom. 
009  Can lid with “Dublin Martin and Martin Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.” in 
 raised letters. 
010  Crushed lightbulb base. 
011  Metal table knife with “U.S.” stamped on the handle. 
012  Keyed metal bracket. 
013  Two metal pieces joined by a single rivet. 
014  Metal, bell-shaped clock part with “New Haven Clockworks” stamped 
 on it. 
015  Rusty teaspoon. 
016  Small white four-hole ceramic button. 
017a-d  Assorted (4) white, two-hole ceramic buttons. 
018  Clear glass, round cosmetics bottle with “Contents 6 fl.oz.” in raised 
 letters on the side near the bottom of the bottle. 
019  Brown glass, longnecked beer bottle. 
020  Two glass soda bottle sherds. 
021  Thick, clear glass bottle with ribbing on the sides (neck missing). 
022  Clear, glass, screw-top bottle neck with strands of wire twisted  
 through it. 
023  Clear glass bottle base (no maker’s marks). 
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024  Clear glass, square bottle base. 
025  Clear glass bottle fragment. 
026  Clear, oval glass bottle base. 
027  Green glass, Coke bottle fragment. 
028  Clear, oval glass alcoholic beverage bottle. 
029  Clear, glass, vertically ribbed bottle fragment with “Greeley” in raised letters on 

the base. 
030  Blue glass fragment with beaded edge. 
031  Clear glass jar fragment with “Indian Hills” in raised letters on the side. 
032  Brown glass bottle base fragment with maker’s mark for Illinois Glass Co. 
033  Clear glass bottle fragment. 
034  Glass fragment with wire through it, possibly part on a lightbulb electrode. 
035  Clear glass bottle sherd. 
 
5LR4520 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  White Kremmling chert tertiary (edge retouch) flake. 
 
5LR4521 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  White to light brown Kremmling chert shatter flake. 
 
5LR4523 
 
001  Blue-green glass bottle base with letters and number “AB and P6” on 
 bottom. 
002 Rusty sardine can. 
 
 5LR4524 
 
Historic artifacts recorded in the field but not collected.: 
 
 1  Green glass base fragment. 
 1  White glass fragment. 
 1  White ceramic rim with gold band. 
 1  Metal fragment with grey/blue paint. 
 1  Round-head wire box nail. 
 1  Riveted metal with 3 rivets. 
 
5LR4525 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included: 
   1 White ceramic base with rim fragments. 
   3 Clear glass fragments. 
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    1 Tin sanitary can lid. 
   5 Milled lumber boards. 
   1 Cast Iron metal piece. 
 
5LR4526 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  White quartzite flake fragment. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected,included: 
 
  4 Ceramic (porcelain) sherds. 
   3 Clear bottle glass fragments. 
 
5LR4527 
 
001 Clear glass jar with metal lid. 
 
5LR4531 
 
Debitage (n=23) 
 
  23 Grayish-white Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR4532 
 
001  Brown chert informal tool (utilized flake). 
 
  Debitage (n=3) 
 
    3  Grey/white Kremmling chert primary and secondary (thinning)  
              flakes. 
      
5LR4536 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  White to light brown Kremmling chert shatter flake. 
 
5LR4537 
 
001 Grey chert informal tool (utilized flake). 
 
 
 
5LR4538 
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Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included glass bottle 
fragments (turquoise and purple), and metal/ceramic fragments. 
 
5LR4539 
 
001  Clear glass “French’s Mustard” jar. 
002  Clear glass fragment with words, “-Eder Al-“ and  “Marke-“ written on face. 
003  Brown glass base with words “-IDS SA-“ and “-Bottle” written on it. 
004  Clear glass base with fluted sides. Containes numbers “6” and “0-9261”. 
005  Brown glass bottle base with words “0189”. 
006  Brown glass bottle fragment with vertical ribs and round dimples. 
007  Small brown glass bottle fragment. 
008  Brown, flat glass fragment. 
009  Clear glass bottle neck with words “Star” and “bid” in raised letters. 
010  Clear glass bottle neck. 
011  Brown glass bottle neck. 
012  Brown glass bottle neck with metal screw cap. 
013  Aqua glass Coke bottle neck. 
014  White ceramic pottery fragment. 
015  Clear glass bottle base from possibly a condiment bottle. 
016  Brown glass bottle base with raised letters/numbers “D189 65 46.” 
017  Clear drinking glass rim fragment. 
018  Purple glass bottle fragment. 
019  Blue glass gragment with letter “D” stamped on it. 
020  White ceramic plate fragment with blue stripe and edge pattern. 
021  White ceramic inner rim fragments (2). 
022  Chromed metal screw cap.    
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included: 
 
   Chromed metal shaft. 
   Clear ribbed glass fragment with handle. 
   Brown flat glass fragment. 
    Clear bottle neck with words “-Star” and “-bid” on it. 
   Clear bottle neck. 
    Brown bottle neck. 
   Brown bottle neck with metal screw cap. 
   Coke bottle neck. 
    White ceramic fragment. 
    Clear glass rim fragment. 
    Purple glass fragment.  
   Blue glass fragment with the letter “D” written on it. 
   White ceramic rim fragment with blue stripe and edge pattern. 
   Chromed metal screw cap. 
   Patterned brown bottle fragments. 
           White ceramic inner rim fragments. 
  
5LR4541 
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001 Red to black Table Mountain jasper informal tool (graver/burin). 
 
5LR4545 
 
001 Brown glass bottle. 
002 Clear glass insulator. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included: 
 
 1  Metal dresser door handle. 
 1  Plate fragment. 
 
5LR4546 
 
001a,b  Purple glass bottle sherds. 
002  Blue bottle glass fragment with “RT” written on it. 
003  Clear bottle base with writing on it. 
004  Clear bottle glass with “..NS” written on it. 
005  Metal Baking Powder tin lid. 
006  Ceramic sherd with “John M.” written on it. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
 
 1  Brown glass sherd. 
 1  Clear glass rim. 
 1  Clear glass mason style screw top rim. 
 3  Green bottle glass sherds. 
 
5LR4547 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1   Light green-grey chert tertiary flake. 
 
5LR4551 
 
Historic artifacts noted but not collected include round cut nails, a ceramic 
sherd, numerous glass window sherds. 
 
5LR4552 
 
001 Dark red to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool 

(spokeshave/scraper). 
002 White to light brown Kremmling chert Late Paleoindian (Pryor Stem) projectile 

point. 
003 Reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. Excavated from test grid 2 at 6 cm 

b.s. in stratigraphic unit 1. 
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004 White to light brown Kremmling chert formal tool fragment (possible knife). 
005 Brown, heavily micaceous, biotite schist metate fragment. Excavated from grid 

test 1 at 30 cm b.s. in stratigraphic unit 2. 
006 White to light brown Kremmling chert informal tool base (knife). 
 
 Debitage, All (surface and excavated) (n=37) 
 
   Surface Debitage (n=14) 
 
    8  White, light brown, and reddish-brown (burned) Kremmling chert 
        tertiary flakes. 
    6  Dark red to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary (5) and 
        tertiary (1) flakes. 
  
 Excavated Debitage (n=23) 
 
   Grid Test 1 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-20 cm b.s.) 
 
     2  Brown chert/jasper tertiary (pressure) flakes (likely Table 
                Mountain). 
  
          Stratigraphic Unit 2 (20-40 cm b.s.) 
  
                   2  Brown chert/jasper tertiary (pressure) flakes (likely Table 
                Mountain). 
   
    Grid Test 2 
  
          Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-20 cm b.s.) 
 
            1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper shatter flake. 
 
    Grid Test 3 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 1 (0-10 cm b.s.) 
 
           2  Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary (1) and tertiary  
         (1) flakes. 
                   1  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
 
   Grid Test 4 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 2 (15-25 cm b.s.) 
 
                  3  Brown quartzite tertiary (2) and shatter (1) flakes. 
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   Grid Test 5 
 
    Stratigraphic Unit 2 (9-60 cm b.s.) 
 
              5  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
                  4  Brown (1) and reddish-brown (1) quartzite tertiary flakes. 
                  2  Brown (1) and reddish-brown (1) quartzite tertiary flakes. 
    
    Stratigraphic Unit 3 (60-80 cm b.s.) 
 
                  1  Light brown-gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary (pressure)  
         flake. 
5LR4553 
 
001 Red to brown Table Mountain jasper Middle/Late Ceramic projectile point. 
 
5LR4554 
 
Debitage (n=30) 
 
 1   Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
       28 Red and dark red-grey Table Mountain jasper tertiary and shatter 
    flakes. 
 1  Red quartzite tertiary flake.  
 
5LR4555 
 
001 Black and red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife). 
002   Rusty Horseshoe. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include assorted yellow glass fragments. 
 
5LR4559 
 
001 Aqua colored glass coke bottle with “Coca..and Trade” written on it. Analysis 

suggests it dates between c. 1888 and 1960s. 
002 Bottle rim with hints of purple color, c. 1920 to 1930 suggested dates. 
003 Heinz ketchup bottle with hints of purple color. “H.J. Heinz” is written on the 

bottom. Analysis suggests c. 1888 to 1930, possibly later. 
004 Piece of clear glass with “Berthoun..” written on it. C. 1930 to present 

suggested date. 
005 Shotgun cartridge casing with “Winchester, Nº 12, leader” written on bottom. 
006 Double strand, triple twist barbed wire. Analysis suggests a date between c. 

1905 and 1925. 
007  Clear glass bottle neck fragment, possibly from a milk bottle. 
008  Clear glass bottle base fragment with no maker’s mark. 
 
5LR4560 
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Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include assorted bottle caps, bits of tinfoil 
and sherds of brown bottle glass. 
 
5LR4561 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Dark red Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flake. 
 
5LR4562 
 
001 a,b  Blue-green colored glass with “A..B Co., H7” written on bottom, dated c. 

1905 to 1916. 
002 Purple drinking glass with raised base, dated c. 1880 to 1915. 
003 Aqua colored glass container with “Alden T.C.., ME…” on base, dated c. 1880 

to 1920. 
004 Clear glass container with a “C” bottom. Most likely the bottom is produced by 

Chattanooga Glass Co. c. 1927 to 1950. 
005 Clear glass container with “This Bottle is…” written on sides. Bottle seems to 

be made from an automatic machine. There is a little sun coloring, dating the 
bottle between c. 1920 to 1960. 

006 Clear glass square base with Illinois Glass Co. maker’s mark, which is an “I” in 
the middle of a diamond. The glass bottle dated c. 1920 to 1929. 

007 Clear glass container base with a pushed-up bottom and rippled sides. The 
container is partley sun-colored dating c. 1930 to 1950. 

008 Faint aqua colored container with maker’s marks of “PUT, 8” written. Could be 
the Putnam Flint Glass Works company, c. 1880 to 1920. 

009 Clear glass container with maker’s mark of a square with and “O” in the 
middle, which belongs to the Owen’s Bottle Co. c. 1911 to 1929. 

010 Clear glass container with a continuous thread finish, c. 1930 to 1950. 
011 Clear glass botlle and rim, possibly a perscription or a Packer rim finish, dated 

pre-1920. 
012 Clear glass bottle neck and rim, which seems to be machine made ca. 1920 to 

present. 
013 Clear glass bottle neck rim with a perscription bottle finish type, dated pre-

1920’s. 
014 Blue glass bottle with “..RU..” written on it. The bottle possibly is a 

perscription bottle. 
015 Orange-red glass vase/water glass. It has rainbow colors on inside of neck. It is 

dated c. 1920 to 1933. 
016 a,b  White ceramic plate with a “Mayer, China” maker’s mark on bottom, dated 

ca. 1916 to 1933. 
017 White ceramic cup (intact), dated ca. 1915 to 1933. 
018 Rusted metal roller for a chair. Dated ca. 1915 to 1950. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include: 
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 1  Piece of ceramic that is half brown and the other half green. 
 1  Rim piece of ceramic plate. 
 1  Rim piece of ceramic plate with geometric design. 
 1  Rim piece of ceramic plate with flowery design. 
 1  Brown beer bottle neck. 
 8  Pieces of ceramic plate with blue and white flower design. 
 
5LR4564 
 
001 Rusted metal lid with “Atlas..” written on it. It is possibly a mason jar lid dating 

ca. 1915 to 1933. 
002 Rused metal lid with “Punch, Here” around a punch hole. 
003 Milk white glass medicine bottle, “Metholatum, Rec, Trade, Mark”, c. 1915 to 

1933. 
004 White ceramic sherd, possibly from an electric fence insulator. 
005 Brown and white ceramic rim possibly a jug, dating c. 1915 to 1933. 
006 Purple glass container base, ca. 1900 to 1915. 
007 Purple glass container, pushed up in the middle dated ca. 1900 to 1915. 
008 Clear glass cup with a series of ridges, with indistinguishable marker’s mark. 

Dated possibly ca. 1918 to 1933. 
009 Clear glass catshup bottle base with “H.J. Heinz Co” written on it. Dated ca 

1930 to 1960. 
010 Clear glass catsup or pickle bottle with “H. J. Heinz Co, 192, PAT D”, dated ca. 

1930 to 1960. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included two pieces of blue glass. 
 
5LR4566 
 
001 Red and black quartzite, Late Archaic corner-notched projectile point, possibly 

heat treated. 
 
5LR4574 
 
001  Gray and red Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (bifacially worked  
        tool tip). 
002  Light brown to white Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacially-worked  
        tool fragment). 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Red chert tertiary flake. 
 
5LR4579 
 
001  Intact, clear glass possible medicine bottle made by Owens Illinois Glass  
        Co. 
002  Round bottom glass food or medicine bottle with “Patented Sept. 12,  
       1925, A.E. Wright Co., Chicago Ill”. Stamped on base. 
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003  Clear glass medicine or food one oz. bottle with measuring marks with  
 an Owens Glass Co. maker’s mark stamped on the base, ca. 1929- 
 1966. 
004  Clear glass bottle with rounded sides and square base, with brush  
        attached to cap and powdery residue inside. 
005  White plate rim fragment with “Haviland, France” maker’s mark. 
006  Rusty steel Budwweiser beer can. 
007  Rusty tin can with an unusual handle attached to the lid. 
008  Rusty metal container lid with words “Sealed For, Whisky, Patented by 
        the Franklin Distillery Inc., Louisville, Ky. 
009  Rusty metal “Black Knight Smoking Tobacco tin, ca. 1920-1050. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include a sardine can lid with key, 
and one piece of metal bent into a cone shape. 
 
5LR4581 
 
001  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper, corner-notched, Early Archaic 
 (Mount Albion Complex) projectile point base. 
 
5LR4582 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, included seven brown historic glass 
bottle fragments. 
 
LR4583 
 
001  Brown glass neck and rim from a small medicine bottle, with continuous  
        thread finishing type. 
 
 Debitage (n=2) 
 
   2  chert tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR4584 
 
001  Rusted sanitary tin can. 
 
5LR6953 
 
001  Metal sardine can with inscription on back: “Product of Portugal, 42,  
        Packed in Portugal.” 
 
Uncollected historic artifacts included clear bottle glass fragments and 
 wire nails. 
 
5LR6954 
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001  Non tab-top Coors beer can. 
002  Rusty 12 inch long by a half inch diameter square metal spike. 
003  Flattened tube of white Griffin Shoe Polish. 
004  Rusted, fused cupboard door hinge. 
 
5LR6957 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  White Kremmling chert tertiary (retouch) flake. 
 
5LR6970 
 
001  Red sandstone metate fragment. 
 
5LR6973 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include several green bottle glass sherds 
and several white porcelain fragments. 
 
5LR6975 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include rusted corrugated tin roof 
fragments. 
 
5LR6976 
 
001  Intact green glass liquor bottle with “Federal Law Forbids Resale or 
        Re-use of This Bottle” stamped on the back. 
002  Can lid perforator (church key). 
 
5LR6979 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, include an assortment of historic clear 
glass fragments, round nails, nuts and bolts and one brick. 
 
 
 
5LR6980 
 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, include nine sherds of purple glass and 
rusted tin can fragments. 
 
5LR6981 
Historic artifacts recorded, but not collected, include 14 rusted solder dot tin cans. 
 
5LR6984 
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001  Heavily rusted 12-14 oz sanitary tin cans. 
 
5LR6985 
 
001  Rusty intact “Prince Albert” tobacco tin. 
002a,b  Two white with brown ring, glazed ceramic bowl fragments. 
003  Small white glazed ceramic plate fragment. 
004  White glazed ceramic plate fragment. 
005  Brown glass sherd from a Clorox bottle. 
006  Brown glass bottle base with no maker’s mark. 
007  Clear glass hexagonal bottle base. 
008  Clear glass bottle base with no maker’s mark. 
009  Clear glass dome jar lid. 
010  Clear glass bottle base with “Pepsodent Antiseptic” in raised letters. 
011  Clear glass bottle base with no maker’s mark. 
012  Two pieces of shoe leather with eyelets imbedded. 
013  Two piece metal strap snap with “Gordon, Columbus, Ohio” stamped 
 on the leather. 
014  Two metal “Crown Overall” snap fasteners. 
015  Top of a tube (toothpaste?) with metal screw-on cap. 
016a-h  Eight white glazed ceramic bowl fragments with blue glazed  design 
 on the outside. 
017a-d  Four white glazed ceramic plate fragments with a green ring around 
 the lip. 
018a,b  Two white glazed ceramic bowl fragments with red, blue, green and 
 purple decorations and a gold ring around the rim. 
019a,b  Two white glazed ceramic saucer sherds with blue designs on the  
 rim. 
020  Brown glass bottle neck possibly a cosmetics or pharmaceutical  
 bottle. 
021  Clear glass bottle neck (stopper style). 
022  Clear glass bottle neck. 
023  Metal tube which possibly contained a pharmaceutical ointment 
 (top of tube missing). 
024  Two metal clothing grommets. 
 
 
5LR6987 
 
001  Red Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
 
5LR6989 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=7) 
 
   4  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
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   1  Dark brown quartzite tertiary flake. 
   1  Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
   1  Gray rhyolite secondary flake. 
 
5LR6992 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected included 27 solder-dot tin cans. 
 
5LR6995 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
002  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper). 
003  Light gray with red inclusions chert informal tool (flake knife). 
004  Brown chert informal tool (blade knife). 
005  Brown petrified wood informal tool (knife/scraper). 
006  Winchester 12 Ga. shotshell brass cap. 
 
 Debitage (n=20) 
 
   12  Red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     3  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     4  Light and dark red chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR6996 
 
001  Light gray with lighter gray bands chert informal tool (scraper). 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include two rusted tin cans 
and a file. 
 
5LR6998 
 
001  Light gray fine grained Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade knife). 
 
       Debitage (n=6) 
 
   5  White to light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
       flakes. 
   1  Tan quartzite secondary flake. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include a two gallon bucket, a can lid and 
a piece of leather shoe heel. 
 
5LR7000 
 
Debitage (n=5) 
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 5  White to light gray Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include a wooden board with gate 
screen attached. 
 
5LR7002 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include broken bottle glass, bailing wire 
and broken red bricks. 
 
5LR7003 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Red, with lighter red patches, chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR7005 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
         1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR7008 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Dark brown chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR7012 
 
001  Red, with black veining, Table Mountain jasper formal tool (graver). 
002  Red Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
003  Three clear glass sherds. 
 
5LR7020 
 
001  White, with light and darker gray and light brown bands, Late 
 Paleoindian projectile point mid-section. 
002  Reddish-brown with black inclusions and some gray streaking Table  
        Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife). 
003  Light brown to light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool fragment 
        (bifaced knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=2) 
 
   2  Dark brown with silvery overtones jasper chert shatter flakes. 
 
5LR7021 
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Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Light gray with red inclusions Kremmling chert (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR7022 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include ceramic plate sherds, glass 
fragments and deteriorated lumber. 
 
5LR7023 
 
001  Red sandstone metate fragment. 
002  Grayish-red sandstone metate fragment. 
003  Pale brown sandstone metate fragment. 
004  Pale brown sandstone metate fragment. 
005  Light gray with black inclusions and gray patches, formal tool 
 (biface knife/chopper). 
006  Small white ceramic sherd with black design. 
007  Brown glass bottle neck fragment. 
 
5LR7028 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Red Table Mountain jasper microflake. 
 
5LR7030 
 
001  Purple glass bottle sherd. 
 
5LR7037 
 
001  White Kremmling chert informal tool (blade knife fragment). 
002  Small white glazed ceramic fragment. 
 
5LR7038 
 
001  Light brown fine grained Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade 
 knife midsection). 
 
5LR7044 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (biface tool tip). 
002  Rusted metal uniform button. 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
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   1  Red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 
5LR7046 
 
001 Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper). 
002 Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Early Archaic, corner-notched 
 projectile point (tip missing). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Light-brown Kremmling chert tertiary flake. 
 
5LR7048 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (scraper). 
 
5LR7050 
 
001  Metal clip-on brand identification device bearing the symbol for 
 International Harvester Corporation. 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include rusted nails, clear window 
glass sherds, purple bottle glass sherds, pipe sections and a rusted automotive part. 
 
5LR7052 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include 15+ solder-dot tin cans and 
several sherds of green bottle glass. 
 
5LR7057 
 
001a-c  Three clear, heavy, green glass coke bottle fragments, one base  
      fragment has the abbreviation “Colo” in raised letters. 
002  Clear, green glass bottle neck with rusted metal stopper clamp (partially 
 intact). 
003  Clear glass bottle base fragment with an “N” in raised letters. 
004  Clear glass bottle base with maker’s mark for Owens-Illinois Glass 
 Co. 
005  Clear, purple glass bottle base fragment with phrase “Pat Feb” in raised 
 letters.  Dated 1910-1930. 
006  Very rusty six inch 60d common round nail. 
007  Small white ceramic electrical wire insulator with a rusted nail through 
 it, possible for an electric fence. 
008  Light brown with green leafy border, pottery plate sherd. 
009  Rusted steel “Schlitz” beer can, punctured on the bottom with a “church 
 key. 
010  Rusted steel “Shasta Cherry Cola” can, opened on the bottom with a 
 “church key.” 
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011  Rusted “Prince Albert” tobacco can. 
012  Rusted two inch square nail. 
013  White ceramic (half missing) electric fence insulator with attaching 
 nail. 
014  Clear glass quart wine bottle with screw-top neck.  Works in raised  
 letters “One Quart.” – (Area 4, Platform 7). 
015  Light tan china bowl sherd with the trademark “Syracuse China, Econo 
 Rim” on the bottom of the sherd. 
016  Clear glass quart liquor bottle with crennelated band near the base and 
 around the area where the label would be.  Neck has a ring below the 
 flaring portion of the neck. – (Area 4, Platform 11). 
017  Clear glass pint whiskey bottle with screw-type plastic cap.  The words 

“Waterfill and Frazier, D685” and “Federal Law Forbids the Re-use of  
 this Bottle” appear on the side in raised letters.  The cap has “Waterfill 
 and Frazier Famous Whiskey” stamped on the top. 
018  Clear glass, quart food jar manufactured by Owens-Illinois Glass Co. 
 The shoulders of the jar and a band above the base is stippled. 
019  Clear glass “Swiss Colony” quart wine bottle. 
020  Rusty steel carbon dioxide cartridge for a seltzer bottle or another 
 carbon dioxide powered appliance. 
021  Brown glass beer bottle base with “Duraglas” trademark in raised 
 letters, and Owens-Illinois Glass Co. maker’s mark. 
022  Small white ceramic individual butter/sauce dish with a green ring 
 around the edge and a smaller green ring on the inside bottom of 
 the plate.  No trademark present. 
023  A five and one quarter inch tall, round glass bottle with a white plastic 
 screw cap, containing a clear liquid with orange-brown beaded drops 
 of an oily substance.  The bottle possibly is for cosmetics and is 
 manufactured by “Foster-Forbes Glass Col 
024  Clear glass gallon jar base with the maker’s mark for Owens-Illinois 
 Glass Co. (most likely a food jar). 
 
5LR7058 
 
001  Dark brown chert (source unknown) informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
002  Spent bullet (.45 Cal.) 
003  Dark yellowish-brown chert Early Ceramic projectile point (upper 2/3’s). 
004  Round, rusted metal disk. 
 

Debitage (n=7) 
 
  2  Tan chert (possible burned) tertiary flakes. 
  1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
  1  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
  1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
  1  Olive Trout Creek chert secondary flake. 
  1  Reddish-brown with light gray cortical material Hartville 
          chert primary flake. 
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5LR7062 
 
001  Reddish-brown, with dark gray veining, chert informal tool 
       (unifacial scraper). 
 
5LR7064 
 
001  Dark reddish-brown, with gray streaks chert Late Archaic corner- 
        notched projectile point (tip missing). 
002  Small, red with light gray inclusions chert formal tool (thumbnail  
        scraper). 
 
5LR7065 
 
001  Medium gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade knife- 
        tip missing). 
002  Light brownish-gray translucent Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife 
        tip). 
003  Brown Hartville (Spanish Diggings) quartzite grading to chert, serrated 

Early Ceramic projectile point midsection. 
004  Light to dark brown chert (possible Hartville) Early Ceramic projectile  
        point (corner tangs missing). 
005  Light brown chert informal tool (blade knife tip). 
 
 Debitage – surface (n=2) 
 
  1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flake. 
  1  Tan chert secondary flake. 
 
Test Unit 1 (surface) 
 
006  Clear glass jar base with “17 [I] 7” stamped on it. 
007  Clear glass jar base (no maker’s mark). 
008  Small orange juice concentrate can –“Real Gold California Orange 
        Base, makes 1 quart.” 
009  “Frenches Mustard” jar lid. 
010  “Flavor Buds” instant coffee jar lid. 
011  “Borden’s Salad Dressing” jar lid. 
012  Rusted two pound coffee can – “Edwards Coffee.” 
013  49 clear glass jar sherds with appear to be from the same 
 pint, screw-top jar. 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Light gray Dakota Orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
Test Unit 1 (n=15) 
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Level 1  (0-5 cm b.d) 
 
  8  Light gray to dark brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
  2  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
 
 Level 2  (5-20 cm b.d.) 
 
  3  Gray to dark brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
      flakes. 
  2  Red chert tertiary flakes. 
 
Test Unit 2 (n=26) 
 
 Level 1  (0-5 cm. b.d.) 
 
  5  Light gray to dark brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
  2  Red with light mottling, chert tertiary flakes. 
  1  Light brown with black inclusions Hartville chert secondary  
      flake. 
  1  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
 
 Level 2  (5-20 cm. b.d.) 
 
  4  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary flakes. 
  4  Light brown to light gray Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
  2  Dark red to brown Table Mountain jasper tertiary flakes. 
  1  White chert tertiary flake. 
 
 Level 3  ( 20-? cm. b.d.) 
 
  4  Light gray to dark red Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and 
      tertiary flakes. 
  2  Light to dark brown Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
 
 
 
5LR7066 
 
001  Medium brown chert formal tool (knife/scraper). 
 
5LR7067 
 
001  Large red quartzite informal tool (serrated flake knife). 
002  Reddish-brown with light gray veining chert formal tool 
        (bifacial knife/scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=5) 
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  2  Light gray Kremmling chert primary secondary flakes. 
  1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
  1  Pinkish-orange chert secondary flake. 
  1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
 
5LR7068 
 
001  Light gray with brown and white inclusions quartzite informal tool 
 (scraper). 
002  Light gray Kremmling chert Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point  
        (tip and one tang missing). 
 
5LR7069 
 
001  Light gray with white vertical bands Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool 

  (bifacial knife tip/scraper). 
002  Light gray with white vertical bands Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool 
       (bifacial knife lower section/scraper), possibly part of tool 001.  
 
5LR7070 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Pink with white patches chert tertiary flake. 
 
5LR7073 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
 2  Tan to red chert tertiary (retooling) flakes. 
 
5LR7074 
 
001  Dark red, with gray streaking, Table Mountain jasper Clovis projectile 

point (with lower corner missing). 
 
5LR7075 
 
001  Brown to light brown Kremmling chert, Late Mountain Paleoindian 
        (Pryor Stem) (ca. 8450-7800 BP) projectile point (lower two thirds). 
002  Brown, with reddish-brown mottling, quartzite formal tool (bifacially  
        flaked knife/scraper). 
003  Red Table Mountain jasper, late Early/Middle Archaic, triangular, 
        side-notched (Oxbow Complex, ca. 5700-3500 BP) projectile point 
 (lower corner missing). 
004  Artifact was reassigned to debitage status. 
005  Red quartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
006  Tan with darker brown mottling Table Mountain jasper informal tool  
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 (flake knife). 
007  Tan with gray inclusions and dark bands chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=4) 
 
   4  Red to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
    
5LR7076 
 
001  Brown to light brown Datoka orthoquartzite Middle Archaic (McKean 
 Complex, Hanna type) (ca. 4500-3000 BP) projectile point. 
002  Brown with dark lines, chert formal tool (flake knife/scraper).  
003  Red Table Mountain jasper informal flake tool. 
004  Brown chert informal tool (hafted flake knife). 
005  Brown to gray-brown Hartville quartzite, corner-notched, Early 
 Archaic projectile point (ca. 3000-1900 BP). The point was recovered  
 from test unit 2 at 10 cm below the surface, in stratigraphic unit 4. 
 Charcoal from that unit and deposit was radiocarbon-dated to 2140 BP. 
006a,b  Heavily burned sandstone metate fragments. 
007  Brown to yellow-brown chert formal flake tool (knife/awl/graver) with 
 edge retouch. 
008  Purplish-black with blue-gray mottling, quartzite informal flake tool (knife/ 
 spokeshave). 
009  Brown chert informal flake tool fragment. 
010  Brown chert informal flake tool (knife). 
011  Brown chert informal tool (knife/scraper) 
012  Black to clear translucent chert flake core (possible informal tool use). 
013a-c  Aqua blue porcelain tile sherds and chips with mortar/grout on the  
 edge of the large tile. 
014a,b  Brown bottle glass fragments. 
015  Rusted, bent, five-inch round wire nail (probable horse corral nail since 
 it exhibits evidence of heavy cross-grooving, coomonly found in such 
 nails). 
 
 Surface Debitage (n=62) [Surface and Test Units’ debitage total: n=77] 
 
  25  Brown to yellow-brown, often with fine black specks, Trout Creek 
         chert secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
  21  Red to reddish-brown to yellow-brown Table Mountain jasper 
   secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
    7  White, brown to reddish-brown (opaque to translucent) 
        Kremmling chert secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
     2  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
    2  Gray to light gray chert secondary flakes. 
     2  Purplish-red with white flecks, chert tertiary flakes. 
     3  Dark brown to yellow-brown, with brown to black fine lines, 
           petrified wood secondary and tertiary flakes. 
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  Test Unit 1 (n=3) 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 – 1  White translucent Kremmling chert tertiary 
           pressure flake. 
       1  Red Table Mountain jasper tertiary 
           pressure flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 3 -  1  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary 
           pressure flake. 
 
  Test Unit 2 (n=12) 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 1 -  1  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper 
           secondary flake. 
       1  Red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 2 -  2  White Kremmling chert tertiary pressure 
           flakes. 
       2  Dark brown chert jasper tertiary flakes. 
 
   Stratigraphic Unit 3 -  1  Dark brown, grading to a translucent clear 
            section, chert tertiary flake. 
    
   Stratigraphic Unit 4 -  2  White to translucent light brown 
           Kremmling chert tertiary flakes. 
       3  Red with white flecks, chert tertiary flakes.   
 
5LR7077 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary manufacturing flake. 
 
5LR7078 
 
Debitage (n=3) 
 3  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR7080 
 
001  Dark red Hartville quartzite Middle/Late Ceramic, unnotched projectile 
 point. 
002  Tan chert informal tool (scraper). 
003  Dark brown, fragmentary, chert (source unknown) Late Archaic projectile 
 point. 
004  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool (flake 
 knife). 
005  Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool 
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        (retouched flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=25) 
 
   9  Light gray to light brown Kremmling chert primary and  
       secondary flakes. 
   9  Dark red to black Specimen Mountain jasper secondary and   
       tertiary flakes. 
   4  Tan chert primary and secondary  flakes. 
   2  Light brown to light purple chert tertiary (thinning) flakes. 
   1  Quartz crystal secondary flake. 
 
5LR7081 
 
001  Light gray chalcedony flake side scraper. 
002  White Kremmling chert  informal tool (scraper). 
003  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (retouched tool flake). 
004  Rusted can lid. 
 
 Debitage (n=21) 
 
   9  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary (thinning) flakes. 
   8  White to light gray Kremmling chert primary and secondary  
       flakes. 
   3  Brown to red chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   1  Large red, with white inclusions, chert shatter flake. 
 
5LR7083 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert Middle Archaic (Hanna-McKean Complex) 
        projectile point. 
002  Light brown chert informal tool (retouched  flake). 
 
 Debitage (n=6) 
 
   6  Gray to brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
5LR7084 
 
001  Reddish-brown, with dark brown inclusions, informal tool (flake graver). 
002  Dark brown, with lighter brown bands, chert informal tool (flake 
        knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=5) 
 
   3  White and tan chert secondary (thinning) flakes. 
   2  Light purple Dakota orthoquartzite  secondary (thinning) flakes. 
 
5LR7085 
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Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  White Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR7086 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
5LR7087 
 
001  Light olive gray Dakota orthoquartzite  Late Archaic corner-notched, 
 serrated projectile point. 
002  Red Dakota orthoquartzite (heat-treated or accidentally fired) formal tool  
        (biface knife) base. 
 
5LR7088 
 
001  Reddish-brown Hartville quartzite Early Ceramic, corner-notched, 
 projectile point base and mid-section. 
002  Red, with tan bands, chert informal tool (flake knife). 
003  Tan chert informal tool (flake scraper). 
004  Red with tan edge, chert informal tool (knife tip/scraper). 
 
5LR7089 
 
001  Brown chert formal tool (chopper/scraper). 
 
5LR7091 
 
Debitage (n=14) 
 

14  White, with black obsidian flecks, andesite secondary and tertiary  
      flakes. 

 
 
5LR7092  
 
001  Light red, with yellow-white mottling, chert formal tool (biface knife tip). 
 
5LR7094 
 
001  White Kremmling chert Middle Archaic (McKean Complex, Hanna type) 
 corner-notched projectile point. 
 
5LR7095 
 
001 Very angular dark red Table Mountain jasper core. 
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5LR7097 
 
001  Light grayish-brown Kremmling chert formal tool (scraper). 
002  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (blade knife). 
003  Light gray with red tint (heat treated) chert informal tool (flake knife). 
004  Light gray with white inclusions Kremmling chert informal tool 
        (blade scraper). 
 
5LR7098 
 
001  Light gray with black flecks andesite informal tool (flake scraper). 
002  White Kremmling chert informal tool (graver). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Brown (Hartville) chert secondary reduction flake. 
 
5LR7099 
 
001  Large gray petrified ostracod coquina (southwest Wyoming) Early 
 Archaic (Early Plains Archaic type) side-notched projectile 
 point. 
002  Banded dark gray and brown quartzite informal tool (knife/scraper). 
003  Tan to red Specimen MountainTable Mountain jasper informal tool  
        (flake knife). 
004  Brown andesite formal tool (awl/drill). 
005  Light gray Specimen Mountain rhyolite formal tool (awl). 
006  Light brown chert formal tool (graver). 
007  Small tan chert formal tool (flake knife). 
008  Banded light gray and brown quartzite informal tool (scraper). 
009  Brown andesite informal tool (flake scraper). 
010  Light gray with black inclusions rhyolite informal tool (blade knife tip) 
011  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake). 
012  Tan chert with white spatter inclusions informal tool (flake knife/ 
 scraper). 
013  Tan with red patches chert informal tool (flake knife fragment). 
 
        Debitage (n=31) 
 
   22  Gray, with black obsidian and basalt fleck, Specimen Mountain 
               rhyolite secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      7  Brown to red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary  
               flakes. 
      2  White, gray and light brown Kremmling chert secondary and 
             tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR7101 
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Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR7102 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacially flaked knife/scraper). 
002  Yellowish-brown chert formal tool (blade knife). 
 
5LR7104 
 
001  Purple quartzite formal tool (bifacially flaked blade knife). 
002  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (spokeshave). 
003  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake scraper). 
004  Red Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
 
5LR7105 
 
001  Yellow-brown chert  formal tool (scraper/spokeshave). 
 
5LR7106 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
5LR7107 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR7108 
 
001  Red Dakota orthoquartzite quartzite, parallel-oblique flaked, 
 Late/Mountain Paleoindian (Pryor Stemmed) projectile point. 
002  White Kremmling chert corner-notched Early Archaic (Mt. 
        Albion complex) projectile point base.   
003  White Kremmling chert Early Archaic corner-notched projectile 
 point (re-worked). 
004  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
005  Light brownish-gray Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacially flaked 
        knife/scraper) 
 
 Debitage (n=5) 
 
   4  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
   1  Light gray chert shatter flake. 
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5LR7109 
 
Historic artifacts collected include four sanitary tin cans, one solder-dot 
condensed milk can, metal lard can, stove pipe fragment and a  suspected  
vehicle metal part.  These artifacts are not presently in the UNC collection. 
 
 
 
5LR7110 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
 2  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary biface (thinning) flakes. 
 
5LR7111 
 
001  Red chert formal tool (hafted knife).(Heavily re-worked and battered). 
002  Light grayish-brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool, 
        scraper/knife). 
003  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (side scraper/flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=27) 
 
   27  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR7112 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake scraper). 
002  Light brown Table Mountain jasper/chert  formal tool (knife, possible  
        drill base). 
003  Red Table Mountain jasper Early Archaic corner- notched projectile 
 base. 
004  Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=24) 
 
   6  Light brown chert secondary and tertiary (thinning) flakes. 
   6  Gray Kremmling chert primary and secondary flakes. 
   5  Brownish-gray to red Table Mountain jasper secondary and 
       tertiary flakes. 
   5  Pink to red chert secondary, tertiary and flakes. 
   1  Olive chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
   1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper shatter flake. 
 
5LR7113 
 
001a-i  Reddish-brown to pale brown sandstone metate fragments. 
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002  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife). 
003  Light brown, with red blotches, quartzite formal tool (bifacial flake 
 knife/scraper). 
004  Dark brown quartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
005  Grayish-green rhyolite formal tool (chopper/end scraper). 
006  Light gray with white inclusions Kremmling chert informal tool (knife/side 
 scraper). 
007  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
008  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool tip (knife/awl). 
009  Dark brown quartzite informal tool (blade knife). 
010  White quartz formal tool (flake knife, upper portion). 
011  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex- 
 type 1) corner-notched projectile point. 
012  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
013  Purple fine grained quartzite informal tool (spokeshave/knife). 
014  Light brown quartzite informal tool (scraper). 
015  Dark gray basalt informal tool (knife/scraper). 
016  Brown with lighter inclusions quartzite informal tool (knife/scraper). 
017  Light brown with orange veining chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=76) 
 
   19  White to light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
                   flakes. 
   17  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary  
         flakes. 
   15  Gray and light brown quartzite  primary and secondary flakes. 
     9  Tan to light brown chert secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
       9  Pink to light red chert tertiary flakes. 
      3  Gray chert secondary flakes. 
       2  Gray and brown quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      1  Grayish-blue rhyolite secondary flake. 
      1  White quartz secondary flake. 
 
5LR7114 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert late Early Ceramic (Avonlea type), corner- 
 notched, projectile point. 
002  Light gray Kremmling chert late Early Ceramic (Avonlea type) corner- 
 notched projectile point (base missing). 
003  Brown chert (possible Hartville) Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 
 point. 
004  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (bifaced knife). 
005  Dark brown chert flaked core. 
006  White translucent Kremmling chert informal tool (knife/scraper). 
007 Clear automobile glass signal light cover. 
008  One .30 calliber rife cartridge case. 
009  Brown Hartville chert informal tool (flake knife). 
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010  Red quartzite formal tool (bifaced flake knife tip). 
011  Cream to tan Kremmling chert informal tool (knife/scraper). 
012  Reddish-brown with darker bands chert informal tool (blade knife). 
013  Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
014  Olive brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife) 
 
 Debitage (n=53) 
 
   17  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   11  Yellow to tan chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     9  Purple to dark brown chert, with white inclusions, secondary  
         and tertiary flakes. 
       5  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     4  Pink to red chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      2  Gray to red Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and tertiary  
                       flakes. 
       1  Olive chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
       1  Light gray, Specimen Mountain rhyolite secondary flake. 
       1  Gray translucent smoky quartz shatter flake. 
       1  Cream, with dark gray inclusions, chert tertiary (shatter) flake. 
       1  Brown, with dark brown bands, petrified wood secondary flake. 
 
Uncollected historic artifacts include some clear glass bottle fragments, and a rusted 
can lid. 
 
5LR7115 
 
Uncollected historic artifacts include one rusted sanitary tin can, three round nails, 
and assorted automotive parts, the latter including a drive shaft, drive belt, and several 
heavily rusted unidentifiable parts. 
 
5LR9816 
 
001  Red chert, with large brown inclusions, formal tool (bifaced flake knife). 
002 a,b  Yellow-red sandstone metate fragments. 
003  Red chert with white banding and inclusions informal tool (scraper/ 
 chopper). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Red chert, with white banding and patches,  tertiary (shatter)  
       flake. 
 
5LR9817 
 
001  Tan Table Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacial knife tip). 
002  Gray with white patches Kremmling chert informal tool (core scraper). 
003  Light brown with black inclusions Kremmling chert informal tool (blade 
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 knife). 
004  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (knife/scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=21) 
 
   16  Light pink chert secondary and (thinning) flakes. 
      2  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary (thinning)  
                       flakes. 
       2  Light gray and red chert shatter flakes. 
      1  Dark brownish-gray petrified wood tertiary flake. 
       
5LR9818 
 
001  Dark brown chert informal tool (flake knife). 
002  Gray with a black inclusion Kremmling chert informal tool  
 (flake knife). 
003  Light brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (awl). 
004  Brown Kremmling chert formal tool (awl). 
005  Gray with brown patch (burned) Kremmlng chert formal tool 
 (flake scraper). 
006  Light brown with white cortical material, Kremmling chert informal 
 tool (scraper) fragment. 
  
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Gray Kremmling chert primary flake. 
 
5LR9820 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Light brown Kremmling chert bifacial secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR9821 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
 
5LR9822 
 
001  Red chert informal tool (blade knife). 
 
5LR9823 
 
Debitage (n=3) 
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 3  Light brown Windy Ridge Dakota orthoquartzite secondary  
     flakes. 
 
5LR9824 
 
Historic artifacts from this site recorded but not collected include: 
 
 1 “American Spirits Co.” bottle intact with matches inside. 
 1  Small mirror. 
 2  Intact bowls. 
 2  White china plates – “LIDO W.S. George.” 
 1  Maxwell House Coffee can. 
 1  Metal paint bucket. 
 1  Tin mug 
 2  Tin cook pots. 
 1  Wire grill. 
 1  Metal frying pan. 
 2  Candles. 
 8  Matches. 
 20-50  Pieces galvanized wire. 
 2  Plastic plates. 
 1  Metal lard bucket labeled “Morning Glory.” 
 1  Bucket with brand “K&B PKG &  Prov. Co., Denver, Co. 
 1  Metal bucket containing a sack of corn meal in a sugar bag labeled 
     “Amalgamated Sugar Co.”, a sack of flour labeled “Columbine 
     Flour, Loveland, Co.” and a wax paper bag full of granulated white 
     Sugar. 
 
5LR9825 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
 2  Light brown Windy Ridge Dakota orthoquartzite secondary  
                     flakes. 
 
5LR9826 
 
2000 Field Season 
 
  001   Gray Dakota orthoquartzite, parallel-oblique flaked, Late 
   Mountain Paleoindian projectile point (lower 2/3’s) (Concentration 
           4). 
         002   Light brown Kremmling chert Early Ceramic, corner-notched 

             projectile point (Concentration 5). 
  003    Fire-crazed, white (unknown source) chert Late Archaic/Early 
    Ceramic projectile point tip (Concentration 3). 
  004    Red sandstone metate fragment-Concentration 1. 
  005    Small grayish-brown narrow cord-marked Middle Ceramic 
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    potsherd (Concentration 5). 
  006a-g  Seven small blackish-brown Uncompahgre Brownware 
      (Ute) potsherds (Concentration 5). 
    
2001 Field Season Tools  (site re-visit) 
 
  007  Light brown Kremmling chert, Middle/Late Ceramic side- 
          notched projectile point (Concentration 3, recovered in 2001 
                 on site re-visit). 
  008  Brownish-tan chert formal tool (bifaced flake knife). 
  009  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
  010  Dark brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
  011  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife fragment). 
          (found in 2000 season debitage bag and identified as a tool)- 
          (Concentration 4). 
  012  Reddish brown to yellow brown, with light yellow brown 
          bands, petrified wood formal tool (flake core chopper/scraper) 
          (Concentration 5) (from 2000 survey) 
 
 Debitage-All Years  (n=119) 
 
 Concentration 1 
 
  Debitage (n=3) 
  
  1   Brown, with dark brown lines, petrified wood secondary 
           (thinning) flake. 
       1   Large white to light brown Kremmling chert shatter flake. 
       1   White Kremmling chert secondary edge retouch flake. 
 
 Concentration 2 
 
   Debitage (n=2) 
 
       1   Light to medium brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
       1   Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary (edge removal)                    
    flake. 
 
 Concentration 3a (2000) 
 
   Debitage (n=12) 
 
            8   Dark red to reddish brown Table Mountain jasper  
                                secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      1   Light brown Kremmling chert secondary edge 
                               retouch flake. 
      2   Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and tertiary 
                               flakes. 
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             1   Brown, with dark brown lines, chert secondary (thinning) 
                              flake. 
       
 Concentration 3b (2000) 
 
         Debitage (n=18) 
 

         10  Light brown to gray Kremmling chert secondary and  
                       tertiary flakes. 

                6  Dark red, red, brown and gray Table Mountain jasper 
                            secondary flakes. 
        2  Brown and gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary  
                                (thinning) flakes. 
    
 Concentration 3c (2001 collection-generalized) 
 
   Debitage (n=7) 
 
    5   Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
    1   Brown, fine quartzite secondary flake. 
    1   Reddish brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
  
 Concentration 4 
 
   Debitage (n=47) 
 
    28   White, light brown and medium brown Kremmling chert 
                         secondary, tertiary and shatter flakes. 
        9   Dark brown to red Table Mountain jasper secondary,  
           tertiary and shatter flakes. 
      3   Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
       5   Brown to yellow brown chert or jasper secondary flakes. 
        1   Gray, with many small black flecks, chert secondary  
                                 flake. 
        1   Light tan, with small black flecks, chert secondary flake. 
 
 Concentration 5 
 
   Debitage (n=20) 
 
    14  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary (one  
          with cortex) and tertiary flakes. 
         5  Dark red to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and 
          tertiary flakes. 
                     1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary, edge (thinning),  
                                flake. 
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 Concentration 6 
 
   Debitage (n=10) 
 
     4   White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and  
                               tertiary flakes. 
            3   Purplish, with fine wavy tan bands, Specimen Mountain  
                         jasper secondary and shatter flakes. 
      1   Brown fine quartzite, with red streaks, secondary flake. 
     1   Yellow brown, with fine black flecks, chert secondary  
                               flake. 
      1   Brown, with a blue wavy band, chert secondary (thinning)  
                               flake. 
 
5LR9827 
 
Debitage (n=7) 
 
 4  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
 1  Light brown Kremmling chert  primary manufacturing flake. 
 1  Dark brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 1  Brown with dark brown bands petrified wood secondary (thinning)  
     flake. 
 
5LR9829 
 
Debitage (n=3) 
 
 1  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite tertiary (thinning) flake. 
 1  Dark brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 1  Grayish-blue, with black inclusions, chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR9830 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=6) 
 
   2  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary manufacturing flakes. 
   2  White to light gray Kremmling chert primary and secondary  
        flakes. 
   1  Red chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
   1  Light gray with black inclusions chalcedony tertiary flake. 
 
5LR9831 
 
Debitage (n=4) 
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 2  Large tan to dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary flakes. 
 2  Red chert secondary flakes. 
 
5LR9833 
 
 Concentration 1 
 

001  Dark brown to dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool 
 (flake knife). 

 
   Debitage (n=10) 
 

   3  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary                      
                    flakes. 

    2  Gray Dakota orthoquartztie secondary flakes. 
    2  Light gray Kremmling chert  secondary and shatter flakes. 
    2  Brown, with darker bands, petrified wood secondary flakes. 
    1  Brown chert tertiary flake. 
 
 Concentration 2 
 
   002  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (retouched  
                side scraper). 
          003  Grayish-brown Kremmling chert formal tool  
    004  Dark brown Hartville chert Early Ceramic  
                          corner-notched projectile point fragment. 
 
   Debitage (n=19) 
 
    13  White to gray Kremmling chert primary, secondary and  
          tertiary  flakes. 
       3  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
             2  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and  
          tertiary flakes. 
         1  Brown, with dark inclusions, chert secondary (thinning)  
          flake. 
 
  Concentration 3 
 
   Debitage (n=5) 
 
    5  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR9835 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Reddish-brown with black streaks Table Mountain jasper secondary  
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    flake. 
  
5LR9836 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
 1  Light brown Windy Ridge Dakota orthoquartzite secondary  
    bifacial (thinning) flake.  
 
 
5LR9837 
 
 Concentration 1 
 
           001  White Kremmling chert Late Archaic corner-notched projectile 
                   point. 

  002  White Kremmling chert formal tool (bifaced flake knife). 
   003  Dark red Table Mountain, edge-retouched, jasper  
    informal tool 
                  (blade knife/scraper) 
  004  Fire-reddened, translucent, Kremmling chert/chalcedony 
   informal tool (knife/graver).  
  005  White Kremmling chert informal (utilized flake) tool    
 
    
   All Debitage/all concentrations (n=26 total) 
 
   Concentration 1 Debitage (n=13) 
 

      7  White, brown and reddish-brown Kemmling chert secondary 
      and tertiary flakes. 

2  Gray to brownish-gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and 
    tertiary flakes. 

  2  Red and red-white chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      1  Red Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
      1  Brown, with light brown wavy line inclusion, secondary 
      (thinning) flake. 

 
  
 
   Concentration 2 Tools 
 

  007 Gray to white Kremmling chert formal tool fragment. 
   008 Gray to white Kremmling chert informal tool (scraper/knife). 
  
   Concentration 2  Debitage (n=13) 
 
   10  White to gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
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         flakes. 
     3  Gray to gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and  
         tertiary flakes. 
 
5LR9839 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite, possible reworked Late Paleoindian 
        (Jimmy Allen) projectile point base with possible parallel-oblique flaking. 
002  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
003  White crystal quartz  informal tool (flake scraper). 
004  Brown sandstone metate fragment. 
    
  Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Black chert (edge retouch) tertiary flake. 
 
5LR9841 
 
001  Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (graver/flake knife). 
002  Red chert informal tool (flake scraper/knife). 
003  Rusted horseshoe. 
 
 Debitage (n=3) 
 
   2  Red, with red and brown mottling, Table Mountain jasper       
               secondary thinning flakes. 
   1  Large brown quartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR9842 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacially flaked knife). 
002  Light brown chert formal tool (retouched end scraper). 
003  Mottled red and white chert considered highly probable Clovi 
        projectile point base (heavily damaged). 
004  Light brown, with red patches, chert informal tool (serrated blade knife). 
005  Red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Red, with white and gray bands, chert shatter flake. 
5LR9843 
 
001  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (blade knife). 
 
  Debitage (n=4) 
 
   1  Red chert secondary flake. 
   1  Light brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
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   1  Translucent white Kremmling chert tertiary (thinning) flake. 
   1  Brown to dark brown secondary quartizite (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR9844 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert, Late Archaic corner-notched projectile  
 point. 
 
5LR9845 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert tabular, formal tool (bifacially flake  
        knife). 
002  Dark reddish-brown chert formal tool (bifacially flaked chopper). 
003  Dark reddish-brown chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary flake. 
 
5LR9846 
 
001  Red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (biface knife). 
 
5LR9847 
 
Concentration 1 Tools 
 
001  Dark brown andesite (local material) formal tool (knife/scrape). 
002  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (blade knife). 
003  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
004  White Kremmling chert core. 
005  Red-brown sandstone metate fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=7) 
 
     3  Brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     2  Dark red and brown Table Mountain jasper secondary  
         flakes. 
     2  White to gray Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
 
Concentration 2 Tools 
 
006  Light brown quartzite formal tool (chopper). 
007  White Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
  Debitage (n= 4) 
 
     2  Large dark brown chert secondary manufacturing flakes. 
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     1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
     1  Light brown Kremmling chert shatter flake. 
 
Concentration 3 Tools 
 
008  Dark brown Specimen Mountain (local) andesite informal tool 
        (chopper). 
009  Light brown chert informal tool (utilized flake scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=5) 
 
     3  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     1  Gray rhyolite (Specimen Mountain) secondary flake. 
     1  Black chert tertiary shatter flake. 
 
Concentration 4 Tools 
 
010  Light brown, dark brown banded chert informal tool (graver). 
011  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake scraper). 
012  Light brown chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
013  White Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife tip). 
014  White Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
015  Large dark brown Specimen Mountain andesite informal tool  
       (scraper). 
016  Gray Kremmling chert flaked core. 
017  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (chopper/scraper). 
018  Dark brown Specimen Mountain andesite informal tool (scraper). 
 
         Debitage (n=7) 
 
     2  Light gray Kemmling chert primary and secondary flakes. 
     2  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper secondary  
         flakes. 
     1  Brownish-green chert primary flake. 
     1  Grayish-green rhyolite secondary flake. 
     1  Black chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR9848 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
002  Light gray, translucent Kremmling chert informal tool (knife/scraper). 
003  Brown and red Table Mountain jasper informal tool. 
 
 Debitage (n=7) 
 
   2  Dark brown to red Table Mountain jasper secondary and 
       shatter flakes. 
   2  Brown andesite secondary (thinning) flakes. 
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   1  Dark gray banded chert secondary flake. 
   1  Brown chert primary shatter flake. 
   1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
5LR9856 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Gray Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR9857 
 
001  Reddish-brown banded chert formal tool (end scraper). 
002  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (flake knife). 
003  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface flake knife). 
004  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (flake knife). 
005  Dark red Specimen Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacial  
        knife/drill). 
006  Reddish-brown chert formal tool (awl). 
007  Brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
 
  Debitage (n=3) 
 
   2  Light grayish-brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
   1  Reddish-brown chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR9859 
 
Debitage (n=4) 
 
  4  White to gray Kremmling chert primary and secondary flakes. 
 
5LR9860 
 
001  Grayish-brown, with white patches, Kremmling chert informal tool  
        (chopper). 
002  Light gray-brown Kremmling chert formal tool (graver/awl). 
003  Dark red Table Mountain jasper informal tool (scraper). 
004  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
005  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
 
  Debitage (n=6) 
 
   3  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   2  Red and brown quartzite tertiary flakes. 
   1  Red chert tertiary (pressure) flake. 
 
5LR9866 
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001  Clear glass “Pepsi Cola” bottle sherd. 
002  Clear glass, oval shaped bottle base with raised letters “Design Patd” 
 and an Anchor Hocking maker’s mark. 
003  Chipped, glazed white ceramic bowl fragment with dark green fleur- 
 de-lis pattern on the bottom.   
004  White glazed ceramic vase/bottle base with dark green fleur-de-lis 
 pattern on the bottom.  The maker’s mark is blurred and unreadable. 
005  Corroded .38 Special caliber pistol cartridge case 
006  Corroded .32 caliber pistor cartridge case. 
007  Small metal garment buckle used to adjust the length of a strap. 
008  Small, two-hole aluminum garment button. 
 
5LR9870 
 
001  Tan with dark brown inclusions informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=2) 
 
   1  Light brown petrified wood secondary flake. 
   1  Brown chert secondary flake. 
 
5LR9871 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
  2  Gray chert secondary and shatter flakes. 
 
5LR9872 
 
001  Very small clear glass perfume bottle with screw-on top. 
 
5LR9873 
 
001  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite, corner-notched, Early Archaic projectile  
 point.  
 
 
 
 
 
5LR9875 
 
001 Light to medium brown Kremmling chert formal tool (hafted drill). It appears to 

be a re-worked McKean Hanna projectile point made into a drill. 
002 Brownish red Dakota orthoquartzite, with a gray-white “varnish”, McKean 

Hanna projectile point. 
003  Light brown fine grained Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (scraper). 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (side scraper). 
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 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Light brown with white inclusions secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR9876 
 
001   Light brown (material source unknown) chert formal tool (flake knife). 
 
5LR9877 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
  2  Gray to gray-black fine quartzite secondary flakes. 
 
5LR9878 
 
001    Brownish-red Table Mountain jasper, Middle/Late Ceramic, unnotched,  
         triangular projectile point/biface knife. 
002    Reddish-brown fine grained Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface  
         knife tip). 
003    White quartzite formal tool (chopper/scraper). 
004    White to light brown Kremmling chert informal (utilized flake) tool. 
005  Light brown with white cortex material Kremmling chert informal tool 
 (flake knife midsection). 
 
 Debitage (n=13) 
 
                 10  Medium gray to brownish Kremmling chert secondary to 
         tertiary flakes. 
     1  Black chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
      1  Brown quartzite secondary (thinning) flake. 
     1  Brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR10209 
 
001   Grayish-red Dakota orthoquartzite corner-notched Early Archaic (Mount 
 Albion Complex, type 1) projectile point. 
002    Medium brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife tip). 
003    Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (ovoid scraper). 
004    Gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (snub-nosed scraper). 
005    White Kremmling chert informal tool (small scraper). 
006  Brown Table Mountain jasper flake core. 
 
  Debitage (n=5) 
 
           3  White to medium brown Kremmling chert primary and 
                secondary flakes. 
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    1   Brown Table Mountain jasper secondary flake. 
    1   Reddish-brown chert secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR10210 
 
001    Reddish-brown Hartville quartzite Late Paleoindian projectile point (tip 
missing), lanceolate with concave base and parallel-oblique flaking. 
002    Gray Dakota orthoquartzite, lower corner, Late Paleoindian Projectile        

point fragment. 
003    White Kremmling chert Early Archaic (Oxbow Complex) side-corner- 
 notched, projectile point fragment. 
004    Light red with white specks chert (unknown source) corner-notched 
  Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) projectile  point (lower section). 
005    Light yellowish-brown, chert (unknown source) Late Archaic/Early  
 Ceramic projectile point tip. 
006    Very fine gray quartzite formal tool (end scraper). 
007    Fine Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized blade tool). 
008   White Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
009    Brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
010    White Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
011    Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized blade tool). 
012    Mottled brown and white quartzite informal tool (utilized flake 
         tool). 
013    Brown fine quartzite formal tool (flake knife). 
014    Gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (utilized flake fragment). 
015    Gray Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (biface tool fragment). 
016   Red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain formal tool (biface  
         tool fragment). 
017    Red to yellow-brown chert informal tool (utilized tool fragment). 
 
***  Piece of rose quartz fire cracked rock (FCR) was collected at this 
      site but not assigned an artifact number. 
 
  Debitage (n=51) 
 
   10   Gray Dakota orthoquartzite chert secondary flakes. 
      9   Brown to white Kremmling chert secondary/tertiary and  
    shatter flakes. 
   22   Reddish-brown to yellow-brown Table Mountain/Specimen 
          Mountain jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     5   Yellow-brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
     4   Light red chert tertiary flakes. 
      1   Heavily fire-cracked quartz cobble (FCR). 
 
5LR10211 
 
001    Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
002    White to translucent crystal quartz informal tool (scraper), 
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         (RMNP source). 
003    Brown chert/jasper informal tool (utilized flake). 
004    Milky white crystal quartz informal tool (flake knife-local  
        RMNP material). 
005    Brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool (retouched flake  
        scraper). 
006  White quartz crystal informal tool (scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=37) 
 
   27   Crystal quartz flakes, local, secondary (single flaking event). 
            3   Fine quartzite gray to light gray with black speckles 
    secondary flakes. 
      2   Reddish-brown and brown Table Mountain jasper secondary  
    flakes. 
         5   Yellow-brown to yellow chert secondary flakes. 
 
5LR10212 
 
001  Medium brown with light red mottling, chert informal tool (knife/scraper). 
002  Caramel brown to translucent chert informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=12) 
 
   1  Medium brown, with light red mottling, chert secondary flake. 
   4  Brown to yellow-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain 
           jasper secondary flakes. 
   2  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes, one is fire- 
               reddened. 
   1  Yellow-brown chert secondary flake. 
   3  Yellow-brown Specimen Mountain/Table Mountain jasper 
               secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   1  Yellow-brown and dark brown banded agatized chert  
               secondary flake. 
 
5LR10213 
 
001   Light brown to red-brown Hartville quartzite Early Ceramic corner- 
 notched projectile point (lower two-thirds). 
002  Light brown Kremmling chert, Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile 
 point (one tang missing). 
003  Reddish-brown, with a light brown band, Table Mountain jasper, lower  two-
thirds, Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point (Mount Albion 
 Complex type 1). 
004  Gray to gray-brown  quartz crystal, informal tool (knife fragment). 
005  Gray to gray-brown Dakota orthoquartzite, formal tool (large unifacial  
        knife fragment). 
006  Brown with black flecks chert (northeast Colorado source)  
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        formal tool (tool fragment). 
007  Brown to yellowish-brown chert informal tool (prismatic  
        blade tool fragment). 
008  Transparent light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake 
 tool). 
009a-c  Three light red to reddish-brown sandstone metate fragments. 
 
 Debitage (n=67) 
 
   47   Brown, red and dark gray Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain   
          jasper secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   10   White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
          flakes. 
      5   Yellow-brown fine quartzite secondary and tertiary flakes,  
          eastern plains source likely. 
     4   Red to reddish-brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      1   Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR10214 
 
001   Light brown to white Kremmling chert Early Archaic corner-notched 
  projectile point base. 
002   Gray Dakota fine orthoquartzite (upper two thirds) of a Late 
  Archaic/early Early Ceramic projectile point. 
003   Brown and tan chert grading to quartzite formal tool (biface knife base). 
004   Mottled brown, gray and tan chert formal tool (flake scraper). 
005   Reddish-brown with dark brown wavy lines chert formal tool (flake 
         knife base). 
006   Dark brown chert informal tool (flake drill). 
007   Pink to reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. 
008   Medium brown chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
009   Gray brown with microscopic black flecks fine quartzite informal tool 
  (utilized flake tool).             
010   Dark red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper informal tool  
   (utilized flake tool). 
011   White Kremmling chert utilized formal tool (flake knife). 
012   Grayish-brown chert informal tool (utilized blade knife). 
013   Yellow-brown to red-brown chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
014   Yellow-brown to red-brown chert informal tool (utilized tool fragme). 
015   Brown, with fine black specks, Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain     
jasper informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=14) 
 
    6  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
     5  Reddish-brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper. 
               secondary and tertiary flakes. 
    1  Caramel brown chert secondary flake. 
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            1  Brown chert secondary flake. 
     1  Mottled brown and tan secondary flake with cortex. 
 
5LR10215 
 
Debitage (n=7)  
 
   7  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
  
5LR10216 
 
001  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite Late Archaic/Early Ceramic projectile point 
 tip. 
002  Light brown, with black and white inclusions, Kremmling chert formal tool  
        (side scraper). 
003  Dark gray with black veins, translucent Kremmling chert formal tool  
        (flake knife). 
004  White Kremmling chert informal tool (scraper). 
005  Tapering, tubular sandstone atlatl weight, ground flat on one side. 
006a-c  Three dark gray to brown Uncompahgre Brownware pot sherds 
007  Brown bottle neck and lip sherd and a base from the same bottle. 
008  Eleven sherds of off-white porcelain plate sherds with blue flower   
 patterns. 
 
 Debitage (n=7) 
 
    7  Light brown to light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary   
     flakes. 
 
5LR10217 
 
001  Reddish-brown chert informal tool (awl). 
002  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface knife, large, partial tip). 
003  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool fragment). 
004  Light brown to white Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized blade  
        tool fragment). 
005  Red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper retouched formal tool 
 (flake knife) fragment. 
006a-l  12 wide cord-marked Early Ceramic potsherds. 
007  Light gray with white inclusions Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake 
 knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=14) 
 
    7  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flakes. 
    4  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
      2  Red and dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain 
            jasper tertiary flakes. 
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     1  Yellow-brown with medium brown banding, petrified wood  
        secondary flake. 
 
5LR10219 
 
Debitage (n=2) 
 
 2  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary manufacturing/re-tooling 
     flakes. 
 
5LR10220 
 
001  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
002  Medium to dark brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper 
 informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
 
  Debitage (n=5) 
 
    4  White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary 
    flakes. 
    1 Red Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper tertiary 
    flake. 
 
5LR10221 
 
001  Brownish-gray Dakota orthoquartzite, triangular corner-notched Early 
 Ceramic/Besant projectile point. 
002  Yellowish-brown Trout Creek (or Table Mountain jasper) chert, with red 
 chert area inclusion on part of one side, Early Archaic corner-notched  
 projectile point. 
003  Brown quartzite formal tool (biface knife fragment). 
004  Light brown quartzite informal tool (flake tool, possibly spokeshave). 
005a,b  Two small Uncompahgre Brownware potsherds. 
006a-f    Reddish-brown sandstone metate fragments. 
007  Red Table Mountain jasper, with black inclusions, Middle Archaic 
 (Hanna) projectile point. 
008  Light brown Dakota orthoquartzite formal tool (side scraper). 
009  Medium gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Archaic (Mt. Albion complex) 
 corner-notched projectile point base. (Collected by Christian Cowen 
 from Lake Helene Trail, going through site on July 22, 2002). 
010 Reddish-brown sandstone metate fragment. 
 
 Debitage (n=32)  
 
     12  Light gray to light brown Kremmling chert flakes – shatter,  
         secondary and tertiary stage manufacturing flakes. 
       1  Clear crystal quartz (thinning) flake. 
      8  Red to reddish jasper flakes, secondary and tertiary. 
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       2  Reddish-brown chert flakes, one shatter and one thinning. 
       4  White chert flakes, thinning and edge retouch. 
       4  Brown chert retouch flakes. 

      1  Obsidian (black) secondary flake, retrieved from site trail cut by  
       Jack Melton, YMCA, 8/1/00. 

 
5LR10223 
 
001    Light brown, with white inclusions, Kremmling chert formal tool 
         (bifacial flake knife). 
 
5LR10224 
 
001  Yellow-brown, with thin dark brown lines, petrified wood edge- 
         retouched informal tool (flake knife). 
002   Mottled red, black and brown Table Mountain jasper formal tool 
         (flake burin). 
003   Dark red Table Mountain jasper formal tool (retouched-edge  
         biface flake knife). 
004   Brown petrified wood informal tool (utilized flake knife). 
005   Gray Specimen Mountain rhyolite informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=2) 
 
          1  Light gray-brown Kremmling chert secondary(thinning) flake. 
   1  Brown chert, secondary (thinning) flake. 
 
5LR10226 
 
001a-d  Four light red to black (fire blackened) sandstone metate fragments. 
 
5LR10228 
 
001  Reddish brown Hartville quartzite Early Archaic (Mount Albion Complex) 
        corner-notched projectile point. 
002  Light to medium brown Kremmling chert formal tool (retouched 
        flake end scraper). 
003  Light brown to white Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
004  Yellow-brown to brown Table Mountain/Specimen Mountain jasper  
 exhausted core. 
005  Light to dark brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
006  Medium brown with yellow-brown inclusions, jasper (possibly Table  
 Mountain) informal tool (utilized flake too). 
007  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface flake knife). 
008  Light brown Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
 
  Debitage (n=4) 
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     4   White to light brown Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary  
        flakes. 
  
5LR10241 
 
001   Light brown Kremmling chert, informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
002    Grayish-white Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
003    Grayish-white Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
004    Deep brown Table Mountain chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
005    White to grayish-white Kremmling chert informal tool (flake scraper). 
006   White Kremmling chert formal tool (expanding base drill). 
007    Plastic Boy Scout uniform two-hole button. 
008  Brown with gray and white bands quartzite informal tool (flake 
 knife). 
 
 Debitage (n=32) 
   
   14  White to brown Kremmling chert primary to tertiary flakes. 
      6  Red to brown Table Mountain chert, secondary to tertiary  
         flakes. 
      1  Brown fine grained andesite flake. 
      1  Dark brown petrified wood secondary flake. 
       7  Yellow-brown to light red chert (provenance  
         unknown) secondary (thinning) and tertiary (retouch) flakes. 
       3  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite biface (thinning) flakes. 
 
5LR10242 
 
001   Gray with white streaks fine quartzite (source unknown), corner-notched Early 

Ceramic projectile point fragment. 
002   Tan to yellowish-brown oolitic chert, with reddish to brown speckled  
 inclusions,  lanceolate Clovis projectile point (ca. 11,400-10,900 BP) with 

 fishtail base (moderate basal and lower blade grinding).  A south central or 
southwest Wyoming source is suspected. 

003    White to tan Kremmling chert formal tool (side scraper). 
004    White to gray-brown Kremmling chert formal tool (biface core knife).  
005   Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (utilized flake too). 
006    Brown Table Mountain chert informal tool (utilized flake tool). 
 
 Debitage (n=27) 
 
        9  Table Mountain formation jasper flakes, some believed to  
        derived from Specimen Mountain, secondary to tertiary stages. 
    3  Brown Dakota orthoquartzite, fine secondary (thinning) flakes. 
     1  Dark reddish-brown Specimen Mountain jasper flaked fragment 
     1  Brown petrified wood biface (thinning) flake (North Park?) 
         12  Light red to dark red (fire reddened), yellowish-brown and light  
        brown chert flakes (10 thinning and 2 shatter flakes). 
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     1  Small sherd of glass with a purple tinge. 
 
5LR10243 
      
Concentration 1  
 
001  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic projectile point 
 (field map designation PPT3). 
002  Dark red, with brown band, Table Mountain jasper  
 Early Ceramic corner-notched projectile point, tip missing (field map 
 designation PPT1). 
003  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Early Ceramic corner-notched 
 projectile point (field map designation PPT2). 
004  Dark red Table Mountain jasper Early Archaic projectile point base (no 
 map designation). 
005  Dark red, with lighter patches, Table Mountain jasper formal tool 
        (end scraper). 
 
**Artifact 006 -010 will be found in Concentration 2. 
 
011  Brown with gray band, chert informal tool (flake knife). 
 
 Test Pit 1 
 
   Debitage (n=5) 
 
    4  Dark red to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and 
                       shatter flakes. 
    1  Light red with fine white specks chert secondary flake. 
 
 Test Pit #2 
 
          012  Brown chert formal tool/blade knife. 
           
   Debitage (n=1) 
 
       1  Brown, with light gray mottling, secondary flake. 
 
 Test Pit 3 
 
   No artifacts recovered 
 
 Test Pit 4 
 
   Debitage (n=83) 
 
    40  Dark red Table Mountain jasper primary, secondary  
                  and tertiary flakes. 
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       3  Light brown Kremmling chert tertiary (pressure) flakes. 
       2  Dark brown with white speckling chert secondary and 
                  tertiary flakes. 
        1  Yellow-brown chert shatter flake        
                          30  Dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary, tertiary and  
          shatter flakes. 
          3  Light yellow-brown chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 
      2  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary and tertiary flakes. 

      1  Light red, with darker red inclusions, chert secondary  
         (thinning) flake.      

      1  Gray quartzite secondary flake. 
 
Concentration 2 
 
006  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early Ceramic serrated projectile point  
 fragment (site map designation PPT1). 
007  Red, with light brown mottling, Table Mountain jasper Early to Mid 
 Mountain Paleoindian projectile point base (site map designation PPT2). 
008  Medium sized pink sandstone metate fragment. 
009  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (knife). 
010  Light gray Kremmling chert informal tool (spokeshave). 
 
 Debitage (n=9) 
 
   6  Light gray Kremmling chert primary and secondary flakes. 
   2  Red to brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and  
               tertiary flakes. 
   1  Reddish-brown with light gray flake. 
 
5LR10245 
 
001  Medium sized, rectangular white to light gray Kremmling chert  
        formal tool (unifacial flake knife). 
 
5LR10246 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Early/Late Archaic corner-notched 
 stemmed, rounded base projectile point (no field designation). 
002  Medium gray to brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
003  Light to medium gray Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (flake knife). 
004  Yellow- brown Table Mountain jasper bifacial formal tool (blade  
         knife). 
005  Brown chert informal tool (flake knife). 
006  White with light yellow-brown bands, petrified wood informal  
 tool (flake knife). 
007a-f  Six red sandstone metate fragments. 
008  Reddish-brown, with white inclusions, chert informal tool (flake knife). 
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   Debitage (n=8) 
 
   4  Dark red and brown Table Mountain jasper secondary and   
               tertiary flakes. 
   1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake. 
   1  Light gray with black flecks, chalcedony flake. 
   1  Light gray secondary rhyolite flake. 
   1  Fire-burnt crystal quartz secondary flake. 
 
5LR10247 
 
001  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (flake knife). 
 
  Debitage (n=6) 
 
   4  Dark red Table Mountain jasper tertiary (pressure and 
               and edge removal) flakes. 
   2  Light gray Kremmling chert secondary (thinning) flakes. 
 
5LR10248 
 
001  Dark red Table Mountain jasper core. 
 
 Debitage (n=1) 
 
   1  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flake.  
 
5LR10249 
 
001  Dark red with gray streaks Table Mountain jasper formal tool (bifacially  
        flaked knife base fragment).  
002  Translucent white Kremmling chert formal tool (corner-notched,  
 hafted knife) (no site map designator).                                                 
003  Light gray Kremmling chert formal tool (bifacial knife tip). 
004  Light brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake knife). 
005  Dark red Dakota orthoquartzite informal tool (knife/awl). 
006  Dark reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool. (edge 
 retouched flake). 
007  Tan and gray chert informal tool (flake knife). 
008  Reddish-brown Table Mountain jasper informal tool (drill/awl). 
009  Red quartzite informal tool (flake knife/scraper). 
  Debitage (n=12) 
 
   4  White, light gray to brown Kremmling chert secondary,  
          tertiary and shatter flakes. 
   5  Red to dark red Table Mountain jasper secondary and 
               tertiary flakes. 
   1  Brown Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
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   1  Brown chert secondary flake. 
   1  Reddish-brown with white quartz inclusions, chert  
          secondary flake. 
 
5LR10250 
 
Debitage (n=1) 
 
  1  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary flake. 
 
5LR10251 
 
001  Dark brown Hartville chert corner-notched Early Ceramic projectile point 
 (one tang missing). 
  
5LR10254  
 
These artifacts are located in the RMNP curation facility:  
 
001  Brown to reddish-brown Kremmling chert informal tool (flake core).  
002  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite  formal tool (bifacially flaked knife fragment). 
 
5LR10256 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include scattered glass sherds and solder-
dot sanitary tin cans. 
 
5LR10258 
 
Historic artifact recorded but not collected is a rusted SPAM can. 
 
5LR10259 
 
Historic artifacts recorded but not collected include a partial glass bottle, an 
electric insulator, glass sherds (clear, green and red), and a ‘Mountain Dew 
soft drink bottle. 
 
 
5LR10463 (Wildlife Urban Interface [WUI] Survey-2002) 
 
001  Light gray Dakota orthoquartzite Middle/Late Ceramic side-notched 
 projectile point (tip missing). 
 
5LR10466 
 
Historic artifacts collected and stored at the RMNP curation facility include sanitary 
food cans, glass jars, white porcelain dinner plate sherds, nails, 
quart glass bottle, rusted car engine part, glass Chlorox jug, clear glass 
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window sherds, and an electric insulator. 
 
5LR10467 
 
Historic artifact collected and stored at the RMNP curation facility is a rusted 
tin can lid. 
 
5LR10469 
 
Historic artifacts collected and stored at the RMNP curation facility include solder-
dot tin cans, three heavily rusted gasoline cans, clear glass bottle sherds, numerous 
seam-sealed sanitary tin cans, porcelain dish sherds, 
petroleum jelly jar, glass jar, a sea shell, and a Valvoline oil can. 
 
5LR10472 
 
Historic artifacts collected and stored at the RMNP curation facility include 
fragments of lead roof sheeting and lengths of pipe. 
  
5LR10474 
 
001  Brown chert informal tool (hafted scraper). 
 
 Debitage (n=6) 
 
   3  Gray Dakota orthoquartzite secondary and tertiary flakes. 
   2  Light brown Kremmling chert secondary flakes. 
   1  White with pink bands chalcedony secondary flake. 
 
5LR11171 
 
001 White quartz Mt. Albion Early Archaic corner-notched projectile point. 
 
5LR11174 
 
001  Very dark red Table Mountain jasper biface knife. 



Appendix C 
 

Research Publications and Professional-Public Forum Presentations Associated with 
UNC/RMNP SAIP Investigations from 1999 to 2005 

 
Bach, Daniel 

2003 Floral Inventory and Ethnographic Analysis of Native American 
Plant Uses at 5LR7095. Report submitted to the Department of 
Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colorado, and 
Rocky Mountain National Park, Estes Park, Colorado, by High Plains 
Macrobotanical Services, Laramie, Wyoming. 

 
Brunswig, Robert H. 

1999a  Report on 1998 Archaeological Surveys in Rocky Mountain 
 National Park by the University of Northern Colorado. Greeley, 
Colorado, Department of Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 

 
 1999b University of Northern Colorado Archaeological Inventories in 

 Rocky Mountain National Park: Results of the First Field Season. 
 Paper given at the General Research Paper Session at the 1999 
 Annual Conference of the Colorado Council of Professional 
 Archaeologists, Glenwood Springs, Colorado, March 5-6, 1999. 

 
1999c Exploring the High Country: UNC Archaeological Research in Rocky 

Mountain National Park. Talk to the Fort Collins Chapter, Colorado 
Archaeological Society, Fort Collins, Colorado. January 20, 1999.  

 
2000a 1998 Field Investigations of the University of Northern Colorado. 

Colorado Council of Professional Archaeologists Newsletter 22(1): 4. 
 

2000b Report on 1999 Archaeological Surveys in Rocky Mountain National Park 
by the University of Northern Colorado. Greeley, Colorado, Department 
of Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 

 
2000c Report on 1999 Field Investigations of the University of Northern 

Colorado to the State Archaeologist, Colorado State Historic 
Preservation Office. Greeley, CO, Department of Anthropology, 
University of Northern Colorado. 

 
2000d Rocky Mountain Survey Strategies: Technological and Research 

Design Innovations from UNC Field Research. Paper given at the 
General Research Paper Session at the 2000 Annual Conference of the 
Colorado Council of Professional Archaeologists, Denver, 
Colorado, March 17-18, 2000. 

 
2000e Anatomy of a High Altitude Game Drive: Landscape Modeling of 
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  5LR15 in Rocky Mountain National Park. Paper given at the 2000 
           National Conference of the Society for American Archaeology,  
           Philadelphia, PA, April 6-9, 2000. 
 
2000f  Art and Cultural Landscapes in the Terminal Ice Age and Early 

Holocene: Contrasts and Parallels in Europe's Pyrenees and America's 
Southern Rockies.  Invited paper given at the Chacmool 
Archaeological Conference, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada, 
November 8-12, 2000 as part of a conference entitled: “Art for 
Archaeology's Sake: Material Culture and Style Across the 
Disciplines, chaired by Drs. Mark Zender and Calla McNamee 
(Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary). 
 

2000g SAIP Surveys and Research in Rocky Mountain National Park: Results 
and New Directions. Talk to the Indian Peaks Chapter, Colorado 
Archaeological Society, Boulder, Colorado. April 13, 2000.  

 
2000h Expanding Horizons of Prehistoric and Historic Archeology of Rocky 

Mountain National Park: New Evidence from UNC's Archeological 
Survey Program-1998 to 2000. Talk at the Grand County (Colorado) 
Historical Society's Wells Fargo Grand Autumn Heritage Series. 
September 13, 2000.  
 

2001a UNC's Archaeological Inventory Surveys and Testing Project 
 Results in Rocky Mountain National Park from the 1999 and 2000 
 Field Seasons. Calumet (Newsletter of the Indian Peaks Chapter of  
 the Colorado Archaeological Society) January: 3-4. 

 
2001b  High Altitude Hunters of the Southern Rockies during the 
   Pleistocene/Holocene Transition: Evidence from UNC's 
             Archeological Inventory Program in Rocky Mountain National 
             Park. Paper given at the General Research Paper Session at the 
             2001 Annual Conference of the Colorado Council of Professional 
             Archaeologists, La Junta, Colorado, March 1-4, 2001. 

 
2001c  Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene Landscapes and Paleoindian 

 Economic Systems in Colorado’s Southern Rocky Mountains. In  
 On Being First: Presenting the First Peoples in the Americas 
 (Proceedings of the 1998 CHACMOOL Conference).  J. Gillespie, 
 C. de Mille, and S. Tupakka, editors, pages 427-451. Calgary, Canada, 
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary. 

 
 2001d 1999 and 2000 Year Archaeological Inventory Surveys and Testing  

in Rocky Mountain National Park by the University of Northern 
Colorado. Colorado Council of Professional Archaeologists 
Newsletter 23(1): 3-4. 
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2001e  Report on Year 2000 Archaeological Surveys in Rocky Mountain 

 National Park by the University of Northern Colorado. Greeley,  
Colorado, Department of Anthropology, University of Northern 
Colorado. 
 

2001g  Lawn Lake (5LR318): Results of an Archeological Mitigation 
 Research Project at a High Altitude Prehistoric Site in Rocky 
 Mountain National Park. Greeley, CO, Department of 
 Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 
 

2001h Earliest Human Occupations in the Colorado Front Range: Evidence from 
the UNC/RMNP Inventory Program. Paper given at the 2001 National 
Conference of the Society for American Archaeology, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, April 18-22, 2001 as part of an Symposium entitled: "Rocky 
Mountain National Park Archeology: Status Report of an on-going Five-
Year Survey and Testing Program." 

 
  2001i High Altitude Cultural Landscapes and Hunting Systems at the 

Pleistocene-Holocene Boundary: Comparison of the late Upper Paleolithic 
Pyrenees and the Paleoindan Rocky Mountains.  Paper presented at the 5th 
Biennial Rocky Mountain Archaeological 

   Conference, September 21-22, 2001, in a symposium entitled "Hunting the 
High Country: Precontact Rocky Mountain Alpine Hunting Patterns", co-
chaired by Brian Vivian and Bill 

   Butler.  Waterton, Alberta. 
 
  2001j New Evidence for Paleoindian Occupations in Rocky Mountain National 

Park, North Central Colorado.  Current Research in the Pleistocene 18: 10-
12. 

 
2001k Paleoindian Archaeology of Colorado's Southern Rocky Mountains: 

Research in Rocky Mountain National Park and Beyond. Talk to the 
Denver Chapter, Colorado Archaeological Society, Denver, Colorado. 
May 16, 2001. 

 
2002a  Report on Year 2001 Archaeological Surveys in Rocky Mountain 

 National Park by the University of Northern Colorado. Greeley, CO, 
  Department of Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 
 
2002b  Report on 2001 Field Investigations of the University of Northern 

 Colorado to the State Archaeologist, Colorado State Historic 
 Preservation Office. Greeley, Colorado, Department of  
 Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 

 
2002c University of Northern Colorado 2002 Archeological Investigations 
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in Rocky Mountain National Park, North Central Colorado.  Greeley, 
CO, Department of Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 

 
2002d Mountain Paleoindian Subsistence Strategies: Early "Game Drives" and 

Environmental Change: New Views from Rocky Mountain National Park 
and Beyond. Paper presented at the 2002 National Conference of the 
Society for American Archaeology, Denver, Colorado, March 20-24, 
2002. 

 
2002e  Earliest Human Occupation of Rocky Mountain National Park:  

 New Findings of the UNC/RMNP Archeological Inventory 
 Project. Invited paper given at the Rocky Mountain National  
 Park Research Conference, April 9-11, 2002, Estes Park,  
 Colorado. 

 
2002f The End of One World and the Beginning of Another: Cultural  
 and Environmental Landscape Changes at the Pleistocene- 
 Holocene Boundary in France’s Late Upper Paleolithic Pyrenees 

and Colorado’s Paleoindian Rockies. Paper given at the 
Chacmool Archaeological Conference, University of Calgary, 
Calgary, Canada, November 13-17, 2002 as part of a conference  
entitled: “Apocalypse Then and Now: Archaeology and World’s  
Ends”, chaired by Dr. Larry Steinbrenner and Meaghan  
Peuramaki-Brown (Department of Archaeology, University of 
Calgary). 
 

2003a  Art and Cultural Landscapes in the Terminal Ice Age and Early 
 Holocene: Contrasts and Parallels in Europe's Pyrenees and  America's 
Southern Rockies.  In Art for Archaeology's Sake:  Material Culture and 
Style Across the Disciplines, edited by Mark Zender and Calla McNamee. 
Calgary, Canada, Department of 
Archaeology, University of Calgary. 

 
2003b  Clovis-age Artifacts from Rocky Mountain National Park and  
  Vicinity, North Central Colorado.  Current Research in the  
  Pleistocene 20: 7-9. 

 
 2003c  Archeological, Ethnographic, and Historic Investigations of the 

5LR7095 Rock Feature Complex Site, Rocky Mountain National Park, 
North Central Colorado. Greeley, Colorado, Department of Anthropology, 
University of Northern Colorado. 

 
2003d Earliest Human Occupations of RMNP: Newest Findings of the 

UNC/RMNP Archeological Inventory Program. Invited paper given at the 
2003 Rocky Mountain National Park Research and Resources Day, 
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Continental Divide Research & Learning Center, Estes Park, Colorado, 
June 7, 2003. 

 
2003e Paleoindian Colonization of Colorado’s Southern Rockies: new evidence 

from Rocky Mountain National Park and adjacent areas. 
 Paper given at the 2003 Rocky Mountain Anthropological Conference, 

Estes Park, Colorado, September 18-20, 2003 
 
2004a Paleoindian Colonization of Colorado’s Southern Rockies: new evidence 

from Rocky Mountain National Park and adjacent areas. In Ancient and 
Historic Lifeways of North America’s Rocky Mountains: Proceedings of 
the 2003 Rocky Mountain Anthropological Conference, edited by Robert 
H. Brunswig and William B. Butler, pages 264-281. Greeley, Colorado, 
Department of Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 

 
2004b  Hunting Systems and Seasonal Migratory Patterns through Time in Rocky 

Mountain National Park. In Ancient and Historic Lifeways of North 
America’s Rocky Mountains: Proceedings of the 2003 Rocky Mountain 
Anthropological Conference, edited by Robert H. Brunswig and William 
B. Butler, pages 392-409. Greeley, Colorado, Department of 
Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado. 

 
2005a Modeling Native American Sacred-Mundane Landscapes: Hypothetical 

Frames of Reference from Ethnoarcheological Studies in North Central 
Colorado’s Rocky Mountains. Paper delivered as part of an organized 
session entitled Historic Archaeology and Ethnohistory in the Rocky 
Mountains at the 2005 Rocky Mountain Anthropological Conference, Park 
City, Utah. September 15-18, 2005. 

2005b The Use of Integrated Survey-Grade GPS and Computer Mapping 
Technologies to the Documentation and Analysis of Archaeological Sites 
and Landscapes in Colorado Mountain Terrains.   Paper given at the 
Chacmool Archaeological Conference, University of Calgary, Calgary, 
Canada, November 10-13, 2005, in a paper session entitled “Remote 
Sensing: a New Tool Box for the Field Archaeologist”, chaired by Jean 
Michel Maillol. The conference theme was “Tools of the Trade: Methods, 
Techniques, and Innovative Approaches in Archaeology“. 

 
2005c Art and Cultural Landscapes in the Terminal Ice Age and Early 

Holocene: Contrasts and Parallels in America’s Southern Rockies  
and Europe’s Pyrenees. In Art for Archaeology’s Sake: Material  
Culture and Style across the Disciplines, edited by Andrea Waters- 
Rist, C. Cluney, C. McNamee and L. Steinbrenner, pages 252-268. 
Calgary, Canada, The Archaeological Association of the University 
of Calgary. 

 
in press  Paleoindian Archaeology of Rocky Mountain National Park and   
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 its Adjacent Region. In Emerging Frontiers in Colorado Paleoindian  
Archaeology, Robert H. Brunswig and Bonnie L. Pitblado, editors. 
Boulder, Colorado, University Press of Colorado. 

 
in press The End of One World and the Beginning of Another: Cultural  
  and Environmentsl Landscape Changes at the Pleistocene- 
  Holocene Boundary in France’s Late Upper Paleolithic Pyrenees  

 and Colorado’s Paleoindian Rockies. In Apocalypse Then and  
 Now: Archaeology and World’s Ends, edited by Larry Steinbrenner 
 and Meaghan Peuramaki-Brown Canada, Department of  
 Archaeology, University of Calgary. 

  
Brunswig, Robert and James Doerner 
 2001 The Lawn Lake Site (5LR318): New Evidence for High Altitude Late 

Paleoindian Adaptations and Paleolandscapes of Colorado's Southern 
Rockies in the Early Holocene. Paper presented at the 5th Biennial Rocky 
Mountain Archaeological Conference, September 21-22, 2001, in a 
symposium entitled "Pleistocene Holocene Transition in the Rockies: 
Synthesis and Current Research", co-chaired by Marcel Kornfeld and 
David Madsen. Waterton, Alberta. 

 
Brunswig, Robert H. and T. Lux 

2003 Archeological Investigations of Native American Trails in Rocky 
Mountain National Park, Colorado. Greeley, CO, Department of 
Anthropology, University of Northern Colorado.  

 
Brunswig, Robert, Louise Elinoff and Thomas Lux 

  2001 Shamans, Spirit Power, and Cultural Landscapes in Mountain Territories. 
Paper given at the 5th Biennial Rocky Mountain Archaeological 
Conference, September 21-22, 2001, in a 

    symposium entitled "First Nations, Roots, Routes and the Rocky Mountain 
Corridors", chaired by Marty Magne. Waterton, Alberta. 

 
 
Brunswig, Robert H. and T. Sandoval 

2004 Content and Context of the Rocky Mountain National Park Prehistoric 
Sites GIS Data Base. Greeley, Colorado, Department of Anthropology, 
University of Northern Colorado. 

 
Butler, William B. 

2000 Seventy Years of Archeological  Research in Rocky Mountain National 
Park. Paper presented at the joint meeting of the Midwest Archeological 
and Plains Anthropological Conference, November 9-12, 2000, St. Paul, 
Minnesota. 
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2001a Yesterday and Today: Seventy Years of Archeological Research in Rocky 
Mountain National Park. Paper presented at the Society for American 
Archaeology's National Conference, April 18-22, 2001, New Orleans, 
Louisiana. 

 
  2001b Some Thoughts on Subsistence in Rocky Mountain National Park. Paper 

presented at the 5th Biennial Rocky Mountain  Archaeological 
   Conference, September 21-22, 2001, in a symposium entitled "Hunting the 

High Country: Precontact Rocky Mountain Alpine Hunting Patterns", co-
chaired by Brian Vivian and Bill 

   Butler.  Waterton, Alberta. 
 
  2002 A History of Archeological Research in Rocky Mountain National Park. 

Paper presented at the Rocky Mountain National Park Research 
Conference, Estes Park, Colorado, April 9-11, 2002. 

 
2003 Non-Site Archeology in Rocky Mountain National Park. Paper given at 

the 2003 Rocky Mountain Anthropological Conference, Estes Park, 
Colorado, September 18-20, 2003 

 
 2004 Non-Site Archeology in Rocky Mountain National Park.  

In Ancient and Historic Lifeways of North America’s Rocky Mountains: 
Proceedings of the 2003 Rocky Mountain Anthropological Conference, 
edited by Robert H. Brunswig and William B. Butler, pages 453-463. 
Greeley, Colorado, Department of Anthropology, University of Northern 
Colorado. 

 
Butler, William B., D. Bach,  L. Elinoff, S. Larmore, W. Sanborn,  R.A. Varnery, and H. 
Werner 
  1999 An Experimental Wickiup in Rocky Mountain National Park. Paper  

 presented at the 1999 Annual Conference of the Plains Anthropological 
Society, Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 

 
Cassells, E. Steve 
      2002 Lichenometric Dating of Prehistoric Cairns at the 5LR7095 Rock 
   Feature Site, Rocky Mountain National Park, North Central  

   Colorado. Greeley, Coloado, Department of Anthropology, University of 
Northern Colorado. 

  
 2005 Lichenometric Dating of Prehistoric Stone Features at Lava Cliffs,  

   Rocky Mountain National Park. Greeley, Colorado, Anthropology, 
Program, School of Social Sciences, University of Northern Colorado. 

 
 
Cavaille, Lynee 
       2003 People and Plants of Rocky Mountain National Park: the Role of  
   Plants in Past Native American Culture Adaptations. Greeley,  
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   Colorado, Department of Anthropology, University of Northern 
   Colorado. 
 
Doerner, James 
  2003a  Paleoenvironmental Interpretations of Holocene Records from 
    Rocky Mountain National Park. Paper given at the 2003 Rocky 
    Mountain Anthropological Conference, Estes Park, Colorado, September 

18-20, 2003. 
 

2003b Paleoenvironmental Interpretations of Holocene Records from 
Rocky Mountain National Park. In Proceedings of the 2003 Rocky  
Mountain Anthropological Conference, edited by Robert H.  
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Appendix  D   Catalogue of RMNP Archeological and Paleoenvironmental Chronometric (Radiocarbon) Data
SAIP Archeology Radiocarbon Dates for RMNP

page 895
Site No. Test Unit or Core Sample # Strat Unit/Depth b.s. Cultural Period Radiocarbon Age (BP)* Calibrated Range-BC/AD-(2δ)**

5GA2705 Ute Pottery Surface, Organic Residue Early Historic 340+50 BP 1440-1650 AD (510-300 BP)
5LR6 Blind #56 22-24 cm Early Ceramic 1740+ 50 BP 210-430 AD (1740-1520 BP)

5LR15 Blind #5 Strat Unit 4a/40-41 cm Early Ceramic 1340 + 40 BP 640-780 AD (1310-1170 BP)
5LR15 Camp Hearth Strat Unit 2/3-8 cm Early Historic 260+40 BP 1490-1810 AD (460-140 BP)

5LR318 Hearth in Profile Strat Unit 2/Hearth Late Archaic/Early Ceramic 1820 + 110 BP 50 BC-550 AD (2000-1500 BP)
5LR318 Test Unit 1b Basal Strat Unit 3 Late Paleoindian 8000+ 170 BP 7450-6450 BC (9400-8400 BP)
5LR318 Test Unit 1b Strat Unit 2 Early Ceramic 1690 + 30 BP 250-430 AD (1710-1520 BP)
5LR318 Test Unit 2b Upper Strat Unit 3 Late Paleoindian 7160 + 40 BP 6160-5910 BC (8110-7860 BP)
5LR318 Apachean Pottery/Test Unit 1b Strat Unit 1/Organic Residue Dismal River/Protohistoric 540 + 50 BP 1300-1450 AD (650-500 BP)

5LR3891 Test Unit 9N/24E Upper Strat Unit 3 Early Ceramic 1270 + 40 BP 660-880 AD (1290-1070 BP)
5LR4499 DS001 Surface Hearth in Wickiup Historic 60 + 40 BP 1680-1930 AD (270-20 BP)
5LR4499 DS002 Surface Hearth Sample Modern Modern
5LR4499 DS003 Aspen Wickiup Pole Historic 150 + 40 1650-1890 AD (300-60 BP)
5LR7076 Test Unit 2 Basal Strat Unit 2 Late Archaic 2140 + 40 BP 360-40 BC (2310-1990 BP)
5LR9826 Ute Pottery Surface, Organic Residue Early Historic 310+50 BP 1450-1670 AD (500-280 BP)

5LR10216 Ute Pottery Surface, Organic Residue Early Historic 200 + 40 BP 1640-1820 AD (310-130 BP)
5LR10243 Test Unit 4 Start Unit 2 Early Ceramic 1100 + 40 BP 870-1030 AD (1080-920 BP)

Non-SAIP Archeology Radiocarbon Dates for RMNP
Site No. Test Unit or Core Sample # Strat Unit/Depth b.s. Cultural Period Radiocarbon Age (BP)* Calibrated Range-BC/AD-(2δ)**
5GA217 EU1 Fea 1/Level 2 Middle Ceramic 780+50 1150-1300 AD (800-650 BP0
5GA217 EU1 Fea 1/Level 3 Middle Ceramic 780+50 1150-1300 AD (800-650 BP0
5GA217 EU3 Fea 5/Level 2 Middle Ceramic 810+50 1150-1300 AD (800-650 BP0
5GA217 EU6 Fea9/Level 2 Late Archaic 2920+50 1290-970 BC (3240-2920 BP)
5GA217 EU1 Fea 11/Level 3 Early Archaic 4710+120 3800-3050 BC (5750-5000 BP)
5GA217 EU7 Fea 12/Level 2 Middle Ceramic 890+50 1020-1250 AD (930-700 BP)
5GA217 EU10 Fea 17/Level 2 Middle Archaic 3920+160 2900-1950 BC (4850-3900 BP)
5GA217 EU10 Fea 18/Level 2 Late Archaic 2410+540 1900 BC-700 AD (3850-1250 BP)
5GA217 EU11 Fea 23/Level 2 Late Archaic 2150+90 400 BC-20 AD (2350-1930 BP)
5GA217 EU14 Fea 24/Level 2 Early/Middle Archaic 4170+110 3050-2450 BC (5000-4400 BP)
5GA217 EU14 Fea 19/Level 3 Early/Middle Archaic 4070+170 3100-2000 BC (5050-3950 BP)
5GA217 EU14 Fea 19/Level 2 Late Archaic 2410+90 800-350 BC (2750-2300 BP)
5GA217 EU3 Fea 10/Level 2 Modern/Contamination Modern
5GA217 EU7 Fea 13/Level 3 Late Archaic 3230+50 1630-1400 BC (3580-3320 BP)
5GA217 EU8 Fea 16/Level 2 late Early/Middle Ceramic 900+180 750-1450 AD (1200-500 BP)

5LR6 Blind 2 NA Early Ceramic 1570+60 380-640 AD (1570-1310 BP)
5LR6 Blind 3 NA Early Ceramic 1600+60 330-610 AD (1620-1340 BP)
5LR6 Blind 7 NA Early Ceramic 1210+60 680-980 AD (1270-970 BP)
5LR6 Blind 10 NA Early Ceramic 1740+60 130-430 AD (1820-1520 BP)
5LR6 Blind 12 NA Early Ceramic 1550+60 400-640 AD (1550-1310 BP)
5LR6 Blind 23 NA Early Ceramic 1290+60 650-890 AD (1300-1060 BP)
5LR6 Blind 33 NA Middle Ceramic 880+60 1020-1260 AD (930-690 BP)
5LR6 Blind 35 NA Early Ceramic 1240+60 660--900 AD (1290-1050 BP)
5LR6 Blind 46 NA Late Archaic 2630+60 930-540 BC (2880-2450 BP)
5LR6 Blind 51 NA Late Ceramic/Protohistoric 240+60 1480-1820 AD (470-130 BP)
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5LR6 Blind 54 NA Early/Middle Archaic 4310+80 3350-2600 BC(5300-4550 BP)

page 897
5LR6 Blind 65 NA Early Ceramic 1550+60 400-640 AD (1550-1310 BP)
5LR6 Blind 76 NA Early Ceramic 1190+60 680-980 AD (1270-970 BP)
5LR6 Blind 87 NA Late Ceramic/Protohistoric 220+50 1620-1890 AD (330-60 BP)
5LR6 Blind 89 NA Middle Ceramic 940+60 990-1220 AD (960-730 BP)

5LR15 Blind 3 NA Late Archaic 2610+60 910-520 BC (2860-2470 BP)
5LR15 Blind 5 NA Early Archaic 4590+60 3510-3080 BC (5460-5030 BP)

SAIP Paleoenvironment Core Radiocarbon Dates
Site No. Test Unit/Core# Strat Unit/Depth b.s. Cultural Period Radiocarbon Age (BP)* Calibrated Range-BC/AD-(1δ)

Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF15 15 cm NA 100.2 + O.5% modern  ---
Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF30 30 cm Late Historic/Modern 100 + 40 BP 1670-1960 AD (280-10 BP)
Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF45 45 cm Late Archaic 2610 + 40 BP 840-750 BC (2790-2700 BP)
Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF60 60 cm late Early Archaic 4890 + 50 BP 3790-3630 BC (5740-5580 BP)
Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF90 90 cm Early Archaic 5450 + 50 BP 4370-4220 BC (6320-6190 BP)
Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF100 100 cm Early Archaic 5800 + 50 BP 4780-4520 BC (6730-6470 BP)
Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF110 110 cm Late Paleoindian 7330 + 50 BP 6260-6020 BC (8210-7970 BP)
Lawn Lake Fen Core LLF120 120 cm Late Paleoindian 7370 + 40 BP 6270-6080 BC (8220-8030 BP)

Mt. Ida Core MIF40 40 cm early Early Ceramic 1800 + 40 BP 120--350 AD (1830-1600 BP)
Mt. Ida Core MIF80 80 cm Middle Archaic 4150 + 40 BP 2880-2620 BC (4830-4570 BP)
Mt. Ida Core MIF120 120 cm Early/Middle Archaic 4670 + 40 BP 3530-3360 BC (5480-5310 BP)
Mt. Ida Core MIF151-155 155 cm Late Early Archaic 5370+50 BP 4340-4040 BC (6290-5990 BP)

La Poudre Pass Core PP-20 20 cm Modern 105.4+0.4 pMC  ---
La Poudre Pass Core PP-35 35 cm Middle/Late Archaic 3420+40 BP 1880-1610 BC (3820-3560 BP)
La Poudre Pass Core PP-50 50 cm Middle Archaic 4080+40 BP 2870-2470 BC (4820-4420 BP)
La Poudre Pass Core PP-75 75 cm Early Archaic 5930+40 BP 4910-4710 BC (6860-6660 BP)
La Poudre Pass Core PP-100 100 cm Early Archaic 6840+40 BP 5800-5630 BC (7750-7580 BP)

  La Poudre Pass Profile PPS-004 120 cm Late Paleoindian 7660 + 40 BP 6600-6430 BC (8550-8380 BP)
 La Poudre Pass Profile PPS-006 144 cm early Late Paleoindian 8700 + 40 BP 7840-7590 BC (9790-9540 BP)

La Poudre Pass Core PP-150 150 cm early Late Paleoindian 8830+50 BP 8210-7740 BC (10160-9690 BP)
 La Poudre Pass Core PP-170 170 cm Early Paleoindian 9710+50 BP 9280-8900 BC (11230-10850 BP)
Trail Ridge Pond Core TRGD-40 40 cm Late Archaic 2630 + 40 BP 900-760 BC (2850-2710 BP)
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Lab No.
Beta-171959
Beta-161358
Beta-161359
Beta-133230
Beta-144866
Beta-144867
Beta-144868
Beta-144869
Beta-144870
Beta-153145
Beta-132960
Beta-132961
Beta-132962
Beta-153146
Beta-171960
Beta-161360
Beta-169189

Lab No.
Beta-6878
Beta-6879
Beta-6880
Beta-6881
Beta-6882
Beta-6883
Beta-7202
Beta-7203
Beta-7204
Beta-7205
Beta-7206
Beta-7207
Beta-7208
Beta-7209
Beta-7210

Beta-79736
Beta-79737
Beta-79738
Beta-79739
Beta-79740
Beta-79741
Beta-79742
Beta-79743
Beta-79744
Beta-79745
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Beta-79746

Beta-79747
Beta-79748
Beta-79749
Beta-79750
Beta-75998
Beta-85363

Lab No.
Beta-149407
Beta-145362
Beta-149408
Beta-145363
Beta-145364
Beta-153144
Beta-153143
Beta-145365
Beta-164701
Beta-164702
Beta-164703
Beta-159166
Beta-171961
Beta-171962
Beta-171000
Beta-171963
Beta-171001
Beta-168963
Beta-168964
Beta-171002
Beta-171003
Beta- 164704
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Appendix E
Prehistoric Sites' Culturally Diagnostic Artifacts Assemblages, with Associated Environmental Contexts and Site Classes/Types Database

Paleoindian Periods      Projectile Points (n=61) Sites/IFs (n=38); Sites only n=35; IFs only n=3
Site No. Env Zone Elevation (m.) Site Class/Type Activity Type  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source

5GA1095 (LR1089) Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/ROMO 11697 Kremmling Chert
5GA2002 Alpine 3643 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/004 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA2262 Alpine 3601 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Unknown/Parallel-Oblique/007 Kremmling Chert
5GA2518 Alpine 3422 Isolated Find Hunting Early Paleoindian Clovis (tip)/001 Hartville Chert
5GA2712 Alpine 3490 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Cody/Pryor Stemmed? Oolitic Chert/SW Wy
5GA2712 Alpine 3490 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Frederick Kremmling Chert
5GA2721 Alpine 3648 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Paleoindian James Allen/025 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Paleoindian Cody-Eden/P-Obl/ROMO 1023 Tiger Chert/SW Wy
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Paleoindian James Allen//ROMO 14232 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Paleoindian James Allen/?/Yelm 1935: Pl 8 23 Unknown

5LR15 Alpine 3496 Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Paleoindian Unknown Unknown
5LR68 Alpine 3784 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Unknown/ROMO 87 Unknown Chert
5LR68 Alpine 3784 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Unknown/ROMO 106 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR68 Alpine 3784 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/ROMO 690 Kremmling Chert
5LR68 Alpine 3784 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/ROMO 4547 Hartville Quartzite
5LR81 Alpine 3591 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR85 Alpine 3656 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Cody-Kersey-San Jon/002 Hartville Quartzite
5LR90 Alpine 3345 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Quarrying/Tool-Making Early Paleoindian Clovis/051 Petrified Wood/Unknown 
5LR90 Alpine 3345 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Quarrying/Tool-Making Late Paleoindian Lovell Constricted/053 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR327 Alpine 3638 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian James Allen/ROMO 4649 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR608 Alpine 3594 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian James Allen?/ROMO 691 Kremmling Chert
5LR608 Alpine 3594 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian James Allen? Unknown

5LR7075 Alpine 3536 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Pryor Stemmed/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR7108 Alpine 3664 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Pryor Stemmed/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR9839 Alpine 3416 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR9842 Alpine 3471 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Paleoindian Clovis (base) Chert, Unknown

Trail Ridge Alpine ca. 3700 Isolated Find Hunting Early Paleoindian Clovis (base)/ROMO 353 Kremmling Chert

5BL53 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3356 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Cody/Cody Knife/006 Hartville Quartzite (?)
5GA17 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3474 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Cody/Scottsbluff-Kersey/004 Flattop Chert (?)

5GA319 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3418 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Great Basin Stemmed/ROMO 1498 Orthoquartzite, Unknown
5GA2714 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3519 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Unknown/004 Hartville Quartzite
5GA2716 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3526 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura or James Allen/005 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA2723 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian James Allen//004 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Pryor-Stemmed/ROMO 2 Agatized Chert, Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Paleoindian Re-worked Folsom/ROMO 147 Hartville Chert?
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Great Basin Stemmed/ROMO 206 Gray Chert, Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Cody-Firstview/P Obl/ROMO 1510 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian James Allen/ROMO 1517 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Pryor-Stemmed/ROMO 1530 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Great Basin Stemmed/ROMO 4500 Chert-Jasper/Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Cody-Eden/P T-Obl/ROMO 4513 Kremmling Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Cody-Firstview/ROMO 4515 Chert, Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Cody Knife/ROMO 4559 Kremmling Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Cody-Scottsbluff Base/ROMO 4560 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Frederick (base)/ROMO 4988 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Paleoindian Agate Basin-Par T Obl/ROMO 4562 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3444 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian James Allen/001 Hartville Chert?

5LR83 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3489 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR83 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3489 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Late Paleoindian/Parallel-oblique/002 Hartville Chert (?)

5LR10210 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3433 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Frederick/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR10210 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3433 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Late Paleoindian-Unknown/002 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5LR318 Upper Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian James Allen/ROMO 202 Hartville Quartzite
5LR318 Upper Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Paleoindian Angostura/008 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5GA2537 Upper Subalpine 3272 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Paleoindian Goshen-Plainview/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR10242 Upper Subalpine 3106 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Paleoindian Clovis/002 Oolitic Chert, Unknown
5LR10243 Upper Subalpine 3121 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Paleoindian Cody-Firstview?/007 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR9826 Upper Montane 3109 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR611 Lower Montane 2613 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Paleoindian Clovis (base)/ROMO 19368 Pos. Table Mountain Jasper

5LR4552 Lower Montane 2498 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Paleoindian Lovell Stemmed/002 Kremmling Chert
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5LR7020 Lower Montane 2395 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Paleoindian Late Paleoindian-Unknown/001 Unknown Chert
5LR7074 Lower Montane 2843 Isolated Find Hunting Early Paleoindian Clovis Table Mountain Jasper

Archaic Periods (All)      Projectile Points (n=257) Sites/Ifs or Components for all Periods (n=109)
Early Archaic(Mount Albion Complex), Oxbow/Early McKean, Early Plains Archaic Early Archaic Period Projectile Points (n=139) Sites/Ifs (n=47); Sites only n=42, IFs only n=5

Site No. Env Zone Elevation (m.) Site Class/Type Activity Type  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11688 Kremmling Chert
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11684 Kremmling Chert
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11698 Kremmling Chert
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11681 Unknown Quartzite
5GA2002 Alpine 3643 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/001 Dakota Quartzite
5GA2002 Alpine 3643 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/002 Crystal Quartz (local)
5GA2261 Alpine 3628 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/002 Crystal Quartz (local)
5GA2262 Alpine 3601 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1 or 2/006 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA2508 Alpine 3638 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert
5GA2510 Alpine 3542 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 3?/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA2511 Alpine 3482 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert
5GA2721 Alpine 3648 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/018 Dakota Quartzite
5GA2704 Alpine 3470 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early/Late Archaic Corner-notched/001 Kremmling Chert

5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/Colo LR80, 61-4 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/Colo LR80, 61-4 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 148d Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 148e Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1015 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1012 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1013 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1015 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1018 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1022 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1027 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1028 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1032 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/ROMO 1034 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1035 Table Mountain Porcellanite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1037 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 2056 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4505 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4522 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4523 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4553 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4554 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4555 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4556 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4574 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4575 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4576 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4580 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4581 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4582 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4583 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4593 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4594 Table Mountain Porcellanite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 14224 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18282 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18651 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18652 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18653 Unknown Chert/Petrified Wood
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18656 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18657 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18659 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18661 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18662 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18665 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18668 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18669 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18671 Dakota Quartzite
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5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18672 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18674 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18676 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18678 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18679 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18681 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18683 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18684 Dakota Quartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18687 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR68 Alpine 3784 Game Processing/Open Camp Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Dakota Quartzite
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/005 Unknown Chert
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/006 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/007 Hartville Chert?
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/052 Unknown Chert
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/055 Unknown Quartzite
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/057 Crystal Quartz (local)
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/058 Dakota Quartzite
5LR92 Alpine 3639 Isolated Find Hunting Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Crystal Quartz (local)

5LR7046 Alpine 3659 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/002 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR7075 Alpine 3536 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Oxbow/003 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR7076 Alpine 3541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/005 Hartville Quartzite (?)
5LR7108 Alpine 3664 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/002 Kremmling Chert
5LR7108 Alpine 3664 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Kremmling Chert
5LR9873 Alpine 3541 Isolated Find Hunting Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Dakota Quartzite

5LR10246 Alpine 3631 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/001 Dakota Quartzite

5BL51 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3359 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1573 Table Mountain Jasper
5BL55 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3378 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Unknown Quartzite

5GA2706 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3457 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA2706 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3457 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 2/002 NE Colo Plains Chert
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/004 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/005 Crystal Quartz (local)
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/006 Kremmling Chert
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/011 Unknown Chert
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/012 Unknown Quartzite
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/014 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 3 Kremmling Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 50 Unknown Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 70 Unknown Material
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 165 Kremmling Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 235 Specimen Rhyolite
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1520 Unknown Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 2/ROMO 1522 Dakota Quartzite
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1524 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1527 Kremmling Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1550 Material Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4561 Material Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4644 Material Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4646 Material Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 9959 Material Unknown
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 9965 Material Unknown

5LR89 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3545 Game Processing/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/008 Unknown Quartzite
5LR7099 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3550 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Northern Plains Archaic SN/001 SW Wy Oolitic Coquina
5LR7112 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR7113 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3383 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/011 Dakota Quartzite

5LR10209 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3439 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Dakota Quartzite
5LR10210 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3433 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Oxbow/Hanna/003 Unknown Quartzite
5LR10210 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3433 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/004 Unknown Chert
5LR10213 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3414 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Dakota Quartzite
5LR10214 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3417 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR10228 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3428 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Dakota Quartzite

5GA2535 Subalpine 3291 Isolated Find Hunting/Game Ambush Early Archaic Oxbow//001 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR94 Upper Subalpine 3112 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR318 Upper Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 96 Table Mountain Jasper (?)
5LR8951 Subalpine 3123 Isolated Find Htunting Early Archaic Mount Albion Unknown
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5LR10221 Subalpine 3119 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/002 Table Mountain Jasper (?)
5LR10221 Subalpine 3119 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/009 Dakota Quartzite
5LR10243 Subalpine 3121 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/004 Table Mountain Jasper

5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16324 Kremmling Chert
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16289 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16297 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 2/ROMO 16288 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16334 Kremmling Chert
5GA744 Lower Montane 2679 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/River Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR323 Lower Montane 2459 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 77 Unknown Quartzite
5LR325 Lower Montane 2493 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16373 Kremmling Chert
5LR605 Lower Montane 2965 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/006 Unknown Quartzite

5LR3899 Lower Montane 2541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/018 Dakota Quartzite
5LR3904 Lower Montane 2548 Isolated Find Hunting Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Unknown Chert
5LR4581 Lower Montane 2542 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/001 Table Mountain Jasper

Middle Archaic(McKean Complex) Projectile Points (n=42)  Sites/IF's (n=28); Sites only n=26, IFs only n=2
Site No. Env Zone Elevation (m.) Site Class/Type Activity Type  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source

5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 11676 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 11680 Kremmling Chert
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 11685 Kremmling Chert
5GA2724 Alpine 3491 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/003 Unknown Quartzite

5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 1029 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 1033 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 4557 Kremmling Chert

5LR68 Alpine 3784 Game Processing/Open Camp Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 4546 Unknown Chert
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/059 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/060 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR92 Alpine 3639 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/003 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR3843 Alpine 3581 Isolated Find Hunting Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 17735 Kremmling Chert
5LR7076 Alpine 3541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5BL53 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3356 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/004 Table Mountain Jasper
5BL54 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3408 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5BL54 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3408 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/002 Unknown Chert/Jasper
5BL54 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3408 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/003 Hartville Chert
5BL54 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3408 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/004 Table Mountain Jasper
5BL54 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3408 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Indeterminate/005 Unknown Chert/Jasper

5GA2705 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Kremmling Chert
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/007 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/008 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA2717 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3515 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/001 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 1526 Unknown Obsidian
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 2070 Unknown Material
5LR89 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3545 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Hartville Quartzite

5LR7094 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3548 Isolated Find Hunting Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Unknown Chert
5LR9875 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3453 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR9875 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3453 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/002 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5GA2512 Subalpine 3434 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Petrified Wood, Front Range Foothills
5LR86 Subalpine 3262 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 18551 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/009 Kremmling Chert
5LR10221 Subalpine 3119 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/007 Table Mountain Jasper

5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 16330 Hartville Quartzite
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 16315 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/ROMO 16295 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/006 Unknown Chert/Jasper

5LR323 Lower Montane 2459 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan?/ROMO 4563 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR325 Lower Montane 2493 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 6635 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR3916 Lower Montane 2566 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 11029 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR3891 Lower Montane 2526 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR7083 Lower Montane 3054 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite

Late Archaic    Projectile Points (n=74)  Sites/IF's (n=32); Sites only n=29 , IFs only n=3
Site No. Env Zone Elevation (m.) Site Class/Type Activity Type  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source

5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11696 Unknown Chert
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11675 Table Mountain Jasper
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5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip?/1095-6 Kremmling Chert
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip/1095-7 Unknown Chert
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/1095-2 Unknown Chert/Chacedony
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11683 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11693 Unknown Chacedony
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic Base/? Kremmling Chert
5GA2261 Alpine 3628 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA2261 Alpine 3628 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11693 Trout Creek Chert
5GA2704 Alpine 3470 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/028 Unknown Quartzite
5GA2724 Alpine 3491 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/002 Unknown Petrified Wood

5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/COLO LR 80 No 1 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 54 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 108 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic CN/ROMO 383 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1019 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1020 Flattop Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip/ROMO 1025 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1030 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1036 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4578 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4579 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4595 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 14233 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18699 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18700 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/No Number Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/No Number Kremmling Chert

5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/054 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR7064 Alpine 3477 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR7087 Alpine 3632 Isolated Find Hunting Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR9844 Alpine 3483 Isolated Find Hunting Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Kremmling Chert

5BL51 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3378 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1578 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA17 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3474 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic (tip)/005 Unknown Chert
5GA17 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3452 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip/005 Unknown Chert

5GA2711 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3467 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip/009 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/010 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 9 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 204 Kremmling Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic CN/ROMO 1511 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1512 Kremmling Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1513 Unknown Chert
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1523 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4559 Kremmling Chert

5LR15 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3496 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18280 Unknown Chert
5LR15 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3496 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18278 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR82 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3524 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/006 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR83 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3489 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 693 Material Not Described
5LR83 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3489 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 6633 Kremmling Chert
5LR83 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3489 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 6913 Kremmling Chert

5LR7114 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3464 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/003 Unknown Chert (Hartville?)
5LR10210 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3433 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/005 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR10214 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3417 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/002 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR10216 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3438 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Sheltered Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5LR94 Subalpine 3112 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR10221 Subalpine 3119 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic Besant CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5LR605 Upper Montane 2965 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Unknown Chert
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 16326 Unknown Chert
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic Base/4b Kremmling Chert
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 16298 Kremmling Chert
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/002 Kremmling Chert
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/004 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/005 Kremmling Chert
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic Frag/ROMO 144 Kremmling Chert
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5LR604 Lower Montane 2621 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR3899 Lower Montane 2541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/002 Petrified Wood, Front Range Foothills
5LR3899 Lower Montane 2541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/003 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR3899 Lower Montane 2541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/004 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR4566 Lower Montane 2315 Isolated Find Hunting Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Hartville Quartzite?
5LR7080 Lower Montane 2973 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/003 Unknown Chert
5LR9826 Lower Montane 3109 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic Tip/003 Unknown Chert
5LR9837 Lower Montane 2985 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Kremmling Chert

Post-Archaic/Late Prehistoric Periods Projectile Points (n=100) Sites/Ifs Components for all Periods (n=62) Sites with Ceramics (n=22)
Early Ceramic     Projectile Points (n=64)  Sites/IF's (n=34); Sites only n=33, IFs only n=1; Early Ceramic Sites with Pottery (n=4)

Site No. Env Zone Elevation (m.) Site Class/Type Activity Type  Period Class Proj Point or Ceramic Type/Cat No. Material/Source
5GA1095 Alpine 3624 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/5LR1089-26 Kremmling Chert
5GA2002 Alpine 3643 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5GA2262 Alpine 3601 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/017 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA2511 Alpine 3482 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert
5GA2724 Alpine 3491 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Chert

5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/COLO LR80 61-4a Table Mountain Jasper
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 232 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 700 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1014 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1017 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1024 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1101 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4577 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4584 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 18558 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (tip)/ROMO 18690 Kremmling Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/No Number a Table Mountain Jasper
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Sherds/ROMO 245 NA

5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/008 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/017 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/056 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR7058 Alpine 3605 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Hartville Chert?
5LR7065 Alpine 3415 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Hartville Quartzite
5LR7065 Alpine 3415 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/004 Hartville Chert
5LR7068 Alpine 3415 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert
5LR7088 Alpine 3415 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Quartzite

5LR10217 Alpine 3492 Lithic-Ceramic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Sherds/006a-l NA
5LR10251 Alpine 3367 Isolated Find Hunting Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Quartzite

Early Ceramic/004
5GA17 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3452 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (tip)/006 Table Mountain Jasper

5GA2712 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3485 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/013 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 6639 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Sherds/ROMO 246 b,c NA

5LR15 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3496 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/004 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR15 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3496 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 18279 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR85 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3656 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Unknown Quartzite
5LR89 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3545 Game Processing/Open Camp Game Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/006 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR89 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3545 Game Processing/Open Camp Game Processing Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/007 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR7114 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3464 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (Avonlea)/001 Kremmling Chert
5LR7114 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3464 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (Avonlea)/002 Kremmling Chert
5LR10213 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3414 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Chert
5LR10213 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3414 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert

5GA80 Subalpine 3392 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 67 Not Noted
5GA80 Subalpine 3392 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4516 Not Noted
5LR80 Subalpine 3392 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4876 Not Noted

5LR318 Upper Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 19288 Dakota Orthoquartzite
5LR10242 Subalpine 3106 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Unknown Quartzite
5LR10243 Subalpine 3121 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR10243 Subalpine 3121 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (tip)/002 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR10243 Subalpine 3121 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR10243 Subalpine 3121 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/006 Dakota Orthoquartzite

5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 16303 Table Mountain Jasper
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5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 17733 Unknown Brown Chert
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 18279 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Sherds/ROMO 132k-l NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Sherds/ROMO 132a-f NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Sherds/ROMO 638b NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Cord-Marked Sherd/ROMO 1461 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Fremont, Corrugated/ROMO 14 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Fremont Corrugated/Plain Gray/014 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Fremont Corrugated/Plain Gray/ROMO 132a NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Fremont Corrugated/Plain Gray/ROMO 132b NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Fremont Gray Plain-ROMO 132c-j NA
5LR87 Lower Montane 2623 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/006 Table Mountain Jasper

5LR323 Lower Montane 2459 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 78 Unknown Chert
5LR325 Lower Montane 2493 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 16276 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR325 Lower Montane 2493 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 16277 Kremmling Chert
5LR605 Lower Montane 2965 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/005 Kremmling Chert

5LR3891 Lower Montane 2965 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR3891 Lower Montane 2965 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Unknown Quartzite
5LR3899 Lower Montane 2541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 NE Colo Chert
5LR3899 Lower Montane 2541 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Trail Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/019 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR9826 Lower Montane 3109 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert
5LR9833 Lower Montane 3071 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/004 Hartville Chert

Middle/Late Ceramic/Protohistoric     Projectile Points (n=28)  Sites/IF's (n=20) ; Sites only n=18, IFs only n=3; Middle Ceramic Sites with Pottery (n=2)  Late Ceramic Sites with Pottery (n=8)
Site No. Env Zone Elevation (m.) Site Class/Type Activity Type  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 14230 Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/No Number b Unknown Chert
5LR6 Alpine 3500 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/No Number c Unknown Chert

5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/004 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Middle Ceramic Narrow Cord-marked/015 NA
5LR90 Alpine 3435 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp/Quarry Game Processing/Lithic Procurement Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/ROMO 173a NA
5LR93 Alpine 3493 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Table Mountain Jasper

5BL50 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3359 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/007 Kremmling Chert
5GA2705 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/002 Kremmling Chert

5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 1544 Material Not Noted
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 1545 Material Not Noted
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Middle Ceramic Upper Republican Cord-Marked/ROMO 237 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Apachean/Ocate Micaceous/004 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Apachean/Ocate Micaceous/005a-f NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Lovitt Stamped/ROMO 246 b,c NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Pueblo III-IV Corrugated/006a, b NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Lovitt Plain/ROMO 521 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Lovitt Plain/ROMO 556 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Lovitt Plain/ROMO 580 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Lovitt Plain/ROMO 4266 NA
5LR4 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3427 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain Sherd/ROMO 1492b NA

5LR15 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3496 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Hartville Chert
5LR15 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3496 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/002 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR15 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3496 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Game Drive Hunting/Game Ambush/Processing Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/005 Kremmling Chert
5LR89 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3545 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Middle Archaic Tri-notch/002 Kremmling Chert

5LR9878 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3262 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/001 Table Mountain Jasper

5GA80 Subalpine 3392 Lithic-Ceramic Scatter/Pass Camp Game Processing/Pass-Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Pueblo II-III Grayware/ROMO 187 NA
5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/001 a-e NA
5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/002 NA
5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/003 NA
5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/004 NA
5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/005 NA
5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/006 a-g NA
5LR318 Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/007 NA

5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/5a Table Mountain Jasper
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16302 Kremmling Chert
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16311 Kremmling Chert
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5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16285 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16301 Table Mountain Jasper
5GA217 Lower Montane 2678 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/7d Unknown Quartzite
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Tri-notch/ROMO 73 Unknown Quartzite
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/ROMO 6573 Unknown Chacedony
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Tri-notch/No Number Unknown Chacedony
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Tri-notch/No Number Unknown Chert
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/ROMO 132m NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/ROMO 132q-s NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/ROMO 132x-bb NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/ROMO 176 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Lovett Plain/ROMO 693 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Intermountain Steatite Potsherd/ROMO 692b NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic P IV-Pecos Polychrome Glaze/DU COLO:D:10 NA
5LR325 Lower Montane 2493 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16275 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR612 Lower Montane 2333 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Ocate Micaceous ?/ROMO 836a NA
5LR612 Lower Montane 2333 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Late Ceramic Ocate Micaceous ?/ROMO 836b NA
5LR612 Lower Montane 2333 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Intermountain Steatite Potsherds/ROMO 837 NA
5LR4553 Lower Montane 2610 Isolated Find Hunting Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Table Mountain Jasper
5LR7080 Lower Montane 2973 Lithic Scatter/Trail Camp Game Processing/Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/002 Hartville Quartzite
5LR9826 Lower Montane 3109 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/007 Kremmling Chert
5LR9826 Lower Montane 3109 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Middle Ceramic Upper Republican/Narrow Cord-marked/005 NA

5LR10463 Lower Montane 2510 Isolated Find Hunting Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Dakota Orthoquazrtite

Early Historic      Sites (no IF's) (n=10) Early Historic Sites with Ute Pottery (n= 10)
Site No. Env Zone Elevation (m.) Site Class/Type Activity Type  Period Class Proj Point-Ceramic Type/Cat No. Material/Source
5LR608 Alpine 3594 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Unco Finger-Impressed Brownware/ROMO 832a NA
5LR608 Alpine 3594 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Unco Finger-Impressed Brownware/ROMO 832b NA

Early Historic
5GA2705 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/003a-i NA
5GA2705 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/004 NA
5GA2705 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/005a,b NA
5GA2705 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/006 NA
5GA2705 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/007a-c NA

5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 182b,c NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 389 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 1516 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 1595 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 1833 NA
5LR2 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 2096 NA
5LR6 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 76 NA
5LR6 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 82 NA
5LR6 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 245 NA
5LR6 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3473 Lithic-Ceramic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 699 NA

5LR10216 Alpine/Subalpine Ecotone 3438 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Sheltered Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/006a-c NA

5LR318 Upper Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 19286 NA
5LR318 Upper Subalpine 3366 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game Processing/Pass Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 19287 NA

5LR10221 Subalpine 3119 Lithic-Ground Stone Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/005a-b NA

5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Fingernail Indented Brownware/012 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 72 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncomp Fingernail Indented Brownware/ROMO 131b NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncomp Fingernail Indented Brownware/ROMO 131d-f NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncomp Fingernail Indented Brownware/ROMO 132k,l NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 281 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 638a NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 692a NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 1466 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 4652 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 11710 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 11712 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 11713 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 11714 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 11721 NA
5LR12 Lower Montane 2442 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/CU C-49-38 NA

5LR612 Lower Montane 2333 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Trail Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/ROMO 836a b NA
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5LR9826 Lower Montane 3109 Lithic-Ground Stone-Ceramic Scatter/Open Camp Game-Plant Processing/Camp Early Historic Uncompahgre Plain Brownware/005a-g NA
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Appendix F
Descriptive and Metric Database for all Prehistoric Diagnostic Lithic Tools

n=394

Paleoindian Points n=60
Site No.  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source Condition* Max Size L/W/Th (mm)** Form*** Flaking****
5BL53 Late Paleoindian Cody/Cody Knife/006 Hartville Quartzite (?) MS 29.5/28.8/4.1 OTH PO
5GA17 Late Paleoindian Cody/Scottsbluff-Kersey/004 Flattop Chert (?) WP 61.1/21.6/6.1 SSS PO

5GA319 Late Paleoindian Great Basin Stemmed/ROMO 1498 Orthoquartzite, Unknown WP 39.5/24.1/7.2 SCS IR
5GA1095 (LR1089) Late Paleoindian Angostura/ROMO 11697 Kremmling Chert BM 18.0/18.4/6.6 LAN IR

5GA2002 Late Paleoindian Angostura/004 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 28.4/22.2/6.7 LAN PO
5GA2262 Late Paleoindian Unknown/Parallel-Oblique/007 Kremmling Chert MS 32.7/21.9/6.4 LAN PO
5GA2518 Early Paleoindian Clovis (tip) Hartville Chert TP/MS 32.1/28.0/4.9 LAB IR
5GA2537 Early Paleoindian Goshen-Plainview/001 Kremmling Chert BS 21.5/20.0/3.3 LAN PT
5GA2712 Late Paleoindian Cody/Pryor Stemmed/001 Oolitic Chert/SW Wy BM 31.3/7.4/3.6 SES IR
5GA2712 Late Paleoindian Frederick Kremmling Chert BM 32.4/13.3/4.0 LAN PO
5GA2714 Late Paleoindian Unknown/004 Hartville Quartzite MS 18.7/17.6/5.2 LAN PM
5GA2716 Late Paleoindian Angostura or James Allen/005 Dakota Orthoquartzite MS 34.6/24.2/4.9 LAN PO
5GA2721 Late Paleoindian James Allen/025 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS 17.8/17.8/7.1 LAN IR/PO
5GA2723 Late Paleoindian James Allen//004 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 16.5/13.9/2.0 LAB IR

5LR2 Late Paleoindian Pryor-Stemmed/ROMO 2 Agatized Chert, Unknown BM 31.5/20.9/5.4 LAN PO
5LR2 Early Paleoindian Re-worked Folsom/ROMO 147 Hartville Chert? BM 47.0/21.2/2.7 LAN IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Great Basin Stemmed/ROMO 206 Gray Chert, Unknown WP 42.1/22.9/7.7 LAN IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Cody-Firstview/P Obl/ROMO 1510 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 56.9/25.6/8.3 LAN PO
5LR2 Late Paleoindian James Allen/ROMO 1517 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 55.7/22.7/5.1 LAB PO
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Pryor-Stemmed/ROMO 1530 Table Mountain Jasper WP 31.3/16.6/3.7 SCS IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Great Basin Stemmed/ROMO 4500 Chert-Jasper/Unknown WP 55.3/28.6/7.7 SCS IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Cody-Eden/P T-Obl/ROMO 4513 Kremmling Chert BM 26.7/12.5/3.3 LAN PT/IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Cody-Firstview/ROMO 4515 Chert, Unknown BM 30.0/19.9/4.5 LAN IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Cody Knife/ROMO 4559 Kremmling Chert TM 55.2/27.2/5.4 SES PT/IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Cody-Scottsbluff Base/ROMO 4560 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS 19.3/19.0/6.3 LAB PO
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Frederick (base)/ROMO 4988 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 4.0/16.4/4.3 LAB IR
5LR2 Late Paleoindian Agate Basin-Par T Obl/ROMO 4562 Kremmling Chert BM 58.0/18.8/8.0 LAN PM
5LR6 Late Paleoindian James Allen/Angostura?/001 Hartville Chert? MS 18.6/18.5/6.3 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Paleoindian Cody-Eden/P-Obl/ROMO 1023 Tiger Chert/SW Wy MS 20.1/16.3/5.8 LAN PO
5LR6 Late Paleoindian James Allen//ROMO 14232 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 33.1/22.4/- LAN PO
5LR6 Late Paleoindian James Allen/?/Yelm 1935: Pl 8 23 Unknown BM ND LAB IR

5LR15 Late Paleoindian "Yuma"/Late Paleoindian (type unknown) Unknown ND ND ND ND
5LR68 Late Paleoindian Parallel-Oblique (type unknown)/ROMO 87 Unknown Chert MS 22.0/22.9/6.7 LAN PO
5LR68 Late Paleoindian Unknown/ROMO 106 Dakota Orthoquartzite MS 30.9/21.1/6.0 LAN PT
5LR68 Late Paleoindian Angostura/ROMO 690 Kremmling Chert TM 46.4/12.4/4.2 LAN PM
5LR68 Late Paleoindian Angostura/ROMO 4547 Hartville Quartzite WP 46.6/15.5/4.5 LAB IR
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5LR81 Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Table Mountain Jasper MS 13.1/13.7/4.3 NA IR
5LR85 Late Paleoindian Cody-Kersey-San Jon/004 Hartville Quartzite MS 23.8/15.1/5.7 LAN PO
5LR90 Early Paleoindian Clovis/051 Petrified Wood/Unknown BS 20.2/26.1/5.8 LAB IR
5LR90 Late Paleoindian Lovell Constricted/053 Table Mountain Jasper BM 18.9/14.8/4.3 SSS PO

5LR318 Late Paleoindian James Allen/ROMO 202 Hartville Quartzite BM 22.0/19.0/5.0 LAB PO/IR
5LR318 Late Paleoindian Angostura/008 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS .59/1.75/.34 LAB PTLAN
5LR327 Late Paleoindian James Allen/ROMO 4649 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS 12/19.1/.47 LAB PO
5LR608 Late Paleoindian James Allen?/ROMO 691 Kremmling Chert WP 80.4/22.0/- LAN PO
5LR608 Late Paleoindian James Allen? Unknown WP 84.6/22.6/ND LAN PT
5LR611 Early Paleoindian Clovis (base)/ROMO 19368 Pos. Table Mountain Jasper NA 19.3/28.7/1.4 LAN IR

5LR4552 Late Paleoindian Lovell Stemmed/002 Kremmling Chert WP 26.8/15.0/3.9 SSS IR
5LR7020 Late Paleoindian Late Paleoindian-Unknown/001 Unknown Chert MS 10.0/-/6.8 NA IR
5LR7074 Early Paleoindian Clovis Table Mountain Jasper MS 43.7/24.8/7.2 LAB IR
5LR7075 Late Paleoindian Pryor Stemmed/001 Kremmling Chert BS 28.8/19.2/6.9 SSS PO
5LR7108 Late Paleoindian Pryor Stemmed/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 36.4/5.0/5.9 LAB IR
5LR9826 Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 41.5/22.1/6.0 LAN PO
5LR9839 Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS 21.3/-/7.3 LAN PO
5LR9842 Early Paleoindian Clovis (base)003 Chert, Unknown BS 17.3/31.9/6.7 LAN IR

Trail Ridge Early Paleoindian Clovis (base)/ROMO 353 Kremmling Chert BS 626.2/35.9/6.7 LAP IR
5LR83 Late Paleoindian Angostura/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS 18.5/20.0/7.7 LAN PO
5LR83 Late Paleoindian Late Paleoindian/Parallel-oblique/002 Chert, Unknown BM 36.9/-/6.0 LAB PM

5LR10210 Late Paleoindian Frederick/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 42.9/27.8/7.8 LAB PO
5LR10210 Late Paleoindian Late Paleoindian-Unknown/002 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 25.6/22.5/6.3 LAN IR
5LR10242 Early Paleoindian Clovis/002 Oolitic Chert, Unknown WP 78.3/34.5/7.2 LAN IR
5LR10243 Late Paleoindian Cody-Firstview?/007 Table Mountain Jasper BS 16.2/22.7/4.7 LAN IR

Early Archaic Points n=136
Site No.  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source Condition Max Size  LxWxTh (mm) Form Flaking

5GA1095 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11688 Kremmling Chert BM 21.9/13.4/4.3 SSC IR
5GA1095 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11684 Kremmling Chert WP 26.5/18.0/3.3 SEC IR
5GA1095 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11698 Kremmling Chert BS 13.2/24.4/ND ND IR
5GA1095 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 11681 Unknown Quartzite WP 21.7/15.4/4.8 SEC IR
5GA2002 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/001 Dakota Quartzite BM 16.7/-/4.7 SCC IR
5GA2002 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/002 Crystal Quartz (local) BM 23.9/17.2/5.2 SCC IR
5GA2261 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/002 Crystal Quartz (local) BM 12.9/-/2.8 SCC IR
5GA2262 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1 or 2/006 Table Mountain Jasper BS 18.0/-/6.2 SES IR
5GA2508 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert BM 24.0/20.4/4.9 SSC IR
5GA2510 Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/001 Table Mountain Jasper WP 30.5/18.1/5.5 SEC IR
5GA2511 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert BS 9.7/-/3.8 NA IR
5GA2721 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/018 Dakota Quartzite WP 28.3/17.1/5.8 SEC IR
5GA2704 Early/Late Archaic Corner-notched/001 Kremmling Chert WP 33.1/17.9/6.2 SEC IR

5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/Colo LR80, 61-4 Unknown Chert BS 15.5/16.8/4.4 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/Colo LR80, 61-4 Dakota Quartzite BM 23.6/18.3/6.8 LAN IR
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5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 148d Dakota Quartzite WP 38.5/20.1/5.8 LAN PO
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 148e Dakota Quartzite WP 48.0/18.0/6.8 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1015 Dakota Quartzite BM 30.9/20.0/6.2 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1012 Dakota Quartzite BM 32.5/17.1/5.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1013 Dakota Quartzite WP 30.7/14.1/5.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1018 Kremmling Chert BM 25.5/17.4/5.6 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1022 Unknown Chert BM 30.5/17.5/5.8 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1027 Dakota Quartzite BM 21.0/23.2/6.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1028 Dakota Quartzite BM 18.0/21.3/6.7 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1032 Dakota Quartzite MB 20.7/20.7/6.1 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/ROMO 1034 Dakota Quartzite MB 20.7/18.8/5.3 SSS IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1035 Table Mountain Porcellanite BM 22.4/19.9/4.6 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1037 Dakota Quartzite BM 19.9/22.3/6.5 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 2056 Dakota Quartzite BM 24.2/22.6/7.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4505 Dakota Quartzite BM 45.7/24.0/5.2 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4522 Dakota Quartzite BM 30.7/18.3/7.1 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4523 Dakota Quartzite BM 33.7/20.0/6.4 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4553 Dakota Quartzite BM 37.2/18.0/6.2 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4554 Dakota Quartzite BM 39.5/16.3/7.0 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4555 Unknown Chert BM 34.9/24.9/6.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4556 Dakota Quartzite BM 28.4/16.5/6.4 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4574 Dakota Quartzite BM 20.2/17.2/6.2 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4575 Kremmling Chert BM 23.3/20.3/6.1 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4576 Kremmling Chert WP 30.3/19.05.7 SSS IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4580 Dakota Quartzite BM 33.6/20.0/6.5 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4581 Dakota Quartzite BM 22.6/16.6/6.3 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4582 Dakota Quartzite BM 21.7/18.7/5.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4583 Dakota Quartzite BM 18.9/20.0/6.8 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4593 Dakota Quartzite BM 38.0/25.9/6.5 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4594 Table Mountain Porcellanite BM 34.5/18.8/6.7 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 14224 Dakota Quartzite BM 34.3/20.0/6.3 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18282 Dakota Quartzite BM 16.1/16.7/7.2 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18651 Dakota Quartzite BS 12.0/22.1/5.5 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18652 Dakota Quartzite BS 7.8/11.5/4.3 NA NA
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18653 Unknown Chert/Petrified Wood MS 20.4/19.9/6.3 NA IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18656 Dakota Quartzite BM 26.6/17.9/5.4 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18657 Dakota Quartzite BM 32.5/20.0/5.8 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18659 Dakota Quartzite BM 21.6/17.6/5.7 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18661 Dakota Quartzite BS 7.8/17.5/4.8 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18662 Dakota Quartzite BS 13.2/8.8/5.5 NA NA
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18665 Dakota Quartzite BM 31.1/17.3/6.6 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18668 Dakota Quartzite BM 24.5/16.9/4.2 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18669 Dakota Quartzite BS 15.7/14.9/5.6 NA NA
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5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18671 Dakota Quartzite BM 30.3/23.5/7.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18672 Dakota Quartzite BM 32.3/23.1/7.7/ LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18674 Dakota Quartzite BM 29.2/18.3/4.6 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18676 Dakota Quartzite BS 7.6/15.1/4.7 NA NA
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18678 Dakota Quartzite BM 22.2/19.8/6.0 NA NA
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18679 Dakota Quartzite WP 25.3/14.9/5.7 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18681 Dakota Quartzite BM 20.1/15.7/6.1 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18683 Dakota Quartzite BM 16.0/15.3/5.7/ NA NA
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18684 Dakota Quartzite BM 21.7/24.0/6.5 LAN IR
5LR6 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 18687 Table Mountain Jasper BM 34.9/22.3/6.0 LAN IR

5LR68 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert BM 22.5/18.3/4.8 SEC IR
5LR90 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Dakota Quartzite BM 24.2/18.7/6.5 SEC IR
5LR90 Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/005 Unknown Chert BS 8.7/-/52 SES IR
5LR90 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/006 Table Mountain Jasper BS 10.2/-/5.3 SES IR
5LR90 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/007 Hartville Chert? TM 12.7/11.9/2.7 SEC IR
5LR90 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/052 Unknown Chert BM 15.0/-/4.7 SEC IR
5LR90 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/055 Unknown Quartzite BM 17.5/-/5.1 SEC IR
5LR90 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/057 Crystal Quartz (local) BS 14.2/-/6.0 SEC IR
5LR90 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/058 Dakota Quartzite BM 14.1/-/3.6 SEC IR
5LR92 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Crystal Quartz (local) BM 22.2/20.0/7.0 SEC IR

5LR7046 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/002 Table Mountain Jasper BM 14.9/12.6/4.0 SES IR
5LR7075 Early Archaic Oxbow/Hanna/003 Table Mountain Jasper TM 24.6/14.8/3.5 OTH IR
5LR7076 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/005 Hartville Quartzite (?) WP 23.2/14.1/4.3 SEC IR
5LR7108 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/002 Kremmling Chert BS 11.2/-/4.4 SES IR
5LR7108 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Kremmling Chert WP 4.7/22.5/4.4 SEC IR
5LR9873 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Dakota Quartzite WP 30.9/10.9/4.2 SEC IR

5LR10246 Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/001 Dakota Quartzite WP 35.4/20.1/4.2 SCC IR
5BL51 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1573 Table Mountain Jasper BS 9.4/-/4.0 SEC IR
5BL55 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Unknown Quartzite WP 36.0/15.3/6.4 LAN IR

5GA2706 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Table Mountain Jasper WP 27.8/21.7/7.1 SEC IR
5GA2706 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 2/002 NE Colo Plains Chert WP 19.4/12.9/4.0 SEC IR
5GA2712 Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/004 Table Mountain Jasper BS 11.0/-/3.5 NA IR
5GA2712 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/005 Crystal Quartz (local) BS 10.3/NA/3.6 NA IR
5GA2712 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/006 Kremmling Chert BM 21.6/25.1/4.3 NA IR
5GA2712 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/011 Unknown Chert BM 5.5/17.5/5.5 SES IR
5GA2712 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/012 Unknown Quartzite WP 20.4/13.1/3.7 SEC IR
5GA2712 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/014 Table Mountain Jasper BS 12.1/-/3.4 NA IR

5LR2 Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 3 Kremmling Chert BS 2.8/12.7/16.7 SEC IR
5LR2 Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 50 Unknown Chert WP 35.0/26.4/7.0 SEC IR
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 70 Unknown Material BM 30.3/22.9/4.5 SEC IR
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 165 Kremmling Chert BM 16.1/19.1/4.9 SEC IR
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 235 Specimen Rhyolite WP 26.2/15.4/4.5 SEC IR
5LR2 Early/Late Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1520 Unknown Chert BM 24.4/21.0/4.0 SEC IR
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5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 2/ROMO 1522 Dakota Quartzite WP 30.0/20.3/4.5 SEC IR
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1524 Table Mountain Jasper WP 24.6/15.1/4.1 SEC IR
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1527 Kremmling Chert BM 21.7/19.0/4.7 SEC IR
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 1550 Material Unknown WP 29.6/19.8/7.0 SEC IR
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4561 Material Unknown ND ND ND ND
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4644 Material Unknown ND ND ND ND
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 4646 Material Unknown ND ND ND ND
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 9959 Material Unknown ND ND ND ND
5LR2 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 9965 Material Unknown ND ND ND ND

5LR89 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/008 Unknown Quartzite WP 22.5/14.8/4.3 SEC IR
5LR94 Early Archaic Early Archaic CN/001 Kremmling Chert BS 12.0/-/5.4 SEC IR

5LR7099 Early Archaic Northern Plains Archaic SN/001 SW Wy Oolitic Coquina WP 100.5/38.4/8.9 TNS IR
5LR7112 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Table Mountain Jasper BM 15.5/13.9/4.2 SEC IR
5LR7113 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/011 Dakota Quartzite BM 20.8/21.3/6.1 SEC IR

5LR10209 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Dakota Quartzite WP 31.8/17.9/6.2 SSS IR
5LR10210 Early Archaic Oxbow/Hanna/003 Unknown Quartzite TM 20.9/-/4.6 SES IR
5LR10210 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/004 Unknown Chert BS 14.4/-/4.8 SES IR
5LR10213 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/003 Dakota Quartzite BS 18.9/NA/7.7 SES IR
5LR10214 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert BM 14.6/14.5/3.9 SEC IR
5LR10228 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Dakota Quartzite BM 20.1/18.6/6.7 SSS IR
5GA2535 Early Archaic Oxbow//001 Table Mountain Jasper TM 20.2/14.8/3.9 OTH IR
5LR318 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 96 Table Mountain Jasper (?) WP 39.0/17.0/3.0 LAN IR

5LR10221 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/002 Table Mountain Jasper (?) WP 31.1/20.2/5.1 SEC IR
5LR10221 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/009 Dakota Quartzite BM 15.9/20.9/6.7 SEC IR
5GA217 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16324 Kremmling Chert BM 15.0/19.6/4.6 SEC IR
5GA217 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16289 Table Mountain Jasper BM 26.4/15.2/4.2 SEC IR
5GA217 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16297 Table Mountain Jasper WP 30.0/19.4/4.2 SSC IR
5GA217 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 2/ROMO 16288 Table Mountain Jasper BM 15.1/11.3/2.9 LAN IR
5GA217 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16334 Kremmling Chert BS NA/14.8/4.1 LAN IR
5GA744 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Kremmling Chert BS 10.0/18.3/6.5 NA NA
5LR323 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 77 Unknown Quartzite NA NA NA NA
5LR325 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/ROMO 16273 Kremmling Chert BM 1.5/0.7/ND SSC IR
5LR605 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/006 Unknown Quartzite BM 17.0/-/4.5 SEC IR

5LR3899 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/018 Dakota Quartzite BS 14.2/-/4.7 SEC IR
5LR3904 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 1/001 Unknown Chert BM 26.3/22.6/4.6 SEC IR
5LR4581 Early Archaic Mount Albion Type 3/001 Table Mountain Jasper BS 13.4/-/3.1 OTH IR

Middle Archaic Points n=41
Site No.  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source Condition Max Size  LxWxTh (mm) Form Flaking

5GA1095 Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 11676 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 17.3/-/2.5 TSN IR
5GA1095 Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 11680 Kremmling Chert BM 15.9/25.0/4.1 LAB IR
5GA1095 Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 11685 Kremmling Chert BM 19.2/20.5/4.6 LAB IR
5GA2724 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/003 Unknown Quartzite BM 26.6/16.0/4.6 SES IR

5LR6 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 1029 Kremmling Chert BM 32.6/19.3/5.6 LAB IR
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5LR6 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 1033 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 18.7/15.6/4.7 LAB IR
5LR6 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 4557 Kremmling Chert WP 27.9/21.2/5.3 LAB IR

5LR68 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 4546 Unknown Chert ND ND ND ND
5LR90 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/059 Table Mountain Jasper BS 15.6/-/3.9 OTH IR
5LR90 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/060 Table Mountain Jasper BS 11.4/-/4.5 OTH IR
5LR92 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/003 Table Mountain Jasper WP 20.8/12.0/3.9 SSS IR

5LR3843 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 17735 Kremmling Chert ND ND ND ND
5LR7076 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 19.2/13.2/3.9 TN IR
5BL53 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/004 Table Mountain Jasper BM 19.9/16.9/3.8 OTH IR
5BL54 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/001 Table Mountain Jasper WP 21.0/10.4/4.1 SES IR
5BL54 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/002 Unknown Chert/Jasper BM 19.2/18.4/4.3 SSC IR
5BL54 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/003 Hartville Chert BS 16.8/-/4.4 SSC IR
5BL54 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/004 Table Mountain Jasper BS 10.0/-/4.0 SSC IR
5BL54 Middle Archaic McKean-Indeterminate/005 Unknown Chert/Jasper TP 13.2/14.0/4.2 OTH IR

5GA2705 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Kremmling Chert BS 8.5/-/4.0 SEC IR
5GA2712 Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/007 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 32.1/NA/5.8 TSN IR
5GA2712 Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/008 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 32.9/22.3/4.0 TSN IR
5GA2717 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/001 Table Mountain Jasper BM 24.9/14.5/4.3 SSS IR

5LR2 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 1526 Unknown Obsidian BM 19.9/17.4/2.2 SES IR
5LR2 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 2070 Unknown Material BM ND LAN IR

5LR89 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Hartville Quartzite WP 24.1/16.0/4.4 SEC IR
5LR7094 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Unknown Chert WP 28.7/16.8/4.8 SEC IR
5lr9875 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Kremmling Chert WP 42.8/11.7/5.0 TBN IR

5LR9875 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/002 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 32.3/15.5/5.2 OTH IR
5GA2512 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Petrified Wood, Front Range Foothills BM 26.7/24.0/5.7 SEC IR

5LR86 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 18551 Table Mountain Jasper BM 24.7/21.9/3.2 LAB IR
5LR318 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/009 Kremmling Chert WP 19.1/12.4/2.4 LAB IR

5LR10221 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/007 Table Mountain Jasper BM 30.4/19.6/5.7 SES IR
5GA217 Middle Archaic McKean-Mallory/ROMO 16330 Hartville Quartzite WP 27.2/19.2/3.6 TSN IR
5GA217 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 16315 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 29.3/19.3/5.7 TBN IR
5GA217 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/ROMO 16295 Table Mountain Jasper BS NA NA NA
5LR12 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/006 Unknown Chert/Jasper BM 20.6/17.0/4.6 OTH IR

5LR323 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan?/ROMO 4563 Table Mountain Jasper ND ND ND ND
5LR325 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 6635 Table Mountain Jasper BM NA/NA/4.3 LAN IR

5LR3916 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/ROMO 11029 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 31.7/23.2/5.6 LAB IR
5LR3891 Middle Archaic McKean-Duncan/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 24.4/12.8/4.2 SSS IR
5LR7083 Middle Archaic McKean-Hanna/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 18.1/9.9/3.7 TTN IR

Late Archaic Points n=69
Site No.  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source Condition Max Size  LxWxTh (mm) Form Flaking

5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11696 Unknown Chert BM 26.8/18.3/4.1 LAN IR
5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11675 Table Mountain Jasper WP 27.5/17.6/5.0 LAN IR
5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip?/1095-6 Kremmling Chert TM 16.2/14.2/ND ND IR
5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip/1095-7 Unknown Chert WP 13.0/10.5/ND SEC IR
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5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/1095-2 Unknown Chert/Chacedony BM 20.2/18.3/4.2 ND IR
5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11683 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 45.3/22.1/5.8 LAN IR
5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11693 Unknown Chacedony WP 44.1/21.0/4.7 LAN IR
5GA1095 Late Archaic Late Archaic Base/? Kremmling Chert BS 5.3/13.9/NA NA IR
5GA2261 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Table Mountain Jasper TM 47.6/23.2/4.1 SEC IR
5GA2261 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 11693 Trout Creek Chert ND ND ND ND
5GA2704 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/028 Unknown Quartzite WP 36.9/21.7/4.1 SEC IR
5GA2724 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/002 Unknown Petrified Wood BM 31.8/24.6/5.6 SEC IR

5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/COLO LR 80 No 1 Unknown Chert MS 18.6/18.5/6.3 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 54 Unknown Chert BM 39.522.2/4.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 108 Kremmling Chert WP 48.0/29.2/6.8 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic CN/ROMO 383 Kremmling Chert TP 19.0/13.9/2.4 NA IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1019 Dakota Orthoquartzite TM 35.9/27.0/5.4 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1020 Flattop Chert MS 24.1/18.9/3.7 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip/ROMO 1025 Kremmling Chert TM 31.0/21.4/5.7 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1030 Kremmling Chert BM 18.7/14.6/5.0 ND IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1036 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS 14.1/21.0/6.2 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4578 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 19.2/20.9/4.9 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4579 Table Mountain Jasper BM 16.3/21.5/5.0 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4595 Table Mountain Jasper BM 31.6/21.9/4.5 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 14233 Kremmling Chert BM 33.2/28.8/5.4 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18699 Unknown Chert WP 43.028.4/6.2 SEC IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18700 Unknown Chert BS 7.2/17.0/4.4 ND ND
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/No Number Dakota Orthoquartzite MS 15.2/17.3/3.5 LAN IR
5LR6 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/No Number Kremmling Chert MS 18.7/14.6/2.2 ND IR

5LR90 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/054 Table Mountain Jasper BM 21.9/-/5.2 SEC IR
5LR7064 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Table Mountain Jasper BM 23.4/20.1/5.7 SEC IR
5LR7087 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite BM 49.8/25.6/5.4 SEC IR
5LR9844 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Kremmling Chert WP 64.0/32.7/5.8 SEC IR
5BL51 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1578 Table Mountain Jasper BM 32.5/26.2/5.1 SEC IR
5GA17 Late Archaic Late Archaic (tip)/005 Unknown Chert TP 22.5/18.6/5.8 OTH IR

5GA2711 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite TP 11.1/9.8/2.2 ND IR
5GA2712 Late Archaic Late Archaic Tip/009 Dakota Orthoquartzite TP 18.5/ND/4.0 ND IR
5GA2712 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/010 Dakota Orthoquartzite TP 16.3/11.0/3.3 OTH IR

5LR2 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 9 Table Mountain Jasper BM 22.4/15.9/3.7 SEC IR
5LR2 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 204 Kremmling Chert WP 32.2/12.3/3.2 SEC IR
5LR2 Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic CN/ROMO 1511 Table Mountain Jasper BM 24.5/22.1/3.5 SEC IR
5LR2 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1512 Kremmling Chert WP 67.4/20.3/6.5 SEC IR
5LR2 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1513 Unknown Chert BM 30.3/22.9/5.0 SEC IR
5LR2 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 1523 Table Mountain Jasper WP  26.8/15.5/3.4 SEC IR
5LR2 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 4559 Kremmling Chert TM 5.46/27.1/5.1 SES PT/IR

5LR15 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18280 Unknown Chert WP 37.1/19.5/4.5 SEC IR
5LR15 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 18278 Table Mountain Jasper BM 12.3/17.4/4.5 SEC IR
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5LR82 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/006 Table Mountain Jasper BM 14.5/-/3.3 SEC IR
5LR83 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 6633 Kremmling Chert WP 52.0/23.1/6.5 SEC IR
5LR83 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 6913 Kremmling Chert WP 33.6/22.2/6.0 SEC IR

5LR7114 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/003 Unknown Chert (Hartville?) BM 23.0/-/6.1 SEC IR
5LR10210 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/005 Table Mountain Jasper BM 42.9/27.8/7.8 LAB PO
5LR10214 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/002 Dakota Orthoquartzite TP 24.4/13.0/4.3 OTH IT
5LR10216 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite TP 14.2/13.0/5.8 OTH IR
5LR10221 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic Besant CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite BS 12.0/-/5.4 SEC IR

5LR605 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Unknown Chert BM 28.9/21.0/5.2 SEC IR
5GA217 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 16326 Unknown Chert BM 23.4/22.3/ND SEC IR
5GA217 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/ROMO 16298 Kremmling Chert MS 25.2/21.3/ND ND ND
5LR12 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/002 Kremmling Chert MS 15.7/13.9/4.4 SES IR
5LR12 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/004 Table Mountain Jasper TM 22.7/17.1/4.3 SES IR
5LR12 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/005 Kremmling Chert TM 18.2/-/4.8 SES IR
5LR12 Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic Frag/ROMO 144 Kremmling Chert BM 27.7/20.8/6.4 SEC IR

5LR604 Late Archaic Late Archaic/Early Ceramic CN/001 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 42.8/16.1/4.7 SEC IR
5LR3899 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/002 Petrified Wood, Front Range Foothills WP 28.0/22.1/5.7 SEC IR
5LR3899 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/003 Table Mountain Jasper BM 23.0/19.8/6.1 SEC IR
5LR3899 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/004 Table Mountain Jasper TM 19.6/14.23.8 OTH IR
5LR4566 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Hartville Quartzite? WP 48.1/27.5/6.4 SSC IR
5LR7080 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/003 Unknown Chert MS 27.8/-/5.2 ND IR
5LR9826 Late Archaic L Archaic/E Ceramic Tip/003 Unknown Chert TP 26.8/15.04.3 OTH IR
5LR9837 Late Archaic Late Archaic CN/001 Kremmling Chert BM 27.9/17.9/5.2 SEC IR

Early Ceramic Points n=61
Site No.  Period Class Proj Point or Ceramic Type/Cat No. Material/Source Condition Max Size  LxWxTh (mm) Form Flaking

5GA1095 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/5LR1089-26 Kremmling Chert
5GA2002 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Dakota Orthoquartzite TP 13.4/9.3/3.3 NA IR
5GA2262 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/017 Table Mountain Jasper BM 18.1/-/4.4 SEC IR
5GA2511 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert BM 10.9/15.7/3.6 SEC IR
5GA2724 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Chert WP 16.8/12.8/2.4 SEC IR

5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/COLO LR80 61-4, #1 Table Mountain Jasper BM 24.2/27.0/7.1 SEC IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 232 Kremmling Chert BM 13.8/17.0/3.4
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 700 Kremmling Chert WP 25.2/15.8/3.8 SEC IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1014 Kremmling Chert MS 17.7/14.6/4.5 ND IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1017 Kremmling Chert BM 15.2/12.7/3.4 ND IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1024 Dakota Orthoquartzite TM 17.8/13.4/3.0 SEC IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 1101 Kremmling Chert BM 18.5/14.6/3.5 ND IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4577 Table Mountain Jasper BM 20.2/17.4/4.6 SEC IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4584 Table Mountain Jasper BM 16.5/17.3/3.9 SEC IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 18558 Unknown Chert BM 19.8/13.5/2.9 SEC IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (tip)/ROMO 18690 Kremmling Chert TM 20.0/14.62.9 ND IR
5LR6 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/No Number a Table Mountain Jasper BM 18.3/12.7/2.8 SEC IR

5LR90 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Table Mountain Jasper BS 10.6/-/3.5 SEC IR
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5LR90 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/008 Table Mountain Jasper BS 6.7/-/3.0 MA IR
5LR90 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/017 Table Mountain Jasper MS 20.2/26.1/5.8 ND IR
5LR90 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/056 Table Mountain Jasper BS 9.2/-/2.1 SEC IR

5LR7058 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Hartville Chert? TM 18.9/12.4/2.8 OTH IR
5LR7065 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Hartville Quartzite TM 23.7/16.5/4.9 OTH IR
5LR7065 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/004 Hartville Chert TP 20.5/11.7/2.6 OTH IR
5LR7068 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert MS 23.7/10.6/3.0 SEC IR
5LR7088 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Quartzite WP 20.8/17.0/4.6 SEC IR

5LR10251 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Quartzite TM 27.2/13.8/2.6 SEC IR
5GA2712 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/013 Table Mountain Jasper WP 25.8/15.4/3.5 SEC IR

5LR2 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 6639 Table Mountain Jasper BM 17.5/15.0/ND SEC IR
5LR15 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/004 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 22.2/17.1/5.4 SEC IR
5LR15 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 18279 Table Mountain Jasper BM 17.0/15.7/4.3 SEC IR
5LR85 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Unknown Quartzite MS 23.8/15.1/5.7 LAN PO
5LR89 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/006 Table Mountain Jasper BM 23.2/17.0/3.4 SSC IR
5LR89 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/007 Table Mountain Jasper BM 18.4/11.9/3.0 SEC IR

5LR7114 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (Avonlea)/001 Kremmling Chert WP 20.5/14.1/4.5 SES IR
5LR7114 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (Avonlea)/002 Kremmling Chert BM 18.0/18.1/4.1 SES IR

5LR10213 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Hartville Chert BM 14.9/13.7/3.7 SEC IR
5LR10213 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert WP 23.9/13.1/3.2 SEC IR

5GA80 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 67 Not Noted ND ND ND ND
5GA80 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4516 Not Noted ND ND ND ND
5LR80 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 4876 Not Noted BM 20.0/19.8/ND TSN IR

5LR318 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 19288 Dakota Orthoquartzite WP 23.7/18.4/ND SSC IR
5LR10242 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Unknown Quartzite BM 12.2/5.6/2.3 TTN IR
5LR10243 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Table Mountain Jasper MS 19.2/16.0/3.8 OTH IR
5LR10243 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic (tip)/002 Table Mountain Jasper BM 20.5/16.0/2.9 SEC IR
5LR10243 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Table Mountain Jasper WP 29.6/16.5/3.6 SEC IR
5LR10243 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/006 Dakota Orthoquartzite MS 9.6/9.5/3.6 OTH IR
5GA217 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 16303 Table Mountain Jasper BM 25.1/19.4/ND LAN IR
5GA217 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 17733 Unknown Brown Chert TM 17.3/13.5/2.6 ND IR
5LR12 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 Table Mountain Jasper TM 16.8/12.6/2.5 TBN IR
5LR12 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Table Mountain Jasper BM 13.4/9.3/2.9 SES IR
5LR87 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/006 Table Mountain Jasper BM 11.7/-/3.5 SEC IR

5LR323 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 78 Unknown Chert ND ND ND IR
5LR325 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 16276 Table Mountain Jasper ND 15.8/ND/2.7 ND IR
5LR325 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/ROMO 16277 Kremmling Chert ND 15.8/ND/2.7 ND IR
5LR605 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/005 Kremmling Chert MS 17.4/16.1/4.3 ND IR

5LR3891 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Table Mountain Jasper BM 17.9/13.9/2.6 OTH IR
5LR3891 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/003 Unknown Quartzite WP 20.3/16.0/3.3 SEC IR
5LR3899 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/001 NE Colo Chert WP 27.7/13.7/3.3 SEC IR
5LR3899 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/019 Table Mountain Jasper WP 21.5/14.5/2.5 SEC IR
5LR9826 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/002 Kremmling Chert WP 26.3/16.2/2.5 SEC IR
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5LR9833 Early Ceramic Early Ceramic/004 Hartville Chert BM 17.9/15.5/3.2 SEC IR
Midd/Late Ceramic n=27

Site No.  Period Class Proj Point Type/Cat No. Material/Source Condition Max Size  LxWxTh (mm) Form Flaking
5LR6 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 14230 Unknown Chert BM 15.9/12.6/2.6 LAN IR
5LR6 Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/No Number b Unknown Chert MS 19.6/14.8/ND ND IR
5LR6 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/No Number c Unknown Chert WP 17.8/14.2/4.2 TSN IR

5LR90 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/004 Table Mountain Jasper WP 26.8/12.0/3.1 OTH IR
5LR93 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Table Mountain Jasper BM 19.8/9.6/3.1 SES IR
5BL50 Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/007 Kremmling Chert WP 27.6/14.5/3.3 TUN IR

5GA2705 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/002 Kremmling Chert WP 15.0/7.9/2.5 SES IR
5LR2 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 1544 Material Not Noted WP 20.0/13.7/2.6 TSN IR
5LR2 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 1545 Material Not Noted BM 14.3/12.1/2.5 SEC IR

5LR15 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Hartville Chert TP 15.6/10.0/3.9 OTH IR
5LR15 Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/002 Table Mountain Jasper WP 19.4/14.4/3.2 TUN IR
5LR15 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/005 Kremmling Chert WP 33.2/12.5/2.6 SES IR
5LR89 Middle Archaic Tri-notch/002 Kremmling Chert WP 24.1/16.0/4.4 SEC IR

5LR9878 Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/001 Table Mountain Jasper WP 25.3/12.3/4.0 TUN IR
5GA217 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16302 Kremmling Chert BM 13.3/12.5/ND SEC IR
5GA217 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16311 Kremmling Chert ND ND DN ND
5GA217 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16285 Table Mountain Jasper TM 21.7/11.3/ND TUN IR
5GA217 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16301 Table Mountain Jasper TM 22.3/14.9/ND TUN IR
5GA217 Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/7d Unknown Chert BM 13.3/15.0/ND TUN IR
5LR12 Mid/Late Ceramic Tri-notch/ROMO 73 Pinkish-brown Quartzite BM 14.8/15.5/3.2 SEC IR
5LR12 Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/ROMO 6573 Unknown Chacedony BM 31.8/16.8/5.8 TUN IR
5LR12 Mid/Late Ceramic Tri-notch/No Number Kremmling Chert BS 5.9/10.2/ND TTN IR
5LR12 Mid/Late Ceramic Tri-notch/No Number Unknown Chert BS 8.4/10.9/2.0 TTN OR

5LR325 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/ROMO 16275 Table Mountain Jasper ND ND ND ND
5LR4553 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Table Mountain Jasper BM 13.9/12.7/2.8 TSN IR
5LR7080 Mid/Late Ceramic Unnotched/002 Hartville Quartzite MS 27.8/-/5.2 ND IR
5LR9826 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/007 Kremmling Chert BM 22.0/19.3/4.4 SEC IR

5LR10463 Mid/Late Ceramic Side-notch/001 Dakota Orthoquazrtite BM 21.2/13.2/2.8 SES IR

Trait Abbreviation Key
*Condition:TP=Tip only; MS=Mid-section only; TM=Tip and Mid-section; BM=Base and Mid-section, tip missing;  BS=Base only; WP=Whole/complete artifact.
** Maximum Size: L=Maximum Length; W=Maxiumum Width;Th=Maximum Thickness. All measurements in millimeters.
***Form: LAN=Lanceolate (no basal notch); LAB=Lanceolate (basal notch); LAF=Lanceolate (elongated, up to 80% fluted); LAP=Lanceolate (lower fluting only); 
SSS-Straight Stemmed (shouldered); SCS=Contracting Stemmed (shouldered);  SES=Expanding Stemmed (shouldered); SSC-Straight Stemmed (corner notrched);
 SCC-Contracting Stemmed (corner notched); SEC=Expanding Stemmed (corner notched); TUN=Triangle (unnotched); TBN=Triangle (basal notched); TSN=Triangle (side notched); 
TTN=Triangle (tri notched); OTH=Other
****Flaking (pattern): PT=Parallel Transverse; PO=Parallel Oblique; PM=Parallel Mixed *both parallel and transverse); IR=Irregular/Random.
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Appendix G
Descriptive and Metric Database for all Prehistoric Non-Diagnostic Formal Lithic Tools

Formal Lithic Tool Definition:  Artifacts that physically show substantial effort in their production.  By definition, unless found in a substantially fragmented
condition, their external edges around their circumferences should be noticeably shaped by deliberate flaking over more than 50% of the total circumference
edge. Formal tools generally consists of extensively shaped and worked bifacially and unifacially worked tools, including bifaces, heavily retouched,
intentionally retouched flake tools, and formally prepared cores.

n=344
Site No. Cat. No. Test Unit/Surface Strat Unit/Depth b.s. Tool Type(s)* Size L/W/Th (mm)** Work Edge Angle (o)*** Condition**** Material/Source

5BL00050 006 Surface NA SSC 18.5/21.2/3.5 22 PI Kremmling chert
5BL00051 001 Surface NA UBF 26.0/14.9/4.8 29 PI Kremmling chert
5BL00053 002 Surface NA FKN 26.5/15.8/4.6 46 PI Table Mountain jasper
5BL00053 003 Surface NA COR/CHP/FKN 35.4/27.0/12.3 48 WI Table Montain jasper
5BL07642 001 Surface NA DRL/SSC 30.6/20.1/7.7 35 WI Table Montain jasper
5BL07643 001 Surface NA FKN 47.8/25.3/7.7 34 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA00017 002 Surface NA ESC/UBF 25.0/36.2/6.6 27 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA00080 001 Surface NA UBF 11.4/21.5/4.7 30 FG Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA00080 003 Surface NA SSC 22.6/23.4/4.2 25 FG Hartville chert
5GA00216 002 Surface NA UBF 31.6/25.2/5.6 26 PI Kremmling chert
5GA00216 003 Surface NA ESC 59.0/46.4/10.8 50 WI Rhyolite-RMNP
5GA00744 004 Surface NA FKN 36.3/23.9/10.9 35 WI chert-source unknown
5GA00744 007 Surface NA UBF 24.7/21.6/4.7 25 FG Table Mountain jasper
5GA00744 008 Surface NA OTR 14.2/14.7/4.2 19 FG Kremmling/Troublesome chert
5GA00744 009 Surface NA FKN 38.1/17.8/6.0 25 PI chert-source unknown
5GA02002 008 Surface NA UBF 23.6/18.7/3.8 26 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02002 009 Surface NA FKN 35.0/25.0/8.1 21 WI Hartville quartzite
5GA02002 013 Surface NA SSC 20.9/26.6/8.2 70 PI chert-source unknown
5GA02002 014 Surface NA SSC 21.8/32.8/5.9 45 PI Rhyolite-RMNP
5GA02002 015 Surface NA SSC 19.7/29.2/7.0 64 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02002 017 Surface NA FLN/SSC 30.5/21.1/4.8 34 WI oolitic chert - SWWY
5GA02261 003 Surface NA FKN 60.4/40.1/16.9 27 WI Table Mountain jasper/chert
5GA02261 005 Surface NA ESC 24.6/20.6/4.3 56 WI Kremmling/Troublesome chert
5GA02261 006 Surface NA FKN 41.5/29.3/5.9 35 PI Kremmling/Troublesome chert
5GA02261 008 Surface NA FKN 29.3/34.0/6.6 20 PI Trout Creek chert
5GA02261 009 Surface NA ESC 37.0/25.9/8.9 79 WI Hartville chert
5GA02262 001 Surface NA GRA Unk. Unk. Wl Petrified wood
5GA02262 002 Surface NA FKN 42.4/26.2/11.7 36 WI Rhyolite-RMNP
5GA02262 005 Surface NA ESC/SPS 27.6/17.9/7.0 23 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02262 009 Surface NA ESC/FKN 48.0/31.8/9.7 47 WI Hartville chert
5GA02262 013 Surface NA ESC 16.8/19.7/4.7 50 FG Hartville chert
5GA02262 014 Surface NA UBF 18.6/14.5/6.0 24 FG Hartville chert
5GA02262 015 Surface NA UBF 20.9/14.1/4.3 18 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02262 016 Surface NA FKN 31.9/15.2/9.8 35 FG Table Mountain jasper
5GA02262 018 Surface NA SES/SPS/FKN 39.3/21.3/10.7 50 WI chert-source unknown
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5GA02690 001 Surface NA SSC/FKN 36.0/32.5/12.7 52 WI Hartville chert
5GA02506 001 Surface NA UBF 30.6/22.3/4.4 39 PI Hartville chert
5GA02506 002 Surface NA UBF 29.8/18.1/8.0 20 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02508 004 Surface NA UBF 47.7/25.6/11.4 30 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02508 005 Surface NA ESC 22.4/22.9/3.8 69 PI Hartville chert
5GA02508 006 Surface NA ESC 25.1/31.3/8.0 71 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02508 007 Surface NA ESC/UBF 30.4/33.4/10.5 55 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02508 008 Surface NA ESC/UBF 17.0/16.9/6.4 40 FG Table Mountain jasper
5GA02508 009 Surface NA UBF 20.1/20.5/4.6 23 FG quartzite-source unknown
5GA02510 003 Surface NA FKN 27.4/22.0/3.1 42 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02511 003 Surface NA SSC/UBF 65.5/39.4/19.9 43 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02511 005 Surface NA UBF 37.2/23.5/10.1 24 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02511 008 Surface NA FKN 35.7/21.1/7.4 21 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02511 009 Surface NA FKN 33.9/19.1/4.4 22 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02511 010 Surface NA SES 41.9/22.2/12.9 56 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02512 002 Surface NA UBF 19.7/19.7/1.4 39 PI Hartville chert
5GA02512 004 Surface NA OTR 40.4/10.8/5.4 27 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02512 005 Surface NA PFM 36.3/28.1/8.2 20 WI chert- NE Colo Piedmont-Plains
5GA02512 006 Surface NA UBF 40.2/26.9/6.7 26 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02512 007 Surface NA UBF 29.9/39.9/11.1 59 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02513 001 Surface NA UBF 27.8/26.4/7.4 40 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02513 003 Surface NA ESC 20.3/21.0/3.5 57 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02514 002 Surface NA ESC 29.3/25.0/6.2 55 PI chert-NE Colo Piedmont-Plains
5GA02513 003 Surface NA FKN 28.7/19.5/4.4 50 PI Trout Creek chert
5GA02519 001 Surface NA SES 43.6/32.8/7.3 65 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02533 007 Surface NA DRL 23.3/29.3/5.2 19 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02546 002 Surface NA ESC 24.5/20.9/4.2 23 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02676 001 Surface NA SES/FKN 53.4/36.5/13.5 45 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02676 002 Surface NA ESC 37.5/27.2/7.2 74 WI Hartville chert
5GA02704 002 Surface-Conc.2 NA DRL 28.1/21.6/6.3 38 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02704 003 Surface-Conc.2 NA SES 47.9/32.8/11.3 90 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02704 004 Surface-Conc.3 NA FKN 36.1/28.9/7.7 44 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02704 007 Surface-Conc.2 NA UBF 37.7/13.9/8.3 56 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02704 015 Surface NA FKN 25.6/16.3/3.4 17 PI chert-source unknown
5GA02704 017 Surface-Conc.1 NA UBF 22.0/18.4//3.6 56 FG Kremmling chert
5GA02704 020 Surface NA SES 23.3/16.0/5.6 53 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02704 023 Surface-Conc.4 NA UBF 17.0/25.3/6.3 39 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02705 014 Surface NA ESC/FKN 21.7/25.2/6.8 30 PI Hartville chert
5GA02705 016 Surface NA UBF 14.8/24.7/7.5 35 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02705 018 Surface NA FKN 23.7/16.3/3.3 16 WI chert-NE Colo Piedmont-Plains
5GA02705 021 Surface NA FKN 18.3/17.4/2.8 21 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02706 005 Surface-Conc.1 NA ESC 26.4/16.1/4.4 41 WI chert-NE Colo Piedmont-Plains
5GA02706 007 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC/FKN 50.9/53.3/10.6 51 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02706 008 Surface-Conc.2 NA UBF 30.7/30.4/5.8 18 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02706 010 Surface-Conc.2 NA PAL 19.4/13.5/3.3 40 PI Hartville chert
5GA02706 011 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC/UBF 18.1/16.4/2.6 30 PI Hartville chert
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5GA02709 001 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC/FKN 54.4/67.4/14.0 63 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02709 004 Surface-Conc.1 NA ESC/UBF 29.2/20.8/8.8 41 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02712 017 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC/UBF 28.8/18.3/7.0 80 PI quartzite-source unknown
5GA02712 018 Surface-Conc.2 NA UBF 37.7/24.7/4.3 50 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 043 Surface-Conc.3 NA BUF 27.5/12.7/6.5 34 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 044 Surface NA CHP/UBF 72.9/52.4/1539 57 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 045 Surface NA SSC/UBF/CHP 63.5/41.9/12.7 25 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 046 Surface NA SSC 69.6/37.4/16.3 68 WI petrified wood-NE Colo Piedmont
5GA02712 049 Surface-Conc.4 NA ESC/FKN 42.3/25.5/10.0 55 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02712 051 Surface-Conc.4 NA SSC/UBF 39.0/31.5/7.5 35 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 052 Surface-Conc.4 NA UBF 13.7/13.2/5.8 23 FG Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 053 Surface-Conc.4 NA ESC/UBF 20.2/25.6/7.2 60 FG Hartville chert
5GA02712 054 Surface-Conc.4 NA SSC 40.8/28.4/10.6 43 PI petrified wood-unknown source
5GA02712 055 Surface-Conc.4 NA UBF 12.9/17.8/4.5 15 FG Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 056 Surface-Conc.4 NA UBF 31.5/14.2/7.0 45 FG Kremmling chert
5GA02712 057 Surface-Conc.4 NA SES 28.9/32.5/14.5 53 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02712 058 Surface-Conc.4 NA UBF 18.5/19.8/3.2 38 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 059 Surface-Conc.4 NA ESC/UBF 28.3/13.3/9.7 31 FG Kremmling chert
5GA02712 063 Surface NA SSC/FKN/GRA 35.729.8/10.0 36 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 064 Surface NA ESC 31.5/21.6/6.7 37 FG chert - southwest Wyoming
5GA02712 070 Surface NA SES/FKN 25.6/27.3/4.6 62 PI chert-source unknown
5GA02712 074 Surface NA SSC 35.3/24.3/9.2 61 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 076 Surface NA FKN 34.2/19.6/9.3 38 WI Hartville chert
5GA02712 082 Surface NA ESC/UBF 23.4/31.6/6.5 25 PI Hartville chert
5GA02712 084 Surface NA SES/FKN 46.0/32.9/11.1 60 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 090 Surface NA FKN 20.5/15.9/3.8 10 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 091 Surface-Conc.1 NA ESC/FKN 26.0/18.1/6.7 35 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02712 105 Surface-Conc.1 NA PFM/GRA 26.8/17.3/8.8 26 PI Hartville chert
5GA02712 106 Surface-Conc.1 NA ESC 33.3/22.6/9.7 73 WI Hartville chert
5GA02712 107 Surface-Conc.1 NA FKN 23.7/23.8/5.3 22 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02712 108 Surface-Conc.2 NA PFM 30.4/23.4/3.4 23 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 109 Surface-Conc.2 NA UBF 57.3/42.1/5.0 27 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 110 Surface-Conc.4 NA UBF 24.5/16.5/4.0 30 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 111 Surface-Conc4 NA ESC 30.1/26.6/7.9 84 PI Hartville chert
5GA02712 112 Surface-Conc.4 NA ESC/UBF/GRA 21.4/17.9/4.3 31 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 113 Surface-Conc.5 NA UBF 26.8/27.1/6.6 31 PI Hartville chert
5GA02712 114 Surface-Conc.5 NA UBF 17.3/10.1/7.3 41 FG Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 116 Surface-Conc.5 NA SSC/FKN/PAL 28.4/20.3/4.9 41 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02714 001 Surface-Conc.1 NA ESC 31.2/27.4/8.3 100 WI Hartville chert
5GA02714 002 Surface-Conc.1 NA UBF 13.6/23.4/4.9 18 FG Kremmling chert
5GA02714 003 Surface-Conc.1 NA SSC 31.3/16.6/5.3 28 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02714 005 Surface-Conc.1 NA FKN 24.7/20.7/4.5 21 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02714 006 Surface-Conc.1 NA UBF 37.0/31.9/7.6 17 FG Kremmling chert
5GA02714 007 Surface-Conc.1 NA UBF 19.3/24.6/6.7 28 FG Kremmling chert
5GA02714 008 Surface-Conc.1 NA SSC/CHP 48.8/34.3/14.3 47 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02714 009 Surface-Conc.1 NA ESC 23.7/30.9/6.3 43 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
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5GA02714 010 Surface-Conc.1 NA UBF 27.7/31.6/8.6 38 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02714 011 Surface-Conc.2 NA UBF 35.6/28.0/9.1 49 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02714 012 Surface-Conc.2 NA ESC/UBF 32.1/24.5/8.9 28 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02714 013 Surface-Conc.2 NA FKN 30.1/27.2/7.7 39 PI Hartville chert
5GA02714 015 Surface-Conc.2 NA UBF 17.8/22.1/7.6 20 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02714 017 Surface-Conc.2 NA SES 25.5/19.5/4.1 35 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02716 002 Surface NA UBF 22.6/15.2/6.3 36 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02717 003 Surface NA SSC/UBF 19.8/28.5/8.8 48 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02718 001 Surface NA FKN 77.7/23.96.5 53 WI Hartville chert
5GA02719 002 Surface NA FKN 55.8/28.9/6.8 55 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02720 001 Surface NA FKN 20.9/22.6/6.2 29 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02720 002 Surface NA UBF 15.3/22.4/7.8 33 FG Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02721 001 Surface NA ESC 19.7/18.8/5.7 61 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02721 006 Surface NA UBF 34.5/26.3/6.5 17 WI Hartville chert
5GA02721 008 Surface NA UBF 23.9/10.6/3.6 46 FG Hartville chert
5GA02721 010 Surface NA UBF 21.6/34.4/8.3 17 FG petrified wood-E Foothills Palmer Divide
5GA02721 012 Surface NA FKN 41.8/33.5/11.0 15 WI petrified wood-E Foothills Palmer Divide
5GA02721 013 Surface NA CHP 28.2/46.0/19.9 43 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02721 014 Surface NA FKN 92.2/36.3/18.5 45 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02721 016 Surface NA CHP 25.4/59.2/18.1 52 WI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02721 019 Surface NA ESC/FKN 27.4/30.7/8.2 64 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02721 020 Surface NA UBF 12.1/14.5/3.2 15 FG Kremmling chert
5GA02722 001 Surface NA SES 18.5/32.9/10.8 30 FG fine quartzite-source unknown
5GA02722 002 Surface NA SES/FKN 47.7/62.0/7.0 58 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02722 004 Surface NA ESC 21.6/27.6/10.9 44 WI quartz crystal - local
5GA02722 005 Surface NA FKN 11.9/17.2/5.6 52 FG Table Mountain jasper
5GA02722 006 Surface NA SES 24.1/29.9/7.7 90 PI Table Mountain jasper
5GA02722 009 Surface NA UBF 12.0/26.7/8.0 41 FG Table Mountain jasper
5GA02722 010 Surface NA ESC/FKN 21.3/19.1/5.1 54 WI quartz crystal - local
5GA02722 011 Surface NA SSC/SPS 19.6/18.6/3.4 34 PI Hartville chert
5GA02722 015 Surface NA UBF 13.2/13.5/4.3 28 FG Flattop chert
5GA02723 001 Surface NA SES 38.6/35.4/14.7 52 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02723 002 Surface NA SES 32.1/50.4/21.2 90 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02723 003 Surface NA FKN 26.4/40.3/12.3 55 PI Hartville chert
5GA02724 005 Surface NA FKN 58.7/34.3/14.4 25 WI Specimen Mountain jasper
5GA02724 006 Surface NA SSC 28.1/24.8/10.0 65 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02724 007 Surface NA UBF 38.0/21.1/4.6 25 PI Hartville chert
5GA02726 002 Surface NA FKN 55.0/28.2/12.0 47 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02726 003 Surface NA SSC/FKN 37.8/16.3/10.7 55 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02741 001 Surface NA SSC/FKN 36.8/31.8/10.3 68 WI Kremmling chert
5GA02741 002 Surface NA SPS 34.0/21.0/4.4 45 PI Hartville chert
5GA02741 012 Surface NA UBF 4.2/19.7/4.2 26 PI Kremmling chert
5GA02742 001 Surface NA COR/SSC NA NA NA NA
5LR00002 001 Surface NA SES 28.9/17.8/4.4 47 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR00015 003 Surface NA FLK/SSC 32.3/24.0/9.7 58 PI Kremmling chert
5LR00081 002 Surface NA SES 28.4/27.9/7.8 34 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
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5LR00081 003 Surface NA SSC 36.8/35.5/12.1 75 WI Specimen Mountain rhyolite
5LR00081 005 Surface NA FLK 31.5/33.2/8.1 36 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR00081 006 Surface NA FLK 18.0/29.9/5.5 45 PI Kremmling chert
5LR00081 007 Surface NA FLK 23.3/27.6/7.5 41 FG chert-source unknown
5LR00082 001 Surface NA COR/CHP/FKN 39.1/52.7/19.0 46 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR00082 005 Surface NA COR/SSC 25.8/46.0/15.0 78 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR00085 001 Surface NA ESC/UBF 74.3/36.6/7.7 23 PI chert-source unknown
5LR00085 002 Surface NA FLK 30.1/36.6/7.0 30 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR00089 004 Surface NA FLK/SSC 48.0/30.4/4.2 33 PI Hartville chert
5LR00090 009 Surface NA DRL 14.6/15.6/3.6 5 PI Kremmling chert
5LR00090 010 Surface NA GRA 17.9/13.5/3.9 NA WI Kremmling chert
5LR00090 011 Surface NA UBF 13.4/11.5/2.6 34 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 012 Surface NA UBF 115.1/13.0/3.6 25 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 013 Surface NA UBF 11.6/10.5/2.2 17 PI Kremmling chert
5LR00090 014 Surface NA UBF 15.2/9.9/3.5 23 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 024 Surface NA FLN 39.9/26.8/8.4 37 PI petrified wood-source unkn.
5LR00090 028 Surface NA BUR 41.9/19.6/17.5 34 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 029 Surface NA CHP/FLK 43.5/39.1/22.0 37 WI Kremmling chert
5LR00090 031 Surface NA SES 21.7/22.9/7.6 63 WI quartzite-source unknown
5LR00090 032 Surface NA UBF 15.0/14.9/4.6 37 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 034 Surface NA UBF 14.3/14.7/3.0 15 FG Kremmling chert
5LR00090 040 Surface NA SSC/FKN 21.8/28.9/12.1 38 FG Specimen Mountain andesite
5LR00090 041 Surface NA UBF 18.7/17.3/5.1 17 FG Kremmling chert
5LR00090 042 Surface NA UBF 24.0/14.9/6.0 29 FG petrified wood-Platteville
5LR00090 049 Surface NA UBF 23.7/13.2/6.6 48 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR00605 002 Surface NA UBF/SES 54.0/ 24.2/7.5 32 WI Kremmling chert
5LR00605 004 Surface NA ESC/SPS 53.2/42.2/12.4 68 WI Kremmling chert
5LR00605 009 Surface NA SES 27.7/32.3/5.5 54 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03891 007 Surface NA UBF 17.4/16.3/3.6 33 FG petrified wood-source unkn.
5LR03891 010 Surface NA COR/SSC 43.0/25.9/17.0 60 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR03891 011 Surface NA UBF 18.8/13.3/3.7 26 FG Kremmling chert
5LR03891 012 Surface NA SSC/UBF/GRA 47.8/31.4/13.9 50 WI Kremmling chert
5LR03891 014 Surface NA SSC/UBF 35.7/35.2/6.9 29 WI Specimen Mountain andesite
5LR03891 025 Surface NA UBF/PAL 14.2/8.3/3.0 28 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR03891 030 Surface NA SSC 18.4/21.5/4.2 42 WI Specimen Mountain andesite
5LR03891 032 Surface NA BUBF/SSC 16.7/17.3/2.6 15 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR03891 033 Surface NA SSC/FKN 26.3/22.7/5.3 30  WI Kremmling chert
5LR03892 002 Surface NA UBF 35.3/21.5/7.4 21 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR03892 004 Surface NA FKN/SSC 24.3/25.3/5.8 31 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03892 005 Surface NA FKN/GRA 32.7/19.4/3.2 25 PI Kremmling chert
5LR03892 006 Surface NA UBF 27.0/18.1/5.8 26 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR03892 012 Surface NA SSC 12.9/25.5/6.8 36 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR03899 006 Surface NA UBF 28.3/29.7/7.1 33 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03899 007 Surface NA SSC/GRA 31.2/28.0/6.3 55 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03899 011 Surface NA ESC/CHP 42.1/31.9/16.6 39 WI petrified wood-E Piedmont
5LR03899 012 Surface NA ESC 40.5/32.5/11.7 48 WI Table Mountain jasper
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5LR03899 013 Surface NA SSC 18.1/29.4/8.1 90 PI Trout Creek chert
5LR03899 017 Surface NA UBF 21.9/21.8/6.7 28 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03903 001 Surface NA UBF 30.4/24.3/10.0 44 PI Kremmling chert
5KR03903 002 Surface NA FKN 20.4/20.4/5.4 26 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR03948 003 Surface NA UBF 24.3/23.8/8.3 24 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR04552 001 Surface NA SSC/SPS 51.7/38.0/14.2 66 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR04552 004 Surface NA UBF 13.6/16.5/3.2 22 FG Kremmling chert
5LR04555 001 Surface NA UBF 53.2/29.8/7.1 41 PI Hartville chert
5LR04574 001 Surface NA UBF 23.4/19.3/4.3 25 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR04574 002 Surface NA UBF 18.8/10.6/4.6 28 FG Kremmling chert
5LR06995 002 Surface NA SSC 26.6/18.4/5.5 63 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07012 001 Surface NA FKN/GRA 23.8/16.3/5.1 45 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR07020 002 Surface NA FKN/SSC 42.1/28.2/8.9 28 PI Table Mou ntain jasper
5LR07020 003 Surface NA FKN 24.1/16.0/5.1 46 FG Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07023 005 Surface NA FKN/CHP 70.8/42.1/14.4 47 WI Kremmling chert
5LR07046 001 Surface NA UBF 36.3/29.9/4.9 15 PI Kremmling chert
5LR07064 002 Surface NA SES 27.5/18.0/6.7 52 WI Hartville chert
5LR07065 002 Surface NA UBF 22.6/21.3/3.9 23 PI Kremmling chert
5LR07066 001 Surface NA UBF 26.2/25.5/5.8 26 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR07067 022 Surface NA UBF/SSC 28.8/18.6/5.2 38 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR07069 001 Surface NA UBF/SSC 16.1/17.9/6.3 36 FG Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07069 002 Surface NA UBF/SSC 16.1/29.2/8.4 29 FG Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07075 002 Surface NA UBF 39.5/30.0/8.7 36 PI Hartville chert
5LR07076 002 Surface NA FKN 28.6/21.1/3.1 58 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR07076 007 Surface NA FKN/PAL/GRA 36.1/18.7/13.0 37 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR07081 001 Surface NA ESC 20.7/27.0/4.7 46 PI Kremmling chert
5LR07081 003 Surface NA FKN 46.7/19.3/8.7 49 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07087 002 Surface NA UBF 19.4/16.1/4.4 35 FG Hartville chert
5LR07089 001 Surface NA OTR/CHP 66.3/47.6/12.9 41 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR07092 001 Surface NA UBF 22.5/17.6/3.9 22 PI chert-source unknown
5LR07097 001 Surface NA FKN 29.7/23.8/7.4 28 PI Kremmling chert
5LR07099 004 Surface NA PAL/DRL 35.9/23.6/6.1 13 PI Specimen Mountain andesite
5LR07099 005 Surface NA FKN/PAL 31.7/11.0/4.1 21 PI Rhyolite-local source
5LR07099 006 Surface NA GRA 24.4/20.0/3.8 12 PI chert-NE Colo Piedmont-Plains
5LR07099 007 Surface NA FKN 15.6/15.0/3.0 22 FG chert-source unknown
5LR07102 001 Surface NA FKN/SSC 43.2/31.510.6 32 WI Kremmling chert
5LR07102 002 Surface NA UIF 28.3/26.4/6.2 50 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR07104 001 Surface NA UBF 43.7/22.7/5.7 28 PI Hartville chert
5LR07104 002 Surface NA SPS 60.5/40.2/15.9 38 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07105 001 Surface NA SSC/SPS 53.1/34.2/9.6 39 PI Hartville chert
5LR07108 004 Surface NA FKN 37.4/32.9/7.2 33 PI Kremmling chert
5LR07108 005 Surface NA UBF/SSC 42.1/36.7/13.1 33 WI Kremmling chert
5LR07111 001 Surface NA HKN 29.5/16.7/3.7 35 PI Hartville chert
5LR07111 003 Surface NA SSC/FKN 34.1/24.6/7.2 38 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07112 001 Surface NA SSC 17.8/24.7/6.3 35 PI Kremmling chert
5LR07112 002 Surface NA UBF/DRL 20.2/17.3/5.7 24 PI Table Mountain jasper
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5LR07113 002 Surface NA UBF 19.4/23.7/5.1 10 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR07113 003 Surface NA UBF 22.7/20.1/4.1 35 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07113 005 Surface NA ESC/CHP 52.2/28.6/10.4 38 PI Rhyolite-local source
5LR07113 007 Surface NA FKN 41.9/37.6/12.6 38 PI Kremmling chert
5LR07113 010 Surface NA FKN 16.0/19.7/5.4 31 PI quartzite - local source
5LR07113 012 Surface NA FKN 26.2/25.8/4.1 40 PI chert-NE Colo Piedmont-Plains
5LR07114 004 Surface NA UBF 35.9/71.3/9.3 32 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07114 010 Surface NA UBF 13.7/16.5/2.9 12 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR09816 001 Surface NA UBF 37.7/20.8/5.4 23 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR09817 001 Surface NA UBF 13.5/15.1/4.7 18 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR09818 003 Surface NA PAL 27.9/12.3/6.4 26 PI petrified wood-source unkn.
5LR09818 004 Surface NA PAL 26.3/14.2/6.0 43 PI Kremmling chert
5LR09818 005 Surface NA ESC 27.8/23.0/6.6 68 PI petrified wood-source unkn.
5LR09826 008 Surface NA UBF 42.0/33.4/6.6 31 WI chert-source unknown
5LR09826 011 Surface NA UBF 48.2/24.7/9.2 21 PI Kremmling chert
5LR09826 012 Surface NA OTR 32.1/22.4/10.6 44 WI Hartville chert
5LR09830 001 Surface NA FKN 47.0/24.9/7.1 22 WI Kremmling chert
5LR09833 002 Surface NA SSC 32.1/33.8/12.0 42 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09833 003 Surface NA PAL 37.2/15.2/7.9 27 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09837 002 Surface NA UBF 18.0/31.9/7.2 38 FG Kremmling chert
5LR09837 005 Surface NA FKN 24.9/15.3/3.6 24 PI Kremmling chert
5LR09837 006 Surface NA UBF 21.1/20.8/4.8 16 FG Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09842 001 Surface NA UBF 18.7/24.6/4.6 13 FG Kremmling chert
5LR09842 002 Surface NA ESC 19.1/16.2/5.7 50 WI Kremmling chert
5LR09845 001 Surface NA UBF 58.5/38.9/11.8 25 WI Kremmling chert
5LR09845 002 Surface NA CHP 56.3/37.6/24.6 26 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR09846 001 Surface NA UBF 11.6/17.0/2.7 26 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR09847 001 Surface NA FKN 28.7/1739/7.4 36 PI Rhyolite-local source
5LR09847 007 Surface NA CHP 47.4/50.2/13.9 56 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09847 013 Surface NA UBF 31.3/24.1/9.8 35 WI Pegnatite Dyke Mtl.-local
5LR09848 001 Surface NA FKN 37.0/27.0/10.0 45 PI quartzite - local source
5LR09857 001 Surface NA ESC 41.5/36.6/10.8 60 WI chert-NE Colo Piedmont-Plains
5LR09857 002 Surface NA FKN 33.7/42.3/7.6 27 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09857 003 Surface NA UBF 44.6/21.8/9.3 27 FG Kremmling chert
5LR09857 004 Surface NA FKN 14.7/21.8/5.2 24 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR09857 005 Surface NA UBF/PAL 24.6/22.2/7.6 90 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR09857 006 Surface NA PAL 20.7/9.9/4.8 24 FG Kremmling chert
5LR09860 002 Surface NA PAL/GRA 30.9/19.7/4.1 19 PI Kremmling chert
5LR09875 003 Surface NA SSC 24.2/33.7/7.4 67 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09875 004 Surface NA SSC 33.8/21.4/5.2 53 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR09876 001 Surface NA UBF 28.2/29.2/6.8 14 PI Hartville chert
5LR09878 002 Surface NA UBF 28.2/29.2/6.8 14 PI Hartville quartzite
5LR09878 003 Surface NA FKN 31.2/35.0/11.7 32 WI quartz crystal - local
5LR10209 002 Surface NA UBF 24.7/17.2/6.4 20 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10209 003 Surface NA ESC 36.6/37.1/10.9 21 WI Kremmling chert
5LR10209 004 Surface NA ESC 32.8/23.9/6.2 47 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
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5LR10210 006 Surface NA ESC 36.8/33.7/11.3 90 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10210 013 Surface NA FKN 25.0/20.9/3.5 26 WI Hartville chert
5LR10210 015 Surface NA UBF 23.0/14.9/5.3 20 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10210 016 Surface NA UBF 16.6/11.9/3.7 19 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR10211 005 Surface NA ESC 29.6/30.1/8.2 33 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR10213 005 Surface NA UIF 61.4/50.0/10.9 21 WI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10213 006 Surface NA UBF 30.4/27.0/13.2 39 PI chert- source unknown
5LR10214 003 Surface NA ESC 30.2/15.8/8.3 29 PI chert grading to quartzite- unk.?
5LR10214 004 Surface NA SES 16.2/17.8/5.7 47 PI chert-source unknown
5LR10214 005 Surface NA FKN 16.3/25.9/7.7 55 FG chert-source unknown
5LR10214 011 Surface NA FKN 19.9/16.6/7.6 33 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10216 002 Surface NA SSC 30.8/39.5/11.5 49 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10216 003 Surface NA FKN 35.1/26.2/10.2 51 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10217 002 Surface NA UBF 37.5/44.8/7.6 27 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10217 005 Surface NA UFK 24.0/19.4/3.7 34 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR10221 003 Surface NA UBF 26.4/20.2/7.0 32 FG Hartville quartzite
5LR10221 008 Surface NA SSC 41.9/52.7/12.1 55 PI Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10223 001 Surface NA UBF 45.6/34.7/9.6 22 WI Kremmling chert
5LR10224 002 Surface NA BUR 31.8/20.7/11.5 37 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR10224 003 Surface NA UBF 25.4/20.3/5.3 22 FG Table Mountain jasper
5LR10228 002 Surface NA ESC 36.7/28.4/8.0 64 WI Kremmling chert
5LR10228 003 Surface NA FKN 27.9/16.7/4.8 36 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10228 007 Surface NA UBF 17.9/14.0/3.7 24 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10228 008 Surface NA FKN 19.4/17.1/2.6 29 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10241 006 Surface NA UBF 18.1/12.0/3.4 29 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10242 003 Surface NA SSC 40.5/28.3/12.7 51 WI Kremmling chert
5LR10242 004 Surface NA COR/UBF 22.7/29.4/10.4 44 FG Kremmling chert
5LR10243 005 Surface NA ESC 21.2/22.8/6.6 47 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR10245 001 Surface NA UIF 33.1/41.1/14.7 47 WI Kremmling chert
5LR10246 004 Surface NA UIF 72.7/38.5/15.4 34 WI Table Mountain jasper
5LR10247 001 Surface NA FKN 32.3/21.6/3.8 36 PI Kremmling chert
5LR10249 001 Surface NA UBF 17.1/19.2/4.0 17 PI Table Mountain jasper
5LR10249 003 Surface NA UBF 21.6/28.4/4.9 29 FG Kremmling chert
5LR01254 002 Surface NA UBF 20.0/21.4/5.1 23 FG Dakota orthoquartzite

*Tool Type (s) Key:
SSC-Side Scraper.
ESC-End Scraper.
SES-Side/End Scraper.
UBF-Unhafted Biface Knife.
BUR-Burin.
DRL-Drill.
SPS-Spokeshave.
PAL-Perforator/Awl.
GRA-Graver.
COR-Core Tool with retouch.
FKN-Flake Knife, significant retouch.
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CHP-Chopper, edge working.
PFM-Tool Preform.
HKN-Hafted Knife.
OTR-Unidentified Formal Tool, usually too fragmented for certain functional identification.

** L=Maximum Length; W=Maximum Width; Th=Maximum Thickness

*** Working Edge Angle-Degrees of working edge measured from the horizontal cross-section mid-point of the tool.
Typically, working edge angles are considered to broadly define probable tool function/use when they
occur in the following ranges: butchering and scraping tools-26° to 35°; plant processing tools-45° to 65°; and wood or bone working tools-66° to 75° 
(see Tainter 1979)

****Condition Key:
WI-Whole, Intact.
PI-Partially Intact.
FG-Fragmented.
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Appendix  H 
Descriptive and Metric Database for all Prehistoric Non-Diagnostic Lithic Informal Tools

Informal Lithic Tools Definition:  Artifacts with evidence of minimal edge retouch, defined as having less than 50% of their exterior edges
 flaked or retouched. Their primary identification as tools is generally found in evidence of edge wear under visual inspection or under
microscopic analysis for edge and/or flake scar smoothing, step fractures, and edge crushing. Tool types are usually fewer and mainly
consist of flake or core knives, scrapers and choppers. n=516

Site No. Cat. No. Test Unit/Surface Strat Unit/Depth b.s. Tool Type(s)* Size L/W/Th (mm)** Source/Material Type
5BL00050 001 Surface NA UIF 39.9/24.2/4.6 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 002 Surface NA UIF 34.2/16.6/3.8 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 003 Surface NA UIF 37.9/26.6/5.9 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 004 Surface NA UIF 31.1/20.4/2.8 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 005 Surface NA UIF 26.5/19.7/4.3 Kremmling chert
5BL00050 009H Surface NA UIF/SSC 17.9/15.6/2.9 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 010H Surface NA UIF/SSC 18.5/15.9/3.5 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 011H Surface NA UIF/SSC 23.3/16.8/2.4 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 014H Surface NA UIF 32.4/21.9/8.4 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 015H Surface NA UIF 19.2/11.9/2.7 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 017H Surface NA SSC 27.7/22.3/10.2 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 018H Surface NA UIF 17.7/13.2/3.7 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00050 019H Surface NA UIF/SSC 52.8/48.8/7.0 Kremmling chert
5BL00051 006H Surface NA SSC 14.1/12.2/2.7 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00051 008H Surface NA SSC/SPS 36.5/23.3/3.9 Kremmling chert
5BL00051 009H Surface NA UIF/CHP 84.1/70.0/14.2 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00051 010H Surface NA UIF 25.1/21.9/4.2 chert-unknown source
5BL00051 011H Surface NA UIF 26.9/13.4/3.2 chert-unknown source
5BL00051 012H Surface NA UIF 34.2/25.2/3.9 Kremmling chert
5BL00052 001 Surface NA UIF 20.9/12.1/2.3 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00052 002 Surface NA SSC 15.3/12.6/2.5 chert-unknown source
5BL00052 003 Surface NA UIF 21.1/9.8/3.3 chert-unknown source
5LB00052 005H Surface NA UIF 39.8/18.9/5.4 chert-unknown source
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5BL00053 001 Surface NA SSC 21.6/16.3/4.6 Kremmling chert
5BL00053 009H Surface NA CHP 53.6/33.4/16.0 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00053 011H Surface NA UIF/SSC 31.6/19.4/9.7 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00053 012H Surface NA UIF 54.3/29.5/13.0 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00053 013H Surface NA UIF/GRA 28.9/21.9/8.4 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00053 014H Surface NA SSC 32.6/21.6/8.4 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00054 009H Surface NA UIF 33.9/22.8/3.1 Kremmling chert
5BL00054 010H Surface NA UIF/SSC 21.2/19.0/3.0 chert-unknown source
5BL00055 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 23.6/18.9/6.8 Kremmling chert
5BL00055 003 Surface NA UIF 15.6/15.3/1.3 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00055 004 Surface NA UIF 15.7/14.3/3.9 chert-unknown source
5BL00055 008H Surface NA UIF/PAL 37.9/11.4/4.7 Table Mountain jasper
5BL00055 009H Surface NA UIF/SSC 24.7/12.0/8.1 quartzite-source unknown
5BL00055 010H Surface NA UIF/SSC 18.6/17.7/3.3 quartzite-source unknown
5BL00055 011H Surface NA SPS 46.6/44.7/7.8 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA00017 003 Surface NA UIF 37.3/28.2/5.7 Kremmling chert
5GA00018 001 Surface NA UIF 37.3/22.8/4.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA00018 002 Surface NA UIF 25.4/11.0/1.6 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA00018 003 Surface NA UIF 42.3/32.8/5.9 Speciman Mountain rhyolite
5GA00018 004 Surface NA UIF 45.7/27.9/9.6 Speciman Mountain rhyolite
5GA00080 002 Surface NA SSC 20.2/15.9/3.3 chert-unknown source
5GA00744 002 Surface-Conc.2 NA GRA 23.6/22.1/8.1 Kremmling chert
5GA00744 003 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC 27.0/19.8/6.3 Kremmling chert
5GA00744 005 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 33.8/24.1/4.3 Table Mountain jasper
5GA00744 006 Surface-Conc.1 NA CHP 54.2/34.8/12.6 Table Mountain jasper
5GA01095 001 Surface NA BUR 33.3/13.4/7.1 Kremmling chert
5GA02002 005 Surface NA UIF *** petrified wood-source unknown
5GA02002 006 Surface NA UIF *** petrified wood-source unknown
5GA02002 007 Surface NA UIF/SSC 40.7/34.5/11.1 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02002 010 Surface NA PAL 23.9/17.1/5.8 Kremmling chert
5GA02002 012 Surface NA COR 36.9/31.7/12.1 rhyolite-unknown source
5GA02002 016 Surface NA UIF 33.5/18.3/7.1 rhyolite-unknown source
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5GA02002 018 Surface NA UIF 32.1/15.8/7.9 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02002 019 Surface NA COR 31.7/18.4/14.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02002 020 Surface NA UIF/SSC 21.5/20.0/5.7 chert-unknown source
5GA02002 021 Surface NA UIF 22.3/13.2/3.4 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02002 022 Surface NA COR 23.1/12.1/12.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02661 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 29.4/25.7/7.3 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02261 007 Surface NA UIF 29.3/20.0/3.6 Flattop chert
5GA02261 010 Surface NA UIF 28.8/24.2/6.1 chert-unknown source
5GA02262 003 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF *** petrified wood-source unknown
5GA02262 004 Surface-Conc.1 NA SSC 26.9/23.4/9.0 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02262 010 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 26.5/20.2/6.2 Kremmling chert
5GA02262 011 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF/SSC/GRA 43.1/34.5/10.7 quartzite-source unknown
5GA02262 012 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 22.5/16.5/3.5 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02504 001 Surface NA UIF 16.6/12.1//3.8 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02507 001 Surface NA SSC 35.9/22.3/15.5 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02508 002 Surface NA UIF 19.1/16.3/6.6 chert-unknown source
5GA02508 003 Surface NA UIF 21.1/15.1/4.4 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02508 011 Surface NA UIF 23.8/21.8/3.3 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02510 002 Surface NA UIF 35.9/33.5/6.8 Kremmling chert
5GA02510 003 Surface NA COR 35.6/32.5/23.5 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02510 004 Surface NA COR 29.3/35.3/27.7 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02511 004 Surface NA UIF 43.7/23.0/4.9 chert-unknown source
5GA02511 006 Surface NA UIF 28.4/20.9/4.7 chert-unknown source
5GA02511 010 Surface NA SSC 42.0/19.6/13.0 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02511 011 Surface NA SSC 23.1/21.2/8.7 chert-unknown source
5GA02512 003 Surface NA UIF 27.6/12.5/4.8 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02512 008 Surface NA UIF 27.1/14.4/4.9 chert-unknown source
5GA02513 002 Surface NA UIF 31.4/14.4/3.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02513 004 Surface NA SSC 44.5/39.8/12.5 Kremmling chert
5GA02513 005 Surface NA UIF/CHP 32.4/22.7/10.4 chert-unknown source
5GA02513 006 Surface NA UIF/CHP 34.3/27.9/7.9 Kremmling chert
5GA02514 001 Surface NA UIF 26.4/21.1/10.4 chert-unknown source
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5GA02517 001 Surface NA UIF 21.4/15.4/8.0 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02533 001 Surface NA UIF 56.2/26.0/12.5 chert-unknown source
5GA02533 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 37.8/32.6/7.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02533 003 Surface NA SSC 45.3/31.6/7.8 petrified wood-source unknown
5GA02533 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 34.6/31.7/8.4 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02533 005 Surface NA UIF 40.1/24.3/8.7 Kremmling chert
5GA02533 006 Surface NA COR 43.8/26.6/21.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02536 001 Surface NA UIF 31.9/24.6/3.9 Dakota othoquartzite
5GA02537 002 Surface NA COR 88.9/54.2/41.4 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02546 001 Surface NA UIF/SSC 37.6/20.3/7.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02676 003 Surface NA UIF 28.3/18.2/5.6 chert-unknown source
5GA02683 001 Surface NA UIF 35.8/20.6/2.4 Kremmling chert
5GA02683 002 Surface NA UIF 27.7/16.5/2.8 Kremmling chert
5GA02683 003 Surface NA UIF 16.4/9.7/2.6 Kremmling chert
5GA02684 001 Surface NA UIF/SSC 36.9/24.3/4.3 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02684 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 34.2/24.4/3.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02684 003 Surface NA UIF/SSC 30.1/19.9/3.5 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02684 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 33.3/18.8/4.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02685 001 Surface NA UIF 28.3/15.9/5.2 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02690 002 Surface NA UIF 40.0/29.8/5.1 agatized chert-unknown source
5GA02690 003 Surface NA UIF 39.0/18.9/7.9 agatized chert-unknown source
5GA02704 005 Surface-Conc.2 NA COR 37.8/31.5/14.6 Dakota othoquartzite
5GA02704 006 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC 32.3/20.2/6.8 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02704 008 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 42.2/28.5/5.6 chert-unknown source
5GA02704 009 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 51.2/35.6/4.4 chert-unknown source
5GA02704 010 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC 26.6/19.9/5.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02704 011 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF/SSC 30.1/21.3/8.9 chert-unknown source
5GA02704 012 Surface-Conc.2 NA DRL 22.7/20.3/4.4 Kremmling chert
5GA02704 013 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 22.2/17.5/5.5 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02704 014 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 21.4/12.6/4.7 chert-unknown source
5GA02704 016 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 22.4/14.1/3.2 Kremmling chert
5GA02704 019 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 17.1/13.3/3.9 Kremmling chert
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5GA02704 021 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 26.0/20.6/4.9 Kremmling chert
5GA02704 022 Surface-Conc.4 NA UIF 26.0/18.0/4.9 Kremmling chert
5GA02704 024 Surface-Conc.5 NA UIF 20.6/16.9/2.4 Kremmling chert
5GA02704 025 Surface-Conc.4 NA UIF 15..6/13.2/3.8 chert-unknown source
5GA02704 029 Surface NA SSC 25.8/18.2/4.7 Kremmling chert
5GA02704 030 Surface NA UIF/SSC 35.2/22.7/10.7 chert-unknown source
5GA02704 031 Surface NA UIF 21.1/8.5/3.0 chert-unknown source
5GA02705 009 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 27.5/20.3/3.7 Kremmling chert
5GA02705 010 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 26.8/20.2/3.7 Kremmling chert
5GA02705 011 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 18.0/16.5/2.6 Kremmling chert
5GA02705 012 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF/SSC 24.8/18.9/3.1 chert-unknown source
5GA02705 013 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 27.2/19.1/2.8 quartzite-source unknown
5GA02705 015 Surface NA UIF 35.7/31.7/2.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02705 019 Surface NA SSC 21.6/19.5/3.5 quartz crystal - source unknown
5GA02705 020 Surface NA UIF 18.9/12.7/3.5 chert-unknown source
5GA02705 022 Surface NA UIF/SSC 23.3/15.7/3.6 Kremmling chert
5GA02705 023 Surface NA UIF 24.2/17.1/3.9 Kremmling chert
5GA02706 004 Surface-Conc.3 NA UIF 33.8/24.4/6.3 Kremmling chert
5GA02706 006 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 28.3/11.0/4.9 chert-unknown source
5GA02706 009 Surface NA BUR 33.3/19.7/5.0 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02709 002 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 43.8/21.3/11.1 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02709 003 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 34.6/24.9/8.8 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02709 006 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 19.0/16.9/2.6 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02709 007 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 30.3/18.8/4.4 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 016 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 14.2/12.8/2.5 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 020 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 21.6/19.3/4.1 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 021 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 17.0/16.6/2.5 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 022 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 23.4/13.0/4.0 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 023 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 27.4/13.2/5.3 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 024 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 20.3/20.0/3.6 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 025 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 24.0/11.8/3.8 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 026 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 22.2/16.0/3.9 chert-unknown source
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5GA02712 027 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 21.8/15.0/2.5 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 028 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF/SSC 27.0/13.3/4.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 029 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 27.4/17.2/6.3 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 031 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF/SSC 27.2/20.5/4.7 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 032 Surface-Conc.2 NA SES 37.6/31.6/9.8 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 033 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC 33.1/23.6/7.6 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 034 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 28.9/14.6/6.3 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 035 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF/SSC 32.1/21.7/6.4 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 036 Surface-Conc.3 NA UIF 23.2/22.6/6.5 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 037 Surface-Conc.3 NA UIF 24.6/15.4/2.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 038 Surface-Conc.3 NA UIF/SSC 25.4/17.6/4.8 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 039 Surface-Conc.3 NA UIF 25.4/17.8/5.5 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 040 Surface-Conc.3 NA UIF 25.6/19.0/4.7 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 041 Surface-Conc.3 NA SSC 17.5/7.8/5.8 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 042 Surface-Conc.3 NA UIF 26.1/22.3/4.3 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 047 Surface NA UIF 32.0/19.0/4.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 048 Surface-Conc.4 NA OTR 37.0/30.9/11.4 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 050 Surface-Conc.4 NA OTR 39.0/17.2/8.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 062 Surface NA GRA 39.9/32.7/8.1 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 065 Surface NA PAL 27.3/10.0/3.6 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 066 Surface NA SSC/UIF 34.7/27.7/10.9 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 068 Surface NA SSC 29.9/23.8/10.2 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 069 Surface NA SSC 33.1/12.8/10.3 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 071 Surface NA UIF 23.8/20.2/4.4 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 072 Surface NA UIF 29.0/19.0/3.4 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 073 Surface NA UIF 22.1/16.5/4.6 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 075 Surface NA SSC/CHP 32.4/20.8/12.5 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 077 Surface NA GRA 31.4/28.1/5.2 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 078 Surface NA UIF 32.6/17.1/3.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 079 Surface NA PAL 28.9/13.5/4.4 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 080 Surface NA UIF 30.7/24.6/5.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 081 Surface NA UIF 35.7/24.3/6.0 chert-unknown source
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5GA02712 083 Surface NA UIF 33.0/25.4/4.0 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 085 Surface NA UIF/SSC 43.2/32.9/9.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 086 Surface NA UIF 32.9/20.6/4.3 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 087 Surface NA SSC 28.3/29.9/8.2 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 089 Surface NA SSC 35.1/23.0/7.6 chert-unknown source
5GA02712 091 Surface NA UIF 25.6/14.4/2.7 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 094 Surface NA UIF/SSC 26.5/20.0/5.3 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 095 Surface NA UIF/SSC 24.0/17.9/4.6 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 096 Surface NA UIF 18.6/16.3/3.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 097 Surface NA UIF 26.8/14.5/7.2 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 100 Surface-Conc.1 NA SSC 25.5/16.0/7.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 101 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 21.5/8.6/4.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 102 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 38.9/14.1/6.5 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 103 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 15.9/14.2/3.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 104 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 20.0/9.2/4.0 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02712 117 Surface-Conc.5 NA SSC 30.4/23.8/6.3 Kremmling chert
5GA02712 118 Surface-Conc.5 NA UIF 21.4/17.6/3.1 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02712 119 Surface-Conc.5 NA UIF 20.3/12.3/2.8 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02714 014 Surface-Conc.1 NA SSC 21.3/17.6/3.2 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02714 016 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 31.5/19.0/5.6 Kremmling chert
5GA02714 018 Surface-Conc.1 NA COR 39.7/17.1/11.0 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02716 003 Surface NA UIF/SSC 26.6/16.2/7.8 quartzite-source unknown
5GA02716 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 25.1/20.0/5.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02717 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 29.1/15.5/8.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02719 001 Surface NA UIF 27.9/20.3/5.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02719 003 Surface NA UIF 23.6/15.6/2.9 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02719 004 Surface NA UIF 27.0/20.0/3.6 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02721 002 Surface NA COR 63.2/41.5/31.2 Kremmling chert
5GA02721 003 Surface NA UIF 29.8/17.9/4.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02721 004 Surface NA UIF 33.7/22.7/3.6 chert-unknown source
5GA02721 005 Surface NA COR/SSC 35.8/29.3/14.8 chert-unknown source
5GA02721 007 Surface NA COR 76.0/55.9/30.4 chert-unknown source
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5GA02721 009 Surface NA UIF 32.6/18.2/4.4 quartzite-source unknown
5GA02721 011 Surface NA UIF 30.8/22.0/3.0 Kremmling chert
5GA02721 015 Surface NA UIF 44.0/19.1/6.1 quartzite-source unknown
5GA02721 017 Surface NA SSC 25.4/20.1/7.9 chert-unknown source
5GA02721 026 Surface NA UIF 26.3/19.3/5.3 Kremmling chert
5GA02721 027 Surface NA UIF 33.9/17.5/5.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02722 003 Surface NA UIF/SSC 28.3/24.9/6.5 Kremmling chert
5GA02722 007 Surface NA UIF 23.9/20.0/6.5 Kremmling chert
5GA02722 008 Surface NA UIF 20.2/13.2/2.8 Kremmling chert
5GA02722 012 Surface NA UIF 35.3/26.4/6.5 Kremmling chert
5GA02722 013 Surface NA UIF 36.0/18.6/3.0 Dakota orthoquartzite
5GA02722 014 Surface NA UIF 28.1/21.1/3.0 Kremmling chert
5GA02722 016 Surface NA UIF 19.2/8.7/4.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02724 004 Surface NA SES 22.1/19.8/6.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02725 001 Surface NA UIF 35.6/23.5/3.4 Kremmling chert
5GA02726 001 Surface NA UIF 42.4/21.1/7.6 Kremmling chert
5GA02741 003 Surface NA SSC 45.9/24.1/10.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02741 004 Surface NA UIF 22.6/16.6/2.2 chert-unknown source
5GA02741 005 Surface NA UIF/SSC 28.4/27.2/4.1 Table Mountain jasper
5GA02741 006 Surface NA CHP 41.6/28.9/13.7 chert-unknown source
5GA02741 007 Surface NA UIF/SSC 31.2/22.7/4.7 Kremmling chert
5GA02741 008 Surface NA UIF 26.3/16.8/5.7 chert-unknown source
5GA02741 009 Surface NA COR 29.3/22.2/10.6 Specimen Mountain rhyolite
5GA02741 010 Surface NA UIF 22.2/21.4/2.8 Kremmling chert
5GA02741 011 Surface NA UIF 32.1/29.6/6.9 Kremmling chert
5GA02742 001 Surface NA COR 32.8/25.1/17.2 Table Mountain jasper
5JA01256 001 Surface NA UIF/SSC 73.5/34.0/16.5 quartzite-source unknown
5JA01256 002 Surface NA UIF 30.8/21.6/7.5 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR00002 002 Surface NA UIF 20.3/14.5/2.4 Specimen Mountain rhyolite
5LR00002 003 Surface NA UIF 23.6/13.4/2.4 chert-unknown source
5LR00012 009M Surface NA UIF 18.4/16.8/3.8 obsidian-unknown source
5LR00012 010M Surface NA UIF 29.6/13.5/4.9 Kremmling chert
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5LR00012 011M Surface NA UIF 21.3/20.7/3.6 obsidian-unknown source
5LR00015 006 Surface NA SSC 18.7/14.1/5.7 Kremmling chert
5LR00081 004 Surface NA COR/SSC 38.3/33.6/12.2 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 008 Surface NA UIF 34.2/18.4/4.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR00081 009H Surface NA ESC 55.7/26.8/9.9 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00081 010H Surface NA UIF 26.6/24.7/6.3 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 011H Surface NA UIF 33.2/24.8/12.7 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 012H Surface NA UIF/SSC 39.2/31.6/12.8 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 013H Surface NA UIF 65.8/30.6/15.4 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR00081 014H Surface NA UIF/CHP 42.4/27.4/15.8 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 015H Surface NA CHP/SSC 41.5/24.3/13.4 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 016H Surface NA UIF/SSC 31.7/23.4/4.9 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 017H Surface NA UIF/SSC 30.7/17.1/6.2 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00081 018H Surface NA UIF/SSC 27.4/25.1/3.6 chert-unknown source
5LR00081 019H Surface NA CHP/UIF 35.5/29.0/17.8 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR00082 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 28.8/26.1/10.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00082 003 Surface NA COR 31.1/23.6/13.2 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00082 004 Surface NA UIF 24.8/20.2/4.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00082 008H Surface NA BUR/SSC 29.3/19.9/7.8 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00082 009H Surface NA UIF 26.3/25.5/4.2 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00086 001 Surface NA UIF 27.9/23.7/4.2 Kremmling chert
5LR00087 003H Surface NA UIF/SSC 22.3/16.2/6.4 Kremmling chert
5LR00087 004H Surface NA UIF/SPS 21.1/14.2/6.9 Kremmling chert
5LR00088 002H Surface NA UIF 38.5/24.5/5.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00089 003 Surface NA UIF 33.0/9.4/5.8 chert-unknown source
5LR00089 005 Surface NA SSC 35.6/22.6/8.9 Kremmling chert
5LR00089 006 Surface NA SSC 19.6/16.2/3.4 Kremmling chert
5LR00089 009H Surface NA SSC 32.4/16.0/6.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00089 010H Surface NA COR/SSC/UIF 56.1/36.7/15.9 Kremmling chert
5LR00089 011H Surface NA UIF 31.0/20.8/6.9 Kremmling chert
5LR00089 013H Surface NA COR 38.3/27.8/14.6 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00089 014H Surface NA SSC 37.4/26.7/9.1 Table Mountain jasper
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5LR00090 019 Surface-Conc.1 NA COR 50.4/42.3/32.1 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 020 Surface-Conc.1 NA COR 30.2/19.6/14.3 quartzite-source unknown
5LR00090 021 Surface-Conc.1 NA COR 37.7/23.9/17.4 chert-unknown source
5LR00090 022 Surface-Conc.1 NA COR 39.6/20.7/17.7 Specimen Mountain adesite
5LR00090 023 Surface-Conc.1 NA COR/SSC 44.6/31.1/17.6 Specimen Mountain adesite
5LR00090 025 Surface-Conc.1 NA COR 29.4/15.4/11.6 Specimen Mountain adesite
5LR00090 026 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 19.1/11.4/4.4 Kremmling chert
5LR00090 027 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF/CHP 74.1/49.3/20.4 Specimen Mountain rhyolite
5LR00090 030 Surface-Conc.2 NA COR 41.6/26.0/20.7 chert-unknown source
5LR00090 033 Surface-Conc.2 NA COR 31.5/14.1/11.7 chert-unknown source
5LR00090 035 Surface-Conc.2 NA UIF 22.4/16.9/3.7 Kremmling chert
5LR00090 036 Surface-Conc.2 NA COR 22.2/17.9/16.9 chert-unknown source
5LR00090 038 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC/UIF 40.3/19.6/12.5 quartzite-source unknown
5LR00090 043 Surface-Conc.2 NA COR 23.4/12.4/13.8 quartzite-source unknown
5LR00090 044 Surface NA SSC 38.7/30.8/13.3 chert-unknown source
5LR00090 045 Surface NA COR 30.8/22.3/20.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 048 Surface-Conc.1 NA SSC 19.0/16.4/5.4 quartzite-source unknown
5LR00090 050 Surface-conc.2 NA UIF/SSC 29.0/25.7/9.8 Kremmling chert
5LR00090 077H Surface NA COR/CHP 45.1/33.1/9.6 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 078H Surface NA COR/SSC 40.5/35.0/23.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 079H Surface NA COR 35.3/22.7/13.8 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 080H Surface NA COR 36.7/23.8/15.4 Kremmling chert
5LR00090 081H Surface NA UIF/SSC 45.2/39.3/11.2 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 082H Surface NA CHP 26.6/22.3/7.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 083H Surface NA UIF/CHP 34.9/28.8/11.8 chert-unknown source
5LR00090 084H Surface NA UIF 26.8/17.8/9.7 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 085H Surface NA SSC 36.3/19.8/8.6 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 086H Surface NA PAL/DRL 38.8/12.1/6.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 087H Surface NA UIF 34.2/21.3/7.9 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00090 088H Surface NA UIF/GRA 39.6/17.7/9.6 Kremmling chert
5LR00090 089H Surface NA GRA 22.6/17.6/5.1 chert-unknown source
5LR00090 090H Surface NA UIF 19.7/13.7/4.6 Kremmling chert
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5LR00090 091H Surface NA UIF/SSC 16.1/10.3/4.4 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR00090 092H Surface NA UIF 23.9/13.8/4.9 Kremmling chert
5LR00091 001H Surface NA UIF 28.6/17.3/9.1 Kremmling chert
5LR00091 002H Surface NA COR 20.3/15.1/9.9 Kremmling chert
5LR00091 003H Surface NA UIF 35.5/22.1/3.9 Hartville chert
5LR00093 003H Surface NA UIF 27.8/23.2/9.5 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00093 004H Surface NA UIF 19.8/13.2/4.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00093 005H Surface NA UIF 26.4/8.7/6.1 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00093 006H Surface NA COR 45.8/34.6/18.7 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00327 001 Surface NA SSC 24.2/22.3/4.2 Kremmling chert
5LR00337 001 Surface NA UIF 15.2/13.1/4.4 Kremmling chert
5LR00337 002 Surface NA UIF 27.1/26.0/6.6 Kremmling chert
5LR00603 001 Surface NA UIF 31.4/19.7/6.5 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00604 003 Surface NA UIF 37/16.3/6.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR00605 007 Surface NA UIF 20.2/19.0/4.7 Kremmling chert
5LR00605 010 Surface NA UIF/SSC 24.4/21.8/3.7 chert-unknown source
5LR00605 011 Surface NA COR 25.0/16.7/8.2 crystal quartz-local source
5LR00605 012 Surface NA SSC 29.2/24.3/9.8 quartzite-source unknown
5LR03891 006 Surface NA UIF 23.1/21.6/4.3 Kremmling chert
5LR03891 008 Surface NA SSC 24.0/15.8/6.4 Kremmling chert
5LR03891 009 Test Pit 1 Strat Unit 2 - 10-15 cm bs CHP 42.8/27.4/9.7 granite-source unknown
5LR03891 013 Surface NA UIF/SSC 37.5/25.1/8.0 quartzite-source unknown
5LR03891 015 Surface NA COR/SSC 27.4/23.1/8.8 chert-unknown source
5LR03891 016 Surface NA UIF 24.6/15.9/2.6 quartzite grading to chert
5LR03891 017 Surface NA SSC/UIF/SPS 25.5/15.8/2.2 chert-unknown source
5LR03891 024 Grid 9N/24E Strat Unit 2 - 8-18 cm bs SSC 18.6/14.7/7.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR03891 026 Grid 9N/12E Strat Unit 2 - 8-18 cm bs UIF 29.9/12.7/2.2 chert-unknown source
5LR03891 029 Grid 9N/12E Strat Unit 2 - 8-18 cm bs UIF 24.9/19.4/5.4 Kremmling chert
5LR03891 034 Grid 9N/24E Strat Unit 3 - 18-32 cm bs UIF 13.6/12.1/2.6 quartzite-source unknown
5LR03891 036 Grid 6S/6E Strat Unit 4 - 31-39 cm bs UIF 24.4/16.4/2.3 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03891 037 Grid 6S/6E Strat Unit 3 - 16-31 cm bs UIF 28.4/23.0/6.0 chert-unknown source
5LR03891 038 Grid 9N/12E Strat Unit 3 - 18-25 cm bs UIF 24.7/18.6/3.4 quartzite-source unknown
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5LR03891 039 Grid 9N/12E Strat Unit 4 - 25-33 cm bs UIF 17.9/13.7/3.2 Kremmling chert
5LR03892 001 Surface NA UIF 31.8/30.6/6.0 chert-unknown source
5LR03892 003 Surface NA UIF/SSC 29.2/22.6/4.0 Table Mountain jasper
5LR03892 007 Grid 3S/5W Strat Unit 2 - 18 cm bs UIF 28.5/18.2/3.1 quartzite-source unknown
5LR03892 010 Grid 3S/5W Strat Unit 2 - 18 cm bs UIF 19.9/17.7/2.7 quartzite-source unknown
5LR03892 011 Surface NA SSC 34.1/26.9/7.6 quartzite-source unknown
5LR03899 005 Surface NA UIF/SSC 30.8/14.8/7.5 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03899 008 Surface NA UIF/SSC 37.7/24.4/7.7 Kremmling chert
5LR03899 009 Surface NA UIF/SSC 28.6/23.9/6.2 Kremmling chert
5LR03899 010 Surface NA UIF/SSC 39.8/29.0/5.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR03899 016 Surface NA UIF 27.7/11.6/3.4 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR03937 003 Surface NA UIF 18.0/17.1/4.1 Table Mountain jasper
5LR03948 001 Surface NA UIF 29.2/28.5/8.3 Kremmling chert
5LR03948 002 Surface NA UIF 62.7/23.7/9.1 Specimen Mountain rhyolite
5LR03948 005 Surface NA UIF 20.7/18.0/3.0 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR04496 002 Surface NA UIF 25.3/14.1/2.7 Kremmling chert
5LR04497 001 Surface NA UIF 31.3/17.0/5.4 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR04532 001 Surface NA UIF 24.1/22.7/4.8 Kremmling chert
5LR04537 001 Surface NA SSC 26.3/16.0/9.8 chert-unknown source
5LR04552 006 Surface NA UIF 22.3/15.3/3.2 chert-unknown source
5LR06987 001 Surface NA UIF 24.9/19.5/3.6 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR06989 001 Surface NA UIF 37.2/24.7/4.1 Kremmling chert
5LR06995 001 Surface NA UIF 17.6/16.3/2.9 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR06995 003 Surface NA UIF 30.9/26.1/7.3 chert-unknown source
5LR06995 004 Surface NA UIF 26.6/13.9/3.5 chert-unknown source
5LR06995 005 Surface NA UIF/SSC 21.5/15.8/4.1 petrified wood-source unknown
5LR06996 001 Surface NA SSC 23.7/14.5/4.6 chert-unknown source
5LR06998 001 Surface NA UIF 22.4/13.5/2.4 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07012 002 Surface NA UIF 22.1/15.9/2.1 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07037 001 Surface NA UIF 22.6/12.2/2.5 Kremmling chert
5LR07038 001 Surface NA UIF 27.9/14.7/4.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07058 001 Surface NA UIF 23.1/21.1/3.9 chert-unknown source
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5LR07062 001 Surface NA SSC 40.2/28.4/9.4 chert-unknown source
5LR07065 005 Surface NA UIF 13.1/9.7/4.5 chert-unknown source
5LR07067 001 Surface NA UIF 39.8/37.4/5.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07068 001 Surface NA SSC 34.3/29.2/9.7 quartzite-source unknown
5LR07075 005 Surface NA UIF/SSC 15.5/11.7/2.6 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07075 006 Surface NA UIF 19.4/14.9/2.8 chert-unknown source
5LR07075 007 Surface NA UIF 20.5/9.7/3.1 chert-unknown source
5LR07076 003 Surface NA UIF 34.9/10.7/6.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR07076 004 Surface NA UIF 30.0/13.6/3.7 chert-unknown source
5LR07076 008 Surface NA UIF/SPS 27.4/24.7/6.0 quartzite-source unknown
5LR07076 009 Surface NA UIF/SSC 18.3/14.5/5.0 chert-unknown source
5LR07076 010 Surface NA UIF/SSC 29.6/18.4/3.5 chert-unknown source
5LR07076 011 Surface NA UIF/SSC 23.9/21.0/5.8 chert-unknown source
5LR07076 012 Surface NA COR 22.8/18.7/11.2 chert-unknown source
5LR07080 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 28.2/25.3/4.1 chert-unknown source
5LR07080 004 Surface NA UIF 27.1/18.6/3.0 Table Mountain jasper
5LR07080 005 Surface NA UIF 24.1/21.2/4.0 Table Mountain jasper
5LR07081 002 Surface NA SSC 36.4/31.0/7.5 Kremmling chert
5LR07084 001 Surface NA GRA 31.5/27.4/4.0 chert-unknown source
5LR07084 002 Surface NA UIF 34.1/33.4/5.8 chert-unknown source
5LR07086 001 Surface NA UIF *** Kremmling chert
5LR07088 002 Surface NA UIF 33.6/29.8/9.6 chert-unknown source
5LR07088 003 Surface NA UIF 20.6/16.1/3.8 chert-unknown source
5LR07088 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 21.6/19.6/4.9 chert-unknown source
5LR07097 003 Surface NA UIF 30.2/23.3/5.2 chert-unknown source
5LR07097 004 Surface NA SSC 47.7/10.9/4.1 Kremmling chert
5LR07098 001 Surface NA SSC 25.6/24.3/4.8 Specimen Mountain andesite
5LR07098 002 Surface NA GRA 31.7/21.4/5.6 Kremmling chert
5LR07099 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 32.4/25.5/4.9 quartzite-source unknown
5LR07099 003 Surface NA UIF 26.2/24.5/3.0 chert-unknown source
5LR07099 008 Surface NA UIF/SSC 24.8/18.7/4.9 quartzite-source unknown
5LR07099 009 Surface NA SSC 20.5/14.9/2.5 Specimen Mountain andesite
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5LR07099 010 Surface NA UIF 25.7/18.7/6.0 Specimen Mountain rhyolite
5LR07099 011 Surface NA UIF 19.4/16.9/3.1 Kremmling chert
5LR07099 012 Surface NA UIF/SSC 20.8/19.0/4.6 chert-unknown source
5LR07099 013 Surface NA UIF 17.3/12.1/2.6 chert-unknown source
5LR07104 003 Surface NA SSC 26.1/17.1/6.6 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07104 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 31.5/18.5/6.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07111 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 24.4/21.3/3.2 Kremmling chert
5LR07112 004 Surface NA UIF 20.4/17.2/3.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR07113 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 28.8/21.1/8.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07113 006 Surface NA SES 43.5/22.0/7.7 Kremmling chert
5LR07113 009 Surface NA UIF 26.3/13.0/2.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR07113 013 Surface NA UIF/SPS 28.3/17.4/5.8 quartzite-source unknown
5LR07113 014 Surface NA SSC 20.5/18.1/4.9 quartzite-source unknown
5LR07113 015 Surface NA UIF/SSC 21.5/16.0/4.2 andesite - local source
5LR07113 016 Surface NA UIF/SSC 22.9/16.2/4.3 quartzite-source unknown
5LR07113 017 Surface NA UIF 24.3/15.7/2.6 chert-unknown source
5LR07114 005 Surface NA COR 41.8/33.7/24.2 chert-unknown source
5LR07114 006 Surface NA UIF/SSC 31.8/24.0/5.8 Kremmling chert
5LR07114 012 Surface NA UIF 22.4/18.1/3.9 chert-unknown source
5LR07114 013 Surface NA DRL 18.3/14.9/4.0 Table Mountain jasper
5LR07114 014 Surface NA UIF 17.8/13.3/3.1 Table Mountain jasper
5LR09817 003 Surface NA UIF 22.6/16.9/4.9 Kremmling chert
5LR09817 004 Surface NA UIF/SSC 17.3/14.6/3.8 Kremmling chert
5LR09818 001 Surface NA SSC 21.3/14.1/4.1 chert-unknown source
5LR09818 006 Surface NA SSC 24.1/16.2/6.9 Kremmling chert
5LR09822 001 Surface NA UIF 27.4/17.5/6.3 chert-unknown source
5LR09826 009 Surface NA UIF 31.3/27.6/4.9 Kremmling chert
5LR09826 010 Surface NA UIF 28.5/22.7/5.8 Kremmling chert
5LR09837 003 Surface NA UIF/SSC 27.2/7.1/5.8 Table Mountain jasper
5LR09837 004 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 27.5/12.9/3.1 Kremmling chert
5LR09837 007 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC 22.7/16.1/5.8 Kremmling chert
5LR09837 008 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC 28.9/12.5/6.3 Kremmling chert
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5LR09839 002 Surface NA UIF 43.1/28.8/8.4 Kremmling chert
5LR09839 003 Surface NA SSC 27.0/15.7/5.3 crystal quartz-local source
5LR09841 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 29.4/19.0/3.4 chert-unknown source
5LR09842 004 Surface NA UIF 30.8/16.3/5.5 chert-unknown source
5LR09842 005 Surface NA UIF 33.9/23.4/2.7 Table Mountain jasper
5LR09843 001 Surface NA UIF 25.8/18.5/4.3 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09845 003 Surface NA UIF/SSC 23.5/16.1/3.4 chert-unknown source
5LR09847 002 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 22.6/9.2/2.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR09847 009 Surface-Conc.3 NA SSC  16.2/13.9/2.5 chert-unknown source
5LR09847 010 Surface-Conc.4 NA GRA 33.0/19.7/7.7 chert-unknown source
5LR09847 011 Surface-Conc.4 NA UIF 32.2/26.4/5.7 Kremmling chert
5LR09847 012 Surface-Conc.4 NA UIF 14.8/10.8/1.8 Kremmling chert
5LR09847 014 Surface-Conc.4 NA UIF 21.5/14.6/4.4 Kremmling chert
5LR09847 016 Surface-Conc.4 NA COR 36.8/27.9/13.2 Kremmling chert
5LR09847 018 Surface-Conc.4 NA SSC 26.9/24.9/4.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR09848 002 Surface NA UIF 22.6/12.3/2.9 Kremmling chert
5LR09860 003 Surface NA SSC 19.4/11.2/5.1 Table Mountain jasper
5LR09860 004 Surface NA UIF 23.7/18.7/3.3 Kremmling chert
5LR09860 005 Surface NA UIF 37.8/25.4/5.6 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR09878 004 Surface NA UIF 21.2/20.8/3.5 Kremmling chert
5LR09878 005 Surface NA UIF 24.0/18.9/4.7 Kremmling chert
5LR10209 005 Surface NA SSC 23.2/13.8/5.5 Kremmling chert
5LR10210 007 Surface NA UIF 27.1/14.2/4.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10210 008 Surface NA UIF 24.2/20.5/6.0 Kremmling chert
5LR10210 009 Surface NA UIF/SSC 31.0/23.5/5.3 Kremmling chert
5LR10210 010 Surface NA UIF 24.0/16.1/3.7 Kremmling chert
5LR10210 011 Surface NA UIF/SSC 23.4/15.0/6.6 Kremmling chert
5LR10210 012 Surface NA UIF 23.7/18.7/3.3 quartzite-source unknown
5LR10210 014 Surface NA UIF 30.1/20.8/4.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10211 001 Surface NA UIF/SSC 43.3/26.8/9.7 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10211 002 Surface NA SSC 38.9/32.3/10.1 quartz crystal-local source
5LR10211 003 Surface NA UIF 24.8/17.1/4.2 chert-unknown source
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5LR10211 004 Surface NA SSC 61.9/32.2/11.4 quartz crystal-local source
5LR10211 006 Surface NA SSC 28.5/17.5/8.2 quartz crystal-local source
5LR10212 001 Surface NA UIF/SSC 25.6/16.5/5.3 chert-unknown source
5LR10212 002 Surface NA UIF/SSC 23.8/11.7/3.1 chert-unknown source
5LR10213 004 Surface NA UIF 31.3/18.4/6.4 quartz crystal-local source
5LR10213 007 Surface NA UIF 20.4/10.6/6.4 chert-unknown source
5LR10213 008 Surface NA UIF 15.4/15.2/2.5 Kremmling chert
5LR10214 006 Surface NA DRL 21.0/12.4/3.2 chert-unknown source
5LR10214 008 Surface NA UIF 21.4/19.8/3.3 chert-unknown source
5LR10214 009 Surface NA UIF 28.0/16.9/6.0 quartzite-source unknown
5LR10214 010 Surface NA UIF/SSC 27.0/16.2/6.0 Table Mountain jasper
5LR10214 012 Surface NA UIF 20.6/11.3/2.4 chert-unknown source
5LR10214 014 Surface NA UIF 24.4/14.3/3.4 chert-unknown source
5LR10214 015 Surface NA UIF 37.5/32.2/7.7 chert-unknown source
5LR10217 001 Surface NA PAL 31.2/24.6/9.9 chert-unknown source
5LR10217 003 Surface NA UIF 25.3/16.3/3.7 Kremmling chert
5LR10217 004 Surface NA UIF 30.8/19.9/2.8 Kremmling chert
5LR10217 007 Surface NA UIF 32.9/26.3/8.8 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10220 001 Surface NA UIF 30.1/25.0/5.4 Kremmling chert
5LR10220 002 Surface NA UIF 28.6/22.3/4.6 chert-unknown source
5LR10224 001 Surface NA UIF 37.0/24.6/5.8 petrified wood-source unknown
5LR10224 004 Surface NA UIF 23.9/13.5/2.9 petrified wood-source unknown
5LR10224 005 Surface NA UIF 34.1/20.4/9.3 Specimen Mountain rhyolite
5LR10228 004 Surface NA COR 25.3/22.3/17.3 chert-unknown source
5LR10228 005 Surface NA UIF 30.8/28.9/6.4 Kremmling chert
5LR10228 006 Surface NA UIF 27.9/22.9/4.7 chert-unknown source
5LR10241 001 Surface NA UIF 30.1/25.5/4.9 Kremmling chert
5LR10241 002 Surface NA UIF 27.0/23.4/4.1 Kremmling chert
5LR10241 003 Surface NA UIF 24.1/17.6/6.0 Kremmling chert
5LR10241 004 Surface NA UIF 23.5/16.6/2.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR10242 005 Surface NA UIF 35.3/26.6/7.8 Kremmling chert
5LR10242 006 Surface NA UIF/SSC 30.5/23.3/5.1 Table Mountain jasper
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5LR10243 009 Surface-Conc.2 NA SSC 25.0/15.7/6.6 Kremmling chert
5LR10243 011 Surface-Conc.1 NA UIF 31.2/22.4/5.4 chert-unknown source
5LR10246 002 Surface NA UIF 30.7/26.5/6.8 Kremmling chert
5LR10246 005 Surface NA UIF 48.2/26.8/10.3 Table Mountain jasper
5LR10246 006 Surface NA UIF *** petrified wood-source unknown
5LR10248 001 Surface NA COR 41.6/27.5/23.8 Table Mountain jasper
5LR10249 004 Surface NA UIF 33.3/26.3/5.4 Kremmling chert
5LR10249 005 Surface NA UIF 34.4/15.3/7.2 Dakota orthoquartzite
5LR10249 006 Surface NA UIF 28.8/19.3/3.4 Table Mountain jasper
5LR10249 007 Surface NA UIF 27.0/19.6/3.1 chert-unknown source
5LR10249 008 Surface NA UIF 19.5/14.7/3.0 Table Mountain jasper
5LR10249 009 Surface NA UIF/SSC 26.5/22.4/5.5 Table Mountain jasper
5LR10254 001 Surface NA COR 30.8/19.6/11.9 Kremmling chert

* Informal Tool Type Key:
UIF-Utilized Informal Flake Tool.
COR-Utilized Core.
SSC-Lightly retouched flake side scraper.
SES-Utilized/lightly retouched flake side and end scraper.
SPS-Utilized flake spokeshave.
CHP-Utilized flake or core chopper.
GRA-Utilized, natural or lightly retouched, flake graver.
DRL-Utilized, or lightly retouched, flake drill.
BUR-Utilized, or lightly retouched, burin.
PAL-Utilized, or lightly retouched, awl/perforator.

** L=Maximum Length; W=Maximum Width; Th=Maximum Thickness
*** Artifact dimensions not available at present, sent in for lithic source analysis.
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Appendix I
Prehistoric Groundstone Tools Database

Site Number Metate Style/Cat.No. Material/Source Condition Max Size L/W/Th (mm) Uni-/Bi-face Grinding
5BL50 Flat Slab/013 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 39/17.6/3.4 Indeterminate
5BL51 Flat Slab/013a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 46.1/31.2/12.0 Indeterminate
5BL51 Flat Slab/013b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 79.0/43.1/10.4 Bifacial
5BL51 Flat Slab/013c Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 50.6/25.5/11.1 Indeterminate
5BL51 Flat Slab/013d Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 51.2/47.5/10.4 Bifacial
5BL51 Flat Slab/013e Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 42.2/43.8/11.2 Indeterminate
5BL51 Flat Slab/013f Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 50.2/44.7/22.3 Bifacial
5BL51 Flat Slab/013g Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 48.5/45.3/23.3 Bifacial
5BL51 Flat Slab/013h Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 80.5/66.1/21.6 Bifacial
5BL51 Flat Slab/013i Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 142.7/101.0/21.8 Bifacial
5BL55 Flat Slab/005 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 27.4/17.3/8.4 Bifacial
5BL55 Flat Slab/006 Sandstone/Front Range Fragmentary 36.7/15.0/3.4 Bifacial

5BL349 Flat Slab/1a Quartzite/Snowy Range Fragmentary 38.2/66.2/22.4 Indeterminate
5BL349 Flat Slab /1b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 14.8/14.6/4.3 Indeterminate
5BL349 Flat Slab/1c Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 18.0/11.2/4.4 Indeterminate
5BL349 Flat Slab/1d Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 22.7/16.8/4.4 Indeterminate
5BL349 Flat Slab/1e Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 18.9/15.0/4.1 Indeterminate
5BL349 Flat Slab/1f Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 17.8/17.5/3.9 Indeterminate
5BL349 Flat Slab/1g Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 26.1/24.1/9.0 Indeterminate
5GA18 Flat Slab/005 Sandstone/Local or Rabbit Ears Pass Fragmentary 28.9/23.4/15.2 Bifacial

5GA744 Flat Slab/010 Sanstone/Tertiary North/Middle Park Partial 175.4/112.9/21.2 Bifacial
5GA2002 Flat Slab/011a Sandstone/Big Thompson Narrows Partial 102.6/72.1/29.3 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011b Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 83.0/67.1/17.4 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011c Sandstone/Lyons burned 108.7/54.1/13.3 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011d Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 19.1/9.3/5.2 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011e Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 33.7/19.5/4.4 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011f Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 32.6/21.5/4.0 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011g Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 48.2/27.0/122.0 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011h Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 19.8/14.4/4.5 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011i Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 53.6/52.0/77.0 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011j Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 23.4/18.3/3.3 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011k Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 51.4/47.8/3.3 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011l Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 19.1/14.1/4.4 Bifacial
5GA2002 Slab/011m Sandstone/Fountain, Owl Canyon, Lykins Frag/burned 28.1/25.5/13.8 Bifacial
5GA2508 Slab/006 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 28.1/26.9/6.9 Indeterminate
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5GA2508 Slab/011 Sandstone/Lyons Framentary 54.3/36.0/12.2 Indeterminate
5GA2508 Slab/012 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 45.7/24.7/9.9 Indeterminate
5GA2508 Slab/013 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 91.6/69.5/15.0 Bifacial
5GA2508 Slab/014 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 132.5/89.4/13.8 Bifacial
5GA2508 Slab/015 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Bur/ero 73.8/53.1/14.0 Unifacial
5GA2508 Slab/016 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 61.3/48.8/22.7 Indeterminate
5GA2533 Mano/008 Quartzite/Snowy Range Partial 58.7/48.4/34.7 Unifacial
5GA2705 Flat Slab/008 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 84.1/71.2/11.0 Bifacial
5GA2705 Flat Slab/017 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 81.3/51.5/12.1 Bifacial
5GA2706 Flat Slab/003a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 58.1/51.4/21.7 Indeterminate
5GA2706 Flat Slab/003b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 49.7/51.4/21.7 Indeterminate
5GA2706 Flat Slab/012 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 98.4/91.5/16.4 Unifacial
5GA2710 Flat Slab/001 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 93.3/45.9/21.5 Bifacial
5GA2712 Flat Slab/060 Sandstone/Lyons Partial/erod 153.2/129.6/19.4 Bifacial
5GA2712 Flat Slab/061a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 48.7/40.1/14.2 Bifacial
5GA2712 Flat Slab/061b Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 25.9/13.9/5.9 Bifacial
5GA2712 Flat Slab/061c Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 38.9/24.4/6.1 Bifacial
5GA2712 Flat Slab/061d Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 15.9/13.6/5.7 Bifacial
5GA2715 Flat Slab/001 Sandstone/Lyons Partial/burn/erod 124.4/82.6/- Unifacial
5GA2716 Flat Slab/001 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 95.3/55.1/19.2 Indeterminate
5GA2721 Flat Slab/021 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 46.0/24.6/8.8 Bifacial
5GA2721 Flat Slab/022 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 44.6/29.8/14.8 Bifacial
5GA2721 Slab/023a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 107.4/78.2/12.1 Bifacial
5GA2721 Slab/023b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 23.8/14.4/4.4 Bifacial
5GA2721 Slab/024a Sandstone/Lyons Partial 126.2/73.1/18.3 Bifacial
5GA2721 Slab/024b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 36.8/34.9/11.9 Indeterminate
5GA2724 Flat Slab/008 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 16.1/10.7/3.6 Indeterminate
5GA2728 Flat Slab/001 Sandstone/Unknown Fragmentary 51.7/48.7/6.9 Bifacial

5LR6 Slab/002a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 20.6/16.2/8.8 Bifacial
5LR6 Slab/002b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 12.6/12.1/6.5 Bifacial
5LR6 Slab/002c Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 12.6/12.1/6.5 Bifacial
5LR12 Slab/015 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 50.8/40.6/11.7 Bifacial
5LR12 Slab/016 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 40.2/34.1/11.0 Bifacial
5LR83 Slab/003 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 42.3/30.5/10.6 Bifacial
5LR86 Mano/003 Biotite Schist Fragmentary 74.6/32.9/19.4 Indeterminate
5LR87 Slab/005a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 23.2/12/15.2 Bifacial
5LR87 Slab/005b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 19.6/15.2/10.6 Bifacial
5LR87 Slab/005c Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 16.2/14.5/6.7 Bifacial
5LR87 Slab/005d Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 11.8/5.1/4.4 Bifacial
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5LR90 Flat Slab/017 Sandstone/Lyons Mod.Eroded 24.7/24.4/10.4 Bifacial
5LR90 Flat Slab/092 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 40.7/35.2/14.6 Bifacial
5LR90 Flat Slab/093 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 41.7/39.7/13.7 Bifacial

5LR318 Flat Slab/014 Sandstone/Lyons Light/Eroded 70.0/49.3/16.7 Bifacial
5LR318 Flat Slab/015 Sandstone/Lyons Partial 95.0/80.0/16.5 Bifacial
5LR318 Flat Slab/016 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 50.4/29.8/.1 Bifacial
5LR318 Flat Slab/017 Sandstone/Lyons Partial/Mod Ero 110.0/98.0/17.5 Bifacial
5LR318 Slab/018 Granite/Unknown Partial 133.2/115.8/50.0 Unifacial
5LR318 Flat Slab/019 Sandstone/Lyons Partial 103.0/73.0/27.0 Bifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/004 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 284.0/227.0/8.9 Bifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/005 Granite Schist/Unknown Frag/burned 20.7/16.3/6.9 Bifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/020 Biotite Gneiss/Front Range Frag/Light Erod 33.5/24.1/15.3 Indeterminate
5LR3891 Flat Slab/021 Quartz Mica Schist/Front Range Frag/Light Erod 26.7/18.3/18.8 Indeterminate
5LR3891 Flat Slab/022a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 62.960.2/22.5 Bifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/022b Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 67.7/49.4/30.0 Bifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/023a Granite Schist/Local Fragmentary 76.9/63.8/7.5 Bifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/023a Granite Schist/Local Fragmentary 50.0/46.6/12.7 Bifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/023a Granite Schist/Local Fragmentary 32.8/18.4/4.3 Bifacial
5LR3891 Mano/027 Sandstone Cobble/Unknown Partial 62.1/50.7/30.5 Indeterminate
5LR3891 Hammer Stone/028 Quartzite/Local Complete 56.7/43.4/ND ND
5LR3891 Mano/031 Granite Biotite Schist/Local Complete/Erod. 52.6/33.2/18.9 Unifacial
5LR3891 Flat Slab/035 Granite Biotite Schist/Local Heavily Eroded 48.7/31.6/13.5 Indeterminate
5LR3892 Flat Slab/008a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 36.3/21.7/25.7 Bifacial
5LR3892 Flat Slab/008b Gneiss-Quartz/Local Fragmentary 14.3/14.2/12.4 Bifacial
5LR3892 Flat Slab/009 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Light Erod 38.6/37.6/15.2 Bifacial
5LR3899 Slab/014a Granite Schist/Local Fragmentary 52.8/42.2/14.7 Bifacial
5LR3899 Slab/014b Granite Schist/Local Fragmentary 47.4/32.1/9.5 Bifacial
5LR3899 Flat Slab/015 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 29.0/25.4/12.7 Bifacial
5LR3899 Flat Slab w/Basin/018 Sandstone/Lyons Partial 141.0/114.6/28.2 Bifacial
5LR3899 Flat Slab/021 Sandstone/Lyons Light/Eroded 104.7/93.3/27.7 Bifacial
5LR3899 Slab/022 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 53.3/38.1/20.9 Bifacial
5LR3899 Flat Slab/023 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/eroded 53.5/44.2/21.2 Bifacial
5LR3899 Slab/024a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 25.5/14.8/5.3 Bifacial
5LR3899 Slab/024b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 13.9/9.0/6.8 Bifacial
5LR3899 Mano/025 Quartzite/Local Complete 104.5/92.1/45.1 Bifacial
5LR3948 Flat Slab/004 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 27.7/24.1/8.8 Indeterminate
5LR4493 Flat Slab/001 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 49.4/36.3/15.7 Bifacial
5LR4505 Flat Slab/001 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Heavy erod 483.0/365.0132.0 Indeterminate
5LR4552 Flat Slab/003 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 54.0/47.5/13.6 Bifacial
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5LR4552 Flat Slab/005 Granite Biotite Schist/Local Fragmentary 83.4/73.4/8.0 Bifacial
5LR6970 Flat Slab/001 Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 67.3/60.0/27.8 Unifacial
5LR7023 Flat Slab001 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 57.4/49.6/14.2 Unifacial
5LR7023 Flat Slab/002 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 48.1/37.8/10.9 Bifacial
5LR7023 Flat Slab/003 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 34.7/16.3/10.3 Bifacial
5LR7023 Flat Slab/004 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 15.9/14.9/10.7 Bifacial
5LR7076 Slab/006a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 46.1/39.2/32.3 Bifacial
5LR7076 Slab/006b Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 27.6/21.6/19.3 Bifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 89.0/80.8/20.6 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 53.8/37.3/18.5 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001c Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 42.3/30.7/8.8 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001d Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 43.5/38.8/7.9 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001e Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 72.9/54.7/19.2 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001f Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 45.5/39.2/9.9 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001g Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 46.0/45.6/8.5 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001h Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 35.2/20.6/12.3 Unifacial
5LR7113 Flat Slab/001i Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 25.5/19.2/4.8 Unifacial
5LR9816 Flat Slab/002a Sandstone/Lyons Mod.Eroded 70.0/56.3/12.5 Bifacial
5LR9816 Flat Slab/002b Sandstone/Lyons Mod.Eroded 42.6/38.5/12.3 Bifacial
5LR9826 Flat Slab/004 Sandstone/Lyons Light/Eroded 87.4/36.4/11.2 Bifacial
5LR9839 Flat Slab/004 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 48.0/31.8/7.9 Indeterminate
5LR9847 Flat Slab/004 Sandstone/Lyons Mod.Eroded 63.7/48.9/7.1 Bifacial

5LR10213 Flat Slab/009a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 53.4/42.3/15.7 Bifacial
5LR10213 Flat Slab/009b Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 29.7/24.4/13.3 Bifacial
5LR10213 Flat Slab/009c Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 45.9/38.4/15.6 Bifacial
5LR10214 Slab/007 Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 69.9/28.1/19.3 Unifacial
5LR10216 Atlatl Weight/005 Sandstone/Lyons Complete 36.4/21.9/17.1-wide end NA

36.4/16.4/12.9-narrow end
5LR10221 Flat Slab/006a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 40.3/19.4/17.8 Bifacial
5LR10221 Flat Slab/006a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 59.3/32.5/23.1 Bifacial
5LR10221 Flat Slab/006a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 81.1/53.0/20.1 Bifacial
5LR10221 Flat Slab/006a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 21.8/16.7/12.5 Bifacial
5LR10221 Flat Slab/006a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/Mod.Erod 16.7/13.3/12.1 Bifacial
5LR10221 Flat Slab/010 Sandstone/Lyons Light/Eroded 89.4/45.2/18.2 ND
5LR10226 Flat Slab/001a Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 68.0/49.5/11.6 Indeterminate
5LR10226 Flat Slab/001b Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 54.7/47.1/8.2 Indeterminate
5LR10226 Flat Slab/001c Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 42.3/30.0/6.0 Indeterminate
5LR10226 Flat Slab/001d Sandstone/Lyons Frag/burned 30.9/26.9/5.4 Indeterminate
5LR10246 Slab/007a Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 196.0/129.0/14.6 Bifacial
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5LR10246 Slab/007b Sandstone/Inglside or Owl Canyon Partial 107.0/79.7/29.4 Unifacial
5LR10246 Slab/007c Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 143.9/66.8/14.8 Bifacial
5LR10246 Slab/007d Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 65.4/59.8/21.4 Bifacial
5LR10246 Slab/007e Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 86.8/48.1/24.9 Bifacial
5LR10246 Slab/007f Sandstone/Lyons Fragmentary 50.6/46.3/15.2 Bifacial
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Appendix J
  Prehistoric through Early Historic Ceramics and Steatite Containers Database for RMNP and Park Border Sites
                              (Type and Cultural Period Identified Ceramics Only)

Site Number Catalogue Number Culture/Ceramic Type Chronology Surface Traits
5GA80 ROMO 187 Polished Gray, Pueblo II-III, Northern San Juan 950-650 b.p. Coil-built, highly polished bowl (interior/exterior)

5GA2705 003a Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 340+50 b.p. (14C date) Unobliterated & Obliterated Corrugated
5GA2705 003b Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 340+ 50 b.p.(14C date) Unobliterated & Obliterated Corrugated
5GA2705 003c-i Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 340+ 50 b.p.(14C date) Unobliterated & Obliterated Corrugated
5GA2705 004 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 340+ 50 b.p.(14C date) Unobliterated & Obliterated Corrugated
5GA2705 005 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 340+ 50 b.p.(14C date) Unobliterated & Obliterated Corrugated
5GA2705 006 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 340+ 50 b.p.(14C date) Unobliterated & Obliterated Corrugated
5GA2705 007a, b, c Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 340+ 50 b.p.(14C date) Unobliterated & Obliterated Corrugated

5LR2 006a,b Pueblo III-IV Corrugated 850-400 b.p. Partly obliterated wide coils, dark gray
5LR2 004 Apachean-Ocate Micaceous-Rim 325-200 b.p. Fine gold mica flecked, smoothed, brushed
5LR2 005a-f Apachean-Ocate Micaceous 325-200 b.p. Fine gold mica flecked, smoothed, brushed
5LR2 ROMO 182b Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR2 ROMO 182c Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR2 ROMO 237 Middle Ceramic 900-600 b.p. Hand/patch molded, narrow cord-marked (.6-1.3 mm), Z-Twist.
5LR2 ROMO 246b,c Dismal River-Lovitt Stamped 550-200 b.p. Paddle Stamped, Micaceous
5LR2 ROMO 389 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR2 ROMO 521 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR2 ROMO 556 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR2 ROMO 580 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR2 ROMO 1516 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR2 ROMO 1595 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR2 ROMO 1833 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR2 ROMO 2096 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR2 ROMO 4266 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR4 ROMO1492B Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR6 ROMO 76 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR6 ROMO 82 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR6 ROMO 245 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR6 ROMO 246 a, b Early Ceramic 1900-900 b.p. Hand/patch molded, med to wide cord-marked, Z-Twist
5LR6 ROMO 699 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 012 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingernail indented
5LR12 ROMO 14 Fremont, Utility Gray Corrugated 1300-1000 b.p. Coil-built, wide corrugated
5LR12 ROMO 72 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand-molded, fingertip indented
5LR12 ROMO 131a Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingernail indented
5LR12 ROMO 131b Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingernail indented
5LR12 ROMO 132 (six sherds) Early Ceramic 1900-900 b.p. Hand/patch molded, med,narrow cord-marked (1-2 mm), Z & S-Twist
5LR12 ROMO 132a Fremont, Utility Gray Plain 1300-1000 b.p. Coil-built (?), polished exterior
5LR12 ROMO 132 b Fremont, Utility Gray Plain 1300-1000 b.p. Coil-built (?), polished exterior
5LR12 ROMO 132c-j Fremont, Utility Gray Plain 1300-1000 b.p. Plain Gray
5LR12 ROMO 132k (2 sherds) Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingernail indented
5LR12 ROMO 132q-s Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Brown-Gray, 1 Burnt Red with Gray
5LR12 ROMO 132l Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingernail indented
5LR12 ROMO 132m (3 sherds) Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Plain Gray-Brown, Micaceous
5LR12 ROMO 132x-bb Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR12 ROMO 176 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR12 ROMO 281 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingernail indented
5LR12 ROMO 638a Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 ROMO 638b Early Ceramic 1900-900 b.p. Hand/pathc molded, wide (1-3 mm) cord-marked, S-Twist
5LR12 ROMO 692a Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingertip indented
5LR12 ROMO 692b Intermountain Tradition-Shoshonean 1550-630 b.p. Steatite Pot, Abrasion Striations, Rim
5LR12 ROMO 693 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR12 ROMO 1461 Early Ceramic 1900-900 b.p. Hand or patch molded, wide cord-marked
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5LR12 ROMO 1466 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, fingernail indented
5LR12 ROMO 1492 Early Ceramic 1900-900 b.p. Hand or patch molded, wide cord-marked. S-Twist
5LR12 ROMO 4652 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 ROMO 11710 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 ROMO 11712 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 ROMO 11713 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 ROMO 11714 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 ROMO 11721 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR12 DU COLO:D:10 Pueblo IV 300-225 b.p. Pecos Polychrome Glaze
5LR12 CU-C-49-38 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR90 015 Terminal Early to early Middle Ceramic 800-1200 b.p. Hand-paddle-anvil made, narrow cord-marked, Z-twist?
5LR90 ROMO 173a Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)

5LR318 ROMO 19286 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR318 ROMO 19287 Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR318 001 a-c Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 540+50 b.p.(14C date) Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR318 002 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR318 003 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR318 004 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR318 005 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR318 006 a-g Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR318 007 Dismal River-Lovitt Plain 550-200 b.p. Handmolded, fine "brushed" exterior, finger indents (interior)
5LR608 ROMO 832b (15 sherds) Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, exterior fingertip/fingernail indented
5LR612 ROMO 836a, b (153 total) Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Hand molded, exterior fingertip/fingernail indented
5LR612 ROMO 837a, b, c Intermountain Tradition-Shoshonean 1550-630 b.p. Steatite Pot, Abrasion Striations, Rims
5LR9826 005 a-g Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 310+50 b.p.(14C date) Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR9826 006a-g Middle Ceramic-Upper Republican 900-600 b.p. Fine-Med Cord Marked (.5-1.3 mm), Z-Twist

5LR10216 006 a-c Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 200+40 b.p.(14C date) Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
5LR10217 006 a-l Early Ceramic Cord-Marked 1900-900 b.p. Med-Wide Cord Marked 1-2 mm), S-Twist
5LR10221 005a, b Ute-Uncompahgre Brown 1100-85 b.p. Plain surfaced, rough smoothing, hand-molded
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Temper/Inclusions
Quartz sand, crushed sherd

Metasedimentary "sand", local?
Metasedimentary "sand", local?
Metasedimentary "sand", local?
Metasedimentary "sand", local?
Metasedimentary "sand", local?
Metasedimentary "sand", local?
Metasedimentary "sand", local?

Quartz sand
Quartz sand, very abundant mica
Quartz sand, very abundant mica

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand
Quartz sand, mica, schist

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, mica, schist
Quartz sand, mica, schist
Quartz sand, mica, schist

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand, mica, schist
Quartz sand, mica, schist

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand, crushed feldspar & quartz, rare muscovite mica
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand, mica, schist
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand, crushed feldspar & quartz, rare muscovite mica
Quartz sand, abundant mica
Quartz sand, abundant mica
Quartz sand, abundant mica

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, fine mica

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand, crushed feldspar & quartz, rare muscovite mica
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Southern Wyoming steatite
Quartz sand, fine mica

Quartz sand
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Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed feldspar & quartz, rare muscovite mica

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand
Quartz sand, fine mica

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica
Quartz sand, fine mica

Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Southern Wyoming steatite
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss

Quartz sand
Quartz sand, mica, crushed crystal quartz

Quartz sand, crushed feldspar & quartz, rare muscovite mica
Quartz sand, crushed schist-gneiss (?)
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Appendix K 
 

A Short History of Archeological Research 
in Rocky Mountain National Park, with emphasis on 

the Recent Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program 
 

William B. Butler 
Rocky Mountain National Park Archeologist 

 
History of Archeological Research 
 
A full discussion of the history of archeological research in the park can be found in 
Butler (2000), but the purpose of this brief appendix is to outline historic efforts at 
identifying historic archeological resources in the park, culminating in the Park’s recent 
Systemwide Archeological Inventory program (SAIP).  
 
Early research in the park focused on the prehistoric archeology, and it was not until a 
survey by Thomas Lincoln (1978) that any resources of historic age were recorded. Tom 
Lincoln from the Midwest Archeological Center of the National Park Service was the 
first to conduct a survey in the Park that included areas not pre-selected for any research 
reasons, but in areas of planned park construction (Lincoln 1978).  He conducted transect 
surveys of some 4,660 acres in six areas of the park and recorded three sites and six 
isolated finds (IFs).    
 
Lincoln was the first to formally record historic archeological remains with the survey 
around the Longs Peak Ranger Station and Campground.  Although just outside the park 
boundary on Alpine Brook, he recorded a dump related to the ca. 1918 Charles Hewes 
Homestead (5LR569).   Hewes homestead and cabins be built for his guest ranch still 
exist, and is now known as the Rocky Ridge Music Camp. 
 
On the west side of the park, Lincoln recorded what he though was the location of 
Squeaky Bob Wheeler’s Hotel de Hardscrabble which he recorded as 5GA216.   In 
actuality, he had recorded the location of the Kawuneeche Valley CCC Camp NP-3-C on 
Beaver Creek.  Wheeler’s place was located about a half a mile to the north on the 
Colorado River.  The other historic item recorded was a cast iron mule shoe in Upper 
Beaver Meadows near Trail Ridge Road. 
 
Since the first formal professional surveys by Thomas Lincoln (1978) and Ralph Hartley 
(1981), an additional 111 surveys covering some 1,419 acres have been conducted in the 
Park.  These surveys were for construction projects and rarely covered more than a 
couple of acres, and they also rarely found any prehistoric or historic remains.   Of these 
111 surveys, 27 were by 10 professional archeologists, and the remaining 84 by 11 
paraprofessionals (42 by one individual).  However, a major problem with all of these 
surveys is that they rarely recorded any historic archeological remains.  In addition, it 
should be considered that well over half of the 65 sites recorded by 1995 were what we 
would now call isolated finds.  Since 1988 when cultural resource surveys became more 
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common, some 406 historic sites and 143 historic isolated finds have been documented in 
43 studies. 
  
In addition to these professional surveys, John Gubbins has mapped the historic mining 
towns of Gaskill (aka Auburn) and Lulu City.  Mr. Gubbins is an amateur historian on the 
west side of the park with a special interest in mining and mining-related sites. 
 
The Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program (SAIP) 
 
The following provides information on the overall Systemwide Archeological Inventory 
Program for Rocky Mountain National Park that was conducted between 1996 and 2003.  
Included in this history are comments consisting of “lessons learned” in the hope that 
other researchers will not repeat the mistakes we made, but also to take advantage of 
many of the efficiencies and research results that were achieved. 
 
The Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program (SAIP) was established by the 
National Park Service (NPS) in 1992 in response to a Management Control Review that 
identified the lack of survey and evaluation of cultural resources to constitute a high risk 
material weakness in the National Park Service (Aubry et al 1992:2).  
 
The goal of the SAIP program was to “Conduct systematic, scientific research to locate, 
evaluate, and document archeological resources on National Park System lands.” The 
objectives to be achieved by this project was to “1. Determine the nature and extent of 
archeological resources in park areas.  2. Record and evaluate those resources, including 
nominating eligible properties for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.  3. 
Recommend appropriate strategies for conserving, protecting, preserving in situ, 
managing, and interpreting those resources” (Aubry et al 1992:2). 
 
The SAIP program conducted in Rocky Mountain National Park addressed each of these 
goals and objectives. 
 
Drs Adrienne Anderson and Ann Johnson of the Rocky Mountain Regional Office 
recommended that management provide SAIP funds to Rocky Mountain National Park as 
they felt that resources and information would be irretrievably lost with the increasing 
visitation (over 3.2 million in 1995) resulting from the tremendous population growth 
being experienced all the Colorado Front Range.  In addition, they felt that the presence 
of an archeologist in the park would allow for efficient use of the funds. 
 
Initial SAIP funds were awarded to the park in 1996, with the understanding that 
subsequent funds would be made available for the following 5 years for the program in 
the park. 
 
SAIP in Rocky Mountain National Park 
 
The first year of the SAIP program in Rocky Mountain National Park saw the 
development of a research design to conduct the program.  Development of this 
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document (Butler 1997) included an assessment of the information in the Cultural Sites 
Inventory (see below), a formal literature review including documents at the Office of 
Archeology and Historic Preservation of the Colorado Historical Society, site file review, 
assessment of the park’s museum collection, database review, establishment of necessary 
infrastructure needs such as GIS, crew quarters, field procedure, reporting requirements 
and procedures, etc. 
 
The second through fourth years of the program were to be used for survey, with the last 
year reserved for the production of all final reports.    
 
My 20 plus year experience in doing archeology and as a Contracting Officers Technical 
Representative for several Federal agencies in conducting large multi-year cultural 
resource programs, was that yearly reporting often got behind schedule was incomplete, 
or lacked the analytical attention, rigor, detail, or depth.  Moreover, subsequent years 
work often resulted in the previous analysis having to be reanalyzed or even rejected.  My 
thoughts then (and now) was that requiring full blown analytical reports with drawings, 
photographs, etc., following each year of field work was a waste of money and effort. 
Thus, reporting during the SAIP project in Rocky was limited to State of Colorado site 
forms, maps showing surveyed areas, and a report that was concerned with four main 
topics: where was the survey conducted, what was found, what does it mean, and 
recommendations for next year. The subsequent reports (Brunswig 1999, 2000, 2001, 
2002a, 2002b) included brief site descriptions as taken from the site forms (which would 
also be used in the final reports - why do a fresh description of the same site two or three 
times?).  
 
The SAIP research design called for the following products: site forms, yearly reports, a 
catalog of all material found along with labeled artifacts (except for the museum 
accession number), separate analytical reports for the prehistoric archeology and for the 
historic archeology, and lastly, the production of a National Register of Historic Places 
Multiple Property Nomination.  The information contained in each product was designed 
to be directly applicable and “upwardly migrateable”, i.e., don’t do the same thing over 
and over again. The outcome of development and application of these procedures was 
that much more acreage was covered each year which thus provided much more 
analytical information. The final report would not repeat any of this basic information, 
and would concentrate on analysis and interpretation. 
 
Given that very little work had been done in any sort of rigorous manner anywhere in the 
mountains, the research design therefore could not be a static document.  Thus, the 
project was designed to be flexible in that as we learned more, we would change the 
survey areas, recording procedures, and add or delete research questions as the project 
went along.   
 
The University of Northern Colorado Program 
 
The survey was conducted under a Cooperative Agreement with the University of 
Northern Colorado, in Greeley, Colorado.  UNC was chosen for a variety of reasons:  the 
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Principal Investigator Robert Brunswig’s wide ranging experience in doing archeology in 
a variety of settings, broad publication record, demonstrated knowledge of the archeology 
of Colorado, and a willingness to involve students from UNC and elsewhere in the 
program. Student involvement was very important as many individuals were trained in 
doing archeology in the mountains with all its peculiarities and differences from 
elsewhere.  Encouragement and special emphasis by Brunswig and Butler resulted in 
several B.A. honors theses (Plimpton 2000; Sandoval 2003; Wunderlich 2004) and 
Master of Arts Theses (Elinoff 2002; Larmore 2002; Lux 2005; Rohe 2003), and 
numerous professional papers and presentations (see Appendix C).    
 
UNC also provided expertise in paleoenvironmental research with Dr. James Doerner that 
contributed directly to addressing several of the overall research design questions 
(Doerner 2003, Doerner and Brunswig 2002, Doerner, Brunswig, and Lane 2001, 
Doerner, Brunswig, and Sanborn 2001).  Also conducted under the SAIP program, Dr. 
Sally McBeth and her students at UNC began oral history research with Anglos and with 
the Ute and Arapaho. Both the University and the Park have since contributed additional 
funds to expand the oral history program with Native Americans. 
 
Involving the UNC had an added benefit in that the University continues to be involved 
in the oral history program and with conducting limited surveys as part of spring and 
summer field schools.   
 
At the beginning of each season, the crew was briefed on NPS policies and conduct while 
in the park, i.e., they were considered to be representatives of the National Park Service.  
Individuals who had not worked in the mountains were given an orientation course in the 
field where they could be shown wickiups, rock walls, cairns, etc.  Instruction was also 
given on how to fill out the Colorado recording forms and what would be the expected 
level and quality of documentation. 
 
The 1924 Leiffer Cabin in the Park was used by UNC as the field headquarters for the 
survey.  The foreword to this volume lists all field crew members and specialists who 
have worked on the project. 
  
Field and Laboratory Procedures 
 
Working at High Altitude 
 
This section is for those who have not conducted an archeological survey at high 
altitudes.  Whereas survey in the relatively flat valleys and parks at elevations of between  
8,000 to 9,000 feet (2438 - 2743 meters) posed few problem, working in the other flat 
areas at higher altitude such as benches on the side of mountains, lakes, glacial ridges, 
and in the tundra at 10,000 feet (3048 meters) plus, did have a result on the amount of 
survey area that could be covered.  The basic problems being a lack of oxygen coupled 
with the fact that survey areas often required steep accents over long distances to get to a 
survey area. No sooner would a crew start to survey in the tundra, then they would have 
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to plan on getting back down below treeline due to the afternoon thunderstorms and 
lightening.  Thus, “time on top” was limited.   
 
Horses were used to pack in tents and supplies to established NPS backcountry work 
camps (“spike camps”) located below tree line in order to lessen the wear and tear on the 
crews.  We are indebted to the wranglers who took us to some truly remote parts of the 
park to allow us to record sites in areas that are difficult to reach. 
 
Communication 
 
Bendix King radios were issued to each crew for field use.  As these radios were tuned to 
the park’s radio net which was used by everyone from the park police to campground 
maintenance workers, use was restricted to basic “where are you” and other logistical and 
safety matters.  Small inexpensive radios available in many stores were issued to almost 
every crew member in the last three years of field work.  Although limited to about a mile 
in range, they were invaluable in coordinating field work in difficult terrain, and leaving 
the park radio net unencumbered.  We learned very early that it was important that (1) 
everyone have the radios turned on, and (2) that the frequency be pre-established for the 
day, and (3) pre-established alternate frequencies and procedures be used when a 
frequency was unavailable.  For example, two young ladies walking about 100 feet apart 
monopolized a frequency such that they would not allow the crew to break in and say 
something like “UNC go to 10”. 
 
Surveys and Survey Areas
 
Survey areas were selected as follows.  With visitation exceeding 3 million people per 
year, and growing, survey for the first two years was to concentrate on the high visitor 
use areas of the park, i.e., the low altitude valleys and parks such as Moraine, Upper 
Beaver Meadow, Hallowell, Glacier Basin, Wild Basin, Big Meadow and the 
Kawuneeche Valley.  Subsequent years included more remote low altitude valleys such 
as the Cache La Poudre and Hague Creek, Long Meadow, Pole Creek, the North Inlet 
Trail.  High altitude and very remote areas were included in the last two years: Mummy 
Pass, Mt Ida and the Continental Divide, North Fork of the Big Thompson.  Although 
survey in high visitor use areas was a prime consideration, the program was designed to 
insure that all the different biotic and topographic zones of the park were surveyed 
 
Additional research funding was secured from the park to conduct extensive 
documentation on the very large Lava Cliff site, trails and passes, game drives, and the 
Bear Lake Road corridor.  The University of Northern Colorado also contributed funds to 
survey in the Mt Ida area. 
 
In addition to the SAIP survey, other surveys have been conducted for prescribed fires 
and the Wildland-Urban Interface program, trail reroutes, and other park construction 
projects.  All the information available from what ever source and from what ever year is 
included in the prehistoric and historic reports. 
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Testing, Mapping, and Special Studies
 
Prior to the SAIP project, the Pontiac Pit site (Liestman 1986) was the only archeological 
site in the park that had seen any testing or excavation. The testing conducted under the 
SAIP program was undertaken to gain further information on soils, stratigraphy, artifact 
density, features, faunal remains, etc. Two sites were tested or excavated as part of the 
compliance process for park projects: site 5LR604 was tested as part of the proposed 
Bear Lake shuttle bus parking lot (Larmore, Lux, and Brunswig 2001), and a portion of 
the Lawn Lake site (5LR318) was excavated as part of the park’s project to remove the 
remainder or the Lawn Lake Dam (Brunswig 2001g; Brunswig and Doerner 2001). 
 
Other sites that were tested include 5LR3891, 5LR3892, 5LR3899, and 5LR3899 in 
Upper Beaver Meadows; 5LR15 (Trail Ridge Game Drive) and 5LR3948 along the Ute 
Trail; 5LR4552 in Moraine Park, 5LR4499 and 5LR4520 in Horseshoe Park; 5LR7076  
near Marmot Point (Brunswig 2000); Pontiac Pit Site – 5GA217 and 5GA216 in the 
Kawuneeche Valley, and 5LR7065 and 5LR7075 in the Fall River Valley (Brunswig 
2001g), 5LR10243 on the Lake Helene Trail, and 5LR9837on Hague Creek (Brunswig 
2002b), and a feature on 5LR6 – the Flattop Game Drive (Brunswig and Doerner 2005).   
 
Because ground penetrating radar does not work well (or at all) in soils with high 
moisture content, a test was conducted on the historic Gaskill Townsite and on the 
Pontiac Pit site (Lux and Conyers 2001).  The terrace underlying the town site was found to 
be surprising low in moisture content at depths up to at least a meter, i.e., ground penetrating 
radar would work in such situations, especially if rock walls and foundations were present. 
However, radar work on the Pontiac Pit site was less than successful due to high cobble 
content of the soils, i.e., it was difficult to discern cultural features.  The use of magnetic 
susceptabilty was also investigated on several sites for paleoenvironmental and cultural 
feature identification purposes. 
  
The numerous cairns and possible vision quests on the top of Lava Cliff were mapped 
using GPS technology (Brunswig 2003), and several cairns on the cliff were dated by 
using lichen (Cassells 2002).  A botanical study was also conducted on the cliff (Bach 
200 Louise Elinoff conducted ethnohistorical research as part of the Lava Cliff 
investigations (Elinoff 1999, 2002, 2002; Brunswig, Elinoff, and Lux 2001).  Trails were 
the subject of a special investigation (Lux 2004, 20055; Brunswig and Lux 2003). 
 
No sites of historic age have been tested as most have been destroyed by the C.C.C. or 
National Park Service. 
 
Field Recording Standards 
 
State of Colorado isolated find and prehistoric and historic archeological recording forms 
were used to record all resources.  These hand-written forms were typed in the lab. 
Photographs were taken of all sites. 
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Although many archeological surveys do not include the recording of recent historic 
hearths and any associated debris, it was decided that they would be recorded as these 
hearths document recreational patterns in a major National Park.  Historic rock lined 
hearths were very common (the known prehistoric hearths are rarely circled with rocks) 
and were often recorded as isolated finds as the NPS cleanup operations often removed 
all discarded bottles, cans, and other historic artifacts.  Although recorded as Isolated 
Finds (“IFs”), which we usually equate with a single activity, we recognize that many 
activities take place around the warmth of a simple fire circle. 
 
Site Classification 
 
Both prehistoric and historic archeological sites and isolated finds are defined primarily 
on the basis of the number of functions, not necessarily the number of artifacts. Quantity 
is not as important as is diversity. The idea behind these definitions is to get away from 
counts of things, and talk about what people are doing, i.e., function.  Note that these 
definitions are not absolute and thus the form used was selected based on a field decision. 
 
Sites are defined as the presence of 10 or more artifacts and/or features within about a 
100m2 area judged to likely reflect two or more functions (i.e. habitation and lithic tool 
refurbishment, hunting and processing, etc.).  The site designation may also be applied to 
features and/or structures such cairns, walls, stone rings, scarred trees, wickiups, pits, 
irrigation ditches, and historic structure foundations.  Isolated finds (IFs) are defined as a 
location containing 10 or fewer artifacts (including stone tool manufacturing or 
refurbishment flakes) that indicated only a single kind of human activity.  For example, 
an arrowhead or old solder dot tin can that is not associated with any other artifact or 
feature is considered to be an Isolated Find; i.e., there is little more to be learned about 
the item beyond its simple recording.  Furthermore, IFs are usually, but not always, items 
that can be collected.  
 
The National Park Service standard “Archeological Site Management Inventory System” 
(ASMIS) database includes a field for “site type”.  Site types were defined in the course 
of the project (and are still being revised) in order to facilitate computerized site 
identification, selection, and sorting for analysis.  
 
Also noted in the database was a category called Resource Class.  Resource Class and 
Site Type are not the same thing.   Resource Class is the general classification of a site 
such as historic, prehistoric, mine, isolated find, etc., – site type contains much more 
specific descriptive and functional information.   Multiple functions may apply to a site 
type, and the site type codes are separated by a “/”.   The system contains known 
redundancies.  The REMARKS field in the database can be used for clarification. This 
system is the result of 6 years of field work and has been modified every year.  Although 
it has been fairly stable throughout the project, research results and experiences resulted 
in modifications throughout the life of the project. Site Classes and Types are presented 
and defined at the end of the master site catalogue issued as a separate volume as 
Appendix A of this volume. 
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The Cultural Sites Inventory (CSI), ASMIS Database, and GIS 
 
The Midwest Archeological Center (MWAC) of the National Park Service in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, was charged with assembling, evaluating, and producing reports on each park 
in what was the Rocky Mountain Region in the 1970s through 1990s.  The Cultural Sites 
Inventory (CSI) for each park consisted of a notebook containing an archeological 
overview for the park and surrounding region, a summary of what had been accomplished 
in the park, a set of recommendations, and a working bibliography.  In addition, the CSI 
included a dBASE III+ database of all known sites for each park, along with two sets of 
USGS quadrangles:  one set depicted all known sites, and the other all survey areas.  The 
entire CSI was updated yearly, and the notebook, database, and maps were sent to the 
Regional Office and to the applicable park.  The CSI was and is an invaluable resource 
for parks without an archeologist; park archeologists are expected to maintain and update 
this information.  Many of the fields in the CSI database were incorporated into the 
National Park Service’s national Archeological Site Management System (ASMIS) 
created in the late 1990s. 
 
All site locational data was entered into the ASMIS database at the end of each field 
season.  These data were then sent to the Archeological Assistance Division of the NPS 
in Washington, D.C. where they became part of a national database. 
 
Data in the ASMIS database was used as a layer in an ArcView 3.1 GIS application.  The 
GIS system is maintained by a full time GIS manager for the Park. However, 
archeological site information and survey areas are maintained only on the park 
Archeologist’s computer to safeguard site locational information.  Included in the GIS 
system are layers containing USGS 7.5’ Quadrangles (1915, 1946, 1970s), aerial 
photographs (color and black and white), soils, geology, vegetation, trails, roads, and 
other administrative topics. 
 
Site Location Predictive Models 
 
Because this project would record a large number of archeological sites in a defined area, 
it was decided to attempt a site locational predictive model for prehistoric resources.  An 
early exploratory model focusing on prehistoric game drives was constructed by Eileen 
Ernenwein (2001) while a more elaborate model considering all classes of prehistoric 
sites in all the different environmental zones was produced by University of Arkansas 
graduate student Chris Rohe (2003a, 2003b, 2004) under the direction of Dr. Kenneth 
Kvamme at the University of Arkansas. Less complex, but highly useful, GIS project 
models on prehistoric site prediction variables were produced by Butler (2004) and by 
Robert Brunswig and former University of Northern Colorado student Tabbatha Sandoval 
(e.g., Sandoval 2003). Data layers used to assemble a baseline GIS project for prehistoric 
occupations in the Park, including a wide variety of environmental variable and 
distributions of fauna, sites with specific cultural period components, and certain artifact 
classes such as ceramics and ground stone were used extensively in the (this) final SAIP 
project report on the Park’s prehistoric through early historic archeology.  
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Curation 
 
All artifacts associated with the most recent SAIP project were washed (water only) and 
prepared for analysis at the University of Northern Colorado’s archaeological and 
paleoenvironmental laboratory. Non-SAIP artifacts, and SAIP artifact after analysis, are 
placed in curation with the Museum Storage Facility in the park.  In both instances, 
catalogs were produced and site numbers were written on the artifact and plastic bag.  All 
artifacts, once resident in the Park museum had Park accession numbers written on them 
artifact by museum staff as each item was entered into the museum’s ANCS+ 
computerized database system. 
 
Publications From the Project 
 
Numerous publications and professional presentations have been made reporting on 
various facets of the program. These are listed in Appendix C of this volume. All other 
non-SAIP reports are referenced in the Park library computer catalogue system while 
many are also included in the report’s main references. 
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Appendix L 
 

Digital Imagery of Prehistoric Artifacts from Rocky Mountain National Park: 
Collected from the UNC/RMNP Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program 

(1998-2002) and Selected Diagnostic Artifacts Documented from the Rocky 
Mountain National Park Museum Collection 

 
 During the UNC/RMNP SAIP research project, thousands of artifacts were 
collected and studied from more than 400 prehistoric sites within the Park. Early in the 
project, standard 35 mm film (black & White and slide) photographs were made of 
recovered artifacts. However, by 1999, with the advent of early digital cameras and 
affordable flatbed scanners, protocols were developed to electronically image artifacts 
and store them on project computer hard drives and portable media such as Zip disks. By 
year 3, increasingly high resolution digital cameras and flatbed scanner became available 
and artifact imaging grew increasingly sophisticated. One emerging problem in the 
development of electronic artifact imaging was the choice of a standard graphics image 
file type to use. Initial images were .bmp, but by 2000, it was decided to record images in 
the high resolution .tiff format as a base file type and either record additional images, or 
save original .tiff images, in the lower resolution but less space intensive .jpg format.  
 
 Compact (CD-ROM) disks containing project artifact images for this appendix 
include: disk 1-diagnostic projectile points and pottery, and disk 2-formal lithic tools, 
informal lithic tools, and ground stone tools. All image files on those disks are labeled 
with the site number, artifact catalogue number for that site, and the corresponding 
profile (side) shown, as either labeled as obv (obverse) or rev (reverse). Most of the 
images are in .jpg format although a few (particularly earlier recorded ones) are .bmp or 
.tiff. All images are shown in color and processed for clarity and accurate color 
representation using Adobe’s Photoshop™ image processing software. In addition to 
artifacts collected and documented during the SAIP project, a significant number of 
projectile points, including all of the Park’s museum collection of Paleoindian points, 
were accessed and scanned in the Park’s museum. Statistical data for all the imaged 
artifacts are listed in this volume’s appendices F (projectile points), G (formal lithic 
tools), H (informal lithic tools), I (groundstone tools), and J (pottery). Digitized artifact 
appendices are included in disk form in disk “pockets” at the end of this report. 
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